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EDITOR’S
FOREWORD

The nature and measurement of man’s abili-
ties as a central preoccupation of psychology had its day in the closing
years of the last century and in the early decades of the present one. Un-
fortunately, the enterprise faltered, and interest declined as other aspects

of psychology became more fashionable. Perhapsit is not entirely fair to
say that interest in abilities went out of style but rather that the field stag-
nated, suffering from a paucity of new ideas and characterized by the per-

sistence of out-moded concepts. Such a state feeds uponitself, for able
psychologists are attracted elsewhere, leaving the arena to those willing to
accept andlive within parameters set by the past.

However, times as well as fashions change. The events of the 1960's have
radically modified the nature and direction of society, and with these
changes have come corresponding alterations in the interests of behavioral
scientists. One such change has been a recognition that a civilization has a
duty to consider its human resources and to make the most of them, not
only for the sake of the civilization itself but also for the benefit of the
individuals and groupsthat comprise it. Modern society, taking its text from
the Bible, is becoming increasingly “mindful of man” and Jooking for
answers helpful in implementing its new programs. One resulting interest
is in humanabilities, as the reactions catalyzed by Arthur Jensen’s article
in the Harvard Educational Review attest. The 1969 meeting at the Uni-
versity of Illinois considering the revision of contemporaryintelligence con-
cepts is reminiscent of a similar meeting held nearly fifty years earlier at
Indiana University. The circle appears to be closing. The last quarter of the
twentieth century may well see the study of human abilities regain both
the prominence andthe quality that characterized it in the first quarter of
the century. And Raymond Cattell’s present volumeis a giant step in that

direction.
A new book by Professor Cattell is a major publishing event because his

works are invariably stimulating, unorthodox, and controversial; one always
senses a thrust into the future. Abilities: Their Structure, Growth, and

vil
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Action is no exception. Cattell brings impeccable credentials of training,

experience, and personal research to the task of writing a definitive book

on human abilities. Actually the volume deals almost entirely with intelli-

gence, allotting relatively little space to motor and perceptual abilities or

to occupational ability patterns. Professor Cattell ignores side issues that

would distract the reader from a plan to give coherence and unity to the

overall field of abilities.
Manyreaders who know the Cattell of recent years as a psychologist

concemed primarily with personality and motivation may wonder why he
has selected the present topic. Yet Cattell’s pioneering work was in the field
of intelligence, and it was he who developed and introduced culture-fair
intelligence tests. Numerous research articles on intelligence and related
topics, various intelligence scales, and such provocative concepts as fluid
and crystallized intelligence attest to his eminent qualifications and interest

in the field. As Professor Cattell notes in his own preface, he might have

called this volume “Intelligence Revisited.” One might truthfully add,

“Defined, Extended, and Projected.”

As a behavioral scientist Cattell contends that an understanding of the

structure of intelligence must come mainly through the study and analysis
of behavior, accomplished with cross reference to evidence from other

cognate disciplines bearing upon the nature of man andhis activities. His

approach is holistic in that he demands the destruction of the artificial

barriers erected by such restrictive categorizations as motivation, per-

sonality, and intelligence. The fourteen chapters of the book take the reader

from psychometric beginnings through discussion on the nature of abilities

and their exemplifications. Chapters dealing with heredity and environment

and with intelligence and society speak directly to those concerned with the

worlds of today and tomorrow. Of special theoretical interest is the dis-

cussion af the triadic theory of abilities, particularly in terms of develop-

mental relationships. Throughout the book, his references to his own work,
stretching over forty highly productive years, illuminate the points he makes

from direct personal experience. Few scholars can draw upon such a pro-
digious personal backdrop of research and writing—a backdrop consisting

of somethirty books and over three hundred articles.
Abilities is a book to be read with profit by the untrained psychologist

as well as by specialists in other fields relating to the nature of man and
to programs designed to further his welfare. Research workers interested

in intelligence and its social implications will find it of particular interest.

This volume will not answer all possible questions about human abilities

and their potential role in social planning. Not everyone will agree with the
author's formulations and conclusions. Yet A bilities is unmistakably a mile-
stone in a chaotic field, and, despite the highly technical nature of much of
the subject matter, an imaginative contribution which will stimulate both
antagonist and supporter to pursue the crucial task at hand.

John E. Horrocks



PREFACE

A preface to a scientific book has the pur-
pose, in my opinion, of being more frank and personal than is appropriate
in the scientific treatmentitself. It can expose the backstage construction,
knit up historical connections, and, by a freer use ofthefirst person singular,
permit the expression of values and reactions properly excluded in a text-
book. Somecritic, I venture to prophesy, will say that it would be hard to
be more frank or singular than J have been in thetext, and that my chapter
on intelligence and society is already full of “Beyondist” values. That may
be true, but there are still some things to say that may help the student.
As far as my own forty years of published research is concerned,this

book might be called “intelligence revisited,” for I may seem to have been
absent on other frontiers for thirty years. Between 1928 and 1942, stimu-
lated by personal research with three giants in the field—-Spearman, Burt,
and Thurstone—I published about a dozen contributions to the field of
ability research. After that, as I set out on my own Odyssey into personality
and motivation research, I can claim only sporadic contributions. What
then justifies this return? I could reply, at a superficial level, that the best
vacation is a change of work, or that the invitation of a good publisher
is not to be spurned. But there are more solid reasons.

First, the traveler returning to his native Jand can see it with more under-
standing than can either the stay-at-home or the stranger. Second, I am
convinced that the topic of abilities has such roots in the growing science
of the total dynamics of personality that it should no longer be handled
by an educational psychometrist. Third, in terms of the continental develop-
ment of concepts about this area, I think I might paradoxically say that

Inever reallyJeft it.

Nevertheless, there is a sense in which I left my intellectual offspring—

the research articles and books and the three intelligence scales of the

thirties, the concept of fluid and crystaflized intelligence born in 2940,

and the introduction of culture-fair intelligence tests—to starvation. I had
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not learned——as older researchers know from the history of science—that

moreoriginal andvital ideas than mine havecollected dust on bookshelves

for lack of exegesis by their parent or some scholarly leader.

Not that these contributions stagnated; the whole field seemed to stand

still after the tremendous pioneer work of Binet, Burt, Piaget, Spearman,

and Thurstonein the first quarter of the 20th century. The field of psychol-

ogy that had beenfirst to achieve a precision yielding a real technology, and

which, in Spearman's developmentof factor analysis, opened up that major
half of method we now call multivariate experimental psychology, seemed
to stand still. A certain ant-like industry went on in psychometric details,
but, judging by the kinds of tests which established themselves as standard

educational instruments, the drifts in these stagnant waters were retro-

gressive—into pre-Spearmanian chaos.

Since I have described my absence as an Odyssey into personality re-
search, I may continuethe allegory and say that on returning I found myself

at odds with the crowd of suitors who were unsuccessfully besieging my
first love. With equal feeling they seemed to resent, and with conspicuous

inadvertence to omit from their writing and teaching, both the theory of

fluid andcrystallized intelligence, and the argument that the new culture-

fair tests should be given at least as large a role in applied psychology as

traditionaltests.

Fortunately, the citadel of the tired establishment was also simultane-

ously attacked at this juncture from the opposite side by Guilford and his

colleagues researching oncreativity. The soundsof our independent march-

ings began to awaken the whole countryside. Alas, in this book I am com-

pelled to ask whether those stirringly active researchers in the area of

creativity are marching in the right direction, in a basic research sense.

Even if they were, I would not be very happy with the vulgar misunder-

standing by the camp followers, who havetried to make creativity a popu-

lar cult. The thoughtful, subtle work of Galton, Lombroso, Spearman,

Havelock Ellis, and Kretschmer is Jost in monotonous drumbeats which

assert that the individual has only to lose his inhibitions to become a

da Vinci, a Newton, a Beethoven, or an Einstein.

However, the importantfact is that ability study is on the move again,
as shown by the appearance of half a dozen books by distinguished writers

in these two or three years. My personal belief is that it is moving toward a
new and more subtle view of structure, incorporating the concepts of fluid

and crystallized intelligence in what I have called the triadic theory, and
thatit will now develop its relations far more richly with personality and
motivation theory than ever before.

The concepts of ability structure, like those of any other psychological

structure, must be derived from analysis of behavior. The concepts from
actual behavior can then, if the time is ripe, be integrated with evidence
from physiology and neurology, comparative animal behavior, machine
simulation, developmental analysis, and the domains of personality and
motivation. Thus, while my aim has been to meet a major need for inte-
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gration acrossthesefields, and while J fee) thatability study must be rescued
from the narrow confines of psychometry, I actually begin this book with
technical psychometric presentations, I foresee difficulties here, both for the
student and with the critic. The former has my sympathy, for, in view of
his having been led along primrose paths by teachers who never taught the
disciplines of factor analysis and other necessary multivariate concepts, he

may find thefirst three chapters difficult. I can only suggest that he use this

concrete problem as a stimulus for doing some reading in factor analysis
indicated as a desirable supplement (in particular, the chapter in the Hand-
book of Multivariate Experimental Psychology, 1966) and the recent

simplified presentation by Guertin and Bailey (1970).
On the other hand, from thecritic, I anticipate possible dissatisfaction

expressed in the accusation that I have handled the psychometric evidence
with insufficient elaboration and rigor to give full support to my triadic
theory. Throughoutthis book, however, I have attempted a judicious com-

promise amongseveralutilities. Primarily it is intended to be a compre-
hensive and integrating statement of where this field of knowledge stands
today. As such it is a textbook for the graduate student and the under-
graduate major in psychology. Secondarily, it is intended to suggest leads
to the researcher, and in this interest it asks awkward technical questions,
and comments on more theoretical issues than would arise in an under-
graduate text. These bits of crucial reasoning, I trust, will be treated as
didactic opportunities by the good teacher who wants the flavor of explora~
tion and research in his teaching from the beginning. Thetriadic theoryis
itself the most provocative of these issues, for it points to several areas
where evidence is missing and where ideas for research can be found.

There is a third aim with which I have sought a successful compromise,
that of communicating with the intelligent reader in other speciaftics who
wants an up-to-date, research-oriented birds-eye view of the psychologyof
abilities, It is for this reader that I have extended discussion of currentissucs
of debate in education and the social sciences further than I might other-
wise have done. Nevertheless, I feel no need to apologize to the teacher of
academic courses on tests, measurements, and abilities for the rather exten-
sive treatmentgiven to social aspects of expression, recruitment, and foster-

ing of abilities (in the last chapter). Anystudent worth his salt will want

to pursue these “activist” issues.
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Mifflin office. Finally, as more than the usual required formality, I want to
thank the committees of NIH, inasmuch as my personality researches, sup-
ported in part by Public Health Research Grants Nos, MH1733-8 through
MH1733-12 from the National Institute of Mental Health, have helped
toward this integration.

Raymond B.Cattell
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CHAPTER THE
ONE SCIENTIFIC

GOALS

OF

ABILITY

STUDY

ON THE IMPORTANCE
OF

1.

INTELLIGENCE

An opening remark familiar to a reader is

that he is about to study the most important thing in the world. Further,

it may be hinted that prior to the work in question the topic has been

neglected, Neither of these claims can be made for the subject of intelli-

gence. Students, it is true, place cleverne:
destal of importance,

but a more experienced
psychologist

or an older man begins to perceive

that other personality qualities can be more valuable than jntelligence—

th experience one may reach the

even in school achievement. Indeed, wi

conclusion that “the most important ability is dependability.”
Surveying

human history, as Lowell did, we may agree with such individual judg-

ments as “If Napoleon’s
heart had borne any proportion to his brain, he

with Terman’s

would have been oneof
in all history,” OT

(1947) observation that the order ©
geniuses to human

culture is by no means the same as that of their I.Q.’s- In all the writing in

the New Testament, and since, about Christ, culogies ofheer intelligence

are not prominent.

; Nevertheless,
intelligence is a fascinating

ciplined application of high intelligence by

tists of genius between the Renaissance an

sponsible for the unprecedented
health and weal!

population of the globe, for we are not conspicuously
bet

cestors in political sense or other things to which our fortune

natively be credited. Moreover, to the individual possessed of intelligence.

the doors of universities and the
fessions are freely

and important topic. The dis-

a few thousand Jeading scien-

d today is qalmost solely rc-

fh of the present vast

ter than our an-

might alter-

anks of the respected pro

1
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opened. And, apart from considerations of either competition or service,

greater intelligence increases for its possessor perception of the esthetic

grandeur and deepersignificance of our universe. As by a greatlens, or by

those capacities to see color which distinguish man’s view of scenery from

the drab black and white world of the dogor the rat, the gift of intelligence

creates an ever-enlarging spectacle.

Therefore let us concede our topic some importance. But certainly we

cannot proceed further to say thatit is also neglected! Many scientists in

the field might wish heartily that it were—orat least that it could be freed

from the misinterpretations heaped uponit by the hosts of amateur author-

ities in school, home, and industry. As the expenditure of time and money

on education has increased, so has the volume of paper in magazines,
books, and newspapers devoted to more or less superficial, or politically

tainted, or grossly wishful views of the nature of human ability. The

central interest of the topic is further witnessed by the birth in this gen-

eration of an international society, Mensa, entrance into which is based

simply on being intelligent—beyonda certain, prescribed, high test hurdle.

Great societies have begun to spend enormous amounts to raise the ability

levels of their persistently less competent members. Thus, it is becoming

socially important to find out what scientific knowledge about abilities

and their development may lie hidden under the clouds of dust raised by

recentdisputations about the nature and distribution of human capacities.

2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF IDEAS
ABOUT INTELLIGENCE

The history of ideas aboutintelligence is so
long that whole books have been written about it. Plato compared the

intellect to a charioteer guiding the powerful horses of the passions, ice.,
he gave it both the power of perception and the power of control. He

introduced the term “nous”for this reasoning power, which, via the classics,
became in England an upperclass slang term for almost the same subtle

quality as was covered by the common word “gumption.”It implies some

sheer insight—some insusceptibility to being fooled—which js not to be

identified either with a trained, polished intellect, or with the more emo-
tional Teasonableness of “common sense.” But Plato and Aristotle saw
things a little more simply than our modern sophisticate. Indeed, if the
academic philosophers will excuse the blasphemy, they appear a little
“stuffy” in wishing to makeintelligence and reason practically synonymous.
(As Philosophers of that time they were naive physiologically too, in con-
sidering the brain a sort of sponge radiator for cooling the blood rather
than the seat of intelligence, which they placed elsewhere.) During the
Middle Ages, the “darkness” of which we love to overdo, the Scholastics
divided this classical “intellect” into intellect as it remains today and a
distinct, Rewentity to which Thomas Aquinas gave the new word “intelli-
gence” or understanding,i.c., a “gumption” bereft of academic “culture.”
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This is essentially where matters stood when the prilliant contributions

of Spearman, Binet, Burt, Terman, and others broke upon the psycholog-

ical scene in the opening decade of our century. AS the most basic con

tributions to science often do, these contributions began with measurement.
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‘The basis of effective description and measurement that uly apa

in any science, sometimes designated asits “taxonomy, was $ oroe the

to the science of psychology. Until recent times psychology has been the

happy hunting ground of the literary and clinical theorists. Among

more mature sciences it has been derided, not unjustly sometimes, as8

mere popular carnival of pasteboard concepts. But the area of ability study

actually has had the honor of being one of the first in psychology (along

with perception and memory research) to move onto firmer ground. Its

steady advanceis a tribute to the resolving power of measurement. In fact,

ability study has been the real father of psychometrics, the branch of

psychology concerned with technical developments of measurement. And

from this area of firm order, psychometrics took over areas of personality

and motivation previously left to psychoanalytic and other speculation.

But those developments are another story (Cattell, 1965:a).

Usually the first and most elementary step in taxonomy has been the

recognition not of measures but of types. Medical psychology made a

qualitative beginning with such distinct types of intelligence defect as

microcephaly, mongolian imbecility (now renamed Down’s syndrome),

hydrocephaly, phenylketonuria, and galactosemia. But ultimately taxonomy

requires measurement, and the introduction of intelligence testing was the

prelude to the measurement of many aspects of cognitive behavior. Ulti-

mately, in additional areas of psychology, accurate descriptions of behavior

as it takes place at a given momentin time must be obtained if we are to

get any laws worthy of the name. The theorist who wants to proceed to

developmental laws about abilities—who wants to be “dynamic” in his
explanations of the origin, growth, and nature of intelligence—must be
patient to make and record observations first. He can no more focus

meaningful movement without this “description of a given moment” than
a movie director can getintelligible movementin a film without the indi-
vidual “static” frames themselves presenting each a clearly focused “still.”

3. THE TESTING AGE BEGINS
. These truths became espoused and imple-

mented in research around 1900 by two leading psychologists of very
different backgrounds and goals. One was Charles Spearman (1904a) of
London, about whom morewill be said. The other, Alfred Binet (1905),
was the son of a French physician. Prior to his work on intelligence, Bi

‘ ; . » Binet
had been a kind of knight-errant of science, i

been a ki E kni treading several diverse pathsof scientific investigation before psychology. He had investigated animalmagnetism, the behavior of microbes, and finally the study of mentaldiseases. It was this last interest which led him, with the psychiatrist Simonto the investigation ofintelligence. ,Their emphasis was on the pathology presented by subnormal intelli-gence. French psychology always has had a practical, medical bent, likemuch of the Psychology in the Mediterranean countries. in fact, Binet wasfollowing in the footsteps of a predecessor, Séguin, who, with Ttard, had
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succeededin taming and teaching the famous “Wild Boy of Aveyron,” who
apparently had grown up without contact with human culture, Séguin, the
inventor of a training device which later became a “formboard test of
intelligence,” thereby earned for himself the affectionate title “the apostle
of the idiots.” Binet himself, however, also had a lively theoretical interest
in psychology, and,as early as 1889, he had foundedthefirst psychological
laboratory in his country (a few years after that founded by J. McKeen
Cattell at Johns Hopkins University), In the end the actual provocation for
the construction ofthefirst intelligence tests came from the Parisian school
authorities, who pointedly asked Binet and Simon to clarify the diagnosis
of irremediable forms of backwardnessin school children.
To get ideas Binet began an intensive study of the mentat capacities of

his own two children. His explicit objective was to devise a means of
measuring the level of generalintelligence possessed by any particular child
as by “‘a metric scale ofintelligence.” Thus, he conceived that there was a
mental capacity, different from school achievement, which could be meas-

ured “as with a ruler.” The rationale of his procedure ultimately turned out
to be one of sampling a person’s ability in all directions by means ofin-

genious and carefully graded tests of comprehension, memory, judgment,

ability to detect absurdities, capacity to resist foolish suggestion, cleverness,
and penetration.

These tests, in various translations and developments, such as the Stan-

ford-Binet, are too well known to psychologists to need illustration. But

one might consider briefly the instance of a seven-year-old being asked,
“Do yousee this book? Putit on the chair by the door. Then open the door.

Then come back here.” To pass he has to execute all three commissions
without error. Or, again, five numbers are read deliberately, e.g., 7, 5, 1,
9, 8, and the child is asked to repeat them. Then heis given five little

cubes, which look very much the same to the eye but vary in weight, and

he is asked to put them in order from the lightest to the heaviest. Then

simple designs on paper are exposed to his view for a certain number of

seconds, and he is asked to draw them from memory. Or again,a picture
is placed before him, and heis asked to say whatit is all about. Then he is

asked to state what is wrong orridiculous in such items as: “Yesterday the

police found the body ofa girl cut into eighteen pieces. They believe that

she killed herself.” (This somewhat ghoulish item was omitted from the

Americantranslation!)
. — ;

Although this is the first, known, systematic realization of a standardized

test of intelligence, the idea of intelligence tests was not new. In fact, such

devices have been proposed a numberoftimes over the course of centuries;

for selection for special positions; indeed, Plato, by implication, Propose

such selection in his Republic. However, as happensso often in i eman

thought (witness Democritus’ propounding of an atomic theory in } °ai

century 3.c., or H. G. Wells’ description of a working time mae hine oa .

is all the difference in the world between a general verbal notion

precise, imaginative, working out in practical steps.
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Manyteachers at the time saw the great virtue of the BinetSionhe

to lie in the practical realm—in fact in the greater certainty oY h

ing between true mental defect and mere lack of school progress. ehcho-

logical researchers saw also the gains in experimental design through Rom

able to make concise measurement statements and proceed to exact ™

parison. But perhaps the greatest gain from this attempt at measurem a

was that it forced concentration on a definition of the concept of intel i-

gence. For the problem always is thrust brutally uponany person proposing

any measurementto define precisely the thing that he ismeasuring. ; .

‘As we shall see, an armchair, philosophical definition of intelligence 1s

not enough. Nature may have other ideas about how abilities actually are

organized. Indeed, before the question, “How do you define intelligence?

we must ask, “Does there even exist a single power or focus of ability, or

are there several distinct foci?” It is clear from the operations he followed

as well as from what he wrote initially that Binet held a multifocal concept

of intelligence. Actually he proceeded like a mining engineer wishing to get

an estimate of the richness of some widespread deposit of ore; he took the

equivalent of a series of borings at a number of points and averaged the

assays. However, in various writings he implied also the unifocal view, that

intelligence is some one thing, and he debated the relative appropriateness

of the concepts in such termsas “cleverness” and “judgment.”

Regardless of the soundness of his somewhat mercurial definitions, a

very real contribution made by Binet was that of measuring by units of

“mental age.” This measuring unit has weathered the storms of decades of

debate, though with minor modifications. Essentially, after arranging his

tests in order of difficulty, he gave them to a large number of normalchil-

dren to see which and how many tests the normal, average child at each

age would pass. If a particular child passed all the questions normally

passed by children of, say, eleven years, he was given that mental agelevel,

whatever his actual age might be. From this, with the help of an idea by

the German psychologist Stern, Binet proceeded to the concept of “intelli-
gence quotient,” a value obtained by dividing the mental age by the actual
age and multiplying the result by 100. It was observed within a few years
that the intelligence quotient tends to stay fairly constant for a particular
child, butthe issue of how constantit stays has been debated ever since,
and will be taken up here later in technical detail,

Charles Spearman was a manofa very different stamp. Coming from an
eminent family with military traditions, he was an officer in the Army in

waa,whoveryProperly mighthave beenoccupying himselE with polo but
him. Thus, he devotes. onthe an extensive Ubrary of books around with

* © generous leisure to the satisfaction of adeeply inquiring mind. Even so, he caii nquirin; . > me to regret the early years he had“wasted” in this amateur scienti! vefic status, saying: “I had istakof mylife. I had given myself hte thatlifei Lene. up to the youthful illusion thatlife is long.”
Comparatively late in life he came to be a P e is long.

; rofessor at the Universitof London, wherehe built up a world-famous research center in psyehobogy. Spearman took up the fundamental question of the definition of intel-
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ligence much moreseriously than did Binet. He asked himself whether we
should think ofintelligence as a single poweror as a bundle of very unre-
lated abilities—“a crowd of faculties,” as seemed to be implied by Binet’s
multifocal view. In other words, he asked, “Could a person be quite a
genius at mathematical problems, a perfect fool at expressing himself in
writing, and an average man in handling sensitive social situations?” In
fact, would the profile of abilities of a person pass through a series of ups
and downs as one goes overa longlist of possible performances? The value
and uniqueness of Spearman’s contribution was not only that he asked
very clearly the fundamental questions first, but also that he developed a
highly original andeffective method for answering them.

4. THE BASIC ISSUE OF THE
STRUCTURE AND DEFINITION OF
ABILITIES

What was developed by the genius of Spear-
man as the scientific, technical means of answering these questions is a

somewhat complex methodology of correlational statistics known as factor

analysis, which must be approached in the next chapter. Here, at the out-

set, it is enough to recognize clearly that the approach of making up sub-

jective, armchair definitions of intelligence is foredoomed, logically and

methodologically.! In a short time definitions of intelligence could become

as numerous as psychologists—more so, in fact, since any one psychol-
ogist can be inconsistent! As in any other area of science, our hopeis to
operate with a certain limited number of operationally precise concepts,

derived as far as possible from nature. And the issue, before definition, is
how many unitary abilities exist in behavior covering what can be desig-

nated semantically “intelligence.” Thorndike, one of the most eminent of

American workersin this area in the first two decades of this century, also

asked this question very clearly (1931) and answeredit to his own satis-
faction by saying that there were three or four main groupings of ability—
four“intelligences,” if one likes. Thus, it transpired, fortunately, that every

logically possible view found its sponsor. These were: (1) the unifocal or
monarchic view in Spearman,(2) the oligarchic idea of a “few big abilities”
in Thorndike, (3) the multifocal, “host of unrelated abilities” view appear-

ing intermittently in Binet but most uncompromisingly in Watson (1914),

and others of the “reflexologicai” school of learning theorists who consid-

ered intelligence a vast collection of specific acquired competences. Also,

(4) there were various combinations of these three. .

In spite of the differences among Binet, Spearman, Thorndike, and,

eventually, Watson, Terman, Kohler, and others who joined the fray, this

.
1 One is reminded of Haldane’s pithy comment: “[In science] we are compelled to

tigating, and as our Lnowledge increasesInvestigate before we hnow what we are inves! Se york:

we must contiaually restate our questions.” The Causes of Evolution (New York:

Harper, 1932) p. 63,
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group of early twentieth-century psychologists at least Oeasiedly

with their predecessors and many philosophical psycho! ogis ard

active as contemporaries—that one ofthe first goals of ability researc! .

to discover the structure of abilities. That is to say, as good researc

strategists, they recognized that before science could attack the exciting

questions of how intelligence develops, what part heredity plays in it,

which parts of the brain are involved, and the like, the researcher must

study behavioritself and find out the unitary patterns in which abilities are

arranged. Further, in spite of contemporaries whocreated a further smoke
screen by claiming that the human mind is beyond understanding, they had
to proceed on the courage of their convictions that all psychology must
begin with actual behavior measurement. They took the position that
humannature, like any other object of scientific analysis, is susceptible to

quantification. Here they were heartened by a dictum of Thorndike (which
some say comes from the English eugenist, Karl Pearson) that “whatever

exists, exists in some quantity, and can therefore be measured.” Such a

statement was not to be made withoutprotests from many who represented
the literary and clinical approach to psychology, who readily invoked such
terms as the “soul,” and whose writings were sprinkled with synonyms for
“the ineffable and the unmeasurable.”

While following positivist explorations, however, let us admit that when
we advance toward the boundaries of psychology we shall find strange un-
predictables, which such modern physicists as Heisenberg believe we find
at the boundaries of physics also. Nevertheless, to make clear our general
psychological position, let us assert that, like the physicists, we have to
march on with staunch scientific faith in order and explicability, aiming toreduce the inexplicable until, if such be the case, something inscrutable
finallystops us.

Beginning with actual behavioral measurement, therefore, the experi-mental psychologists whom we shall flogi ‘ollow here proceeded to attack thestructure ofabilities. They rightly anticipated that beyond this understand-ing of Structure, a further understanding of the development of abilitiesandtheir interactions with physiology and with therest of personality wouldbe reached. Historically, the first important step along this path was takenin 1904, when Binet’s intelligence test was given to the world and Spear-man’s paper “General Intelligence, Objectively Determined and Measured”pppeared in the American and the British Journal of Psychology. (In the‘ormer it appeared, as if to remind us of the times, alongside an articleTas’, A Preliminary Study of the Psychology of the English Sparrow”!)Bee andtheae of scientific endeavor, the practical contribution byman, Tater feeee theoretical and mathematical contribution by Spear-con only an in a common, harmonious Stream of research. But thathe stuck Fee cmost3 generation of debate, some misunderstanding ofpremann ase ss and manytraffic Jams along the path of progress fromtousher tae pis to answer questions of Popular interest before theer, basic, scientific, and structural questions were tackled.
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GENERAL
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CAPACITY

1. THE NATURE OF VERBAL

DEFINITIONS OF

INTELLIGENCE

If it is agreed that, as suggested in the last

chapter, one of the first steps in jnvestigating the “satural history” of

humanabilities has to be the construction of measuring instruments, but

that before setting up a measuring instrument one has to define whatis to

be measured, the investigator may find himself in 2 paradoxical position.

Forthe definition of intelligence may become possible only after the unitary

structures have been discovered experimentally, but they can be discovered

only from measurement research. Let us consider this apparent paradox.

It is part of the greater methodological sophistication required of the

psychologist, compared to some other investigators, that he must recog-

nize that the process of definition is very different for the scientist, on the

one hand, and the philosopher, mathematician, OF logician on the other.

The latter are free to define subjectively 2s they wish, whether they be

defining a unicorn or the ideal man or the square root of —1. The scientist,

ly and iteratively. That is to

on the other hand, has to proceed empirical.
;

say, he starts with a rough definition of what he is looking for and grad-

ually reshapes it as he begins to see what is really there. For example,

Lavoisier, as shown by his choice of the name “oxygen,” thought thatall

acids would include oxygen in their composition. In the end the firm

definition of acid hinged on a somewhat different feature, since only the

majority but not all chemicals fitting the acid type contained oxygen. An

acid could not logically be defined a priori, once and for all. The definition

of acid therefore shifted, in a series of such “iterations,” as many other

scientific definitions have done.
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Purely a priori attempts to define intelligence verbally could be infinitely

pumerous, as the last chapter indicates. But three major emp hases among

sponding to fields of psychological endeavor can be recognize ne

those which actually were produced. First came the educators, percei ing

intelligence as “the capacity to learn.” Since school Jearning might alse

include sheer rote memorizing capacity, or the motivation to study, both 6

which most people considered semantically outside the concept, various

more elegant and morerestricted forms of “learning capacity” were Pro-

posed, such as “the capacity to acquire capacity.” Second came the notion

derived from the philosopher, the poet, and the mathematician, converging

on the phrase “the ability to think abstractly.” This is a notion one might

reach especially from noticing the capacity of more intelligent humans, in

notable contrast to mental defectives, to abstract and generalize correctly.

A third definition came from the world of comparative animal psychol-

ogy in the phrase “intelligence is adaptability to new situations.” Any com-

parison of what commonly are regarded as more andless intelligent animal

species points to the former being better able to achieve their instinctual
goals in circumstances where unusual abstractions have been introduced,

so that some new, roundabout adaptation has to be made.In this definition
it is necessary, however, to add a footnote to make clear that one does not

mean merely adaptation in the sense of being “able to tolerate” as in the

more clinical sense of “adjustment’—which intelligent rebels always think

is anything butintelligent! Noris it phystological and anatomical adaptabil-

ity in the wide Darwinian sense.
Facile theorists of the untutored kind often overlook the fact that their

ideas—tike the enquiry, “when did you stop beating your wife?”—beg the

teal question. In our present study they beg the question of whether intel+

ligence is a single thing, as noted above. If we have a phrase like “the
capacity to abstract,” there is a tendency, as Francis Bacon watned us

back in Elizabethantimes, automatically to assume from a single term that

there is a single thing. The more fundamental thinking of Spearman did
not overlook this logically necessary question. What is far more remark:

able, he showed a novel means by which it could be answered in this
eosaea behavior. For in that same year, 1904, he published an
which ‘became baie arcasurement of Association between Two Things,”

= examination ofstructure in psychology.

To appreciate the importance of this,
suspicion of words. Incidentally,

one must first acquire a deep

psychology,
in no science is this so important as in

and countless, sorry, wildcholog u : * goose chases would have beenavoided if psychologists, beginning, for example,‘Ps with Willi
‘eames mis in their elementary classes. In physical life Wedo.notofteneoeone objectone seldom asked to prove ourintuitive belief that the catwhich iet and the dog another. But in the vast jungle of observationhee . avior—the substance of psychology—the taxonomist has toSome a far more sophisticated methodologist than in almost any othscience. Whatin fact do we mean,

assert,
° What i and how do weproveit, whesay, that “musica} aptitude” is a unitary gift? P vnmien We assert
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The basic rule for proving the unity of an entity is the same (as John
Stuart Mill explained) regardless of whether it is physical or behavioral
unity. A thing is a unity when its parts move together, change together,
and respond together to some treatment or stimulation, The cat and dog
may bea single amicable heap bythe fireside, but when you call the dog,
fourlegs, two cars, a nose, and a tail cross the room to you at once while
the other, cat-like elements stay put. Similarly, if I hypothesize that per-
ceiving analogies, judging the lengths of lines, and seeing the points of
subtle jokes are parts of a single thing called intelligence, thenif I put one
hundred students in the rank order of their performances on each of these,
my hypothesis can be tested by seeing if this rank order is the same (or
nearly the same) forall three performances. This method has been applied

widely in psychology. For example, Scheier and the present writer (1961)

investigated the hypothesis that anxiety is a psychophysiological unity by

measuring a patient on each of a hundred occasions on blood pressure,

tendency to see threatening objects in pictures, electrical skin resistance,
and level of confidence in a new performance. The fact that the raised

blood pressure, lowered confidence, and the other measures correlated

positively and adequately together pointed to the existence of a unitary
anxiety state appearing as a single response to various influences. The

central principle of this method, in the developed form of factor analysis,

was born in Spearman’s concern aboutthe nature ofintelligence.

2. (S INTELLIGENCE UNITARY?
SURFACE AND SOURCE TRAITS
Although factor analysis is a complex sub-

ject, a general logical (if not mathematical) understandingof its principles

is vital to any real penetration of the issues about structures and traits.
Factor analysis, as its name implies, is concerned with identifying the

unitary factors or influences accounting for the patterns of behavior that
we see. It has been used similarly in other branches of science—from

medicine to meteorology——where a large number of variables is involved
and whereit is difficult to pick out the single underlying influences. Often
in psychology we use the term frait for such aninfluence or the single pat-
tern it produces, as when we say that Smith believes thus and so because he
has acquired a strong superego or that Jonesis able to solve these problems

and learn rapidly because he has moreintelligence. In the present section

the readeris asked to bring his intelligence to bear to grasp the vital logic

offactor analysis, before we proceed to apply it to some debated issues.

Historically, factor-analytic and correlational methods began with the

work of a handful of geniuses, among whom Karl Pearson, Sir Francis

Galton, and Charles Spearman were the leaders. In Spearman's work they

began with the above-mentioned article on “proof of association.” Out of

this have grown concepts of surface traits and source traits, unitary re-

sponse processes, dimensions of psychological states, homostats, and seg-

regate types, and other operational concepts which are among the most

complex but also the most useful in psychology.
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A grasp of three of the most basic concepts is“absolutely necessary

however, before the student or even the “lay reader’ can come toeps m

any meaningful way with the real nature of theability problem. ist t

should knowthe correlation coefficient, which is a device, originate L y

Sir Francis Galton, for measuring the degree of agreement—of “going-

togetherness”——between two series of measurements—such as perform-

ances in the analogies and line judgmenttests mentioned above. Typically,

in figuring a correlation, we start with a list of people and | two col-

ummnsof scores, one for each performance involved. The correlation coeffi-

cient works out from such data, in the form given it by Karl Pearson and

the French statistician Bravais, so that it equals +1.0 when two series gO

together perfectly, becomes 0.0 when they are utterly unrelated, and drops

to —1.0 whenthey are exactly inversely related (e.g., the speed of trains

and the time they take to go from A to B).
Evenif two manifestations of behavior spring from the same source, we

should not expect them to show a perfect r, that is, a correlation’ of +1.0,
because various other things may influence them also. For example, the

correlation between the statures of fathers and sons may reach only +0.5,

because, although they have some genes in common, the son also has the

mother’s genes. Furthermore, they may be affected by differences of en-

vironmentorby sheer errors of observation which may be contained in the

measures as written down.

Nowlet us suppose we have a theory that six performances, a, b, ¢, d, €,

and f, are all expressions of some single ability. We could test, say, 200

people on all six of these and work outall possible (fifteen) correlations

amongthe six as shown in the correlation matrix in Table 2—1.

The experimental result shows that our theory is wrong. Actually a, b,
and e form onecorrelation cluster, being linked significantly a with b, b

with e, and a with e, while c, d, and f do not belong and form another
cluster. And thefirst cluster is independent of the second, for there are
virtually zero correlations of a, b, and e with c, d, and f, Here one would
haveininfer that two different abilities are at work; these might be called
a and B.

. A correlation cluster such as « or B is called a surface trait, because it
simply shows that manifestations in some way “go together”buttells us no

7 S tentegnceforth, for brevity, “e may Write just x for correlation coefficient. The calcu-ion of the Bravais-Pearson “product moment,” r, from two series of measures,X and Y, on the same persons, N, is done by the formula:

  Ey pa ee

VEL? Nexo,”
where x and y are the deviations of eac!
series. Zand ¥ tespectively, and &.
tronsover all rersons: ¢ is the x1
Eeviation of the y scores. Tf the
fad at thit point some brie:
(W9S4), oF Ferguson (1959)

h person's scores from the mean of each
) means adding up the products of the two devia-

tandard deviation of the x scores, and @, the standard
teader is unfamiliar with simple correlation, he should{ introductory text, such as Baggaley (1964), Guilford
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TABLE 2-1
The Recognition of Unitary Surface Traits by a Correlation
Matrix

Variables

[a b c d e f£
     

 

    

       

a
; b These correlations would

Variables oc repeat values in
d ~~] G 0 lowerleft.
e £6} £7] 1-2 Oo
tf [-. 2 69) (8) 0   

Correlations of +:.2 orless are here considered negligible.

First surface trait relations marked by [( J. Surface traite =a+ob+te

Secondsurface trait relations marked by (). Surfacetrait Baoe+tdatf

more, By contrast with this, we may talk of a source trait as some under-

lying influence which causes things to go together. In statistical terms, the

former is just a correlation cluster, as immediately observable in Table
2-1, whereas the latter is a “simple structure” factor or a factor given a

unique position by “confactor rotation” (these qualities of a factor will be

described below). The fact that manifestations to some degree “go together”

in a surface trait (in ability, personality, or even nonpsychologicat data) is

no proof that they spring from a single source. For example,it is a fact that

one obtains a surface trait (correlation cluster) among measures on school

children on such variables as size of vocabulary, familiarity with history,

knowledge of literature, and ability to solve mathematical puzzles. And it

is easy to see that a tendency to get a high score on these will contrast the

“educated and intelligent” type of man with the “unintelligent and poorly

educated.” But we recognize at once on commonsense grounds that this
surface trait of “the educated man” is a combination of exposure to a good

school and a good natural intelligence. We recognize that underneath it lie

two distinct influences—natural giftedness and years of schooling—and
that both contribute to all four observed variables. One can reach the
highest score only with the help of both factors, and the existence of the

cluster is brought about by the two factors—source traits—being super-
imposed in their effects. But how do we locate such factors in a mathe-

matical way, beginning with the observed, given correlation matrix in

Table 2-1?

3. BEHAVIOR STRUCTURE
INVESTIGATION: FROM
CORRELATION TO
FACTOR ANALYSIS

Factor analysis, which began in psychology

with Spearman and Pearson and has been carried forward since by Burt,

Thurstone, Kelley, Hotelling, and more recent contributors, is a method

of getting out the underlying factors when we are given, by experiment,

only the matrix of correfation coefficients, as in Tables 2~1 and 2-2(b).
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TABLE 2-2

Factor Structure Derived from Experimentally Given

Correlations

(A) Unrorarep Factor MATRIX, Vo, SHOWING TEN VARIABLES POSSESSING

Two BROAD FACTOR INFLUENCES UNDERLYING THEM.     

(i) Unrotated, Vo.

Loading on Loading on

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2

(i) Rotated, Vro-

Loading on Loading on

    
      
    
   
 
  
  
  
  
 
 

 

Fi Fe

a 15 13 | 75 02

b 69 25 [ _.50 40

¢ 38 56 [05 66

a 50 (69 [09 82

e 38 69 ) =.02 19

i —69 3 | -.70 —.00

8 — 93 19 { =.95 01

h —3t —.50 | —.02 58

i —.25 =56 [07 83

i 25 —.06 [__.26 ol

(B) Cozrecation Matrix, R, FROM WHICH Vo WAS DERIVED.

{a b c a e { g h i j
a oo
b 49 100
¢ 2 40-100
a 29 52 SB «100
€ 2 43 53 67 10
f -533 -44 -19 —26 ~17 100
g -72 -~59 -25 —33 -22 67 100
h -17 —34 -40 -50 ~-46 15 19 100
i -11 ~3t ~41 51 ~—48 10 13 36 =:100

20 16 06 0g 0s 18
24 —05 03 100

 . The process by which one calculates from the correlation matrix to what

is called the factor matrix, such as that shown in Table 2~2(a), will not be
explained here—it would require too much space-—but the student should

understand the meaningif not the arithmetic of this calculation and trans-
formation. Mf we consider the slightly enlarged example with nine variables

in Table 2-2(b), we are taking a case where the covariation (correlation)
of the nine ability tests can be accounted for by only two sources of
Yariance,Bs shown by Factors 1 and 2 in the factor matrix V, in Table

theote,the ment let us not pause to ask just how the computer got
ere rix Vy fom the correlation matrix R, which we fed in. (It

cnnctrmathne Claseand weCReekn a alled loadin
the given factor contributes to the variance of NegiverGatwt thecanis
Potitive, an increase in a person’s endowment in the factor increases his
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performance in that variable; if the sign is negative, an increase in en-
dowmentin the factor decreasesit.

The rows of the factor matrix V, can be written as an algebraic equa-
tion, in this context commonly called the behavior specification equation—
for example,

Ps = .75F; — .13Fy + U,

where p, is anyone’s performance in the test a, and F, and F, are that

person’s endowments in the factors. U, represents an unknown, unique
influence in p,, i.c., something “special” affecting it beyond the two factors

we knoware definitely common to most of the variables a, b, c, d, e, f, g,

h, andi.

The same statement of resolution into factor loadings can also be ex-

pressed geometrically, for those who enjoy geometry more than algebra, by

plotting the tentests a, b, c, etc., as points in a coordinate system given by

the two factors, with projections arranged to be equal to the loadingsin V,,

as shown in Figure 2~1(a). (Let the reader check the positions of a few

points from Table 2-2 to satisfy himself.) In the geometrical system two

tests are drawn so that the angle between them shows howbig the correla-

tion between them has been found to be (in R) from the experiment, The

angle is drawn conventionally so that the cosine of the angle (multiplied

by the length of the two test vectors?) equals the given r.

FIGURE 2-1
Plots Showing How the Variance on Variables Can Be

Assigned a Factor Composition, by Source Trait Coordinates

 

   

F
Sy

ae a
(a) Orthogonal eb d

Unrotated «  B (} Oblique S2
Factors é Simple .

Structure J
Factors   Fa

ei Correlation of Gorrelation of
ts

*h Factors Fi + Fz = 0 Source rats

of Cc

«2

2The term vector will be familiar from high school math. The lengths of these

vectors are fixed by what are called the communalities—the amount of all common

factors in the test, obtained by squaring and adding the loadings in the row of the V,

for that test. The communality is written h? (for test a it is 58), and the length of

tthe test vector is h. The factors are in standard scores and are given unit length

(ie, 1). Usually no test vector reaches unit length, for that would mean that its

variance was zotally accounted for by these two common factors alone.
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If the test vectors are drawn in with the angles between them fitting the
obtained correlations, then by this convention, the “correlation clusters

can be seenliterally as clusters, like sheaves of arrows, and it is at once

evident that we have four such correlation clusters or surface traits here,
A, B, C, and D, though A is less “tight” and clearly defined than the

others.

In the geometrical system one can see now from the matrix in Table 2-2
whatthe computer's calculation of factors must amountto.It is the equiva-
lent of drawing the tests with the proper angles to one another—as given
by the experimental results (7's) directly—and then drawing in two co-
ordinates. The factors are simply the coordinates F, and F, in Figure 2—1.
Some angles amongtests, incidentally, if tests were represented bybilliard
balls on sticks thrust into a potato, would force one to go into three-
dimensional space. Beyond that one might be given by the experimentcertain cosines that will mutually fit only if one goes into four- and five-
dimensional “hyperspace’"| That is to say, the correlation matrix, given bythe experiments, itself decides (within certain experimental limits) howmanyfactors are going to have to be called in to explain, ie., to fit, thecorrelations. Let us note once and for all this fact that the numberof majorinfluences require

often, the rooted

gles in Figure 2-1) and on the solution of thismorewill be said.
. Tn the above psychological example (Table 2-2) one surface trait—

4. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEENTHE SCIENTISTS AND THEMATHEMATICIAN'S FACTORMODEL: ROTATIONAL
RESOLUTION
Now although the terms
° “surface traits”) have been used here ini-geable concepts, it m

in definition exists whi

“factors” and

‘ Pace—a space
the given test vectors whichangles given bythe results of i hen th

Naat > s
of the experiment—th:

ber of coordinates is fixed, but theycan be drawn in later at whatever
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angles we please. To the mathematician one set of orthogonal coordinates
is Tepresentationally as good as another—onecan spin them like a roulette
wheel and still get equivalent (but different) sets of loadings, fixing the
test points at whatever rotation one chooses. Indeed, as the results come
out of the computer, by various programs, the position of the axes is

arbitrary, and we can shift them later into any one of an infinite series of
totated positions” without changing anything that the mathematician val-

ues in the results,
The scientist, however, wants something that has meaning not only in

this particular calculation but also in those from all his experiments. He is

notso nonchalantas the mathematician as to where the axis shall be spun,

for actually a source trait proves to mean more to him than just a factor,

He knows that, granted certain special restricting conditions on rotation,
the coordinates he settles upon can have the additional properties of being

real and particular influences or causes. In physical measurement correla-

tions, for example, a coordinate axis can be placed in one position where
it means temperature, another where it means mass, and another where it

means volume. (Sullivan and the present writer (1962) factored fifteen

Measures on one hundred cups of hot coffee to show this.) However, these
meaningful positions are reached only after rotation, for as the (vertical)
coordinates were placed immediately as in the V, matrix coming directly

from the computer, their positions represented only obscure mixtures of

mass, temperature, volume,etc.

The story about how the uniquely meaningful position—the perfect
roulette spin of fortune—can be found is toa recondite for brief descrip~
tion here. One way is by finding what is called “simple structure.” This
supposesthat in any widely sampled set of variables any one natural cause
is unlikely to affect more than a minority of all variables. Consequently,if

we shift to a position where there are as many zero loadings as possible
for the factor—a position realized by comparing the columns in V;, with
those in the original V, from which it is spun in Table 2~-2—this should
correspondto the true position of the influences. A more complex—butin

principle more positive—method than simple structure is called “confactor

rotation.” In either method, what the psychologist has achieved is the dis-

covery of uniquely defined source traits underlying the observed mani-

festations (variables) of behavior—sourcetraits to the meaning of which

he can direct his next enquiries.

To recapitulate, the experimentally given correlation matrix is factored,

and the plot expressing variables as vectors fixed by their projections has

the coordinates shifted, until the position, as in Figure 2--1(b), corre-

sponds to a simple structure. It will be seen that in Figure 2-1 the plots

(a) and (b) are the drawings from the unrotated (V.) and rotated )

matrices, respectively, in Table 2-2. (The expression V;, means the vari-

able-dimension matrix fixed at a factor pattern position.) Accordingly, an

investigator would assume at this point that he has brought his factors to

the unique source trait (S, and S, in Figure 2-1) positions at which they
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ing i i r theare likely to correspond to real underlying influences, recounting ‘nique
variations seen in his variables. It is good practice to chec +L su ia
position at once by a new experiment, mixing these varial he different

others, to see if the simple structure rotational resolution in the di
, . :

context gives the same source traits again.

Now,if the cosine of an angle, in this geometrical eaeonee

sents a correlation, it is obvious that the source trait positions reac! es
the factors in Figure 2-1(b) must make S, and S, positively correlate .
(Since Cos 90° = 0, only orthogonal axes are uncorrelated.) Matheme
ticians are not fond of the complexity of calculations which come with
oblique coordinates; butto the scientist it would be incredible that the vad
ous influences found in nature and interacting in a common universe shoul
be exactly uncorrelated! The causes and forces we know in our universe
do not “proceed on parallel lines to infinity” without interaction. Being in
one universe, they interact.

Air pressure and air temperature are distinct factor concepts, corre-
sponding to the distinct source trait factors we would get if we factored alot of variables affected by air pressure and temperature—e.g., plantgrowth, sinus infection incidence, water consumption, and wind velocity—Tecorded at one hundred city observatories. But when we plotted them theywould be oblique, as in Figure 2~1(b), not orthogonal as in 2-1(a), be-Cause with changing latitudes and altitudes the factors of pressure andtemperature will become correlated. Similarly in psychological variables,if, say, intelligence and emotional stability come out as distinct factors (aswe knowthey do), we scarcely should expect them to be uncorrelated.Amongstudents who Passed difficult scholarship exams, for example, wemight expect intelligence and emotional Stability even to be negativelyCorrelated, because those who lack stability and persistence will get throughonlyif they are verybright, whereas those whoare not bright mayhope tosucceed onlyif theyare Particularly steady workers, Thus, the source traitswe locate in Psychological experiments quite typically turn out to bedrawn obliquely as in Figure 2~1 (b) and have some moderate degree ofmutual correlation,

5. EARLY FACTOR FINDINGS:THE TWO-FACTOR (g AND s)HIERARCHICAL THEORY. ; It is to be hoped that the reader’s patience
fas withstood this excursion into the abstractions of correlation coefficients,
mors eons, and the surface trait and source trait concepts. At one

© psychology courses were the recognized f
i

to take a "see without 1 en Teluge of those who wished
ng the rigors of mathe: ati n-

countered, for example, in chemistry a: matics—as ¢Obst, and even the
biotonet ast ee physics. Nowadays the psychol-

te
ist need to as good at mathematics as the

commie’ student. Indeed, in Proportion as the human mind is more
mptex than the most complicated machine invented by man,the psychol-
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ogist’s mathematics needs to be more refined and subtle than that of the
physicalscientist or the engineer. No psychologist today can hape ta under-
stand the complexities of ability structure and teaming without a grasp of
at least the general principles of correlation and factor analysis, He needs
insight also into such concepts as are met in the various probability propo-
sitions in learning theory, in multiple regression, and in variance analysis
approaches required in all behavioral analyses. Nevertheless, the above
sketch of the fundamentals in multivariate experimental methods and con-
cepts can carry the reader most of the way, though some additional

methodological reading may be suggested as we reach the heart of certain
theoretical issues, for those who wish to look independently at our state-
ment as to whatthe factor-analytic evidence implies.

Meanwhile, let us note that Spearman really did not get as far as these

multifactor analysis methods, as they are called now. They grew in due

course out of the further development of his ideas by others. What he
actually stopped at has been called the two-factor theory of intelligence,

which we should prasp before proceeding. In pursuing the question “What

is intelligence?” he measured good-sized samples of children on a varied
set of cognitive performances which other psychologists of his day claimed

to be measures of intelligence. On examining the correlation matrices

which he first obtained, he made the interesting discovery that by re-

arranging the order of the tests along the edge of the matrix he always

could get what he called a “hierarchy.” That is to say, as shown in Table

2-3, the correlation coefficients would decrease in size uniformly from

above downwards and from leftto right.

He showed that the existence of a hierarchy (ater checked by some-~
thing better than scanning the columns, namely, the statistical test known

as the “tetrad differences” criterion) is compatible with the theory that

every ability can be divided into two contributions: (1) a general mental
ability which it shares with all other abilities and (2) an ability absolutely

specific to that performance. The two-factor theory of a g and ans in

every cognitive performance has had to face Tater modifications, but for

twenty-five years it was a tower of strength in the form of a clean-cut,

methodological, testable reference theory among the ragtag and bobtail

of superficial speculation which sought to justify the rather feverish intel-

ligence testing activities of those times.

TABLE 2-3 |
Corralations Among Diverse Abilities Arranged ina

Hierarchy

5 6
 Performance 1

Vocabulary Size a1 0)
2. Solving Math Problems 7 » a0)

3. Spatial Thinking oo 6 . .

4, Following Complex Directions 3 4

& 3
i i 1.0Judging Musical Pitch 3 7 q ° 0.0)

Matching Colors  
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The experiments which the g and s theory provoked brought out inter-

esting facts: (1) that almost all correlations in such matrices are positive;

(2) that the ratio of the g to the s (necessarily higher in performances at

the top of the hierarchy in such rearrangedlists as in Table 2-3) is highest

in complex mathematical and abstract verbal abilities and lowest in motor

skills and repetitive tasks; and (3) that speed of intelligence item solution

andfinal intelligence level in intelligence-demanding tasks are not sO differ-

ent. The fact that correlations amongall abilities tend to be positive sup-

ports the idea of a really wide “general” mental capacity factor, and

suggests that “negative transfer”—i.e., one ability getting in the way of

and detracting from another—must be quite uncommon.

The determination of the ratio of g to s has both general interest and

specific application to intelligence test construction. By the calculations

available in the carly twentieth century it was shown that success in

mathematics is nine times as dependent upon g as upon s, and aboutthe

samefor classics and understanding of grammar and syntax at an explicit

level; that success in music (by grades) is about three times as dependent
upon g as upon s, and that ability to draw (from nature) is about one-

quarter times as dependent upon g as upon somespecial gift peculiar to

drawing (Spearman, 1927).
Regarding speed, it was found that there is very little difference in the

tank order of one hundred people (of similar age) on an intelligence test
score when they are made to do it to a demanding time limit and when,

alternatively, they are given all the time in the world. Naturally, there are

they complaints from people under the first condition to the effect that
icy arenot doing themselves justice; but the correlation of the two con-

ditions is so high that it does not seem to matter much under which

conditionthey are tested. Thorndike, with more mixed groups, evaluated

whemagsitude of the difference as moresignificant, and talked ‘of “speed”

to justity separateeeymmeasures of intelligence as sufficiently different

“general speed of ement. As we shali see Jater, there is indeed a
Mental work” factor distinct from general ability, but it

showsitself more strongly i utine ideomotor performan ike readin:
3 gly in routine ideomot i ing

or cancellation of numbers and letters vas upeed of satving con!9
Problems (among cocvals) is much

whereas speed of solving complex

(Spearman, 1927),
More a matter of intelligence itself

6. A FIRST GLIMPSE OF
PROPERTIES OF GENERAL
MENTAL CAPACITY”

experimental work Tough the above approachesne desk by Spearman, Thorndike, Holzinger, Terman andtionat performancesbee through the large-scale analysis of educa-popernes of hn mene t uct in London school children, the nature andthe opening quarte ie mental capacity factor were clarified greatly iFo! our century. Thatclarification gave firm ground, on
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the practical side, to the construction of intelligence tests (where formerly

the only definition in practice had been the somewhatcynical “intelligence

is what intelligence tests measure,” sadly subject to “whose intelligence

test?”), and on the theoretical side, it suggested a new framework for

research,

If Spearman’s theory were correct, the essential germ was now caught

on the microscope slide, and it remained only to describe it and its natural

history. The entity “9” was operationally defined as “that which enters 9:1

in mathematics, 3:1 in music, etc., and into all abilities in a pervasive

fashion.” Whether the predilections of a particular psychologist, or a whole

school of psychologists, favored application of the popular word “intelli-

gence” to this entity is almost a matter of fashion and actually of small

importance.If they did not, to whatelse would they attach it? There could

be little doubt that this most massive influence, demonstrated to be en-

shrined centrally in the field of human abilities, best merited the term

intelligence, But, as elsewhere in science, the best designation of a precise

entity requires one to get out of the morass of semantics and set up a new

symbol, freed of the subjectivities and confusing associations of popular,

loosely used terms. This Spearman proposed to designate “g.” One then

has an operational referent, and it is merely a secondary, semantic issue

whether or not one uses “intelligence” to refer to “9.” (The same argu-

ment supports the application of universal index numbers to personality

dimensions discussed in Chapter 12, such as ULI. 24 for anxiety or U.I. 32,

exvia, for the true core of extraversion.)
of “g’” showed that the best

Actually, an examination of the properties
at the

sly used for intelligence

and most representative verbal definitions previo

h load “g” most highly as a factor,

were notfar off. The performances whic

do involve “the ability to think abstractly” to a far greater degree than do

low-loading performances. The definition of intelligence as “capacity to

acquire capacity” was supported by the correlations of 0.5 to0.7 between

g and measures of rate of learning of scholastic material. And it was shown

in Laycock’s experiments on resourceful adaptation in problem solving that

“9°is indeed “qdaptability (of means to ends) in new situations.
;

Questionsstill might be raised about “how general is general?”, for it

could be objected still that the concept of “the total field of cognitive per-

formances,” about which, as 4 basis for “fixing” the general factor, most

theorists fortunately were in rough agreement, has remained subjectively

defined. The difficulty exists, but is not acute, and “personality sphere’

sampling of variables does offer some objectivity. Howev
er, nowadays it is

recognized that there is no such thing as 2 truly ‘general factor across2

behavior. (General is 4 mathematical notion—general
toa matrixrae er

than a psychologically
meaningful concept). Broad is a better term than

general or common, and will be so contrasted with narrow or specific in

discussions.
.

oeisprobably correct to say that most leading psychologis's tolay accept

the general or broad factor position which Spearman reacnce. ith mi
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modifications this is the position of Burt, Humphreys, McNemar, Vernon,

and other experienced reviewers of the field, while Guilford’s position is in

agreementatleast to the extent of keeping an orthogonal system. Most of
the work oftest instructors, and those investigating the age trends, phystol-
ogy, and general “natural history” of intelligence, operate on a single
broad factor definition. However, in the present book, a development dif-
ferent from all of these is taken, which, while consistent with the spirit and

technical methods of Spearman’s basic approach, leads to the conclusion
that in fact we have to deal with two broad or “general” ability factors,
fluid and crystallized.

Naturally, this radically different view of two equally important but
different “sister” factors has come in for somefierce debate; which makes

it all the more important that the student should master methodological

questions thoroughly. The attack on these technical issues is made—after

the present preliminary introduction—in Chapter 5 below. But before
entering that fray, we need to build up, in Chapters 3 and 4, an adequate

bodyof substantive knowledge concerningtheability field generally.
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41. FROM THE GENERAL

ABILITY FACTOR TO MULTIPLE

FACTOR ANALYSIS

.
Ourattention so far has been given to hunt-

ing the main quarry—8> or general ability—allowin
g the numerous small

s’s, Or narrow special abilities, to escape, so to speak, in all directions.

Quite early in the research of the London group, however, Spearman him-

self began to ask what these latter really might be. In explaining them he

borrowed a model from engineering and said g was the size of the main

powerhouse, while the s’s represented the magnitude of special engines in

particular localities which employed the power. This js more of a colorful

metaphor than a theory, though in physiological terms one could express

it as level of total cortical electrical activity in relation to goodness of

various local neuron structures.
.

Regardless of the particular interpretation
of the individual s’s, they

Jy it was noticed that experi-

began to give theoretical trouble. Quite eat!

ments kept cropping UP in
n’s hierarchy failed—as for

example by the occurrence of a correlation of 0.7 instead of the actual

value of 0.4 in the “cell” of the correlation
tests 2 and 4

intercorrelate
(see Table 2-3 in Chapter 2)- Spearman brushed these aside,

saying that when this happened the experimenter had chosen two tests, as

in 2 and4 cited, which were far more alike than they should be, so that

the intercorrelation
was more than that due simply to the amount of & in

them. A formula was known:

Tob = Tax X Toe
34

which gave the correlation to be expected between two tests, a and b,
and fp_ are

through their having a given amount of g in common. Here Tor

23
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the correlations of a and b, respectively, with the common general factor

g. Anything greater than that r,, value must be due toa and b sharing atso

the same s—or, at any rate, something perhaps a little broader than an s,

thatis not intelligence. Spearman’s explanation of a break in the hierarchy

was correct, but it left one wondering on what inspectional grounds one

excludesa test as being “too much like” another.

Thorndike, who was not yet convinced of g,

such breaks in the hierarchy were considerable, in any actual experimental

data, and were due to what he called “group factors,” He believed that if

one took a random set of tests one would find several massive group fac-

tors, ¢.g., verbal, mathematical, and dexterity abilities, which are so broad

that they might reasonably be called distinct p’s or varieties of intelligence.

Spearman began to be accused of grooming his hierarchies by simply

throwing out any test that upset them (and him!), and he was urged by

critics to pursue the study of group factors instead of ignoring them. (As

often happensin scientific research, the onlookers urgently ask the busiest

manto dostill more!) But he continued to concentrate on uncovering the
nature of g, and like the able ex-officer that he was, his scientific maneuvers

continued to follow the strategic aim offirst annthilating the main body of

the enemy.

inclined to the view that

In the end the so-called “group factors” cameinto their own from a very

different analytical approach. Thurstone,a talented and inventive engineer-

turned-psychologist, produced an elegant and powerful generalization of

the factor-analytic model and method. Spearmanoriginally had introduced
factor analysis in a fit of absent-mindedness, as it were, as a necessary

instrument to support his main theory of intelligence. He had kept close 10

the correlation matrix, showing a proof—by the “tetrad differences” cri-
terion—of one general factor and of a specific factor for each test, when
all the tests were of a similar general nature (cognitive), Thurstone tran-
scended these first limitations and developed the general principles for
taking off from any correlation matrix, no matter how mixed the variables
and arriving at the set of factors needed to “explain,” or at least reproduce,
the experimental correlations, Whether the factors thus found would be
judged finally to be general, group,or specific rested on other criteria. The
newfactor model thus produced broad

o
r

“ aNM or “common’ i
analysis could show to be either of chiinfluencesayiauniversal monarchic infl icre, 5 , of 1 influence, as in
pearman’s 8. or of only oligarchic influence among peers, as in Thom-dike's group factors.

,

2. THURSTONE DEMONSTRATES
THE EXISTENCE OF .
PRIMARY ABILITIES

multiple factor analysis!
in countless areas, but j
momentit threatened

© new mathematico-statistical tool of
thus brought into psychology hasinfluenced theory
nitiallyit affected ability theory most ofall. For a© teplace generalintelligence and the 1.Q.by a quite
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differe: i ; “
cientsSeom in which about a dozen “primary abilities” were

that though Pst n comprehend the next arguments we must recognize

emerge, the questioactorathinitially permits all kinds of factors to

broad or : : ey are recognized as common or group,

in the fastchapter, decided eventually by the process of rotation described

thepaveholon m short, no longer stuck close to the correlation matrix, as if

should be an would know beforehand pretty well how each correlation

matrix 3¢interpreted Instead, his method vaulted far from the correlation

a i4 sent 4 imo hyperspace, i.e, typically into more than three fac-

principles ‘notti i e question of meaning by applying perfectly general

factor resolu ied to any particular substantive psychological theory) of

perament i (rotation) in that hyperspace. (The difference of tem-

ho. for ex ina between relatively earthbound psychometrists

1955secomble e, in so-called facet analysis—as proposed by Guttman in

keepi mble the first aeronauts, who believed in “gying slowly and

ping near the ground,” and those more imaginative,
e

open-minded souls

who fly high and navigate freely in the new medium of hyperspace still

divides the psychological field.)

to yeneae
applied his multiple factor analysis (published in 1931)

appes et m of ability data (1938), he came out with a result which at first

Thete t to bring the whole Spearman position tumbling to the ground.

ab lth of one generalability
he found seven oF eight quite distinct primary

ilities. It was treated as a psychological earthquake by many, and a con-

ly those who had

siderable number of educational psychologists—espe
ciall

with the 1.Q.—began burning their in-

for various reasons been unhappy

telligence tests, convinced that with the overthrow of the single, monarchic

general intelligence factor, the 1.Q. was 8° Jonger 4 useful concept. Two

years later, in a paper at the annual meeting of the American Psychological

ssociation (Cattell, 1941), the present writer pointed out, and Thurstone

fully concurred,
thatsince a “gfactor could be obtained as 2 second-order

factor among
his primaries, the concept of g was still firm. The Spearman

and Thurstone findings were reconcilable; and with mutual ilumination.

constitutes 4 complex and interest-

t was being developed by psychol-

ing independentl
y what is

sin mathe-
* The historical origin of m

ing scientific story in itself.

nt for psychologists the

rae principal components analysis am

mat al terms which no psychologist .

merge.Truman
Kelley at Harvard was developing

wath lecade as Thurstone. ‘And also in that same

iematical finesse the full principal axes method ji

the prin M. Garnett in the Proce ings of the Royal Societys

e principle, and recently Sir Cyril Burt has pointed ov! thet

earlier, clearly set out the idea i follow it UP-

science, a new conception ¢an have independent, practically

sometimes forgotten roots, each with the special flavor of the

genius concerned.

ZC.

multiple component
analysis in the

decade Hotelling developed with

|. But there js also a “Tost article”

1919, which discovers

Karl Pearson. still

In short, as often happens in

simultancous,
am

personality
of the
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The technical meaning of second-order factors will be introduced as we

proceed further. It must suffice for the moment that Thurstone not only

proved the existence of several distinct primary abilities—-verbal, numet-

jcal, spatial, perceptual, etc—but also showed that a single general ability

could be considered to lie further back, in some sense as a source of these

specialized developments. Thus, he was under no illusion that he had

succeeded in abolishing g. Indeed, he pointed out an extremely important

though subtle sense in which his approach to “oe”through primaries actually

defined “g” in a more scientifically satisfactory way (see page 74) than it

had been defined by Spearman, Burt, and others of the London group. ;

Among practicing psychologists, the creation of this alternative of “pri-

mary or secondary” bas led to swings of opinion on the relative practical

importance of measuring children on the primaries and on the second-order

general ability behind them. First the fashion ran to abolishing “g” and

measuring primaries only, but recently Vernon (1964) and McNemar

(1958) have urged independently that “g” is the more important predic-

tive entity after all (somewhat as the present writer argued in 1940). By

now, however, through those developments we shail describe (and as the

next chapter will show) which are concerned with g having split into two

general factors, g, and g,, these older disputes are irrelevant. To those tied

to the pendulum of fashionable theoretical emphasis in schools and educa-

tion departments, however, the standing record must be insisted upon—

that Spearman was actually broad and comprehensive in his perspective.

Despite his concentration on locating g, he never underestimated the prac-

tical importance of his s’s (some few of which nowadays would be called

primaries). At a meeting of the British Association in 1928 (on the brink

of the economic depression and its discouraging unemployment), he de-
livered a lecture pointing outthe likelihood that every individual is a genius

at something. For since the s’s are extremely numerous and unconnected

with general intelligence,the high probability is that there is at least one of
veryhghiygiftsaay given individual, no matter what his intelligence, is

tnetheee abilities give substance and precision to the element

had begun both c's more vaguely perceived “group”factors. Thurstone

at unusual a ‘i (a)looking more widely than had the London school
oneapparent istinctive kinds ofability and (b) permitting more than
ber os Pteaeentative of cach Kindof ability. The tests for the num-

crude, but Th tom @ given correlation matrix were at that time admittedly
» but Thurstone had nodifficulty in showing that a single broad fac-
ee

y be of interest as illustrating the absent-mindedness
the vavtota onBe pudience Spearman reeled off, without writing on

tion. Perceiving the expressions °otheaudie Bohearea an coretical posi‘Sssistant to Spearman, venture, eof¢fullyto the end of the hour a:

the present writer, as research

‘she wrote one small and v.

€foPut a piece of chalk in his hand. He held it faith-
i. u ene saying, ‘And this is what I call the theory ofTy solitary “g” in the middle of the large board!

See
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torno longersufficed, and that more likely there were six toa dozen factors

in sui i ich behavior. The simple structure, however, showed that the primary

abiliti
ilities (as they have always been called since) were all somewhat posi-

ti i
tivelyintercorrelstet

and that in consequence 2 single general ability might

adequate nem al at the second order. A reasonably assiduous butstill not

chologists are for furthergroup factors has been made by various psy-

on factors since thattime (including the later work by Thurstone himself

hensive! inperception? Horn (1965) has attacked the problem compre-

tengo y n French (1951) has published a list of what he considers

nably well-established primaries, covering,initially some twenty such

abilities (see Table 3-1).

3. A ROLL CALL OF

PRESENTLY
RECOGNIZE

D

PRIMARY ABILITIES

The further pursuit of primary abilities, fol-

s has gone on not SO much in 4 desultory as in

4
which renders @ final map rather difficult to

raw. The studies of Adkins (1952), Alexander (1935), Bechtoldt

(1947), Broadbent (1965), Brown aad Stephenson (1933), Carroll

(1941), Cox (1928, 1934), Bi Koussy (1935), Fleishman (1954), Hal-

stead (1947), Kelley (1954), Rimoldi (19516), swineford (1949),

Woodrow (1938); and others have © ced new suspected priv

maries, sometimes as @ byproduct. Even so, these and the more direct

studies and summaries of Horn (1965), French (1963), and others cannot

yet claim to have covered the whole domain.

Late in the day, largely in the last ten years, the picture of primaries

has been enriched, but, by Thurstone standards, not clarified, through the

industrious test construction of Guilford and his coworkers—Christe
nson

(Guilford, Christenson, et al., 1954), Cox (1928), Frick (Guilford, Chris-

tenson, Frick, and Merrifield, 1961), Green (Guilford, Christenson,et al.,

1954), Herzka (1954), Hoepfner (1964), Kettner (1959), Merrifield

(Guilford, Christenson, Frick, and Merrifield, 1961), Peterson (1963),

Zimmerman (Guilford and ‘Zimmerman,
and others. Some ques-

& will be discussed in

tionable features in Guilford’s theoretical fram is factors (a) are

Chapter 11, and at this stage We have to note o

kept orthogonal and (b) derive from tet

scheme (see the box on page 54) which would
bout

;

abilities. The first of these, i
+ writer’s opinion, 1S an entirely

wrong principle. The second (see Pase 54) is only one of several possible

arbitrary classification
principles no one of which can guarantee covering

the total field of human ability performanc
e.

A better principle for the second purpe

akin to the personality sphere concept (Cattell, :

tal realm of behav!

personality research. This takes the to

lowing Thurstone’s method

an uncoordinated fashion,

sts constructed
to fi

yield about 130 different

se-——coverin
g the ficld—is onc

1946a, 19653) used in

or in our culture,
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essentially by sampling the twenty-four hours of our daily Behavior, and
reachesa stratified sample of the total populationof human bel aviors. e
conversion of this to an ability modality subsection is made accor me
the principle on page 55 below. Such a concept of a totalrealm of and
performances is vital to a reliable map of primary abilities. For wi mut
some guide as to how performances are “spaced, ie., whether one pe i
formanceis very different from another or so close as to be considere
virtual duplicate, there can be no objectivity to our primary ability con-
cepts. For example, a psychologist could (as Humphreys and others have
accused Guilford of doing) “blow up”a specific factor into a group factor
(a primary) by multiplying the number of Separate tests in quite a smallSpecialized area. Only moderate ingenuity is required to invent ten differentmeasuresof efficiency in putting on and lacing one’s shoes, and thus (sincethey are likely mutually to correlate highly) produce a broad “primaryability” (covering ten variables) for “putting on shoes.” Explicit attentionto this personality sphere Principle has been, at worst, simply lacking in theprimary ability surveys of, say, French or Vernon. But it has been useddeliberately, yet in a perverse and deluding sense, in the work of Guilford.For he deliberately makes the initial choice
framework rather than a naturalistic sampling of existing behaviors.The maintenance in Guilford’s work of orthogonal factors, where thenatural structure Tequires oblique factors, necessarily means, as the ex-amples of Cattell and Dickman (

come fairly near,
three rotated ones. In factorslater than the Opening ones, however, chaos easues. It is as if a man had

ten cases of whiskey, each of a different brand, and then began switching
the bottles from Case to case in random fashion, doing so most thoroughly
in the later cases. Nowif he

h
Were to drop the first and second cases, and

Strain off the whiskey from the broken

, but after that
we may take Guilford’sPproximations to the first couple of
Id. However, it is time

|
Personality sphere& about. ‘The question of how such a list
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UL) Perceptual Speed (Figural Identification)
ape Researches (more than 30); Guilford (1967), Thurstone (1938,
or 1950). . .
(P) Tests: Comparing similarity in visual material and configura-

tions, mirror reading, dial recognition.

UL.) Speed of Closure (Visual Cognition, Gestalt Perception)
Are Researches: Botzum (1951), Guilford (1967), Roff (1950),
or Thurstone (1958, 1950), Pemberton (1952), Meili (1949).
C) Tests: Street Gestalt, Speed of dark adaptation.

UL® Inductive Reasoning (General Reasoning5) «
aus Regarding reasoning factor Pawlik (1966) concludes “De-
or ductiveis certainly distinct, whereas Inductive and General
@&R) Reasoning may or maynotrepresent separate factors.” We

assume here they do not. :
Researches (about 15): Thurstone (1938), Meili (1949), Guil-

ford (1967).
Tests: Thurstone’s “mark test,” discovering rule or principle,

Series, secret writing, pedigrees.

UL) Deductive Reasoning (Logical Evaluation)
Sar Researches (Only half a dozen show it clearly): Thurstone
or (1938), Guilford (1967), Botzum (1951).
(@) Tests: Proceeding from general to specific, syllogisms (select-

ive), assumptions made.

016) Rote Memory® (Associative Memory)ane OF Bm Recearches,(about 25): Anastasi (1958b), Carlson (1937),
Carrol , Gi i(M) (96), ), Garrett (1946), Thurstone (1938), Guilfor

Tests: Word-word pairs, figure-word pairs, number-figure,etc.
UL) Mechanical Knowledge and Skill
on Tears:x (1528, ee Guilford (1967), Bennett (1952).+ Knowledge of tools and i i de(Mky of working of machron ind machinery, Perception of mo!

VL) nord Fluency
. €searches (about 30): B ior \ : Bernstein (1924), Cattell (1933b,1936a), Guilford (1967 («Wy . (1935); Thurston (ase Hargreaves (1927), Studman

* Regarding the wen “Words beginning or ending with, anagrams.
conclusion hat GeneralReseoeR ing from Inductive R ing, our
Sencral intelligence, Bs,in the first ord, Sy ing more thana Partial perception of Nuid
arithmetic problems are obviously oneg eee (ests as Guilford's ship destination and
* Despite the very clear demonstration s tentpeapron (1953).Memo . ‘ation (see text, isti itor y sstorby_etley 959), Roff (1950) Page 42) of a distinct Meaningful1950), and others, and also ofso arrow

strong aganee ee n (see Pawhk, 1966)
erhe

We have notlisted the former here, on188 Performance, Our assu; presents only a proj 0

ad st, ianes (see page 33), FS not (8), 3

jection of intelligence,g, into memoriz-

anbear eventually as a “general capacitytua

y

among the Primaries, Consequently¢ the figures in parentheses are retained
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U.L(10) Ideational Fluency

ay Researches: Cattell and Tiner (1949), Carr
3 l 1, oll (1941), Bech-

an toldt (1947), Guilford (1967), Taylor (1947), Meili Pad)

Tests: Topics, Riddles, Plottitles, Uses.

UL.) Restructuring Closure (Flexibility of Closure)

or Researches: ‘Thurstone (1938), Roff (1950), Guilford (1967),

Cc
Meili (1949), Pemberton (1952), Schaedeli (1961).

f) Tests: Gottschalk, Hidden figures, Hidden letters.

A large part of the variance often included in this factor

belongs to personality factors ULL19 and ULE.21.

UL©
Flexibility-vs.-Firmne

ss™ (Originality)

&
Researches: Cattell and Tiner (1949). Possibly samefactor in

or Guilford.

(0)
Tests: Riddles, unusual uses, remote consequences of hy-

potheses.

(Psychomotor coordination)

U.L.2)
General Motor Coordination

ame
Researches (about 12): Cox (1928, 1934), Dudek (1948),

on Guilford (1967).
;

(Mc)
Tests: Two hand coordination, pursuit meter, hand and foot

adjustments.

U.1.43)
Manual Dexterity (Also Aiming).

ond
Researches: Cox (1928, 1934), Guilford (1967), Hempel and

r
Fleishman (1955).

.

A)
Tests: Minnesota rate of manipulati

on, aiming small arm-hand

movements. (Possibly also ‘Kinaesthetic sense of Bass and

trast with Finger Dex-

of Fleishman [1954]; but note con!

terity.)

UL(4)
Musical Pitch and Tonal Sensitivity

Arn
Researches: Karlin (1941). .

Tests: Seashore Musical Aptitude.

YLG5)
Re ‘onal Drawing SK

presentational
rawing

a
MGpearman (1927), Burt (1940).

;

Reaw
aren, Draw

a house. The factorial boun
dari-s of

this test have not been well defined, norhasits relation been

worked out to esthetic taste (as 17 the Meier Seashore

Judgment test).

Lesser, NARROWER
, LESS SUBSTANTIATED PRIMARIES

ULC
jonal Fluenc:

i

ay Repearches! Etuers?(194i), Taylor (1947 Guilfordoefor

or
Tests: Not production of ideas but verbal expr

(Fe)
assigned ideas.

con needs
n

7 Theoretically this isa very important factor (see paere At angethe‘soul

investigation.Itis classified here a8 7 igher-order can yO Guilford’s ”

covers not only Cattell’s “flexibility” phenomends | ity as posited

and some of Guilford's adaptive “ffexbility.” THIS ester. Toa

and not always advantageous—qu
alily of the nervous) has becn nam

used to be called flexibility of closut (ULL. 11 above)A the figure bes Jockin,

Closure, which is actually more apt. For the person #107 olding #0 und 1613010!

in Gottschalk figures is actually 10! ing flexible: he is

thefigure he is to see.

closer
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U.1.00) Ideational Fluency

is Researches: Cattell and Tiner (1949), Carroll (19I , 41), Bech-

at toldt (1947), Guilford (1967), Taylor (1947), Meili Per

f) Tests: Topics, Riddles, Plottitles, Uses. ,

ULG) Restructuring Closure (Flexibility of Closure)

Researches: Thurstone (1938), Roff (1950), Guilford (1

or Meili (1949), Pemberton (1952), Schaedeli (1961). (1967,

(Ch) Tests: Gottschalk, Hidden figures, Hidden letters.

A large part of the variance often included in this factor

belongs to personality factors U.I. 19 and ULL21.

Bre

UL® Flexibility-vs.-Firmness™ (Originality)

& Researches: Cattell and Tiner (1949). Possibly same factor in

or
Guilford.

(O) Tests: Riddies, unusual uses, remote consequences of hy-

potheses.

U.L.(12) General Motor Coordination (Psychomotor coordination)

ame
Researches (about 12): Cox (1928, 1934), Dudek (1948),

or
Guilford (1967).

(Mc) Tests: Two hand coordination, pursuit meter, hand and foot

adjustments.

U.1.(13)
Manual Dexterity (Also Aiming)

Amd
Researches: Cox (1928, 1934), Guilford (1967), Hempel and

or
Fleishman (1955).

(A)
Tests: Minnesota rate of manipulation, aiming small arm-hand

movements. (Possibly also Kinaesthetic sense of Bass and

of Fleishman [1954]; but note contrast with Finger Dex-

terity.)

U.1.4)
Musical Pitch and Tonal Sensitivity

anu
Researches: Karlin (1941).

Tests: Seashore Musical Aptitude.

U1.15)
Representational Drawing Skill

ag
Researches! Spearman (1927), Burt (1940).

Tests: Draw 2 man, Draw a house. The factorial boundari-s
of

hasits relation been
ot been well defined, nor

this test have
¢ ;

s in the Meier Seashore Art

worked out to esthetic taste (a!

Judgment test).

Lesser, NARROWE
R; Less SUBSTANTIATED PRIMARIES

UL.
Ex jonal Fluenc,

70)
Pres

i Taylor (1947), Guilford (1967).

   

    

der
Researches: Carroll (1941), 7

‘

or
Tests: Not production of ideas but verbal expression for

(Fe)
assigned ideas.

7 Theoreticall
y thisisa very important

factor (see pages Al and 412) which needs closer

i r “capacity,” On the assumption that it

but also Guilford's “originality”

and some of Guilford's adaptive “flexibility.” This flexibility is posited ton general—

and notalways advantageous—aual
ity of the nervous system. To avoid confusion, what

used to be called flexibility of closure (ULL 11 above) has been named Restructuring

Closure, whichis actually more apt. For the person who sees the figure he is looking for

jn Gottschalk figures is actually no!
he is holding in mind tenaciously

¢ being flexible;

the figure heis to see.
a

investigation.It
is classified here

as a

covers not only Cattell’s
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UAT Motor Speed
Be » Researches: Guilford (1967), Cattell & Kulhavy (1971).

U.1.(72) Speed ofSymbol Discrimination
Qa Researches: Guilford (1967)

U1.(73) Musical Rhythm and Timing
Research: Karlin (1941)
Test: Reproduction of musical rhythms.

U.1.(74) Judgment (Possibly Binet’s “coup @oeil”)
a; Researches: Corter (1952), Guilford (1967).
or Tests: Described by French (1963) as solutions to ‘“‘practical
(y) problems where someestimation or guesswork”is involved

(see Pawlik [1966], p. 551).

And several smaller factors in Guilford’s (1967) list.

It will be noted that two major factors commonly listed among primaries have beenomitted above. Unlike U.1. 5 and U.1, 6 which might, with further research, prove to
have a primary as well as a general component and thereforearelisted above, visualiza-
tion (ULI. 7) and speed (ULI.{ 4) are almostcertainly higher-ord as such,arelisted in the powers below, Y Busher-order factors and, ,

should be organized taxonomically has also been set aside for the present(see Chapters 4 and 11, however). For discussion would be necessary onsuch alternatives as grouping them by higher-order structure (an impossi-bility in the Guilford scheme), or by Guilford’s schemeitself, or by someheme hinging on cultural importance, or by some further, independent

Meanwhile,to begin with 1, it has seemed best
Strongest confirmation

ULI. 75) the order of
Overy and confirmation must decide th »

, ; 5) was begun (see also thsonality and article in Psychologia, Cattell, 1957),the Samaypee
om ULI. (16) through ULI. (69),tun from ULI. (1) to (15) and again

Te readyto be indexed. ® further batch of Personality factors

» Which are at the
+ 4S above. Second-

test general Personal;
&encralintelligence

are Arabic numbers

samelevel as
lity factors,
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without parentheses. The strata above these, as here and in the work of
Pawlik on higher-order personality factors, proceed to Roman numerals
and Greekletters.

4. DESCRIPTION OF SOME
REPRESENTATIVE PRIMARY
ABILITY PATTERNS

In the perspective appropriate for the present
bookthere is no need to discuss in detail the nature ofall primary abilities
and the concrete tests which measure them. French’s test kit (1963),

Thurstone’s PMA test (1948), Pawlik’s (1966) fine chapter on zesearch

sources, as well as the IPAT Primary Ability Tests will give detailed

information, as will the exhaustive treatment by Guilford (1967). Actually,
not enough is yet known,in any case, about the “natural history,” e.g., age

course, natnre-nurture ratios, physiological and Jearning processes, of these

primaries to justify extensive treatment, so illustration must be our aim.

Verbal ability (V or U.I.(T)13 or a,) was characterized as a “hierarchy-

breaker” by Spearman, and has figured (along with “education”) as almost

a “general” factor in the writings of Burt and Vernon. Thurstone’s analysis

showed verbal ability as an emphatic primary, and his and later works
have revealed that it includes mainly size of vocabulary and command of

syntactical (grammatical) and stylistic sense but also many otherrelatively

minor aspects of verbal skill. (Spelling is a different ability, located partly

in visual memory.)
The boundaries of numerical ability (N or U.I.(T)10 or a,) are quite

different from those one would expect from any subjective notion of

“mathematical ability.” In both school children and the average adult, N
involves skills (accuracy and speed) in the basic processes of addition,

multiplication, subtraction, and division, and the somewhat more complex

procedures commonly superimposed on them, It is quite different from

arithmetical reasoning or mathematical ability, which has much “g.” .
A very different factor pattern that one might hypothesize fo arise

similarly to a, and a, from cultural learning but which falls outside the
scholastic area, is that of mechanical aptitude, a,,. But something often
popularly suspected to be the same, namely spatial ability, § or In is

— .
3 This elaboration is unavoidable if confusion is not to ensue, since, in the personality
realm, we have no less than four stratum levels now known: personality questionnaire

primaries: U.I. (1), etc.; questionnaire secondaries and objective-test primaries, ULI.

1, ete.; second-stratum objectives ULL. J, ete: and, finally, third-stratum factors on

objective tests, U.I. a, etc. | ; siny

We must also anticipate later conclusions about three taxonomic clatses of ability

factors if present indexing, ¢ g. that symbolizing visualization as p_, is 10 be under-

stood. That classification calls for higher-order “powers” which ate either (1) general

capacities, like intelligence and speed, which are indexed by as C8. Be erystaltized

intelligence, or (2) provincial arganizations, like visuafiration (p,), or auditory

organization (p,), and finally, (3) agencies (mainly our prevent primary abilities)

which are indexed ns a's, ¢.8-. Oye Oye for verbal and numerical primaryabilities.
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actually very different indeed, showing no appare

cultural institution.
* Bat + a8, 3 5

Spatial thinking involves especially keeping orentae inCaeae

shown by examples in the upper part of Figure 3-1 below.

brought some evidence to show that thinking in three dimensionsmig

involve different skills from thinking in two dimensions. A simple robe

presentable example is to ask the subject to imagine a three-ine ‘

painted red and sawn into one-inch cubes. One then asks: ‘How many ot

the Jatter will have paint on one, two, three, four sides?’ The emergence .

a spatial reasoning factor and the discovery that visualization is also Solus

thing distinct—quite distinct in this case—from spatial thinking well i

trates a point which cannot be emphasized too much to the beginner 1

psychology. It is that introspection and common sense are very Unreliable

bases for forming hypotheses aboutability structure.

Visualization, p,, aS indicated in the footnote to Table 3-1, though

commonly listed with primaries, has not been included because the evi-

dence by Horn (1965) powerfully supports the concept thatit is a broad,

higher-order, “provincial” factor, ie., broader than a primary. Visualiza-

tion extends to a broad array of performances, such as “seeing” what will
happen to a piece of paper when cuts are made in a folded state
(W. Harrell, 1940), imagining the change of view when an objectis rotated

(see Figure 3—1(b), envisaging the direction of movement in one part of a

machine when another part moves (this is also determined partly by amc

see Cox, 1928). What is involved is aptly described by Pawlik (1966,

p. 543) as “the ability to imagine properly the movementof spatial displace-
mentof a configuration or someofits parts.” For reasons givenlater this is
considered connected with a “province” in brain localization (hence, the
p, Symbol) in the visual cortex.

nt impress from any

Assuming that Table 3~1 will suffice to give the reader as much idea of
the typical nature and variety of the chief fifteen (and possibly twenty)
primary abilities as he needs, it might be more appropriate here to turn to
the main controversies. As pointed out below, the whole area is rent and
made difficult to integrate at the present time bythe differences of methods
andresults between those who follow Thurstone, on the one hand, empiri-
cally converging on (oblique) simple Structure, dealing with perhapstwenty primaries, and recognizing a higher-order Structure, and on the
other hand, Guilford’s followers, dealing only with orthogonal factors,creating tests according to a theory, and ending with well over a hundredPumanes with no higher-order structure,

In a few regionsin the ability domain,
Speaking as if one Thur:
Thos, Thurstone’s
Speed,”

the difference can be reduced to
m Stone factor splits into four or so Guilford factors.
Perceptual Speed” is cut up into

R , “figural perceptualeeeote perceptual speed,” “symbolic discrimination perceptualue a tc., by Guilford. Butin other areas the differences in the two kindsresolution will not permit eventhis degree of translation.
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FIGURE 3-1
Operationsin Spatial and Visualization Abilities

(a) Spatial Abilities

Ia this test youare to try to imagine or visualize how a Piece
ofpaper can befolded to form some kind ofobject. Look at
the two drawings below. The drawing on the left is ofa piece
ofpaper whichcan befolded on the dotted lines toform the

object drawn at the right. You are to imagine the folding and

are to figure out which of the lettered edges onthe object are

the same as the numbered edges on the piece ofpaper at the

left, Write the letters of the answers in the numbered spaces at

the far right,

Nowtry the practice problem below. Numbers 1 and 4 are

afready correctly markedfor you.

   
   

NOTE: The side ofthe flat piece marked with the X will

always be the same as the side of the object marked with the
X. Therefore, the paper must always befolded so that the

will be on the outside ofthe object,

In the above problem,if the side with edge Is folded crowed

to form the back ofthe object, then tdge I will be the tame

asedge H. Efthe side with edye 5 ts folded back, then the

side with edge 4 may be folded down so that edve 4 fs the

same as edge C, The other answers are as follows: 2b A:

Sts Grand$ is H. Notice that two ofthe atreers ore be

the sare,

Adapted from Xartae Dierelgemeed ty 2, TY aetoee Comagta 7 BRE He CA aterm!

Toteg Sere Unnd 8) 8 person ef Pda ztewel Teratg ferns

(b) Visual gation faamies

This bss test ofpoehd be pereeriy aw hale poten pect

thcdt ie mot evoptetedy stone Dent cee te eee yee

imrpinaton te 20) in the enter se ports

food at cock benwme lene go ctore aad Brn te ner whee it os
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Write on the line beneath it a word or afew words telling what

the picture is, You need not describeit in detail; just name

the picture or its important parts.

Try the sample pictures below.

\ ~ om

=w mA

\ Le}

 

 

 
Picture A is a flag and Picture B is a hammer head,

Copyright © 1962 by Educational Testing Service. All rights reserved,

Other debates are of a more tr:
as t

of whether there are two reasoningfactors—inductive, 4 (1), and deductive, Bay
a

(D)—or three, throughadmitting a general reasoning factor (R). Three ¢:if all three are found in
an be agreed to exist onlyi the same research, and our conclusion here mustwo (Land R becoming a

old, and Sarason, 1941), it
pendence on this power, asseem to differ in of Figure 5—2, (Men and women, however, do notTin level

St, so whatever sex difference
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FIGURE 3-2
Operationsfor Inductive Reasoning and Word Fluency
Primaries

(a) Inductive Reasoning

This is a test ofyour ability to discover rules that explain
things. In each problem onthis test there are either two or three

&roups, each consisting of three figures. You are to lookfor

something that is the same about the three figures in any

one group andfor things that make the groups differentfrom

one another.

Now look at the sample problem below. In the first line, the

Jigures are divided into Group 1 and Group 2. The squares

in Group I are shaded and the squares in Group 2 are not

shaded. In the second line a I has beenwritten under each

Figure that has a shaded square as in Group 1. A 2 has been

written under eachfigure with an unshaded square as in

group 2,

Group 1 Group 2

Ai;a\;oa2)1;oO;0
 

QO

        
 
 

ZZ oo[ 2 ft 7

 

N
YoO;oO;a

ah a i          se

 

Now try this more difficult example, which has three groups:

 

 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

[— aC OTIS
le co Pp Om re| [ox =>A      
  

<7

<a oO Sf

        
 

Thefigures in Group 1 consist ofboth straight and curved

lines. The figures in Group 2 consist ofcurred lines only. The

Sigures of Group 3 consist of‘straight lines only, As you can

seo, there are other detoils that have nothing to do with the

rule. The answers are 1, 1,3, 1,2, 1 2-

Jalvenity of North Carolina AdsputionCopyright © 1962 by Fducationat Teating Service. A Uni
of nest ty LL Thuntone. Used with permission of Ffucationat Terting Sevike
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(b) Word Fluency Primaries  
 I want you to think ofas many different things as you can

that might be drawn under the tree somewhere about where the

cross is. You might not be able to put them all in the same
picture together, ofcourse. Write down anything you can think

ofas quickly as you can.

With children 10 years and under the examiner says, “Tell
me anything you can think of,” and writes down the things

given.

Worn Srrtts

Matertal.—Pencil and paper.

Instructions to subject.

(s} fam going to give you a minute, and I want you to

write down (or tell me) as manythings as you can think

of that are ‘round* or could be round. A penny would do.

Give me as manyas you can. Ready? Go.

b) Nowwrite a fist of things we can ‘eat,

8 +ree of the Tnsutute of Penonaliy end Ability Testing, 1602 Coronado Drive,
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(1917) or Cattell’s (Guide to Mental Testing, 1936c) drawing ability
scale (different from intelligence, spatial ability, or manual dexterity). How
close, again,is artistic executive skill to esthetic sensitivity, of the kind one
might get at through the Meier-Seashore test of esthetic judgment? Al-
though, as Spearman pointed out very early, these “artistic abilities” are
little correlated with intelligence and require explanation in terms of what
we should now call independent primaries, their structure is far from under-
stood. For example, the careful work of Karlin (1941) on tests in the
Seashore musical aptitude test shows several quite distinct factors, some
having to do with apparently more innate gifts, such as judgment of abso-
lute pitch, and others with acquired musical motor skills. Similarly in art,
there is no clear evidence yet as to how motor drawing skill is related to
the esthetic judgmental skills.
A serious problem which presents itself as one proceeds to the artistic,

musical, poetic, literary, and similar areas is the absence of an objective

criterion. This is actually a double problem: first, that society itself may be

in doubt as to whatiy excellent performance, and second,that the nature

of the performanceis such that conspective* scoring is difficult or impos-
sible for the psychologist.

5. FLUENCY, MEMORY, AND
PERCEPTION PRIMARIES
POSSIBLY TIED TO

PERSONALITY
A class of alleged ability primaries about

which there is much confusion are those variously called fluency, ideational

fluency, associational fluency, flexibility, rigidity, dispositional rigidity, etc.

Although these are mentioned in some recent writings as though they had
begunas concepts in Guilford’s divergent ability schema, the basic work on

structuring them is much older, and they can be scen in proper perspective

only by respecting the substantial and strategically planned original work
done on them by Spearman (1927), Bernstein (1924), Hargreaves,
(1927), Studman (1935), Cattell (1950a), Pinard (1932), Stephenson

(1953), and manyothers.
Spearman and his coworkers demonstrated that fluency, speed, and per-

severation must be considered general factors (not narrowprimaries) out-

side the area of general intelligence and possiblyof abilites.
peeeen Ee

4 Conspective means scored in such a way that two prsychometrists giving the same

test are bound to get the same answer for a given indisidual’s performance, In edu-

cational circles these are often called objective as opposed to estay type teste Rut

objective, in psychologyproper, means much more than conspective, For example, in

personality testing, a questionnaire requiring sctf-evatuation ix nat objective, bul a

behavioral test fs objective, as in the O-A (Objective-Analytic) Matteres (Cattell,

195Sb). Multiple-cholee is not an adequate synonym for conspectiie, Because the

Jstter is a broader term covering bork multiple-choice, sefecthe amuwer fete and

open-ended, inventive tests For when the ciaminer has a bey that will cover aff

eventualities, the latter can also be fully conpective.
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i i i out, as extend-Fluency was recognized, when avesencewas rrordsbeeining vith a
ing across such measures as speed of supplying ing stories or topics,given letter, volume of material per minute in completing s S an oversight
and fertility of ideas in completing drawings. It appears i, nthe earlierthat Thurstone conceived it as “word association,” W, ‘ ‘own it to be
work of Cattell (1933b, 1936a) and Studman (1935) had s vercieval inmuch broader, indeed a general fertility or facility of memory

‘o any kind of material. ,nore the introduction of objective performance devices inaeuring temperament factors by Cattell (1933a) in 1933, veaving wn thatStantialrole of the surgent personality factor in fluency, madeit certa afluency would have to be pursued with both ability and personality co ablytations, and thattest performance in fluency must be assigned eroen ofdistinct ability and personality factor components. The recent worHundleby and Pawlik (1965), Riley Gardner (1958), cerms this tracing of a substantial part of fluency to a temperament soul .trait (ULI. 21, Exuberance). The picture was furtherclarified by Bernstein’

» Which runsacross all kinds of high fluencyOr retrieval Capacity,

.
While studying fluency—which we shall later bring evidence to show 1s

a higher-order, general capacity factor, g and not a primary—it is appropri-
ate to show its relation to ideational fluency, ay, in Table 3-1, and toSince in recent Popular discussion they have been thrownOf so-called “divergent thinking”

Pt of flexibility,cept of “perseveratio; 4 momentum orinertia to be overcome in
Mental Processes—which ha:

i

xperiments btransformation of the
y the present writer

“disposition rigidity.»
Concept from one ofFor the evidence that de-

: coh y 7Speed, Shich isa higher-order factor, will not be discussed further among the pri-

Mary abilities, nor “ill the factors of body tempo, which
strated (9S1a) ang “hich have sincetug temperament
Ul 29, Superego,

Perseveration to one of

Rimoldi so clearly demon-been confirmed and extended as aspects of
factors, notably UT, 22, Cortertia, ULI. 26, Narcissistic Ego, and
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cidedly higher saturations on this factor are found for performances re-

quiring a switch-over from someold, accustomed, overlearned activity to a

new way of effecting the same end rather than any mere perseverative

momentum as such, points to the need for a rigidity concept. This disposi-

tion rigidity, as an actual test performance, has since been shown to in-

volve primarily the personality factor ULL23 (in the negative direction of

“Jnability to mobilize”), or “Repression” (Hundleby, Pawlik, and Cattell,

1965), but it also has variance contributions, in the form of attempted

willed controlof rigidity, from three other personality factors.

In 1945, in connection with personality research,it seemed to the writer

that fluency and disposition rigidity were not enough to account for certain

flexibilities and rigidities observed in the higher mental processes. Could

it be that although fluency and rigidity are, so to speak, very basic prop-

erties of all mental activity (as indeed Spearman had theorized, at least on

fluency and “perseveration”), yet we are dealing in the higher cognitive

processes with some more specialized “iqeational fluency” and ‘§deational

fiexibility versus ideational rigidity” which come into play only there? The

answer could be given only by a research design in which both the old

(fluency, disposition rigidity) and the new concepts (the latter represented

by new tests) were simultaneously measured
and factored.

This the writer and Tiner proceeded to do, and a clear answer was pub-

lished (1949) showing that in the general realm of fluency, ideational

general fluency appeared as a pattern in higher mental processes. It mani-

fested itself by loadings on, for example, jnvention of many nonsense

simple restriction, and also

syllables, retrieval of many words with some or

ation. In the rigidity—flexibility
area, on

flicker fusion and perspective oscil
D

the other hand, the usual broad disposition rigidity factor appeared in

perceptual-motor
manifestations (backward writing, restructuring habitual

visual perception, etc.). But now there also appeared a second factor, load-

ing the ability to answer riddles, to reconstruct hidden words (anagrams),

etc, This latter, called IdeationalF'lexibility-versus-Fii
rmness, is set out and

discussed more fully in Chapter 13 on creativity. Suffice it to say that this

ideational flexibility, in the sense of being able to get out of a rut of in-

which can

veterate habit, almost certainly has dynamic, personality roots,

i
tors U.L. 19 and ULI. 26.

be associated tentatively with personality fac! UN:

About a decade Jater, the ideational general fluency and jdeational flex-

ibility factors were confirmed (and given slightly different names) by

Guilford and his coworkers, who made possible a more accurate assess-

ment of the factors by adding some new tests, notably the match problem

(Luchins, 1959) the water jar problem,etc. Also in this areca of ideational

flexibility measurement are the tests called unusual uses, figure grouping

(“figure concepts”) and number associations. Such work—extending
the

known expressions of previously located factors—is very valuable. In this

context of orthogonal factors, however, the loading patterns must be

due to incomplete rotation, while the fitting of

watched for the warpings

results into the Procrustean bed of Guilford’s threefold schema leads fo
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labeling inconsistent with that which would be given on a Thurstonian basis
of direct formation of concepts from empirical patterns.

Alongwith fluency, it is appropriate to study memory phenomena,since
we shall develop the theory later that fluency is really a special aspect of
memory—thefacility and speed of the process ofretrieval from a memory
store. As mentioned, two memory (besides immediate and long distance)
factors have been found, one rote, one intelligent, but we have listed only
the rote—as an, OF Z.—since we hypothesize that intelligent memorizing
is finally to be resolved into intelligence and rote memory. Throughoutthe
discussion here we have been unable, on present evidence, to reach a con-
clusion as to whether memory should be considered narrow enough to be a
“primary,” a,,, a5 Thurstone and other factorists have found it, or whetherit has thestatus of a general power, perhaps to be indexed g,, (since g’s areTetained for general capacities),

The unfortunate fact is that not nearly enough steps and aspects of thelearning and recall Process—such as immediate committing to memory,Tate of fading, mod

¢ online themselves to sometotal learning effect, either inmeaningless material o} rt in some one content area. As Pawlik well says(1966,p. 546), “Tests of memory functions have been somewhat under-represented in factorial research onabilities.” Thus, existing results cannotbe taken as representative of the structure likely to emerge ultimately infactor analysis, and until the fuller factor picture is at hand the rest of theevidenceis hard to integrate. If we assumethat the g, factor is essentiallyA{actorof goodness of retertion—which, as Underwood (1957), Broad-Shon neh tenen(1963) Cin the “decay hypothesis”), and others havecomt to e the same for meaningful and Tote material, as if in aim—then anyspecial factors found beyond this are likely to bemmitting to memory, Thus, Kelley's “meaningful memory”
a peculiarity of operation (intelligent"ue Present writer is inclined to favor

accordisg tocomentDmaLY Powers might be expected to's possess ent, €.g., school achievement areas, becauseinn nd of Teservoirs of content in an area would favor,searchesindmitting to memoryof new contentin that area.£ to the natureanecrences in powerof committing to mem-Hunt 1962). Gabriel (1963 the material (Schwartz and Lippman, 1962;differences Ort and Kintsch (1963) have also made anwith different “committing to en aments and relations being associatedmight connectwith2 Processes, This use of relations and
th "Perception of relations,” onthe one hand. naa creeintelligence,

fe other. In ‘. fo » and with “rote ”Kelley's individualasning in therealm of “process” observations fssary for the processing finding, if we grant that intelligence is neces-Sing and storing of relations but that rote memory suf-
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fices forproper names and nonsense syllables. Thus Kelley’s “Gntelligent
memory” would be a derived composite of g, and rote memory. Further-
more, the nature and development of the existing apperceptive masses
(which give “meaning” to some stimuli) as well as of the dynamic interest
systems (which tend to match apperceptive masses), will add further spe-
cial memory factorslikely to appear as narrower primary abilities.
One special influence in committing to memory comes to light from

brain physiology—namely the special reduction of the power of committing
to memory which comeswith injury to the lower brain around the corpus
callosum as well as with delirium tremens and senility. This could be an
interference with whatever strength of motivation does to memorizing
recognized here in physiological terms. The question is taken up again in
a later chapter.

With this brief statement of some observations on fluency and memory,

an hypothesis will be suggested abouttheir relationship, namely, that what

are called localized, special fluencies (except ideational fluency) are the

increases in fluency which comein a particular area through a high reser-

voir of material already committed to memory in those areas. This is taken

up in more detail in the next chapter, where it is argued that a general
fluency factor, g,, is essentially a general power of retrieval which is, how-

ever, a composite outcome of present physiological retrieval efficiency and

past memorizing power, plus past exposure to what needs to be stared.
The multiplication of perception factors, which has occurred alike in

Thurstone’s and in Guilford’s work, though for different reasons, and the
variety of specific proposed perceptual abilities (except for a,, and a,,

listed here), also present a rather confused picture at the present moment.
Instances of perceptual ability factor tests are given in Figure 3—3. In this
case, however, the solution to the apparent multiplication of factors maylie

outside the field of abilities altogether, in the field of personality (as it did
for fluency, to the extent that ULI. 21, Exuberance of Temperament,
enters). By including markers for four ar five of Thurstone’s perceptual
“ability” factors in objective test personality researches pursued from 1947
to 1957, the present writer and his colleagues were able to show that three
of these Thurstonian perceptualabilities appeared to express the projection

of personality factors into the cognitive perception realm. Thatis to say, if

a reasonable number of personality and temperament variables were in-

cluded in such experiments, the factoring showed that the cognitive, per-

ceptual expressions were only part of a broader temperamental tendency.

Thus, it seems that the factor (variously called ideational flexibility, intel-

lectual flexibility, etc.) involving particularly Gottschalk figures—and

which is also the heart of Witkin’s cluster (1962) of “field independent”

behaviors—is largely an expression of the personality factor in objective

tests originally called Independence (or Promethean Will) and indexed as

ULL. 19. .

Indeed, it is true in all primaryability research that work on ability

structure can approach clarity and precision of conclusion only if the
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FIGURE 3-3

Tests Used as Markers for PerceptualAbility and Personality

Factors

(a) PerceptualAbility

This is a test ofyour ability to compare lengthsoflines by
eye. Shown below is a box containing 5 pairs oflines of

differing lengths marked A, B, C, D, and E, Each pair consisis

ofa vertical and a horizontalline of the sare length. The

lines marked A are the shortest and those marked E are the

longest. (Both vertical and horizontallines are shown in the box

because some people think that 2 lines of the same length

look different lengths when one is vertical and the other is

horizontal.)

Below the box of lines are two rowsoftest lines numbered

Srom 1 to 10, The lines in the first row are the same length as

the ones in the box. The lines in the second row are twice as

longas the ones in the box. Beneath the number for each test

line write the letter of the line which is the same length or

half as long as the test line. Measure the lines with your eyes.

Do not use your fingers or your pencil,

Nowtry the practice items. The correct letter has been

written beneath the number of the first item in each row.

Je fe      
< Ns ‘\ oN

The answers to the other Practice items are as follows:
2—D; 3-E; 4—B; 5-—-C;
7—-E; 8-4; 5~B; 10—p,

Comat D tet by Edacatlons\ Testing Service, Atlrights reverved,
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(6) Perceptual Tests in Personality Factors

Find out in which square offive bothsigns in left single square occur

again. There may be more lines than necessary. The shapes may be moved

but not directly turned and they retain their size. In the last example you

would check “e” in the answer sheet, Don’t lose time.
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variances due to personality factors are first “partialled out,” by including
personality factor markers and locating these factors along with wha in

been supposed to be special ability factors. The resolution of influence wn
perception largely into well-known personality factors has been we!
out recently by Schneewind (see Cattell, 1971).

6. METHODS NEEDED TO
CLARIFY THE PRIMARY
ABILITY FIELD

It will be evident from the above that the
Pursuit of primary abilities that began simply by correlating all kinds of
abilities and hoping to group them,first as correlation clusters and later asprimary factors—narrower than such general factors as intelligence—hasTun into difficulties. It cannot reach its objective by an accumulation ofindividual studies planned without commonprinciples and variables, butTequires instead a global Strategy and a far more disciplined and complexmethodology. The thorough surveys made by French (1963), Hom(1965), and Pawlik (1966), which usually were undertaken initially inthe hope of reaching a tidy and limited list of mutually confirmed andagreed upon Primaries, have run into these difficulties. In some cases they

good convergence and interpreta-

. The alternatives are: (a)
either (i) getting as near tostructure as orthogonality can i ten is not at all close, or (ii)>

a

s

in Guilford’s work; or (b)a uni y determinate (oblique) simple structure according toscientific Principle Not peculiar to the data,as fulfilled in the work
of Thurstone and his successors, The latter, in the Present writer’s opinion,
isfe Superior, for a variety of reasons, which are examined in detail else-scientife ma They are these: (a) The approach Possesses a basic
theories, (on le. (b) It cannot be biased by the experimenters’ particular
when n is not affected, €xcept in a trivial Sense, by the variables

© experimenter happens to put into his Study, whereas theBurt (1940) (at times) andSeneral factor (with all its subsequenttrain ofat the mercy ofthe first choice of tests. (d) ItTucture may exist at higher Strata; e., we can
the initia primarien ever broader influences mayaffect and organize

a general

issu
y i

a pri sehen quether We gain or lose at this stage in applying some
OOsing the tests that we will factor is distinct from
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the above technical question of a meaningful resolution in factor analysis
per se. But inasmuch as Guilford uses such a scheme, it is an additional
difference causing divergence of findings from those of the Thurstonian
approach. Aswill be seen in the next chapter, the Guilford ability schema,
or any schema,is only one of many that could be applied. Unfortunatelyit
is possible for any schema to connive, with weaknesses created in defective
uses of the factor-analytic method, to give an apparent proof to almost any
theory present in such a schema.
A taxonomyofabilities is a desirable aim, but, like the taxonomyof the

biologist, the psychologist’s scheme should derive from a naturalistic ob-
servation of discovered primary abilities. The only real necessity in a
schema for choosing tests—and it is a real necessity—is the practice of
sampling a population of ability performances from life (not the labora-

tory), in starting any correlational, factor-analytic study. As pointed out

above, this has worked well in personality research, through the employ-

ment of the personality sphere concept, and similarly one could sample the

cultural dictionary, or take a time sampling across time and people, in the
ability domain.

Whenthis is done—and it may be considered half-done in current results

—the definition of a primary ability is “that which one obtains as a

uniguely simple structure rotated, replicated, factor pattern. Secondly, it is

one which holds across a set of performances far less broad than all be-

havior or, indeed, than all behaviors of a cognitive modality.” At the same

time, if primaries are to have scientific predictive value and utility in ap-

plied psychology, they must not be so narrow,ie., so “manufactured” out
of tests artificially multiplied in the laboratory, that the primary factor is

really 2 mere blown-up “bloated specific” (Cattell and Tsujioka, 1964).
Thus, one aim of sampling is to avoid the Scylla of confusing a primary
with a general factor, while the other is to steer free of the Charybdis of

innumerable overblown specifics. Instances of what may be errors of the
first kind are given in Table 3-1 in U.L. 5 and U.J. 6, and of the Jatter in

the last few factors allowed in Table 3-1 above and several of Guilford’s

going beyondthatlist.
Among primaries meeting these basic conditions there will be some

natural correlation, of course. For example, verbal (a,)} and numerical (a,)

primaries will be appreciably correlated, for the good reason that (see

Chapter 6) intelligence enters into the production of both of these struc-

tures. Consequently, higher-order factor analyses of firmly located true

primaries typically will yield secondary and tertiary strata structures. These

will be recognized as broader influences (as studied here in Chapter7)of

considerable theoretical importance. This higher-strata domain, bringing

out the “wheels within wheels” in psychological determination, akin to the

intriguing complexities with which other sciences arc plentifully endowed,

is completely locked away from the psychologist who insists on dealingwith

orthogonal primatics. To the latter approach this whole domain is as

meaningless as the paintings of Manet to a color-blind man.
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Although the reader may not yet havethefacility in multivariate analysis

to follow the detailed argument, he may well appreciate the intent of a

technical point which should be madeatthis point. It concerns the decision
regarding several instances above where the existence of a distinct primary

has been doubted. In many of these instances—such as word fluency,
figural perception speed, symbol perception speed, or meaningful memory
—oneperceives psychologically that the principle of Occam’s razor (parsi-

mony of explanation) could be better served by considering these to be

areas of overlap between two already known general factors, rather than
ad hoc primaries. For example, word fluency might be determined by the
general fluency (speed ofretrieval of memories in general) factor and the

amountof word storage in the a,, verbal ability factor. And, as we have
surmised above, the meaningful memory factor (Kelley) might be an over-
lap of rote memory andintelligence, “g.” The figural, symbolic, and other
speed of perception clusters might be the overlap of a general speed factor
with local neural organizations concerned with figural and symbolic process-
ing. Only more careful factor extraction and rotation can settle these issues.

It is not asserted that present evidence favors all these alternatives to
the currently popular explanation by primaries, but only that a mistake inStructuring could have occurred along these lines. This may be dismaying
to the psychologist who has learned to expect that factor analysis will be
an objective analytic procedure, but, just as when we learn that the familyphysician errs in, say, twenty percent of his diagnoses, it behooves us tounderstand why.
b Two ways in which an “extra” primary could be “created,” whereweedInioncms tm seul be shown to ext
and use of a faulty number of factoIa thefee choice int Nariablesmade a mistake in not re ts. In the first the experimenter hasPresenting a well-known general intelli-gence, by good markers, and has confined his study at memorytomoonytonororeettingthe Principle of putting in “hyperplane stuff” (Cattell,1952, 5). The six-variable study (Figure 3-4 (a) (1): see plot andcorresponding rotated Matrix) yields two no:

:ingful memory being one. The
" e noverlapping factors, mean-

.
n~

i
also yields two factors, rote me vale mee, (igure 3

b : ~4(a) (ii)),mory andintelligence, but now with intelli-
the primary of “meaningfulfluous, and one Perceives it was falselyoe.broader Capacities.

gure 3-4(b),
has taken out

In the second research, Fj
the true State of affairs, (ii)

+10. i
in (ii) abn aasame correlations are estored from the factor analysisfactor hes slightly highes eaa the relatively Beneral perceptual speedFigural ar ; on 1, 4, 7, and 10 or th iabilues ar somewhat Correlated. But in the second er smpatic ay

© assigned to the latter. An ai ceof thieemery
ctual instance of this kind is the

» 4, 5, 6, 7, 10
re
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FIGURE 34

Possible Systematic Causes of Recording Primaries

Where They Do Not Exist

Research (a). Failure of Marker Representativeness, Necessary for Hyperplane

Delineation

Gi)

  

 

 

@ di)
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RoTE INGFUL Rote INTELLI-

Memory Memory MEMORY GENCE

1 + 1 +
2 + 2 +
30+ 30 +
4 + 4 +

5 + 5 + +
6 + 6 + +

7 +

8 +
9 +
10 +

Note: Where no plus sign appears, the loading is zero.

Research (b). Dubious Estimate of the Numberef Factors

PERCEPTUAL SyMBOLIC Ficurat Perc.
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SPEED INTELLIGENCE SPEED
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2 2

3 3
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8 8

9 9

10 + + 100 + +
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alternative often presented in Burt’s and Vernon’s analyses. There, instead
of V and N appearing as separate primaries, they come together with com-
monloadings on a “V:ed factor” of general school achievement. oo.

A majorproblem still to be faced in the mapping of primary abilities is
the separation or partialling out® of temperament and motivation factor

effects beforehand, so that the abilities as such can be clearly separated.

Instances have been mentioned e.g., of the low inhibition present in Exu-
berance (Personality factor U.J. 21) affecting the total fluency measure,

and of temperamental Independence (U.I. 19) affecting independence of

perception (Restructuring of Perception or Field Independence). Other ex

amples of “trespass” or cooperative action will be given in more detail in
Chapter 12. To effect this separation insightfully and well requires, of
course, that there be progress in mapping objective personality source traits
parallel to that made in abilities, but with the recent surveys of Hundleby
and Pawlik (1965) and of Nesselroade and Cattell (In Press 1971) avail-
able,this is a much reduced problem.

Granted increased attention to the technical requirements indicated
above of (a) carrying marker variables across researches, (b) objective
Totational resolution Statistically tested for significance and congruence of
pattern from study to study, (c) inclusion of personality factors, especiallythose which counterfeit abilities, and (d) an enrichment of variables be-
yond those conventionally ii; included in pencil-and-papertests by psycho-metrists; there is no reason whya reliable ma;

: p of primaries should not becompleted in one or two decades,
Regarding the Jast condition, one must recodelibe

i

animal ethology,
of everyday life, has been sadly neglected. Me “esterion Performances
trombooedonety comprehensive list of primaries—clearly separated
seeinfe ors, from Personality dimensions, and from blown-up
vecomnie hy “i reached, a taxonomic study must then be Prepared to
one specie Primary abilities will by no means turn out to be all of* “ney come as a single class only as empirical factor patterns,

von cowie, n d to thinking of as “partialling. in essentials to the same thicto: i i
snality

ir siaac tlomever, im order to set aside personalityte when several test markers for the personalityXPress its effects j ii
esearch denen in the ability field—and

ity research
Werte trait ofhver than the variablthins farely planned in ability r
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but factors can spring from very diverse causes. Later in this book we
reach a taxonomy of abilities as “agencies” or acquired instrumentalities
(a’s), as provincial neural organizations (p’s), and as general capacities
(g’s). What we have taken here empirically as “primary abilities” will not

be entirely identical with the class we designate later, by further propen-
sities, as agencies, though mostly “a” (agency) symbols occur in Table
3-1. Some primaries are fairly obviously special ageregates of knowledge

and skill reflecting, in their unity, the unity of a social institution. Verbal,

numerical, mechanical abilities, etc., may thus arise from cultural molds,

Otherprimaries such as body coordination andspatial ability, may be more
constitutional, representing neurological endowments (p’s) that are still

relatively local in effect. Others, again, as suggested above, may really be

broader, higher-order “g” factors, for the moment “caught by one corner,”

and therefore appearing only as primaries, and so on.

Any attempt to map primary abilities as of 1970 must be likened to an

attempt to mapthe physical globe in 1470. The existing mapis both limited
by ignorance and distorted, and it leaves one only dimly aware of vast spaces

outside it. Beyond its boundarieslie, for example, gourmettaste and hunter

olfactory skills; many social interaction skills, e.g., facial expression skills;

child managementskills of nursery governess and teacher; all that the first-

class housewife does in her kitchen (balancing the mafe’s mechanical apti-

tude); sailing a boat; the proficiencies of military combat; and the spectrum

of abilities in courtship and lovemaking; to name buta few of the absentees.
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1. WHAT GOOD IS A
TAXONOMY?
Our conceptions of the earth come to iefrom bold explorers and assiduous map-makers—from the Comeand the study roomsof Prince Henry the Navigator, Though Eric the

in developinghis theory, and as Newton found
in the work of Kepler, is the mother of Jaws andhand, 2 too subjective mod. theories. On the otherlel or map,like Some Graeco-Roman maps which
showed Nothing beyond the great river circling the Mediterranean empire,
can be as much of a Curiosity-stultifying curse as a factually inspired map
can be a blessing.

Classifications of abilities as misleading as some Of these ancient world
Maps were to &cographical explorers can be found aplenty in the charts of
Phrenologists and in various Pre-experimental Writings such as those of
faculty Psychologists, Incidentally, since some Psychologists actually re-
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acted to factor analysis as if it were a rebirth of faculty psychology we
should pause to underline the difference. The faculty psychologist of a
hundred years ago found a word in the dictionary (or floating in his mind)
and then described at length the manifestations of a unitary mental capacity
which conformed to it. The factor analyst, or correlation analyst, does
something very different when he finds the unitary pattern first, and then
describes and namesit according to its form. Furthermore, though we have
not discussed this yet, he is not content to state that several behaviors are
bound by some underlying unity. He proceeds as soon as possible to ask
whythey are bound, what mental processes are shared in their expression,
and how they come to develop in that way.

However, as we have just seen, there is “many a slip twixt the cup and

the lip” in cruder factor-analytic usages, so that debates still exist as to

whatthe factor unities are. And we do not yet know what the properties
and natural history of growth of most of the empirically discovered primary
abilities in Table 3-1 are. A third natural objection to developing any sort

of final taxonomyat this stage is that we are, so to speak, describing the

solar system without the sun. Asto the latter, the reader naturally will be
wondering where general intelligence takes its place among these more

Jocalized primaries. However, he will have noted that we refer repeatedly
to “higher strata,” broader or more general capacities, and realize that the

evidence for intelligence is yet to be marshalled (actually in Chapters 5
and 6 below).

Regarding the last we might for the moment be permitted to proceed on

the assumption that something like Spearman’s g is accepted by virtually
all psychologists. By implication we have begun abave to put alongsideit,

and on the samefooting of generality, certain other concepts of properties
general to cognitive behavior, such as rote retentivity, Em, fluency, & and

general speed, g,. Regarding the incomplete identification and description
of the primary abilities themselves in Table 3-1, we maypoint out that
since our aim is not to “place” particular primaries exactly in a framework
but only to get ideas about how the framework might be constructed, the

presently known “suggestive” properties are enough. It would, for example,
probably be a mistake to undertake premature attempts to use explanatory
principles, as in 2 division of abilities into those shaped by heredity and

environment or by their neurological and biochemical sources or into

derivatives of higher order general abilities, and so on. ;

However,for better or worse, psychologists wish to have something more

than the simple list of assumed, discovered, empirical primaries in Table

3-1. They need to have some schema in mind for thinking about abilitics,

despite the fact that at present it cannot be a truly objectively based taxon-

omy and mustinelude subjective elements. Such schemata, as mentioned,

existed earlier in faculty psychology and phrenology ata specutative level

and appeared again in Spearman's classification of general, group, and

specific factors at a theoretical construct level. Although the twomain

newer schemes that we shal! discuss—Guilford’s form-content analysis and
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i skatethe present writer’s triadic theory—are incomplete and are forcedaoe
over thin ice at times, they offer frameworks based on substantia
tion and are useful for the ordering of data and further experiment.

2. A CRITIQUE AND FURTHER
EXPLORATION OF SOME
PROPOSED CLASSIFICATORY
PRINCIPLES

Regardless of the particular descriptive cate-
gories one tends to favor, there are here, as elsewhere in science, two gen-
eral ways in which one can proceed: (1) by waiting until more precise
scientific knowledge has accumulated around most properties of the pri-maries—a course which werejected as not possible at this juncture and
(2) by creating a framework of subjective, philosophical-logical categories
On present data indications—according to one’s own favored logic. Thislatter procedure of not w:aiting too much uponthe correlations and organicrelations experimentally emerging and instead analyzing the subjective“logical” categories which appeal to one always has been tempting to thatphilosopher who hides in every scientist. In the last two decades this pro-cedure has been pursued extensively by Guilford, and a classification hasbeen proposed by him according to operations, content, and “product,” asshown in Figure 4—1,

FIGURE 4~1
Guilford’s Three-Dimensional Box for an A PrioriClassification of Abilities

OPERATION:

Evaluation
Convergent Production
Ovvergent Production
Memory
Cognition

PRODUCT:

Units

  

   

Freee The Sarsey of Noman teset,SAS teresa ef MoGroe Har BonCog Ge
Mord. Copyright 1967 by McGraw-Hitt, Used
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Guilford’s “box” of three dimensions has been a valuable first step in

stimulating interest in a taxonomy of abilities. Some may think neverthe-

less thatits principal value lies in having raised the issue and presented one

of several possible systems, for to various critics it has seemed, on the one

hand, somewhatinadequate and,on the other, to have developed too many

arbitrary features. For example, the product classes could readily be re-

placed by several others with equally good claims. And the contentcate-

gories are by no means exhaustive or mutually independent. Finally, the

operations—as witness the Cattell and Warburton (1967) and Fiske

(1970) analyses of operations possible in psychological tests—omit several

possibilities. In particular the terms convergent and divergent, though easy

to remember, seem to express 4 less essential and central aspect of the

differences here commonly intended. A convergent production is one where

a correct answer exists, 2 divergent is one where several responses are

acceptable and are given a score. However, in virtually all fluency and

flexibility tests that have been good markers for the factors concerned in

them, quite definite restrictions are in fact given in the instructions and

acceptedin scoring the answers.

A different and somewhat more extensive basis has been proposed by

the present writer (see Figure 4-2, p. 56), the rationale for which will be

given in a relatively condensed discussion. First, any systematic discussion

of the possible classification of abilities must be preceded logically by a

Ives as a class, in fact as one of

definition which segregates abilities themse!
°

three trait modalities, namely: abilities, temperament traits, and dynamic

traits. (This modality analysis is made in Chapters 11 and 12, where rela-

tions of ability with temperament and motivation are discussed). Second, a

classification is likely to be merely philosophical and too artificial if it dis-

regards the biological and physiological bases of behavior. The psychologist

deals with behavior, but he should not deny himself clues from the nature

of the physical organism. Principally this means that the ability taxonomist

should keep an eye on the seven sensory and motor area brain bases in the

central nervous system, especially as illuminated by study of comparative

animal psychology. The large nose of the dog. and the totally different

proportion of olfactory to visual brain areas which goes therewith relate

to humanssuggests
that comparative psychology can give leads to possi le

sensory and motor behavioral substrates OF factors, even though they are

notyet adequately brought outin human individual difern
eCpart,(Table

The schema pro) sed in the Ability Dimension
>

4-1, p. 67) ‘centered on the same basic stimulus-organis
m-response

modelas in the personality structure realm (Cattell and Warburton, 1967).

An approach to the ma is best made by discussing somees

trative dimensions. First,
J between perceptual abi ities

and performance abilities on the operational ground that the response to

the former can in the last resort, in motor terms, be nothing but “a thus or

a that,” or, indeed, “g this or 3 nothing.” Tt involves such 2 respons’3

pressing a button or not when a painting Is judged better than a critenes

final sche

a line can be drawn
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FIGURE 4-2 .

SomeAbility Combinations Represented in Three-

Dimensional Subspaces from the ADAC

Input
(High) <>
> Subspace in One Domainx

Va
ng

el Tyre 1. A test ofimitation of dance

movement, seen and with

Output

 L
L

b> music.
(High) ~S Storage Type 7. A test ofmemorizing by

(High) repetition of a small
number ofsyllables.(Zero)

Input <>

Heh) <> Subspace with One Dimension from
RE-SS Each Domain

Tyrel. (if, simultaneously high on

the spatial content
een | Verbal dimension.) A test of

(High) Content recognition ofcomplex
(High) Figures,

Zero Tyre 3. A test ofreading speed.
Art Content

(High)

oS Subspace with Some Dimensions
SAE Important to Memory

. RS TYPE 2. A test of immediate
Gramming z

memorizing of art material.
* Tyre 7. (If,simultaneously high on(Commitung Retrievat verbal content dimension.)tay (High)1g!

A test of verbalSluency.
Zero

or when an intelligence test
ulus series. In what we may call “aside!), on the other hand, a fairlyinvolved, ¢.g., as ina Pursuit meter oa series of navigation Steps for a shalthough motor abilities do not entities often enter into the executived

Situation i
tiving after the main

nd other perachons.
rs

right relations to a stim-
ability (business meanings
Motor performance may beor in completing a story or in producingip or plane, However, let us note thater into the Perception, perceptual abil-Performance, Executing a decision in car$ Perceived still involves coordination of

ce of the motor

executive”

Prolonged

Visual, kinesthetic, a Ceptions in the Performan
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Second, there is an important dimension of distinction among abilities

which combines what may be (forthis purpose) the essence of both Spear-

man’s noegenetic and anoegenetic and Guilford’s convergent and divergent

dimensions. In his Principles of Cognition (1923), Spearman defined

noegenetic action as that leading to new mental content and anoegenetic as

thinking which deals only with reproduction or recognition. Thusif a child

recognizes that the solution to “a visitor at the door”is to call mother orif

in solving for the square roots of 16, 9, and 4 he reachesfigures 4, 3, and 2,

heis utilizing concepts already in his mind. Butif, proceeding with square

roots, he reaches the idea of /—1, he has created (assuming he had not

metit before) a new concept. To sketch

a

little more backgroundfor this,

(which will be developed more fully in Chapter 13, Pp. 431) in considering

the eduction of relations, Jet us note that Spearman recognized the eduction

of relations and of fundaments as the central processes in thinking. Thusif

one takes the following analogies:

Ais to 12. as L isto [1, 2, 3, 4]

rabbit is to bird as auto: [dog, fish, engine, airplane]

d alternatives 4, 12, 2, rabbit, auto, engine, etc., are

fundaments, One perceives a relation between 4 and 12 and applies it to

1 to get the new fundament 3, and correspondingly in the second analogy.

A person may create—if he is intelligent enoug
h—a relation he never

realized before, e.g., seeing time as 4 fourth dimension, or a fundament he

never knew before, €.8+ when someone who had never known an airplane

got the idea (but not the word or the manner of making one) from con-

sidering the second analogy. If he responds with the word “airplane” (or

checks it), he is completing 4 relation-correlate eduction process by dip-

ping into memory for something that fits the relation.

While it may be incorrect to say that memory is nee!

ability performance, there is @ continuum of increasing need for it across

any ability spectrum. And although pure noegenetic action in Spearman's

sense is perhaps rare in everydaylife (a culture-fair, perceptual intelligence

test comes nearto it, and in the spatial realm we use it every moment, as

when we decide where 2 i i ve hit it), it enters

similarly in varying amounts into alt cognitive behavior. Since some per-

formances obviously involve more reproductive me
mory (anocgenesis)

and

others more noegenesis, all abilities (perceptual or executive) can be

placed on dimensional continua in these respects. Regardless of what

further categories our taxonomic scheme must possess eventually, it there-

fore scems essential that we start with the two orthogonal coordinates——

perceptual versus executive and higfh versus low memoryac
tion.

The categorization
of convergent and divergent. by Guilford, stresses

success in the former as due toa precise right or Wrong answer and in the

latter as due to a large output (ultimately perhaps assessed Per minute)

the presented items an

ded in all kinds of
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which, in the case of fluency andflexibility, would be due largely to high
reproductive activity. However, it does not seem correct to label the con-

cept we are approaching here as one more instance of high reproductive

activity. Consider that successful learning or problem solution is either by
insight or by trial-and-error. The former means correct relation eduction,

but by no means doesit imply noegenesis, since when the relation is ap-
plied, success still depends on reproduction. It does not solve the problem

if, when bargaining in a Parisian shop, one can see that the required word
is something the opposite of “more expensive,” but cannot reproduce the
Cogent expression “a bon marché.”

There are, indeed, really three dimensions in this area: one is the high-
low memory demandjustlisted as dimension No. 2; another is the com-
plexity of relation-eduction demanded for an insight type of solution,
which wewill call dimension No. 3; and the last is the extent of variability
of response, which can contribute to bringing about a trial-and-error solu-
tion. Variability of response generally implies good memory resources, forevenin the motorfield the various movementstried actually may have to beStored. There are obviously other influences, however, such as quickness ofretrieval of available stored memories and readiness to get away fromTespondingin an old rut, which we have called flexibility and which, at thelowerlevel, may also be low disposition rigidity,

Thus the distinction often madein abilities between insightful types ofproblem-solving and trial-and-error problem-solving would seem to depend,in defining the latter, on recognizing more than one conceptual dimensionof abilities, namely, on (1) richness of Storage of available responses, (2)flexibility or Teadiness to change some habitual, inveterate mode of re-Sponse, and (3) speed of retrieval from stor:In working towar
‘age,

da classification, certain s i T,

notably tee
ystematic problems appear,

memorystorage,
Gores in Guilford’'s «,MAlive Categories al
are to operate wit
Separate dimens}
SyMerm of mutua!

n Acountered when we cometo areas oferical, semantic,meri Pictorial, ete. (Similar cate-‘c i
‘

ongoneeieenension, Figure 4-1, are considered alter-haeone ide of his cube.) It would seem best, (if weon Te a as seems desirable) to Take cach of these aMy ewes Part company, at this Point, with Guilford’s¢ alternatives, For example, with jointly opera-
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tive dimensions it would be possible to have an ability combining high

evaluation with high memory, or with high symbolic or behavioral content,

all having the possibility of being present in high degree. In some cases,

notably in interest and motivation where a twenty-four hour day precludes

being simultaneously high in all, we face a problem occasioned bythe usual,

slight, negative correlation among such ipsatively scored variables (Horn

and Cattell, 1965). But such restrictions still do not preclude use of

(correlated) coordinates.

Another general problem resides in the question of whether we are out

to classify abilities according to certain conceived properties which may not

be operationally measurable or to classify them according to certain instruc-

tion and measurement operations. For example, we shall introduce below

a category of “amount of memory processing required,” the operational

definition of which may not be immediately evident. On the other hand,

we deal also with the question of whether speed is a different ability from

sheer (untimed) level of performance in a given content, and in this case

there is a simple operational difference in instruction and scoring which

constitutes the essence of our dimension. However, this dimension is ap-

plied separately to, say, perception, memory retrieval, and execution, with

the implication that speed in each of these is different. Certainly, any good

eventual scheme must admit “subspaces” in which a certain set of dimen-

sions, m, n, 0, is applicable only to another subset, t, Us V» though apart

from this all dimensions cut across all other dimensions.
,

A pioneerattack on classification in terms of actual operations in tests

has brokentrail for us in the area of personality tests through the precise

schema proposed by Cattell and Warburton (1967). In the objective per-

sonality test area six dimensions were finally considered comprehensive as

follows: (1) differentiation between two responses versus between re-

sponding and not responding; (2) restricted (channelized, convergent)

versus unrestricted (open-ended, divergent) requested responses (3) in-

ventive versus selective response; (4) single response versus patterned and

ordered sequence constituting 2 total response; (5) operating at natural

speed of evaluation versus coerced oF required speed of evaluation; (6)

responding to immediate meaning or to symbolic referent meaning (os

judging length of lines versus judging tastiness of food described in words,

judging leng
and so on throughless important aspects of test behavior). It will be seen

ent and convergent confuse dimensions

that the current notions of diverg
mer

(2) and (3) here. Whether the individual operates under 2 restriction te

give a single, unique response fitting certain conditions or indicate a

variety of responses acceptable to him is quite distinct tom
c ' a

reaches this by choosing among selective, multiple-choice answ me alre: )

given to him, or reproduces answers from his own fluency an memory.

The categorics just listed for personality tests, however: are given ere

only as 2 suggestive stimulusfor the ability area, not a final Proposmc™

The fact that memory enters so universally into ability performancs
*

makes it certain that one dimension for classifying abilities shauld te
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bei ion we will argue that content mustcontent. However,ved,namelysectsormmotor orgutieation contentand

ey°Cin luding cultural) content. The experience con hat in
as experience vi is a much more comprehensive conceptt a vience
sion in Figure a . lies largely to artificial test situations. Life SeeonsFigure 4-1, wich here and the encyclopedia is the basis for its . i ae
Forexam fe,the curriculum categories of the educator—geograp! yeeely in
om fos, i etc.—are involved here (so that we come comp! wo so
Tineove “alimited tract with the educational test constructor) put0ion
ue swimming, the family album, and campfire songs. aeren it is
of Guilford’s four subdivisions with these isnallcorteofsbiteany “lireo.

i ie of content can be cul r . . "tonsMusicaloomtee for example, will include Guilford s symbolics re
ural, and semantic subcategories. The question becomes simply

; .6 ; ing of con-
nature of cross-classifications with the latent issue; “Which cutting
tent has the wider utility?”

‘ me
Manyotherclassifications of ability will suggest themselves, but so’

depend upon knowin i imari is'§ More about the natural history of the primaries. msis true for example of the counsellor’s preference for a division into ap. rr sult
tudes, considered to be more constitutional, and abilities, the patentre:of learning experience. The degree of nature-nurture division is of interesbutis less fundamental than the divisions proposed in the next section awhich finally crystallize the di i

- CENTRAL LIBRARY: ssgerecons nea THEORETICALCLASSIFICATION
The above section,mmeu at g Pretiminary explor:ation of and skirmishible Classificatory Principles, Although discussion So far has been re-

Stricted to primary abilities, their characteristics are similar to and encom-
Pass those of the higher-order abilities abstracted from them. So the scheme
Nowto be considered is One for all abilities,Accepting the general Stimulus-organism-response model stated above,
We shall take as q basic framework for descrilooksfirst at: bing ability a schema which

(a) a stimulus
mponent, includinga test instruction,

{by
ig the intemal Operation, i.e.

as its title indicated,

with a variety of pos-

Perception eo;4 component describinStorage, sorting,ete., th . the types ofat must occur within the Organism, and
(c) g Motor response Component,These might more aptly be called «Recessary pt

i
Phase activities” beceases in any ability perfor ause they are

mance and any given ability can in
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quantitative “dimensional” terms be assigned so much of each. In whatis
called a perceptual ability most of the activity, and therefore the chief limit-
ing parameters, will lie in the perceptual activity regarding the stimulus,
while the executive performance will be trivial. Conversely, in what is an
executive performance, e.g., a motor dexterity skill, a fluency test, or a
Construction task, far more of the descriptive parameters will lie in the
motor and verbal response organization tasks, The middle phase activity—
internal storage and processing of data—has to haveits characteristics in-
ferred from the nature of the stimulus and the nature of the response, but

it is certainly a distinct abstraction worthy of consideration on its own.
Now, at a commonsenselevel and without immediate resort to defining

operations, one can see that abilities can be classified according to amount

of activity at each of these three phases. Thatis to say, in a first reference
to operations the level of success of different individuals in total perform-

ance in one ability will depend more on their relative standing in the per-

ceptual phase or in another on their motor differences, and so on. These
may be considered the first three dimensions along which any ability can

be classified, and one would decide the classification according to the

amountof activity of each dimension which characterizes the ability. For
example, the a,, primary of perceptual speed, is high on thefirst, moderate
on storage, negligible on execution. Deductive reasoning, ag,is high on the

first and the second and low on the third. In Table 4~1, the Ability De-

scription Chart, the above three dimensions are set down accordingly as

Domain or Panel A. .
Tf we are to begin with the next most obvious set of dimensions which

cut across and describe all these three activities, we should begin with

content, The same content categories, with possible slight exceptions, will

apply to perceptual input, manipulation-storage, and executive output
dimensions. For this reason, Domain or Panel C, in Table 4-1 is set down
in terms of two dimensions which cut across and interact with all others.
However, it is equally important to notice that content in input for a given
ability may be different from that for output. For example, in playing a

piano the input content is visual, the output spatial-kinesthetic. Or again,
one can see that the input in reading an engine assembly booklet may be

fixed by verbal skills and the output in manipulating the engine by

mechanicalability content.
Therefore, a very different schema of content from Guilford's “figural,

symbolic, semantic, and behavioral”is proposed here, namely, first a dual-

ity of independent sets according to (a) the wayin which content is

grouped experientially, i.c., in personal learning experience and in historica

cutturat institutions and (b) the wayin which the biological, neural struc:
ture of the organism groups content. The former yields such categories as

verbat, numerical, spatial, mechanical, and social content. The latter yields

visual, auditory, and kinesthetic motor sensation and control, and other

organic function content categories. Some subdivision in the motor contre!
category mayalso be necessaryas suggested bythe Separate appearance ©

St me Te S|14 e 
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. 3 * t
a general bodily dexterity and a hand dexterity factor. (It is.Possible that

usefulness in some researches would appear also from other “ge nie

tent property” dimensions cutting again across these cultural aoresen
categories such as breadth or variety of content in any one area. »
weshall not pursue these further.)

After content we turn to an entirely different facet. Indeed, the nextmost
obvious dimension is that of the degree of demand upon the ability to
handle complex relations. Although complexity of relation perception at
virtually identical with Spearman’s measureof general intelligence, it Is "b
yet appropriate to commit ourselves here to the conclusion that this will e
true also of complexity as it affects storage and output. All we assert is that
the quality of an ability will be Strongly affected by the degree of relational
complexity existing in the content, no matter in what area of processing.
Again, as the dimensional system reminds us, this complexity could be at
quite different levels in the stimulus Situation input and in the output, twoextremes in this respect being an intelligence test, where a crude pencil
strokesuffices for output, and walking a tight rope, where extremely com-Plex relations must be built into the muscular output. Very little is knownabouttheeffect of relational complexity upon storage, though, as we have
Seenearlier in referringto the work of Kintsch and others, and, as will beseen later in the work of Lashley (Chapter 8), there is reason to believe
that retention may operate differently upon relations abstracted from sen-ts and upon the fundaments, i.e, the literal, concrete ex-Perienceitself,

Tt would be Possible to confuse this dimension of complexity with whatissurely different, namely, what we have called above the amount of proc-essing which input, Storage, and Output may require. The two are differentbecause the exercise of a particular ability could Tequire a greater or smaller
amount of processing—in terms of the number of successive operations
required—at anyone of several complexity levels in terms of abstractness
of Telations involved, Differences in amount of Processing in input can be
illustrated by checking wheth me figure is larger than aniwith,say, Tecognizing which offoin the nineteenth century

the phenomena of
1 in injury effects discussed

a fully relevant dimension. Forf retention is affected by the degreeation and ordering « ings”
ception and befor, rettiewet cring Processings” that §0 on after per-Regarding th ie amountFrocesung, and executive

s
the course o}Various consolid

of Processing Tequired in the percep
.

ceptual, internal8pects of an abilitYs (Wo questions are likely to
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occur to the reader. Each concerns the conceptual boundaries of “process-
ing.” By processing is meant any kind of manipulation of the material
given in the stimulus situation, or made available in the initial memory
deposit, or in the Storage offered as material for retrieval operations in the
executive action that is necessary for performing what is needed in the
Tesponse. Eduction ofrelations is obviously one such manipulation, as when
the stimulusis an analogies test or when the response is to draw lines which
represent a box in perspective. This being the case, we have already taken
as a dimension a property—the level of complexity of relations utilized—
which is a dimension of the processing activity. Why have we not taken
other dimensions of the processing than its sheer amount, as first sug-
gested, and the level of complexity of the relations used in it, as here?

The answer would seem to be that other dimensions of the processing
activity can indeed be taken, such as speed or content, but that they are

included already in dimensions of all abilities. There is, however, one

remaining characteristic of processing which has not been defined, and that
is whatinitially might be called “restrictiveness of mental set.” For exam-
ple, in a perceptual test the individual might be told “Find all instances
wherethefigure on the left is the same shape as the figure on the right but

of different size,” or “Look for alf people in the crowd whom you have
known before and who are close to your own age.” Or, in a test primarily

in the executive region, he might be given a cancellation test with the in-
structions “Cancel all e’s except when they occur before t’s, or “Bowl to
knock down the second red pin from the left.” In neither of these cases are
the relations at all complex. The restrictions are not such as place the

processing far ovt on the “complexity of relations” dimension or demand

a high intelligence, but they are what might be called “compound or con-

junctive restrictions.”
Suchrestrictions operate psychologically in the form of a mental set

which is “compound” because it has several parts operating simultane-
ously or in immediate succession. The degree of complexity of the relations
involved in the sets is quite an independent matter, yet it is tempting to

use “complexity ofrestriction” for this dimension. However, to avo! cone
fusion perhaps it had better be called sultiplexity of set. Thos, giving any

association word would be a task of low multiplexity whereas giving four-

letter words beginning with wthat have to do with daily tasks would ne of
high multiplexity. This multiplexity dimension applies 10all threeFEE ns

The question nowarises whether we need retain under demane a i pa °
rate facet of “amount of processing” of whether it is desc het ane ac

counted for adequately by complexity of relations and multiplexity ofsets.
If we inetude in the fatter the number of sequential steps ia processing.€ f.

collecting, comparing, selecting, enlarging, and so on, then it oon lot
that we do not need a separate categoryfor amount of procesciar . tut, ted

maximumsimplicity until some more complicated treatment iema

by the facts, it seems best to stop at two dimensions that toprther
ahawfeline

“amount of processing.”
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i fiddle process inInsufficient attention has perhaps been given to Seensuggoste4 that
ism of referring, storing, sorting, etc. It has Neh as rela-

theseSrocenee can be assigned levels on other CaEa ve need t0
tional level, multiplexity, amount of activity, and . vovessing? Apparently
tefer these to several distinct phases in the interna Pp itting to mem-
we do. At the least there is experimental evidence that existing Storage in
ory, retention, and retrieval (or referral of input w oi ye shall insert
matching, etc.) are independent powers. Thus in Tal ble three parameters
in the present Domain P (process parameters) enon apesanaes
one for amount of committing to storage thatis involve , on ‘ence aide the
to which goodness of persisting retention from earlier ee or come
performance, and one for dependence on efficiency of retr:

; i 4, andparison in connection with whatis in Storage. These continue, as 3, 4, 2
5, the two (complexit ty and multiplexity) process parameters already se
down.

ter
Turning to other possible general process parameters we encounflexibility. As brought outin the last chapter, there is still some neilaboutthe nature, ie., the tests loaded in, a factor designated flexiversus firmness of structure. At least we ha’ve evidence that it is distinctfrom the well-demarcated, broad factor of disposition rigidity (Persetion, motor-perceptualrigidity) which we have already set aside from }abilities as essentially a temperament factor (or factors). As tentativelydefined, flexibility in the Cognitive, ideational area is a freedom to restructure ideas due to a lack of firmness i

strucThis ideational flexibility (Cattell and Tiner, 1949) showsitself in riddles,ie., getting meanings at variance with Practicalrealistic meanings, in think-ing of unusual uses for objects normally used in other ways, e.g., using 2swimming pool to hold hot soup for a large dinner Party, and probably invarious kinds of absence of mind and failure of

is should not be athroughall three Tegions—perception, internaland weshall Posit it as anothlocating it as g,).
Finallly there is the vexed question of speed. As stated in Chapter 3,

correlational evidence points to a numberof different speeds rather than a
Single general speed. The i. is titest scoring as such, In

Processing, and execution—€r general dimension (with empirical evidence

abitit
» and in some areas, notably the

intelligence test realm, amount done in a fian unlimited time corrof ability—dexterity,
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does a given amountofa task correctly. However, there are two conditions
fecessary for this correlation to be high—that the subject be asked to work
quickly, and thatthe subjects all be of much the same age.

Granted these conditions, there are as many speeds as there are distinct
abilities, as located by measurements of goodness and correctness of re-
Sponse. But in a wide set of measures under speeded conditions when we
Partial out these primary abilities (and intelligence too), two or three
generalized speed measures remain. Indeed the tempo measures remain
even when subjects do not aspire to high speed of task performance, i.e.,
are not asked to work at top speed. Setting aside the tempo factors, which
have been identified by Rimoldi (195Ja) and Cattell (1957a) as due to a
natural temperamental tempo component most clearly represented by per-
sonality factor U.I. 30 and the depression-elation factor U.J. 33, one finds
two further sources of speed difference. First there are temperamental

sources, notably a general arousal-activation factor, U.I. 22, which persists

as a characteristic level of cortical alertness at which an individual operates.

Second, there are various motivation factors (Cattell, Radcliffe and Sweney,

1963), most important of which is the broad factor U.I. 16, called As-
sertive Ego (and which can be ambition in the test situation).
The available evidence therefore can be interpreted most simply by

Saying that anything that is general in cognitive speed, namely, the general

cognitive speed factorfirst found by Bernstein (1924), is actually tempera-

mental (U.I. 22) or motivational (U.I. 16) in origin. Nevertheless, the
ULI. 22 temperament component, being independentof motivation, depres-

sion-elation, and tempo, and favoring high speed in reaction time (simple
and complex), in cancellation, in reversible perspective, etc., actually ex~
tends in a confusing fashion along the frontier between ability and tem~

peramenttraits. It is said that in the present high speed age there are only
the quick and the dead, and, by most people’s judgment, surviving and

getting things done quickly is being useful and “able.” Thus there is’even

a semantic problem. However, careful evaluations suggest that the con-
tribution of the basic neural speed in U.I. 22 to the variance in Aigh level

abilities is quite small, though it would appear to be appreciable in per-
formanceslike driving a car or qualifying as an air pilot (Cattell, 19552).

Contingently it would seem more convenient, when discussing the ability

domain, to include this general speed dimension in the abiliry schema,

strictly in the U.I. 22 sense, In doing so we make the assumption

(as yet insufficiently checked) that it Operates across perception, internal

processing (committing to and retrieving from storage), and executive

performance (but seareely in storage retention). It is understood that speed

differences through temperamental tempo, mood, and motivation level are

excluded from this conception of purely tempcramental-cognitive speed.

Even so, this is an anomalous componcnt compared to the others, for it

appears only when ability scores are made under “speed™ instructions and

in scaring a timed performance,
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4. THE ADAC OR THEORETICAL

“ABILITY DIMENSION
ANALYSIS CHART”

Let us now put together in a total mane
tive the results of the analyses in the last section. There are tas Chart
general questions to ask before the Ability Dimension Anal a neople?
(ADAC) can be put together. First, are we describing tests Fathering
The answeris “both.” For although our purpose beganas thatof g: of this
tests in a taxonomy, when we have said that anytest can have more< takes
or that, we have also said that people can have more or less of what i One
to do this or that. (This is recognizable as a special mason oO.

uivalence in factor analysis of the P x Q technique transposes. ;
ee analogous logical question arises in the vocational guidance ox
attempt at a taxonomy of occupations. But though it is Partly answer
there in the same way as we have answered it here, the fact still remain:that the actual structuring of the taxonomy of demands and the taxonomyof people’s abilities, though occupying the same “space,” may be different.
The recruit who was asked whether he thought he would do better with amachine gun or a rocket launcher replied that he knew only that he playedbetter on the French horn than the violin and requested transfer to theband. A taxonomy of military and musical proficiencies would be verydifferent, but the Same intelligence, speed, spatial, etc., abilities wouldoperate in most of both realms, and

the beginning,in this case and
we would expectalignmentof test and individual. Tf next the question is asked whether the tinterpretive, the answer is

F
that it seeks ultimclassification of primary and high

descriptive characteristics.
‘axonomy is descriptive or
ately to be interpretive. Afica cr-strata abilities on some sort of simplydescriptive basis can be pursued when empirical research proceeds further;but the ADACchart is definitely in terms of processes, contents, and so on

sane are inferred to be underlying components of the observed variety of
abilities,

gh the dimensions in any
+ OCCasionall

: Predominance of one or anotherminanyability, Starting with the stimulus, organism,Cristics discussed in Most psychological analysis (butSr in the computer model), the classification ends with
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TABLE 4-1
The Ability Dimension Analysis Chart (ADAC):
A Theoretical Schema

Domain or PANEL A: ACTION Pxases (IN ApILtry Action)
1, Involvement of Input Cargest in perceptualabilities). The value on this is the

2,

3.

extent to whichthe ability score rests uponsensory input activity relative to the
stimulus,
Involvement of Internal Processing and S:torage? (largest in memory measures),
The value on this is the extent to which Processing of resources of storage
(committing, retention, retrieving, comparing) determinethescore.
involvement ofOutput (largest in executive performances). The value on this is
the extent to which qualities of output determinethe score.

Domain or PANEL C: CONTENT .
1. Involvement of Experiential-Cultural Dimensions. This includes such separate

subdimensions as verbal (semantic), numerical, social, spatial, mechanicat
knowledge, art, music, science. v .
Invol ofNeural-Or i Di ions. This includes subc
of visual, auditory, kinesthetic, tactile, motor, cerebellar, etc.

DoMatn or Paney P: Process PARAMETERS ; |
1. Demand in Terms of Complexity Level of Relation Eduction. This concerns the

n
v

complexity of relations handled as relations, as well as the complexity implied
in the eduction of correlates (fundaments) required in any process. This param-
eter defines level in a standard hierarchy? ofrelations. |
Demandin Terms afMultiplexity ofSets. This concerns the amount of complica-
tion in processing, independentofrelational complexity in any one operation.
It could be analyzed into subsets covering (a) numberofitems handled, (b) num-

ber of simultaneously applied sets, e.g., belonging to class X, larger than a,
beginning withletter B, etc., (c) numberofsets in successive steps. A model for
such an “amount of processing”evaluation exists in logic and in the computer.
Tt may be thought of insofar as it applies to the output phase, as degree of
restruction and control of output. In human and animal behavior they are
expressed by the operation of mentalsets, in multiplex systems of various ran!
levels, from the simplicity af a reaction time response, to the response of a
diplomat at a UN committee.

i istinetic z i bitity1 Tt is necessary at the outset to make a clear distinction between the rating ofanal
on involvement of storage and of involvement of particular contents, in Domain©
The statement about a particular ability in terms of the content itdemands tn say;the
mechanical knowledge field, is a statement about the mechanicat knowledge na
presented in the particular test or job, Whatstorage the individual has achieved ine
area is quite another question. Furthermore,the content defines more than is con roo
with storage. The input (perceptual) and output executive) activities wou! id deal
with Content X in an ability for which Content X is given a high value.

i ii hierarchy ofrelations according to inherent compleuty,2 The project of developing a hierarchy latic aaT we
iaily to test more precisely the generat tion-¢ llirence ba

icians and phifosophers, several times by the present writer (196%).
been moored. ereeeician sdable d na on foltowing through from theory to pracy
hi ve daunted the logicians. However, in principle, as discussed on pare

below seaecould start with relationsat the lowest, sensory level, and build up a hicraety
of relations among relations, culminating in the highest conceptual abstractions. ti
the level on such a hierarchy whichis referred to here, a3 complouty ofrelspons weed EF

processing of materisi.
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3. Amount of Committing to Memory (Gramming”). This may seem to applymn

a dimensiononly of the storage phase, and soit does in an immediate * : *age
inasmuch as perceptual and executive abilities are dependent on level of sto!
andlevel of storage is dependent on effectiveness of committing to memory
person’s score on gramming (as we may call, for brevity, “committing °
memory”) will affect aif abilities. Conceivably, even when level of intere: "
motivation isset aside(asit is from all this cognitive analysis) a person’s effective
ness in committing to memory (gramming) is dependent on more than one
factor, e.g., a neural structure and a physiological efficiency factor. But for
initial simplicity committing to memory is considered one dimension. -oust

4, Amount of Retentive Activity Involved. Again this is a dimension obviously
concerned with the storage phase butaffectingall performances. In most memory
abilities—other than immediate memory—level of success would dependsub-
stantially upon individual differences in whatever capacities enter into efficiency
or retention. Again, as with gramming, the retaining of impressions may be
foundin the end to depend on more than one factor. A$ pointed out in Chapter8,
on physiology,this subject is at present in a highly speculative state.

5. Amountof Retrieval Activity. There is good reason to considerretrieval as an
entirely distinct activity from retention,It may be affected in its result, of course,
by the amount in storage, the nature of the content, the complexity of the
relations, and the multiplexity of conditions requested in the retrieval. But by
hypothesis there are individual differences in some general retrieval efficiency
whenall the aboveare held constant. In this case we have a dimensionrestricted,
however, to a subspace,since the differences amongabilities in the extent to
which retrieval is involvi ed can apply only to the executive panel, unless Weassume that retrieval at a nondeliberate level applies also to perceptual recogni-tion. Retrieval plays a major part in such abilities as fluency.6. Flexibility versus Firmness, Every dimension or function so far discussed couldvary on a dimensionof flexibili

7 Speed Demand. Speed is
Pointed out above,
timelimitis set. Hi

¢' 1San anomalousand extra dimension?in the sense that, ait arises only for that form of measuringabilities in which a‘owever, the latter is at

1 n ntal speed factors, asSp is a dimension obviously responsible foranability as a “level” and as a “power” ability, asection, for example, with intelligencetests (see page 79).
? An extra di isupeuousaonfFeeested by Some psychologists, which we haverejected as trulycharacteriete iffereon eective versus inventive (closed versus open-ended). This is ataken care of already neees in terms ofabilities involved, would appear toand low on selective tects whe imensionof Retrieval, PS, which is high on inventive8S a procesis debates hether Favpecial dimension should be given to recognitionjudgment of a relation ofsreaie ave assumed here that it is token care of by thelonofsimilarity (P1), and a special recognition set, P2.

Categories of j i :the teens perceinternat Processing, and output. Although we have used» Memory, and execut} iit iSyTonymouswith these, the fact is stri Cutive abilities as approximately
rctly that no perceptual ability is en-
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tirely restricted to input action, and no executive ability is confined to out-

put activity only. The former consists of perception made meaningful by

instant comparison of sensory input with storage, while the latter requires

some supply from storage and some constant guidance from input as per-

ception.

The second panel or domain—that of content—intrinsically requires no

explanation beyond what has been given above. Butit should be understood

that each of two “systems” or “gpaces”—experiential and sensory motor—

consists of a whole set of dimensions which, as pointed out above, may be

considered virtually orthogonal coordinates within each. No need exists at

present to attempt a completelisting of these subdimensions; but we can

illustrate the first by verbal, numerical, mechanical, social, etc., and the

second by auditory, visual, olfactory, motor, etc. Any given ability can be

designated, separately in its input, storage, and output, as high or low on

each of these, i.e., the phase and the content dimensions are independent

coordinates.

The third panel or domain, as shown in Table 4-1,is that of the dimen-

sions of process. Here seven parameters are apparently sufficient to cover

all taxonomic differences in type of ability. They define the parameters

along which processes may differ regardless (with slight exception) of

which of the three phases in an ability is involved or what kind of content

is used.
Since there are twelve dimensions in the AD.

sible to represent the schemein simple graphical fashion as a three-dimen-

sional box, as in the Guilford schema in Figure 4-1. If one considers only

above average or high and below average OF low on each of these dimen-

sions, there would in fact be 2" = 4096 types of ability. (Actually about

500 if we omit nonviable combinations.) This is even larger than the 120

of Guilford’s schema put as will be seen from the ensuing discussion, we

do not suppose here, as Guilford does there, that there should be as many

factors as there are types-
. .

Although the whole hyperspace cannot be represented visually in 3-space,

subspaces can be so represented and some are given for illustration in

Figure 4-2. It will be recognized that in abandoning the bi-polar (input

versus output; verbal versus numerical, relational complexity yersus speed)

e mode of analysis, we stay with

use of ability dimensionality
45 2 fals r oe ge on stay wih

i i ¢ which simply runs from i ’

dimensions os
T he first drawing in Figure 4-2 must be some

parameter. Thus Type 7 int 5 1

test of low input, low output, and high storage. This could be, as suggested,

a concentration on memorizing 4 comparatively small number of words or

AC, is is obviously impos-

figures.

the three-dimensional
chart alone cannot, of coursc, fully define the

ability. Thus in TYP 7 just described we are not told whether the memoriz~

in eof verbal mechanical, spatial, or other coordinates of content, or

whether it is of relations
imple material, or involves high or

low multiplexity of sets in processing for memorizauon,
and so on.
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The question of how important primaries and other empirically estab-

lished factors wouldfit into it is discussed below.

5. CONSTRUCTING TESTS TO
FIT A SCHEMA VERSUS
CREATING A TAXONOMY TO
FIT DISCOVERED ABILITIES

The opening ofthis chapter has dealt in gen-
eral terms with the use to which (a) an empirical, factor taxonomy and

(b) an a priori “theoretical” (in the popular sense) classificatory scheme

can be put, and some incidental comments on possible alignments have
been made along the way. Our argument has been that for reaching a good
natural taxonomyit is preferable to start with a representative sampling of
variables from the natural personality sphere of human stimulus-response
behavior.

However, the alternative—an a Priori, abstractive (Cattell, 1966) design
~—should not be ruled out from factor-analytic search for unitary struc-
tures provided we recognize that some bias may be introduced in the form
of (1) missing certain areas, areas not conceived initially by the theorist
and (2) boosting what should be narrow specifics or near specifics intobroad, importan’t-looking abilities through the theorist manufacturing a hostof tests in an area with which he happens personally to be preoccupied.of both type 1 and type 2 have been leveled against Guilford’s

a 'Y are among the various abilities used. Conse-quently, a true final picture can emerge, provided no powerful systematicSelection of variables has be
;

en takento favor a certain outcome. This canbe illustrated by the well-known, basic comparison of correlation experi-ment design and analysis of variance experimentdesign in Figure 4-3. Herean Jnvestigation has set out to test the Signi!t ficance of the relation of bodyIgence and has taken

may
has eliminated corre‘iobytheconver, a better view of the true State of affairs is shown in

®) e anagem, and it can be noted that, with thirty-six points in
and SE Guidkens ‘priance experiment has included al] cases from the NW
Ione hn he ihe Byal the cases from the NE and SW quadrants.analysis of wane isbas cen doneit affects one’s interpretation of theTheartificial manipul:have objected the Guidetail different from, thi
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FIGURE 4-3

Obliteration of Natural Correlation in an Analysis of
Variance Experimental Design
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rally more densely distributed at some zones in the factor space than at

others. This distributionis likely to be clear and decisive if we take a repre-

sentative sample of human performances; but it can be lost if we deliber-

ately set out with a schema such as that in Figure 4—1, and fill the empty
spaces with artificially created combinations. At anyrate, if the dimensions

are assumed to be factors, the quadrants that should be empty will become

homogeneously filled. The psychologist has as much rightto resist this con-
fusing influence as a biologist has to reject the artificial monsters called cen-

taurs and dragons whenhe is seeking a natural biological taxonomic scheme.

Nevertheless, the issues are subtle for an early, introductory chapter,
Another subtle issue, needing a glance at this point, concerns the differ-
ence between the loading of a test and the meanlevel of a test with regard

to any factor. The parameters hypothesized in Table 4-1 are dimensions
oftests, but we are most likely to isolate them as dimensions of people. For
example, when we hypothesize a dimension such as A.1. of degree of in-
volvement of input activities, our hope of checking this as a unitary factor
depends on people being at different levels of efficiency or endowment on
this capacity. If they are, then correlating tests over people will yield such
a factor, and every test will have a loading on it. But when weclassifytests
in a taxonomy, we are going to ask whethera testis high or lowin the level
of input activities it demands, and this is not exactly the same as having a
high or Jow loading. Thelogicalstatistical issue (which Burt and Ross have
clarified) cannot be further pursued here, and it must suffice to notice the
difference and to note that after factor analysis we shall have to go to
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The question of how important primaries and other empirically estab-
lished factors wouldfit into it is discussed below.

5. CONSTRUCTING TESTS TO

FIT A SCHEMA VERSUS

CREATING A TAXONOMY TO

FIT DISCOVERED ABILITIES

The opening of this chapter has dealt in gen-
eral terms with the use to which (a) an empirical, factor taxonomy and

(b) an a priori “theoretical” (in the popular sense) classificatory scheme
can be put, and some incidental comments on possible alignments have
been made along the way. Our argumenthas been that for reaching a good
natural taxonomyit is preferable to start with a representative sampling ofvariables from the natural personality sphere of human stimulus-response
behavior.

However, the altemative—an a Priori, abstractive (Cattell, 1966) design—should not be ruled out from factor-analytic search for unitary struc-tures provided we recognize that some bias may be introduced in the formof (1) missing certain areas, areas not conceived initially by the theorist
and (2) boosting what should be narrow specifics or near specifics intobroad, important-looking abilities through the theorist manufacturing a hostof tests in an area with which he happens personally to be preoccupied.

scheme if it were employed in the sa;
Thecreation of a subjective theo:

the ultimate verdict of experimental

me way.
retical schema will notin itself prevent

, correlational studies from stating fairlywhatthe correlations actually are amongthe variousabilities used. Conse-quently, a true final picture can emerge, provided no powerful systematicSelection of variables has been taken to favor a certain outcome. This canbe illustrated by the well-known, basic comparison of correlation experi-anig design and analysis of variance experimentdesign in Figure 4-3. Here
weightandhee set out to test the significance of the relation of body
as shown at (a) na intelligence and has taken eight persons in each cellmaybe perce ; atever relation he finds with intelligence, it is such asin his sample Howe he has eliminated Correlation of height with weight
(b), bythe Correle ver, a better view ofthe true state of affairs is shown m
all, the analysis of varing and it can be noted that, with thirty-six points inand SE quadrants bane €xperimenthas included all cases from the NW
If one Anows that this haetoy ie cases from the NE and SW quadrants.sal of variance ee een done it affects one’s interpretation of the

have object theGanon of the distribution of tests, to which wedetail different trom. thismanne 1s precisely Analogous to, though inFigure 4-3. The location ot sue ation of the distribution of people inple structure depends on tests being natu-
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FIGURE 4-3

Obliteration of Natural Correlation in an Analysis of

Variance Experimental Design
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rally more densely distributed at some zones in the factor space than at

others. This distributionis likely to be clear and decisive if we take a repre-

sentative sample of human performances; but it can be lost if we deliber-

ately set out with a schema such as that in Figure 4-1, and fill the empty

spaces with artificially created combinations. At any rate,if the dimensions

are assumedto befactors, the quadrants that should be empty will become

homogeneouslyfilled. The psychologist has as muchright to resist this con-

fusing influence as a biologist has to reject the artificial monsters called cen-

taurs and dragons when he is seeking a natural biological taxonomic scheme.

Nevertheless, the issues are subtle for an early, introductory chapter.

Another subtle issue, needing a glance at this point, concerns the differ-

ence between the loading ofa test and the mean level of a test with regard

to any factor. The parameters hypothesized in Table 4-1 are dimension

of tests, but we are most likely to isolate them as dimensions of peop e ‘or

example, when we hypothesize a dimension such as Al. of egree efine

volvement of input activities, our hope of checking this as a uaaa tor

depends on people being at different levels oepeoae a vietd such

this capacity. If they are, then corre ating te: Z ’ Te

a factor, and every test wi But when we classify eet
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difference and to note that after factor analysis we shall ba ro

HW have a loading on it.

iz to ask whether a test
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further estimations to get this information as to where a test stands in regard
to the level necessary on a certain process before the test performance can
appearatall.

The question of what kind of agreement we should expect betweena
natural taxonomyfound by correlation over a representative sample of abil-
ities (with people as entries) and one theoretically set up and using tests
madetofit its frameworkis, therefore, a complex one which cannot be pur-
sued muchfurther with the reader’s present assumedstatistical equipment.It
is at least evident, however, that the factors found in the former will only
coincide with the dimensionsin the latter if the theorist has been unerring
in his a priori assumptions. For example, in experiential-cultural content
(C1, in Table 4-1) we have supposed separate dimensions of verbal, nu-
merical, social, etc., but as far as present knowledge goes, a unitary trait of
social skills may notexist, or the area mayyield three distinct kinds of uni-
tary traits in social skills. What is more likely is that there may be no
tendency for individualdifferences to Correlate positively as from a single in-fluenceacrossall outputactivities. Thereis no reason whythe existence of ahigh output demand as a variable amongtests should generate and corre-spond to a unitary high outputability in individuals any more than that theexistence of a job called “electronic technician” should convince us that aunitary ability called “electronic ability” exists in people.

On the other hand, except for such rather speculative entities in tests,which could require severalfactor traits to cover them, we are hypothesizingin the ADAC that most dimensionswill correspond to individual differencesOn unitary traits. Thus we are hypothesizing, Corresponding to unitary testn a \ » 4 general ability to handle complex re-lations (which we alre i ith Spearman’s g), a general speedfactor (U.I. 22 or &;), a general retention factor (Kelley’s rote memory), and@ generalretrievalfac! i

kinesthetic, and other

ADACis that, though

on a basis of findingsresearch so thatits Categories would be expected toence. At the same time it aims to

fact
suggest tests to betried in new factor-analytic researches,
no

i . to discover in what way such cate-Sores as input and output, multiplexi ‘bili y
: plexity of set or fl

SS
need to be modified or extended. y , Sxibility versus firmneportant di!

fit factor-analytic evid,

An im ference between i
1 the ADACdimensi il-

ford Categories, over and above those di sthatGuilfood bypotha
: a Iscussed, is that Guilford h pothe-whe thata factor will be found corresponding to each cell in his box,
twelveai . ADAC subPoses a factor will correspond only with each of the© «imensions (plus perhaps further subdimensions), not with the
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combination (cells). The latter, in ADAC, mayeasily lead to as many as

4000 types of tests. However, by dimensions ADAC suggests only twelve

(up, to say, thirty) factors; whereas the Guilford schema already leads

to about 120 factors.

Asin facet analysis, (Guttman, 1965) the Guilford scheme proposes to

make enough tests in each cell, according to a prescription, to generate

a factor from what, on a firm sampling basis, would almost certainly be

only a specific factor. Whereas Alice in Through the Looking Glass says,

“Words mean what I want them to mean,” certain modern psychometrists

are dangerously near saying, “Correlations can be made to have the values

I wantto give them.” A long chain of mutually orthogonal (uncorrelated)

tests undoubtedly can be built up from a sufficiency of items granted suffi-

cient test design skill, patience, and research resources. However, upon

using some different subjective theoretical schema,it would certainly be

found that a considerable number (geometrically, an infinite number) of

quite differentseries of ability concepts could also be built up—even in the

same factor space, as through an orthogonalrotation.

In contrast to this scientific Tower of Babel, this nightmare of noncom-

s (ultimately one for each psychometrician), the

bystratified behavior sampling and simple struc-

mises convergence on a commonstructure. It will

ass from primary abilities in the next chapter,

lifications. As we come to consider the

fewer and broader powers then revealed—in contrast to the numerous

primaries we have so far considered as the empirical harvest—the available

results in the next chapter point toa fairly close agreement between experi-

mental findings and the theoretical expectations of the ADAC taxonomic

scheme.

municating private world

approach presented here

ture unique rotations pro!

be a structure which, as we p

reveals second and higher-order simp!



CHAPTER THE
FIVE DISCOVERY

OF
FLUID
AND
CRYSTALLIZED
GENERAL
INTELLIGENCE

1. THE BIRTH OF THE
“TWO INTELLIGENCES”
CONCEPT
Looking back over the last fifty years to theimmense amount of work devoted to surveying primary abilities, what weSee concretely is a dozen or so (Table 3-1) firm peaks, such as Thurstone’sprimaries, rising out of a cloud-enshrou

ties. Only by such conceptual and met!

clearly. However, one peak which clearly towers above others, but which,in the interest of an orderly approach, we have not yet discussed,is that ofthe ability called general ability, g, or intelligence.That a massive general factor existed amon.second-order factor,

rt (1940), Holzinger, (1934-
and Thurstone (1938), and,
nm by the two last, had been
chstone to which all debated
igence tests and the LO. were

me the scientist’s tou
interpreting and usingintel!referred.

However, in the mid-thirties some half-dozen different lines of evidence
converged in the Present writer's thinking to suggest the disturbing idea that
& might be two general factors instead of one! The notion was disturbing to

74
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the writer personally because of his association with, and his great regard
for, Spearman and his work. Furthermore, a questioning of the theory of
g at that juncture seemed unfortunate in terms of the hard-won public status
of intelligence testing. For although the theory actually had taken intelli-
gence testing out of the realm of guesswork and quackery twenty years be-
fore, it was only in the thirties that most users of intelligence tests had

realized this. By then most had a satisfactory grasp of the monolithic sim-

plicity and solidarity of conception emerging from the programmatic and
Strategic experiment pursued by Spearman, Burt, Holzinger, Thomson,!
Thurstone and many others who had participated in the clarification.

Theindications which point to the new synthesis converge from somesix

main directions, as follows:

(1) The work in Spearman’s own laboratory on “content free” or “per-
ceptual”intelligence tests (later to become culture-fair intelligence tests),
by Line (1931), Fortes (1932), Gopalaswami (1924), and others (see

Figure 5-1), with discussion of the implications of which the present writer
had been closely concerned. Examination of certain correlations here sug-

gested that these “perceptual” forms of classification and analogies tests
were probably measuring the central core of “g” with unusually high valid-

ity. They suggested also that manyrelatively “scholastic” tests, as accepted
by mosttest constructors, were bringing a thick veneer of something besides

8 into the test score. Binet and Simon, whatever their verbal Bymnastics
regarding the definition ofintelligence, were clear that the intelligence they
were measuring was something constitutional. At least they indicated that

they were aiming at something inherent in the individual apart from his
education. Any alert psychologist in the twenties and thirties was bound to

Notice that alleged intelligence tests were being shaped by the educator
increasingly in his own image. By contrast, the various tests of ‘gumption

in Binet and the new “perceptual” (non-pictorial, non-verbal) tests in the
Spearmanlaboratory were yielding, when applied to children at least, un-

usually high correlations among themselves which suggested they might be
different from the ‘g" of the more educationally oriented tests. Native wit

and education were beginning to showtheir separate colors.

(2) From widespread try-outs of the perceptual tests (Figures 5-1 and
5-2) there were already indications, since confirmed, that the age increase

in performance on suchperceptual tests flattened out as a plateaudistinctly
earlier than did the synonyms, vocabulary, numerical ability, ele. of the
schoolintelligence tests. In fact, the curve flattened around thirteen years
instead of at aboutsixteen and seventcen years (see Figure 7-7 for detail).

(3) Examination of Thurstone’s epoch-making, second-order analysis of
the primaryabilities (1938) indicated more than one general factor. As

explained above, a second-orderfactor analysis begins bytaking the primary

.
1 As we shall see, Thomson did not concur In the whole interpretauon. bat agreed on

the new Ideas of method and statistical proof.
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FIGURE 5-1
Early Development of Perceptual Tests

The principle suggested in the early monographby Line

(1931; from which these notes are taken) was to employ the

relations used in intelligence tests, notably classification

and analogies, upon simple sensory data, e.g, shades, colors,

sizes, and shapes. Right and wrong alternatives are to be

presented andirrelevant features deliberately introduced. Thus,

a priori concepts of relational ity could be

with difficulty according to psychometric evidence.

d
iparea

 

PRINCIPLES

Testin ‘Order’ of Main
which Solution: Solution: critical irrelevant
illustrated Right Wrong relation elements

Brightness

Bt Two objects, differ- Two objects, same 2 Shape, size,
ent grey, same shape grey, same shape absolute grey,

absolute dif-
ference

Il Three objects, same Three objects, same 3 Shape,size,
or different shapes. or different shapes. absolute
The shapes are ar- But the shades do shade, abso-
ranged so that the not obey the rule; lute differ-
difference between ie. the difference ences
the first and second between the first
is greater than that and second is equal
between the second to or less than that
and third between the second

and third

Color

Iv One object, blue One object, any 1 Shape,size
color but blue

v One object, an: iy One object, any 1 Shape, size. shadeofblue color butblue shadeof blue
Two objects, one of Two obj i ioe . jects, neither 1 Shape, size,
which is green of which is green color ‘of se-

cond object
XX Fourlines, the ratio ia Four lines, not so

between the ratios constituted ‘ ests ofof the second and mes
third, and the third
and fourth,is greater
than that between
the first and second,
and the second and
third
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EXAMPLES

CLASSIFICATION: V VV ete. VOete

Easy Difficult

PRINCIPLE XX (ABOVE):

 

| | | |
A B Cc OD A BC D

Figure a Figure b

From Line, W., “The growth of visual perception inchildcea,” Brittsk Journal of Psychology
#15, 1931, of the Hritisk Journat of Psychology.

factors obtained from factoring actual variables. It then works out the cor-

relations among these primary factors, puts them in a square correlation

matrix, and factors them again. Unfortunately, good statistical tests fixing

the number of factors to extract were at that time not available, and the

decision as to whether there wasreally one factor or more was somewhat

subjective. Nevertheless, this evidence pointing to two (or more) carried
more weight than the uncertain conclusion gained from merely looking at

the unevenness of the hierarch whenthe two kinds of tests—more and less

educational—were correlated as described in (1) immediately above. It was

also much more firm than the early finding of Burt (1909) when arbitrarily

he took out three general factors (the second andthird obscure) from sets

of variables where Spearman had stopped at one. (In this case, however,

there was no suggestion in his analysis of what have now become the con-
cepts of fluid and crystallized intelligence.) For the unsatisfactory rota-

tional method—or lack of rotation—which he used (see Figure 5-8 and

explanation following) caused his second (and third) “general factors”to
consist partly of mixtures of Thurstone’s primaries,

Indeed, many writers, e.g., Vernon (1964), regarded the bi-polar factors?

(the meaning will become clearer in Figure 5-8) of the Burtian kind of
analysis as producing what were interpreted as “equivalents” of the primary

abilities so unequivocally defined by Thurstone. From this point, indeed, a
translation between the London and Chicago dialects began to be accepted

rather popularly, ia which the second factor by the Londonrotation was

2 A bi-polar factor is one whose meaning is recognizable by its having approximately
the same number of equal and opposite (positive and negative) loadings, the positive
on one sort of content, the negative on another. For example, in the present ability
context such a factor has appeared (ns second or third factor) loading verbal per-
formance positively and numerical performances negatively. It would be called
“Verbal versus Numerical Ability.” An alternative rotation, however, reveal separate
uni-polar® verbal and numerical abilities, as in Thurstone’s analyses,
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considered a rough equivalent (verbal and educational) of a compound of

thicago V and N primaries.

© In the few years after the announcement (1941) of the two general-

factor theory, and before its checking in the precise fashion shown in Figure

5-3b and Table 5-1, additional evidence continued to comein.It appeared

notably in the very thorough researches of Rimoldi (1951b), Adkins
(1952), and Botzum (1951), that one general factor in cognitive perform-

ances is not enough to account for all the common variance.

(4) The first results with culture-fair intelligence tests (Cattell, 1940;
Cattell, Feingold and Sarason, 1941), which (sometimes under the rubrics

of culture-free and culture-reduced) have becomethe practical test expres-

sion of the fluid general ability factor, pointed to a very different degree of

LQ. dispersion (standard deviation of I.Q.) for this new general factor

compared with the old. Indeed, it seemed thatfluid ability measures gave

TABLE 5-1

Two Researches Sampling the Schoo! Age Range Showing

the Distinction of Fluid and Crystallized General

Intelligences

277 7th and 8th Grade boys andgirls)
(14-15 year old)

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Fluid Crystallized
Intelligence Intelligence

Primaries 8 &e

Thurstone primaries:

Verbalability AS 46
Spatial ability 32 14
Reasoningability 08 50
Numerical ability O05 59
Fluency .07 19

IPAT Culture-Fair:

Series 35 43
Classification 63 —.02
Matrices -50 10
Topology

51 09

Personality, HSPQ:

A_Cyclothymia
—.04 52

C_ Ego Strength :21 —.07
D_ Excitability —.04 —.44

E_Dominance

>

45=—

EUSurgeney

95

sp
1Premsia

9

-—

* Cattell, 1963s, page 14,
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306 4th and 5th Grade boys and girls?

 

 

(10-11 year old)

Fluid Crystallized

. Intelligence Intelligence

Primaries gy ge

Culture-Fair Intelligence:

(PAT) 78 09

Verbal Ability 22 63

Numerical Ability AT 35

Spatial Ability 73 .03

Personality Factors:

Extraversion
01 .29

Anxiety
05 .00

Pathemia
.04 04

Independence — .04 —.60

Neuroticism
—.09 .06

Note that in the school period the extravert qualities tend to associate with more rapid

acquiring of crystallized jntelligence (but not later). Temperamental independence is

related somewhat negatively.

Regarding g1, culture-fair, relation-perceiving tests are most loaded,but there is some

loading on verbal, spatial, and numericalability. The
weights alter somewhat with age,

but crystallized intelligence, by contrast, appears conspicuously jn verbal ability,

trained reasoning, and numerical and other scholastic abilities.

2 Cattell, 1967b, page 148,

a standard deviation of J.Q. around 24 instead of the older value of 16

(or 15) which had become accepted for traditional intelligence tests.

(5) Approximately the same two types of intelligence test performance

—thoseof the “perceptual,” “eulture-fair” type and those of the traditional

verbal and other “intelligence” tests—as separated out in factor analysis

also differentiated themselves in a variety of ways in their physiological as-

sociations. First there is evidence, summarized below, that brain injury

may affect performance on the traditional tests most noticeably in a per-

son’s performance in some one kind of subtest or performance, while

leaving others little affected if at all. For example, an injury in the Broca

area of the brain may produce aphasia—loss of verbal command—but no

discernible loss in spatial or numericalability. On the other hand, such cor-

oduce some loss in the fluid

tical damage almost anywhere secms to pr

ability performances (Reitan, 1955; Lashley, 1963). Furthermore, as

shown in the evidencefinally organized by Hebb some years later (1942),

considerable recovery typically occurs in the crystallized abilities if the

damage occurs after maturity, whereas damage in the same areas before

maturity brings more lasting impairment. This fits the theory (page 98)

that crystallized ability is a product over time of earlier fluid ability action.

(6) The age curves of change of general ability level after initial maturity

—in the period beginning at 20 and running to 65——are quite different for
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the two classes of test. The perceptual, culture-fair type shows a steady de-
cline from about 20-25 years, whereas the verbal, numerical, mechanical

curve continues after 20-25-at the same level and may evenrise slightly
throughoutlife.

There are thus many indications converging from at Jeast six directions

that there are vo general relation-perceiving, intelligence-like abilities that
are quite distinct in their properties, However, the basic identification of

each, upon whichall the other differences of property hinge, has to begin

in the behavioral (not the physiological, age shift, or psychometric I.Q.

property) structure. Accordingly, we shall now give close attention to the

techniques which permit recognition of unitary structures in more complex

behavioralfields.

2. THE MEANING OF
FACTOR STRATA
Atthe time when the present writer ventured

the fluid and crystallized intelligence theory (1941) at an APA Annual
Meeting, each of the above threads of evidence was available for picking
up, though sometimes in obscure work and relatively unconfirmed. Indeed,
at the very same meeting, physiological evidence was reviewed by Hebb for
two kinds of brain power which he called “A” and “B” intelligences. His
arrangement of the physiological evidence in ways which other brain
physiologists had not recognized was masterly. But the ultimate foundation
of the fluid and crystallized intelligence concepts rested on the way inwhich all of the above six diverse sources “clicked into place” when puttogether, and without all of them the full properties of the concepts couldnot be realized. However, so long as psychology deals with behavior itmust be the delicate evidence of covariation of behaviors presented in factoranalysis that alone will provide the justification for distinct structural con-cepts and for their psychological natures. With the structures located. andmuely Measurable, all other properties, €.g., age change, learning effects,
prletsaeeneess etc., can be investigated confidently and fruitfully

Parenthically, let it be said that the meaning of the expressions “fluid”

meet necting the others, ‘These two g’s, as we shall call them,—sincehenceforth at0wefai for retaining continuity with Spearman—weshalles 5 a genes
“ud” ay crystallinePeed as gr and g., the subscripts indicating
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FIGURE 5-2

Examples of Five Culture-Fair Perceptual, Relation-

Eduction Subtests of Proven Validity for Fluid Intelligence

Choose oneto fill dotted square.

Series

DO

|
|

2 DB] B| SLI
 

                    
 
 

Choose odd one.

Classification

J] (Al [9] (B] IP
Choose one wherein dot could be placed as in item on left.

 

 

    

 

Topology

Choose one to complete analogy.

Analogies

i
—

is to as Is 10

Choose one to fill emply square at left.

  

 

  

 

  
 

Matrices

   
of

Fale Test. By bled permet
of the Drrtitate

f, Scales I and U1, JPAT Culture!
a

Feonyan ‘Ablhty Testing. bear ‘Coronado Drive, Champaign,
Htoor

Analogies section from Cattell Scale HT, Marrap & Co
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Tn this chapter we shall concentrate on the evidence for the distinct char-

acteristics of g, and g,. In order that the reader may get some concrete sense
of g;, let us pause to look at the material in culture-fair intelligence tests.

For from the moment when g, was recognized as a distinct factor, the

present writer and his colleagues began to search for more “saturated”
measures to define it; and these turned out, almost as a byproduct, to have

promising properties as culture-fair tests. The culture-fairness (culture-re-

duced quality) of such tests, however, is relegated for later discussion in a

social psychological context (Chapter 10). Our main discovery in working

on these “culture-fair subtests” (Cattell, Feingold and Sarason, 1941) in

the early forties was consistent with the parallel work of Line (1931),
Fortes (1930), and Raven (1947), namely, that just as such devices as

analogies, classifications, and the matrix type of relation-educing tests had
proved, most g saturated in cultural materials so they continued to be
among the best in perceptual stimulus material.

If a conceptis bestfirst tied down in behavior, then the prime need in
pursuing the fluid and crystallized ability concepts was to clarify the struc-
ture of the correlational evidence on actual performances. To form the
foundation for such structural experimentit seemed necessary to the present
writerfirst to get more “saturated” measuresof the fluid ability factor, and
for that reason work was done in the early 1940s on developing effective,
Perceptual, culture-fair subtests. The question ofrelative freedom from cul-
tural influences and the design oftests for cultural comparisons is best con-Sidered later in its social Context, but as will be seen in Figure 5~2, forculture-fair tests one needed only to translate relation-educing perform-ances, such as series, classifications, topology, matrices,? and analogies intoalternative nonverbal nonnumerical, noncultural fundaments such as novelshapes, scents, or sounds (or incidentally, into words so simple that all sub-Jects know them equally well).

Partly due to the need to wait upon the development of more subtletechniques in factor analysis itself as regards higher-order factorization,Teally adequate proof of two distinct factors was not given until twentyyears after this original work, (“Partly” is used because in fact there weremore mundane reasons well known to Tesearchers, namely, that the labora-tory most interested in these developments took off on a long expeditioninto personality structure factoring!) This was Not entirely wasted as far

matrices, derived from the work of Line and
t has been put out by Raven

. 'Y psychometric standards this is aother realm, is fat osingle Subtest in the culture-fair Tealm, any more than in any
Preciable contribution ine vF vera BeFranector. There is always onne type o | i 7 ihar proved a sound and necessary pineeanee from something Specific to it. It
for a given factor, i all psychometric construction testsin abilities as in tae mstruction of tes!
basket.” For this re: Personality

3 The particular design of subtest calledFortes, and used in the i

n » Never to “put all one’s eggs in oneusing as many a3 fourtosedame Culture-Fair Scale balances the specifics byPart of any one bias, ent types of subtests, thus eliminating the greater
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as ability research was concerned because thetrial of the methods in new

areas, such as personality, where the “positive manifold’ of abilities no

longer held, contributed to a flexibility needed in the new approach to

abilities. During this period, however, the greater part of ability research

continued, as in the Wechsler-Bellevue, WAIS, Miller, and similar tests,

without “turning the corner.” The ability rescarch area became regarded

by enterprising investigators as a conservative and relatively worked-out

area, where research concentrated on practical minutiae, c.g., effects of

practice, repeated factorings of existing tests, finer determinations of the

stability of the I.Q., etc.

With such a predominance of tradition in the theoretical background of

ability study and so great an investmentofskills of applied psychologists in

existing published tests, it is not surprising that, as Newland has pointed

out, it took psychologists around 1945 five to ten years to realize that

ideas had started off on a new track. Since so sudden a swerve jolts com-

fortable convictions, there is bound to be much debate over the necessity

for substituting gp and g. for g. Consequently, despite their complexity, the

technical issues in factor analyses on which the change initially turns, re-

quire some concentration here by the student.

What indeed, is a second or higher-order factor, and howis it located?

Let us go back to Jook at Thurstone’s and others’ discovered primaries, as

set out in Table 3-1. The steps in going to higher-order structure arc:

(1) to obtain the scores of, say, 300 people, on perhaps twenty primaries;

(2) to work outthe correlations among the primaries®(typicallypositive and

in some cases, ¢.g., between oy and 3, quite large); and (3) to factor-

analyze and obtain the factors necessary to explain the correlations. The

factors now obtained are ‘factors among factors.” They account for

much of the variance in the primaries but Ieave over something specific to

cachprimary. The second-order factors, 25 they are nowcalled, also show

simple structure positions just as primarics do, and turn out at these pant

tions to be somewhat mutually correlated. Of course, a far ns ultimate

influence on variables is concerned (acting through the primari¢s). hipher-

order factors tend to be broader in their influence than are primancs

For reasons which will become apparent, it is more aecurate fo speat

of a factor being at a certain strat rather than a certain reer. (Amor

in
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other things the “order” is relative to the position from which one takes
off, whereas stratum refers to a constant, absolute level and position o
operation.) If we accept the position—which seemsscientifically most justi-
fiable—thata factor is an influence, then a first-stratum factor operates on

variables and a second-stratum factor has an influence onfirst-stratum fac-
tors. That is to say, it contributes to the variance offirst-stratum factors,
though some of their variance remains their own. Toillustrate from some-

thing that is always with us—the weather—one can imagine that if

measures on variables influenced by weather, e.g., rate of grass growth,

frequency of repainting a house, rate of denudation ofa hilltop, number of

days of fog, were taken at 200 stations over the earth, a factoring might
give primaries such as inches of rainfall, hours of sunshine, mean strength

of winds,etc. A factoring of these mightyield still more pervasive second-

stratum factors such as temperature, air pressure, average humidity. If these

in turn are correlated over the 200stations, possibly one would getaltitude
and relation to the Van Allen belt as partial determiners of temperature,
Pressure, and humidity. (Closer examination shows that in some cases we
do not have a simple one-way strata effect, but a complex network of
mutual influences, in what has been called “the reticular model” (Cattell,
1965c); but here the strata model appearsto suffice.)

However, for the momentlet us keep tofirst-strata factors and ask what
factor theory meansin termsof equations. It means that we approximate to
what may be more complex relations (if something more complex thanlinearity actually should hold in the data) by a linear, additive equation.
What in general may be called the behavioral equation then states that atest performance ontest j, scored for an individauli, as t,, can be written:

ti = Dye avi Hb Dindas os + + jay: (5.1)

Where the a's are primary abilities (a, = verbal ability, a, = numerical
ability, ete.), thelast, a,, being an ability specific to the test j. The b’s (“be-havioral indices”) in this formula are factor loadings telling how much thegiven primary is involved in the performance j. The i’s indicate that theScores on the abilities are those of a Particular individual,i.tncewxyin? am maranenpr
order factoring we would.write for onone eae then from the second:ability: y one primary, a,—say, numerical

ni = baetBt + DageBey + bags b> bh bedni
where &r. &. and g, are the general fluid intelligence, crystallized intelligenceant general speed factors, and a, is whatis Specific to numerical ability= © effect uponit of Sencratintelligence has been allowed for.donewaren of very useful things, in terms of Psychological theory, can beMh these equations. For example, knowing a person’s factor scores,

(5.2)
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one obviously can estimate his performance on a test; one can find out (by

squaring the correlations) ow much of the variance of any performance

score is accounted forsingly or collectively by the various conceived abili-

ties; and one can note the resemblance of one performance situation to

another by comparing their profiles on the behavioral indices (b’s). In

terms of getting structural information, however, one needs to know prin-

cipally which one of the actual performances—the t's—is affected by each

first-stratum ability, and whatthe lines of influence are from higherto lower-

stratum abilities. Such a picture of influence, from a concrete example in

which the connections were known before the factor analysis, is drawn from

the factor loadings (Cattell and Jaspars, 1967) in Figure 5-3.

FIGURE 5-3

Diagrammatic Representation of Factor Influences in

Successive Strata. from & Concrete Prescribed Example:

A Plasmode

(A) The Planned, Known Influence Structure

The figures in circles on each arrow show the amount of

influence, positive or negative, assigned to each factor (as

weights; square for variance) on the factor at the next stratum.

The values for first-stratu
m (primary) factors as they affect

d because of the limited space but may

yariables are not inserte

be read offon page 12, Table 1 of Cattell (19672).

Third-St
F F

Source Traits
(3) YS

Kw(6 Sart)
) (2)

(2)

\

Second-Stratum F

Source Traits (2)1

 
  

First-Stratum F F

Source Traits (11 (12

Mh
Variables VyM2VaVeVeVe2¥0. «+
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(8) Actual Correlation Matrices Obtained From
Factoring Variables Concretely Built Up

According to the Above Influence Pattern

Seconp StrATUM SOURCE
Trarrs (AS VARIABLES) TuirD STRATUM FACTORS

Fay Fyay2!
 

Foy 33 19
Fone 46 —.34
Fas -—210 —
Fray _ 57

(25 _ _ .
1 (Values below .19 and third “error” factor omitted.)

First STRATUM SOURCE
‘Tratts (AS VARIABLES) SECOND STRATUM FACTORS

 
Fi Fe Fas Fina Fray?

Fai 39
Foye —.56
Fons 70 =—.56
Fons 72
Fos — 45 68
Fans —.52
Fayr .89
Fas 46 —.26 .40
Fina 38 —.24 67
aie 63

? (All values below .19 and the sixth “error” factor plotted.)

A comparison of (a) with (®) will show that the actual
analysis gets back to the Pattern ofsignificant influences intro-
duced in the plasmode model, (a), though it does so more
accuratelyat the primary (see Cattell, 1967a, page 34) than at
the secondary and tertiary stratum levels which typically is
found in such studies.

3. HYPERPLANES: THE
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENT FOR
UNAMBIGUOUS FACTOR
RESOLUTION
If the reader, who has Patiently followed thisdescription of the meaning of the factor model for research, will bear withgeneral principles for one More section, we shall be ready to proceed todefinite conclusions in the abilityfield.

AS pointed out above, ae certain confusion of nomenclature regardingfactors continues to Stand in the way
order and st of pointed discussion. For example,Strata are confused, while the terms “general” and “specific” canbe very misleading. These terms suit mathematicians who can speak justi-fably of a factor general to a “hole matrix, i.c., to all the variables in a
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and contrast it with one specific to a single

1] the behaviors which men show, it is

safe to assert that there can be no suchthing as a categorical general factor;®

there are only more or less broad factors. Whatis general to a particular

experiment of a couple of dozen variables js moreor less an accidentofthe

variables chosen. We are much more interested in knowing how broad a

factor is in regard tolife, and if, for continuity we continue to talk about

general factors, we mean thereby only the broadest class among broad

factors.Strictly, we should speak only of broad factors,” narrow factors, and

specific factors. Except for the last all is relative, and the relativity has

meaning only in regard to what we have discussed above as a stratified

sample from a population of behaviors and situations in our physico-cul-

tural world.

Recognition that the “general” i.€., bro

of Spearman, Burt, Rimoldi, Vernon, Adki

not general but only broad saves much time previously spent debating spu-

rious issues. It also reminds us that the distinction between what is called

a very broad (formerly “general”) and not so broad (formerly “group”)

factor has beenlargely an artifact of the experimenter’s choice of variables.

(And about that choice many an experimenter has been inexplicit, to say

d both to defend one parti-

the least!) With this understood, we can procee

cular factor resolution rather than another and also to substantiate the

statement madeearlier, in passing, that Thurstone’s obtaining of a “general”

factor at the second order had the advantage of fixing that factor uniquely

as to meaning. For, as Thurstone claimed, a unique fixing of the general

factor had not been possible with the Spearman-Burt-Ver
non approach

with hierarchies and “tetrad differences.”

To grasp the argumenthere it is necessary to develop

a

little further the

conception of simple structure introduced in Chapter 2. Jé factors are in-

fluences or determiners, and no influence can be entirely general to all vari-

ables in the universe it follows that any factor—even 2 broad one—will

leave a rather large fraction
jables that are used with only a zero

loading showing up
on them. For example, intelligence affects a child’s solv-

ing algebra problems and winning chess games, but not necessarily his

sociability, quickness of temper, blood type, the time taken to get to school,

or the numberof maiden aunts he possesses. These latter are said to “lie in

rt that all behavior begin:

general factor, We should

CL5 amount in the first m

psolute level is al

correlation of factor matrix,

test. However, in life, ic., over a

ad traits reported in the matrices

ns, McNemar and others are

s and ends with breathing,

have to point out that

snute relative to the

flected by preathing
@ Even if someone should asse!

so that breathing should appear as a

many behavior measures are ratios,

second, which cancel absolute Jevel—even if a

efficiency, which is very doubtful over normal ranges.

7 The reason for using broad instead of reverting to “com:

that much confusion would then result (again, among psyc!

the smaller world of statistics) because conmom™ as opposed to unique (in the sense

ed to describe 3 pattern common
to all

of Allport (1961) and Cattell (1946a)), is us it nh n

nique trait is one obtained by P-technique describing a trait form

mon” for this concept is

hologists rather than in

people, whereas a U

which no one else possesses.
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the hyperplane” to the factor orstrictly to what is called the “reference

vector.”8 Thatis to say, these tests fan out from the origin orthogonally to

the reference vector, forming, in three dimensions, a plane. The typical

outcomeis that if we plotted the position of tests, as described above, by

their loadings (or the angles showing their correlations with other tests),
we should expect a Jot of tests to have a projection of zero on the factor
concerned,as points in thefirst nebula (hyperplane mass) do on factor Ty
in Figure 5-4(a)(2). In three-space this would form a nebula of points

like a disc or plane, but with more factors than three it lies in hyperspace
and thus in general is called a hyperplane.

The coordinates in Figure 5~4(a)(1) are drawn vertically and horizon-

tally, since the “factors” as they come out of the computer are orthogonal.

Onthe plot of points obtained from the projections of tests on these orthog-

onal factors the hyperplanes then become visible, as seen in this same

FIGURE 5-4

Simple Structure Illustrated Abstractly and by Substantive

Instance of Anxiety and Intelligence

{A) Abstract IdealIllustration

of Simple Structure

(aj) 2

  
i1 ondFe are the factor coordinates T, and Te are the source traitsfrom: the com, ysisputer analysis. (reference vectors) placed at the

simple structure position, perpendic-
ular to the hyperplanes, here seen
like spiral nebulae Perceived edgewise.

* Apart from technicalities w¥ hich the generat i teewe can continue to call this reference vector thefoaneost fan bypass at this time,
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(B) Concrete tnstanco: énteligence andAnxiety

This ts a plot froman experiment with $00 airmen measured

on some eightybehavioral variables. Two well known factors,

out ofseveral located, have been plotted against each other.

The anxiety factor is markedpartly by such objective tests as

annoyability and suggestibility andpartly by questionnaire

(16 P.F.) responses. The hyperplanes to the two factors

are unmistakable and the intelligence source tratt is fixed

along the thick (near horizontal axts. {1 loads most highly

the test ofseries and ofclassification and negatively, low

accuracyin estimating time. The identity ofthe unlabeled

potnts can be found in the research indicated (Cattell, 1955a,

1956) since the main purpose ofthis figure is to give a concrete

viewofhyperplanes in intelligence definition.

  

  
  

  

+Low Will-Controf (Q3;—}

Suggestbility ta *Qver-All Annoyability .
.

Approved Attitudes

aeat .Number-SeriesINTELLIGENCE .
. Ability

  

  

. =
Low Accuracyin .
Predicting Time Required
to Complete Task .

Caretutness in
Classification

  
Low Ergic Tension (Q,—)+

Low Guilt Proneness (Q—)«

RB. Cattell, Copyright © 1963 byScientificf anxiety,“The nature and measurement Oo
ee eal rights reserved.

. 1). One then perceives that the reference vectors (a first

CeecheOoo drawn as perpendiculars to these nebulae (since simple

true this) as in Figure 5~4(a)(2), are in fact mutually
structure means just ; -

oblique (somewhat correlated), as is usual in nature.

From
American,Inc.
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In Figure 5—4(b) two concreteillustrations of simple structureare ie
sented. As Plato realized, the actual is usually a somewhat batterec rep

of the ideal! So the hyperplanes in (b) are not quite the perfect aiscssally

on edge that are approximated in (a). However, theyOeeee
is obtained, andit is clear that there are no other positions ne etl. are

ing at which the factors could be placed. These examples, inci on al ae
deliberately taken from noncognitive fields—personality and motiva oO
in order to permit a comparison with the research data on fluid ability ie
to be presented, in which the standards of simple structure are very similar.

Now the essential impotence of the Spearman general factor Position,

which seemsto have beenrealized only very slowly, is that no provision was
made in rotation for providing material for hyperplanes—for the “ground'

to be of a different color, so to speak, so that the “design” would stand out

against it. Spearman’s “tetrad difference criterion”? (Spearman, 1927)
ensured that his matrices contained only one general factor, but it did not

guarantee that it would constitute a uniquely rotated position. ‘The matter
can beillustrated briefly if we assume that somepersonality or interest fac-
tor, say, interest in doing thetests at all, enters roughly orthogonally to a
general factor, though the general factoris the only cognitive general factor
and accounts for the greater part of the variance of thetests, as follows.

Let us suppose that someten tests—marked as a through j in Figure 5-5
—have been chosen by a psychologist on his ripe conviction that they repre-
sentintelligence. They will—unless his intuition is hopeless—correlate posi-
tively amongthemselvesin all possible ways, as shown by nocosine in the
figure falling below zero (no angle among them 90° or more). The first
componenttaken out in the process of factor analysis will go through the
center of gravity of this swarm of tests, as shown by the axis g,. Along
comes another investigator, however, who believes that k, ], and m are also
good measures of general Cognitive ability. These—added in dotted lines
in Figure 5~S—will swingthis big first factor component extracted over to
82 (Incidentally, they will also swing the second factor P,, extractedorthogonally to the first as usual, over to a new position P,. This shift has
further important consequences which weshall follow up at the appropriate
Point.) In short, a factor so extracted thatit just goes through the centroidofall the tests has no more stability than a surface trait: it chases clusters,having no hyperplane to hold it?
* As with several other ¢5

h this chapter has to respect in definingits theory, the undergra
teacher. At any rate,

bly will need help on this one from hishs he has ‘tittle alternative but to accept the statement at a firstteading and pass on, or to enquire with the help of his professor into the backgroundof scientific literature “hich enlarges on the theme,
19 Spearman's tetrad difference criterion, as just mentioned, was really a device thatEroomed the matrix free of group factors and produced a unifactor (or “univocal”)matrix, but it did not guarantee that the axis of this factor would always be in theaeFurthe int where a second broad factor entered everytot €XaCt proportionality to the first factor it would not even recognize thatBot one) factors would be at work. The distinction between unifactorial and

echnical points whic!
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FIGURE 5-5

Dependenceof Definition of Intelligence {in Burt-Vernon

Sensa) on Choice of Variables

Shift of meaning of intelligence—from g1 fo go—whenit is defined

only as a cluster. The addition ofsuch tests as k, f, and m pulls the

center ofgravity over and at the same time shifts the meaning of P,

a trait made to be independent ofintelligence.

 

By contrast to the situation in Figure 5-5, the experimental designs

which we have used in pursuing the concepts of fluid and crystallized gen-

eral intelligence have deliberately included in the research variables of a

kind—-shown as 0, 0, P; ) Ts St Us Vs w, x, yz in Figure 5-6—that would

be expected to be unrelated to intelligence. They
could be personality ques-

tionnaire factors, motivation strength measures, and even physical strength

variables. These yield for the investigator th
shown 11

e guiding hyperplanes 5!

6, in which all the cognitive variables of Figure 5-5 are repeated

he same correlations) but in this more iflumi-
Figure 5:

| ability has its
(and therefore appear with t

nating context of hyperplanes. Now
the factor for general

reference vector fixed at g (the old g: is shown for comparison, as well as

the old P,) while the present true position for the personality factor isaa

at P, (Note nando did not turn outto fall as expected, but the rest suffice

to define the hyperplane.)
;

From Figure 5-6 it will be realized that if a secon!

the Figure 5-5 experiment with different subjective co’
d psychologist enters

nvictions concerning

ii

d Warburton,

jal structure in 3 test should be read elsewhere (Cattell an

pure fact
e same kind of objection holds, incidentally, to Guha

tl
hapter 8)-

1 neide

erage Pay show that all items possess only one dimension in common.

dimension can be factorially compl
ex in terms of known psychological factors.
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FIGURE 5-6 ; N

Resolution of Indeterminacyof Intelligence, by jew

Context to Figure 5-5 in Form of Hyperplane Variables

Lh g

{ i

i hid 9 h /

b 1

i} -a c \e iy ,

io; y
iy Z
/ / 4

vo
i f 7 bwe SS
vd Y

z ify
x

High density of variables indicating a hyperplane
Seen practically on edge

the kind oftests that mean for him “general intelligence” and therefore addsvariables k, 1, and m to thefirst psychologist’s set (a through j) he will nolonger produce the changeof result which this addition formerly produced.Fortherotation is anchored bythe hyperplanesatthe position g, and is nolonger pulled about as &: Was to a new center of gravity. Neither the en-thusiast for the tests a through j, nor he who believes in k through m, withtheir subjective drifts to the surface traits g, and Q2—nor any numberofother inspired positions—can claim to be right. In the end the simple struc-ture position, g, maystabilize awayfrom all of them. The first unrotatedcomponent, as it comes out of the computer admittedly still will shift overto theright, as before, when the new tests are added, relative to the firstcomponent with the old set. But actually we are no longer at the mercyof unrotated components. Whatever those first components might have beenwe should have rotated awayfrom them bythe new method to the positiondefined by the hyperplanes. The hyperplanes are part of the configurationof correlations yielded directly bythe experiment, and as such are not sub-ict to the form offactor extraction used."! Thus the disagreement of the
. if extra variables can alter the
1. the:

TPOUON BOULnat anse if we could draw in man:ocly tao, ay here The hype: iseose of tamsting

 

"tbe obrected thar
cerrols of frit component
false ¢
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two first investigators would be solved in experiment 5-6 by taking up a
third position independentofeither oftheir starting points,

4. THE EMERGENCE OF THE
SECOND-STRATUM FLUID AND
CRYSTALLIZED ABILITY
PATTERNS

The technical issues of the last section per-
haps have presented a steep climb for those first entering the domain of
multivariate experimentaldesigns. But if the main ideas have been mastered,
the reader is now safely over the rarefied air of the pass and may swing
along moreeasily for the rest of the book. Theissues may seem specialized,
but one must rememberthatit is in the nature of science that theories of
great momentoften turn on an intensive examination of some quite specific
technical method. The three most important conditions of meaningful factor

analysis, Jess often met than missed in studies published to date, are, in

summary: (1) a check by two or three independent methods (the Scree, the

Kaiser-Guttman, or the Lawleycriteria) on the actual number of factors to

take; (2) a simple structure or confactor rotation to a demonstrably unique

resolution; as well as (3) certain broader, experimental design principles be-

yondstatistics, e.g., ensuring a wide choice of behaviors, of types of people,

etc., in relation to theory.
Despite the half-hidden Achilles heel just discussed, which actually left

the whole theory vulnerable, Spearman’s theory of g had prevailed among

thoughtful psychologists for thirty to forty years when the fluid and crystal-

lized ability theory appeared. Actually the tranquil assuranceofintelligence
test technology, like that of the Pax Romanawhich prevailed over the classi-
cal world,lived by inexplicit compromises between thelocal predilections of

specific test constructors, as in the Wechsler, the Stanford-Binet, the Otis,

the Cattell Scales (in Britain), the CPE, the Miller, etc., and the central,
Official theory of “g” which nominally received general tribute. For vir~

tually every one of the intelligence tests which dominated practice and
publication in America had not been cleanly founded on thorough and

basic prior research centered on the theory of g, though one ortwoin Britain

had a more scientifically felicitous relation to this theory (notably Spear-
man’s own little-known test (1929), Sir Godfrey Thomson’s Northumber-

land (1935) and Moray House Tests, Ballard’s (1927), and some others.)

nAwricn as in the factor analysis of the Stanford-Binet, and of the

Weetulenty Cohen (1952, 1957, 1959) and by Saunders (1960), the

in iron filings around a magnet will not really alter their direction by

fewer iron filiags. Working with only a thin sprin\ling of vari-
perplane being relatively tenuous, and most studies would

more “hyperplane stuff," ie., by including, say thirty “ir-
twenty that cover the factor area in which the ex-

ed sample of variables will produce a more

force drawn i
shaking in more or
ables may result in o hy!

in fact do better to carry er

relevant” variables with every |

perimenter is interested, for this enlarg

emphatic hyperplane:
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analysis was an attempt to understand afterwards what had been con-
structed on “commonsense”principles, and the factorially mixed-up state of
the Wechsler-Bellevue and WAIS, for example, or the grotesque over-
loading with verbal ability of the Miller Analogies, were an inevitable con-

sequence. In Britain, around 1930 (Cattell and Bristol, 1933) Bristol had

foundthe g factor saturations of various Binettests to be quite low, but had
taken the dozen most highly saturated and developed them further into
what is now the IPAT Scale 1 Intelligence Test. What will be a curious
story for the historian of this 1910-1960 half-century to unravelis, on the

one hand,thelip service paid almost unquestioningly by the competent to
Spearman’s theory, and, on the other, the essential ignoring of such

principles by many popular test constructors. The goodness of an intelli-

gencetest in that period seemedto be evaluated more byits reliability coefii-
cient, the social prestige of its author, and the use of astronomical numbers
of subjects in its standardization, than byits validity in the light of any
rational theory.

If the basic theory received any overt criticism from the test users and
constructors, it was on trivial misunderstandings rather than with respect
to truly promising improvements therein that remained in the womb of
time. The theory of fiuid and crystallized intelligence, the researches ofLine,Fortes, and others, and the initial papers on culture-fair intelligence
tests in the early 1940s thus waited nearly twenty years for the attention ofsubstantial and crucial experiment. The first and relatively slender experi-ment begun in 1960 was, nevertheless, startlingly clear in its verdict. It
stowed (Cattel, 1963a)that if enough material for hyperplane identifica-

is inc nded—which had never been done before for second-order
hatahete are indeed two generalintelligence factors, as the theory
pected.Te ssoshoveset Properties come very close to being those ex-
and retrieval factors succes0 er general factors appeared—the speed

could be called intelligence facto AM.Ton pened any ees thatamined below, but meanwhile a ‘our of these patterns will be ex-
been opened up with a vengeance! aad note that the second stratum had
endthe tentative penetration ne.ee w creas it had been customary to

single “g”like the lonely summit of a ode domain neatly ™ith apyramid, it became evident with im-

There followed i iby John Homofoeeately @ second and far more extensive research

Mm 62 children of six and one-half y
eae

alf years, The resultswelutter™Wee researches only are set out in Table ai in order not tofor more wee ne on a first occasion. (See Table 6-1, page 106, belowthere are ae plete Presentation.) They strikingly support the view that© general ability factors in the cognitive area concerned with
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Solving difficult cognitive problems, and they show that this difference
exists over the whole age range for which intelligence tests have hithertc
Proved effective. In seeking, in the opening three researches, to span the
age from 6 to 60, we risked not seeming to get such good agreement
among factor patterns as might exist if the researchers hadrestricted to a
uniform type in regard to the range and nature of the groups, for it is well
known thatall known factors, in ability or personality, change their pattern
of expression with age.

Notall the variables that were used as “hyperplane stuff” are set out.
Tn fact only the last seven rowsin the first research and the fastfive in the
second, which are primary personality factors measured by questionnaire,
illustrate the variables which perform the precious function of having
essentially zero loading on one or another of the ability factors. Their
Presence permits not only a second butalso a third-stratum ability factor
to be rotated despite its extending as a “general factor” across all these
(cognitive) tests that have hitherto typically been investigated only in
isolated groups and without personality variables. For clarity the table

Omits the extra columns for the third and fourth (and sometimes fifth)

broad second-stratum factors generally found, and which correspond to

Speed, fluency, and visualization as discussed later. .

Jt will be seen that the crystallized intelligence factor, g., corresponding
in content to many traditional tests of 1.Q., loads typically verbal ability

(.46 to .74), reasoning (.30 to .72), the number primary (.29 to 59),
and, to a lesser degree, word fluency (.10 te .25). Thefluid general ability
factor, g,, has some loading on some of these same primaries, CBs .05 to

-47 on number, .30 to .73 on spatial, and .08 to .23 on reasoning; butits

main loadings are on the perceptual, culture-fair tests. In theselatter tests
of relation eduction, undertaken without help from prior schooling, the
loadings are .35 onseries, 50 on matrices, 51 on topology, and .48 to .78

Althoughfferences in pattern of expression with age wi interest us

later (Chapter 7) it is what is common and central to the di erent experi-

Ments that interests us most at this point, One of the most interesting

features is that although crystallized ability in general does not enter into

the culture-fair subtest performances, fluid ability does enter, though to ;
lesser extent than the crystallized generalability, into those primaries suc

as verbal, numerical, and reasoning abilities which have beense a

traditional intelligence tests. In other words purely learned ju ement
skills are not enough, even in the traditional intelligence test, to ena

such problems to be solved. Some fuidity of relation eduction is neede

and some adaptability to new situations is demanded, even when using

aequieeeia demonstration of the effectiveness and sensitivity of

ee design, when entered with due precautions and adequate
the iactor-analyti tial overlap can be detected. The tendency of the
equipment, that thi Panables chosen i h in the ability field would
usual distribution of variables chosen in research i y
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be to favor a drift toward a complete split of fluid and crystallized readiness
but the hyperplanes are so firmly anchored by the personality vari act
that the rotation cannot be disturbed in this direction and it seems a
psychologists henceforth must accept the fact that the primary abilitiesore
complex, factorially. Figure 5~7 shows the crucial plots from two o °
tesearches, so that the reader now familiar with the simple structure con

cept may judge for himself just how compelling these resolutions are rel x

tive to any alternative. The two researches agree not only in the pattern:

of the fluid and crystallized general abilities (i.e., in the fluid having some

projection into V and R)butalso in leaving the majority of the personality
factors in the hyperplane. One can notice here already, however, a ten-

dency which we shall find supported in later studies, for the crystallized
(but seldom the fluid) ability to get somewhat involved with personality.
This would be expected if the fuller development of the theory below is
correct; namely that crystallized ability arises not only from better educa-
tional opportunity but also from a history of persistence and good motiva-
tion in applying fluid intelligence to approvedareas oflearning.

FIGURE 5-7
Plots of Two Age Levels Showing the Hyperplanes
Determining Distinct Fluid and Crystallized Intelligence
Factors and Their Salient Expression

(A) High School Age Showing the Typical Substantial Positive
Correlation (r = .47; 277 Thirteen to Fourteen Year Olds)

CRYSTALLIZED INTELLIGENCE

     
   

 

     

  

Cos 63.47
@=62° © Numerical Ability

A, Affectothymiae
e Reasoning

“Verbal *Series
Q,, Ergic tension «

F © Spatial .

E /)eney aioe,
. FLUID INTELLtGENCE

Classification

The key to the remaining points is in Cattell, 1936a. Capitalsrefer to Primary Personality factors.

Joatiell,“Theory of fluid and crystallizedcational PrycholePaychological rad rtoaon
intelfigence: a critical experiment.”

Association and 2
963, 1-22. Copyright 1963 by the Americanjuced by permission,
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(8) Adutts Showing the Much Smaller Positive Correlation
Usually FoundAtter School Years (477 Lower Education Aduts}

CRYSTALLIZED INTELLIGENCE

#42 Vocabulary

Cos 6=.16
é=8t°

#11 Verbal Analogies    

 

13 Mechanicat Knowledge «

15 Soc, Situat. (Guitford}e 16 Self-Sentiment
#14 False Premises (Thurstone}308

26 Fluency (7hurstone, Catteifje

« #6 Reasoning
18 Numerical

. #1 Induction
4 Intellectual Levet

 

9° 97 023 {Furneaux}

2 FLUID
209 }«2 9 €10 Form Boards !NTELLIGENCE

“79 25 “tateot Lever °5 Culture-Fair (Cattell)

(Furneaux)

22¢
286

The key to the numbering ofpoints is in Horn and Cattell, 1967.

i i ized intelli 2 Acta Psychologica, 26,LH d Cattell, R.B, “Age differences in Suid and crystallized intelligence.
1967,107-195 Reproduced bypermission of North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam,

5. 9: AND g,: THEIR
DIFFERENCES FROM EACH
OTHER AND FROM
PREVIOUS CONCEPTS

The theory of fluid and crystallized intelli-

ly on factor-analytic researches of structureitself, as
aatoret“teawe further support from the five or six additional
directions of evidence——developmental, physiological, etc.—mentioned
above and soon to be followed up. But its initial sanction necessarily
comes purely from the evidence of behavioral structure as such, and an
understanding of the factor-analytic evidence for two factors presented in
the Jast section is essential to appreciation ofall Tater arguments.

Four independent researches are by any ordinary scientific standard
sufficient to confirm a proposition; but larger researches are now in
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progress under Horn—especially to fix change of pattern with age—and
should be available in journals at the time this book is published. .
The main behavioral character of these two patterns of general ability

is, meanwhile, clear enough. Crystallized general mental capacity shows
itself heavily in such primary abilities as verbal factor, V; numerical ability,

N;reasoning, R or I; mechanical information and skills, Mk; and experi-

ential judgment (in social and otherfields). Fluid ability appears in series,
classifications, analogies, topology, and other well-knownintelligence tests,

when couched in shapes which are neither verbal nor pictorial, but such as

would be equally accessible to a person of any background.
It is noteworthy that even verbal (synonym, analogies) tests can be

madeto loadfiuid intelligence very substantially (and crystallized relatively

little) if the words are chosen to be easily within the vocabulary of the

group tested, as Horn (1965) has shown. This is in accordance with the
principle that fluid intelligence showsitself in successfully educing complex
relations among simple fundaments whose properties are known to every-
one, ie., are overlearned, in the group being tested. In existing “verbal”
intelligence tests this principle has been applied most carefully in the
Cattell Intelligence Scales (1933c and Cattell and Cattell, 1959), Scale 3
of which, for “high-level intelligence” adults, is used as a criterion for
the Mensa Society membership. The consequence is that, although verbal
in contentto all six subtests, it reaches as high a loading in fluid as in
crystallized intelligence. This is to be contrasted with other
ligence”tests, such as the Miller Analogies, which achieve their high level
of difficulty by invoking uncommon and even esoteric words.
A full discussion of the nature of the mental operations involved in theexpression of fluid and crystallized general abilities is best taken up later(Chapter13, page 428). But, immediately it can be seen that the crystal-lized ability (g-) expressions, though of a judgmental, discriminatory, andreasoning nature, operate in areas where the judgments have been taughtsystematically or experienced before. The differences between the words,say aplomb” and “savoir faire,” or between “definite” and “definitive” ini"nordioryaOF ina mechanical knowledge primary test, between using

“high-level intel-

( ver will learn it). ilized skit, relatively oa itereafterautomatically applied. The fact that th load

A
eg, also loadsuency (see Tables 5-1 and 6-2), and g, does not, supports the conclusionthatenzed intelligence draws on the Same reservoir of appropriateq ideas as that on which fluency of output draws. Perhaps judg-as well as fun

ments i(relations), daments, are actually in the memoryTeservoir on which fluencyofretri
°

rieval draws.we shall see later, seems to be la notions rshees pony of

retrievalof fondaneen rgcly a function of the sheer power of
Fluid abiitecepts ail, by contrast, appears to operate whenever the sheer per-Mprex relations is involved. It thus shows up in tests where
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borrowing from stored, crystallized, judgmental skills brings no advantage.
As far as logic is concemed, it seems to spread over all kinds ofrelation-
ships: part-whole,classificatory similarity (“sets”), causalrelations, spatial
relations, inductive reasoning, new abstract relations in numbers, and in-
ferential relations. In short, fluid intelligence, g,, is an expression of the
level of complexity of relationships which an individual can perceive and
act upon when he does not have recourse to answers to such complexissues
already stored in memory.

Although we have spoken ofculture-fair tests as if they are synonymous
with the means of measurementof fluid ability, an important distinction
must now be drawn. As pointed out above, the Cattell Intelligence Tests,

Scales 1, 2, and 3, were not designed (as were Cattell's IPAT Culture-Fair
Scales 1, 2, and 3, Jater) to be measures of fluid intelligence (although
they were the first tests (1933c) to include also “perceptual type”tests as
a small, leavening fraction of the whole), They used apparentcrystallized
ability material such as synonyms, verbal analogies, arithmetical problems,

etc. Nevertheless, they went a long way toward eliminating the effects of
cultural differences, at least as social status and regional differences in our

society, by deliberately asking for difficult choices among highly familiar
words. Thus fluid-intelligence-measuring and perceptual, culture-fair de-
signs are not synonymousfor the former are not alwaysfree of culture.
Freedom from variance due to cultural and educational background can

be achieved either by (a) presenting items that are new to everyone, or

(b) presenting items that are equally old and familiar to everyone. The
Cattell General Intelligence Tests (1933c) aimed at thelatter, but, of
course, could not succeed entirely. Consequently, as far as international
comparisons are concerned, this test cannot compare for culture-fairness
with the IPAT Culture-Fair. However, the point to bear in mind is that
when a test does succeed in eliminating cultural difference effects within
one country, by the device of arranging difficult word choices among words
well within the vocabulary possessed by all, what is being measured still
may have a very substantial component of crystallized intelligence in a
different situation, as with an international group of subjects. Even in a

group entirely in one culture, the skill in using common words today ex-

presses the leveloffluid intelligence as it operated in word learning perhaps
two or three years previously. Such test designs, while desirable, are there-
fore not as good as those employing the full culture-fair (perceptual

noegenetic) principle.

Amongthe structural results of the last section is a vital one (visible in

Figure 5-7 but not yet discussed) namely, that the fluid and crystallized

factors, ge and Be, are positively correlated very significantly at all ages.

This correlation, which hovers around 0,4-0.5, could be interpreted ac~

cording to a variety of theories, but the theory favored here, and made

more explicit in the next chapter, is that the acquisition of the erystallized

ability skills, ¢.g-. learning howto calculate the area of a circle, as zr, or

how (a differentiate the way in which strong and weak verbs make their
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past tense, depends partly on the level of insightful “fluid” ability and
partly on hours spent in school, etc. Consequently, a substantial but far
from perfect positive correlation would be expected between the two.
One wonders if these two abilities, though overlapping and correlated,

are so distinct that some intuitions of this duality by perceptive psycholo-
gists and others may have appeared previously. Surely the popular distinc-
tion of “gumption” or “nous” versus “trained intelligence’ could be a

foreshadowing of this gr versus g, distinction, and probably Thomas

Aquinas’s “intelligence” and “intellect” differentiation is getting near it.

(Exceptthat the dictionary use of “intellect’—at any rate in Oxford and a
few American inbred institutions—would not include in intellect the fine
judgments of a garage mechanic graduated in engineering, or the social

skills of a good salesman—whereas g, does.)

Three other currently popular dualities that are definitely not to be con-

fused with that which we are now stating, are: (1) the distinction in some
traditional American intelligence tests between the “verbal” and the “nu-
merical-quantitative” ability scores, (2) Guilford’s convergent versus
divergent thinking abilities, and (3) Vernon’s (and sometimes Burt’s)
distinction of verbal-educational (V:ed) versus practical mechanical (M:k
factor) general abilities. The first is an obsolete conceptualization, con-
fusing two Thurstone primaries, V and N, with broad secondaries. The
second, we suggest, itself needs reorienting (see page 55), but there is
no risk of any careful reader confusing it with the g, and g, distinction. Thelast, on the other hand, is sufficiently cast in the same framework of factor-
analytic structural Tesearch to be in dangerof real confusion. Nevertheless,
aepetLastthe duality V:ed, as opposed to M:k, is not the same as gr
foal ne with g, should be evident at once from two facts: (a) mechan-

PateotGoeecaysad
rotation in Vernon’s resolution, onwhich Fehen from simple structure
and M:k are never in the same position wee rommented above, Vedas ge and g, even if taken out as

: » and the present writer h:
co! iFbe somse thanpendings of ee and g.. To see this latter more clearly, let: Ors are taken out as princiorder, without rotation (a: Vernon's etemens at the rst

$s in Burt’s and Ve " i
Set of tests that are chosen t Tmon’s main analyses) from a

‘O represent “peneral cognitive mental capac-

thal and general scholastic education
ical and what have been called “prac-
S stated above, this second factor may

gatively on mechan’tical” abilities (Vernon, 1964). A:
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FIGURE 5-8

The “Genealogical” Pattern (Tree of Porphyry) of Loadings

Required by the Original Hierarchical Theory ofAbilities
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i — ‘SUS mechanical—and so left. But by

be called a bi-polar factor: verbal versu
mi 0Ialations in

rotating the coordinates through 45° one can reinterpret
t

terms of two uni-polar factors, one designatable as verbal-education’t~

because these are its highest loadings——and the other as practical me "

ical—since mechanical ability, form boards, etc., will load this most ig] y.

The reader should plot the eight test vectors in Figure 5-8, calling each

+ and —, say +-60 and —-.60. To get the clearest effect the wo unre

axes should go oblique and approach mutually to about sixty or intle

the third factor is also included in rotations, separation may be sti

oehore are three reasons why this scheme of verbal-educationalY
et

mechanical cannot possibly be considered compatible with or owan ost

approach to the theory of fr and g,. First, it has three factorsOr he

tivized) instead of two. Second,it introduces conceptually i § ‘ yothan

Hindu caste system, which placed verbal skills as intellectual y ne The

mechanical and practical skills, and which docs not exist in & tonrchreys

fatter contains all acquired cultural judgmental skills, and, se Tal)

(1962) has pointed out correctly (even when attempting il
ively

crystallized intelligence loads mechanical knowledge and skills pos
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(Table 6-2; Hom, 1965), not negatively as required andstated in the Burt-
Vernon “V:ed” factor. Third, the Vernon V:ed versus M:k factor theory

(or the two separate factors derived from it) Jacks the experimentalstability
of the g, and g, resolution. For this V:ed versus k axis tilts here and there

necessarily as the prior extracted “general ability” factor itself tilts. A
glance back at Figure 5-5 and associated test (page 91) will make this
clear. For this “practical” factor has to keep orthogonal to the “verbal,
and right between them (at 45°) lies the Spearman “general intelligence”
factor. By that approach the “g” factor depends on the choice of ability
variables (even if the hierarchy had not been lost already by introducing

the tests for the second, third, and Jater factors) and is unstable. Such

factor analyses might seem almost to be undertaken merely to give the

dignity and status of a uni-factor concept to what happens to be the in-
vestigator’s subjective conception of what should go into an intelligence

test battery. What seems to be overlooked repeatedly in these experimental
designs is that as the first factor wobbles and wanders, all subsequently
extracted factors swing their tails in sympathy. V:ed and M:k cannot be
equated to gy and g, if only for the reason that whatis factor-analytically
subjective and indeterminate cannot be equated to what is precise—though
the other, mote specific reasons are also weighty. Yet a fourth conceptthat
38 sometimes mooted as a possible match to g, and g,is that of an innate
intelligence as contrasted with the acquired “intellect” (but in a more
modern sense than that of the Scholastics mentioned above). Burt’s con-
ception ofintelligence as innate, all-round, mental ability in fact gets veryclose in meaning to g,, but not through the same basis in actual factoring
Of tests. It is very prob:able that as nature-nurture research proceeds (seeChapter 10below), & will be found much more innate than Bee But &itself is subject to environment, particularly to brain damage or whatevereffects neurological efficiency. So again, no simple equating can be done.. The reader who wishes to delve in moredetail into the history of researchin this area, including that of the primaries, but to keep to recent surveys,should see Butcher (1969), Hom (1968), and Pawlik’s Chapter 18, in theHandbookof Multivariate Experimental Psychology (Cattell, 1966).maybecateeet of the emergence and essential foundation of what

€d the “investment theory”offluid and crystallized ability (be-b the trustee of gains from investment by
, S pass in the. next chapter to a m ii ji

the wider psychological implications. P ore intensive study of
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SIX STRATUM

ABILITY
STRUCTURE
AND THE
INVESTMENT
THEORY OF
INTELLIGENCE

1. WHAT COMES AFTER THE
PYRAMIDS?
So long as ourattention focused mainly on

the concepts of fluid and crystallized general intelligence as they emerged

from the second-stratum factoring of primary abilities, we necessarily paid
little heed to someother important shapes that began to loom in this higher
domain. But, let us now satisfy our curiosity abaut this whole higher-

Stratum structure. Until a decade or so ago, Jacking certain technical
devices for factoring this higher realm, our chances of getting there would

have been no better than Jack’s chances of meeting the giant without his

beanstalk. For one needs both the groundwork of a broad roster of well-
established primaries, and the experimental designs to handle complex

higher-order factor analyses. Without these one muststay at the first-story
structures. As to the first of these needs, manydiligent researchers, from
Thurstone to Horn, as surveyed by French (1951) had, by 1965, estab-
lished a reasonable collection of primaryabilities at the first-stratum level.
Consequently, the latest inquiries into the second stratum have been able
to start off from a wider base of primaries than had been possible in
previous attempts.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the second-stratum view obtained by
Horn and the present writer in the researches mentioned—like that which
opens up to those who Jeave the plain and reach the crests of the foothills
—~included ranges of second-stratum ability structures that had not been
suspected previously. The two main factors, g, and g¢.. which had been the

subject of so much theoretical discussion, now stood out clearly, but they

103
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TABLE 6-1
The Broad Second-Stratum (“Capacity”) Factors in the

Ability Realm

i Retrieval
vance Fluid Crystallized Power Capacity on.
Used in General General of or General Cognitive
Correlation! Intelligence Intelligence Visualization Fluency Speed

(U.LMVMP [ULMIX}? [U.L)x}? [U.1.d)xn?
& Be &y Gr &s

Culture-Fair
(Series,
Matrices,
etc.) 64

Reasoning
(nference}) 35 38

Reasoning

(induction) 45

Memory Span 72

Verbal Ability
Originality 82

Assoc, Fluency 33 él

Ideational
Fluency 69

Irrelevant
Associations 85

Flexibility of
Closure 44 23

Aiming 35

Perceptual
Speed 7

Visualization 66
Writing Speed

Cancellation
Speed 46

Backward
Writing

32

72

63

48
cutis Sets out a reduced (purely ability) set from the full 31 variables in Horn andatte 1966, p. 262. For ease of scanning,all loadings below .19 have been omitted.@ subjects are 480 male prison inmates of average age 28 years, sigma 10.6 years.? These are the basic reference indices henceforth used f i

C ndices for these factors in the proposedwnicersalindex (ULI) offactors in objective tests (T). Raman numerals indicatesecond:Ors.

2. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE
MAIN SECOND-STRATUM
BROAD FACTORS

; As usual, science must begin b formingfolens of the nature of factors from the actual variables which prove‘Oad them highly, both Positively and negatively. (These are called the
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“salients”.) They are to be contrasted with variables which are quite un-
affected by the factor influences. (These are called the variables “standing
in the hyperplane”.) In this case (Table 6-1), “fluid general ability,” Be,
appears to be the broadest factor and, in addition to the culture-fair, per-
ceptual type oftests, it loads the Induction Primary, the Intellectual Speed
and Level measures of the tests developed in England by Furneaux, the
Inferential Reasoning Primary, such measures as Verbal Analogies, and the
Associative Memory Speed Primary. Whatthis implies regarding its nature
will be discussed below. Forthe loadings on Intellectual Speed, (about .46),
Associative Memory (about .42), and a wider array of other variables
than in Table 6-1, the reader should see Horn and Cattell, 1966a, p. 282,
remembering that the figures there have still to be transformed to the
factor pattern matrix.

Thecrystallized general ability factor, g,, of traditional intelligence tests
has the next broadest span (seven primaries) covering the expected verbal,
mechanical, numerical, and social skills primaries. After this comes a new

broad factor not previously discussed, called g,, visualization at its dis-

covery, (but later to be called p,). This factor evidently covers all kinds of

performance—-spatial orientation, form boards, gestalt closure—that are

aided by good visualization resources. Previous to this perspective-giving
work of Horn, a visualization factor of some kind had been reported fre-

quently as a primary (see page 34). But this is often the fate of a secondary
—that it is first spotted as an apparent primary—and it is now evident
through the better design of Horn that this “visualization” spans several

clear primaries, such as spatial ability (Thurstone, 1950), adaptive flexibility
(Guilford, 1967), speed of closure (Thurstone, 1950) and flexibility of

closure. It even has some loading on the Culture-Fair perceptual tests and

on inductive reasoning and inferential reasoning. This indicates that visuali-
zation may be used to solve what are thought of normally as intelligence-
demanding problems, by resort to a visual representation. .

The next broad secondary, g, or U.I.(T)XI, is a speed of cognitive
performance factor. This goes back a Jong way, to early and thorough
demonstrations of its existence as a “group factor” in Spearman's Jabora-
tory by Bernstein (1924). No really serious argument has ever been made

that it is in fact just a primary, but nevertheless, idoncdabove(pose 40)

ist’s limbo awaiting placement. As ment abow i
tharewanatheoryi the Tatetwenties (Cattell, 1933a)} that it reasonably

could be considered a personality-temperament factor, and, in the present

work of Horn (1967), the possibility is mooted that it represents a motiva-

i ing i ituation. Our conclusion aboverring in the actual test situa ;

(pase 85)ithatthe po that it is a temperamental or motivational

influence must be considered seriously and carefully, but that the balance

of evidence suggests that after large fractions of variance : generalspect

of behavior are allotted to such personality factors at b v.22, therewill

remain a general specd factor across the abilities, and fo: tn rceen ne

shall so consider it. It affects speed in a broad srecinimoe ee

cluding such primaries as numerical performance, soviz .

(page 65) is that the possibility
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speed, and ideational fluency, but especially such mechanical speedsas

writing (and, elsewhere than in Table 6-1, also reading). Its contribution

is minor, however, to the speed of the more difficult, intelligence-demand-

ing problems. .

As pointed outearlier, the question of intelligence and speed was raised

originally by Spearman (1904b). We have concluded that there is a sense

in which a speed factor corresponds to each and every ability, primary or

secondary. In intelligenceitself it has been shown repeatedly that speed in

complex, intelligence-demanding performances (power intelligence) is

largely an expression of the same ability asis measured in fitness and error-

freeness of response (“product intelligence”). Table 6-1 supports this in

placing Furneaus’sintellectual speed only trivially in the present cognitive

speed factor and largely in fluid intelligence. By any reasonable perspective

this simple speed factor is a distinctly broader factor even in the cognitive

realm itself, than are the two intelligences. For example, it operates even

more obviously in mechanical and perceptual performances than in intelli-

gence. Speed measured in successful, intelligence problem-solving is local

to intelligence (being zero if a person cannot solve the problems!). If in-

telligence is considered speed atall, it is speed in more complex perform-

ances than thosethat are typically strongly loaded by g,.

Finally, the fifth, broad, ability source trait in the second stratum is 2
which we are calling the “retrieval from memory storage” factor. Some

times called general fluency, this source trait should not be confused with

theprimary abilities called word fluency and ideational fluency. The indi-
cations that some quite broad poweroperates in these areas also began early

in this century,in three,strategically planned, factor analyses by Hargreaves

(1927), by Bernstein (1924), and by the present writer in Spearman’s

laboratory, all of which show that such fluency performances over a wide
Tange of test performances of various kinds are independentboth of intelli-

gence and speed,as discussed above.
It has been suggested by the present writer above and elsewhere (Cattell,

1936a, 1957a) that one would theoretically expect fluency to appear as
two factors, only one of which strictly corresponds to the facility of the
retrievalactivity, while the other represents the actual reserves of memory
storage in the given performance area. A somewhat similar theory was
suggested on the basis of experimental results by D. M. Johnson and his
coworkers (Johnson, Johnson and Mark, 1951), and by Guilford (1967
as well as by some learning theori i ¥en ( )is recorded every ani & eorists. If cumulative output in a fluency test

equation: ry minute or two minutes, a curve is obtained which fits the

f=su— emt

wh i ist retearseres Score, S is a supposed total size of storage (numbertime a ms in the category), © is the natural logarithm base, t is. 4 constant having to do with rate at which the supply is being
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exhausted. From measures at different points in time, yielding different f

values, simultaneous equations of the form:

rt

e* s—f

can be developed which are theoretically capable of solution for r and s.

A formulation of this kind would be substantiated if we could eventually

show two factors in the fluency area, one for r—rate of retrieval—and one

for volume of content stored in the areas, s. The question is whether the

g, we at presentfind empirically corresponds to r or some joint function

ofrands.

Tt has been suggested above that the “word fluency” is actually two

factors—the general “F”of Spearman (g- here) plus a specific primary of

word content and interest—but this remains to be checked. However, in

some test situations the variance from g, could so predominate that one

might notnotice the other factor. Actually, as the Bernstein study (1924)

shows, any actual performance in fluency will also have a Joading from the

general speed factor, 85» insofar as that is involved in the writing down of

the words thought of. Thus any attempt at scoring pure Br is likely to re-

quire carefultest design, paying heed to a balance of various storage con-

tent areas, to speed (85)+ and to certain personality factors of an inhibitory

nature, notably U.I. 17 and U.I. 21 (-) which also affect output in certain

situations. But the analysis by Horn (1967) gives us clear indications that

a generalretrieval or fluencyfactor exists.

3. WHAT CAN FUTURE RESEARCH

ADD TO STRUCTURAL CONCEPTS

AT THE sECOND STRATUM?

Psychologists evidently have to alter their

conceptions considerably from the monarchic view of a single broad cog-

nitive ability factor, which has dominated thinking in the first half of this

century. To return to our metaphor, there is notone vast mountain range,

or even two (g, and ge), but several great ranges in the domain of cognitive

effectiveness. That
is to say, even when the wide range oftest performances

of various kinds has been grouped neatly in a few score primary abilities,

each of some appreciable extent, several SOvimaries influences that

ei e contributions over a WI je area 0! n eo .

oolassert that psychologists should accept this revolutionary view

with caution, since We ourselves have admitted that one factor-analy ic

experiment in itself, even using so widely and carefully chosen ‘ se ot

primaries as Horn employed (as represented.inTable
Fee anes&

i le and age range of a .
of.

Sayof amend ould be inconclusive because of a faulty decision on

the number of factors oF because of jnadequate rotation. Towever: ve

have accepted in the four or five researches here only jose in hich.

the reader may see in the rescarch monographs, sop isticate

standards and adequate sample sizes have been attained.
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Thepossibility must also be considered that one particular kind or people

or age group could give odd results, and for this reason there is alm he

end to the numberof researches one would like to see done. However,

five here—two major researches by Horn, and three oflesser, average scope

by the present writer and coworkers—already cover the main age ranges,

and, fortunately for clarity of conclusion, agree very well on the higher:

Stratum structures.

An introductory statement on the higher-stratum outcome has been

given in the previous chapter, but we aim now to examine the morex

tensively marshaled data in Table 6-2, in order to proceed to more detaile

conclusions. The main conclusions are that: (1) Except for a few slight

loadings, the personality primary factors lie in the hyperplanes of the
general ability factors, i.e., their loadings do not depart significantly from
zero. (2) The general form of the g; and g, broad factors is the same for
all three ages and types of group. Possibly it is significant that Table 6-2
shows numerical ability to involve fluid ability in five to six-year-olds but
negligibly in thirteen to fourteen-year-olds, for at the former age addition
and substraction are feats of understanding rather than computing habits.
Other,lesser differences of loading could be due simply to different con-
struction of particular tests at different age levels. (3) Where more pri-
Maries are taken into a study (see Table 6-1), as in Horn’s second re-
search, the visualization, &, and memory retrieval, g,, secondaries appear
again—having disappeared where there are too few tests to represent them
~—in the same form as we saw before.

In regardto thelast point, the nature of the other, broad, second-stratum
factors, such as g,, g,, g,, etc., must be left for later consideration. Our aimhere is to focus on the nature and relations of the two main intelligencefactors. A cramping situation faces us, however, either in conceptualizingthese other broad (“general” ) powers, such as gs and g,, or in attemptingto sharpen the concepts of & and g;, namely, that the ground stratum ofprimaries on which they all rest is still grievously limited in number. It isnot only thatafterfifty year:s of ability investigation we might expect more

e educational and academicdomains. Indeed, this whole study of areas of ability has been sadly unin-formed by any imaginative safaris into new areas, guided by somethingakin to the Personality sphere concept which. Bave so vital a sense of per-Spective to personality research.
It is true that Guilford’s search for types of cogniti. tive performance thatmight be called “creative” enluve pcreative” has resulted j

+ Le., very narrow abilities
Y repetition of closely similar

ability space” by an a priori frame-Product andcontentis a very different one from using

tests. In anycase, the Pursuit of the *work of operation,
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TABLE 6-2

A More Extensive Research View of Loading Patterns of

Fluid and Crystallized Intelligence

(B) 9-12 Year Olds (306)
(A) 5-6 Year Olds (114) (Cattell, 19676)

(Cattell, 1967a)

SEs
Be

Culture-Fair
Culture-Fair (All) "38 99

(Fluidity Markers) 58 —ll Reasoning! 30 40

Reasoning 10 72 Verbal 22 63

Verbal ; -17 74 Numerical
47 35

Numerical 43 49 Spatial
73 03

Personality 2 04 —05 Exvia
ot 29

Personality 3 07 ~—08 Anxiety
05

=

(00

Personality Cc —07 —09 Pathemia
04=—(04

Personality H
15 17 Neuroticism

—09 06

Personality Qz
ol 02

(C) 13-14 Year Olds (277) () Adults (477)

(Cattell, 19632)
(Horn, 1965)

Be Be Bt Be.

Culture-Fair
Culture-Fair (All) 48 —08

(Classification)
63 —02 Reasoning

26 30

Reasoning
08 50 Verbal

08 69

Verbal
15 46 Numerical

20 «29

Numerical
05 59 Spatial

04 —04

Spatial
32 14 Mechanical Knowledge —15 48

Personality F -05

=

(09 Speedof Perceptual

Personality C
21 —07 Closure

18 —05

Personality
21 —04 Ydeational Fluency —03 25

Personality Q2
-06 05 Inductive Reasoning $5 12

Personality Q3
05 —02 Personality, U.I. 16 —04 18

Personality, ULI. 19 05 07

Personality, ULL21 -03 —03

a1 43
Personality, U.I. 36

Personality,

Anxiety, U.1. 24 -05 -—26

Forease of comparison the variables have been arranged here in the same order, not

in gt and Be blocks, Where personality factors are lettered they are the same as desig-

nations in the 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire.

1 In this case since reasoning was not a separate primary, an estimate (rounded) was

made from tests known to loadit.

ralistically sampling all human behavior. One step

ork, however, is his encompassing of
a personality sphere natu

ly neglected in the prevailing
in the right direction in Guilford’s

a number of social behaviors—egricvo
us!

scholastic framework.

Nevertheless, the fact remains that the exploration of “ability space.”

which has been left largely in the hands of educational psychologists, has

logy should see that all its

been parochial to a degree. General psycho! ; d .

domains of research are represented. Guilford’s inclusion of social be-

havior is still only behavior on paper. There remains the whole arca of
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in situ (not pencil and paper) social management and adeptness in word
and act. Whereareall the tasting skills and smelling skills of a good coo! or
a gourmet? What has happenedto theskills of the carpenter, the plumper
the gardener, and the ploughman? Whohasinvestigated and correlated the
know-how of the sailor who infers a specific change of weather from the
different movement of his bunk and the sound of the wind? How many

studies exist of performances with crayon, paint brush, and sculptor’s
chisel? What is known about prediction of performance in poker, chess,
boxing, car-driving, and skiing? How many measures have been taken of
performance on committees, on market bargaining, on judging implications

from the tone of a voice? How many psychometrists have pursued the
naturalistic ability sphere sampling so far as to give scores in courtship
and love-making?

In terms of any sort of personality sphere concept, it is indeed easy to
see that the convenience of pencil and paper and measurement by groups
has virtually ruled out the discovery also of whateverability structures may
be based on sensory input other than bythe visual (pencil-and-paper) chan-
nel. Auditory skills (recognizing melodies, performing analogies on pitch,
classifying forms of noise) require elaborate apparatus, as also does scor-
ing of vocalization, picking up accents in a foreign language, etc. Olfactory
skills are neglected almost completely, though they are quite significant, for
a good judgmentin analyzing a strange odor has saved manya life. Tactile
skills—except in connection with studies of Braille, or the point discrimina-
tion test of fatigue—have practically never been correlated. Rupert Brookespeaks for more than poets when he recalls the significance of having
“touched flowers, and furs, and cheeks.” Within the realm of touch andKinesthetic experience there is probably a substantial array of perceptual,
Teproductive, and motor Primaryabilities still untouched—as perhaps theblind know best. Incidentally, Newland’s test (1962) of relation eduction(intelligence) for the blind is one of the few sustained researches that hasthrown

a

little light into the tactile-kinesthetic area, showing, as our theoryof g- would require, that complex relation perception in this area expressesthe samefluid ability factor as in the visual area,As wepenetrate here further into the evidence on the nature of primary,secondary, and even third-order structure as revealed by strategic, factor-

) S Content, process, action phase, etc.,T » discussed in Chapter 4, Consequently, the con-ceptual categories will not be simply those of Stratum—even if we couldrely—which we cannot—onstrata assi

ory and motor ne , and which we shallProvincial powers”or p's, to distinguish them from central,complete the series we shall symbolize

define later as “
§eneral, brain capacities, or p's. To
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the typical unitary abilities (but notall) found at the primary factor level

as a’s.

The point to be madeis that with certain choices of primary variables,

and with certain deficiencies of present factor analysis, some g’s may ap-

pearinitially as second-order factors and some p’s may show themselves in

first or third rather than second-stratum factors. The p’s or “provincial”

neural organization endowments can be illustrated by visualization, which

has been written sometimes as gy, a general capacity. (Actually, up to now,

somewriters have been inclined to write it as a gy and some as ay). Visuali-

zation represents a type ofability which applies only over one sensory or one

motor domain. These areas typically are first suggested to us by the biolog-

ical structure and motor perceptual activity of the particular organism, and

later (Chapter 8) by physiological evidence of a certain neurallocalization

and unity of action in the brain. Beyond the instances presented by p, and

-—visualization activity and general motor coordination—these factors

have not yet been clearly, individually revealed by factor analysis, but re-

searchers have noted that they tend to hover between first and second-order

positions.

The question o

an appearanceatfirst 0

the moment. But from o

£ whether they are to be expected consistently to make

r second order, operationally, can be set aside for

ther evidenceit is likely that eventually we might

expect six or seven Pp factors, of which visualization and general motor

coordination are two. Thatis to say, this provincial capacity of visualiza-

tion, brought out most clearly by Horn, has properties that we may expect

in some five or six large new “continents”in the world ofabilities. When

relation-perceiving capacities are measured simultaneously in different sen-

sory areas and brought into a single correlation matrix, there should be an

emergence, probably mostly at the second stratum, of factors also for Pas

auditory skills; pr, tactile judgments; and so on. ; ,

These would apply over both storage and simple relation perception in

the given sensory area, whereas the more complex relation eduction which

wesee in g, and g- will integrate all these local areas.These powers whic!

affect all “p’s” and “a’s” we have indexed as “ss aede
in

i
ity. It may ha

performance with complete generality y Ppentum, "ether, but

i i the second

present day experiments will emerge at th n m, ; it

this does not mean that the p’s are coordinate with the g’s in any “peer

sense. Speed, retrieval, and some others yet dimly seen, may cons
the

first emerging mem
bers of a whole set of g's, by no means restricts roan

and crystallized intelligence. Their general character consists in un ine

across all primaries and all p areas of sensory and motor content As he

theory developed in Chapter 4 and 5 suggests, the £5 conrespe n

dimensions in Table 4-1 governing such general process qua ities as specu.

output breadth, and so on. Well-planned experiment, brea ne ie he

second and third strata, is necessary to check the nature and re sti

these factors.
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4. THE NEW PERSPECTIVE
FROM THE THIRD STRATUM

A view from a heightis generally rewarding.

Would it not be worthwhile to climb to the third stratum in the factor anal-
ysis of abilities? Curiosity alone might motivate one to do this, for it never

has been done. Moreover,in this case, psychologists nostalgic for the good
old days of a single, simple general intelligence factor may urge that if we

go one stratum higher we shall find the missing peak of the pyramid—a
single general factor subtending both gy and g..

A few years ago any serious exploration at a third-order level would have

seemed aboutas practicable as stratospheric flight in the Wright brothers’

biplane. Even today it is an expedition which has to be undertaken with

considerable foresight in design. Among the problems needing proper

handling are: (1) If oneis not to come to a single factor spuriously, merely

because of an insufficiently broad foundation to support more, it is cer-
tainly necessary to take off from a basis of more than two second-stratum
factors, which means,in turn, decidedly more primaries than are generally
taken into researches of this kind. (2) As we have seen,if the reference
vector is to be rotated reliably to a unique position at this higher level,
there muststill persist into the second stratum enough hyperplane stuff—
enough variables (in this case, second-order factors)—likely to be unin-
fluenced by anything commonto the whole cognitive field. In other words,
there must be personality or other non-cognitive factors among the second-
order factors. This is a long way to “haul,” since to get, say, three or more
Non-cognitive factors at the second stratum requires quite a lot of primaries
to start with. Fortunately, the personality area has been explored so well
that one can enter with relatively few variables, each teliably hitting on one
primary. (3) As one goes to higher orders, the correlations among factors
ave to be determined increasi gly by the simple structure rotation itself,in:

whereas in variables and in primaries (where a good primary battery exists)me cometations can be obtained simply between test scores. It has beencong «attell, 1965c) that by the third order these correlations are only
recy . ©ony|present means of overcomingthis difficulty is to averageVer; i i i i i
Teer experiments, which requires extensive and coordinated

in mee Principles have been followed attentively if not always completelyae ne or five researches yet achieved, the consensus of which however,ho ane toateauacy for most conclusions drawn. One principle is toet whee. yperplane stuff,” and thisis illustrated in Tables 5-1 andlike wae ot perceives a s ; of Personality variables at the end which,ike r ent function from that perf d by theShowsoecentral interest. Also, as the original researcharticles. willTinton bratwe msbeengiven to Polishing the simple structure deter-Bet < numbersoffine rotations.“geRenalaaa factoring the correlations among those second-order» With which we are now familiar in these researches, we
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TABLE 6-3

Typical Correlations Found Among Broad Ability Secondaries

(A) 5-6 Year Olds (B) 9-12 Ye— ar Olds

(Cartell, 1967a)
(Cattell, 19676)

Person, Person.

Bt ge ‘Trait 1 Trait 2 ge g Anxiety

gt -.21 —.21 Bt

Be —.28 —.10 Be

Person.
Trait 1 —.15 Anxiety

Person.
Trait 2

(C) 277 13-14 Year Olds (Cattell, 1963a)

&t Be Exvia Anxiety

gt

Be
Exvia

Anxiety

 

(D) 477 Adults (Horn, 1965) Person.

Py Trait (ULI. 19)
 

et

crystallized intelligence seems to be highest (42. AT) in

The correlation of fiuid and
6) among, adults.

the schoolyears, and lowest (1

can see by a glance at the correlations in Table 6-3, that, except where

personality factors are concerned, the correlations are (with one exception)

uniformly positive, and particularly large between &r and fe

Nevertheless, the vital question of whether 2 single general factor at the

third order will suffice—as would satisfy a return to a Spearman position

—was answered unequivocally in the negative as soon as the results of

factorization appeared. In the first place, even where (as in Table 6-3(C)

(d)) the personalityfactors also correlate positively, the verdict is (Table

6-4) that personality tertiaries form distinct factors and do not fit a hier-

archy. But—and this is the central point here—the ability factors in twoof

the four researches also do not cometogether at the third order, and require

a fourth-stratum analysis before they show up on ont factor, Morcover,

whether they come together at the third or the fourth order this cognitive
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factor which covers the two ability factors does not give a loading approach-

ingunity on g,, which would be required if whatis central in traditional in-

telligence tests—Spearman’s g and the second-order pattern among Thur-

stone’s primaries—is to be identified with our third or fourth-order factor

general to the copnitive field, In fact, in all four researches it loads fluid

intelligence, g¢, more than g-—and in general appreciably more so. How is

one to explain this tendency of the “historical” gr (ic, Zen) to load gr

more than it does g.?

5. CAUSAL SEQUENCES AND

FACTOR ANALYSIS: THE

INVESTMENT THEORY

Naturally there are 4 variety of theories—

some more probable than others—that might explain the particular balance

of approximately (80 and .60 of the uppermost stratum, (20) general,

d and crystallized, general

cognitive factor upon the second-stratum, fui

ability factors. But to achieve the most probable we have to reach further

mental, and social evidence than the psycho-

into physiological, develop’

metrist usually does. Since this evidence is largely in later chapters, here

we shall state the theory—the investment theory—which fits the present

facts, and leave it to later chapters to show why it fits better than some

others. Parenthetically, we shall spend no time here on the finding that

sometimes the unification occurs at the third order and sometimes at the

fourth. This is relatively unimportant, having to do with the initial breadth

of choice of variables, and though it has interesting sidelights, they must

be left untii later.

The investment theory supposes that in the development of the individual

thereis initially (perhaps after two or three years of maturational shaping

from birth) a single, general, relation-perceiving
ability connected with

the total, associational, neuron
he cortex. This general

development of tl

poweris applicable to any sensory or motor area and any process of selec-

tive retrieval from storage. Becauseit is not tied to any specific habits or

sensory, motor, OF memory area, We havecalled it fluid ability, Se
.

In the course of gaining experience, 4 large number of perceptual dis-

criminatory skills and executive skills arc added to the individual's reper~

toire. His rate of Jearning in matters requiring little grasp of complex rela-

tions will depend on motivation, rotc memory, frequency of reward, ete.

On the other hand his rate of learning in fields demanding insight into

complex relations—and these fields include especially the problems of read-

ing, arithmetic, and abstract reasoning with which he struggles in school—

will depend appreciablyon his level of fluid intelligence (though motivation,

heir part.

goodness of teaching, ct¢.. will still play ¢ as with the acquisi-

tions of low relational complexity)-
These complex, acquired abilitics, In

the form of high-level judgmental skills in particular perceptual and moter

areas, we are calling “crystallized intelligence.” because their expression is

tied to a series of particular areas. For example, there is no reason why 3
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nice judgment acquired in perceiving the relationships of some high-level
vocabulary items should be able to come into play and help one solve a
algebra problem, or whyfluid ability crystallized in social diplomacy shou!
help one decide whether the distributor or the plugs are the probable source
of some trouble in an automobile. Parenthetically, the old illusion of trans-
fer of training, which kept Latin long in the grammar school, is probably
due to the correct observation that a person good at Latin is likely to be
good at mathematics, but accompaniedby failure to realize that this is an

effect of high fluid ability, not of learning transfer operating in high crystal-

lized ability acquired bytraining. .

Now in all kinds of relation-eduction in new material requiring fluid

ability, the child high in one manifestation will be high in another, and from

correlations rooted in such observations eventually we obtain the fluid
ability factor. Butas a result of the fluid ability being invested in all kinds of
complex learning situations, correlations among these acquired, crystallized

abilities will also be large and positive, and tend to yield a general factor.
However, the g, factor will not account for all of the correlation in this
Case, as it does in the non-cultural, overlearned, or new problem-solving,
because years at school, interest in school work, and other influences will
also determine, perhaps substantially, the level of crystallized abilities.

Measures of the two factors would be ex
and appreciably,

Forthis year’s c

ability level—an

pected to correlate positively
as we see in Table 6-3 (about 0.3 to 0.4 on an average).
tystallized ability level is a function of last year’s fluid
d last year’s interest in school work and abstract problems

generally. To be exact, it is a cumulative function of several years’ opera-tion levels of g;, but the last year will be most important—in the case ofgrowing children, but not adults—because the fluid ability a year earlierwill not have been at a high enoughlevel to account for the summit level ofthis year’s crystallized intelligence.
It will be noted that so far we have tend

mentalfinding thatcrystallized intelligence is a single power. Yet, what theSuggested explanation aboveoffers is primarily an account of how a well-motivated attempt to learn in some complex newarea will depend on theindividual's level of fluid ability and will result in depositing judgmentalI I mentoffluid ability in the experimentally-gained, crystal-lized skills may, as far as we yet know, result in their having a life anddurability of their o
fluid ability which begot

ed to take for granted the experi-

wn, in independence of thethem. The term “crystallized” is meant to imply this freezing in a specificshape of what was oncefluid ability. But we have implied another propertyin this crystallized ability, namely, that the vatious manifestations of it—thevarious areas in which it is produced—show 4 positive correlation oftheir levels. A person high in one crystallized ability tends to be highin any other, and the person low is also low all-round. For we have as-Serted that, like fluid ability, it is a broad, general factor, and this is themeaning of a general factor.
,
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The seasoned multivariate experimentalist and factor analyst will point

out that the unity of the fluid ability factor could account for the common

variance in the crystallized ability factor manifestations, but that, unless

d not clearly result in

time or circumstance dislocated the two, they woul

two distinct factors. Further, through the intrusion of intermediate influences

in the specific learnings, the loadings on the crystallized ability, 8» would not

be as high as those found on gy, if ge were the only cause. Since they do

seem to run about equally high in the two factors (if anything, those of ge

are higher), one is inclined to look for some second, common influence

operating on those manifestations of crystallized ability over and above

the commoninfluence of the historically active gr. Such a commoninfluence

is found in the combined resuit of the form of the schoo! curriculum, and

of the social, familial, and personal influences which create interest and

time for learning simultaneously in any andall forms of intellectual learn-

ing. If we considerfirst whatis probably the most potent of these common

influences, the content of the school curriculum, we see that if schools

teach mathematics, English essay writing, and social science, and if some

people remain in school longer than others, these three disciplines will,

whentested over a single adult population, show positive intercorrelations

—commonvariance.

Thus, it is evident that the “Gnsightful, discriminatory,” and “adaptive

skills’ measured in fluid ability and that part of crystallized ability not due

to fluid ability show intercorrelations
due to different principles in the two

cases. In other words, crystallized ability 25 2 whole has additional causes

of correlation over the first. This would be expected to make the loadings

for g, higher than for gp, and since this actually happens—
at least at certain

ages—it is perhaps not surprising tha
and the traditional in-

t Spearman's g

telligence test have found g, first and adopted it as their guide to tests, and

to conceptions of a general ability factor.
.

;

A second question that some factor analysts will ask concerns the inter-

pretation of the third-stratum version of gr aS 40 historical Eem—that

which operated in the few years before the experiment. Howcan a factor

be something not here at the present moment, but present back in the in-

dividual’s history? The question is highly relevant because We are going to

argue that the fluid ability factor typically found at the second stratum,

and which can be estimated from the individual's present scores on the

primary abilities, is his present fluid intelligence level, but that the single

ability appearing at the third (or fourth) stratum and loading bot second-

stratum gy and g- is the fluid ability of yesteryear, whic
h fathered the Present

fluid ability directly and begot the present crystallized ability out o' past

experiences. So
me special experimental conditions, ©-£- factoring a sample

containing a fair proportion of persons with recent brain injury. or sam:

ples with certain age selections discussed below will be necessary {0 chee

on this. Meanwhile, the case for this interpretation can be discussed in

terms of the basic meaning of factor analysis.
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The notion that factor analysis can be a means of detecting unitary
influences not at present operative, but which have operated in the past is
apparently revolutionary to some psychologists. But, in fact, it has always
been implicit, and sometimes explicit, in the concept of a trait (Cattell,
1946c). A unitary structure may represent some single living influence at
the present moment, or it may be a still-operating set of powers represent-
ing the creative act of an earlier living entity. Even the pattern of an ex-
plosion can be perceived either while the explosion is occurring or from
evidence long afterward. Similarly, a doctor can recognize the specific
pattern in a living patient of the scarlet or rheumatic fever germ which
did its fell work many years before. Or again, the geologist infers from
the pattern of the great circular amphitheater which stands out unique and
unitary in the Arizona desert the action of a single meteor long ago.

In psychology the personality and ability structures, which we recognize
by correlation patterns existing among features of behavior, can represent
either a presently existing influence, e.g., a high state
natively, a set of habits which mutually correlate be
posed together years ago. For example,
adults, some of whom have never skied since they were fifteen, and othersnever, there assuredly will be a substanti:al correlation between ability to doa stem turn andto herring-bone up

a

hill now, low though the abilities andthe correlations may now be.
The nature of the present fluid ability factor is relatively straightforward.We may designate it temporarily as a general, relation-perceiving spanbased onthe magnitude of a neurologicallyefficient cell mass, and appearingas an existing energy in any current behavior. The nature of the factor

» and westill have before‘ pattern apparently composite in its originsappears as a single factor. Empirically, wehave to recemnize that this unitary pattern, longthe target of traditionalintelligence tests, expresses itselfin the school years and for some indefinite time afterwards as a set of highOrrelations among numerical ability, grammatical Sense, size of vocabulary,and other relationally com; 1 . . i
school curriculum, y Plex and abstract skills trained in the typical

of anxiety, or, alter-

cause they were im-
if we take a hundred middle-aged

bonisome forget that Nine-tenths of generalizations and theorizingand that bere intelligence tests are based on observations in school,guesswork en © school age there exists a penumbra much filled in byof purely scholasteos ee Suspicion must be entertained that the roleorigin and in und © experience has been overstressed in explaining its
that after school erstanding its adult form. As to the latter we must note
and otherskills a: a degets of intelligence in different occupationalgineering, in drivin t led to scholastic skills (e.g., skills in selling, in en-
the olderpattern come im makingpies, and in managing small children)disperse—or, at | monto all People whoattend school should begin to

7 least, abrade—and give Way to the rise of new kingdoms.
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Empirically, this means that the correlations constituting the earlier crys-

tallized ability pattern should begin to be less dependable. Probably the main

correlational disturbance arises not so much from the fact that scholastic

skills deteriorate (at differentrates in different people) as from new invest-

mentpatternsarising. Asto the compositeness of crystallized general intelli-

gence, one must recognize that the positive correlations arise not only from

the widespread uniformity of the school curriculum—at least in the three

‘sand the fact that different individuals are exposed to it for different

numbers of years, but they arise also from dynamic causes, in the form of

some children being more strongly interested in all that may be called in-

tellectual matters and school achievement. Examined closely, these influ-

ences that are not g,, and notlength
ol, are themselves

complex. The personality researcher will pry them apart into such demon-

mia (A factor), superego strength (G),

strated contributors as affectothy!

strength of self-sentiment (Q;), and so on. Nevertheless, despite these

composite origins, jt can be shown that in a broad, higher-stratum, factor

analysis, it is not unreasonable to expect (as will be discussed in more detail

below) that the joint effect (in the middle and late school period) would

be a single, broad, crystallized ability factor.
.

However, these composite origins must be kept in mind when we begin

to ask what happens to crystallized general intelligence, and the traditional

intelligence tests that measure it, after school. The crystallized intelligence

factor then goes awry both conceptually and in regard to the practical

predictions to be made from traditional intelligence tests. In the twenty

years following school, the judgmental skills that one should properly be

measuring as the expression of learning byfluid ability must become differ-

ent for different people. If these are sufficiently varied and lack any com-

£ general intelligence begins to disappear. One

1 to that of another or
moncore, the very concept o!

can no longer hope to predict from one ability leve ano}

coronet of commonly Jearned abilities falls

from a test to a criterion. If the

to pieces, the monarchic intelligence concept yanishes. To be more experi

mentally exact, it dies hard rather than yanishes, for early imprinting is

more powerful than the experience in middle life which generates new

general factors for the engineers, the doctors, and the housewives.

But with the decline of the concept, the raison d’étre of the traditional

intelligence test also declines. The practicing psychologist must recognize,

as just seen, that crystallized ability begins after school to extend into

Protean forms and that no single investment such as playing bridge OF skill

in dentistry can be used as 2 manifestation by which to test all people. His

alternatives are then: (a) to sample behavior still more widely than in the

traditional test, using a formula expressing the role of fluid intelligence 10

ih of manydifferent fields (an approach whi

learning in ¢ac ‘
;

might amount {0 producing as many different tests as there ®

tions, ete.); (b) to change completely to fluid intelligence measures, soon

.
teat

to be discussed; OF (c) to continue to measure by the “school versio of
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crystallized ability essentially leaning on what the individual's intelligence

was at the time of leaving school. Admittedly, this relic has considerable

persistence and one would be seriously misled in such adult-testing by tra-

ditional tests only in the case of the child whose schooling was defective,

or the adult who has suffered brain injury.

Thus,in the case wheretraditional intelligence tests are applied to mid-

dle-aged adults, the inferences go awry theoretically and practically to the

moderate extent that the existing crystallized scholastic intelligence is only

a tolerably exact relic. For (a) it has been variously eroded by time, and

(b) it deputizes for a fluid ability that was in existence thirty years before,

not for the present fluid ability. Two projections are involved, in both of

which we do not know enough aboutthe projection formula to be accurate:
the first from the present crystallized ability score backwards to that of
thirty years ago, and the second from the inferred fluid ability forward to

the fluid ability today through mischancesof life as they concern brain

damage.

A very different problem in defining crystallized ability exactly is that of
its basic compositeness, which the sophisticated factor analyst will soon
pose.If the unity of crystallized ability—in the late school period when the
correlations of verbal, mathematical, spatial, etc., judgments are most
adequate andsatisfactory—is really due to (at least) two sources, namely,
commonfluid ability level and common degrees of learning experience in
a common curriculum, why should this appear as a single factor? Surely it
is strictly only a surface trait or correlation cluster produced by the com-
bined action of an inherent individual ability pattern, g&, and a pattern of
education, which we will call S, (to indicateit is a mold in the situation, not
originally in the person).

Figure 6~2 says in geometrical terms that the presentg, projects initially
on two axes (gem) and S,), much ofits variance being accounted for by
Variance on these. It is saying just the same thing as the numerical data in
A-D in Table 6-4, namely, that the “historical” Lem, (the subscript (h)indicating the individual’s level of fluid ability in the preceding years),
qerates, along with educational experience in school and home and some

r uence from personality (in Table 64. imma-turity), in combination to produc {evel of ge ti wetake; e the present level of g.. If we take the
infast ssay »). and (c) in Table 64 and average them, we get,

fluid intelligence, edueati —07 as the loadingcontributions respectively of
tion of crystallized intelli and somepersonality influence in the produc-

ting no hairs” ov the ligence. Incidentally, for the moment we are “split-
them for the ¢er i € meaning of these other factors and simply accepting
sonality. On inte, being as some broad influences of education and per-
contributions fromi examination the former may prove to split into

eral goodness of rote memoryCowen and motivation, and even gen-fear . de intelligence), b nal-
ysis we shall simplycall it “exposure to education” ), but at a broad a
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FIGURE 6-2

The Interaction of Fluid Ability. Time,

and Rote Learning Ability

Curriculum Pressure,

Plots of Thitd-Structure Factors
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6. PROBLEMS OF AUTONOMY
AND PROTEAN INCONSTANCY
OF g.

By now the reader hopefully will see more

insightfully the appropriateness of calling this theory, which recognizes the

fact of a g, and g, duality, the investment theory. It says that g, arises and

hasits particular form as a result of investing a general capacity, gr» 10

suitable learning experience.
In the growing-up period at school, an added coherence and unitariness

of pattern are given to the learning product by the form of the school
curriculum itself and by what the culture (operating through the family
and other institutions outside the school) considers it desirable for young

peopleto learn.

However, in connecting the pattern of loaded performances that we

have obtained empirically with that which might be expected from this

theory, the discerning reader will object that “the things which society be-
lieves a properly socialized person should learn,” will include many things
besides those which are aided conspicuously by g;. It will include good
Manners, moral inhibitions, athletic proficiency, and much rote learning.
Thus, whereas performancesa,b,c, d, e, and f might be the complex kinds
of things that are learned more easily with high g, the somewhat dif-
ferent set of variables a, b, d, s, t, u, and x might be those which the
school and society actually concentrate on teaching. And,if this is the case,
would not the factor of crystallized ability include many “routines” in the
school molding process that are due merely to rote learning and imitation?

Figure 6-2, which portrays the essential nature of this conjunction of
two very different kinds of influence, certainly demonstrates that this could
happen, Many rote-learned skills such as variable ¢ could be far out on
factor Se and have no projection much above zero on gr. However, the
probability of the truth of the subsidiary theory of coincidence of highloadings, necessary to the investment theory, is increased by the savingconsideration that teachers or ““ ” 3 pedagogues” sometimes also are called
pedants . That 3s to say, they are strongly prejudiced in favor of “intellec-

tual education. In spite of the Pressure of “progressives” to stay with finger
Paintings, eurythmics, languages, Jearning without grammatical analysis,
scholatsatteactively free of hard demandsfor mentaldiscipline, enough
concernedwith. °follow a scholastic intuition that education should be
leads to puttin su iects that severely exercise intelligence. That intuition
expression j ne muc emphasis on the abstract subjects—mathematics,

in ‘anguage—whichlie at the heart of manyareas of application.
the physi c © not teach plowing, though they may teach
the peveieeandchemistry which make comprehensible the motor plow or

In short,it is reallon intelligenee ly no accident that institutions of learning concentrateCmanding subjects Significantly more than do the extra-scholasti .tic sources of various more desultory kinds of learning in ourlives.
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Therefore although wwe should expect in Figure 6-2 that some things

oe card games, skill in courtship, might Joad on fluid ability but not

sc ooling, as at c and e, and that various rote learnings would load school-

ing but not intelligence, as at t and u, a definite concentration would be

expected high up in the north-east quadrant through the many perform-

e—familiar to us in the performances

ances, e.g., 2, b, and d in the figur

affected bycrystallized intelligence—which conspicuously Joad both.

With this background let us turn again to the paradox encountered

above that g, looks at one level like a surface trait, yet operates at the next

lowerlevel as a factor in its own right. A surface trait is normally a bunch

of strongly intercorrelating variables produced by overlap of the substantial

effects (of the same sign) of two or more factors on those variables. What

we have here, however,is a surface trait (or possibly just the measures, as

ina traditional intelligence test of the factor Be) at @ higher stratum. Such

a variable has the compositeness of a surface trait at the upper stratum, but

there it must be a factor at the lower

bydefinition and mode of appearing

level, i.e., at the second stratum.

Now we have taken the scientific (not just statistical) model that a

factor is an influence. How can this composite thing have the status of an

influence itself?! Does it, indeed, have the status of an influence? The

d orderit leaves a hyper-

answerto the latter is “Yes,” because at the secon!

ul tide leaves a fringe of seaweed at high-water

ir pilot by the visible

¢ who has captivated

puis of ult and hme

plane,as clearly as @ powerfi

fa ship is proven to the al

Whatthe nature of the emp
js a question to which more

space needs to be given—and fuller further discussion is

sonality field was stated by Allport’s
my,” though this

ion. Nevertheless,

this created cluster oF surface trait in some manner begins to operate

plane, clearly indicate that it has gained powers of self-perpetuation
asa

ability growths and a wide range sve it a life of its own.

intelligence and this newinvestmen

her:
“What is this thing, that

in the sunbeas hier

mark, or as the movement 0

V ofits bow and stern waves.
hatic autonomy is that arises in this offspring

offluid intelligence and learning experience }
given in Chapters

11 and 12. The student will note that 2 somewhat related idea in the per-

“functional autono

was only a name without an explanati
observations of

similar action elsewhere help support the invocation here of the notion that

psychologically
as an independent influence. The

statistical evidence of (a)

development of an extra dimension, and (b) the appearance of 3 hyper-

single entity, and that it enters with other influences into various primary

i of problem-solving
performances. Some

kind of dynamic interest quatities
t

1

At any rate, in the history of the i Il be seen later that fluid

curves of growth and decline.

1 One is reminded of the poctests would-be dindain of the love:

And such ury motes Bt it

Has powst upon Mess
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In spite of this autonomy, and the characteristically high intercorrelation

of the kind of abstract and largely scholastic performances which go into
the traditional intelligence test and which make this factor g. hard to miss
in even the crudest factor analysis, the factor really has a precarious
existence. Cultural change, shift of mixture of areas intellectually fashion-
able, or a change in the school curriculum can weakenits identity and unity

as a discernible factor, even in the teenage school period when it is most
prominent. This decline in a clear-cut, self-conscious, cognitive unity might

also upset its dynamic unity and autonomy. Indeed,in correlational studies
after the school period, in middlelife, it would be hardto find if we took

the various occupational skills developed since school days as the basis of
correlations. As far as we yet know the only safe way—in the crystallized

ability test realm—to compareintelligences of forty-year-olds is to go back,

like a nostalgic alumnus, to the experiences of school days. And these will

deceive us to the extent that they have undergone different degrees of fad-
ing and rchabilitation in different lives. Finally, when we step out and

design tests across cultures, to the extent that we give verbal analogies in
English, classification in Urdu, and synonyms in Swahili, to a hundred
school children from different cultures, we are bound to find that the
crystallized intelligence factor has vanishedinto thin air.

The most important thing to remember aboutthe g, factor on which the
traditional intelligence test leans for its validity is that despite a brief
uniformity in the school period of any culture, it really has a Protean char-

acter. Its shape is forever changing with the social class, age level, sub-

culture, occupational group, nation, and historical era. It happensthatin a
Stable, well-organized, well-knit culture with a powerful school system the

pattern is common enough in form and sufficiently varied in strength of
impress to generate a broad factor having impressive predictive power
from one ability to another, e.g., from a set of six subtests to a criterion
ability. But it is a treacherous thing for any one but a sophisticated psy-chometrist to handle,

A third and last issue of primary importance in understanding the invest-
ment theory isfoment provoked by looking at the third-order analysis (or the
jour in some studies) shown in Table 6—4. Our theory is that the highest,gharene factor in problem-solving and relation-perception (not theenedot ercognitive areas, eB speed, retrieval), standing alone at
the te ord er, is the individual’s historical”, Erchys level of fluid ability atcrystallize ee was invested in learning to produce his present level of
cystalliz ability, We have Given reasons above, e.g., from geology andT sciences, for believing that a factor can in general represent either aPresent entity or an historical entity. In this case, at the third order, itineanaaise of the second-order crystallized ability, out of Learn-‘ fei e father of the Present, second order, gy, out of Time.shouldeepecrmated from & by time only, it may be objected that wee. Forino ah to correlate with (to load, actually) g, decidedly more than¢ variance of thelatter enters also a contribution from a quite
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variablepares experience. However, it can be argued (1) that the life

coe and 0) ay need not run smoothly, for physiological events inter-

ven 1 a ) that we have been unspecific, almost to the point of pre-

ication, about how far back geenin OUT third stratum is supposed to go.

The only logical definition of it is that it represents the gr level over the

crucial formative years of the g- actually measured in the experiment. The

t. This hypothesis

crucial years in the growing child will be the most recen!

bileties. For example, if our subjects are fifteen-year-

brings mathematicalsul

old children, gy) Will have beenat a different (though steadily increasing)

1 would be expected to be

level for all the preceding years, and the g, leve

an integral of fluid intelligence and learning over the curve of growth.

This is set out in formula (6.1) which simply says that during each year

of age Brow» the actingfluid ability level at the time, and S,, the form of the

educational influenceatthe time, interact to deposit so much Bes crystallized

ability. The g. level at any given year is the summation of these products

up to that time, thus:
2 a

Bo, = [ (Bray Se) dt oF [ (eqn) + Se) dt

where a is the t value—the age—atthe time. This could be carried further

by including expressions for the individual growth or change curves of Zr

and S,, and by specifying more precisely their mode of interaction. The

curve for geen) over the growth years might be roughly parabolic (g=t*
)

or have the form g = x(1 — et) while S. would be irregular or perhaps

a gently rising, straightline. The modeof interaction one might be inclined,

psychologically,
to set down as 2 product, put at least in the factor-analytic

framework, and, therefore, in regard to the Joadings of Bren and S, as now

obtained (Table 6-4), we would treat it as a sum. If further analysis shows

interaction to exist (in the statistical sense) some formula may need to be

adopted, having both summation and product terms, but the further work-

ing out of (6.1) derivatives obviously will be much easier if we accept

summation as a sufficiently close approximation.
;

From anticipations of the growth curves, and from factor-analytic
con-

siderations, one can sec that the loadings of £rm OF Er and fe respectively,

should be very different for factorings of a group of ten-year-olds and of a

group of fifty-year-olds.
Jn the former, fluid intelligence 35 rising so rapidly

f f.. That is to $3y>

thatit treads closely on t
a child has10 sooner

al, discriminatory
skills, ¢-8- 19 mathematics,

repre-

senting the limit of action of his gp at, Say nine years, than they are sub-

merged beneath more sophisticated
skills, the learning of which has been

made possible by his rising £r in the next year. In these circumstances
of a

rising ge level and a steady, appropriately
adjusted sequence of learning

we should expect 4 very high correlation of fran with f. of fur with fr and

of gr with ge (A practi
quence is that culture-fair and traditional

intelligence tests would give pretty similar results, just so Tong at We keep

to school children in the same culture.)

(6.1)

acquired judgment
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Onthe other hand, with fifty-year-olds, the g,, if measured by the usual

intelligence test, which harks back to what most of the subjects knew when

they left school, will have its highest correlation with gy of thirty years ago,
and the gym) which comes from factoring such data to the third stratum

would be the gq) of the high-school period. The present g, could well be

something very different indeed, and the correlations of gem) with the

present g; at the second stratum would be expected to be positive but low.
The investment theory thus warns that even when we recognize distinct

8, and g, factors, their nature and value, and meaning in prediction need

to be watched constantly. The matters to be watched and the allowances to

be made will become more fully evident in the next chapters dealing with
natural history, age changes, and physiological andsocial influences.

Theissues in this section are subtle ones, as we were forewarned by the

term “inconstancy of g,”in its title. Perhaps “elusiveness” would have been

better than “inconstancy”. Forit is not that a single thing is inconstant in
its level. Rather the situation is that it changesits very nature with culture
and age, and, like a much-modified, old house, may straggle even into

essentially separate sub-dwellings. A basic issue in g. Which, despite its

fundamental nature, we have thought best to Jeave to the extensive dis-
cussion possible in the nature-nurture analysis of Chapter 10, concerns the
question of whether the investment theory implies that investment of gr in
one g- area meansless investmentin another. If a child is pushed to invest-
in scholastic areas is he likely to be poorer in the social skill areas of g.3
and, if the modern farm boy learns more about calculus will his discrim-
inations be poorer regarding the weather and the song ofbirds? Granted we

accept the undoubted limitation of total interest and hours in a day, the
conclusion must be drawn that growth of g. in one dimension to some
degree (yet to be worked out) means lack of developmentin another. The
ignoringof observations of this kind is back of most claims to have “raised
ce by measuring g. in the areaoftraining only.

ith the aid of Figure 6~3 let us

envenofSecaiasions from the somewhat complex facts and infer-
‘Theinvestment th ird-order factorizations on which they depended.

period invests ite a of gr and g, is thatfluid intelligence in the growing
more abstract festucee eeening Of judgmental skills, particularly in the
achievement is a nes of the school curriculum. The level reached in school
tion, and mem action both of g; and a bunch of opportunity, motiva-

factor, However,th ars which, at first, tend to appear as a single S.
invested pull a im fe crystallized intelligence skills in which & is especially
depend more Rn irom the rest of the school and life-acquired skills which

solving a wide oat memory largely because they have use as tools in
of ability, and its y of Problems, Byself-conscious awareness of this kind
it may iteelt I $ constant use in the school type of performance, later

Acquire unity as an influence and show itself in factor analysisVery soon as an independentf. . segs
relations are finally summarizedinFrewevats. These factorial and causal

now summarize and separate the
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FIGURE 6-3

Hypothesized Causal Action in the Investment Theory
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Nevertheless, although 8. is a very useful entity in prediction of school

performances and tends throughout the school years to be highly correlated

with g,, it is not an entirely satisfactory psychological measurement con-

cept. Forthe pattern of unity will tend to be somewhatdifferent
in different

schools and curricula (and certaintly in different cultures). And, accord-

ing to the jnvestmenttheory,
We would expect that the relation of g, to &

would be better to the gr 4 year or more earlier (that is, to £m) than to

the present gr Jndeed, beyond the school years the correlation of present

g, and present g- may become relatively poor.
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etc., in more modern terms. For example,it has filled in (in a preliminary

way) the most needed knowledge about the population distribution and

age changesoffluid ability and the relationsto crystallized intelligence.

But about the other generalized “powers” as we may call them, such as

speed,g,, retrieval, g-, memorizing, 2m: visualization, py, motor powers, Pm

etc., we know next to nothing. We also know precious little, indeed, about

the primary abilities or agencies (as we shall later designate them), ay, 4a»

a,, etc. Perhaps studentreaders may experience some compensation for this

unsatisfactory incompleteness of the present chapter in finding that the

natural history topic provides some relief—in the form of simple statements

—from the technical complexities of the last two chapters!

Throughout history it has seldom been contested that the summit of

mature intellectual judgment in almost all fields—literature, science, art,

musical composition, and statemanship—is possessed mainly by the group

of males old enough to be mature and experienced but not so antique as to

risk the charge of senility. From this summit, however, the middle-aged

man has seemingly been demoted recently by the discoveries which psy-

chologists have made about abilities. On the one hand it is found that the

peak of fiuid ability indubitably comes muchearlier than middle age, and

onthe other, it is now shown that there-is no apparent basis for men rather

than women claiming this mature intellectual leadership. (It has become

indeed “a time to try men’s souls’—-in more senses than one.)

Asto the equality of women, it is now demonstrated by countless and

large sample researches that on the two main general cognitive capacities

fluid and crystallized intelligence—men
and women, boys and girls show

no significant differences—at any rate, none sustained over all ages and

cultures. Refined analyses at particular age levels may show slight differ-

ences, ¢.g., the tendency of girls to mature 2 little earlier in crystallized

intelligence, and of women in some cultural groups not to grow 10 sothe

lized intelligence during middle age to the same extent 28 mene and

finding which most squarely meets our eye is the equality—when race

culture are equated. eet

How is this to be reconciled with literary insig

qualities of the feminine mind, or the stubborn convict

woman)in-the-street that men are, SAY» more able mee

more competent verbally and perhaps im perception of © ily enoU

ships? These folkloric observations are reconciled readily cnow!

we turn from the broadfield of general intelligence to the primary

and special performances, as shown in Table 7-?- . : -

In euch primaries as spatial thinking, and still more iy mecte

tude, there can be no question that men are substantial rete averageOf

gree such that perhaps only a quarter of women excce ved War Tl when

median, The writer recalls 2 difficult situation 19 Wor

i y asured on the

women commissioned officers jn the Air Force were 10 be me: etee the

he name of equality of opportunity.

same battery as men—in t

ghts about the special

jon of the man- (and

hanically and women

motional relation-

gh when

abilities
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TABLE 7~1

Age Trends and Sex Differences on Primary MentalAbilities

Clark, 1944:

 

 
 
  
 
 

Primary Mental Age II Age 13 Age 15
Abilities Scale (N = 126) (N= 7) (N = 103)

xX c ® c x c

Numbers 85.57 33.20 103.04 30,44 127,85 36.29

Verbal Meani 51.66 22.57 69,94 24.20 87.83 23.55

Space 41.80 31.36 59.35 31.48 83.35 37.02

Word Fluency 41.68 14.65 58.73 16.29 69.24 20.04

Reasoning 31.48 14.66 45.65 17.38 54.99 17.71

 Reprinted with permission ofthe author from M.P. Clark,"*Changesin Primary MentalAbilities with Age,”
Archives ofPsychology, 1944, 291.

Hobson, 1947:

 9th Graders (Approx. 15 yrs.)
Primary Mental Males

 
 
 
 
 

Females
Abilities Scale (N = 222) (N = 250)

x c x o Dif. % Diff.c C.R.
Numbers 126.71 34.38 129.32 31.57 ~—2.6 3.06 —0.85Verbal Meaning 89.43 20.09 91.38 17.32 1.95 1.77. —140Space 83.38 30.62 68.97 30.34 1441 2.79 5.16Word Fluency 68.41 16.62 7517 _17.56 —6.76 1.56 —4.33Reasoning 53.94 14.58 61.72 1500 —7.78 1.36. —5.72

 Reprinted with permission of the author and
ipublisher from J.R, Hobson, “Sex Differences inPrmary Mental Abilities,” Journal of Educational Research, 1947, 41, 126132.

Herzberg and Lepkin, 1954:

Primary Mental

 

mar Age 16
Abilities Scale & Males ¥ Females Potates X Females

(= 76) (N= 113) t (N= 10D) (N=S4) 1+Numbers | 23.91 24.34 — 23.95 22.83 0.72Yerbat Meaning 34.42 35.75 1.22 29.82 32,09 1.68
poe ency 46.16 44.88 2.19? 43.40 48.22 2.567soning 18.01 19.71 1.96 15,71 16.00 _teas

: Significant at 1% level of confidence,ignificant at 5% level of confidence,

Reproduced with permissiion from F. Hi, “Test, Educational and Prycholovtcat MeaneereandM. ren ‘Stuy Of Sex Diterencesi the PMA
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women candidates ‘men on candidatesPerea. fen almost a standard deviation below the

Tan or Kind avae found , anc policy dictated no discrimination, a solu-

the cane anerage ee by adding a constant to bring men and women to

tions. have rae e ore evaluating the individual case. (Similar sugges-

groups.) Incident m le for other bio-social groups, ¢.g.5 racio-cultural

Dut, nezording melly,notoySew
apy at a higher level in boys,

i" ; 1959 wo distinct space factor “ rimaries”

Seenthatcew only one in girls. This investigator found in Swedish

ond boys in girls were superior in both verbal and numerical performances

OP reasoning as well as space.
"

Girls at naas Table 7-1 shows, the balance js redressed in other areas.

fuency, as ages tend to do better than boys in the verbal area and in

ageit 4- vasme (not in terms of precise factors of course) long

anne eloc! Ellis 5 classical study of Man and Woman (1894). Girls

al their we earlier than boys and are popularly believed to keep the lead

against ue C ‘Never argue with your wife: it is only one word of yours

aoelng a reds of hers. ) In the field of school attainmentgirls tend to

Sn esecs ys in English, spelling, and the vocabulary and amount written

tho De ‘oys tend to lead in science, and to some degree in mathematics,

ugh in the sheer numerical speed and accuracy of a,, the numerical

ability factor, girls usually Jead.

thoughvolun section we shall examine evidence in more detail, but, al-

the «cho ne it is not always conclusive. Such conditions as whether

future ee S are coeducational or not, or what skills are tied to prospects of

differentaa
or what the masculine and feminine images mean in

cow on cultures, cannot be kept constant across all experiments. In Mos-

ond d ne may see woman working as street laborers, raking tar gravel,

riving rollers. They are also skippers of ships and constitute more than

half of all practicing doctors. Obviously, interest ‘and experience do much,

formance in mathematics and

&.8.,might account for the boys’ greater per’

girls’ greater numerical skill. Separating whatever may be biological is, as

for a beginning we must be simply descriptive.

usual, a second step, and

2. ON THE MORE SPECIFIC

ABILITY DIFFERENCE
S AND

THEIR SUBTLE PERSONALIT
Y

ASSOCIATI
ONS

Someof the best work on ability differences

s and fortics when the primary abilities

Garrett, Bryan, and Perl

ed tests at nine, twelve,

ability byfifteen

sentence compte-

performance

ability. (This

in the sexes was donein the thirtie

were already beginning to be recognized reliably.

(1935) found girls better jn memorytests and spe!

and fifteen, and boys beginning to Jead in mathematical

years. Schiller (1933-34) found girls better in reading,

tion, and arithmetic computation; boys in number serics:

tests, and arithmetic reasoning, put notreliably $0 in spatial
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TABLE 7-1 a

Age Trends and Sex Differences on Primary MentalAbilities

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Clark, 1944:

Primary Mental Age ll Age 13 Age 15
Abilities Scale (N = 126) (N = 117) (N = 103)

x c xX o xX o

Numbers 85.57 33.20 103.04 30.44 127.85 36.29

Verbal Meaning 51.66 22.57 69.94 24.20 87.83 23.55

Space 41.80 31.36 59.35 31.48 83.35 37.02

Word Fluency 41.68 14.65 58.73 16.29 69,24 20.04

Reasoning 31.48 14.66 45.65 17.38 54.99 17.71

 Reprinted with permissionofthe author from M.P. Clark,“Changes in Primary Mental Abilities with Age,”
Archives ofPsychology, 1944, 291,

Hobson, 1947:

 9th Graders (Approx. 15 yrs.)
Primary Mental —Males

 
 
 
 
 

Females
Abilities Scale (N = 222) (N = 250)

x o x c Dif.X  Diff.c C.R.
Numbers 126.71 34,38 129.32 31.57 —2.6 3.06 —0.85
Verbal Meaning 89.43 20.09 91.38 17.32 —1.95 1.77 —1.10
Space 83.38 30.62 68.97 30,34 14.41 2.79 5.16
Word Fluency 68.41 16.62 75.17 17.56 —6.76 1,56 —4.33
Reasoning 53.94 14,58 61.72 15.00 —7.78 1.36 —5.72

 Reprinted with permission of the author and pubtisher fi ; “ i ;Primary Mental Abilities” publisher from 3.R. Hobson, “Sex Differences in
Journal of Educational Research, 1947, 41, 126-132.

Herzberg and Lepkin, 1954:

Primary Mental

 

mar Age 16 Age 18Abilities Scale X Males ¥ Females X Males ¥ Females
(= 76) (N= 113) 1 (N= 10N(N=50 ¢Numbers 23.91 24,34 — 23.95 22.83 0.72Verbal Meaning 34.42 35.75 1,22 29,82 32,09 1.68
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ord Fluency 46.16 44.88 2.19? 43.40 48.22 2.567
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' Significant at 1% level ofc confidence,? Significant at 5% level of confidence.

Reproduced with permnuion fr‘Tent, Extcational and PrycholoerayateanneereanSistas,© S47 OFSex Diterencesin the PCA
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venon candianes persistently fell almost a standard deviation below the

fon ota ki Hanical aptitude, and policy dictated no discrimination, a solu-

the same an was found by adding a constant to bring men and women to

ions hav verage before evaluating the individual case. (Similar sugges-

eroups.) i bon made for other bio-social groups, ©.8., racio-cultural

ut ae me entally, not only is spatial ability at a higher level in boys,

pear “or ane to Werdelin (1959) two distinct space factor “primaries”

a in boys but only one in girls. This investigator found in Swedish

mples that girls were superiorin both verbal and numerical performances,

and boys in reasoning as well as space.
,

Gis oe as Table 7-1 shows, the balance is redressed in other areas.

fu all ages tend to do better than boys in the verbal area and in

ency, as was noticed (not in terms of precise factors of course) long

ago in Havelock Ellis’s classical study of Man and Woman (1894). Girls

start talking earlier than boys and are popularly believed to keep the lead

all their lives. (“Never argue with your wife: it is only one word of yours

against hundreds ofhers.”) In the field of school attainment girls tend to

outclass boys in English, spelling, and the vocabulary and amount written

in essays. Boys tend to lead in science, and to some degree jn mathematics,

though in the sheer numerical speed and accuracy of a,, the numerical

ability factor, girls usually lead.

In the next section we shall examine evidence jn more detail, but, al-

nditions as whether

though voluminous,it is not always conclusive. Such co

hat skills are tied to prospects of

the schools are coeducational or not, or

future occupations, or what the masculine and feminine images mean in

different cultures, cannot be kept constant across all experiments. In Mos-

cow one may see woman working as street Jaborers, raking tar gravel,

anddrivingrollers.
They are also skippers of ships and constitute more than

halfof all practicing doctors. Obviously, interest and experience do much,

CB might account for the boys’ greater performance in mathematics and

girls’ greater numerical skill. Separating whatever may be biological is, as

usual, a second step, and for a beginning we must be simply descriptive.

MORE SPECIFIC

ABILITY DIFFERENCES
AND

THEIR SUBTLE PERSONALITY

ASSOCIATIONS

Someof the best wor

2. ON THE

& on ability differences

in the sexes was done in the thirties and forties when the primary abilities

were already beginning to be recognized reliably. Garrett, Bryan, and Perl

(1935) found girls better in memory tests and speed tests at nine, twelve,

andfifteen, and boys beginning to lead in mathematical ability by fifteen

years. Schiller (1933-34) found gir
sentence comple-

tion, and arithmetic computation; boys
ries, performance

tests, and arithmetic reasoning, but not relt
tial ability. (This

Js better in reading,

in number s¢

ably so in spo
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last is an aberrantresult.) Concentrating on the mathematical ability ques-

tion Blackwell (1940) brought out an extra factor of “care and exactness”

in girls. One cannot view this and other evidence of better computing, can-
cellation, etc., in girls with better problem-solving mathematics in boys

without suspecting that a personality factor—the greater dominance of boys

and docility of girls—is here projecting its effects into the ability field.
Recent work (e.g., Very, 1967) confirms that there are not only signi-

ficant differences of level, but also systematic differences of ability struc-

ture, in that most factors have some difference of loading pattern and some

have large differences of variance. Until researches concentrate on factor-

analytic technical thoroughness, especially in rotation, it is difficult to

distinguish, however, between differences that are experimental error and

genuine, significant differences.

Recent studies on primary abilities continue to verify, at a descriptive

level, whatis given above and in Table 7-1. Hobson (1947) found girls

leading on W, R, and M (g,, a,, and g,, in ourtriadic indexing below), and
boys decidedly on spatial ability, a,. Meyer and Bendig (1961), at grades
8 and 11 foundgirls higher on V, R, N, and W (ay, ay, ay, and g,, in our later
indexing) the R result being somewhatindefinite, but boys higher on spatial
ability, a,, though not at good significance. Some of the differing emphases
imvarious researches appear due to the groups not being balanced on total
ability, which tends to load verbal more than some other primaries. Thus
Meyer and Bendig found girls leading in what would here be called total
crystallized intelligence by seventeen years of age, which agrees with their
usual and probably personality-based Spurt in achievement at that age
period, for we have shown evidence elsewhere that crystallized intelligence
test measures are contaminated with achievement.

Anextensive research by Herzberg and Lepkin (1954) (see Table 7-1)found that at sixteen to eighteen years girls led on word fluency, verbalcomprehension, and Teasoning, and boys on spatial ability, while numericalability showed no difference. In other countries of the same cultural devel-
aes fe our own (see Ww. ©. Horn, 1960; Vandenberg, 1962), approxi-
comprehensame general differences are seen: girls score higher on verbal
and inductive ayy fluency, 8» and memory, g,, and boys on spatial, as,
ceptual speed poneee with general reasoning, numerical ability, and per-Turnive ee 8 t© one side or the other with age and culture.
hood actually measured achievement one can see these child-x and adolescent primaryability profile differe isting iachievement. But there is something more, f edi avoportie . culturalof adult performance are g ¢, for the disproportions in arcassuggest. Whee far greater than the differences of means wouldy

1

W that leading women scientists, engineers, and musicalcomposers are u iHcommon, but leading women Novelists and poctesses areWidely recognized? Si3 ? Since cultural icti it Hwomen’s capacities have played Festrictions and traditional clichés about
a role in influenci iforma oe encing final opportunity and" nee Nahe Vehistorical cultural count of performance cannot be taken at. in the areas where one would expectlife differences from
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the nature of the actualability test results they certainly appear consistently.

Jn this matter of indirect, personality influences on the final ability per-

formance our discussion impinges on the question ofcreativity and is best

postponedto the more thorough treatment of creativity in Chapter 13. But

the personality qualities of greater conformity and docility in girls, which

partly account for their noticeably better general school examination per-

formance (and especially scores in montonous repetitive tasks) despite

essentially equal intelligence, probably account also for their lower cultural

creativity in later life, where the boys’ independence favors originality.

A proper understanding of sex differences in ability needs to be interpre-

tive as well as descriptive. And the interpretation must systematically con-

sider (1) maturational differences, genetically determined in neurology and

hormonebalances, and (2) culturally produceddifferences through training

for specified roles and ego ideals, and (3) systematic differences in oppor-

tunity. Since description should comefirst, let us summarize all the above

at the data level by indicating that boys tend to excel in spatial and mechan-

ical ability, in performance tests, in problem-solving creativity, and in

achievement in science and mathematical fields. Girls excel in the verbal

primary, in fluency, in numericalability (distinguished from math as speed

and accuracy in the basic operations), in memory and in speed, care, and

exactness in mostrepetitive areas. ‘They also excel in achievement in read-

ing, and in a fairly wide array of school performances such as history and

literature. As to reasoning ability, the results are conflicting and might be

interpreted as a slight superiority of girls in the deductive and of boys in the

inductive field. The majority of these differences hold across most ages and

several national cultures. The mean differences are, however, rather small

compared to individual differences. As pointed outin the last chapter, the

area of primary abilities has so far by no means been mapped completely:

Onesuspects that women might show superiority in certain socio-emotione

skill areas andin esthetic sensitivities which have not yet been included in

pencil-and-paper ability explorations. But the full story of the a ‘lity

jariti and womenis in any case more subtle than a simple

Peeuliarities of me +i uires attention also to interactions with

primary profile difference: it req devel tal period

lity and to changes over the age deve opmental period. .

personality turational interpretation of thelatter, there can be little

Regardingthe m by a different inner clock of maturation causing

doubt that girls are or head in mental—asin physical—development in

them, for example, to be al hae » slower in later adolescence. And the cul-

early adolescence put relatively i aught (in America)

saath i s. For example, being {aug :

tural situation also intrude ars, and by men and women later, with

i irst two yc! oa

largely by women in ther sex standards which this involves, docs some-

all the implicit project! have atiempted fo show)
. and Quast (1965) t >

thing (as GramsHet of boys, and to girls in their experience of

‘0 the early s 3 to a less congenial atmosphere. (Bruner (1957)

moving from a more Oo 2 _ 4
i sry age a contininng

. * of boys recei “ ,

Stresses the “importaney is is 3 etter - ¢ { Western culture, 3¢

tH “ “

maternal warmth; but :
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indicated above, there arises a twist, as it were, in the crystallized generalability, g., so that girls do better in verbal and probably social skills andmen in mechanical. Incidentally, this has been shown on a large scale(nearly 4000 fourth and eighth graders) by Parsley (1964) who reportsgirls significantly better than boys of the same age on reading vocabulary
, boys better on arithmetical reasoning.

ences in school intellectual performance and conclude that these are realenough in the particular areas we have discussed,Butcher (1969) makes a beginning in analyzing the relative importanceof environment andcultural tole by pointing out that reading disability inboys is more common than in girls in America, where women teacherspredominate at the earlier ages, but not in Japan, where half the primaryteachers are male. The matter might also be examined by (1) comparingone-sex and coeducational schools, (2) relating ability differences to the“approved” role differences across cultures (though this could be two-Way causation), and (3) relating the differences to differences in the de-
grees of inheritance found for the abilities. In co-educational schools it ishard to see any experiential difference Sufficient to account for the superi-ority ofgirls in Teading and vocabulary. As to the third approach above—

difficutt.
One must aso bear in ming thedifference may not be in the abilities

8 whichin tu
ce the E factor of dand hasalso a simila:

Possibility that ¢
themselves, it ma

Tn affect the devel
lominance (Cattell,
T Sex difference in

hough the genetic
Y lie in personality
‘Opment of abilities.
1957a) is substan-
most mammals, we

ness of females, which
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Boyne a
year5 aeak

comparing boys’ and girls’ scores over twenty

at 11-4 increased y House Intelligence Tests, found that the scores of girls

prove, an envir more than boys. This again suggests, though it does not

if we assumetronmental effect connected with pupil role and motivation—

by girls than b at these are taken with greater seriousness and acceptance

lieves that a oysin the early adolescent period. Honzik (1963) even be-

and the fouof difference can be shown in the age at which both the level

gence test) b of the child’s intelligence (in the traditional crystallized intelli-

in adults th egin to show higher correlation with those of the parents. Since

with cryst tlned« ofschooling correlate with ability about 0.2 to 0.25, and

com Jel allized ability about 0.3 to 0.40, we are accustomed to a certain

of ch % determined correlation between intelligence of child and years

but not ingof parent. Honzik
found that this appears at three years in girls

. ot until five in boys. Several explanations are possible, but one is,

again, that girls respond more quickly, in crystallized intelligence perform-

ances,to the cultural emphasis.

A priori, unless the natural selection of the hunting field and the domestic

cave, respectively, over half a million years have been far more powerful

than we imagine, one would expect the undoubtedly great biologically

rooted differences between men and women to be likely to express them-

han in abilities.

selves more in temperament and motivation endowments #

For the latter are the servants of all motivations. When the French cry,

“Vive la différence,” we must assume they are not thinking of intellectual

jori, be expected to be a powerful

abilities. Admittedly, culture CO” ">

originator of differences in skills. But the question—of how malleable

feminine abilities may be-—which has received serious scientific attention

since Havelock Ellis’s Man and Woman, and has excited thoughtful com-

mentby eminent writers such as Bertrand Russell, remains of great social

at in a progressive world,

importance. Jf equality of the sexesis to be aimed

the question of the origins of the present differences deserves whatever

small light we can throw on it mow.
.

In the middle-age range¢
_—admittedly not yet on sufficient

although the decline on Er ishere is data

samples—sh
owing that,

cline no different for men

and women, the latter tend to fall behind in the fortics on measures of

crystallized intelligence.
Women who are not exposed to business and

professional stimulation might well be expected to advance less in g&- But,

“g reference to the Protean character of f makes clear,

as the last chapter
u M

these results depend on the investment area 10 which we choose to measure

crystallized ability. Certainly there must be arcas of abstract skills in house-

work and managing children which can grow as a function of the amount

of gr invested, and to which the housewife’s &
can be referred more Cor-

rectly for measurement,
rather than [0 the defunct, standard, scholastic &-

area. On this basis the apparentJow7
sScores of middle-aged women in

traditional crystallized m
o ‘ ‘ould mean nothing except that

the psychologist has made 3 4 ~  festor the woman a poor choice

of area of intelligent self »)
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Servations comparable to those in Tab!in speeded Perceptual and motor tasks. Whtheorist is that perc

Penetrating decisions typically
sonality factor, which is <}

. » Activation, and P.U.LS, Adrenergic Response
(Cattell, 1957a)), o

ergic and chol
Physiologically responsive to estrogen

and androgen concentrations.

. ‘cal

Suchrelations of ability performances to personality and to physiologic:
conditions undoubtedly Occur, but have Teceived little attention as yet from

Psychometrists in the ability field. Theyare discussed in a more systematic
framework in Chiapters 12 and g, Tespectively. One must keep in mind that

in the traditional ability-testing Situation one deliberately sets out—and to
STee succeeds—to Bet separation of ability from personal-

ity factors. But in life Performances

3. INTELLIGENCE CHANGES INTHE GROWTH PERIOD ANDTHE PROBLEM OFINTELLIGENCE UNITS ANDDISTRIBUTION
After an

Period co:
Whole issu
World is tj

nsequently will
© Of definin
ed up with

happens, the be the concern ofWhere in the ig the distribution ofthis growth curve, fo.

this section. As it
intelligence any-
r it has hitherto
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provided the basis for units of intelligence increment. So both distribution

and child growth rates become interwined issues at this point.

Two discoveries in relation to age marked the early work onintelligence

in this century. First, increase on intelligence test performance ceased re-

markably early—around fourteen to fifteen years. If middle-aged adults

have a better intellectual performance than junior high school children it

must be on someother type of performance for which the good old word

“wisdom” may suffice temporarily. (The still more shocking discovery that

the typical intelligence test performance may actually decline after about

twenty had yet to be accepted.)

Secondly, a useful law about age

the growth years. Stern’s proposal

in an intelligence quotient, derived

concept,

and intelligence was found to hold over

that individual differences be expressed

from Binet and Simon’s mental age

_ mental age > 100

actual age

proved eminently practical. Its practical use was significantly aided by the

ensuing discovery that this particular value tended to remain constant over

the individual's period of growth. Obviously, if development stops at four-

teen years, this index as it stands ceases to be constant thereafter. The law

holds only over the growth years. If so promising an index of individual

intelligence differences js to be retained into adultlife (ie., if we are to talk

of 1.Q.’s for adults) we must obtain a translation—a rate of exchange—

between 1.Q. and some feature of the distribution curve, and then assume

that this translation rate from percentile to 1.Q. continues to hold among

adults as it does among children.
oo. .

For as yet there is no platinum bar for intelligence units, such as the

measure for a meter of length originally preserved in Paris. The suggestion

below (page 429) that all perceptual relations can theoretically be built

into a hierarchy of complexity (as instanced in Line’s work, Figure 5-1)

may some day lead to such an objective, nonbiological basis for designat-

ing equal units of increment in complexity of problems solved. Butat pres-

ent the unitis bio-social, tied down with respectonly toa particularly racial

and cultural spread of scores. A mental age unit isthe average increase In

test performance ina particular year ina certain racio-cultural group,

though later it may be averaged across many.
ste

Another “given” pbio-social measure IS the spread of scores on anintelli

gence test for ail people at one age. From this well-known normal distri-

bution curve,” as shown in Figure 7-1, we can obtain standard score units

defined in terms of so manyrawscore units in the test. Thus it 1s possible,

beginning with the actual raw score, to express the seatter of a population

all members of which stand at 3 given age in terms of mental age units (or

I
“ ishing” ~* teen ycars as

1.0.’s if we take the growth-finishing
ar Tyeurteen to fifl 3

our denominator).
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FIGURE 7-1

Normal Distribution of intelligence for Crystallized and
Fluid Intelligence

   

 

Crystallized Intelligence, 9,
(Traditional Intelligence Test)

Fluid Intetigence, a
(Cukure-Fair Test)  

a marked and int

ce tests measuring g., and culture-.

resting difference is found between
fair intelligence tests

; say, the § -four instead of one ofTest, the Wechsler ATS fosre yeord, the British Intelligence» and the WAY fi
sixto tn “ge increase per year on the. Xn cither case, granted that (a) we© fift
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It is useful, since we are accustomed to think in terms of the magnitude

of the childhood IQ. and its implications, to continue this convenicnt,

though now abstract, 1.Q. in dealing with adult intelligence levels, But the

standard I.Q.—and indeed any 1.Q.—is a value that needs to be watcheg

critically. The meaning is not always what it seemsto be, and even whey

more carefully formulated, the present formulations have weaknesses that

should have been examined and eradicated years ago. Muchofthe alleged

instability of individual 1.Q. values mayreally lie in these weaknesses of

formulation.
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A fourth source of error or instability in 1.Q.’s arises from consideringthe distribution of mental ages in a given year(asit affects the above cal-culation) to be that of the ideal normal curve. As Sir Cyrit Burt mscogently argued from widely assembled data,it is highly probable that theLQ. distribution curve—at least in Western European cultures—is notsymmetric but is skewed slightly in some populations to the lower, and inothers to the upper end, as in Figure 7-2 (continuous line, upper andlower). If the upper should prove to be more correct, a likely interpretationwould be that mating is more assortive—intelligent tending to marry intelli-gent and vice versa—at the upper than at the lower partof the intelligencen addition we have to consider the probability that the curveis leptokurtic (7~2a)or platykurtic (7-2b), departing from the true nor-mal curve, by constituting what Karl Pearson called a “Type 4”distribution.Such a curve could result from genetic mechanisms which allow a few rela-tively large genic effects to operate along with a predominance of smallPolygeniceffects. It should be noted that the urban data in Fig. 7-2(a) isfrom an industrial city where the immigration of semi-skilled Jabor may

is real individuality
“late developer” for an
that is really certain is

differences in length of maturation perj for
indivi eee

period were folmoreals ns of adult mental age from childhood 1.Q. could befar the maturation-span Concept is more discussed\ Ove, a parallel Phenomenonto this effect,
rily in 8Occursin the diffe

© achieved by suitably correctingse defects, the LQ. remains probably
x, and, Properly calculated and used, conveys morein-

the most Useful indeformation than most
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FIGURE 7-3
;Growth and Plateau Onset in Fluid and CrystallizedGeneral Intelligence
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fifteen years, andiftest results went back that far, perhaps some marked
differences would be found, as have been found in lesser degree between
1915 and 1945. It is certainly noticeable, as the present writer showed
in 1933, that as one takes groups experiencing a longer education, the
Supposed fourteen-to-fifteen cessation point extends to seventeen, eighteen,
and beyond whenusing crystallized ability measures. Similarly, in regard to
decline ofg., the work of Burns (1966), Nisbet (1957), and Owens (1966)
Suggests, and Vernon (1969) has pointed out, that there is less decline in
those ofinitially higher ability.

It is the “spread” of I.Q., however, that has occasioned most comment
and speculation. The magnitude of the spread,i.e., the standard deviation,
of adult mental ages, whenit first became apparent, was a matter of aston-

ishment to thinking people. Few other human characteristics (¢.g., stature,
blood pressure) show such a coefficient of variation, As Burt, Terman, and

others were quick to realize, it meant that some members ofthe same adult

community could be considered two or three times as “old,” “mature,” or
“advanced”as others. Indeed, if we bring in a new scafe—that of human

evolution over a million years—-and take an acceptable exchange rate from

mental age to brain weight (inferred from fossils and corrected for body

size), we have, living side by side in modern communities, people some

hundredsof thousandsof years apart in evolutionary level.
The problem for our immediate consideration, however, is why this

scatter (see Figure 7-1) should be so conspicuously greater with culture-
fair tests. (Indeed, it was this discovery of the wider scatter which con-

stituted one of the early pieces of evidence provoking the theory of distinct
fluid and crystallized intelligences.) One explanation of the lesser g, scatter

is that classroom education is dominated by the organizational necessity
(and sometimesalso a questionable egalitarian philosophy) of concentrat-
ing most on the backward while making the bright mark time. This does

not allow the crystallized abilities to get so far apart as they would if the
differences of fluid ability received their natural return on investment.

There is little doubt that our understanding of the age changes and the
population ability distributions on intelligence will become much clearce
as more data become available separately on fluid and crystallized intelli-

gence measures, But technical issues of the kind discussed above now nced

to be worked out more explicitly. In regard to the effect of cultural condi-

tions, especially in the school, upon the g, distribution relative to that of gr,

experiment could casily be done. For example, one could contrast an

ordinary single-stream school with onc in which arrangements are made

for, say, at Icast four different ability-level streams within cach age. in

regard to effects on culture-fair and traditional 1Q. s. (Some approach to

this was made by Borg (1965), but still with ambiguous results. Children

would need to be in such distinct systems all their school fives for results

to showclearly.) : . hunt

Let us start with the basic “ that in any sysiem of show

organization-—indeed in life ‘ : fice accumulutes as a funcuen
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URE 7-3
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fifteen years, and if test results went back that far, perhaps some marked

differences would be found, as have been found in lesser degree between

1915 and 1945. It is certainly noticeable, as the present writer showed

in 1933, that as one takes groups experiencing a longer education, the

supposed fourteen-to-fifteen cessation point extends to seventeen, eighteen,

and beyond when using crystallized ability measures. Similarly, in regard to

decline of g,, the work of Burns (1966), Nisbet (1957), and Owens (1966)

suggests, and Vernon (1969) has pointed out, that there is less decline in

thoseofinitially higher ability.

It is the “spread” of LQ., however, that has occasioned most comment

and speculation. The magnitude of the spread, i.e., the standard deviation,

of adult mental ages, whenit first became apparent, was a matter of aston-

jshmentto thinking people. Few other human characteristics (e.g., stature,

blood pressure) show such a coefficient of variation. As Burt, ‘Terman, and

others were quick to realize, it meant that some members of the same adult

community could be considered two or three times as “old,” “mature,” or

“advanced” as others. Indeed, if we bring in a new scale—that of human

evolution over a million years—and take an acceptable exchange rate from

d corrected for body

mental age to brain weight (inferred from fossils an

size), we have, living side by side in modern communities, people some

hundredsof thousands of years apart in evolutionary level.

The problem for our immediate consideration, however, is why this

scatter (see Figure 7-1) should be so conspicuously greater with culture-

fair tests. (Indeed, it was this discovery of the wider scatter which con-

stituted one of the early pieces of evidence provoking the theory ofdistinct

fluid and crystallized intelligences.) One explanation of the lesser g- scatter

is that classroom education js dominated by the organizational necessity

(and sometimes also a questionable egalitarian philosophy) of concentrat-

ing most on the backward while making the bright mark time. This does

not allow the crystallized abilities to get so far apart as they would if the

differences of fluid ability received their natural return on investment.

Thereis little doubt that our understanding of the age changes and the

population ability distributions on intelligence will become muchclearer

as more data become available separately on fluid and crystallized intelli-

gence measures. But technical issucs of the kind discussed above now need

to be worked out more explicitly. In regard to the effect of cultural condi-

tions, especially in the school, upon the g. distribution relative to that of gf

experiment could casily be donc. For example, one could contrast an

ordinary single-stream school with onc in which arrangements are made

for, say, at least four different ability-level streams within each age, in

regard to effects on culture-fair and traditional 1.Q.’s. (Some approach to

this was made by Bors (1965), but still with ambiguous results. Children

would need to be in such distinct systems all their school lives for results

to showclearly.)

Let us start wit

organization—indee

n any system of schol

nh the basic assumption that ii
as a funcned

din life Hselfexperience
accumulates
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FIGURE 7-4
Primary Abilities Age Changes Over the SchoolPeriod
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of chronological age. It is surely likely that persons in any one age group

will be more uniform in amount of experience than they are in levels of

endowmenton g, but in what follows we assume that coefficients of varia-

tion for g; and e are equal. Let us work out what would happen to the ge

and g, 1.Q. sigmas in consequence. Essentially, as we have seen, the stan-

dard deviation of 1.Q.is a function of the ratio of between-age-group and

within-age-group variances. If (see Cattell, 1963a) og) defines the vari-

ance of fluid ability score within any one age group, i.e., across persons

(hence the p subscript to sigma) and ora) is the variance of fluid ability

across the various age group means (across age = a, say for the means on

ten successive year-groups); then the sigma of crap will be a linear func-

tion, say k,of this, ie.,
Thy) (7.1)

TKa)"

dividuals in experience, whichis the

stallized intelligence, and o,¢,) the

the standard devia-

 
F1.Qy =

If we call op) the variance among in

new ingredient converting fluid to cry:

corresponding variance across yearly experience means,

tion ofthe crystallized intelligence J.Q.will be:

 

   
    

  

ozpy tt Fey 1 2rteTtoyFoew
(7.2)

aay FH Fatay HF Prtecar7trar%ecad

s the correlation of intelligence and experience for individuals

(people) and frecay for means of age groups. The latter will be unity (for

the group as a whole increases in experience as it increases In intelligence),

the former perhapsslightly positive. With this reasonable assumption,

O19 teis going to be Jess than Orc Only if both Trew and Treta) reached.

unity and 07.¢p)/07eta) Were greater than the corresponding ratio for o7;¢p>/

7,4 Wouldthis fail to be true:

Tt will be evident from the above that—so long as we talk of I.Q.’s, or, at

least, go beyond meaningless raw scores in some otheryasions

i fi

sions

abo istribution of intelligence cannot be separated from conclusi

tout the die
a

nd g, that questions

about age changes. The latter are so different for ga t stic

Ff t est asked separately for fluid and crystallized abilitics.

on this theme are b
:

A stable answer can be more definitely given for the former. Sincehe

genetic make-up of a population changes relatively slowly; and anid a iity

is more genetically based
(see Chapter 10), valucs fixed for age chan ud

LQ. deviation in culture-fair tests may remain firm landmar s. Bu in

regard to crystallized ability we may have to change our standar hare and

our thinking even with such sociological changes asoccur int ic ric sp: ‘

of one gencration. If, for example, school efficiency increase inthe sehe

bringing more average gain from ycar to year in crystallized ab! ities vith

out affecting individual differences), the standard 1.Q. desiation oO

lized ability would become still Iess. On the other hand; if s¢ 100 c ines

increased in the direction of producing a higher correlation between

01.9.4= k

where Tyecp) i
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“6. tag? nd byability and learning opportunity, e.g, by streaming’ of classesan test
scholarships giving opportunity to ability, the traditional ee
Standard deviation would increase, approachingthatoffluid abi Y-

4. DISTRIBUTION PROBLEMS
CONNECTED WITH DEFINING
INTELLIGENCE, ESPECIALLY
IN INFANCY
The attempts of psychologists to be precise
telligence—its growth rates and its distrib—require attention to still other problems than those of units and

age at which a plateauis commonly reached. Although we have been caiful to define intelligence, as g, and &, before asking aboutits age and pop-ulation distribution, and although we have recognized that g, will beProtean and local to a culture, some difficulties still await us. First, evenwith gr as a factor, it will change its mode of expression with age, as fac-tors always do, and, second, we have spoken of the population, ignoringteal biological differences in expression ofintelligence and rate and dura-tion of maturation that might be peculiar to certain strains.St, we are familiar with factor-analytic evidence thatperformances which are “saturated” (to 0.7 or 0.8) by the g; factor at onemental age may be much less saturated at another. For example, ordinarysmall multiplication and divisionums are loaded appreciably on intelli-sence at ten or eleven years of age, but scarcely at all among universityStudents; and form boards, like the Séguin or Goddard, are good intelli-
gence measures with six-year-olds or mentally defective adults, but scarcely
with normaladults, With thelatter thization but largel

ey become measures partly of visual-y of the speed factor, for the relation eduction demanded
is too simple,

Over mostof the School-age Tange thereis little doubtthat our age plots
are dealing with the same entity—g. or & according to which we are out
to measure-—provided we adjust the weights given to the subtests to what
3S appropriate at each age, as shown by the factor Structure. The technical
Problems of bringing about this adjustment to age, on a Continuous scale
for intelligence level, have beenclarified elsewhere (Cattell, 1969b, 1970a)
in the isopodic and equipotent techniques, The real obstacle to continuing

identity 1S encountered at the j level. It does not concern how

theoretically to handle the “changing weight” problem butarises from the

Sheer absence of suitably gathered and analyzed data Fegarding the form

of Pression ofintelligence,
Banding the

M spite of the Steadfast Pursuit of researches
el

(cee StansNancy Bayley C1949), eae Cate(2080) neeae!
Hofstactter (1954), Richards and NelsonfG28PSs), rit (1960),

others, wearestill, to Some extent, groping 1

about the natural history of in
tio

TC

for a firm Conception of what
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happensstructurally during the first five years. Bayley’s work has the solid

value of all programmatic research, and in this case the Berkeley growth

study has explored the same subjects over forty years. Yet, for structural

factor-analytic purposes, @ sample of twenty-five is practically useless.

(Bayley rightly kept boy and girl samples separate, the total now being

twenty-five on each.) Such variables were used as “eye movements in visual

following” (used by Gesell and lg) at two to three months; “responsive-

ness to people” at three to seven months; “perceptual interest” at two to

three months and again at fifteen to seventeen months; “manual dexterity”,

four to seven months; “vocalization”, five to fourteen months; and “object

relations”, ten to seventeen months.

These variables obviously cover personality as well as cognitive function

in any case, unavoidable at
dimensions, which is perhaps desirable, and i

this age. (The researcher should, however, be alert to recognize personality

factors in the outcome, which he has not always done.) At the same time,

the choice of variables to cover cognitive function has generally Jacked,in

these preschool and infant level researches, several kinds of performance

that regard for Spearman’s g (or, more recently, gr and ge) would definitely

suggest. (The tendency has been to make up measures from performances

in children’s play, rather than set up experimental measures that theory,

e.g., in animal experiment, would suggest.) Furthermore, instead of attack-

ing the problem of structure in what is ultimately the only satisfactory way

—by a delicate and comprehensive factor-analytic research across many

variables and carried throughfirst and second orders—the child researchers

have tended to take a second-best approach. This consists in measuring

behavior in the infancy period of “unknown structure” and trying to find

what it means by correlating with intelligence test scores from the same

children when they reach intelligence testable age. In the Bayley data this

has meant correlation with later performance (up to thirty-six years of age)

on verbal comprehension, which we can consider a good measure (as far

as any rather specific test goes) of Be and a fair one for gr. A striking fea-

ture of the results is the differences of males and females. “Response to

persons” at 10-30 months, rated “happiness” 11-24 months in females,

“shyness” 11-24 months in mates, “positive behavior” in males 10-36

months, had apparently 2¢ro correlation with later intelligence scores. In-

telligence through youth and adult life correlated negatively with “high

activity” at 11-24 months but positively with “getivity” at 21-32 months.

Incidentally, this is onc of the few pieces of evidence bearing
onour theory

( below page 155) that individual differences in intelligence arc tied up with

biological differences in maturation, and that early motor maturation 1

associated with lower final intelligence level.
.

The variables which showed some consistent positive correlation ( thoueh

“calmness

only over these same 25 cases) with later intelligence were "

(about 0.3 in males),
about 0.3 in males, and shy-

“positive behavior",
:

ness", about 0.2 females. The last has bearing on the speculauee hypothess

y, endowmen
(page 370) that a large &¢ tis a hazard 3s far as peastaleg
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anxiety in early years is concerned. Bayley’s data was also directly factored
by Hofstaetter (1954) yielding three factors, which changed greatly0

contribution to the variance during thefirst three years. Both the scan i es
of the data sample and the method of jactoring used prohibit any firm in

i ¢ analyses just discussed with other evidence. ;
Powextencne psychometric research at the infancy level, using me
somewhat defective factor analytic techniques of the thirties by Richards
and Nelson (1939) (cross sectioning at six, twelve, and eighteen months)
gave an alertness and a motor general factor at the lowest age, while at the
highest the alertness factor showed itself as spreading into an alertness-
language pattern. Abovethis age the work of Meyers, Dingman, andothers,
for example Schiller (1933—1934), hit upon what seemed to be primaries,
in the Thurstone sense, At 36 to 42 months Hurst (1935) found six fac-
tors, which, however,still seem,like those of Richards and Nelson, to beat the secondorder. His “finding relations” and “motor coordination”couldwell be their “alertness-language” and “motor.” In addition he has per-sonality factors of “Willingness to Cooperate,” and “persistence” whichTemind one of A, aiffectothymia, and C, ego strength, as well as a broadability factor of Perceptual speed and a smaller one of spatial reasoning.In view of the inadequacies of factor analytic technique that haveplagued these pre-school level analyses of ability structure, and led to in-Consistentresults (from which we havetried to salvage a consensus above),Kulhavy and the present writer undertook to start afresh from the “groundfloor” in 1969-1970, Data was obtained from no fewer than 14 researcheson samples extending from eighteen months to five years of age. Theseextensive and sound Tesearche:S included the correlational studies at three,four, andfive years on the Stanfi‘ord-Binet (McNemar and others); the verythorough studies by Stott and Ball (1965, 1968), with the help of Merri-

field, at 2,3, 4, and 5 on the Merrill Palmer; and the studies by Cattell andBristol (1933), Cattell (19674 » and Damarin and Cattell (1968). Un-
fortunately, exceptfor the two last, even these lack inclusion of nonability
variables to create hyperplane:

u
S for definitive rotation of any factor that

might be found general to all
. 7

ability Performances.; The Outcome for the thr
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e child at birth is fully differ-
traits and not atall in the innate. After all, th

he changesin size therafter
entiated as to its physical organs, and though

the maturations in form are comparatively minor.

The main finding in the ability arca fits this principle and does not

support the speculations about dramatic changes. What emerge as primary

abilities at three years of age (and from two through five) are almost as

numerous as those found by Thurstone (1938) and Horn (1965) at the

adult level, and when these in turn are factored one obtains at the second

order level about half a dozen broad (“general”) factors as at the adult

level, two of which justify the labels “fluid” and “crystallized”intelligence,

while others are the general speed, and retrieval (fluency) factors found

before with adults.

The techniques necessary for coordinati

fourteen researches were complex, and mu:

and Kulhavy, In press, 1971). Objective test t

significance of primary rotations were uniformly applied across the fourtecn

researches. Then since the same variables had been used across subsets of

these studies, the pattern matching indices showed the same primary factors

repeating across them. Actually some fifteen primaries were located, but

only the most “hardy” twelve were carried to a second order analysis as

shown in Table 7-2.

ing findings across as many as

st be read elsewhere (Cattell

s for numbers of factors and

TABLE 7-2

Pre-SchoolIntelligence
Structure:

Factors AmongPrimary Abilities

Second-Stratum

Second-Siratum
Factors

   

 

  

Primary Ability Factors

Motor Speed

Memory for Instructions

Verbal Facility

Manipulative Spatial Skill

Perceiving Relationships

Extracting Explicit Spatia

Fast Cube Manipulation

Visual Form Completion

Pyramid Building

10, Inductive, Constructive Reasoning

11. Cultural Level in Visual Matters

12, Visuat Perceptual Memory
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ta one decimal
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anxiety in early years is concerned. Bayley’s data was also directly factored
by Hofstaetter (1954) yielding three factors, which changed greatly in we

contribution to the variance during thefirst three years, Both the scantines
of the data sample and the methodof factoring used prohibit any firm inte-
gration of the analyses just discussed with other evidence. ‘ag th
More extensive psychometric research at the infancy level, using e

somewhat defective factor analytic techniques of the thirties by Richards
and Nelson (1939) (cross sectioning at six, twelve, and eighteen months)
gave an alertness and a motor general factor at the lowest age, while at the
highest the alertness factor showeditself as spreading into an alertness-
languagepattern. Abovethis age the work of Meyers,
for example Schiller (1933—

in the Thurstone sense. At
tors, which, however,

Dingman,and others,
1934), hit upon what seemed to be primaries,
36 to 42 months Hurst (1935) found six fac-

still seem, like those of Richards and Nelson, to beat the second order. His “finding relations” and “motor coordination” couldwell be their “alertness-language” and “motor.” In addition he has per-sonality factors of “willingness to cooperate,” and “persistence” whichremind one of A, affectothymia, and C, ego strength, as well as a broadability factor of Perceptual speed and a smaller one of spatial reasoning.In view of the inadequacies of factor analytic technique that havePlagued these pre-school level analyses of ability Structure, and led to in-consistent results (from which we have tried to salvage a consensus above),Kulhavy and the present writer wv

; the veryall (1965, 1968), with the help of Merti-field, at 2, 3, 4, and 5 onthe Merrill Palmer; and the studies by Cattell andBristol (1933), Cattell (19679 » and Damarin and Cattell (1968). Un-
fortunately, except for the twolast, even these lack inclusion of nonabilityVariables to create hyperplane: definitive rotation of any factor that
might be found general to all ability Performances,The outcome for the thr

:
te ¢ ee through five year range was surprisingly
oe Essentials to what has been found at higher ages, The outcome
even sone and a half and ~ Years was not incompatible with a singlegence and the Provincials (visualization, motor facility, etc.)ause ourresults clearly indicated certain

“differentiation” accom-
ty structure of a six year

old, and that a three-year-
ality this has not praved

P only from about 20 to 15,environmental mold” types of

Cture. In perso;
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traits and notat all in the innate. After all, the child at birth is fully differ-

entiated as to its physical organs, and though he changes in size therafter

the maturations in form are comparatively minor.

The main finding in the ability area fits this principle and does not

support the speculations about dramatic changes. What emerge as primary

abilities at three years of age (and from two through five) are almost as

numerous as those found by Thurstone (1938) and Horn (1965) at the

adult level, and when these in turn are factored one obtains at the second

order level about half a dozen broad (“general”) factors as at the adult

level, two of which justify the Jabels “fluid” and “crystallized”intelligence,

while others are the general speed, and retrieval (fluency) factors found

before with adults. .

The techniques necessary for coordinating findings across as many as

fourteen researches were complex, and must be read elsewhere cnet
and Kulhavy, In press, 1971). Objective tests for numbers of pehe

significance of primary rotations were uniformly applied across the four’ '

researches. ‘Then since the same variables had been used across ee 3

these studies, the pattern matching indices showed thesame Poe° but

repeating across them. Actually some fifteen primar aed onal sis as

only the most “hardy” twelve were carried to a second order analy

shown in Table 7-2.
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The natures of the primaries (illustrated in 1 through 12 in Table 7-2)
can be studied as to their loadings on actualtests (Cattell and Kulhavy,
In press 1971); but it will be noted that something akin to verbal, per-ceptual, and spatial (though not numerical) abilities appear. The labels ofprimaries in this research has deliberately been kept descriptive rather thaninterpretively formal, so that, for example, “Memory for Instructions” or“Alertness to Instructions and Maintenance of Sets” is used where someinvestigators might speak of a “Memory Factor.” Certainly there are someprimaries here,e.g., “Pyramid Building,” which descriptively are quite nar-tow. With two or three of the primaries not listed in Table 7-2 showingnarrownessto particular pairs of Merrill Palmeror Stanford-Binet tests onewould have to be cautious in Saying that as manyas fifteen are definitelyon the samelevel as the usual primaries. But the numberis not significantlydifferent from that at later ages,

Atthe second stratum level, the results again show, as just mentioned,a set of five or six general capacities (including, perhaps, a provincial
choollevel; see page 106 above). Here wesee a fluid general intelligence source trait (No. 1) shown mostly in per-ceiving relationships and in reasoning, but also in followinginstructions andin extracting explicit spatial relations. Two others factors—2 and 6—havehigh generality, and we shall discuss in a moment their relative claims tobeingcrystallized intelligence and general retrieval (fluency). Meanwhile,itis evidentthat there are two “provincials”—p’s—as recognized before, one,No.4, Which appears to be motor and manipulative skill, as observed alsobythe investigators above, and one which is definitely visualization (No. 5).Whatis interpreted here as the general speed factor, g, (No. 3), has

unusually large investment in motor speed and admits of other interpreta-

>

as such, as ir a ons (not verbal vocabulary understandingA curious feature is that despite oblique simple Structure (which in the
ability field generally eliminates bi-polar factors) there are several ap-
Preciable negative Correlations in Table 7-2. Our Conclusionis that at this
age abilities will show more effects of Motivation and Personality relations
on inter. Thus the Negative loading of 8 on “Memory for Instructions”
instrawionsee fue to ‘mpulsiveness in speed interfering with following
capacity « 3 sain, oth motorskill (p,,) and whatwetake to beretrieval
apa be, Pparently interfere with inductive reasoning (loadings of

. is mean that there are More “either/or” Tigidities in ways ofat this age? The Present writer's observations of four-year-ded (Cattell and Bri.
t S pieces of chocolate were7 cage boxe: ji

nature as KGhler's experi ge S (the designs were of the samePeriments with chimpanzees), and some inductive
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howevertherfeet ways of reaching the chocolate. It was noticable,

would by habit te ee boys who had shown strong manipulative skills

below average a ) lever the wires apart, and thus actually performed

of abilities it on the reasoning approach. Thus in periods of rapid growth

with experie is conceivable that talents in one will for the time interfere
the intent nce needed for the growth of another. In the fullness of time,

for all abi ‘tion of ability with experience will have a chanceto fulfill itself

all abilities, and these negative correlations should disappear.

ai’ the main mystery at the twoto five year level concerns the

oxi of earlier researches to come up with a clear answer either on the

xistence of a Spearman goron the form of the “embryonic”division into

wtand Be (crystallized intelligence). The present results across fourteen

&i arches give a highly internally consistent answer which we must now

discuss. The massive Joading of Factor 1 on perceiving relationships and

inductive reasoning are central to fluid intelligence and leave little doubt

i so naming it. Two other factors—No. 2 and No. 6—are general enough

to need consideration as a possible crystallizedintelligence.

ki Now we must be alert to the fact that at this early age the form of crystal-

Zed intelligence might be substantially different from that to which we

have been accustomed over the ages from seven to seventy. Crystallized

intelligence is the set of judgmentalskills from investing g; in those cultural

activities which need high g,. From seven on they are the school curriculum

~verbal, mechanical, social and numerical skills, for example. At three

Years of age the most complex activity encountered is language, so We

Should certainly expectit to load that. In lesser degree, however, it would

énter into such activities as putting on one’s clothes, learning the rela

amongrelatives, and—much more than Jater—into mechanical skills wit

Wood blocks, doors taps, and so on. Except forits negativeloading in

Inductive reasoning No. 6 would have appreciable claim to being ot.

ed intelligence, but No. 2 has the heaviest loading on verbal th ne rela

ing, and memory forinstructions, while still having loadings on the
tion Perceptions which are normal in any intelligence wh

Porgy, No, 2abledeslre, mii
generat ulatively put up for fur hei, o tests other than manipulative

ones nay ged» On the assumption Te ninhibited low of acti (The
reason he been introduced to catch this unt alternatively 35 4x instes

of g., willbeeen crystallized intelligenc sinus

explained shortly. . retical ind.ca>

tnt” above analysis is thusoffered as a ftnoof aoe eally peti
ent be tested especially by (a) a wider fmited span in the Stanferd-

inet tray of behaviorable variables than ne of nonabilt tes 1

Pennit Booferrill-Palmer, (>) ieder “The six second enter 2
able py rotation at the third© thie omer, and deliver 2 re

Mueture , lave been carried to u oa ie, the fluid genet vd tess

Bence cry similar to that in Table O- os both the pressat be

Preceding the age of testing deternus

que ©
intetue
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and part of the present crystallized level. But without the “hyperplane
stuff”the rotation does notjustify reproduction here, . . .

Actually, theory would expect that the form of crystallized pace
would be more vague and of smaller common variance here and in me ughage than in the school years and the following decade—say seven thro' Lat
twenty-seven years. For whereas the curriculum is reasonably uniform, theat the same time applied unevenly as to time length in our population, fonpre-school home environmentis less uniform and all are exposed to itthe same time. Mechanical toys, parental vocabulary, siblingstimulation,and visual acquaintance with pictures of objects not seen daily will varyenough, however, to begin the creation of a second “invested intelligencein culture” factor, and it would seem that the pre-school researches abovepoint uniformly to such an 4g pattern—at least in the middle and lowermiddle class subjects taken,

Jn conclusion as far as these ten to twenty adequate researches go, the
well. In reference to the developmental stages. .,it would seem that the main structures, gs, pst, though the particular a’s are somewhatdiffer-

through twoto five years,

iLe., about structure, there remain here also some
out the curve of age development. We need, in
© proposition debated above that different human

is faster and its

the term intelligence, because we are in doubt abouteven in man’sinfant years as well as in lower Species [see Chapter 9].)
However, there is no reason whatever why two Species, or two local

Varieties, e.g., breeds of men, should not have both different final intelli-
8ence levels and different rates of maturation, so that a comparison when
the two are, Say, one year old, would tell Jess than the LQ. usually does
abouttheir differences at full flowering. And, while the human populationSpecies, it mixes what a biologist might call “localations of inherent longevity and differenttly, there could be slight differences between

with B at an early age,
Y Surpasses him in laterlife,Especially Could we get wrActivity factor, Pros

different h

" Tong predictions if we confounded the motorwith fluid intelligence,p, measures, for it is evident thatuman races differ in motoractivity, and also that high early
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motoractivity is incli
.

human vnfunes isincline? to correlate negatively with laterintelligence. (No

Since boys and as active as a cageful of young monkeys!)

easily available testoa tg biologically, genetically different, they offer an

may be. At a li Se Tor Secing howreal these maturational differences

differences in ae Mane leve| educators have Jong been aware of such

together. One growth spurts which affect the teaching of boys and girls

boys will be sl curriculum director asks, “Why do we not recognize that

comparative ‘ailne ” elementary school, and avoid giving them a sense of

pattern of ‘bilities(. ‘And another sees such substantial differences in

tem andthe smeri (see Table 7-1) that he argues that the European sys-

There are soci lando private school system of separate classes is desirable.

these difference and other advantages of coeducation, butin the ability field

railway timetabh of the sexes at Jeast provide an illustration that the same

If interferal le cannot be applied to both.

the const amilial longevity and maturation

hoodint ancy of the IQ. may never be exac

individual adult life may require allowances

of the 10 regard to his genetic class. Much of t

change b xpressibe by saying that half the children measured may

sloppy te, less, and half by more, than five points on are-test—Is duc to

on crystallizedintell
andto the effect of environmentalinfluenc

es, notably

inconsta ized intelligence tests. But we now recognize that part of such

differencesj may be due to the effects now being discussed, namely, to

es in genetic maturation rate in different families. Nature has plo-

lo:
6

.

longed the period ofearly helplessness and flexibility precisely for the most

hat evolutionary
forces are constantly in

content species. It is probable ¢

Start Ni in balancing the survival gains for the individual from an carly

longer ith those gains to the jndividual and society which acruc from the

thefir maturationa
l trail, leading to Browning's “the Jast of life for whic

deceived was made.” In racially and culturally mixed groups we may

Proceed if we cannot recognize and allow for these differences by tests,

ceed to arrange appropriate adjustments of education.

differences amountto anything,

t andits projection from child-

for what we know about the

he alleged inconstancy
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increase little and those in less cultured homes to drop a litte,it could
well be that traditional 1.Q.tests at nine do not need to go beyon € mtaa
ence common to most homes to encompass intelligence-testing complex
ities, whereas, later, test designers, are forced to use more specifically
cultural material (in contrast to the culture-fair, & test). . t

It has just been pointed outthat, although it is an approximately correc
and mostuniversally appropriate statement to refer to the isto .
1.Q. (or mental age in children) as “a normal curve,” Burt (1948) ha
shown that in Britain the largest and best samples available show so
departure. A similar departure, showing

a

flattening of the curve, was foun
by the writer in putting together the first stratified adult sample from
occupations, made in Britain on the Cattell Test in 1932 (Cattell, 1934).
Now a normal distribution, mathematically defined, is something that
results when a large number of small influences contribute in a random
fashion, This would be expected in a freely intermarrying population in atichly varied environment, for either the genetic or the environmentalcomponentofintelligence, For, as will be seen in the discussion on heredity(Chapter 10), the consensus is that a large number of genes will be in-volved, just as in stature, and each gene could be present in one of twoallelic forms. There is then far greater chance of an individual having 50percent favorable and 50 percent unfavorable than getting say, 90 percentfavorable and 10 percent unfavorable genes.

However, Marriage is not random, but assortive, i.e., like tends to marrylike, husbands and wives being found to be correlated in intelligence about+0.3 to +0.6 in various social classes. This would tend, genetically, toextend and flatten the curve, (technically, make it platykurtic). However,as found in the Burt and the Cattell studies mentioned above, and shownin Figure 7-2 the effect is as if assortiveness were operative only at thelowest and uppermost ranges, especially the latter. Burt brings in a genetictheory that there are a few large genes as well as Many small ones. Thismaybe, ‘atures of Figure 7~2a to be explained. Essen-Prevalence of the “modal man” (LQ. 100)a tendency of the curve, as in surface tension
pull itself out and cling to the extremes; andmore markedat the

int

.ean (or mode)"—q general law that groupsI Preserve, and foster the averResistance to th
Pre 1 Age type more than anyother.

aadeevs is effective only at the extremes—the mental defective
cult ow " the behave and Teproduce withlittle awareness of the
one ran , an h c leaders who Teject the average values for other rea-
incre “asye ave Scen,in Countries Of good morale there has been an
ne ih n ency for the i tclligentsia and Seneral leaders to accept the

Ponsibility of larger famities 4s genetic education increasingly incorpor-

tend to cater to,
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ates such ideals as pa ic of“ates oe deals asPartofhe ethic of noblesse oblige.” At any rate, both
miseffect anda more : assortative mating seem to have produced an

chilly wea ea ve at its uppermostlevels. Additionally, in crystallized

extension (ten to os ay. im Setpe valssound 1. 0-1,
ceeony wenty times the expected values around I.Q. 130-140,

according to Burt) could bedue to a higher correlation of intelligence with

Honan this nge than in the population generally.

wine velrous re are numerous other influences, ¢.g., intermarrying

san ionspups, inbreeding racial minorities, local concentrations of

seedoF unskilled industries, migrations, coeducational universities and

changesin rel: gabout one-fourth in the United States), sudden social
relative birth rates, etc., that could cause momentary oF his-

torical
These ; mere prolonged bulges and attenuations in the distribution curve.

pply especially to the child LO. distribution and will be discussed

. In regard to the adult 1.0.,
m
there fully undersocial effects in Chapter 14.

the only furthercomplication
s due to age trends, discussed below, though

(Cattell, 1933 Thee adult samples available, from occupational studies

(Tuddenham, 1 arrell, 1940; Fryer, 1922) and World War I drafts

From time t as 948) continue to show an essentially normal distribution.

but most h © time, various proposals are madefor a substitute for the 1,

ing that thove ail the defects of the LQ.p!
f their own. Consider-

give some ‘die anomalies of flattened and skewed distributions also
tend to

dard scor Toya
to the basis for 1-Q. calculations (including the stan-

as they do 12)» it is surprising that 1.Q.’s work out to be as steady and apt

Were allo . Indeed, one may surmise that if the various distorting influences

the prese wed for, the real constancy would be better than is suggested by

In Grant +:5 points of error onretest.
: ; :

the mea; wing the curve of annual typical intelligence increase, in terms °

score ii n raw score forall children, we conclude by calling each years raw

year’s increment
“one unit” of mental age. ‘The fact that cach successit

raw seuyment
(after ten years, at any rate) is significantly less (in tersof

never ore) than the preceding may
secm to imply a0 anomaly. Actua

intervals,ang
in psychology that equal raw-score in

ua

plateau), and the practice of measuring

distribution caval mental-age increases atoneitely ne

Se
¢ is not yet proven to c

ee
h

school from Figure aeihat
the growth of the primary ablesorhe

them, Period has the same general steadiness
45 in the g factor

y

ogPplication
of the simplex theory,

(1965) ining equal interval scales ccattell, F oe santagee®

Problem omputer program now might ! 1 aL .

intervals to sceif at least over the middle period mea

in any . Meanwhile the use of 1.0.5 OF standa ee

Probab one-age cross-section
of the population remains 1a

ly the best unit for most purposes including grown

lus others o!

rable in
employa

rn

ay, and Use Ling
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Muchofthis work was stimulated by the early hypothesis of Spearman,
that g changesits loading pattern with age andlevel, and the comparatively
early experimental work of Garrett (Garrett, Bryan, and Perl, 1935)
checking this, and whose perspective on the problem has stood up to the
test of time. Garrett showed that someabilities confounded with g, notably
memory power, flattened out earlier (twelve to thirteen years) and that the
general factorvariance,i.e., its contribution to individual differences in the
cognitive domain,declined over the school range—at any rate from nine on.
By way of a technical solution to the changing loading pattern the

Present writer has suggested two techniques (Cattell, 1969b): (1) tofactor equal contributory samples from all ages in one analysis. Thus one
gets the best “average” Weight applicable to the range. This was done byHorn and Cattell (1967) in the age plots seen here on page 168. It has thedefect that it mixes the inter-age, developmental loading patterns with thewithin-age group covariation patterns. Tucker (1966) has suggested theimprovement of working in the full Cross-age factor analysis with scoreswhich are only the deviations of each individual from his own age groupmean. Moreradical solutions for comparing factor scores either acrossages, as here, or across Cultures, as discussed in Chapter 14, has beenProposed by the present writer (1969b, 1970a) underthetitles of equi-Potent and isopodic princi

ithe subtest scores

. gh. The familiar curves in Figure 7-4,vomMils, Jones, Conrad, Lorge, and others are of this kind. Not onlyY Omit regard for weights but they in fact use unknown mixtures of

(b “the typical normal
ut important) ¢ are

span cra. For exampl iP ) culture events of a p
©, the typicallife course in all culturesmore well-read’
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present writer (1968, 1969b). Several curves are conceptually separable,

as shown in Table 7-3, and with suitable data gathering they can also be

operationally separated.

; Let us deal with the conceptual separation first. First we can divide the

given curve into an abstracted “normative curve”—the typical age curve

in the typical biological and cultural conditions, sampled across several

epochs—and an epogenic curve—the special part due to the particular

historical conditions in that epoch. Secondly, we can divide each of these

into a biological or, better, endogenouspart, and a cultural or exogenous

part, as shown at the top of the lower half of Table 7-3. The other possible

TABLE 7-3

Data Matrices for Separating Endogenous, Ecogenic, and

Epogenic Components of the Life Span Curve

(A) PosstBLE COMBINATIONS OF OBxSERVATIONS

Same Age at Testing Different Age at Testing

Same Different Same Different

Birthday Birthday Birthday Birthday

Same Year : . ibl sc

of Testing NoSeries Impossible Impossible

Different Year i SLandCL EE
of Testing Impossible FCE

ubdivision into same subjects or different

Note: Only one category ermits a furthers!

. See age SL and CL.
subjects (from the same age group), namely,

(B) RESULTING SERIES

Calendar Year Different Persons Tested

ofBirth

A
g
e

atTesting50 60
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Suggested Designations ofSix MapesExperim
entasierent pobyocts, diferent 85Ch
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Muchof this work was stimulated by the early hypothesis of Spearman,

that g changesits loading pattern with age andlevel, and the comparatively
early experimental work of Garrett (Garrett, Bryan, and Perl, 1935)

checking this, and whose perspective on the problem has stood up to the
test of time. Garrett showed that someabilities confounded with g, notably
memory power,flattened outearlier (twelve to thirteen years) and that the
general factor variance,i.e., its contribution to individual differences in the

cognitive domain, declined over the school range—at any rate from nine on.
By way of a technical solution to the changing loading pattern the

present writer has suggested two techniques (Cattell, 1969b): (1) to

factor equal contributory samples from all ages in one analysis. Thus one
gets the best “average” weight applicable to the range. This was done by
Horn and Cattell (1967) in the age plots seen here on page 168. It has the

defect that it mixes the inter-age, developmental loading patterns with the
within-age group covariation patterns. Tucker (1966) has suggested the

improvement of working in the full cross-age factor analysis with scores

which are only the deviations of each individual from his own age group

mean. More radical solutions for comparing factor scores either across
ages, as here, or across cultures, as discussed in Chapter 14, has been

proposed by the present writer (1969b, 1970a) underthe titles of equi-

potent and isopodic principles. These involve getting comparable scales on
the subtest scores themselves and weighting them in each group according

to the loading pattern discovered to be the modeof expression of the given

factor in that group. Thestatistical principles are too complex to discuss
here, but they do offer a solution to the problem, sometimes considered
hopeless, of providing a scientifically meaningful comparison of scores

despite the changing pattern of factor expression with age and culture.

Noneof the existing published results has used the last, more refined

method. The Horn results here used the cross-age factoring. The rest have

used fixed weights—often those derived from only one end of the range

and hazardously projected all through. The familiar curves in Figure 7~4,
from Miles, Jones, Conrad, Lorge, and others are of this kind. Not only
do they omit regard for weights but they in fact use unknown mixtures of

& and g, as mosttraditional intelligence tests were.
Closer scrutiny of such calculations shows, moreover, that they suffer

from an additional and very different source of distortion. The curves as
presented are actually a mixture of what we may call “the typical normal

life course” with the “accidental” (but important) culture events of a par-

ticular life span era. Fot example, the typical life course in all cultures

might be for a man to become morewell-read’as he gets older. But in some

cultures the supply of good reading material might increase more than in
another (in a particular generation), so the curve would rise more steeply
for people repeatedly measured in that culture. In the last few years con-

siderable progress has been made toward a more sophisticated conceptual
handling of the analysis of age trends, through the independent but con-

verging attacks by Schaie and Strother (1968), Baltes (1968), and the
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present writer (1968, 1969b). Several curves are conceptually separable,
as shown in Table 7--3, and with suitable data gathering they can also be
operationally separated.

Let us deal with the conceptual separation first. First we can divide the
given curve into an abstracted “normative curve”—the typical age curve
in the typical biological and cultural conditions, sampled across several
epochs—and an epogenic curve—the special part due to the particular
historical conditions in that epoch. Secondly, we can divide cach of these

into a biological or, better, endogenous part, and a cultural or exogenous
part, as shown at the top of the lower half of Table 7-3. The other possible

TABLE 7-3
Data Matrices tor Separating Endogenous, Ecogenic, and

Epagenic Components of the Life Span Curve

(A) Possipe ComBINATIONs OF OpsERVATIONS
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Same Year : . .
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Note: Only one category permits a further subdivision into same subjects or different
subjects (from the same age group), namely, SL and CL.

(B) RESULTING SERIES
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CL = Cursive (or Cohort) Longitudinal series: same birth year, same subjects,different
ages, different testing dates. Two sub-series, CLa1y and CL(2) are put in here because
one maytest a/! of the cohort at every point, as proposed, designated CL(:); or test
all at age 10, divide into five groups, and retest each at a different decade, to avoid
retesting effects (practice), as in CL.¢2).
SC = Simple (Fixed-date) Cross-Sectional series: different birth years, different ages,
sametesting date.
FCE = Fixed Age Changing Epoch Cross-Sectional series: different birth years, same
age, different testing data.
FE = Fixed Epochseries: different birth years, different age at testing, different testing
date, but with life span centered on the same calendar year (epoch).
CCL = Combined Cursive Longitudinal series: same as CL above, except that for a
planned collation of results for several different age groups in the same epoch.

  

 

 

Total Life Curve Variance

Division Abstract Normative Curve Epogenic Curve
1

End Exc End E

Component 1 Component 1 Component 2 Component 2

Division Endogenous Component Exogenous Component
2

General Generation Ecogenic | Epogenic
Endogenous Endogenous Component Component

Division Endogenous Component Ecogenic Component Epogenic Component
3

Trans- Trans-
Maturation [Involution Learning formation Learning formation    

Main possible conceptual divisions in analyzing the total life course curve

divisions are self explanatory and need not be pursued here. The mislead-
ing effects of such curves as have been shown in Figure 7-1 is due to the

failure of those interpreting them to separate the epogenic from the norma-

tive component. (Thelatter, as the lowest line on Table 7-3 shows can

in tum bedivided into an endogenous and an ecogenic component.)
The operational separation of these conceptual curves is carried out

through gathering and analyzing data as shown in the upper part of Table

7-3. The nature of the six possibilities—simple longitudinal, SL; cursive

longitudinal, CL; simple fixed date cross-section, SC, etc—is set out

below. The data so far available for intelligence comparison is that of
Schaie and Strother (1968) and Horn and Cattell (1966b) and provides

a comparison of two of the above data gathering curves—the SC (simple
cross sectional) and the CCL (common, or cohort, cursive longitudinal)

in which the same people (hence common) are followed up (hence

cursive) for a short period and retested, starting at each of several ages
chence longitudinal).

Noinvestigation has yet obtained the complete matrices in Table 7-3,
and it is convenient to describe those which exist according to the facets
of these matrices that they cover. As far as existing intelligence data over
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age is concerned, the kind of thing we have to watch is the cumulative
effect of culture, in that for example, the crystallized intelligence score in
1970 of a 45-year-old in relation to that of a 25-year-old must primarily
take into account that the “scholastic £c” levels come from investments of
&r respectively in the schools of, say 1931-1943 and 1951-1963. Sec-
ondarily, one must recognize some lesser cumulative daily experience con-
tribution to verbal, numerical, etc., components from the intervening years
1943-1970 compared to 1963-1970. Except for the valuable results of
Schaie we have yetlittle to go on that is not restricted to the CS method,
Forthe well planned purely longitudinal study of Jones (1959) and Bayley

(1949)hassuffered attrition to such small samples thatthestatistical limits

of inference are gross. They used what wehavecalled above the subdivision
CLor the “running” method in which one heroically holds on to the same

group throughoutits life course. This reduces sampling error, but the

regular SL can, as far as these kinds of results are concerned, beat it by

taking far larger samples,

There are other problems mainly demographic in nature, to be solved
once one Jeaves the safe corridor of research in children within the age

range of the school system. No research on adults has yet obtained truly

stratified samples, ie., compounding classes, geographical areas, etc., nor

has allowance been madefor increasing selection effects from death, migra-
tion, etc. Thus, as Sealy has pointed out in Britain, although a, factor goes

on increasing in moderately well educated groups—as shown for typical
groups in Figure 7-6 below—it actually drops in his data, after school
leaving, among those in less skilled occupations. Most conclusions at pres-

ent have to be tentative.

6. AGE CHANGES IN PRIMARY
ABILITIES AND LOCAL
ORGANIZATIONS BYSL, CL,
AND CCL METHODS
In the triadic theory we have distinguished

three classes of abilities (1) the primary abilities or agencies—the a’s; (2)
the provincial neural-experimental organizations, visual, auditory, etc.—
the p’s, and (3) the general capacities—the g's. It is convenient to examine
the age trend evidence on these in two sections—the a’s and p's here; the

g's (except for the above rough introduction by the traditional intelligence

test curves) in Jater analyses below. For there are some wider issues meed-

ing discussion with respect to the general capacities. .

Significant age trends have been found on practically all the primary

abilities, both on the rising tide of the youthful age span and in diverse

upward and downwards courses in middle life.” Instead of taking space
ee
2 Although the problem of changing loading pattern docs not arise so much to cause

uncertainties in identifying younger and older measures of the same agency, as it does

for crystallized intelligence (sce below), yet, as Mukherjee (1902) shows, loading

changes do occur. Verbalability rises in g, loading, for example, from Grade 8 to 10.
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FIGURE 7-6
Primary Ability Age Changesin the Middle Life (Contrasting
MLC [Maintained Life Course] Measurement Results

with CAS)

In these diagrams the interrupted line represents the simple

or cousive longitudinal data series put togetherfrom measures

repeatedat seven years, and the continuous line, the simple

cross sectionaldata series, i.e., different ages at one testing,

(1) Estimated Age Gradients: Verbal Meaning.
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(3) EstimatedAge Gradients: Space,
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‘Warner Schaie, “A A study of hs i ive behavior "* Psychol i
Frutene 1968, 68.
Copyright 1968 by the American Psychological Association and reproduced by permission,

with verbal description, we have summarized the findings succinctly in
Figures 7-5 and 7-6. These results, when confirmed and extended, will
have considerable value for theories about the nature of the primaries.

Incidentally, it is astonishing how little theory or even speculation bas
arisen among psychometrists (who have daily used the Thurstone PMA
since the structural discoveries twenty years ago) about the nature and
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origin of these primaries. The agency theory, including the concept of aids,
seems to bethe first serious attempt to explain them.It is developed more
fully in Chapter 11 and certainly fits the age trends data examined here.

Another support which both Figures 7-4 and 7-6 offer to the factor
analyst is the demonstration that the factors behave developmentally (not
just structurally) as quite distinct entities. For example, spatial ability
climbs slowly while numerical ability climbs higher, in Figure 7-4. (See
also Figures 7-7 and 7-8 forstill clearer demonstrations in which sub-

tests all behave the same way in any one ability.) Such a demonstration

may seem necessary only for the diminishing old guard in experimental

psychology which regarded factors suspicously as “mere mathematical

abstractions.” However, even whenthe status of factors as influences is the

accepted scientific model, it is easily possible for faulty extraction and

rotations to have missed the model and to have presented apparently sound

structural evidence for a unitary trait which actually consists of some mix-
ture of sourcetraits. Developmental evidenceis therefore welcome.

Whatis of special interest here is the contrast in several cases between

the results that would be obtained by the longitudinal and the cross-sec-
tional approaches as presented by Schaie. In general, where some age

decline occurs in the cross-sectional, notably in Reasoning, a,, and Verbal

Ability, a,, it is either absent or much less marked in the longitudinal. This

suggests either that in these matters the high school boys of the 1920s

were less well educated than those of the 1950s or that the more able have

died off faster—which latter, on general demographic evidence, is im-

probable. Since this maintenance of high level is a broad effect common to

the crystallized abilities, it is discussed from various angles in the next

section.

Meanwhile, we may glance at the second type of ability component—

that hypothesized to be due to the combined biological and training

development centered on the neural organizations local to each special

sensé or to motor action. Data exists only on the visualization factor, py,

as shownin Figure 7-7.
In this case we have only cross-sectionaldata, but it is from the extensive

work of Horn (1967), and the way in which the various subtests “hang

together” in their life course indicates a consistent unity. This curve for

visualization is notably similar to that of g;, and perhaps we are dealing

with somethingcharacteristic of the more biologically based performances.
One must not Jeave the data of this section without the cautionary

comments which Schaie himself makes. First, as in all distribution and
trend assessments, in any attempt at a stratified sample we are likely to go

astray with such small numbers; second, there may be someslight test
sophistication at the second testing. Finally, we must remember that even
the longitudinal curve above is not the history-free, “average” abstract
normative age trend abstracted from the epoch, but contains still a little

peculiar to the era (to what happened during the seven years until retest
in this case).
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FIGURE 7-7
Age Changesin a Provincial “Power,”or p: Visualization
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7. AGE CHANGES IN
INTELLIGENCE AND THE

GENERAL CAPACITIES

For many years the age change in intelli-

gence, as general mental capacity, and as measured in such traditional tests

as the Stanford, Wechsler, WAIS, Thorndike-Lorge, or the tests used by
Miles, Jones, and Conrad and others, was believed to be as in Figure 7-4
above. It is only recently that Horn and the present writer were able to
show that the curves are in fact very different for fluid and crystallized
general intelligence and that the usually accepted curves so far discussed

above are almost certainly mixtures of the two.
In Figure 7-8 the plots are shownfor the separate tests which are highly

loaded in these factors, and again, as in Figure 7-7, the unity of the source
traits gy and g, is attested further by the consistency of the subtest trends.
Figure 7-8(c) brings essentially congruent results from Schaic’s longitu-
dinal method, though the cross-sectional series dips in a way suggesting
that Schaic’s sample is showing some age decline not present in Horn’s.
The standard cross-sectional crystallized plus fluid ability plot from tradi~
tional intelligence tests, as shown in Figure 7~4, however, agrees with
Schaie’s result for cross-sectional results and is most typical of this type of

series analysis.
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Byextrapolation tostill purer measures of g,, as well as by other result:
(such as those of Balinsky (1941), Bayley and Oden (1955), Christiar
and Paterson, Horn and Cattell (1967), and others), the conclusion car

tentatively be drawn that it is in the nature of crystallized intelligenct
(examined by longitudinal methods) not to drop with age—at least unti
old age—andthat it may even rise somewhat. By contrast, fluid intelligence
results so far demonstrate a tendency to fall steadily from a comparativel:
early adult age.

Both of these conclusions, however, are hedged about with condition:

needing further discussion. Where there is apparent evidence that g

definitely rises, one notices that it usually occurs where verbal ability o1
some other constantly and centrally used skill is concerned. It could wel
be that other things in which g; was originally invested do decline, becaus¢
as life goes on, onehas insufficient time and interest to keep them polished.
Any steady state in skills is a dynamic not a static equilibrium, and whai

happens to g, as a whole therefore depends on dynamic matters of interes!

and time, which,in later life may demand someneglect of all but whatis
centrally needed.

On the other hand, someerror of estimate in the curve in the opposite

direction may be expected in the conclusions on g, because of inadequate

FIGURE 7-8

Age Changesin Fiuid and Crystallized General Abilities
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(6) Crystallized Intelligence Abilities:
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allowance for historical trend. The historical trend or epogenic curve in-
cludes both biological and cultural effects, and, although no important

changehas taken place in that time in the former, we know definitely (see
Chapter 10) that environmental contributions to scholastic crystallized
intelligence have improved in that time. Consequently, any results by the
simple or ‘‘standing” longitudinal method would showa significant decline
in g, with age (due to older age groups coming from poorer cultural eras)

even if no change in the abstract normative curve really existed. The only
other major influence needing allowance is the death rate, in regard to
which there is someslight evidence that less intelligent individuals are less

likely to survive into the later age cohorts. Men may be wise because they

are old, but the correlation is aided by the probability that they are old
because they are wise. Incidentally, a large part of what we call wisdom—

the part that is not personality-produced—must essentially be g.—in its

social more than its scholastic expressions.

Recently, Wackwitz (1971) has re-analyzed age data of Horn and the

present writer (1967) and that of Schaie and Strother (1968) employing

the contrast of the simple longitudinal and the cursive longitudinal sug-

gested in Table 7-2 (Cattell, 1970b) for obtaining the true abstract

normative life course. He added the further feature of differentiating the

equation of a best-fitting quadratic equation for these curves. His con-

clusions,still to be checked,of course, are that (1) as regards ag, the tradi-

tional crystallized intelligence, the normative life course is slowly upward

virtually all the way, and (2) as regards g, the extraction of the epogenic

curve trend also leaves the normative curve free of downward trend, at
least to fairly advanced age.

The general conclusion may well be accepted, on the balance of evidence,

that so long as the a, curve is measured bytests central to the culture it
shows no decline after the flattening at 16-17 but a very gentle rise, and

that the conclusions prior to the re-formulations by Schaie and Strother
(1968), Baltes (1968) and the present writer (1969b) are due to con-

founding with an epogenic curve which shows poorer performancefor those
educated in the early rather than the late twentieth century.

Before entering the debate on whether the g, curve, by contrast, does (or
does not) show some downward trend atall, in itself, let us ask about
artifacts of testing. Culture-fair tests of proven validity are so recent that

for the temporal curve evidence we are compelled to depend at present on

inference from a few subtests contaminated by other general factors. In
particular, the downward trend obtained could be due to systematic effects
from the contaminating effects of speed, g,, memorizing, g,,, and retrieval
(fluency), g,. As pointed out above, Thorndike and several others have
hypothesized that such a fall is due to slowing down, not to inherent re-
duced capacity to perceive relations. One may recall that Spearman’s

original answer to the speed question was that the correlation of timed and
untimedintelligence tests is so very high that speed in intelligent judgments

is nothing butintelligence. Speed in simple cognitive processes, though, as
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in g,, is something else. However, Spearman's subjects were generally at
one age, and, as Bernstein’s, Studman’s and Horn’s and others results show,
one can find a distinct general speed capacity, g,, and a distinct fluency
(retrieval) capacity, g.. These admittedly load simple performance much
more than they do complex relation eduction. However, when a wide age
range is factored, they do show some correlation with intelligence, and in
any ordinary choice of g, subtests some effect on curves, etc., from con-
tamination with speed must be considered present in the former.

Thus although the theoretical situation is clearer since modern research-

ers have recognized the other general capacities—g,, g,, etc., technical fac-

tor estimation problemsbalk us notably in that a speed-free g, measure has
been difficult to accurately obtain. In other words, it still remains true,
despite our ability to conceptualize and recognize speed and fluency as

factors distinct from g;, that in any actual g, score estimate (measurement)
by subtests we cannot easily find tests purely loaded in g, and not also

loaded in g, and g,. In looking at present curves we must not forget the

possibility, therefore, that these capacities may decline steeply with age, and

that, by their contamination of the g, subtest measures, they give to the

latter the appearanceof declining too.

Figure 7-9 shows what is yet known aboutthe age course of g, and g,.

The latter does show a real age drop, but, at least if we give equal weight

to Horn’s research with Wackwitz and others, the drop in g.—general cog-
nitive speed—is not nearly as great as has been popularly supposed.* Per-
haps the present conclusion is that general speed, g,, shows a moderate
decline with age, and fluency, g,, 2 more steep one, especially in the later
years. These are interesting findings in themselves, but as regards their
implications for the interpretation of the g, curve some doubt must remain.
It would be wrong simply to subtract g, and g, out of gy in the Horn data
because, owing to the strongcorrelations of the former with age, onc would
be partialing out much age too. It would be better directly to free the csti-
mates of g; from tests loaded in these extraneous factors and observe the
true correlation of g;, as a pure factor, with age. Without exact data for this,
a shrewd estimate would be that a pure g, measureis still likely to show
some age decline after about twenty years, though less than the current

curves indicate.

3 There is, of course, an appreciable margin of uncertainty here because of the scanti-

ness and noncomparability of results. Thus Schaie’s speed measure here is a single

test and not a well-balanced measure of g,, 38 in Horn’s data. On the other hand,

Horn’s data is on a somewhat unusual (prison or delinquent) population. Similarly

in the g, curves, some are single tests, verbally biased, and one is a factor estimates

Again Schaie’s results are somewhat anomatousong, in that the longitudinal actually

declines fess than the cross-sectional. Possibly as generationsrise in g, they decline in

8, substituting learning for spontancity! Some confidence can be added to the accep-

tance of a normalsteep decline in g,, however, from the fact that personality factors

associated with high fluency, namely surgency (F in the questionnaire series), and

ULE 21, Exuberance (in objective baticries), both show a very decided age decline

(Cattell, 19574}.
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FIGURE 7-9
Age Changesin the Speed and Fluency-Retrieval General

Capacities
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(c} EstimatedAge Gradients = Word Fluency Only, but essentially 9,
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Why shouldthis be? Later evidencewill tie g, considerably to biological,
neural efficient, and the fact is that almost every known biological index

shows some decline from about twenty years of age. (Hearing begins to
decline even from about eighteen years.) Certainly, as the dotted linc in
Figure 7~10 shows, there is a remarkable parallelism of gy and general

biological efficiency measures, especially oxygen metabolism.
Since these conclusions are likely to clash not only with one’s fondest

illusions but also with certain general human experience, ict us look at the
latter more closely. The peak in g, is actually not so different from what we
realistically recognize in athletic performances. Olympic champions are
generally at peak performance in their teens or twentics, and a world-
champion boxeris on the shelf (ar at least on the floor!) by twenty-five or
thirty, Sensory performances of vision and hearing arc beginning ta lose
their range and clasticity from about tenty, and feats of memory are less
common thereafter. Yet in cultured circles an obstinate conviction persists
that some important qualitics in the world of intellect ripen with age and
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FIGURE 7-10
Parallelism of Age Change Curvesin Fluid Intelligence

and General Biological Efficiency (Cattell and Horn,

1966b; Robinson, 1938; Miles, 1942; and Burle, et a/., 1953)
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are at their best—as Bernard Shaw and Pavlov exemplified—when accom-

panied by a white beard. Creative performances, as Chapter 13 brings out,

have their peak at different ages in different areas. But the pure “relational”

performances, as in mathematics and nuclear physics (as in the works of

Galois, Newton, Abel, Einstein and others}, are the earliest to reach a

peak of major contribution, whichfits the g, curve.
Onthe other hand, peak performancesin cultural areas like history and

politics, where a rich wisdom of experience is required, often come very

late, as the performances of such men as Churchill, Darwin, Marx, Plu-

tarch, Socrates and the writers of the Old Testament show.
Because of the way in which fluid intelligence is known to decline by

reason of definitely known brain damage in individual cases, it has been
almost assumed by some psychologists that the fall in average fluid ability
in the whole population must represent some kind of widespread cumula-

tive minor brain damage occurring in our population. It is an alarming
challenge, and one that deserves to be met by thorough investigation (sec

page 79). But changes that amount to less than “damage” might be
involved, such as a slowing down of metabolic rate in the nervous system,

dueto falling off in certain chemical pacemakers connected with hormoncs
or oxygen transportation.If this latter is the true explanation fantastic possi-

bilities arise of raising community mental capacity where it would most
powerfully help society—in the experienced members—perhaps by some

drug, as has been effected bytranquilizers in other directions.
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It is acommon oversight—needing to be watched in Chapter 10 where
the relative variances due to heredity and environment are studied—to
assume that environmental varianca means educational variance. Teachers
naturally fall into this trap, but the good guess today would be that nearly
half of the environmentaleffect on intelligence is physiological: chemical
and nutritional deficiencies in the womb, birth injuries, head injuries in
childhood, atherosclerosis and gland deficiencies in middle age, and so on.
Nowthe possibility must be seriously considered that the normative curve
for g-—whetherit be the declining one of Figure 7-9 or the almost horizon-
tal or very slightly declining one which Wackwitz’s calculation (1971)
Suggests—is still not fully known to us because of our ignorance of the
current epogenic curve which has to be subtracted to yield the normative
curve.
As Windle (1969) concludes from his extensive studies, some degree of

birth injury (in advanced societies which save the mother from pain) is

more common than has been supposed, particularly in terms of partial
asphyxia. He points out that in data from 14 participating U.S. medical
institutions, “21 percentof the infants in the study had low apgar scores at

birth” (op. cit., p. 83). These patent neurological defects tend to disappear
in weeks or a few years, but his experimental studies with asphyxiation in

new born monkeys show that the neural damage persists, the behavioral
control presumably being transferred to undamaged areas. There is no need
to be alarmed overthis state of affairs (only 114% ofall infants show neuro-
logical defects persisting to the end ofthe first year); but it is obvious that
different obstetric and pre-natal care customsin particular could influence
the population distribution of the neural substrate for gy.

In short, ge could also have its epogenic curve effects, altering from
generation to generation, and what we get in this generation from the
scanty data available for comparison of the SL and CCL curves (Figure
J~2) is not yet telling us what the true normative curve is. The best
estimateis that with personsfree of any of the physical diseases which affect
brain function the g, curve should stay relatively steady from 16 to 60,
perhaps with slight decline in the later years. .

It is perhaps a puzzling question why g. does not also show somesimilar
decline to g;, since, although it consists of learnt judgmental habits, they

have to operate through a biological neural substrate. The answer would

seem to be partly (a) that what declines in g, is some global neural effi-
ciency, not a local one, as in a reflex or specific skill (and the evidence of

Chapter 8 is that the neural storage of g, is much more localized);and (b)

that the dynamic equilibrium of which we spoke is compatible with some

loss in the original collection of g. habits, but that learning and relcarning

more than make up for these losses.
The Jatter statement brings us back to the problem of the protean,

polymorphic, and unstable character of g,. We have recognized above that

it is as protean as the fornis of culture, and that the factor-loading pattern

continues to metamorphize with age. (Notably, in carly childhood it may
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show in play with building blocks, following simple directions, code sub-
stitution, or putting a wooden manikin together; later in Koh’s block,
verbal synonyms, and sentence completion, and so on; and later still in
bright persons by abstract performance such as complex number series—
which forever remain over the horizon ofdifficulty for the average intelli-
gence.)

Particulars of the changing loading pattern of ordinary intelligence tests

with age have already been discussed above. But here we are considering
changes both from age anddiffering cultures and subcultures. These differ-
ences are far greater than the ordinary intelligence test user or the amateur

in cross-cultural research likes to contemplate. To take an extreme example
across both age and culture: how are we to comparetheintelligence of an

American high school boy, measured on English vocabulary and number
series, say, with that of a middle-aged Tartar nomadofthe time of Genghis

Khan, whose judgmental skills are in the world of desert climate, the con-

struction of tent cities, and the tactics of bow and arrowbattles from

horseback? At a common-sense level, people are content to speak of the

intelligences of such remote persons as being practically equal, as if indeed
the word could have a common meaning. As we may show in Chapter 10,

cross-cultural and, therefore, cross-age measures are theoretically possible

with due attention to technical points (Cattell, 1970a). There is really no

philosophical problem that cannot be resolved into a scientific and technical

one. However, the technical problems are so complex and so neglected

that many comparisons currently made with traditional, crystallized intel-

ligence tests are not of a kind to permit firm conclusions about differences

aver age ar culture.

Finally, a word is necessary on what our present conclusions about g¢

and g, age change mean for our conceptions of the real intelligence dis-

tribution in adults. Any measurements on a group of adults ranging from
twenty to sixty-five will give an altogetherinflated idea of the range of LQ.

For the standard deviation obtained will compound common age differ-
ences with individual differences, The present writer’s pioneer study

(1933a) of intelligence in a more truly representative adult population

sample than had been previously available (only students had been sur-
veyed previously) evoked surprise and scepticism by reason of the large
sigma (about 24 points of LQ.) of 10.’s obtained. Yet later researches

with the full resources of government agencies supported the finding, and,

as we nowsee, the most likely theory required it. To “place” the intelli-
gence of an adult, whether with g, or g, concepts, we need separate dis-

tributions for each interval (five years?) of adult age, and the 1.Q. and
mental ape concepts must take their meaning from those separate distribu-

tions. If we throw all ages together, and calculate from the raw score-to-
1.Q. transformation found at, say, sixteen years, the IQ. sigma will be as
high as 24, even on g. measures, as the present writer's 1933 study showed,

for the interindividual and interage group variances are added.
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The present chapter has been fully occupied with stating our knowledge

about the natural history of intelligence in quantitative analysis of distribu-
tion, sex differences, age curves, structural changes, etc., and must leave

certain qualitative interpretations of these changes, e.g., of the age measure-

ment changes in terms of conceptual reconstructions, to later chapters,

notably Chapter 13 on the processes ofcreative thinking. It is important

to have the perspectives of data relations firmly in mind before embarking
on theory construction.



CHAPTER THE

EIGHT PHYSIOLOGICAL
AND
NEUROLOGICAL

BASES

OF
INTELLIGENCE

1. ABILITY AND GROSS
BRAIN FEATURES

“That man has brains!” is the somewhat
elliptical metonym by which people often refer to outstanding intelligence.

The conviction that for all practical purposes brain and intelligence are
one is widespread—and in a basic sense not unreasonably so. For it is

obvious that increasing brain size goes with increasingly intelligent adapta-

tion in the animal world, and that damage to the brain in man can produce

idiocy. Nevertheless, one of the first things that psychologists did in this
century was to cast doubt on any simplicity of connection between brain
and ability.

Someof this was the sheer hubris of the specialist out to debunk any

popular idea. Students were taught that there is no correlation of head size

with intelligence; that some of the largest heads are those of hydrocephalic
imbeciles (the head being enlarged by the disease process); and that men

of genius have been known to have subaverage brain weight, e.g., the case
of Anatole France. (He died at eighty with a somewhat subaverage brain
weight, conceivably due to the usual shrinkage of weight which occurs
with age.’ See Table 8-1.) On the other hand there is a class of imbecile

1 As Cobb (1965) remarks, “Anatole France... might well have lost 100 grams from
atrophy.” The position of Whitman surely should not surprise readers not brain-

washed by certain professors ofliterature.
In this neglected field the last extensive survey, by Hamilton (1936) thirty years

ago, showed positive correlations prevailing but at values of only .05 to .10, These

r's could be significant on large samples, but there is every reason to believe that they

178
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TABLE 8-1

Weights of Certain Normal Human Brains in Grams

Australian bushwoman 794
Anatole France 1,017
Japanese woman (average) 1,250
Walt Whitman 1,282
European woman (average) 1,300
European man (average) 1,400
Thackeray 1,658
Bismarck 1,807
Cuvier 1,820

Reprmed vath permission of the publisher from S. Cobb,“Brain Suze,” Archives of Neurology, 1965, 12,

more “normal” and more numerous than hydrocephalics, called micro~
cephalics, whose low intelligence is definitely associated with decidedly
small size of a healthily functioning brain. More careful studies of brain

weight show that persons of high intelligence tend to have significantly

higher brain capacity. And one also discovers that the meagre correlations

of +0.1 only between head size andintelligence, such as Pearson found,
are often based on poorintelligence tests and poor measurementof cranial

capacity. Recent studies (though still without culture-fair tests) give a

moresignificant relation, for as Tyler (1956, p. 622) summarizes “Eleven
studies have been made of the relationship between intelligence . . . and
cranial capacity. In all instances, the correlations have been positive, al-
though small, ranging from .08 to .34.”

Head size is, of course, partly proportional to size of body, and part of
the brain is concerned with sheer bodily management; but if we know how

to allow for that part (see Jerison, 1955) from outside measurements, we

might well get a decidedly better correlation between the size of the rest
of the cortex and intelligence. However, the correlation of brain size and

headsize is only slight, and there is no question of substituting measures of
the latter for intelligence tests. Certainly head size is only an extremely
rough guide, because of different skull thicknesses, differing proportions of
white and gray matter in the brain, differing body size, etc, The correlation
even of brain size (post mortem) with the number of effective cortical
neurons which are most involved in intelligence is again imperfect, on
account of differences in genetic texture, number of convolutions, cfc, By

texture we mean among otherthings, numberof cells per cubic centimeter

and, as Cobb points out (1965), brains can vary considerably in this

respect. (In spite of these several intermediate sources of error, and the
— ,
would be raised by (a) more modern intelligence tests, (b) allowance for body size,

(c) equating for age, and (d) better methods ofestimating brain size from Acad size.

In connection with the last, Radinshy (1967) has recently proposed better approaches.

Similarly Jerison (1955) di functi for better estimati ! brain

weight from given body weight.
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resulting low correlation of mere head size with intelligence, if you look at
a roomful of top executives or leaders in science you may see more large
heads than you see on the street! Nevertheless, intellectuals are not neces-

sarily egg-headed, as the popular phrase has it—and had it two thousand
years ago, when the Athenians noted that Pericles had an egg-shaped
head!) At any rate, it was these suggestions of correlation of brain size
with intelligence, in men and animals, as well as observations of be-
havioral effects of brain injuries that helped stimulate early investigators to
study the brain in the hopeof understandingintelligence.

Amongresearchers in the psychology of intelligence there has been a
certain manifest reluctance to depend on brain investigation to get at the
lawsof ability—a reluctance which springs from more subtle and justifiable
reasons than those of discouraging students from expecting a correlation of
1.0 between intelligence and head size! Throughout the history of be-
havioral science there has been a tendency, wherever the going got rough,
to retreat from the baffling complexities of structuring behavior itself (such

as we have wrestled with in the first six chapters here) to the consoling

concreteness of the physical brain. The popularity of phrenology, even in

the ranks of the professions, was an expression of this symptom. Somehow

there lingers a belief that by peeping inside the cranium one will catch
consciousness at work. The relating of neural and physiological concep-

tions to the concepts derived from behavioral science is a most fruitful

undertaking—if both sides, neurologists and psychologists, come with

something in handto trade. The reluctance of the morefarsighted psychol-

ogists to “go physiological” too early is a wise recognition of this false lure

of the concrete and the mirage of expecting something for nothing in trade.

However, only in the last fifteen to twenty years have psychologists

known enough about ability structure from behavior, and about the fluctua-

tion and growth of abilities from reasonably exact ways of measuring these,
to seek firm relations of behavioral findings with physiology and neurology.

2. THE DEGREE OF
LOCALIZATION OF
BRAIN FUNCTION
Because of this lack of dependable knowl-

edge about ability structure—until quite recently—any attempt to make
inferences aboutbrain structure and ability structure at present must rest

Jargely upon inquiries made with relatively obsolete tests and performances.
Since records are in termsof tests not ideally chosen, they can only lead to

somewhat speculative conclusions. Nevertheless, much actually was ac-
complished by brain surgeons and others working even at a purely qualita-

tive level of behavior description. Indeed, the chief debates at the turn of
the century about brain localization were fought out, and the main out-
lines of a settlement reached, largely on gross observations that such and

such performanceswereaffected in a virtually all-or-nothing fashion.
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A brief discussion on brain localization of psychological functions is
necessary before proceeding to brain and ability relations. Oneof the earlier
more dramatic localizations was that of the center for speech at theleft
rear of the frontal lobe by Pierre Broca, the French anthropologist and
Surgeon, But the further discoveries about the middle of the last century
of other such genuine localizations as Broca’s area were obscured by the
theories of phrenology which set people looking for a different kind of
localization from that which actually seems to exist. Whereas Darwin’s
father actually surveyed his son’s head for a bumpof “patience” or some
protuberance indicating a well-developed “faculty” of logical analysis, the
truly confirmable localizations turned out in the end to be those of simple
sensory and motoractivities.

As Figure 8~1 shows, the visual center proved to be at the occipital
cortex, the auditory center at the upper part of the temporal lobe, and the

muscular control areas Jaid out, as if by a map of the body upside-down,
on the mid-parietal region. Touch followed in a tactile area back of the

motor cortex, and taste and smell on the in- and undersides of the temporal
region. There is ample evidence that the region surrounding the occipital
cortex, where the form of the visual retina is itself projected, is concerned
with visual memories and meanings. Similarly, images and memories spe~
cifically of a certain sensory modality appear most clearly in the area

around the neurons concerned with another particular sensory perception
area. A central loss, in the visual area, means blindness, despite the eye

being intact; but brain damage more peripherally may bring only loss of

visual meaning. For example, in a case tested by. the writer, of carbon-
monoxide damage around the visual area, the patient could draw a fork
(when shown it) but could notgive its name or say whatit is for. How-
ever, the outlying association areasthat affect a given sensory center can be

fairly remote, and, in the last resort, almost any part of the cortex can
have relevance in regard to some symbolic or other association of a par-
ticular sensory center. Thus Luria (1970) presents evidence on the effect

of gunshot wounds in Russian soldiers, showing that the percentage of

interference with recognizing sounds declines almost uniformly in all dis

rections with distance of the lesion from the Jeft hemisphere auditory

center, but that some slight effect is noted even at the most distant areas

ii One. .

rotorotthedense on these matters has come from observing loss of

function when the brain is damaged, either accidentally and in necessary

surgical removal in humans, or in carefully controlled experiments with

animals, It also comes from clectrical stimulation, without any ain

damage, of the exposed brain, With humans the evidence has frequently

seemed highly contradictory, and though we now realize the nature o'

certain misleading assumptions responsible for our confusion, thereie

still lessons in subtlety of thought that we evidently have yet to fearn. ‘ ne

of the more simple sources of confusion has been our failure to realize,
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FIGURE 8-1
SomePrincipal Localizations of Cognitive Functionsin

the Brain
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until certain experiments were done by Sperry and others, that a person

can do practically everything (except bodily movements) with one hemi-

sphere that he can do with two. It is as if the second hemisphere were not

so much a means of augmenting the first, as a “spare” or an insurance

against damage, operating in much the same role as the duplicate file that

a foresighted man keepsfor importantcopies of documents.

Very little loss of general learning ability and memory, for example,

occurs in animals with one lobe removed—exceptfor those few abilities—

including motorcontrol of the opposite side of the body, which lodge on

one side only. Remarkable experiments have been done by cutting the

connections between the two halves, producing independently learning and

operating brains. But that is another and rather specialized story, and the

important point from it for ordinary brain localization as discussed here is

only that confusing inferences are drawn jn animal experiments unless

bilaterally symmetrical parts are removed, since one half otherwise can

take over easily for the other. Puzzling contradictions also arise from two

other sources: (1) thattheeffect of damage or ablation of the very same

area will be different at one age from that found at another, and (2) that

effects will be different according to the stage of learning of a particular

skill. In addition to these special cautions the s

injury must be alert to the systematic principl

X with a neurologicalinjury Y
does not prove

t

The absence of Mr. X from 4 conference when there is fog at the airport

Y does not prove that Mr. X lives at the airport. In more general terms,

anything depending on a chain of events——as most neural action does—can

be stopped by a break in apy one of several links. A necessary 1S not a

sufficient condition. These characteristics place neuro-psychology
in espe-

cial need of being handled by multivariate experimental designs, but un-

nts have been qualified in such

tion work, etc.fortunately, until recently fe
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then haveto learn to wait ten seconds before taking the food, they become
confused if frontal Iobe tissue has been removed. Similarly, in human
beings, frontal injuries typically cause no specific sensory or motorloss assuch, buta loss ofability to concentrate, to control impulses and emotions,and to recall and respect the social inhibitions one has been taught. An-other instance of a decided localization of a general ability is revealed bythe inability to commit recent events of any kind to memory which followscertain bilateral injuries to the hippocampus (and amydala) on the lower,mid-innersides of the two hemispheres.

Asto intelligence, if the neurologist acquainted primarily with the quali-tative findings up to, say, 1920, had been askedto locateit anywhere, hewould probably have designated the frontal lobes. It must be admitted,however, that this would be partly because (a) no specific sensori-motorfunctions were found there, and by exclusion one had to find somethingthat the region was doing; (b) the verbal control area (Broca’s area) wasat the beginning ofthe frontal area, suggesting that some “abstract skills”are projected further forward; and (c) the accessory powers of attention,concentration, and “reasoning,” which are so necessary to much intelligentproblem-solving, seemed to be locatedthere. Apartfrom this, all that couldbe said was that gross brain injury anywhere generally brought some ap-parent reduction ofintelligence.

3. EVIDENCE FoR INTELLIGENCE
AS GENERALIZED
COORDINATED CORTICAL
ACTION
Oneof the first extensive experimental ex-r as due to Karl Lashley who operated on thebrains ofrats in the 1920s. As a small boy. Lashley had accompanied his

rush, and something of that exploratory fever» though in his new conception of Eldorado, the lure of
d into thatof scientific truth. Certain scholars

He found the anticipated losses of, for example, visual learning andmemory from injuries to the visual area, and the usual sensory-motorlosses from the motor areas, but also something new. He found that a widerbrain area was necessary in effectively learning a new habit thanin retainingit. It had long been realized that certain processes—loosely called “‘con-
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solidation"—go on in the storage of things in memory for an appreciable
time after the actual experience. This is shown, for example, by the
existence of retroactive inhibition—the impairment of memory for learn-
ing Process A,if instead of the brain lying fallow, a new learning task, B,
follows immediately afterwards. It is evidenced also by losses of memory
that people suffer for an incident if the brain receives some kind of shock
immediately after the incident. So here, in later work, it was found that
removaloftissue before or immediately after learning did more damage to
the habit thanit did after the habit was well ingrained. Onelikely explana-
tion of this would be that when most of consciousness and attention are

involved in the learning, muck of the brain is also involved. Further, ap-

preciable areas evidently continue to be involved in the consolidation, but

as the behavior settles to an almost unconscious habit it is relegated

neurologically to less diffuse paths, indeed to narrow channels lowerin the

Cortex, and in somecasesultimately even to a lower brain orspinallevel.

Finding that, with complex learning, removal of brain tissue almost any-

where impaired learning, Lashley proposed a principle of equipotentiality
of neural resources. Spearman perceived in this an excellent possible
agreementwith his notion of “g” as a general “energy,” and, as the present

writer recalls from being present at a discussion in the London laboratory
between Spearman and Lashley in the mid-twenties, Lashley felt reason-

ably satisfied with this explanation at the time. Later he encountered evi-

dence in his work which seemed to make this too simple, and he veered
toward Thurstone’s emphasis on primaryabilities. Evidence of human brain

damage also seems in some cases to place emphasis on “mass action” and
in others on “special area” explanations, thus paralleling the swings of

emphasis between second-order general factors and first-order primaries
which we have seen to occur in the ability structure realms with each new
piece of evidence (see Chapters 3 and 4 above).

The kind of evidence which favors the notion of certain, special-area

abilities is the occurrence of amnesic aphasia from left pre-frontal lobe

injury. The physician’s definition of aphasia, incidentally, Thurstonc

equates in quantitative measurement terms to a drop in the W or V pri-

maries (page 79). Again, lobectomy for temporal-lobe damage (near the

hearing center) has been shown to reduce performance on the Seashore

test of musical ability, notably in tonal quality and tonat pattern discrim-

ination. And although such injury does not upset the ordinary, overlearned

ability to recognize spoken words, it docs reduce capacity to recognize
words unusually pronounced, or embedded in noise, and the power to

f resented,repeatStorieore (notably 11 and 13) the notion is developed that the

most abstract logical refations and concepts stand at the head of a hicr-

archy of relations which, on the “ground floor” consist of relations awa

simple sensory level and in one sense. For example, spot A is bigger than
spot B; note X is higher in pitch than note Y. Abstraction (neces-

sarily followed by adopting symbols for the manipulation and refer-
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ence storage of such abstractions) is intrinsically a building up ofrelations
among relations. Usually, such a development of higher order abstractions

carries one almost from the beginning far outside any single sensory or
motor area. Consequently, in brain structure, we should expect that rela-
tions lower in the logical hierarchy would have some intermediate degree
of localization, whereas the higher abstractions would transcend any one
“provincial” sensory or motor domain. Thus, initially, there might, for
example, be an association area for lower order abstractions linking only
visual and auditory experiences, which, while not as large as the whole

cortex—concerned with the most general relations of all—still requires
an appreciable extent of brain mass for its action (compared to recognition

within a single sense channel). Luria (1970) notes that a lesion in the

lowerpart of the left parietal lobe affects perception of spatial orientation,
e.g., on a map, ability to compute and sense of grammatical form, and asks

what these can have in common. He concludes that appreciation of rela-

tions of sequence are necessary for success in all of these, and that an
abstraction of sequence occurs both in spatial and temporal perceptions,

which tend to be carried symbolically more by spatial thinking which has
beenpartly located in the lowerleft parietal area. Indeed, the parietal area,

which lacks any extensive specific sensory lobalization, must be considered

an appreciable part of that association mass required for the ultimate

abstractions.

In summary, it can now be generalized with some confidence that

ablation or injury to the “projection area” of any one of the sensory—
sound, vision, taste, somesthesia, etc.—or motor centers, ie., the sur-

rounding area of projection fibers, upsets an ability. That ability is the

capacity to perceive any complexity of pattern, spatial or temporal (i.e.,

involving sense of duration) in connection with the given sense. When

injuries occur at greater radial distances from the sensory center the loss of

finer patterns and discriminations as such is often more evident than when
thecentral sensory area alone is damaged. For example, the early work of
Rejlander found injury distally placed around the speech area might not

affect the apparentsize of vocabulary, but did affect the nice use of abstract

word meaning. Such discrimination is definitely of the nature of what we
measure in primary abilities and moves in the general direction of what is

commonly meantbyintelligence as the capacity to perceive relationships.

However,it is also true, as far as can be inferred from results with tests

not previously oriented to modern ability structure concepts, that injury
almost anywhere in the cortex produces a reductionin intelligence—for the
momentin a sense commonto gy and g,. Russian investigators, who have
concentrated a good deal on brain physiology, claim that no Jess than three-
quarters of the cortex has nothing to do directly and specifically with cither

any oneofthe sensory inputcenters or the motoroutputactivities. This mass
we shall call the “association mass.” But it may be added that even sensory
area X may act as a sourceof integrating associations for sensory center Y-
Thereis no contradiction betweenspecificity and generality: there is specific
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and there is a general mass action of the total cortex.

5 mass action is by no means abolished,

d that we speak of cortical tissue (not

basal ganglia, cerebellum, etc.) there remains a fundamental truth in the

simple statementthat “Sntelligence can be weighed by the pound.” The

recent careful work of Ross (1958) for example, shows slight but ‘signifi-

cant loss of I.Q. after quite varied forms of brain injury. (This does not

deny, however, that as McFie (1960) shows, the special primary abilities

are also selectively impaired, according to brain area.) Another research

showing how more sensitive measures give clearer evidenceis that of Lans-

dell (1968) showing that amount of injury and brain removal in the

temporal lobe, which one mightatfirst expectto affect verbal ability, and

byleft more than rightside injuries, actually shows the most consistent re-

lation not to verbal but to general reasoning ability (among the primary

abilities tested). The correlation of injury and loss was 0.51 (P < .05),

andit was equipotential on rightorleft sides.

. The moresensitive the intelligence measureme
nt devices, the more clearly

is it demonstrable that in addition to the particular primary or sensory area

ability loss first noticed, there is also someloss in general ability. Aphasics,

for example, also show some deterioration in nonverbal tasks, i.e., not only

in such subtests as sentence completion, analogies, opposites and synonyms,

butalso in the “spatial” matrices, complex and speeded form boards, mazes,

andthe detection of absurdities.

4. QUALIFICATION
S AND

COMPLICATION
S OF

mass ACTION THEORY

It is perhaps almost unnecessary to say, at

field of brain neurology, in relation to ability, would

lex and qualified statements aS well as many new

for example, frontal-lobe operations on

¢ the I.Q. loss that

their particular cases

| emotional blocks to

brain localization,

Thus, by recent findings Lashley’

but only qualified. Indeed, grante

this point, that the

require highly compl

terms—even if we knew all. Thus,

humansfor therapeutic purposes ©

the above statement would suggest. B

probably brought improvement by remedying unusual

the use of ability. The ensuing increase in power of concentration then

more than compensated for loss of relation-perceiving
capacity due to the

neurological loss. However, one of the most systematic sources of neces-

sary qualification of the above generalizations concerns the effect of age

of the subjects. It had Iong been observed in the work of Beach, Lashley,

Tsang, Vygotsky, and others in this arca that damage of the samerelative
t scem to result

magnitude in the brain of a young child or animal did no!

in the same loss as in an a i sndebted particularly to

dult. Neurologists are in

D. O. Hebb (1959a) for perce!
pefore his arti-

iving the order in what was,

cle, a rather bewildering and scemingly contradictory array of evidence.

‘The capacity for memories and skills to relocate themselves in the child

brain is apparently much greater than in the adult, and where the latter
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may suffer losses which are, in part, permanent, the former may recover

completely. Considering this in conjunction with the different degrees to
which other performancesare affected—namely, a loss of a more specific
and local kind of ability in the older person—Hebb developed the neurologi-
cal basis of a concept of two kinds of general ability, which he called “A
and B abilities” (page 80). The theory of fluid and crystallized ability,

put forward by the present writer while these neurological findings were

emerging, integrated into a single theory this neurological evidence for two
kinds of ability with (1) the basic factor-analytic evidence, (2) the evi-

dence of standard deviation differences in the g. and g, I.Q.’s, (3) the
findings on the very distinct age curves throughoutlife, and (4) the evi-

dence for changing cultural forms of the g, patterns.
Russian neuropsychologists have put forward related theories and obser-

vations, which are partly re-interpretable in the simple mass action prin-

ciple used by Hebb to explain the g; and g, difference, and partly in the
further investment theory and the dual hierarchy set theory discussed

below. Vygotsky (1934 in 1965) pointed out that classical localization

theory could not explain certain observations. In particular he instanced
that a change occurs in a behavioral function “located” in brain area A,

when relatively remote brain areas B, C, etc., connected with other func-

tions are destroyed. For example an apraxia (motor disturbance) may be

determined partly by damage causing a verbal aphasia. Also heinsisted

that the nature of the disturbance at A depended partly upon whether B or
C areas were involved. None of the semi-mystical concepts of Vygotsky

are necessary, however, to account for these observations. First, the mass

referral law (a suitably modified statement of the mass action principle in

which the primary emphasis is that all the cortex enters into any relation

eduction) will account for the effect of B and C upon A’s functions. Sec-

ondly, the specific nature of the effects respectively of B and C can be

traced to the “provincial powers”orp factors in the triadic theory (Chapter
11), which are differently sensorially localized. Thirdly, the dual hierarchy
set theory (Section 7, below) reminds us that both the localization and the

massreferral principles require, to complete the explanation, a dynamic
theory of“sets.” Thatis to say, the outcome of whatever potentialities are
local or massive and general depends on the way these potentialities are
put together by the dynamic sets of the moment. The aspectofthese lawful

observations that has to do with differential effects from developmental

age will be considered with the investment theory in Section 7 below.
Meanwhile a word is necessary on some apparently conflicting experi-

mental results with regard to the mass referral (or mass action, or equipo-
tentiality, to use slightly different conceptualizations) principle. In the first

place, because of the marked crudity at present of measures aimed to test
the equivalent of g, in animals, the present writer doubts the precision of
certain experimential conclusionsthat animals brain-injured early in life not
only recover the particular abilities but reach a general intelligence Ievel no
different from thatof uninjured animals. Even in experiments on the corre-
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sponding theme in humans, the intelligence testing has not been sensitiveenoughin terms of sufficiently factorially clear test-concepts to prove this.The basic fact must not be overlooked that neural tissue does not regen-
erate itself. One must distinguish, moreover, between the notion of mass
referral (equipotentiality or mass action), which is apparently sound
enough, and thatof unlimited substitutability, or boundless capacity to re-
locate. The young animal! can relocate, and return to a high level of per-
formance, butit cannot escape the law of mass action and almost certainly
suffers some general learning-ability loss, Indeed, it may be hypothesized
that there is a sense in which the young animat’s loss from early brain in-
Juryis greater. For he loses not only the capital but the gains from the years
of interest at which that capital would have been invested in producing
crystallized abilities—whereas, the adult injured in adult life has already
collected these gains.
Some further discussions of special kinds of evidence must follow before

justifying our particular theoretical resolution, but briefly to anticipate that
Conclusion, we may say that fluid ability is conceived as a power which is
a function of the total, effective, associative, cortical cell mass and of cer~
tain parameters ofefficiency in those cells. The efficiencies are concerned
with metabolic rate, biochemical qualities discussed in the next section, and
freedom from too high a burden of memorystorage. But at any rate, they
are parameters which seem to be at an optimum level in early maturity.
This power of a given neurological mass at a given physiological efficiency
goes to work with learning experience, as described in Chapter 11 below,
to build up a wide spectrum of acquired judgmental skills. The majority
of these are concerned with complex relationships and constitute what are
called “crystallized general intelligence,” the parts of which can be quite

locaily “stored.” .
To fit the neurological findings with respect to age we must bring to the

theory the additional hypothesis that in the young animal the operation of

a particular skill is not so rigidly and narrowly neurologically channelled
as Jater. By this hypothesis a localized injury would not Produce such a

localized behavioral deficit in a younger as in an older animal, but would
produce the sameloss in fluid ability. This same-sized Joss in fluid ability
would, however, show up, as usual, in other areas than the focal one, and
probably more so in early injury, because all areas are more sustainedin
their action by fluid ability in the young, while more judgment-behavior

hasbeenshifted to crystallized ability in the old. Young and old would show
this loss equally in learning something entirely new, but the loss might be

more important for the post-mature adult who (see the age curvesof

page 168) hasless capital left even before the traumatic loss. On the other
hand, if certain complex, say, mathematical notions require a certain gy
at » the individual who sustains injury in adult life, after he has mastered

and stored these, is better off, as pointed out in the paragraph above, than
if he had sustained the gy less carly, and never mastered these discriminations
as g, investments,
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‘This muchintegration of observations can be attempted with reasonable

safety at the presenttime, resulting in a theory which possesses appreciable

simplicity along with a rather wideefficiency of prediction. But at the pres-

ent moment, in the path of further advance stands

a

virtually insurmount-

able obstacle left by the failure of learning theory to come to terms with

neurology over the nature of memory. Attempting a reconnaissance of the
road block, we maysee in the following section that there are at least three
equally entertainable and highly divergent theories of what happens in

memorizing. And since we cannot properly handle the relation of g, to g-

without some knowledge of the neurology and physiology of memory, our
further steps in theory developmenthave to remain tentative.

5. EVIDENCE FROM ELECTRICAL
ACTION OF THE BRAIN

Before returning in Section 7 to a final at-
temptat integration, despite somedifficult issues there, let us take stock of
findings in areas beyond neural anatomy, namely, in neural function, in

electroencephalography, and physiology. The expectation that the brain

would “work by electricity” is as old as Galvani’s early experiments with
frog’s nerves and the electric current. Demonstration of the existence of

electrical potential waves during brain action was given first for animal

brains by the English physiologist Caton in 1875. A German psychiatrist,

Berger, developed in 1924-1929 the technique of taking what we now call

encephalograms, or EEG records, from the human skull and showed their

value in exploring brain damage and epilepsy. Since then an extremely

widespread use of EEG records, along with computers, bas given a fairly
substantial, butstill somewhat obscure foundation, along with the chemical

findings of such great contributors as Adrian (1947) and Eccles (1966)
for inferences on neural functioning in brain action.

From two or more leads lightly gummed to the skull (or in some cases,
electrodes placed on the brain itself) currents based on fifty to one-hundred

millionths of a volt are picked up, amplified, and printed on a record as
shownin Figure 8-2. The average amplitude seems to be about fifty micro-
volts. The problem of how to read this odd handwriting of the brain was an-
sweredfirst by the recognition of the presence of some fourorfive different

wavefrequencies: an alpha rhythm of 8-13 per second, a beta much quicker,
and delta and theta rhythms which are slower and less regular. Most work
has been done on the alpha waves which vary in frequency, in amplitude,
and in the extent of their interruption. (A high “alpha index” means that

alpha frequency is steadily present much of the time.) However, am-
plitude, frequency, phase relationship, and other aspects equally deserve
attention.

Visual stimuli, mental computation, and other evidences of concentra-

tion momentarily blot out the occipital alpha rhythm. Incidentally, the
findings regarding alpha interruption agree with the brain localization con-
cepts from the other methods above,in that a visual stimulus produces most
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FIGURE 8-2
Wave FormsVisible in an Electroancephalogram
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interruption in the occipital lobe, and abnormality of the left prefrontal re-
gion alpha coincides with verbal ability loss, and so on. The first impact of
any stimulus produces wave changes largely at one amplitude, but, as Gern-
Stein at MIT demonstrates, the disturbance then spreads over a wider

range of amplitudes. A stone dropped into a barrel of water at first sets up

tegular waves, which then are reduced and augmented byreffections, and
we may conjecture that “processing” by other brain regions similarly sends
back more varied sets of reverberations. ; a

Three ways of extracting some order that would permit more intelligible
reading of the complex handwriting suggest themsclves. One js a Fourier

analysis, mechanically breaking down the observed wave form into com-
ponents (such as the five or so above). Another is the simple notion of re-
peating a stimulation or other process dozens of times and averaging say,
thefirst ten seconds of brain potential changes following the stimulus. Thus

one gets a single essential process curve, cleared of “noise,” as in what

have recently been called “evoked potentials.” The third possibility is to
take as variables many measurable features of the electroencephalographic
outputs of a large number of people andto factor analyze them. This would
assume that the varying amplitudes of the various frequencies can be
traced to a small numberof underlying influences, cach with its particular
spectrumof influence across the frequencies. (See discussion of process
analysis, i.c., resolution into basic process curves; Cattell, 1966.)
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The second has been performed very extensively, and an elaborate com-
puter—the “average response computer” (ARC)—has shownthat indeed
there are marked regularities—atleast, in the process following stimulation.
For example, there is a regular long-lasting but dampening series of waves
(“evoked potentials”) after a stimulus is perceived, as shown in Figure

8-3. It has been suggested that they are connected with referring input to
analyzing mechanisms, and with the establishing of memory engrams. For
circumstances (e.g., anaesthesia) which stop this reverberation of poten-
tials appear also to destroy committing to memory, etc. Evoked potential

waves becomefaster with older children and adults, slower with thyroid re-
movaland in old age. They keep a characteristic form for a given individual.
It seems reasonable to suppose that they are concerned not only with mem-

orizing but also with the evaluation of a stimulus—its referral to the sorting

in the sensory area, and also to the eduction of relations. For they appear

whenrelations are demanded with other sensory areas, as when one pre-

sents a standard perceptualintelligence problem. Now a smaller total corti-
cal apparatus, like a smaller computer, might be expected to take longer to

process a fixed number of relations up to the required fevel for solution, as

presented by a standard test problem. This is exactly what appears in the
original observation of Ertl (1966) showing a correlation of about —0.7

between the latency measure (taken as time from stimulusto third crest in

Figure 8-3) and ordinary intelligence measures. Incidentally, as Horn also

shows, the reliability of the latency measure as a “trait” is high (.7 to .9)

so that, with a reliable intelligence test, such a correlation is not intrinsically

impossible. A careful followup by Hom (1969) confirmsthe rather sur-

prising significances of Ertl and his associates, though the magnitude of the

correlations in an adequate sample and a well-chosen array of ability fac-
tors proves to be nearer to —0.3. The special virtue of Horn’s analysis is

his testing the latency against a whole array of measures, in which hefinds

the largest r’s with g, and g,, but also, in certain phases of the curve, with
g,—retrieval effectiveness or fluency. Thus a shorter latency is a result not

only of the larger cortical mass for relation eduction, underlying g;, but
also of the effectiveness of assembling relevant information and judgmental
skills. Horn also broughtoutthe importantfact that the correlation is better
if subjects receive stimuli whenat a low level of arousal. It would be inter-

esting next to see if the correlations for g,; and g, are better respectively
when the stimulus is a culture-fair intelligence problem and a problem re-

quiring muchreferral to memory resources.
Turning nextto relations ofability to the “resting state’ EEG, we en-

counter such contradictory results as to justify the commentthat if investi-

gators in this field had first structured (factor-analytically) the EEG spect-
trum (Cattell and Elmgren, In press), the findings would have been more
consistent. Naturally, one speaks here of both individual difference factor
analysis and also whathas beencalled differential factor analysis or process
factor analysis. It is a sad illustration of the slowness of techniques to cross

academic boundaries that among thousands of EEG researchesit is impos-
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FIGURE 8-3

Evoked Potentials as a Measure of Intelligence
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sible to find more than half a dozen experiments (and those, alas, inade-

quate) that have attacked EEG wave analysis factor-analytically. Indeed,

the first crude method—simply examining associations with individual wave

frequencies—has prevailed. What one would expect to get from the other

technique is the discovery of a numberof focal origins corresponding to

distinguishable spectra extracted by the factor analysis, as the astronomer

and chemist recognize in a single broad spectrum the presence of several

distinct elements by the different spectra characteristic of each. Correla-
tions showing at least a tendency for more ofthis kind of wave to go with
more of that kind have nevertheless been recognized, as in the work of

Netchine and Netchine (1962) below. It argues well for a full factor-

analytic treatment that even their search for combinations of scores (from

separate wave measures) by such rough correlational impression have
broughtsignificant correlations of EEG characters with behavior which the

“one wave length” bivariate analysis has been relatively impotent to
show.

As to the general origins of these wave potentials, ranging from six to
eighty cycles per second, it was at first thought that they represented the

summation of “firings” of individual neurons. Certainly wave forms are
known, ¢e.g., in epilepsy, apparently due to a large numberofcells becom-

ing synchronized in their discharge. However, the alternative also has to

be considered that the activity arises mainly from input, notably from
pulses from the reticular system, as part of its function of maintaining a

suitable activation level. Enough is now known about the behavior of the

individual neuron (Eccles, 1966) and aboutits physiology for us soon to

make some useful connections between the action characteristic of the

isolated neuron and the behavior of neurons in mass, and thus to relate

physiology as well as anatomical structureto intelligence. For example, the

known fall in intelligence, and in the evoked potentials, through thyroid

deficiency are cases in point,’and more will be met in the discussion on

biochemistry in Section 6 below. However, the point to be made in the

Presentcontextis that total brain action is unlikely ever to be predictable

from the characteristics and parameters of the individual neuron alone, but

only from position (pattern) and massfield effects.

Thereis, for example, increasing conviction among neurologists that the

general phenomenaweare discussing now are not wholly to be explained
in terms of summations of ordinary neuron discharges and synapse phe-
nomena. Rusinov and others have concluded that more is due than was

formerly realized to extra-cellular, non-axon currentfields. The white mat-
ter constituted by the neuroglial cells, which surround and outnumber the

neurons (grey matter) by the order of ten to one, may participate in the

formation of these fields and gradients. Some of the most successful at-

tempts to explain reflexological conditioning learning depend on the notion

that centers of excitation sect up general field “sets” within which the

synapse behaviorof particular, individual neurons is altered. It is specifically

theorized, in fact, thatfields of frequency-modulated signals create the con-
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ditions for synapse connectionsto function. Thus the macroscopic and the
microscopic approaches ultimately may be brought into convergence in
more than a speculative, theoretical sense.
To return to the EEG phenomenaperse, it is evident that whatever the

full nature of these regular wave forms picked up by the electrodes may be,
the alpha wave is some kind of homeostatic energy system. Like a flywheel
it betokens energy “resting,” ready to be used. Brazier suggests it may be a
rhythmic excitementlevel in the dendritic layers of the cortex. When a per-
son perceives, concentrates, or thinks, the simple oscillation is wiped out as
by some kind of discharge. Furthermore, it has been noted that its very
existence dependson the existence ofa sufficiently large volumeofassocia-
tional cortex, i.e., cortex not directly concerned to cope with sensorimotor
immediate experience as such. For example, it is quite hard to find alpha

in animals, or in children before a certain stage of brain development, and,

as weshall now see,it is apt to be of slower frequency in mental defectives.

The general finding in experiments exploring the relation of alpha waves
to intelligence wasinitially thought to be a significant positive relation
between higher alpha frequency and higher mental age. However,it is now
realized that this relation is far more consistent and large among those with
subnormal intelligence, and brain size or with age-sclerosis or brain-

damaged deteriorations than in the normal adult range, in which it scarcely
exists. Vogel and Broverman (1966), who note this, suggest that the poor

and often insignificant relations in the adult range may be due to the adult
areas ofintelligence expression—what we would designate the crystallized
intelligence manifestations—being very different in different people. This
amounts to saying that adult intelligence in the experiments concerned has

not been properly measured bytraditional intelligence tests; to which we
can only say ‘amen.’ If the protean non-comparability of adult intelligence
tests is the problem, the correlations should became as significant as those
with children when culture-fair (fluid ability) intelligence tests are used in

these experiments instead. .

Theinitial hopes for a simple relation ofability measures to alpha rhythm

are thus clearly ruled out by the careful surveys of Lindsley (1961), Ostow

(1954) and Ellingson, indicating there is no relation in normal adults but

only in the early ycars—where slower gamma and delta waves give way

to faster and more prevalent alpha—and in brain-injured persons, where

the whole EEGis, in any case, upset. On such bases two hypotheses about

the EEG that need to be considered are as follows: First, as we have seen,

there is the suggestion that a “critical mass"—~analogous to the sritical mass

necessary for selfsupporting nuclear fission—of “free associational brain

tissue, i.¢., neurons not absorbed in specific, sensory, local organizations,

may be necessary to produce these rhythms. That mass is somewhere in the

intelligence range between the higher mammals and man. Among younger

children and mental defectives or deteriorated adults of about a six to ten-

the correlation of more rapid, developed alpha rhythmntal age,
ah ne . preciable~-about + 0.3 to + 0.6. However, as otherswith mental age is ap
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have noted,the relation is more significant with mental age than with I.Q.,

ie., there are developmental as well as sheer magnitude associations. Thus

the evidence is, in any case, that the relation is curvilinear, and as we get

to cortical masses in the adult and superior adult ranges, further increase in

intelligence-growth becomeirrelevant to increase in alpha characteristics.

The second hypothesis is that the alpha rhythm frequency, though re-

lated to some cortical feature highly responsible for intelligence, is not a

direct and unmediated expression of it. Alpha frequency may, for example,
be an index oflatent resources. If this is so, good research strategy would
suggest that, instead of taking “resting” measures on the REG, we should
take measures of how these wave features change, especially when com-
plex stimuli and intelligence-demanding problemsare presented, as in the

pioneer work of Ertl and Horn, with its finding that latency of the third

wavephasein the evokedpotential does correlate with intelligence and that

the subject’s level of prior arousal is important. Along the same line of
strategy is the above-mentioned claim of Netchine in Paris that the corre-

lations with mental age are much better if one takes, instead of alpha fre-

quency, 2 compound index of this value with amplitude and certain patterns

in the EEG. One wouldbeinclined to hypothesize that it would be better

still if beta rhythm (positively) and presence of delta and theta rhythm

(negatively) were included in the regression weights for the index, since

they also correlate with intelligence as indicated by certain exploratory

researches.”
; In summary, even at the present stage of research, if one is prepared to

discount certain failures to demonstrate connections as probably due to
poor choiceof typeofintelligencetests, and low correlations as due to using

single variables (with much specific in them) instead of weighted estimates

of EEGfactors, one would conclude that very suggestive relations have

been found. Atleast over lowerintelligence ranges there is evidence from
thefield ofelectrical observations, which converges with that from anatomi-

cal observations discussed previously to the important conclusion that in-

telligence is closely related to the magnitude of the physiologically active

cortical massof“associational” interconnective neurons. Recent moredirect

approachesto evaluating this neuronal mass as in pneumoencephalographic

(X-rayexamination) studies (Kiev, Chapman, Guthrie, and Wolf, 1962)

“theimpairment of the highestintegrative functions

? Wereturn with this reflection to the argument above,thatif a technically good fac-
tor analysis of individual difference variables of the EEG were carried out, there is

every prospect that a factor would be found (i.c., 2 weighting of various manifesta-

tions more meaningfully devised than the already promising rough index of the

Parisian researchers) that would correlate very highly with intelligence. Furthermore,
from the demonstrations of Landantytkina, A. Glass, and others, that the desynchron-

ization of waves (as in alpha index interruption) seems proportional in individuals to

the effort of concentration they are required to make to a problem,correlations surcly
should appear between the magnitude of such evoked disturbances when different

people are presented with problems of standard difficulty,
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is di
i

isdireet'y related to total number of inadequately functioning cortical

bi tntimes this cortical associational neuron mass must be anatomically and

thai ogically more precisely defined for the more exact testing of the theory

i it corresponds to g,. One gets hints, for example, from both the electri-

ca (eg, Netchine correlations) and the anatomical evidence, that this asso-

ciational mass is less concentrated jn the occipital and frontal lobes than

in the more central cortex. For instance, correlations of brain injury with

intelligence, as Weinstein and Teuber and others show, are somewhat lower

when the mass lost is measured in these frontal and occipital areas than

when in parietal, rolandic, and temporal areas. There are even suggestions

(DeRenzi and Faglione, 1965; Smith, 1964) that the left hemisphere is

slightly more important not only in verbal ability (Broca area) but in gen-

eral intelligence.

An intriguing problem fo!

abilities resides in the pecu

barely discussed. From the early days of m

these lobes had no immediate sensory or mo

distinct inclination,at the “phrenology” stage ©

high forehead with high intelligence. Observations of prain injuries quickly

showed that emotional control, foresight, and prudence were the chief loss

from such injury, and intelligence tests seemed to show no more reduc-

tion than would follow from comparable injury anywhereelse in the brain.

nimals by Pribram

Much valuable controlled experimen

(1960), Bianki (1962), Franz (1902), and Konorski (1948), as well as

the special studies of Harlow (1949), supportthis general conclusion, and

show the area to be concerned with planning, maintaining sequential sets,

and handling the motivation impulses and general grousal signals that arise

from the brain stem and the reticu
ow, Pribram, and others

lar system. Har!
;

have shown that animals with frontal lobe injuries lose delayed-action but

not discriminatory powers.
} brain action by Grey

Thestudies of electrical
e

Walter (see Section 5 below), also confirm the role of frontal lobes in

handling excitatory input. Evidently the assignment of many frontal lobe

association traits to projections from the hypothalamic area, and therefore

to the important tasks of emotional analysis and conduct control (which it

has not been our business yet to discuss in this book on abilities) accounts

for the less than expected role of the frontal Jobes in intelligence as such.

However, that composite derivative of intelligence and personality control

which we call “problem solving capacity,” and which tendsin animal re-

search to be erroncously equated with intelligence 95 “relation perceiving

capacity” (see Chapter 13) does have more

r the psychologist looking for the neural basis of

liar status of the frontal lobes, which we have

eurology it was realized that

tor function, and there was a

f investigation, to associate &

definite association with the

uc is taken

frontal lobes. In Section 7 this iss up again in connection with

the concept of “plans” by Miller,
d Pribram (1960). Mean-

while, Iet us sec what contribution
m resides additionally in

the biochemical evidence.

Galanter, 2!

to the proble
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6. EVIDENCE FROM CHEMICAL
RESPONSE PROPERTIES OF
THE BRAIN
It is obvious that somereduction of correla-

tions and some uncertainty of conclusions in regard to functional connec-

tion of anatomical brain structure with various behavioral functions could

be due to that fact that existing structures may not always be fully func-

tioning, because of biochemical conditions. A clear but extreme illustra-

tion of such factors is the development of mental defect from phenylketonu-
ria, whereinitially normal brain structure is powerless to function because
of a critical lack of a metabolite (5-hydroxytryptamine) in early infancy.
Incidentally, animals also perform poorly on mazes if fed a high phe-
nylalanine diet which is equivalent to the biochemical upset seen in these
children.

Such simple relations to biochemical action are at present not widely
demonstrable despite the appearance of some comparatively straightforward

correlations like the above,and the relation of thyroxin or oxygen or glucose
Jevel to general behavioral responseefficiency. The moregeneralrule is that

biochemistry and anatomical structure interact more complexly. Thus 2

particular chemical (at least, when we go beyond simple oxygen metab-

olism) is effective in one anatomical organization and not in another, as

is clearly brought out by Berger (1960). For this reason, understanding

chemical action often dependsalso on understandingthe “wiring diagram,”
i.e., the structure of neuroanatomy discussed above. Nevertheless,it is good

to begin study here with the basic chemistry of the ordinary neuron,as it

operates practically everywhere, and tum to local specialization later.

Necessarily, a brief survey, such as this book attempts, cannot consider

neuro-chemistry systematically, but we may note that the sodium-potassium

ion ratio is a basic determiner in the process of transmission of impulses
along the nerve axon. Similarly, grasping the action of acetylcholine (and
the substance which keeps it in equilibrium—cholinesterase) is vital to

understanding transmission at the synapses, where one neuron links onto
another. The application of potassium chloride solution to the cortex, for

example, can so upset the sodium-potassium ion balance that a whole re-

gion goes out of action, as shown byinertness of electrical signs and the
temporary disappearanceof ability to learn, equivalent to that found more

permanently when such a region is excised. Since synapses are everywhere
in all brain regions, changes in acetylcholine, an excitant of conduction at
the synapses, and cholinesterase, which inhibits it by increasing conduc-

tance of membranes to potassium and chlorine ions, can similarly produce
widespread effects. These effects of general overexcitation are about such as

would be expected from the summation over large masses of the known ef-
fects on individual neurons and the surrounding glia. As far as brief sum-
mary is possible, it would be correct to say that the known chemistry of the

sodium-potassium balance of cholinesterase, serotonin, noradrenaline, etc,
as they act on the neuron is helpful in understanding upsets of excitation
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andinhibitory balances. For we can see how these natural biochemical regu~
lators lead to regional overexcitation, on the one hand,as in severe anxiety
or epilepsy, and, on the other, to sleep or sluggishness with impaired func-~
tioning. However, the morestriking effects of drugs upon intelligence and
learning arise from chemicals the action of which at the cell and synapse
level is probably not so simple and Certainly not so well understood.
By considering first what is known about the gross action of chemicals

—“drugs”— foreign to the body, or, at least, “abnormal” in condition, we
are aided in our understanding of the more subtle natural regulators. From
the time when thefirst prehistoric man brewed alcohol, to the latest, post-
LSD, psycho-active drug, man has become accustomed to expecting fairly
definite behavioral effects from ingesting certain chemicals. The effect of
alcohol is marked in slowing reaction time, upsetting cerebellar control,

reducing the emotional control associated with normal action ofthe frontal

lobes, and in decreasingintelligence. The present writer (1930) was able to

showthatalthough ten grams of absolute alcohol produced intelligence loss
of a few points of I.Q. for most people, a quite smalf dose of five grams,
though lowering intelligence in some, showed a distinctly variable action.
That this variability of effect was not experimental error was shownby the

pattern being strikingly consistent for members of the samefamily. Caffeine,
as in coffee, on the other hand, produced some gain in memory recall and

slight butinsignificant increases in what we should now call crystallized in-
telligence-test performance, Had fluid (culture-fair) tests been available
then,it seemslikely that no changein g, would have been recorded, since the

crystallized increase is sufficiently explicable by caffeine’s familiar action in

improving memory access and retrieval. A more recent study directly in-
vestigating effects on generalability, specifically on g, and g;, is that of P.S,
Hundal (Punjab University) who found that, although the direction of
effects of benzedrine (upward) and phenobarbitol (downward) are the
Same on fluid and crystallized intelligence measures, the only significant
(P < 01) effect was that of phenobarbitol on the former. This agrees with
some general conclusions below that (1) fluid intelligence is more affected
by generalized cartical influence, (2) most effects are downward from a
natural efficiency level, and (3) retrieval and crystallized intelligence may

instead be more affected by drugs producing facilitation of recall.

Among the “tranquilizers” and sedatives such as meprobamate and phe-

nobarbito}, Townsend and Mirsky (1960) showthat digit symbol-substitue

tion (which, with appropriate groups, is a moderately good intelligence

test), is susceptible to more impairmentthan tasks involving only mechani-

cal attention and alertness. Most resulis, however, show negligible im-

pairment by meprobamate of judgment and intelligence function except

possibly slightly in memory; but appreciable impairment of such test per-

formance occurs by phenobarbditol, On the other hand, Jarge meprobamate
doses in monkeys (Weiskrantz, Gross and Baltzer, 1965) do reduce discriny-
ination performance, but may slighy improve delayed responses a mon-

keys with frontal lobe injuries. The experimenters suggest that if reduces an
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excessive and inappropriately ordered intake of sensory information due to
the impaired frontal lobes. Frankenhaeuser and Myrsten (1968), with large

doses of this tranquilizer, found more impairment with increased task
difficulty and less as the prior amountof learning increased. Miller (1960)
gives a clue to some inconsistent results by arguing that meprobamate actu-
ally increases speed of learning in performances with which anxiety inter-

feres. Injection of procaine into frontal lobes (Paolino and Friedman,

1959) apparently produces nointellectual impairment (again adding a mite

of evidence that the frontal lobes are involved more in control than intelli-
gence, thoughstill one must conclude some intelligence involvement). The

effects of LSD seem generally deteriorative, especially in regard to memory

functions.
A majordifficulty in giving the main outlines of conclusions here comes

from the lack of agreement among physiologists on the dimensions of drug

classification by effects. Terms like “stimulant” and “depressive” are

pointless when the same drug stimulates a dozen things and simultaneously
depresses half a dozen others. An empirical demonstration of nine main

independent dimensions-of-state change (Cattell, 1960) suggests that a
meaningful vector or profile characterization is possible, however, for any
particular drug action. Berger (1960) has brought some order into the
pharmacological side by designating five main types of psychoactive drugs
—phenothiazines, Rauwolfia derivatives, diphenylmethanes, propanediols,
and substituted amines—and two main types of action—cerebral depres-
sion and autonomic suppression. He showsthat the third and fifth of the
chemical types act depressively on the cortex and the first three on the
hypothalamus. However, the more sensitive measures of total cortical
efficiency are made, the more they tend to show slight impairment with
most sedating drugs. And with stimulants like caffeine and strychnine the
improvements are slight and mainly in recall.

‘The above conclusions mainly concern normal subjects. When persons
suffering from psychosis or some temporary impairment are concerned,
more significant improvements in intellectual performance mayresult. Such
improvements, under diseased or pathological conditions, include the find-
ing that amphetamine (benzedrine, etc.), as shown by Blackburn with the
present writer's culture-fair tests, will improve the intelligence performance
of hospitalized depressives. But, as Brubaker and Pierson (1962) show,
dexadrine (benzedrine) gives no significant difference for normals on in-
telligence or the primary mental abilities. In the case of depressives it
would seem the improvementis through change in motivation, since per-
sons in normal emotional states do not improve. Again Gilgash (1957)
finds significant improvement on the Wechsler test with psychotics from
chlorpromazine (an anxiety reducer), but Porteus, using the mazetest of
intelligence, closer to g,, finds a consistent and significant loss of I.Q. from
this drug over a series of careful experiments.

Even in depressed or mentallyill persons, the clearest conclusion seems
to be thatalleged I.Q. improvements are probably due to being able to gain
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the patient’s attention and motivation, not to increased relation-perceiving

capacity as such. As Uhr (Uhr and Miller, 1960, p. 620) well summarizes,

Improvements in effective intelligence reflect a lessening of disruption

rather than any direct affect of the drug upon performance.” An exception

to this is the improvementin senile persons or those suffering from brain

circulatory disorders, where drugs which remedy the condition—as in the

findings of improvement through small doses of a convulsant (metrazol)

drug, of an anti-coagulant (Dicumarol), and of sodium glutamate (a protein

nutrient), (Caldwell, 1958)—producereal, cortical, efficiency increases.

To cut anintrinsically long (though inherently fascinating) story short,

one must concludethat, except for people in diseased or subnormal condi-

tions, no artificial drug has appeared that is capable of significantly in-

creasing fluid general intelligence or bringing more than momentary im-

provements in crystallized intelligence (which may be mediated by changes

produced in g, and g,). To anticipate outcomes of our next discussion—on

nature’s own chemicals—the same generalization essentially holds there too:

a nerve network, as presently genetically given, has the best biochemicals

for its mostefficient functioning. However, although this is true in the long

run,in relation to all the mental and emotional adjustments and recupera-

tions we have to make, there is no intrinsic reason why temporary im-

provements should not be made, as everyone experiences (or thinks he

experiences) if he sustains performance on cups of strong coffee, though

he suffers jitters and jadedness afterwards. Certainly everyone has intro-

spections of variation ofhis intelligence and insight, and, if Horn’s results

(page 491) are confirmed and extended, we are likely to conclude that the

main capacities—gp, er Br Bs» etc.—fluctuate from hour to hour, each with

its characteristic pattern. Presumably this is partly external stimulation:

leading to higher activation level or increased fatigue, and partly interna

biochemical change.
. ight

Thechief, natural, physiological determiners of neural action that mig!

be investigated as affecting the intelligence performance from given neura

masses are the nutrients—oxygen, glucose, ete.—the general bodily hor-

mones—adrenalin, noradrenalin, thyroxin, the ketosteroids, etc.—and cere

tain chemical pacemakers in conduction at synapses—acetylcholine, scto-

tonin, cholinesterase, ctc. Letus briefly consider them in this sequence. duce

There are ample studies showing both intelligence and memory reduc

tion from shortage of the primary fuels, oxygen and sugar (rooia

dentallyit is realized nowthat brain ceils metabolize proteins and iPor :

Jeeser degree also). High altitudes, or oxygen chamber pressure ae

corresponding to 10,000 fect or aver, begin to reduce intelligencts an oe

and control. Sugar level reductions do the same and impair eck 5

Reductions in the sheer quantity of blood circulation in the brain, ce

certain limits, can account for the same effects. Brozek, the prescat Wi at

and others (1946) showed on World War IL volunteers (or expen

that vitamin B (thiamin) deficiency produces anxicty depress1oa, ae

ity to noise, and lack of ability to concentrate. Other, experiment

ok
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confirmed that with this degree of severity of deprivation there is also in-
telligence test loss. The effects of vitamin deficiency in mothers have been
set out in Chapter 7 on heredity.

Aboutthe effect of degrees of malnutrition within reversible limits there
is muchdebate. Studies of German children with relatively severe malnutri-
tion in World War I were unable to conclude any I.Q. loss. Recently the
issue has taken on political overtones in relation to the real degree of
intelligence improvement to be expected from welfare programs, with re-

sulting extreme claims in both directions and the production of more emo-

tion than knowledge. Like almost every other influence, nutritional differ-
ences seem to have their larger and more permanenteffects in very early
life. As typical of the more environmental emphasis one may take the
conclusions of Cravioto (1966) thatraising both protein and calorie con-

sumption in children with marked malnutrition slightly but significantly

increasesintelligence test performance. He concludesalso that malnutrition

prior to six months is especially liable to cause loss of I.Q. and that,
whereas losses in later life may be recovered, these are not. These infer-

ences from reconnoitering research are necessarily shaky and not yet to be

taken too seriously because no dependable intelligence test is known for
six-months-old—or even two-year-old—children. The evidence with cul-

ture-fair tests (page 463) is that the increase in bodily size in this genera-

tion from richer nutrition has not been accompanied by any general fluid

intelligence increase. The increase in crystallized intelligence seems due to
better schooling. If there were any fluid intelligence increase one would
need to prove, before consideringit part of the larger physical growth, that
it is not due to reduction, by better hygiene, of the size of the minority
suffering from brain damage through disease. The general medical evidence
is that in severe malnutrition, as in famine, the bodysacrifices all kinds of
other tissue before nervous tissue. In the range of nutrition in Western
cultures it seems unlikely that much intelligence variance is associated
with calorie intake, though it might be with unwise eating habits, e.g., those
giving vitamin B deficiencies or excessive cholesterol from overfeeding.

Turning from fuel and protein, to the regulating hormones and brain
pacemakers, let us dismiss most hormone effects as already widely known
to readers, The only one having major effect on intelligence is thyroxin,
which, when reduced, produces retarded thought (myxoedema) and im-
becility (cretinism). Early reduction of brain metabolism may also mean areduction of neural growth. Speculatively, there has been suspicion of other
hormone deficiency effects, including the
formances,notably, fluid intelligence, but also fluency (retrieval) show 2
maximum in late adolescence,it is easy to argue that sex hormones play
some indirect part. The German psychiatrist Mébius once remarked, in
noting the lively minds of most adolescents and the dullness of most adult
conversation, that “some degree of mental defect supervenes in all people
after adolescence,” and it is an easy step from this commentto the notion
that the highest production of sex hormone produces, rather than merely

sex hormones, Since some per-
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coincides with, this intellectual stimulation. But no tangible evidence on

such connections exist, and eunuchshave not been noted for stupidity.

Understanding of the action of acetylcholine, serotonin, noradrenaline

and other “neurohormones” and their balances (hydrolysers, esterases)

such as cholinesterase, monoamineoxidase is rendered difficult partly by

the fact that the action of mostis primarily on the mid-brain and old brain

(limbic system) rather than the cortex. (Serotonin, for example, is most

concentrated in the hypothalamus (Himwich, 1960) as also in noradren-

aline and adrenaline.) Also the strong emphasis in research has been on

understanding schizophrenic impairment, which happens to show in the

cognitive area more as disordered motivation than Jack of intelligence. The

possibility exists (from evidence mainly on learning in animals, by Rosen-

zweig, Krech, and Bennett (1961) and others, that raised acetylcholine in

the cortex is associated with increased anxiety, alertness, and problem-

solving activity. They analyzed the ratio of cholinesterase in the cortex to

‘o becomeshigher in
that in the subcortical levels of the brain. This c/s rati

rats and mice whose environment presents more stimulation or disturbing

features. The increase of the ratio of cortical weight to cholinesterase in the

more stimulated rats could be a function of cortical enlargement or of

greater demands for cholinesterase at the subcortical, hypothalamic level,

occasioned by greater arousal. However, Tapp and Markowitz (1963)

foundthatstimulation increased ventral cortex and subcortical weights and

thus decreased subcortical cholinesterase. With marked increases 1n life

stimulation the cortex is thicker and more developed, and as indicated, it

remains a possibility that the lower cholinesterase proportions could be a

consequenceofthis greater cell development. (Since numberof cells cannot

be increased by environment, one must infer that the average cell size is

increased.) Brighter genetic strains of rats in maze-running (from Tryon S

experiments) also show a higher ratio. These results need to be reas“3

the P-technique (state) findings by Williams and the present writer ( 3

that in human beings low cholinesterase in the blood serum 1s foun ia

anxiety (r = .78) and high cholinesterase instress. This sugsest

animals said to be living in a more “stimulating environmentactu? ly may

be living at a more anxiety-creating level, and that it is this which stimuacs

cortical growth. A generalized overactivity with acetylcholine rises ‘soe

ated with increase in brain volume growth, may be. shown al . 0 ' rs

someincrease ofintelligence test performance with it, but this has to

checked.
. . oo, ;

Biochemical research in behavioral science 1s only in its infancy, bat

very promising infancy. As far as abilities are concerned itisPe aae

relevant to effects across the age range. AS Levineoei ins )

int out, the correct operation ©
. ; ‘

critica periods of development exerts necessary efforts on ie catty devel

opmentof the central nervous system and on subsecralzations ms

i i tion va
.

already been pointed out, connec Hebb’s Bea rey, Chow.

Ueprivation of stimulation in carlylife, ¢.B- a5 19 Nissen’s (Nis
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confirmed that with this degree of severity of deprivation there is also in-

telligence test loss. The effects of vitamin deficiency in mothers have been

set out in Chapter 7 on heredity.

Aboutthe effect of degrees of malnutrition within reversible limits there

is much debate. Studies of German children with relatively severe mainutri-

tion in World War I were unable to conclude any 1.Q.loss. Recently the

issue has taken on political overtones in relation to the real degree of

intelligence improvement to be expected from welfare programs, with re-

sulting extremeclaimsin both directions and the production of mare emo-

tion than knowledge. Like almost every other influence, nutritional differ-

ences seem to have their larger and more permanenteffects in very early

life. As typical of the more environmental emphasis one may take the

conclusions of Cravioto (1966) that raising both protein and calorie con-
sumption in children with marked malnutrition slightly but significantly
increases intelligence test performance. He concludes also that malnutrition

prior to six months is especially liable to cause loss of LQ. and that,
whereaslosses in later life may be recovered, these are not. These infer-

ences from reconnoitering research are necessarily shaky and not yet to be

taken too seriously because no dependable intelligence test is known for

six-months-old—or even two-year-old—children. The evidence with cul-

ture-fair tests (page 463) is that the increase in bodily size in this genera-

tion from richer nutrition has not been accompanied by any general fluid
intelligence increase. The increase in crystallized intelligence seems due to

better schooling. If there were any fluid intelligence increase one would
need to prove, before considering it part of the larger physical growth, that

it is not due to reduction, by better hygiene, of the size of the minority

suffering from brain damage through disease. The general medical evidence

is that in severe malnutrition, as in famine, the body sacrifices all kinds of

other tissue before nervous tissue. In the range of nutrition in Western

cultures it seems unlikely that much intelligence variance is associated

with calorie intake, though it might be with unwise eating habits,e.g., those
giving Vitamin B deficiencies or excessive cholesterol from overfeeding.

Turning from fuel and protein, to the regulating hormones and brain

pacemakers, let us dismiss most hormoneeffects as already widely known

to readers. The only one having major effect on intelligence is thyroxin,

which, when reduced, produces retarded thought (myxoedema) and im-

becility (cretinism). Early reduction of brain metabolism may also mean a
reduction of neural growth, Speculatively, there has been suspicion of other
hormone deficiency effects, including the sex hormones. Since some per-
formances,notably, fluid intelligence, but also fluency (retrieval) show a
maximum in late adolescence,it is easy to argue that sex hormones play

some indirect part, The German psychiatrist Mébius once remarked, in
noung the lively minds of most adolescents and the dullness of most adult
con somthat some degree of mental defect supervenes in all people
the ake ce,” and it is an easy step from this commentto the notion

@ highest production of sex hormone produces, rather than merely
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coincides with, this intellectual stimulation. But no tangible evidence on
such connections exist, and eunuchshave notbeen noted for stupidity.

Understanding of the action of acetylcholine, serotonin, noradrenaline
and other “neurohormones” and their balances (hydrolysers, esterases)
such as cholinesterase, monoamine oxidase js rendered difficult partly by
the fact that the action of mostis Primarily on the mid-brain and old brain
(limbic system) rather than the cortex. (Serotonin, for example, is most
concentrated in the hypothalamus (Himwich, 1960) as also in noradren-
aline and adrenaline.) Also the strong emphasis in research has been on
understanding schizophrenic impairment, which happens to show in the
cognitive area more as disordered motivation than lack of intelligence, The
possibility exists (from evidence mainly on learning in animals, by Rosen-
zweig, Krech, and Bennett (1961) and others, that raised acetylcholine in
the cortex is associated with increased anxiety, alertness, and problem-
solving activity. They analyzed the ratio of cholinesterase in the cortex to

that in the subcortical levels of the brain. This c/s ratio becomes higher in

rats and mice whose environment presents more stimulation or disturbing

features. The increase of the ratio of cortical weight to cholinesterase in the

more stimulated rats could be a function of cortical enlargement or of

greater demands for cholinesterase at the subcortical, hypothalamic level,

occasioned by greater arousal. However, Tapp and Markowitz (1963)
found thatstimulation increased ventral cortex and subcortical weights and

thus decreased subcortical cholinesterase. With marked increases in life
stimulation the cortex is thicker and more developed, and as indicated, it

remains a possibility that the lower cholinesterase proportions could be a

consequenceofthis greater cell development. (Since number of cells cannot
be increased by environment, one must infer that the average cell size is

increased.) Brighter genetic strains of rats in maze-running (from Tryon’s
experiments) also show a higher ratio. These results need to be related to

the P-technique (state) findings by Williams and the present writer (1953)
that in human beings low cholinesterase in the blood serum is found in
anxiety (r= .78) and high cholinesterase in stress. This suggests that
animals said to be living in a more “stimulating” environment actually may
be living at a more anxiety-creating level, and thatit is this which stimulates
cortical growth. A generalized overactivity with acetylcholine rise, associ-

ated with increase in brain volume growth, may be shown also to bring

some increase of intelligence test performance with it, but this has to be

checked,
Biochemical research in behavioral science is only in its infancy, buta

romising infancy. As far as abilities are concerned it is particularly

relevant to effects nevoss the age range. As Levine and Mullins (1966)

point out, the correct operation of hormones (sex, thyroid, or adrenal) at

critical periods of development exerts necessary efforts on the carly devel-

opment of the central nervous system and oa subsequent behavior. Tt has

already been pointed out, in connection with Hebb's generalizations, that

deprivation of stimufation in early life, e.g., 28 in Nissen's (Nissen, Chow,
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and Semmes, 1951) experiments depriving chimpanzees of visual stimuli

and other experiments on auditory stimuli, will cause Jack of development

of normal discriminatory skills in that sense area. Apparently the structural

development ofcells is normal, but their biochemical preparedness and

reactivity is virtually permanently lost. Some of the age changes discussed

in Chapter 7 can be correlated with such physiological changes. For exam-

ple, between the age of thirty and ninety the mass of the brain typically

declines about ten percent. The concentration of RNA (Ribonucleic acid)

in nervecellsfirst increases with maturation and then decreases from about

fifty-five to sixty years of age. Probably RNA is more important to memory
(and therefore g, and g,) than to g;, butit also coincides with curves of loss

of the latter.

Probably the most important biochemical conclusion for ability psychol-

ogy, however, is that the brain cells are normally at a high pitch of effi-

ciency. They have the highest metabolic rate of any body cells and when

the brain is active there are, according to Hyden, of the order of three

billion impulses operating per second (two billion in the visual system

alone). It is not surprising therefore that most “foreign” chemicals, e.g.,

alcohol, LSD, merely reduce effective abilities. There is no magic “elixir”
for intelligence, but only the natural biochemicals (thyroxin, acetylcholine,

adrenaline, and its simulator amphetamine, etc.) the addition of which, if

the brain is subnermal through their absence, can raise intelligence and

learning capacity back to their proper level as expected from the structural

limits.

7. THE PHYSIOLOGICAL
INTERPRETATION OF FLUID AND
CRYSTALLIZED INTELLIGENCE,
QUALIFIED BY SOME UNSOLVED
RIDDLES OF MEMORY
In the above sections presenting evidence

from neuroanatomy, chemical action, and electrical phenomena we have
largely refrained from syntheses attempting interpretations beyond the
zone of each sectional area. Forin the present inchoate state of the subject
the cautious reader may want to separate fact from interpretation in what-
ever necessarily condensed general propositions are here offered. Even our
factual survey, by reason ofits having to dissect out from the enormous
area of neurophysiology what is most vital only to the subject ofabilities,
has had to neglect those aspects of neurology which have to do with the
ooame anecmotional life—notably the roles of hypothalamus, mid-brain,
system a spinalcord. and autonomic system—and with the reticular

The major theoretical difficulty in reaching a mor i
meaning for intelligence and other abilities isthat thebulkoftheoreo
mental evidence has to do with observations on learning, especially inanimal studies. And Icarning in most cases involves not only intelligence,
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but also drive, memory, and otherlesser factors. In allowing for effects
dueto effectiveness of memory we are hampered at the presentjuncture in
research by the fact that the neurological basis of memory is extremely
speculative. Theories vary from (1) “reverberating circuits” (to which there
are serious objections), to (2) qualities of “facilitation” or “readiness” in-
duced in synapses (anatomical or chemical), (3) preferred neural pathways
and networks determined by electrical “fields,” and (4) molecular changes
in universally neurally distributed RNA and other proteins. Since at present
some of these are equally attractive attempts to integrate intelligence the-
ory with the memory aspects of learning, theory has all the complications
ofintellectual polygamy.

_ Whatever alternatives or combinations are accepted they have to square

with the generally accepted conclusion, from both behavioral and physio-

logical evidence, that memoryhas three major aspects:

(1) A short-distance memory, from seconds or minutes to an hour or so

which is a maintained activity and involves interaction with present storage
leading to further storage. The “reverberating circuits” concept, which has

had to be almost abandoned as an explanation of long-term memory, is

quite apt here, At least somepersisting neural electrical activity is involved.

(2) A long-term storage, in principle not unlike a library or a computer
storage, but which now seems likely to depend on specific protein molecule

formation, as genetic storage depends on nucleic acid molecules. Mc-

Gaugh’s experiments with strychnine, picrotoxin, and pentyline tetrazol

show some stimulation of learning possibly in connection with this process,

but others with pemoline and ribanol, which show significant memory im-
provement in aged patients and in the learning of rats, suggest a protein
synthesis in memory. W. B. Essman hassimilarly shownthat “engramming”
of memories is improved byuric acid ingestion. Studies of S. H. Barandes,
showing that drugs upsetting protein synthesis upset memory, and G.
Ungar’s work, showing that transfer of brain extracts may transfer such

learning as avoidanceof certain stimuli, point to memory as chemical stor-

age, and probablyrelated to protein molecules.
Within this storage procedure, however, we can recognize a continuum

between storage of the immediate, “photographic” event and the abstrac-

tions that can be made from that and manyotherevents, by intelligent rela~

tion eduction. The latter are probably the work of the short-term memory

sorting and referral activity in (1) above, and are stored under symbols and

abstractions. This difference probably corresponds to the factor-analytically

substantiated difference between “intelligent” or “meaningful” and “rote”

memoryfactors revealed by Kelley (1954). However, this difference arises

jn the committing to memory ((1) above), where the more intelligent

person proceeds much further in processing the data. For, as Underwood

(1957) convincingly argues, the rate of decay of a memory is very similar

indeed for rote memory on the one hand, andintelligent Icarning on the

other. The chemical storage propertics may therefore be identical, while

the more intelligent, preliminary, committing to memory in the one case
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These action plans and testings operate in conjunction with what these

writers call “images,” constituted by the available stored information about

the world and the acting subject, The former associated with the forebrain

and limbic system, has to do with devising and controlling a suitable action

sequence, or hierarchicalfitting of subactions into a total course of action.

The latter (“images”) correspond roughly to what we would designate

moreprecisely here as the g, system—the system of reality-tested informa-
tion and judgmental skills, developed through g, and experience, and

stored neurologically in the more specialized zones where g, skills are

ultimately stored. Distinct from both of these—the plan control in the

limbic system and forebrain, and the g, resources around the sensory motor

areas—is the combining mass offering powers of relation eduction neces-

sary to the further developmentof both plans and images(g,).

A question which naturally arises at this point concerns where the
relation eduction within a particular sensory power zone ends and the
general relation eduction begins. This is paralleled by the question of

where, anatomically, a sensory or motor zone ends and the combining

mass begins. In the factor analysis of behavior we see a fair degree of

relational hierarchy development to be present in the local organizations

themselves, e.g., in the visualization capacity to develop purely visual pat-

tems. At some point the relational analysis is carried to higher hierarchies

in the combining mass as the pattern is understood in broader sensory

contexts, ¢.g., a visual music score as an auditory sound pattern. It might

seem sufficient to say that the combining mass takes over the moment that

interaction begins between two or more senses, or a relation passes beyond

the meaning of a particular sensory domain. But more likely the higher

relations, even within one sensory domain, already involve the combining

mass. The notion that two and two make four can be learned purely in the

visualfield, but it does not have its full sanction and meaning until it has

been compared and integrated with a similar finding in, say, the auditory

and tactile fields. The “logic” of one sense could be and is sometimes

peculiar, as conjurors realize. The experience from other areas may thus

feedback through the combining massto the higher level relation eductions
in any onelocal organization. This is perhaps why it is possible, as in
culture-fair intelligence tests, to measure g, by complex relations presented
purely in one (visual) sensory channel.

At present little is known about the anatomical boundaries of the
neurological combining mass, partly for the obvious reason thatit grades
without sharp boundaries into the sensory and motor power association
area. Present conclusions would be thatit is central in the cortical mass,
that it does not involve the outlying quite specialized cortical areas, and
tine peclaliontonprojectedintothe frontal lobes (with their plan-control-

; er local power zones. For, as we have
scen, there is much evidence that the frontal lobes and forebrain are con-
cerned with impulse control, anticipation of future consequences, and the
arranging of action Plans in proper sequences and hierarchies determined
by external realities.
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Therelation ofintelligenceto perception and control in socio-emotionalaction Situations—paralleling the anatomical relation of frontal lobes to
combining mass—is an intriguing one to the investigator, which we shall
approach more systematically in Chapter 12, on personality-ability inter-
actions. But in the present context of the neurological bases of ability one
can only point to the expectation—by analogy to what is found from the
other provincial power localizations—that a p (power) factor would be
found in behavior corresponding to the frontal lobe. This should be con-
cerned with good relation eduction (“intelligent perception”) in the field
of emotionalrelations and actions, and of cultural values. It should appear
as a rather broad beginning of “potitico-ethicat” ability, before that be-
comes inco-morated in crystallized intelligence. Because of that poverty of
imagination in the devising of a sufficiently broad spectrum of psychometric
tests which we have had to deplore in Chapters 2~6, no factor—either as a
primary or as a provincial power secondary—has yet been established in
this general area.

In default of research by ability investigators, it is personality research,
as documented in Chapter 12, that has picked up whatis probably also the

ability structure of this area, The basis for this assertion lies in the ego

strength (C) and superego strength (G or U.I. 29) factors. What one

would like to see is a factor definition morestrictly of their ability expres-
sions in terms of the novelist’s sensitive perception of emotional relation-
ships and behavioral consequences. And inasmuch as conduct obeys the

same quality of lawfulness as the physical world, the same logic of summa-
tion, substitution, etc., one would expect the special relations educed in
this power to be successfully handled in proportion to the individual’s
endowmentin fluid intelligence, and to be deposited as a partof crystallized
intelligence. Unfortunately for the neurological investigation of this area,

animal experiment is useless, since the socio-cultural-ethical world of
animals is miniscule compared to that of humans, and the corresponding
neuro-anatomy is almost certainly equally rudimentary. Indeed, the sociol-
ogists, and the dialectic materialists among neurologists, such as Vygotsky,
are tempted, by the importanceofthis brain area in human life, to reverse
the causal perspective. For them the flow of culture, not the brain, is the
determiner, and the frontal lobes might be better thought of as so many
individual radio receivers dipping into a vast sea of electromagnetic wave

transmissions which constitute the culture. But two-way action still holds,

and the neurological determiners of individual brain action are also de-

terminersof the total culture. .

Although we can begin to give, in Shakespeare’s phrase “a locat habita-

tion and a name” to some functions, such as the motor areas, and the spe+

cial senses (with their association areas), to impulse (the midbrain) and

impulse control (the forebrain), to memory storage input and output(the

hippocampus), and to fivid intelligence (the central cortical combining

mass), a habitation for the primaries and crystallized intelligence has been

left indefinite. That indefiniteness is an offspring of ouruncertainty about

memorystorage, and the common feature of these abilities is that they
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involve storage of memories that are abstract, symbolic, and transcending

any one sensory or motor power. All that is certain is that they finish up

as narrowly localized and requiring little space—tike Broca’s area for

speech symbols. The behavioral nature of the factorially unitary powers,

such as vizualization and auditory skill (see Holmes and Singer, 1966, for

indications of an auditory provincial power) is that they deal with rela-

tions strictly within the sense, and at a lower order, closer to sensory per-

ception, than g, performances, For that reason, because sensory experience

is commonto all people except the uncommon deaf and blind, the p fac-

tors may be weakly defined within a species, though they would obviously

be powerful between species (as between eagle and bloodhound). Some-

where on the neuroanatomical crossroads between these areas is the most
likely place for the primaries and crystallized abilities, as verbal ability lies
in part between the auditory zone and the motor area for the tongue.

Because of the uneven mixture of sensory-motor powers involved, and the

dependenceofall of them on the combining mass of g;, one would expect

these locations of the various aspects of g. to be relatively variant and

unstable.
In spite of some remaining puzzles, the alignment of behavioral factorial

findings and neurological anatomical and functional findings is encouraging.
Any attempt at such a total picture,it is true, has to depend at present on

some shrewd guesswork. For example, there are practically no instances

where drug action or electrical brain function records correspond neatly to

one factorial category, and we have had to guess, above, that, for example,

the slight improvement of intelligence with caffeine may really be due to

better speed and recall in the storage on which g, judgments depend.

Methodologically the whole field would be clearer if factor analysis were

applied in experiments on change measures under manipulation, as it has

been to absolute behavior measures. Then we might hope to discover, for

example, how much the various performance changes under drugs can be
allocated to particular sources, and we might demonstrate, for example,
that caffeine leaves g; entirely untouched and produces its effects through
&r OF Sa
a ‘The briefly summarizable anatomical picture seems to be that both the
Provincial organizations” (sensory and motor association areas) and
general fluid intelligence are expressionsof the effective functional mass of
sensorimotor and general association (combining network) zones. As such
one would expect these p’s and g, to have considerable genetic determina~
tion,*whereas the primary agencies, a’s, and g, would depend also on the
effectiveness of the storage and committing-retrieving areas in the hip-
pocampal area and physiological efficiencies at leaming and recall. All
correlations with anatomical features are, of course, subject to modifica-

a 5 :A testable inference from this theory is that the genetic-environmental variance ratiosdetermined for various a’s, ¢.g., verbal, numerical agencies, should coincide with thelegrees to which they are affected by chemical conditions known primarily to affect &e
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tion by transient physiological efficiencies, e.g., oxygen availability. In this
connection we might expect, as Horn has found, that diurnal cognitive
performance swings, when factored, show that &r as a unit has its own
swings. Also physiological and behavioral data will show two-wayeffects,
so that, as Rosenzweig, Krech, and Bennett have demonstrated (1961),

behavioral overstimulation will have detectable neurological effects. In

the neurology-to-behavior direction many testable deductions can now be
made from the abovestructural theory. For example, any drug affecting

the total combining mass should influence the rate of insightful learning,
but not of conditioning, whereas influences, e.g., anxiety, affecting the

autonomic system, should (and do) alter autonomic conditioning learning

but not g-determined,intelligent learning.

Neither space nor available research data permits pointed andprofitable
discussion of the neurological correlates of the other general capacities—

Be, Br» etc. Their lability with age, their susceptibility to drug action, etc.,
indicates that they depend on general neural efficiency, and we know in
addition that g, depends on functionality of hippocampal areas near the
corpus callosum. But, whereas g, obviously depends primarily on sheer

magnitude of neural fibre mass, it would seem that general speed, g.,

depends more on physiological efficiency conditions. The fact that gr and g,

seem to unite, in part, in a still higher-order factor (Table 6-4) does sug-

gest, however, that some common condition of cortical efficiency affects

them both. These are riddles worthy of combined research by psychologists

and physiologists starting, however, from a truly broad conceptualization

and using multivariate experimental designs.
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4. THE DISTINCTION OF
INTELLIGENCE AS A
SUBCATEGORY WITHIN
PURPOSE—ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
While not forgetting that our central topic is

human ability, we may yet find virtue in seeking perspective on it from

broader domains. For it is an axiom of scientific method that no area is
fully illuminated until we step out into comparative views, utilizing per-

spectives which transcend the internal approach. The biological dictum

that to know a species we must also know the wider genus to which it

belongs, applies to all knowledge.
If we ask where else intelligence is found, some, like Newton and

Copernicus, will point to the heavens; others will refer us to the living
world, especially the higher mammals and certain insects, while the mod-

emist, intoxicated with cybernetics, will suggest that we look at the re-
markabie behavior of a computeror Jogic machine. Asto the first, the vast
and cloudy purposes of the cosmosstill elude our comprehension, but in

animals and machines we see organizations which cope with problems
similar to those handled by our ownintelligence, and from which we can
surely enlarge our concepts. Admittedly, the behavior of apes, bees, birds,
and porpoises is more like our own than is that of an ancient Egyptian

water mill, a Roman catapult, a Norman turnspit, a Polynesian fish hook,
a Victorian alarm clock or a modern American computer. Animal and
machine constitute two species rather than one; but they share the behavior
of a genus which “responds adaptively to external stimuli.” Let us begin,
however, with the more familiar domain of animalintelligence.

212
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Viewing animal behavior,it is obvious that man has been more con-

cerned over most of his history—at least prior to Darwin—to emphasize

the differences rather than the similarities. The dearth ofintelligence ina

school-mate is considered fully indicated when he is called a stupid ape.

The theologians denied the animal a soul, and the early naturalists denied

him intelligence—permitting him “instinct” instead. Indeed it is soon evi-

dent that adaptive behavior of the latter kind is not a sufficiently restricted

characteristic for locating what we call intelligence. If intelligence is to

have the particular, usefully restricted meaning we have given it in the

general factor g,, then we must distinguish in animal behavior between that

which is intelligently adaptive—in the general sense of aiding the animal’s

survival—and that subvariety of such behavior which continues to be

adaptive even when the normal conditions are changed, and which alone

canstrictly be called intelligent. We have to distinguish indeed between

whatis purposive and what purposeful. The instinctual behavior of animals,

e.g. of the squirrel burying the nut he will need next winter, is very pur-

posively adapted, but need have no intelligent insight. As Cannon brought

out in The Wisdom of the Body, not only much of our outward behavior,

e.g., walking, but all kinds of inner physiological processes, are far more

“intelligent,” in this “adaptive” sense than the possessor of them usually

understands.

Ourposition here

must be distinguished from purposeful

instinctual processes—achieved
by the genetic trial-and-error learning of

phylogenetic evolution—and secondly, the skilled and well-adapted, in-

tuitive judgments we make, without knowing why. The latter may be as

blindly acquired by individual, ontogenetic trial and error experience as the

formerare byracial,
tion of trial and error be-

phylogenetic, natural selec
x

havior. The former type of purposive:
the beautifully

ness is seen at work in

adapted instinctive behavior of animals and especially insects; the Jatter is

demonstrated in the intelligence with which

will be that in fact two kinds of purposive adaptation

intelligence. They are, first, the

a skilled cyclist handles a

bicycle—while being utterly unable to say why he does what he does.

What we shall distinguish as the subclass of consciouslypurpo
sefully

intelligent behavior, often developing within purposively effectively-adapted

behavior, is marked by (1) conscious insight into the connections that are

operating, and (2) the fact that, as seen by the observer, it obviousy

represents the achievement of a desired goal despite re-arrangements
Of the

stimulus situation from the accustomed pattern associated with instinctual

behavior. Proof of the existence of insight is somewhat unsatisfactory so

long as it rests purely on introspection, and we shall Jater give ita more

behavioristic touchstone! than 2 remark by the subject: “Ab, I sce!

1 Pointi insi| he touchstone ofintelligence
definition

‘

*

Pointingtei
evaken ia the last chapter that 8, is involv arming evenwhere

insight is demonstrable, put only éprove
g and adaptation in a 6”

plex situation. In the fast resort, the suddenn

poor to a completely correct solution, by whicl
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Although shrewder common sense observation, and the theology of the

Scholastic philosophers, have kept animal intelligence to an evaluation

decidedly below that accorded to our own, popular sentimentality over

animal pets never ceases to supply gratifyingly impressive,if questionable,

anecdotal evidence for virtually human levels of performance. One of the

classical early works on animal intelligence—that of Romanes—miixed

such domestic anecdotal evidence with scarcely more reliable observations

by hunters and others. At the present juncture, however, the field can call

upon reasonably systematic knowledge and disciplined methodology from

(1) ethologists, whose skilled and systematic observation of animals in

natural surroundings has grown from that of McDougall on propensities

to that of Carpenter (1934), Lorenz (1958), Von Holst, Tinbergen

(1951), Eibl-Ebesfeldt (1967) and many others patiently pursuing this

new branch of psycho-biology; and (2) manipulated experiment in the

laboratory, as pioneered by KGhler (1925) and McDougall (1932) and

now illustrated by such work as that of Maier and Schneirla (1964), Bitter-

man (1965), Hess (1959), Beach (1948), Harlow (1949), Scott (1959)

and many others. Let us glance next at evidence from both of these

sources.

2. INSTINCT IN RELATION TO
TRACTABILITY AND
INTELLIGENCE
To speak of animal intelligence it is helpful

first to glance briefly at the more rigid purposive instinctual behavior with

which it is contrasted. Instinctual behavior is seen in such activities as nest-
building, courting ceremonies, hunting for food, methods of attack and

escape—all showing exquisite purposive adaptation. It has been argued by
somesociologists and even some ethologists that much instinctual behavior

is actually learned. (No one disputes that it gets modified and is variously
intermixed with intelligent acts.) Eibl-Ebesfeldt, Lorenz, Tinbergen, and
others who question that all is learned, have repeated experiments by Kies,

Lehrman, and others (who claim that most is acquired) by more ingenious

the most obvious and easy criterion. There may be other behavioral criteria character-
izing an insightful Solution, notably, that the animal does not return from it to other

Tess effective solutions. Although we can assume that insight and a high degree of
conscious awareness of a relation nearly always go together, the “consciousness” can-
not be taken as the criterion by a behaviorist, either with humans or animals. In-
wances could probably be documented in human behavior, for that matter, where an
individual 'S Sp has Permitted him to use a new, complex relationship, as a relationship,
without {ull conscious awareness of it. Many complex correct applications of syntax
in speech are Probably of that kind. The best behavioral criteria of the application
vont eens resulting in problem-solving use of a newly perceived relation, are

ee e3 iy y the sudden change in the learning curve, (2) the absence of further
reer she varied trial and error, QB) the ability to wansfer the teamed relation to

a iferent sets of concrete situations, and (4) changes of behavior in thesituation itself that the observer can de i iu a ; monstrate ta be direct "inferences" from the
theory” constituted by acceptance of a new relation.
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experiments of their own. Rats makenests out of bits of paper and straw

and retrieve their wandering young despite having been prevented from

seeing their own parents and others dothis. It is true that certain appropri-

ate conditionsfor the species are necessary—cool temperatures, low enough

abies (real or artificial) that
to suggest nest-building, a shady corner, b

squeak, and so on. Withoutthese suitable stimulus and background condi-

tions, rats may carry bits of paper aroundrather aimlessly, cut up bits of

straw and leave them around, and drop “babies” if they show unusual

properties, such as being (despite correct coloring, etc.) as inert as bits of

wood, Furthermore, some experience of the rightsituations with objects at

does much to put the pieces of the

the right maturational time apparently

innately given behavior elements together in a harmonious and effective

whole.

Similar appropriate conditions for innate response development have

been foundin other instincts that have been studied, e.g-, hunting in the

polecat. Atfirst, when an animal of this species is brought up away from

other polecats, it does not attack a rat when immediately presented. Only

whenit is provoked by the added stimulus of the rat running away does

the pattern emerge. If broughtup from earliest infancy with rats, so that a

pre-established conflicting gregarious satisfaction arises, it will be even

slower to attack, and require a raised level of hunger to discover its own

hunting propensities. The typical consummatory behavior in hunting—

shaking the rat, rolling it on its back, biting it fatally in the back of the

head—also matures with certainty only with respect to the separate neces-

sary elements in the chain,e.g., taking the rat and shakingit. The smooth

coordination of the whole chain comes only with time and experience.

Whetherthis delay in appearance of thefull pattern is dependenton learn-

ing or on maturation is a question to be answered only by subtly designed

experiment. Certainly, many
complex behaviors, ¢-8-+ the flight of swallows,

have been shown unquestionably to occur without any possibility of

imitation or practice. Where, in the natural situation, possibilities of imita-

tion occur, it may still be questioned whether it is actually jmitation of

adults or simply the possibilities of playful exercise, which improve the

coordination. The playful fighting of lion cubs gives scope for Coorg

i i “springs” and “ asps,” and indeed, play as lo:

OF aaed
(at| a

ns er) as the schooling of

been recognized (at least since Herbert Spence

coordination and sequential
animals.
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timely experience in ‘sts the maturauon, without that expericn

having to be rewarding
4 —as in odin learning
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experience but not reward, so that no | is ae ike nsetual

be assumed. (Usually the experience is rewarding, assumi
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goal is a reward, and could therefore reinforce the appearance of the best

order of coordinating the parts.) But the Galapagos dove continues after

centuries to show “injury feigning” behavior to draw visitors away from its

nest, though there are no predatory carnivoresin all the Galapagos islands.

‘The best explanationis surely that the pattern was reached without learn-

ing, and that this is a phylogenetic carry-over from ancestral areas where

the behavior was actually rewarding to the maternalinstinct. .

Other instances of indubitable maturation of complex behavior are in-

creasingly being turned up by careful ethological observation. Birds which

catch insects on the wing have been noted, when hungry, to go throughall

swooping and snapping behavior in the complete absence of stimuli,
namely, flies (though in this case there has been no proofthat they have

not been rewarded by insects before). Then there are situations where
instinctual patterns are not only useless but positively punishing. There is
an instinctive ritual of combat between turkey cocks wherein they lock

beaks, interwine necks, and wrestle. When one lies down in a particular

way it is a signal that he accepts defeat, and he is allowed to withdraw

unharmed. Many other species of large birds, however, have developed a

different instinctual combatpattern, including vicious striking at face and

stomach with claws and spurs when the opponent lies down. A combat

between a turkey and, say, a peacock, js likely to be fatal to the former,

both because the peacock does not observe “the Marquis of Queensbury

Rules” and also because the instinctual behavior of surrender, effectively

life-saving in turkey society, merely encourages further attack in other

species.

Instances of maladaptation of instinct in a strange or rapidly changing

environment are fairly numerous in the animal world. Their prevalence

Suggests that a certain looseness in organization would be advantageous.

Nature has to take care that something in “instinct” can be left to learning.

Evolution has to aim, therefore, at a purely actuarial balance between the

life-saving gains from a modicum of flexibility and those from having a

firm tendency to behave in ways that are usually rewarding. Obviously, man
is an extreme instance of high permissiveness and flexibility, though, as the
associates of the present writer have shown by factor-analytic methods
(Cattell and Miller, 1952; Cattell and Horn, 1963; Cattell, Horn, Sweney,

and Radcliffe, 1964), there ave still detectable distinct and unitary “in-
stincts” in man. Because of their extreme difference from lower animal
instincts on this plasticity continuum they have been ealled ergs, i.e.
sources of energy in the form of “ ’stimulus reactivity i
particular kind offinal consummatorysatisfaction.” "Thevendernraystudy
these cight or nine human ergs in texts on dynamics elsewhere (Cattell1965a) and will sce that there is scemingly little Jeft in man but a pre-scribed consummatory activity and a special quality of reward for what-ever (learned) behavior leads toward that Specific goal. In man intelligencevidently has reached

a

level relative to the complexity of hi ironmentwhere it can be depended ui , cal goatintheA pon to find a way to the biologi i
absence of specific instinctive intuitions. y © Biological goal in the
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mnpene conceptual issue now presentsitself in the question: “How

me e pl asticity—the lack of complete hereditary prescription—of

nctual behavior should be assigned to some quality of ‘openness to new

responsesaseffects of rewardlearning,’ ie., to a quality ofpassiveplasticity,

and how muchpositively to intelligence, i.e., to a helpful capacity to per-

ceive new relations?” Calling the former, for future discussion, “tractability,”

(onpeehome exit versus tensity,” see Chapter 13) we

speci tor gnize atu ough it may tend to correlate positively, across

pecies, with intelligence,it 1s by no means identical with it. And at the nerv-

ous system level, as discussed in the preceding chapter, we can see that in-

telligence as relation-perception demands substantial representation in the

brain by a coordinating “combining mass,” whereas tractability could be in

part a purely biochemically or physiologically determined mutability in the

nerve paths which normally fix the instinctual chain of responses.

Evolutionary adjustment indeed has a difficult problem here, for to in-

crease tractability without increasing intelligence is to court disaster, while

the converse—intelligence with rigidity—is useless. A permissiveness to te-

arrange the instinctive coordinated sequences and satisfactions invites bio-

logical perversion just as muchas it does improved adaptation. The dangers

oftractability orflexibility can be seen in the perversions of the human sex

drive, or the devices by which men trap animals and (recently) eliminate

insects. The rigidity of the instinct sequences in insects, in the last resort,

mustbe ascribed to Nature’s inability to give them—because of the size-

weight limit imposed by the skeletal and breathing system—any
appreciable

mass of purely coordinative, braintissue, i.e., tissue not committed to a spe-

cific use. Individual adaptability demands a somewhat reckless expenditure

on brain tissue in the form of association tracts. But if Alexibility is intro-

duced without this prerequisite for insightful adaptability, to knit together

some new complex behaviors by learning, the animal world departs from

the path of exactly prescribed instinctual behavior only at its extreme peril.

Presumably, however, the capacity to vary from a genetically prescribe:

path, is a weakening, not an abolition, of an exact genetic maturation pre-

scription. Such tractability or flexibility is surely, nevertheless, in part, a

trait or condition of the nervous system independent from that of possessing

a large endowment in intelligence. For example, tractability is @ necessary

precondition also for advancein blindtrial anderrorlearning, which is not

itself intelligence. The
“reversal learning” design which Holmes and Bitter

man (1966), Skinner (1953), and others (see below) have used to explore

animal learning would seem conceptually to be more a measure of tracta-

bility than of intelligence. But since these two capacities must be appre-

ciably correlated (according to our theory above), at least across species,

one would expect reversal learning to improve, in general, as onc gocs up

the evolutionary scale, justlike intelligence.

With this brief definition of the propertics ofthe instinctual mechanisms

with which intelligence has to interact, and the necessary conceptual scpara-

tion of jntelligence from tractability, we are in a position to concentrate on

intelligence aS suchin the animal world.
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3. THE CONDITIONS AND RANGES

OF UNREFLECTIVE AND
INSIGHTFUL LEARNING

IN ANIMALS

By “purpose” above we havereferred to the

framework ofbiological goals or consummatory behaviors—eating, escape,

gregarious gathering in a herd, courtship and copulation, destruction of an

enemy in combat—for what, in man, have been demonstrated to be at least

nine distinct ergic structures. As a classificatory philosopher may later com-

ment, these seem designed by evolution to contribute either to the survival

of the individual or that of the species, though that purposive classification

has little relevance to their physiological and psychological properties and

classificatory characteristics as such,

Psychologically let us now recognize more specifically what may be called

purposive or purpose-adapted behavior. In all of these cases we can assume

that the ergic goals define the purposes. Purpose-adapted behavioris likely,

however, to show itself in elements at various subsidiation steps (goal dis-
tances) from thefinal goal, not only at the consummatory stages. All pur-

pose-adapting behavioris innately rewarded by reachingthe biological goal.

But beyond these general characteristics one must distinguish two and

probably three forms of purpose-adapted behavior: (1) that which has by

evolution become innately and unconsciously adaptive to reaching the goal;

(2) that which is learned but not consciously connected with its goal; and

(3) that which is learned and consciously connected with the idea of reach-

ing the goal. Instinct is genetically purpose-adapted, but with this we can

contrast acquired purpose-adapted behavior. As just suggested, the latter

can be subdivided—if we may momentarily use the word “conscious”"—

into blind trial-and-error learning without awareness of how the new be-

havior secures the desired goal, and intelligent, insightful learning in which

the organism is conscious of how the new behavior succeeds in reaching

the goal, or, at least, relates means to ends. We have already pointed out

(Underwood, 1957) that as far as memory trace characteristics are con-

cerned, the two forms of learning behave, after the initial short-term mem-

ory consolidation phase, in the same way,e.g., as regards rate of fading.

As we have seen, one behavioral criterion for differentiating insight—

withoutthe illegitimate and undependable peep into human consciousness

or anthropocentric projection into animals—is the occurrence of a sudden

change in the typical form of the trial-and-error learning curve. The time

of errors curve takes an immediate vertical drop as the individual sees “how

it works”—~or, at least, learns an abstract relation—as shown in Figure

9-1 (b) compared with (a). Other associated phenomenaare a period of

pondering before, a complete change ofstrategy, etc., around the moment

of insight, absence of further trial and error, and the appearance of“in-
ferences.” Below, we shall ask how suchinsights appear in various animal

species; butit is obvious that in man the fumbling of trial-and-error learning

is fairly often superseded by sudden insights, After several attempts to get
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Learning Curves With and Without Insight
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a key into a lock a man may “perceive” from the shape of the keyhole that

he was holding the key upside down;or, in a more abstract example, after

some unsuccessful attempts to solve three simultaneous equations he may

suddenly recognize that oneis simply dependent on another;or after some
attempts to smooth an argumentbetween a man and a womanat a party he

may suddenly perceive that they are husband and wife. In all these cases

there is an explicit perception of expressible relationships not realized in

the trial-and-error phase. Parentheticaily, however, we must reiterate that

the level of a person’sintelligence helps also to determine the speed with

which he progresses in trial-and-error learning, since in such learning no

individual can respondto relations in the situation, even blindly and uncon-
sciously, that are beyond the integrative scope of his combining masses.
As suggested above, man has been slow to credit animals with much

insightful behavior, and this is due to its being, except in primates, on so
totally lower a level that one often has to set up special, carefully graded
experiments in order to see any insightful steps at all. The typical problem
set for an animalis to accustom it to a certain, natural, easy way of reach-

ing food (or escaping shock) and then to block the direct path and see how

far it is capable of finding a way around the barrier (the “detour” design).
If the animalreacts correctly to each such detour problem—suchasstarting
off, in a glass hedged maze, in the opposite direction to the food in order to
reach it-——we may assume insight. Actually, most successful animal detour

learning usually occurs after much wandering around and proceeds by small

increments of certainty, like any human trial-and-error learning.

Some initial, relatively unsystematic, “experimental” studies of animal
intelligence were begun by Lloyd Morgan in 1890, but animal experimen-

tation receivedits real impetus from E. L. Thorndike (1932) and Pavlov

(1927)in work around the turn of the century. Pavlov’s work wasstrictly

concerned with the reflexological model of learning, but Thorndike had a
wider receptivity for all the natural phenomena of animallearning, includ-

ing insight. However, problem solving and intelligence in animals first re-

ceived concentrated treatment by Kéhler, who thought out problems for
chimpanzecs carefully graded to permit manifestations of insight. Most of
this early animal experimentation with “labelfed”’ doorways, sound signals,
use of constructive materials, maze forms, etc., we must assume to be
known to the student. The upshot was a much more sober view of animal
intelligence than animal lovers’ anecdotes had broadcast. Chimpanzees, as
Kohler showed, could deliberately reason for a few seconds and make an
insightful use of objects as tools. Dogs, cats, and some birds, could get in-
sight on simple spatial maze problems, and learn to recognize differences in
new patterns, but few lower animals could docither,
A commontype of problem involving spatial and visual relations is that

where two doors are marked with very different shapes—across and a circle
—one teading to food. To make sure that the pattern formitself (sather
than the Position) is explicitly recognized and that one is not dealing with a
global trial-and-error learning, the symbol can be shifted from the right to
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the in sieaaeahoaes
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intelligence subtests used with hu-

thisreward-with on, analogies, opposites, topology—could be adapted to

mals. Incident -correct-choice design of experiment employable with ani-

* ally, it is a sad reflection on the parochialism of divisions of

psychology that animal research has so far availed itself very litde of the

resources of humanindividual difference research. Even the names used

show this, the classification problem being named in animal research an

oddities” test, and the eduction of a relation a “earning set.” The latter

specialized use is perhaps reasonable in that a set seemingly is developed,

in the classical sense of a mentalset, to apply one particular relationship (if

it will fit) to the repeated stimulus presentations, just as a child is set by the

intelligence test example to apply analogy reasoning to each successive test

item. Butin a wider sense animal intelligence investigation has not made an

informed use of the types of situation which the investigation of human

ability structure has shown to represent important categories.

. In groping for what distinguishes intelligent from unintelligent behavior

in animals, animal psychologists have used such expressions as “recognizing

a general principle,” “combining elements effectively,” “gbstracting an es-

sential quality,” “reasoning,” “reacting to symbolic stimuli” and so on. As

we shall point out in Chapter 11, probably the important common
feature

in all of these descriptions is the ability 0 perceive relationships and
to re-

act to relations as such. With this conception it would seem desirable to

test animal intelligence by the same designs of subtest as have been most

g-saturated in humans, namely, classification, series, analogies, etc, though,

of course, greatly simplified. Also one would look for the distinct general
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animal kingdom, cats managing a sequence of four, raccoons of six, a

primates eight (LL RR LL RR). The well-known triple-plate problem,

which the rat has to cross three plates in a particular sequence is anoth

series test and here rats can do up to three, cats to seven, and rhesus mo!

keysto sixteen or more. However, to correspond correctly to relation edu

tion in series perception, the animal would have to (a) show transfer fro:

onelocation and type of stimulus to another, and (b) extrapolate from tt

given series to new terms. In general, that commonlaboratory mammal, tt

rat, can barely be said to start atall on trueseries orclassification behavio

cats, dogs, birds, raccoons show traces, and primates really begin to cate

on. These facts we shall consider in the next section in asking if a gener:

ability factor arises in animals.
Other experiments with animals bear only in a less direct fashion on th

nature of insights. Bitterman (1965; Holmes and Bitterman, 1966; Lowe

and Bitterman, 1967; Schade and Bitterman, 1965) experimented on fist

turtles, rats, and pigeons on reversal learning and maximization learning
In the former, as mentioned, an animal learns bytrial and error that stimu

lus A, not B, is rewarded, and when he has learned this, the reward i

switched andhe is made to learn the reverse. (It is noteworthy that this ha
been used as a temperament (tractability) test on humans! See Cattell anc
Warburton, 1967, pages 464, 485.) The animal might seem to have th

equivalent of “one is always right, but what is right may changeat inter
vals.” In maximization learning one choice, A, is rewarded, say seventy

percent of the time and the other, B, thirty percent. The informed thin;

to do, if you are a professor of mathematical statistics, is not to choose A
seventypercent of the time and B thirty percent, but to choose A always.
What kinds, Le,, structures, of abilities would theoretically be expected tc
operate in a lower animal in these two kinds of experience is by no means

clear. However, rats, monkeys, and pigeons succeed at both this and re-
versal learning;fish do not, and turtles oscillate between success andfailure.

. Indelayed action learning, in which the animal hasto hold a simple deci-

sion in mind for some seconds or minutes (as described in the last chapter)

Cals, rats, and dogs tend to point their noses and can solve it as long as they
are allowed to do this, but raccoons and especially monkeys hold longer
and without Pointing” aid. It is sometimessaid that this behavior and al-
ternation learning imply that a “symbol” is being used, but this is debat-
able, and the Performances would seem to be composites of intelligence
(relation eduction), tractability, and a temperamenttrait of inhibition of
more immediate action (frontal lobe action) among others.
. The clearest examples of behavior strictly corresponding to intelligent
insight in man are probablystill those of the classical experiments of Kéhler
carried outon chimpanzees. (Classical also as a good useofsparetime, for
they were done while World War I and the British Navy kept him ‘mo-
roonedon the island of Teneriffe.) When bananas were hung high up out
of arm's reach, many chimps gave up, but some eventually carried over
some boxes and piled them up under the bananas. In another exneriment
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where bananas were placed too far outside the cage to reach, but shortsticks were left about, they tried to scrape them in with the sticks, The
Sticks were toa short, but Kohler had made them so that onestick could befitted into the hollow end of the other. At length Sultan, a genius among
ages, put the two sticks together and with an evident gloriousinsight, pro-
ceeded to push onefirmly into the “tube” in the other, and scraped in the
bananas with his “synthetic”stick.

Roughly equivalent adaptation demand, and difficulties in arranging
means to ends were presented by Bristol and the present writer for solution
by humanthree-year-olds when candy was placed in open-work (visible
connection) puzzle boxesin intelligence testing (Cattell and Bristol, 1933).
Two- and three-year-old human behavior was about the samelevel as the
adult primate behavior. Of course, as before, a distinction must be made
between the insightful and purposeful perception of relations involved here
and in some animal experiment, and that mere utilization of the relations
whichintelligence permits without consciousinsight in other designs of ani-

mai experiment above. In thelatter, e.g., by conditioning in trial-and-error
experience, the behavior ends up by being “intelligently adaptive” (pur-
Posive, but not purposeful) just as in the former. For example, an odd-even
series can be mastered either with or without insight, but differences have
still to be recognized between the two. Two areasof difference are (1) the

sudden “curve of learning acquisition” history (the abruptness of the in-

telligent, insightful perception) and (2) the capacity to transfer the fearn-
ing, in case of insight, immediately to different concrete stimuli.

Just as we have divided purpose-adapted behavior into instinctual and

learned, so we must divide the Jatter—learning by problem solving—into
unreflective (blindly conditioned, trial-and-error) learning and insightful

(conscious, or relation-perceiving, purposeful) learning. The instinctual
and the unreflective—although one applies to the life of the species and to
genetics, while the other applies to the individual and experience—have an

important similarity of form. In terms of amathematical model, they lead

to making the response which (a) has a higher probability of being pres,

ently correct because (b) it has been rewarded more frequently, but whic

tely apt to the individual situation.Despieenfe
i jal-and-error origin, the rate at which unrefiec

Seeihe bin which itreaches in the individual may demand and be
ini i f intelligence sub-n an amount of combining brain mass—o ;

sePendent ae species inheritance of the same complexity of
ired in the

:

Saneeemphatically evident when one considers ae complexity

of insect behavior, and connects with our newrological rule that it require:

i In to store,

Te ae nastOataot unreftective to insightful learning, we sce at

Jenafeteiguing parallel to the concepts of crystallized and fluid intelli-

pense. / he above notion that intelligence resources (neural combining

Be en cessary even in insightless learning of complex relations would

saepeet,the‘evidence of Harlow,Stone, Bitterman, Wells, and others here
,

may not yet be comple:
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discussed shows that even in unrefiective learning the various species fall

in much the same rank order as we find for insightful learning. (However,

systematic experiments admittedly have not yet been carried very far down

the evolutionary scale.)

The conclusion would seem inevitable that the capacity to learn to em-

ploy in any way, consciously of unconsciously, a given complexity of rela-

tion depends on somebrain capacity (the “combining mass”offibers). This

is the basis for insightful, explicit perception of such relations and also for

their utilization in learning. The animal which is able to learn to respond

in, say, a complex required series, may be said to have “operative con-

cepts” approaching what becomesexplicit in insight or the capacity to trans~

fer relations. However, “approaching” is an important qualification. For,

physiologically, although a certain level of brain development is necessary

in those who learn such operative concepts, one may hypothesize from as

yet unorganized experimental results that the combining mass for learning

correctly to respond to a certain “cue complexity” is not quite as large as
that needed to handle with insight the explicit concept, per se. This latter
is shown by ability to transfer, and to use a symbol forthe relation. With-

outthis we find the learning restricted to one sensory or motorlocality. The
clown walking the tightrope, or the hummingbird hovering over a flower,

may have cerebellar development and “operative concepts” in the area of

physical dynamics and air fiow better than those which the aeronautics

professor puts in the mathematical concepts in his textbook. But even

when their adaptive responses imply equations as complex as any which he

sets out in his book, they actually cannot express them in formulae or use

them elsewhere.

4, PHYLOGENETIC EVIDENCE ON
ANIMAL ABILITY STRUCTURE

To get the most out of the comparative study
of animalintelligence it is necessary to combine it with observations of that

physiological and neurological substrate—the brain—which we studied

more specifically in man in the preceding chapter. Even at a superficial
glance, the well-known generalization is supported that the higher we climb
in the evolutionary tree, in terms of behavioral adaptation, the more phy-
sically developed does the brain become. But “level of evolution”is apt
to be an anthropocentric concept. There are many directions of evolution
from the most primitive animal life, and before any reduction to a single
dimension can be contemplated, one does well to explore the many inter-
esting varieties of behavioral adjustment and neurological form.

Upon doing so, one becomes impressed by the special emphases given to
neurological development by habitat, by the physical structure of the ani-
mal, and especially by the greater dependencein different species on this or

that sense organ, It has frequently been said, for example, that much of the
brain development of man hasarisen from (a) his use of tools or weapons
(Ardrey, 1961), and (b) his need to communicate in a gregarious species.
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The former becamepossible through his having hands, which,in turn, was

a productof his starting to walk upright-—and so on.

, Another point of interest is that beyond the various basic neurological

differences of various branches ofthe tree of evolution, one begins to en-

counter repeated occurrence of independent, parallel inventions, both in

sensory organs and in brain structure. For example, the octopus, which has

the largest brain ofall invertebrates, has vision and eye structure more like

that of man than some intermediate genuses. Jt can be conditioned to de-

cline a dish of crab when presented with a white card (after being shocked

simultaneously with the latter). But even this genius among the inverte-

bratesis very rigid. It fails on simple detour tests or even in learning some

new patterns of muscular coordination.

A nervous system capable of rapid transmission of a message (as distinct

from slow transmissions by ordinary cells, responding contiguously by nor-

malcell sensitivity) first appears in those lowly aquatic creatures, the hydras.

It is the merest developmentof a connection between a touch sense organ

and a motor response cell—the simplest typicalreflex. In the coelenterata—

including the common jellyfish—a circular nerve network appears, along

with some new sensitivities (a vague reaction to change oflight and gravita-

tional position). Considering that it has no brain, and only a poor muscular

coordination achieved through this nerve ring, it is amazing to see how

successful the creature can be, biologically. In a sense, it can even claim to

“hunt” its prey by tising to the surface of the water (by coordinated con-

tractions of the bell-shaped body) and then, by floating down some dis-

tance with extended tentacles like a trawling net, picking up what foodit

can.Its sting kills the prey, and it can convey the food to the central mouth.

All this is sheer “instinctual wisdom”—purposive adaptation maintained

in this uniform and simple environment on the most meager nervous mech-

anism, Incidentally, physiologists (Prosser, 1939), have shown thatthere 1s

also much spontaneous nervous discharge even at such lowly levels (cray-

fish, jellyfish, starfish), indicating that the nervous system is not merely a

passive responder to stimuli, but a generator of action andelectric potentials

within itself.
.
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neurons—the beginning of that “combining m
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Notonly suitable, innately prescribed, adaptive behavior, but even Sin

ple Searing is demonstrable already in various of the invertebrate phyla.

Forexample, a rewarded snailwill learn to take the correct turn in a T-maze

after aboutsixty trials. Insects make a special developmentin the sensory

area. Their effectiveness in vision (despite the compound eye) is consider-
able, and they have developed an extreme olfactory sensitivity. Their capac-

ity in two areas: social organization and spatial commandofterrain is es-

pecially high in bees and ants, and by any standard of final behavioral
effectiveness, they rival the mammals. .

Nevertheless, it is only with the appearance of the vertebrate, bilaterally

symmetrical, nervous system that the key to a substantial neural expansion

seems to have been found in the animal kingdom. The forward end of an

elongated body—the shape that occurs in most mobile animals and insects

—is the natural place for developing the sensitivities—the effectively inte-

grated sensorium—necessary for a constant encountering of new environ-

ment. Oncevision, taste, smell, and hearing become closely mutually lo-

cated and bound with association tracts, the basis for growth of a single

brain area, with an effector (andtactile receptor) spinal cord, is created.

Certainly it is the vertebrates that eventually outshine all other phyla in

developing the kind of behaviorthatfits our definition of intelligence as per-

ceiving relationships. And in the phylum the order of mammals outclasses

all others.
Figure 9-2 gives a slightly simplified, schematic picture of the develop-

ment of brain areas as we go to increasingly adaptive, non-stereotyped be-

havior in the vertebrate (Stettner and Matzniak, 1968). In the fish a

slightly protuberant cerebrum is already evident. But more clearly evident,

and as yet not bound in a single cortex, are the separate sensory area lobes

—the optic lobes, the olfactory lobes, etc.—and,of course, for motor coor-

dination, the separate cerebellum—the gyroscope of the physical body. In

the amphibia (frog) the cerebellum has already begun to spread overtheol-

factory and to overhang the optic lobes. Somerelative increase in the cere-

bellum enables the bird to handle the extra bodily balance and coordination

of flight. In the dog the special sensory and motor areas are already bound

in 2 single large cortical organization, beneath which the old brain, brain

stem, and cerebellum are beginning to disappear as under an umbrella.

The changes in absolute size of the cortex are considerable. From two

or three gramsin a fish twofeet in length, or in rat or dove, it reaches 100
to 150 in the dog, 400 in the gorilla, and 1500 in man (see Table 9-1).
Below the vertebrates, some increase in brain size is simply due to intake

—~to the creature taking greater advantage of the information the world has

to offer, in color, sound, range of taste, and smell. Since the sensory ficld
and physical adjustments required are much the samefor alt (except for

the differential emphasis of land, air, and ocean) we should expect that all
kinds of species would show approximately parallel discoveries of five or six

sense ofgans and development of corresponding analysis areas in the brain.

‘The main difference onc notes at this sensory analysis level is for the more
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FIGURE 9.2
Stages of Evolution of the Brain

The relatively great growth ofthe forward end ofthe brain
in higherforms, seen by comparing sagittal sections ofthe brain.
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i: igent” animals to develop more in the “remotefed, “intelligent” animal

easien and hearing) relative to touch and taste, for these develop-

ments handie a wider, more anticipatory contact with environmental prob-

lems But the most obvious increase accompanying the increases in what we
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TABLE 9-1

Brain Weights of Twelve Species or Genuses of Mammals

{Adult}

Absolute
(2) Gram Weight

Mouse ve
Rat 48
Guinea Pig 5
Rabbit 9.
Cat 31.0

Dog! 65.0

Monkey 88.0
Chimpanzee 350.0

Man 1450.0
Dolphin 1700.0
Elephant 5000.0
Whale 7000.0

SNote, in the usual variability of dog breeds as Cobb (1965) nates, weights may vary

from 20 to 120 grams.

(b) Relative to Body Weight

Mammals
Squirrel Monkey 1312
Marmaset 1:19
Japanese Mouse 1:22
Porpoise 1:38
House mouse 1:40
Tree Shrew 1:49
Man 1:45
Ground Shrew 1350
Monkey 1:170
Gonlls 1:200
Elephant 1:600
Whale 1:10,000
Repules
Crocodile 135,000
Anatosaures 120,000
Stegosaurus 1:30,000

Brontosaurus 1:100,000

Part (b) cepted with permuanca of the publuber (rom S. Cobb, “Brain Sue.” dichises of Neurology,
Pres, 12. 395-241.

have classified as intelligence in the last section is that in the neurological,

associative, combining mass and sensury-analytic, cortical areas. In other
words, the specific sense experience and perceptual meaning areas increase
insure, but not so rapidly as the associational areas which, in mammals,
censutute the mast rapidlyincreasing mass of the cortex.

Aq interesting ight on essential versus nonesscatial cerebral relations to
wait  2s ganed by comparing binds with mammals. Both spring frons
the ea repulse paver, but the morphologyof their brains has devcl-

uy. Quite apart from the greater relative cerebellar devel-

   

oped very dlcren
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opment d in biopment demande inbindsbythe greater motor and gravitational sensitivity

J inds and move in three dimensi

cortical proportionis different. Wh i ee alkenvel
r . Whereas in mammalsthe cortexis all-envel-

oping, as shown at the bottom of Figure 9~2, in birds it has receded “most

FIGURE 9-3

The Main Paths of Brain Development in the Vertebrate

Phyltum
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to a vestige, and the various subdivisions of the striatum (hyperstriatum,

etc.) now make up the bulk of the cerebrum. Nevertheless, as the ablation

studies of Ziegler and comparative studies of Krushinsky, show, learning of

the kind indicative of intelligence, in birds as elsewhere, seems to depend

on the total functioning cerebral mass as elsewhere, but mainly striatal, with

the cortex playing no special part. This is a useful warning not to take local

phylogenetic morphology and histology too seriously when we are dealing

with this most general of capacities—intelligence—which consistently re-

Jates to the total of “free” brain cells, regardless of locality.

The term “free” is important above, because as the reader will Tealize,

the brain of a larger animalis, in general, larger than for a smaller one,

just because there is more bodyto organize. Thus, the brain weight of man

is slightly exceeded by, say, the dolphin, and greatly exceeded by the ele-
phant and the whale. A larger body,as in the whale, or a larger demand for

fine bodily control, as in the humming-bird, require proportionate brain
development. The mostlikely interspecies formula for intelligence in rela-

tion to brain weight—assuming we deal with the cerebrum, with the easily

distinguished cerebellum set aside—is:

I= a,T — b,cB (9.1)

whereLis intelligence, T the total cerebral weight; a, a value specific to the

species, having to do with texture? (the dolphin, for example, has larger

neurons than man and fewer, therefore, per unit weight); B the body

weight; b, a value concerned with the amount of bodily control and sens-

ing neededin thatspecies; and c, a general constant defining the most typi-

cal value across species for weight of brain needed per unit of body weight.

Asfar as T is concerned, enough zoological studies on total brain weight
have been completed, though often by not exactly comparable methods, to

give us a tolerably dependable series of mean brain weights for members
of various species, as shown in Table 9~1. As far as the a, b, and c values
needed in equation 9-1 are concerned, however, estimates are still needed.

5. THE GENERAL BEHAVIORAL
STRUCTURE OF MAMMALIAN
ABILITY

. Atthis point let us push forward our taxo-
nomic “zoom lens” and focus henceforth only on comparisons within the
mammalian order, with some reference occasionally to bird behavior. At the
same time we shall shift the emphasis from general, ethological “behavior
in situ” and largely anatomical comparisonto actual, laboratory, behavioral
test measures, and the “structure” of such behavioritself. Unfortunately
it must be confessed from the outset that we do not possessin the realm of

2 Neurons per cubic millimeter vary from about 140,000 ii
i A in the mouse, th

21,000 in man,to 6,000 to 7,000 in elephant or whale, se, through about
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animal experiment anything approaching the systematic, correlational,

structural analyses studied in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 above for man. Never-

theless, in principle, two kinds of individual-difference (“R-technique”)

correlational analysis are possible (besides the factoring of change scores)

that could yield evidence of animal ability structure. They are (a) the or-

dinary one of experimenting simultaneously with many “ability” perform-

ances on

a

sufficient sample of animals within a species, and (b) what we

maycall trans-species factorization in which correlations are made between

the mean performancesof each of a sufficientvariety of species.

Studies of type (a), though unfortunately not yet covering @ sufficiently

representative set of ability performances, have become available in the

work of Anastasi et al. (1955), Cattell, Korth, and Brace (1971), Royce

(1966), Scott et al. (1959), Vaughn (1937) and Wherry (1941.) How-

ever, factor structure determinations made on comparative psychological

data in the way suggested in (b) has not yet been thoroughly carried out.

In a rough sense, however, it is already evident from Section 4 above that

one would belikely to arrive, across species, at a unitary general ability fac-

tor. Thatis to say, the rank order of different species in one type of perform-

ance, e.g., detour learning, or classification (“oddity learning”), seems to

be much the same as in any other complex learning, ¢-8., reversal learning,

series, etc. However, by the criteria accepted as standards in ordinary psy-

chometric work, the results are not at the precision Jevel needed for factor

analysis. Livesay, in a recent study (1966) with rats, rabbits, and cats, indi-

cates technical difficulties with the Hebb-Williams closed field comparisons

of different species and changes of reliability with method of scoring. Das

and Broadhurst (1959) show a reliability of only .48 for such tests, and in

fact finish up with a difference in species rank order from that independ-

ently obtained by others.
. .

Experimentally we
are thus at a lower level of precision, as yet, than in

the work with humans. But such surveys as those of Krech (1966) on

animal problem solving, and especially the fine correlational analyses by

Royce (1966) leave little doubt that problem-solving capacities of diverse

kinds tend to increase together. Similarly the connection of this general

ability with increasing size of the neural combining mass is supported by

brain operation results on animals, such as those seen in Section4 al ove.

It is supported also by Bagshaw and Pribram's (1965) and Dabrows

i
i ‘cerimination, and generaliza-

1964) demonstration of reducedlearning,
discrimination,

, ¢ in almost any cortical area. A general survey by

i dama

ive

FearneS8)
in fact concludes that general intellectual deficit is net

linked to damage in any particular center. Furthermore, there are finy

strong indications that in lower animals localization of special sense | s

actions are less rigid than in humans, and that mass action, appearing

“substitutability,”
is more prevalent.

,

Because the bulk of the structural analyses in Cc

made on relatively homogeneous human groups,

possibilities of close comparisons with the animal

hapters 2 t0 5 above are

the greatest interest in

ficld centers on the first
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language, he claims an appreciable language communication exists in
schools of porpoises. He urges that, in higher mammals,intelligence levels
cannotbe fully appreciated unless werealize that many important and rele-
vant measures have beenentirely absent from laboratory research on ani-mal ability. It would seem that either the laboratory researchers must
become ethologists in outlook or the natural etholo:
tative, multivariate experiment.

Thefact that the life of the dolphin does not permit the use of tools orthe carrying of possessions, means that intelligence must express itself infields of experience having a very different emphasis from the environment-manipulating preoccupation of man. Possibly the limited manipulatingcapacity of birds explains why (except for the Egyptian vulture, the seagull,and the crow), they show no intelligent use of “tools.” Butif our theory of(a) g, (b) the “combining neural mass,” and (c) the existence of an ab-stract hierarchy of relationships applicable to the real world independent,atits apex of abstraction, of the particular nature ofits sensory bases, is trueas a whole, then certain Consequencesfollow for the comparison ofintelli-gence across species. The performances which covary in the &- factor willcaver in part different sensory and behavior areas in various species, butwill have a common loading pattern where they overlap, when they are atthe same general level of ability. In any Case, a general ability factor com-monto them all can be extracted by going across Species, i.e., entering eachspecies as a single individual case in the
: le ind correlations, thus making objectivecomparisonsofintelligence Conceptually possible,

gists must master quanti-

6. THE COMPARATIVE
STRUCTURE OF THE ABILITIESOF MACHINES AND COMPUTERS

ing, and control; but Many o;
ters were present in
abacus, the Negativ
and the response to
netics, incidentally,
the work and writi
along theselines js
The behavior of

gence because itis

f the features of digi

the condenser in the fiwas coined by Ampére in 1834ngs of Babbage, in 1888, will show that good thinking
Not as recent as the newspapers would suggest,4 machine has its PrimaFY resemblanceto animal intelli-

a Problem-solving, envi:
tingdeviceBa

ronment-manipulating device. But
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even the Jayman will object at once that the parallel breaks down because(a) the machineis a passiveslave of man with no motivation and goal ofits
own, responding only when mansets it to respond,asin, say, a mouse trap,
and (b) it does not continuously learn from experience. The first objec-tion holds in a complete sense only for a simple machine like a bow and
arrow. From the beginning of powered machines, like a steam engine, we
have something akin to motivation “built in.” And the unfortunate mifitary
pilot pursued by, say, a heat-homingrocket missile, would nowadays admit
that a machine canstrive, with constant readjustmentto situations, toward
@ consummatory goal!

Regarding the possibility of learning, which is closer to our issue of
machine intelligence, judgment about machine learning is best withheld
until we have studied computers more closely. However, it has been the
sport of ingenious minds for generations to make mechanical devices that
seem to think and learn. Recent instances are Grey Walter’s mechanical
tortoise (1960), Shannon’s maze runner, and Ashby’s homeostatic “design
for a brain” (1960). If we include examples only on paper, we must in-

clude McCulloch and Uttley and go back to Babbage (who, Sir Cyril Burt
reminds us, had “working models in hardware” more than a century ago).

CE literary speculation is included, one can go back to Mary Shelley's
“Frankenstein” and Well’s “Island of Dr. Moreau.”)

While recognizing that some degree of“intelligence” has to be admitted
in machines from their beginning, let us consider the most modern claimant,
the advancedelectronic computer. It has essentially five parts: (1) a device
for input, where information is read in from cards ordiscs; (2)a control or

self-regulating plan of operations, as typically seen in “a program”; (3) a
storage for data needed in the transactions, ¢.g., a memory drum; (4) a

processing or calculation unit; (5) an output, ¢.g., a teletype or card-punch-
ing addition. . :

Wehavealready used this model in a schematic way as an aid to develop-
ing a classification of abilities in Chapter 5, but we admitted certain impor-

tant differences from the human mind which made any literal and exact
translation unwise, the reasons for which must nowbe discussed further. To

begin with, the input, though it is the analogue of the animal sensoriamy is

quite a poorrelative of the latter. 1t docs not have a roving c}¢, nor . wt

search out the environment.It sclects only ina simple way, usually12 ing

whatis given on the card—andthis is material that has been predigeste

from the physical world by a human.Laterwe shall pointto the mac hine’s
enormous discrepancy in the reasoning area between inductive ant le .

tive reasoning compared to humans. if presented with, or ts veaewith
the typical classification test, and asked to pick outa sixt tha 6 jareel
thenfram, say, four others, the machineis far behind the aes ?
due to this perceptual weakness. On the other hand, in deductive Te. . s

presented with a set of premises and a set of logical rules, it reaches i,
possible conclusions better than most philosophers, as has txecn recent ?

demonstrated in regard to inferences frompostulates in particular seomcity

cal systems. The syflogism “AUluminousstars also radiate gamma s3)3" an
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“Our sun is a luminousstar” etc., is presented to the machine, however,

only as two or three symbols to which it mechanically applies the logical

mules. It knows nothing about the scintillation of stars at night or the

warmth of the midday sun. The human being has predigested the greater

part of the input that he would experience as global input, before the

machine receives its bare input, upon which to apply exhaustively its

mechanicallogic.
Although the capacity of the machineto respondto the totality of its en-

vironment, by its “input mechanisms” is thus very limited compared to an

animal brain, its performance in the second phase—that of processing, in-

cluding reasoning—is more nearly equal, if two very different qualities can

be called equal. Its quality is obviously more mechanical, but also—in the

area of computing in which it is mainly asked to perform——altogether more

rapid and accurate. Since logical inference can also be automatized—and

ordinary algebra, Boolean algebra, and general mathematical logic are ex-

amples of this—a machine can definitely be programmed to reason, espe-
cially in deductive reasoning (inductive reasoning, as indicated above and

explained below, is somewhat different). Another field of reasoning in

which machines can do well—in fact, far better than the human brain, is
that associated with probabilities. Much of our everyday reasoning is con-
cerned with combining probabilities or contingencies of this or that event af-

fecting our purposes, and here the computer does a superb job.

Turning to the third kind of operation—-memory or storage—-one be-

comes aware of decidedly greater differences of man and machine. In man

memory is a living thing; in machinesit is static, In animal memory opera-~

tion two phases are widely recognized—the short distance memory in which

experiences are not stored but kept in some active reverberation, while their

associations that determine storage are worked out; and the long distance

memory in which recollections and ideas are stored and retrieved in ways

more closely resembling storage on the machine’s magnetic drum. The

machine,it is true, also has a duality—the storage of the program and the

main storage of what the program has to work upon; but there is no obvious

or helpful parallelism here. The greatest difference of all in this respect is
that the computer is characteristically completely cleared ofits particular
storages after each piece of work, whereas the human mind goes on ac-

cumulating and beingaffected by its memoriestill its dying day. When we
discuss later Turing’s idea that a computer should be “sent to schoal” to
learn,this issue of its memory organization becomes important. Meanwhile
we note that, in the present-day computer, nothing quite corresponds to the
extensive useof the “combining (and sorting) mass” of neuronsin the first
phase of animal memorizing, leading gradually to the placing of a memory
in a comparatively restricted storage area. The data in the computer goes
directly to its storage space.

Finally we come to the output, which the typical user of a typical com-
puter knows as a “print out,” but which in, say, an automatic pilot or a
homing rocket, issues as a physical control, more akin to the executive
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muscular action finishing the deliberations of the animal mind. Here no

radical difference exists; the computer of a space ship and the human cere-

bellum have much in common.

In seeking by such comparisons to throw light on humanintelligence, one

has to distinguish between differences that are essential and revealing and

differences that are merely due to the special way in which computers hap-

pen to have been developed as handmaidens serving the purposes of the

human mind. Obviously, the computer has not been designed in the first

place to give the maximum resemblance possible to human perception and

decision. Computers, after all, began in the abacus and Pascal’s early

machine, primarily for adding and subtracting and removing the stressful

chore of accurate detail from the human conscience. They proceeded in the

still-mechanical, pre-electric stage of Briggs’s slide rule and Babbage’s

mechanical monster, to processes of multiplying, dividing, and working out

general equations. Todaythey calculate, compare, and evaluate systems pre-

sented to them, search for particular patterns in sets fed into them; recog-

nize objects; translate languages; and choose the best purchases on the

stock exchange. They have also been taught to play games of checkers and

chess; and (in the Iliac, productof the University of Hlinois), to compose

music and make drawings.

Asto the sensory apparata, in which above we noted so major a defect

in comparison with animals, it would apparently be quite possible to build

in vision by selenium cell additions and auditory skills through the tele-

phone. Already the former is at a point where scanning machines score

test answer sheets and respond to shapes cast by an “eye” lens on an

electric retina. The Bell Telephone Company's “Audrey” also reacts to

sound coded from a microphone, and can thus respond to spoken instruc-

tions. There seemslittle doubt that it can be made to movein a direction

better to parallel human perception, but in this respect the computerstill

has a long way to go.
. . .

And in spite of these impressive analogies of machine to brain, the

mitations of develop-

patte:
vi

t li

mm of performances,
even apart from presen ! u

ment, is in important ways
An obvious difference appears

-

when we compare the empirically discovered primary abilities or agencies

of humans with a corresponding profile of the machine. In numerical

ability, defined just as in Thurstone’s N, the computer fantastically exceed

human performance. (The writer has known oneor two prime onnas at

lightning calculation who can keep up with a simple es! compu ot

certain operations, perhaps for five minutes; but they soon ma ors an

in a few minutes collapse from fatigue while the machine serenely pro”

cceds.) In the area represented by the human deductai
tics

mary ability, since logicis Ps programe
nteenea

sa

of calculations (express¢ in Boolean
oy

t

exceeds human powers, * any rate inaie otspectantco
eelarge

ve, it has also su
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jnconsistencies not previously nounced dy
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logicians. The computer is reported actually to have supplied some more

elegant proofs for propositions by Russell and Whitehead than those

previously known. Inductive logic receives special consideration below. In

spatial ability—-Thusstone’s S—it can do wonders with an oscillograph. In

memory—Thurstone’s M—itis infallible in storing and retrieving; but its

range of “material” is small relative to what goes into human memory—

when one considers the diverse sensory modalities of human memory.

But what of the “higher-order” factors, of fluid intelligence, gr, general

retrieval, g,, and general speed, g,? The last needs little discussion: the

machine is enormously faster, and the nature of the processes that enable

it to be faster may well be on the same continuum—a continuum of time

for a single neural process—asdifferentiates human beings. Howfar the

retrieval process in man and machine can bereferred to the same prin-

ciples can only become clear as the machine process “hypotheses” are

tried out in brain investigation. Whatis clear is that both the accuracy and

the scope of machine retrieval already decidedly exceed those of the
human brain.

This needs a little further discussion because it underlies comments
below on machine “learning” in relation to the meaning of intelligence.

The memtory space of a machine is as large as one cares to make it,

whereas that of a brain is sadly limited. In what we commonly think of as
“sound reasoning,” memory is as important as relation-perceiving capacity,

as it is also in the functioning of crystallized intelligence. For example, a

doctor, or a clinical psychologist, in making a diagnosis, draws on various

generalizations, each perhaps simple in itself, but requiring to be put to-

gether, often in no more complex an interrelationship than that of simple

“weighting” of probabilities. It has been shown in actual clinical data by

Meehl (1954) that as more pieces of information are supplied to a
clinician he tends to make better judgments up to somefive, six, or seven

pieces, but after that he makeslittle improvement and may even get con-

fused, The machine, on the other hand, not only weights the first half
dozen bits of knowledge more accurately (in a probability or regression
sense), but continues to use further information so long as it adds to
certainty. In rangeof retrievable information, and efficiency of usingit, at
least in a mathematical sense, the machine far surpasses man.

However, the vital point is that the machine has to be programmed by
someone, and that it does not normally continue to learn and revise its

seotality foesthe human being. Nevertheless, as pointed out above,a ae .
ceiving capacityandScarn includes both plasticity and relation-per-

. ig animal research psychologists, at least, the
ability to learn has been accepted too uncriti i ia ; | Meritically as a basis for rankin:
intelligence, as if alk of it were intelli .; : gence. Learning and intelligence are
two very different things, and net enough has been done to devise animal
learning experiments which clearly separate them. Sometimes it is blind,
trial-and-error learning—explainable in reflexological terms and requiring
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only plasticity—and sometimesit is insightful? learning (both usually re-quiring reward). Parenthetically, we have tecognized that some non-insightful trial-and-error learning mayalso involve intelligence, according
to the complexity of the perceptual and motorrelations required in the
discriminations, regardless of whether they are consciously and insightfully
recognized asrelations.

The“learning” of machines as they are now constituted separates trial-
and-errar from insightful learning still more clearly than we may have
Separated them before, because the machine, with a sufficiently vast mem-
ory storage, can perform fantastically well by trial-and-error learning; it
can beat a good chess player by recalling more successful moves from
previous games (beginning at the given point in the game) than he can—
but it does very poorly at learning by insightful perception, i.e., eduction
of relations. Indeed, most of the game-playing successes of machines are

the behavior of an “assiduous ass” which stores up in its memory all past
games and when situation arises chooses the play which in the past
has mostfrequently led to a winning game from that point on.

As so programmed, it works on general probabilities rewarded in past
games. It can also advance to more specific probabilities through record-
ing the probabilities of moves by the given type of opponent—his style—
as it comes to be recognized—as a human player tries to do, But even

programmed in the simpler way it beats all but the very best human
players. Present day weather forecasting is partly based on the same

procedure: find a pattern of humidity, pressure, etc., in the past records
that most closely resembles today and see what came next. This is a

measure of our present lack of insight into the laws of meteorology! The
work on the strategy of games followed by Von Neumann and Morgen-
stern’s pioneer analysis has advanced enormously; but in some higher
unusual constellation (demanding g, rather than g.) one suspects that the

insight of an Alexander or a Napoleon would beat the computer. Paren-
thetically, the “stored wisdom”of the computer cannot strictly be equated

to the human g,, because thelatter is a deposit of wise decision capacities
resulting from an initial application of Bp he, insight. The machine wis-

dom”is rather that past of human learning bytrial and error which isnot

Z., but appears in the more rote-learned school subjects. The comparison
does bring out, however, that in humans such rote learning must lead toa

numberof decisions which simulate, and are mistaken for, the action of
fluid intelligence, and that the boundaries of such Icarning would be ex-

pected to be determined appreciably by the span of memory. ; ;

However, in all the machine problem solving discussed up to this point,

the “experience” has been collected by humans and stored in the machine.

3 Incidentally, we are continuing to use the term insight in thestrict behavioral sense

we gave above, i.c., not depending on evidence of conscious report of the eaperience.

Forwho knows whether an organization such as a modern computer, with a million,

highly complex, electronic circuits, has consciousness?
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The latter shows that end result of trial-and-error or insightful learning

in coping with a problem, rather than the learningitself. A decade or so

ago,this was the only way a computer was known to behave—as a passive

executor of human instructions. It did what the program told it, and so

precisely that its response resembled those of the rigid but effective in-
stincts of an insect. However, a computer can be programmed to learn

tactical tricks within the strategy of its program as well as to handle digital

facts. Already, as in, for example, the factor rotation program known as

Maxplane (Cattell and Muerle, 1960), it can be programmed to respond

adaptively to a quite complex variety of situations, without depending on

having met the exact situation before; but this is still not self-learning.

Oneperceives that the absence of learning in a machine is really synony-

mous with the other obvious lack in any comparison with a human being

—the absence of motivation and “pleasure” at getting a successful end
result. Once some awareness of success,relative to a goal, can be made per-

ceptible to the machine, some rewarding of the responses that have led up
to the given result can be installed. At that point it can be programmed to
alter its own program as a result of the “success” of a particular response.

That means that that response is “weighted” to be made more readily,
frequently, or early in the series in future. As Minsky (1966) points out,

this means that the machine must have some “knowledge” of how to

operate upon its own program;butthis use of a program within a program

should offer no insuperable difficulty. Thus, learning, both as a “response

preference” (as in conditioning) and as “inhibition” (as delaying a re-
sponse longer) can be set up in a computer. Even by the time these words

are printed, there may be advances so striking as to make this analysis

seem crude. Nevertheless, enormously potent though such learning devices

might become, they wouldstill, as described up to this point, remain on

the level of insightless, trial-and-error learning. Parenthetically, the extent

to which machines can nevertheless acquire what humanly we would call

“Judgment” from such experiences may be appreciated from Kleinmuntz’s

recent book (1968). An interesting variant is Enslein’s (1967) training of

a computer to distinguish representatives, as by perception, of two classes

of objects. ‘This is done by varying internal connections in a systematic way,

much as in human reward learning, to increase and retain those which

favor more correct responses, though this varying of connections is done
by the human experimenter.
tion astligethe hardestutacrack in conceiving the machine simula-

by anything resembling 2 digital nanner in which relations can be educed
mythit lig puter. For this capacity to perceive

relations is the central definition which has been given to fluid intelli:
However, befo: . i Bene: Q re we tackle the computer’s perception of patterns, it is
informative (especially since many readers will be test-oriented sychol-
ogists) to digress for the space of one page into the ways in which etal
perceptual test responses are typically evaluated in human beings. For the
varieties of perceptual performance and of Tesponse performance can be
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TABLE 9-2

A Classification of Test Performance Parameters

Operational Character ofResponse

1, Knownbysubject tobe objectively vs.

evaluated

2. Evaluated on External Behavior

Produced explicitly as a Self-Evaluation

ys. Evaluated by Physiological, Internal

Changes

. Evaluated on a Single Variety vs. Evaluated on Each of Several Possible

and Dimension of Response Responses

4. Evaluated on Total Number of vs. Evaluated on Subsection of Responses

Responses (Retrieval Fluency) that Meet Conditions

. Evaluated on a Single Score ys. Evaluated on a Total Pattern of Ele-

ment Responses

Evaluated on Selecting the Response

(Selective)

we
wn

Evaluated on Producing the Re- Vs.

sponse (Inventive)

s

closely interconnected. Certainly the ways, in general, in which computer

and humanabilities can be brought into a common conceptual scheme are

likely to be more soundly appreciated through a basic analysis of what

behavior we measure in tests. Table 9-2 is an attempt at such a basic

analysis of the forms of behavior that are put into measurable form in

tests. It is explained in more detail elsewhere (Cattell and Warburton,

1967), but the essentials of the taxonomy are here evident, One must be

careful, incidentally, to distinguish between the classification ofabilities by

their inherent parameters, as in the Ability Dimension Analysis Chart

(ADAC)in Table 4-1, which pursues 2 higher-level abstraction than the

present operational categorization.

A rather constantly recurring dichotomy b )

taxonomy, and one applicable to both human and machine performances,

is one which Burt (1949) called “inventive” versus applicative, and

which Guilford later revised as “divergent” versus “convergent. “Though

popular, these terms jnvite confusion, the former with inventive” versus

“selective,” which, as 4 truly operational concept, 1S covered by No. 6 in

Table 9-2, and the Jatter with No. 4 in Table 9-2,namely, degree °

fluency. The confusion in the Mdivergent-vs.-conver
gent jargon is one.° a

mode of production of response with a mode of scoring it. The in ividua

can produce on 4 mental set simply to give a lot of responses like a mane

psychotic), or on a set which respects the relation-eductive
an comp exits

of-sequence conditions, designated in Table 4-1, as ability PrP
rfhe

examiner or experimenter, according to Table 9-2, can set conditions rhch

are inventive oF selective (parameter 6) and, incither case, Score on5 a

number of responses (parameter 4) or on their correc
acca ing

somekey. Similarly 3 machine output can be evaluated y its total volu

versus correctness 2 some condition or by its having to invent

or to select. This ambiguity ofthe phrase “convergent-versus-
divergent "is

discussed in other connections elswehere (pages 55 and 57).

rought out in the above
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With this glance at a classification of test performances, we may return

with a litle more precision to considering the uniqueness of relation per-

ception. For it is here that the greatest difference exists between computer

and brain, and bere that we have greatest difficulty in getting assistance

from the well-understood computer toward finding out what happens in

the little-understood brain. And here we see the sharp difference between

deductive and inductive reasoning. For a computer can readily be pro-

grammed for the former—each relation, such as “greater than,” “part of”

ot “like” being represented by a digital term. On the other hand if it ts

asked to look at a triangle, a square, and circle, with its selenium eye

and say which is the odd oneout, it is likely to perform more poorly than

a five-year-old child. In fact, it does very poorly at recognized patterns in

any sense modality. Whereas to a child a box is a box, or a puppy 2 puppy,

no matter what the perspective orlighting, so that he can recognize a shape

in a different context or a tune with a change of key, the machine is apt to

be literal. A chimpanzee, or even a rat, can be taught to recognize a triangle,

despite differences of size (distance) or angle of vision, but the computer,
despite its facility with other problems, initially reacts to a triangle only
whenall in the presentation is preserved exactly constant.

It is true that recently the computer has been programmed so that it
will (by following the edge) say to itself: “This has three corners,” or

“This has four straight edges.” And from this step some ingenious work

by Selfridge and Neisser (1960) has made it actually able to solve some

analogies and classification problems (as in examples in Figure 5~2 above

or Figure 9-4 below) which have hitherto been considered the essence of

a fluid intelligence problem. In pushinginto this field, computer specialists
have become increasingly aware that the very precision of the computer

is its downfall whenit faces problems of this type. Like the insect with its

rigid instinct, or the behavior of a too meticulous human,it fails to see the

wood for the trees. The problem is partly the main one we are bringing

out: that it reacts to “facts” rather than “relations”; but it is also that it
Jacks plasticity and does not know how to accept approximate presenta-

tions, in which thet's have not been crossed northei's dotted.

Anotherway of saying this is that the machine is mathematical rather

than statistical. It takes theliteral, precise value of each individual presen-

tation, instead of recognizing what it is in terms of a central tendency

which the individual presentations resemble to a certain statistical prob-

ability. What is common to all kinds of cats has first to be foundstatisti

cally. The machine can handle very well, as we have seen, logical deduc-
tive classifications, If “All cats have longtails” andit is told “This is a cat”
it will tell you “It has a long tail.” The inductive and statistical problem is
“Whatexactly is the shape of a tail and when doesit begin to be long?”
and “When doesa set of qualities begin to look like a cat?”

Before we can make a computerdo this, we have to discover more about
the logic and the Process by which we ourselves begin to recognize distinct
types of objects, despite differences in size, in absolute brightness, in per-
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FIGURE 9-4
Pattern Discrimination Beginning To Be Possible by the

Computer
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of objects, and to recognize any onc individual as be!
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Kleinmuntz. Just as 2 child may be a little puzzled at first by the behavior

of a Siamese cat, wondering whether it is a cat or a dog, but eventually

settles for a cat, SO the computer will recognize that the “distance” of a

case from several type models gives it varying resemblances, which it can

appreciate. On this basis, which implicidy involves determining the rela-

tionship, in quantitative terms, between two paticens, the computer can

begin to “perceive relationships,” givingit the beginning of insight.
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The recognition of patterns by computers is perhaps a beginning, andit
certainly suggests that the eduction of relationships from the real world,

rather than from humanly pre-digested, encoded data, implies vast prior

analysis of sensory material. The analogy 2 is to 4 as 3 is to (4, 5, 6 or 7)

requires extremelylittle storage; but cat is to kitten as Britain is to (The

North Sea, New Zealand, Rome, etc.) implies a considerable storage of,

in this case, historical and geographical knowledge for the relation to be

worked out. However, even apart from storage problems, and in conditions

where a perceptual problem conveysall that needs to be considered, it is

not convincing that present-day computers solve the problem of pattern

recognition,classification, and analogy use in the way that the brain does.

Butcher’s (1968) excellent account of some current computer program-

ming for “relation-perception”lists, in regard to a classification test, (1)

looking for differences of two presentations, (2) looking for similarities,

and (3) comparing similarities and differences within one pair of presen-

tations with those entering another. As so described this does not involve

the use, as reference data, of relations themselves, as referents already

stored in the machine memory. It seemslikely that the human mind, on the

other hand, does build up a store of relations, each being as much a single

retrievable reference object as is any single fact. Both man and machine

are programmed to, say, compare six men and three men, and do some-

thing if one is greater than the other, but the mind stores away the experi-

ence of the relation as a “2 to 1 ratio.” The subsequentexperience of six

eggs in one nest and three in another can revive the “twice”relationship
perse, with its attendantpredictive possibilities as a relationship.

The next step beyond perceiving relationships is perceiving relationships

among relationships, ¢.g., that twice, thrice, etc., are all forms of ratios, or
that mother-son, father-grandfather, etc., are all family relationships. For
such hierarchical relation-perception to grow,it must be possible to invoke

relationships as retrievable units in themselves. The programming of com-
puters for most current use has occasioned little demand for such hier-

archies (except in the deductive reasoning instance discussed above),
whereasit is the everyday business of the humanbrain.

A distinction was drawn above between man and machine in respect to
their facility in handling inductive and deductive reasoning. This puzzles
the philosopher logician, because he recognizes that in every inductive
reasoning act, e.g., that drawings a, b, and c belong to oneclass and d to
another, there are deductive steps. Their tendency to show up as two
distinct primary factors, and for mento be better than machines on induc-
tion,is presumably due to the special processes involved in the initial
“eduction of relations” between given fundaments. Once these relation-
ships are educed,i.e., abstracted, they can be manipulated,as relationships
just as in deductive reasoning. Indeed, as we have seen, the manipulation
of these deductive relationships can be relatively mechanical, so that in
respect to comprehensiveness of conclusions and infallibility of inference
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from the premises, a machine can do better than a philosopher. (Similarly

isatel the rules of algebra can apply them to reach conclusions

ly and accurately than a wise adult unschooled in algebra.)

One sees here the rise of what is behaviorally a pseudointelligence, and

anatomically a capacity to handle complex relations with very little neural

storage mass. What is its relation to fiuid and crystallized intelligence

concepts? Evidently it comes undercrystallized intelligence, as a capacity

for the generation of which fluid intelligence—the capacity to educe rela-

tions—is first necessary. For this reason, we would predict that inductive

reasoning should load gr more than g,, relative to deductive reasoning.

However, the results of deductive reasoning, including those of mathe-

matics, though mechanically reached, are in fact never accepted at face

value without checking them in other ways. The mathematician, as distinct

from the idiot savantof rapid calculation, is never far in his formulae from

his degree of direct insight. Indeed, as Poincaré (1914) pointed out, he

often reaches a conclusion first by “intuitive” insights and then builds up

the mechanics of formal derivation afterward. Consequently, we should

not expect the crystallized intelligence of man, by any mechanical manip-

ulation of its stored relational abstractions, far to exceed its fluid intelli-

gence capacity for direct relation-perception.
At least this would be rare

enough notto upset the usual correlation picture in the general population.

With the machine, on the other hand, which has no reluctance to exceed

its insight, crystallized intelligence could acquire more ofa life of its own,

and mechanically proliferate relations among relations. Since the laws of

the manipulation are only known for lower levels, much of the product

might be nonsense.

There remains, when all is said,

tion eduction, largely in the experien

performed by the central, associative,

what we measure as fluid intelligence. When I conclude there are (wo

windows on Smith’s house and only one on Jones’s, a great deal of rapid

comparison of similarities and differences has gone on to permit the use

of “house” and “window” (regardless © yet have words for

them). There is evidence that even in cu
> te with

“pameless” objects, the speed and accuracy of performance 1s increased

by importing verbal or other symbols for the relationship; but if speed is

not involved, the grasping and use of a more complex relationship sccms

to correlate best with other measures of fluid intelligence.
_ ;

Possibly we have in the inductive relation eduction of fluid intelligence

something not yet developed in the use of computcrs. If this relation

eduction issues from basic experience’ then the highce in the relational
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hierarchy the relations stand, the more complex and broad must the sen-

sory basis be, and the larger would be the number of objects they derive

from and apply to. Probably one reason (apart from little work having

been done in this direction by persons needing computer service) why

computers have not succeeded well in these insightful decision-processes

is that an enormous amount of virtually simultaneous comparison and

connection would be required to sustain this broad “meaning” of a com-

plex relation. It could be that the secret of the brain’s greater capacity to

abstract a pattem from many particulars, and to handle, for example,

complex analogies, lies essentially in its immensely greater number of

units: ten bilfion cells in the brain against fifty to one hundred thousand

transistors in a large computer. The storing of relations as such, which

requires comparatively little space, is thus no substitute for the generation

of relations on a bread base of relevant data, The computer, in short, is

good at the “primary abilities” and it can learn, but, as constructed at

present, it lacks: (a) the massive capacity to handle “real world” input

(we should expect to find no factor, if we factored the comparative be-
havior of many computers, corresponding to the second-order visual and

other capacities); (b) it cannot easily recognize approximate answe1s—

statistically acceptable but not exact—and (c) it is relatively unable to

handle patterns and to solve by “insightful” relation eduction—as distinct
from reproductive, trial-and-error learned methods. And the fact that (d)

it can handle deductive reasoning when supplied with formulae, should

perhaps make us somewhat suspicious of deductive logic as a measure of

intelligence, and even of mathematical “reasoning” that requires only
manipulation of numbers of formulae according to pre-established rules.

Little has been said here about the obvious major difference of com-
puters from the animal brain in its totality, namely the computer’s lack of

motivation, dynamic goals, and emotions——because thatis less relevant to
our examination of cognitive function. However, in the end this would
becomerelevant, and, as we have seen,it is relevant to understanding the

defects of machine learning, inasmuch as machines lack the built-in goals

and satisfactions that give a basis for response preference and reward in
learning.

Although we have encountered some puzzles which only more pro-

longed pursuit might clarify, it should be evident that the comparison of

brains and computers is rewarding for the understanding of both. Similarly,
the study of animal behavior, and of the phylogenetic perspective, has
brought added confidence to our analysis of ability structure.

the same space,” “that two negatives make a positive,” or “that a Straight line is the
shortest distance between two points.” This, to the dismay ofthelogician, implies that
logic is relative ta phylogenctic experience, and may be inept for new domains rE.
nuclear physics. At any rate, the theory that the combining mass inherits certain
relation-perception tendencies is as worthy of investigation as that the hypothalamus
inherits certain dynamic “instinctual” tendencies.
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Obstacles to clear concepts in this area due to emotionalism? are rendered

unusually formidable because prejudice can readily hide in intrinsic con-

ceptual subtleties and evade disciplined statistical thinking. As an ¢x-

ample of the former, not everything that is innate is hereditary, since

mutations can produce in a person innate tendencies not present in the

parents; furthermore, not everything that is congenital, i.e., something that

is born with, is innate, since influences in gestation or the process of birth

can produce marked effects, e.g., the sterility of the “free martin” at birth.

Yn the sameclass as these conceptual confusions of hereditary, innate, and

congenital are such semiphilosophical issues as the debate whether be-

havior, as distinct from a material structure, can be inherited. The latter is

an empty dispute, so long as body and mind go together, We inherit, for

example, a physical stomach,butalso, if we are lucky, one that knows how

to behave like a stomach. Weinherit the chemistry of the cell—in brain or

stomach—along with the cell structure.

Another conceptual hurdle that the student in this area must be able to
take is the demand uponstatistical thinking. Like the Victorian sceptic
regarding the physicists conception of the atom (“Show me one”), the lay

critic is apt to demand of the behavioral geneticist, “Show me the part of

this behavior that is supposed to be inherited." In any actual behavior,

genetic and learning contributions are as thoroughly mixed as tin and
copper in a piece of bronze; but, like the metallurgical chemist, the psy-

chologist has meansof finding how much of each elementis involved. The

situation is no different for behavior than for physical structure, except

(1) that we are relatively unaccustomed to seeing a virtually unchanged

genetic component in behavior, and (2) that the environmental influence
is, in general, probably greater in behavior. Mendel’s dwarf peas were
never so greatly affected by nutrition that he was in danger of confusing

2 saat .
eeaely another rather forbidding ematianal block to progress in behavioral gene-

cs as ech ge fect that most known instances of definite hereditary action, due to
ta ir aving rst been located by medical research, deal with diseases of various
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them with the tall variety, and a lobeless car is rarely so effected by envi-

ro ‘ant a .
nment, even in the pugilist, that onc mistakesit for the lobed variety.

There are a few i itiforms of behavior or ability, such as Huntington's

chorea, color blindness, phenylketonuria, and special taste sensitivities,

ic are essentially “q}l-or-nothing” qualities and can therefore be

studied at once, directly, in terms of a possible Mendelian mode of gene

action, e.g, single or multiple gene, dominant, or recessive, and so on. But,

since the hereditary component of most behavioral traits is evidently

polygenic, i.c., due to multiple gene action, the psychologist has to content

himself with statements such as: “Seventy percent of the variance in

surgency 1s environmental, twenty percentis hereditary and ten percent is

due to some interactive effect of heredity and environment.” Public dis-

cussion, however, rarely pauses for statistical realities. It makes such sub-

jective demands as “] want a clear answer as to whether intelligence is

hereditary or not.” Or, in an assertive mood, it reasons: “You say that

mental defect is hereditary [or environmental], but I know an actual case

where...”
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One way of thinking about the variance contribution analysis concept
is to recognize that each separate component represents how big the
variance (in raw score units) would be if the other scource of variance
were held atzero,i.e., if people did not vary at all on the other component,

For example, the above instance taking m* 100% of the existing

varianceon intelligence as environmental, meansthat if, instead of taking
children at large, we took only a sample of children of exactly the same
heredity, then the observed variance in I.Q.in that sample would fall from
256 (in the general population) to 50, and, therefore, the sigma of I.Q.
from 16 to 7 units (approximately). Conversely, if we took children from
their parents and brought them up in an identical environment we should
expect from these figures that the usually observed variance (commonly
symbolized as a?) wouldfall from 256 to 206, and the standard deviationof L.Q. (o) from 16 to 14 (to the nearest unity) points. Incidentally, thevalues we have taken hereforillustration are in fact fairl
which the investigations below show to be the bestestimate.
A geneticist, as such, would like to know morethanthesestatistical factsaboutrelative importance. His science deals with the question of whetherOne, two, or more genes are responsible for the genetic differences, wherethey act with certain dominance, and other interactions, and so on. Hewould like to point to a particular individual and say he has such-and-suchgenes. Somethingclose to this can be done wi
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However, it makes a vast difference to what a teacher,clinician does abouta particular case if we know for thetion, whatthe nature-nurture ratio, in general,is,

'y close to those

rtant and universal traits, €.8.5
etc., we deal with polygenic effects
at We may say abouta given indi-

a law court, or a

behavior in ques-
This

N

ratio is expressed:
; vari .Natio = & riance due to heredity (10.1)variance due to environment ,

ohare compare the variance of one kind of measurement unit with that of an-
yes to ihe aryinae More than they do in intelligence? If we can answer
tba in Poh ow ¢possible to say that hereditary and environmental con-
metrics arog ration In stature than in intelligence, But most psychological
variation, pent cales, i.c., do not have an absolute zero, so that a coefficient of

+ Permitting one to say that stature varies more than intelligence, is not pos-
ible. ipare todefeatStature does have a zero, but few Psychologists would be pre-2210

© are commonly compelled to say

intelligence ) In suthat the tot; ii . mW
value at ‘oral aerved Variance of any behavioral measure has a standard scoreposed,” or, to be exactoe the hereditary and environmental contributions are “op-s

if the Percentage due to one is high,

mplementa:that of the other must be low, nySo that
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Toillustrate in the above instance, this is:

206
.

50 = 4.1

showing a decided predominance of “nature.”

n manyresearches the value is expressedsligh i ightly differently in what has

cometo be calledthe heritability ratio (o impl. itabili
sented by ba This ist y ratio (or simply heritability) and repre-

N=

variance
i 2

_ wingsdictobaciy22ae + od

oe .
¢__.__might

 

r environment—ogtoe

would be respec-

ip to 100%, as

The cquivatcnt, reciprocal value fo

m. The h and m yalues®

be called the modifiability ratio,
instance, thus adding u,

htively 80% and 20% in the above

hit

logic requires. Note also that N = .
m i1-h

ation variance ratio is not all that we can reach by

A very helpful further developmentfor
school and

clinic—and for social reformers—is the more detailed analysis into ratios

within and between families. It might be, for example, that for a certain

ability the nature-nurture
ratio within families, i.c., among children brought

n families, i.¢., considering

up in the same family is, say 3, whereas betwee

the variance among the hh from children in one family) of

families with respect to the main population mean, the ratio is 1. This

would tell us that environ
i ces betweelt families are relatively

i ‘Jl finally turn to four variances; within

very important. In fact, discussion W!
1

«thin family environmental
, ue? between family

2 These four
family hereditary, Gane; Within

D

hereditary, Obn’s and between i mmental Ope’

within and between family variances will add up to the observed variance

of the population at large: Statistical approaches can also tell us how far

as discussed below.

environment
al and genetic influences get correlated,

An alternative but statistically cruder approach to expressing the rela-

d one more frequently

tive importance of heredity an environment—an
f

used in medical circles and when the Mendelian structure 1S known

—uses the concept of penetrance. if among one hundred people known

ds) to possess
only seventy-three show

(from family recor
a certain gene,

the actual disease or behavior, the gene 1S said to have seventy-thre
e

2, which is unfort

ommunalit
y (a vari

However, the popul

the statistical approach.

unate, for it is notitself a variance and h? has

ance) in factor analysis.

nted without subscripts to show whether they

cen family, as in h,, or within family as

yet many textbooks fail to

4Sometimes written

long been used for ¢

5 Strictly, h and m §
r

!

refer to general population,
as in h,, e ber

nil

in h,. Most stu i
are wve ues, not h,,

point this out. The
t value is h,-
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percent penelrance. Although this is more “obvious,” it is statistically Jess

pseful than the varianceratio, andis usually based on Jess certain evidence

and less clear concepts. For example, a fair amount of handling of the

inheritance of schizophrenia has been based on the assumption that the
presence of the gene in relatives cam be accurately inferred, and that

penetrance can consequently be calculated by the percentage located in

mental hospitals.
Both variance analysis and penetrance are somewhat gross ways of

making general statements about heredity that we would ideally like to

make with more flexible assumptions, and in regard to the individual case.

For example, the usual twin research method (unlike the MAVA method

described below) assumes both that hereditary and environmental influ-

ences are uncorrelated, and that they combine in a simple additive way,

without interaction. Animal experiments, in which manipulative control

of both mating and environment is possible, clearly show, however, that

the effect of an environmental influence depends upon the age at which it

is applied, and upon the level of hereditary endowment. The same can be

perceived, even if not evaluated, in humans. For example, the “headstart”

type of special educational help would be quite pointless with a very
bright child, and add nothing to his performance. This example of an

environmental effect depending on the hereditary level can be matched by

instances where the hereditary effect depends on the environmental level.

For example, the difference in intelligence between a child of average,

normal heredity and one with phenylketonuria is great if they are brought

up on the normal rangeof diet. Butif they are brought up on special diet

which does not permit the phenylketonuric chemical action to occur, the

observed variance in intelligence will be reduced. Consequently, our sta-

tistical model should really accept “interaction,” ie., recognize that the

hereditary and environmentalcontributions will not simply add, regardless

of levels, but that at some levels of one, the effect of the other may be
peculiarly powerful.

Of course, one can handle this with the simpler additive model by re-
peating the variance analysis at each of several levels and ranges of each

variable, and then putting the whole together. In animal experiments we
can do an equivalent job by using clones, i.c., highly inbred specimens,
such that many animals can be taken to be identical in heredity. Then we
can subject each member of a clone to a different environment and
measure the ultimate effect. In this way, with several clones, the effect of
each level of environment applied at each level of heredity can be deter-
mined, and interaction precisely evaluated. However, with humans, the
only clones are identical twins, and two are not enough to try all levels
of environment, even if ethical considerations permitted subjecting twins
to manipulation on vital aspects of environment. °

. However, even when we know all aboutinteraction effects through such
simple animal experiment, or through thestrategically planned analysis of
variance with humans mentioned above (and described in more detail
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below), we still would not know,if presented with a creature at level x on

trait A, how much ofx in that given case was & contribution from environ-

ment, and how much from heredity. It is not necessarily a false conception

that somuch of, say, a given individual’s stature is due to inner maturation

(heredity) and so muchto environment; but at present we have no opera-

tions that will permit us to answer such a question. We have only the

statements of variance contributions operating over a whole population.

Geneticists have long recognized this with respect to physical genetics

by saying that two (or more) different genotypes may result in the same

r these equivalents.)

phenotype. (The term “phenocopies” has been used fo

This is best known, of course, with regard to the Dd genotype (in a single

gene case) producing the same phenotype as the DD genotype, where D is

the dominantand d the recessive allele, and the dominance of D hides the

recessive d effect in the heterozygote. However, where a trait is determined

by many genes, two or more different combinations may produce virtually

“potential” pheno-

the same result. On top of this, even when the average

type from two genotypes is different, especially powerful environmental

action on one may bringit to the same final expression as the other. Thus

there are usually several different “routes” possible—with combinations

of genetic and environmental paths—to what looks like the same end

result. An added complication is that some genetic structures may be more

susceptible to environment (as in the well-known “imprinting” effect) at

onestage of maturation and others at another.

In this connection, a certain confusion

genetics with continuous variables, through students

ically carrying over the genetic terminology of “genotype” and “pheno-

type”suited to physical data andclearly distinct, discrete phenotypes, like

tall and dwarf peas. There is no such thing as the phenotype in continuous

variables far more strongly modified by environment, 4S behavioral vari-

ables generally are. In behavioral genetics We need

a

trinity, not 4 duality,

of concepts, namely genotype, standard phenotype, and measured, con-

ot a literal, concrete, end

crete phenotype. The standard phenotype is n

result but an abstraction, an average, in a given, defined environment. Any

single, concrete phenotype may be very different from this standard ab-

straction. (This has always been true, even in classical genetics, but the

deviations have not been serious enough to demand recognition © the

concepts in the terminology-)

.

Since, in human beings, we cannot control matings, OF manipulate

environments as can be done by dividing clones in animals into different

experimental groups, our only potent approachis by analysis of variance.

And here the MAVA method is about twice as effective as the twin

method, since it can give the correlations between environmental
and

hereditary effects, and the between families hereditary and environmental

variances. By quite complex, population, biometric, gencuc methods

. a a oa dife

which we shail not study here), and by determining the variances 30

(whic nce groups and cultures, it is theoretically possible to proceed froz1

has resulted in behavioral

of genetics mechan-
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such data to all the types of findings, e.g., about heredity-environment
imprinting relations, discussed above from manipulative animal research.

‘The nature-nurtureratio, N, is thus no fixed andeternal value, like, say,
an atomic number, but, is like the value for acceleration due to gravity at
the earth’s surface, or the boiling point of water—something that depends
on other circumstances. Like these latter, it is something very much need-
ing to be determined, partly because of its practical utility, and partlybecauseit is the necessary first step in reasoning to conclusions regarding
more ultimate values. Any given nature-nurture ratio, e.g., that for intelli-gence, determined say for adults in America and ten-year-olds in JapanVaries about some central value for a number of obvious reasons. Forexample, the range of genes determining the genetic component may beless in one race than another. Or the range of genetic contribution in agiven organism from a given set of genes (and internal gene environment)may be definite and constant enough in terms of cbut the environment alters continuously with historical, cultural, and

ple, if a given culture began to treat its
differentially, €.g., by arranging longer,
for the more highly intelligent, or more
tly more emotionally unstable, then the
vironment in N above might be expected
ationsin the latter case and positive in the
selection occurred, €.g., by the brighterished country migrating abroad, so

he particular racial mixture remaini,
ced, then the discovered percent

. Thus the nature-nurture ratio mus
© what population,racial mixture, a
it is an important value in itself,; ychology, and for Personality theo:fore be said to be a still more important Tecorded valuehuman historical and sociological trends,As pointed out above, the behavioral scientist can go far with variousrefinements of the nature-nurture Tatio, but the ultimate aim of the

Seneticist is always to find how many and what kind of genes (the geno-
type) are at work in determinin

i

.
the standard i

much subject to environ n Pamala ain es
Mendelian effects and

citizens more sensitively and
scholarship-supported education
sheltered lives for those inheren
percentage of variance due to en
to increase (with negative correl:
former). Reciprocally, if racial
members of an impover'

ng in the given
variance due to

nd cultural epoch

e.g., for current
ry, it might there-

for understanding
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the only certainties regarding specific genes and specific abilities and be-

haviors are restricted to the few exceptionally prominent oddities. In the

ability field they are mainly forms of mental defect—phenylketonuria and

what used to be called Mongolian imbecility but is now known as Down’s

syndrome. A gene determining faulty brain chemistry is responsible for

the first, and a faulty replication of a certain chromosome for the second.

But for the rest of the ability field, inference stops at variance analysis—

short of describing genetic structure, Mendelian processes, and the steps

between genes and neurological effects. So here our main aim—even yet

still only partly achieved—must be t

statements.

o reach nature-nurture variance ratio

3, DETERMINING

NATURE-NURTURE
RATIOS:

THE MAVA METHOD

The adjective “environmentally-de
termined”

is so clumsy that precise discussion is hampered, and the present writer

(Cattell and Nesselroade, 1971) has suggested “threptic” as a brief tech-

nical term. Eugenics and euthreptics are thus terms to represent efforts to

improve man respectively by genetic and environmental means. The Greek

rootof threptic was originally used by
both Aristotle and Galen in this sense

and it seems the most acceptable term available. Threptic and genetic are

thus useful terms for exact reference respectively to abstracted contributions

from environment and from genes. (Hereditary, as we have seen above,

is not the same as genetic, since a child’s genetic endowmentis not exactly

the same as an average OF other mathematical function, of his parents overt

genetic make-up. Mutations, crossing overt, gene selection, epistacy, ete,

may makethe outcome different from a simple average of parental qualities.

And Galton’s law of ancestral contribution, whi
ch refers half an individual’s

peculiarity to his parents, 2 quarter to grandparents, and so on,is still only

a global approximation.
)

. .

Setting aside for the moment the problem of relating the genetic make-u
p

of the child to that of the parent, Jet us assume that a genetic endowm
ent

exists for him, and ask how we are to find what fraction of a child's pheno-

typic final appearance, in general, is due to this endowment and how much

to his environmental
fortune. In other words, and inregard to an ability,

granted that we have for all children in the population a measure sigma

(squared to give a variance) on intelligence test scores, and that weaim to

break this down jnto hereditary and environmental
(“genetic and threp-

tic”) components.
‘ow can we £0 about it? Most psychologists are familiar

with the twin method of getting at these components; but nowadays we can

do better than that with a few methods (notably the MAVA method) capable

of giving more complet

of further methodologica

lete answers. If the reader will bear with a page or two

| discussion, it will be possible to proceed there-

after to some definite answers on abilities.
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The basic proposition on which all analysis hinges is best stated in the
condensed form of an algebraic equation,splitting up the ability trait score,
T, as follows:

T = cg tee t+ (fegee (10.5)
where c,is the genetic contribution, c, the threptic contribution, and (f}c,c
is whatthestatistician calls interaction, i.e., some function (£) of c, and q
together, which is no simple addition of them, but some more complex
function,e.g., a product of the values, each raised by some exponent. In ac-cordance with the above usage of genetics and threptics, Nesselroade, Tsu-jioka, and Cattell have Suggested in researches elsewhere (Cattell andNesselroade, 1971; Cattel, Tsujioka and Ishikawa, In press) the termgenothreptics for the special science of analyzing the interplay of genetic andthreptic influences, at anyrate in psychological material. Genothreptics con-cernsitself, of course, not only with the technical “fnteraction” term above,(f) c,c,, but with the whole equation and all aspects of its analysis intogenetic and threptic components. A great deal o:

Considering the interactiOn term alone—(f) c,c, in equation (10.5)—We have to recognize that there is no doubt aboutits existence, and thatPresently available rough estimates assign to it anything from 1% to 20%contribution to the total variance, For example, an excellent university en-vironment would be Meaningless, and add Practically nothing to the abilityof a borderline mental defective, whereas it certainly adds greatly to theBe of a really brightyoung Person, and might even add to the g,. Or again,turning to physical influences, the evidence suggests that differences of mu-tation havelittle effect on LQ.’v Ss from infancy onward except perhaps withlarge brain growth, whereas j
: yeu, fServers have claimedto seere:

m the womb and the infant years some ob-ductions of 1.Q. from relativel: iti
A ; .Q. ly poor nutrition.The importantissue hereis th: i Ted to elsewhere in con-namely, that the average

Nee on the end result thanat anothe
i

c ‘ ene h
© phase. It may, in

fact, shift a“ defective’ Benetic pattern on to a new curve of growth practi.
cally the same as that ofa Senetically more adequate endowment.In this cnction, 8eneticists often speak of a “norm of reaction” for
a certain gene en ‘owment, which would describ: ibiliti

a n C
e the ninteraction with the environment

Pinvariostes of
environment. An identical score
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obviously be reached by different individuals by several different temporal

paths and throughseveraldifferent combinationsof genetic and threptic con-

tributions (equations 10.5 and 10.6). With advancesin behavioral genetics,

it may be possible in time to see whatthose paths and combinations were

for a given individual, as a woodsman, looking at the rings of growth in a

tree, can trace the individualhistory. But, at present, our progress lies in the

direction of determining the general laws of contribution of heredity and

environmentfor typical members of our culture and race.

By approaches too statistically complex to discuss here, it is becoming

possible to estimate the general interaction magnitudes, through the MAVA

method. But here weshall, for simplicity, pursue the model of simple addi-

tive relations, which permits us to drop the term (f)c,¢, from (10.5) and

proceed with:
T= tg tc

(10.6)

‘This simply says that a part score on a genetic part and another on a threptic

total observed trait score.®

learning contribution add up to the person’s

doubtinteraction, we cannot assume that c, and ¢;

personality there is muchNow, although we can

are atall likely to be uncorrelated. Especially in

circumstantial evidence that an hereditary tendency to certain behavior may

get correlated with environmental features whichaffect the same trait. For

example, if a father’s intelligence favors his rising 1n the socioeconomic

scale, his children may, because of his better financial FeSOUrCes, get better

education, and since there is 2 probability that his children willinherit some

of his intelligence, favorable intelligence and favorable education will tend

ffect would follow from

to get correlated in that generation. (A similar e i ;

scholarships.) To instance, on the other hand, a negative correlation, the

child whois naturally more dominantis likely to get more reactions tend-

ing to “put him in his place,” while the meek is morelikely to be encouraged

to assert himself and “inherit the earth.” Thus a significant negative rela-

tion could arise both within families and between families in regard to the

amount of environmental help toward dominance and the innate disposi-

tion toward dominance. The statistician recognizes that if such effects exist

the observed variance on @ trait is notthe simple sum of sean ene

vironmental variances as one might initially expect from (10.6) above, bu

rather:

at ot oH Aare
(10.7)

he largest possible acceptable value for the environ-

ave criticized this simplified mode}, saying

ronment. Jf the interaction term is called an environ:

logically be called a genetic effect. Al-

id leave space for interaction, yet there

dance with the good scientific principle

nt investiga-

argue for U

s whe a Hunt (1961) h6 Psychologists
W!

mental contribution,
¢-8+ .

i
to envi

it does not give full scope , n

mental effect, this is traeOeoean
iusas;

rante
that 3

n

though weait erally exists, and in accor

is n0 Pr the simplest explanation unless forced to another, the prese!

°f heepingjority
of others have started with this formula.

or 2
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Here o,? is the observed (experimentally measured) variance; the last term
is called the covariance. (Note we have now shifted from scores to variance

in scores.) If we consider both covariance and interaction and consider in-

teraction to be simply a product, multiplied by a suitable constant, k, the

basic model in (10.7) now becomes the rather more complicated looking:

oo? = oe + 2+ kop? + Aeee (10.8)

Because this complication maynotin fact exist, and we claim the scien-
tist’s birthright (as stated above, and following Newton) to take the sim-
plest hypothesis unless and until one is forced to the complex, we shall
proceed here with the relationship or “model” stated in Equation (10.7).
Now one mustgo a step further and ask the reader to accept the general

principle in analysis of variance (not Specifically tied to genetics at all)
that the variance one sees in the population at large, in, say, intelligence,
can be considered the swmn of a within-family variance and a between-
family variance(i.e., the variance among sibs in the typical family and thevariance among the means of families, considered over all families). Nexteach of these family variances can be broken down,just like the value forgeneral population as a whole in Equation 10.7 above, into a genetic anda thenic part. Thus wearrive finally at four sources of intelligence variance,as follows:

(a) Ong? = The variability among sibs due to within-family geneticvariance, No two children of the same parents (exceptidentical twins) haveidentical genetic make-up, but are a different “throw of the dice” from theSame genetic bank of the parents. So we let wg mean “within-genetic”variance.
(b) On? = The variance within the family due to threptic, environ-mental influences. Parents (and the school) treat sibs somewhatdifferently,partly due to differences of age,of andsibs get different treatment from oneanother. So wt means “within-threptic,”

ov© Ove tot part of the variance between families, i.e., between thene aeilyhecain family and another, that is due to genetic influences,
2 . Tl iymony Giflerences including between families traceable to their environ-

extendedmoranyaae MEN Coelestingcovrans) fn22,2tot Fo = Gwe + owt + one bay?Go (o for observed) is of cours4
uld get tualmeasuring people at large on the
clligece “—throm these equations we can see that when obscurantists tell studentseredity and environmental influences are inextricably mixed and no

(10.9)
the value one wo

giventrait, e.g, int

Iwatethar ney Filo ona.Note that it is still not fully extend, i
te |

led. Iisophisticated model in Equation 10.3 oe Bem would segees

b . the more: . 5 above is used, 10;interaction and covariance, sed, 10.9 would also have terms for
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meaning can be quantitatively given to each,” they reckon without the in-

genuity of the mathematician. (Before the days of chemistry, the sceptics

were similarly confounded at Archimedes’ being ableto tell the percentage

of gold in a crown, and at Eratosthenes’ being able to calculate, from the

shadow of two obelisks, the earth’s circumference—which no man had

traveled.) For it is easy to sce that if concrete, numerical values can be

found for the expressions on the left of equations (3) or (4), and if we can

obtain several such equations, we can solve for the unknowns on the right,

just as in any exercise with simultaneous equations. A key to the variances

—op2, Tye, etc.—that cannot be directly measured, js thus in our hands.

However, thereis the inexorable law thatto solve for n unknowns one must

have n independent equations. We have, in the first place, four unknowns

(Ows2s Fars Fags Tre?) > Where can four equations be found?

Thatfor observed variance among family means will break up as follows:

Oar.o = Soe ou? (10.10)

It can be obtained by getting the mean ofthe sibs in each family, repeating

this calculation for many families, and obtaining the variance of these

means. This gives us o*pr.o (BF = between families, O = observed) in

equation (10.10). Subtracting (10.10 from 10.9) (which has a subscript,

GP.O for General Population, Observed), we have:

— 0" pP.o = Owes + owt”

Let us next take pairs
s and measure their differences

from the family mean, leading to the within-family variance o* (ITT for

identical twins raised together). In this case, being genetically identical,

they can have no genetic yariance, but only within-family environmental

variance, thus: (10.12)

a’GP.0
(10.11)

of identical twin:

o*rrr.0 = One

10.11) we have one of the unknowns we want,

Let us next look for a fourth
Subtracting this from ¢ °

namely, ¢2y, = GP. — o'ar.o — 7 ITT.

equation in: 2

o75.0 = Owe + Owt + ot
(10,13)

; i
2 must come in her

SA = sibs raised apart). The op? mu: me oI ) C

once the environmental difference of two distinct families. Subtracting this

2 Thus, by extending this principle to other

hereditary and environmental

unrelated children raised

¢ because they expe-

ing, all obtainable kinds of

mixtures (sibs raised together, sibs raised apart,

together, fraternal twins together, jdentical twins a)

*

part, etc.) other un-

be determined. In fact, by using such equations we can

the four majo’
t only for

r unknown variances but also for the

solveton
n hereditary and environmental influences (and ulti-

corre tion). However,
mately for interac

for solutions of the slightly more com-

cases, and compari
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plicated equations with correlation (covariance) terms, the reader must be

referred elsewhere (Cattell, 1963a).

The method of analysis just described has been called the MAVA

method, for Multiple Abstract Variance Analysis. The Gy.2, To’, etc., are

abstract variances because they are inferred from the concrete variances

_—BF.O, ctc.—actually obtained in the experiments. They arc “abstract”

because no one has ever “seen” a pure hereditary component, ie., ob-

tainedit as a direct measure, as one can calculate o? fram an actual sample.

But o,2, one, etc., are best described as abstract, not “hypothetical” vari-

ances because they undoubtedly exist from the causes indicated.

Thefirst use of the MAVA method on human subjects by Beloff, Blew-

ett, Kristy, Stice, and the present writer in 1955 and 1957 (Cattell, Blewett,

and Beloff, 1955; Cattell, Stice, and Kristy, 1957) yielded results for

fluid and crystallized intelligence tests as shown in Table 10-1. For a variety

of technical reasons®theseresults are put forward as both approximate and

somewhatbiased in the direction of giving excessive weight to environment.

They should soon be replaced by results from the improved MAVA

method nowbeing applied by th epresentwriter's research associates—Tsu-

jioka, Ishikawa, Schmid and Schuerger-—in this country and Japan. Evenso,

they are superior in size of sample (N = 647 and 1024) to the widely

accepted studies reviewed in the next section, as we have seen, the MAVA

method is superior in that it gives information on matters, e.g., between-

family variance, correlations, which the twin method and other older

methods are powerless to supply.

From. this and many other studies, the general indications on nature-

nurture ratios for intelligence are clear. Close to four-fifths of the total

variance is hereditary, if we consider fluid intelligence, and distinctly less

—about two-thirds to three-quarters—if we consider crystallized intelli-

gence. Secondly, there is evidence of some appreciable correlation of the

action of hereditary and environmental influences, slight in fluid intelli-

Bence,butvinesBtTeaching about 0.5 in crystallized intelligence. Both

previous theory about g; and g. would require.

—_—
® The equations assembled for the MAVA method at that time were not capable of
solving simultaneously for the magnitude andsign of a correlation, and we have made
a correlation value choice (as one does on extraneous scientific indications among
roots‘Siven er aquadratic equation) on the basis of global considerations too numer-
paste memation bere, Since the studies to be compared in the next section are on the
maate nssuctated wife alsoaccepted the within-family environmental variance esti-
rae ere tat

h

bwin( ther consistent combinations of estimate could thus be
made, pave | en wi atseems best on the basis of these carly MAVAstudies.

y another sign of the inadequacy ofthis pioneer study in 1955 is some aP-
Parentinflationof the pithin-family variance at the expense of the between-family
to be brishier thanan ‘Saeriahechild (+1 sigma) im an average family is likely

ld in a bri; i ‘

should not expect with a high degree of assortivematinee (+E Sigma), a result we
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To anticipate discussion in Chapter 14 and Section 7 below, we may con-
sider the possibility that the only appreciable effect of environment on fluid
ability is through better nutrition and wiser general health care being given
to their children by moreintelligent parents. This would explain why there
is apparently no correlation of heredity and environment within families
(due to possible different “intellectual” stimulus) and only a slight positive
correlation of these between families (the latter again presumably due to
moreintelligent parents tending to provide better physical environments).
On the other hand, with crystallized intelligence the correlation appears
larger—since intellectual opportunity also can influence growth here. It is
perhapsa little surprising that it is as big within as between families. This
points to an effect whereby the more gifted may either read more or be-
come the object of more stimulus, e.g., from adult conversation, than the
less intelligent.

One reason for suspecting that these results are biased toward environ-
ment—as so penetrating a critic as Loehlin (1962) has suggested theyare—is that the culture-fair intelligence tests used were short (122%minutes) and therefore distinctly less than perfectly reliable. Moreover,intelligence test scores fluctuate from time to time for the same person, notonly On account of test unreliability but also because (see Chapter 8)one's capacity to function fluctuates somewhat from day to day. By thenature of the measurement in such an experiment this variance from mo-mentary changes—the functionc ‘ fluctuation and error of measurement—becomes included in the environm

4. ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE FROMTWIN AND FAMILY
CORRELATION STUDIESTh

.
becouse it gives the most ¢ ie MAVA method has been describedfirst
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most ot our conclusions mustrest, until the MAVA method is more widely

ed, |pon more numerous researches based on some form of twin anal-

ysis. Before studying these findings, however, it would be well to sum-

marize what more ideally we should be striving to get by the MAVA

approach. In the first place, it does not have to confine itself to total

environmental and total hereditary variance, but examines separately the

effects within families and between families. The social class effects be-

tween families may be very different from the different ways in which

parents treat children within families. Incidentally, egalitarian measures

to remove environmental differences between families can do nothing to

the latter. Secondly, MAVA informs us of the correlations of genic and

threptic effects, and does so separately for within and between families.

Incidentally, it suggests that between families the correlation is positive-—

the better stock tends to get the better education—but that within families

it is zero or negative, i.e., more pressure is brought on the duller child to

progress. With this reminder to be alert to gaps in the evidence, we can

turn to the numerous twin studies since the pioneer investigations of

Galton and Pearson, wherein psychologists have tackled the matter in

more piecemeal ways.

Twin research is still much used in genetic researches, psychological

and medical, and although when used alone it is best considered an intro-

ductory exploration, data from twins remains a constituent (but not in-

dispensable) part of the MAVAdesign. Identical twins are always of the

same sex, are physically virtually indistinguishable (except by such small

signs as finger prints), and undergo gestation in the same chorion. Frater-

nal twins may be of different sex, do not develop from a single fertilized

egg, and are no more alike than ordinary siblings. (The fact that they have

the early environmental experince of sharing the womb can produce some

negative as well as positive correlations.) Whereas jdenticals have identical

heredity but different experience, fraternals are different in both respects,

f each kind being sct out in formulae as

the variances of the differences ©!

follows:

(Sameas 10.11 above)

oyrr.0 = owe
(10.14)

= oud t Ong t (210«Fw e) (10.15)
2

oO FTt.o
observed variance; and

(iTT.O = identical twins raised together,

correspondingly
for FTT.O).

_ ;

A first weakness of twin research methods is that the figure in paren:

theses has to be assumed zero, and we know from MAVAfind
ings that it ts

not. It has to be assumed zcro, because there is no wayof calculaung tt, for

one must get the nature-nurturc
ratio from twin studies, as follows:

2 2
ona A yrro TTT

(0.16)

2

aauit.
ge ITTO
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Toanticipate discussion in Chapter 14 and Section 7 below, we may con-
sider the possibility that the only appreciable effect of environment on fluid
ability is through better nutrition and wiser general health care being given
to their children by moreintelligent parents. This would explain why there
is apparently no correlation of heredity and environment within families
(dueto possible different “intellectual” stimulus) and only a slight positive
correlation of these between families (the latter again presumably due to
moreintelligent parents tending to provide better physical environments).
On the other hand, with crystallized intelligence the correlation appears
larger—since intellectual opportunity also can influence growth here. It is
perhapsa little surprising thatit is as big within as between families. This
points to an effect whereby the more gifted may either read more or be-
come the object of more stimulus, e.g., from adult conversation, than the
less intelligent.

Onereason for suspecting that these results are biased toward environ-
ment—as so penetrating a critic as Loehlin (1962) has suggested theyare—is that the culture-fair intelligence tests used were short (12%minutes) and therefore distinctly less than perfectly reliable. Moreover,intelligence test scores fluctuate from time to time for the same person, notonly on account of test unreliability but also because (see Chapter 8)one’s capacity to function fluctuates somewhat from day to day. By thenature of the measurement in such an experimentthis variance from mo-mentary changes—the function fluctuation and error of measurement—becomes included in the environmental portion. But by any reasonableinterpretation they do not conceptually belong there, and statistical im-

and momentary fluctuation should th erefore b edout when weassess an individual’
ted as enviro

i $ level on

a

trait, no iron-mental Variance.) Steady trends may be due to Teamingot “othertealnoe environmental change, on the other hand. Butsince practicallynone of the Tesearches on inheritance of intelligence has measured eachperson several times, the current estimates of the percentage due to envi-ronmentare inflated by including
a

4. ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE FROMTWIN AND FAMILY
CORRELATION STUDIES
The MAVA method has been descri

_
tibedfirstpecauseones ote most comprehensive theoretical overview of theBat iProblem and the most complete array of numerical solutions.tically it was the last to be developed, and in thefield of abilities
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ned,Soncooe rest, until the MAVA methodis more widely

‘ us researches based on some form of twin anal-

ysis. Before studying these findings, however, it would be well to sum-

marize what more ideally we should be striving to get by the MAVA

approach. In the first place, it does not have to confine itself to total

environmental and total hereditary variance, but examines separately the

effects within families and between families. The social class effects be-

tween families may be very different from the different ways in which

parents treat children within families. Incidentally, egalitarian measures

to remove environmental differences between families can do nothing to

the latter. Secondly, MAVA informs us of the correlations of genic and

threptic effects, and does so separately for within and between families.

Incidentally, it suggests that between families the correlation is positive—

the better stock tends to get the better education—butthat within families

it is zero or negative, ie., more pressure is brought on the duller child to

progress. With this reminder to be alert to gaps in the evidence, we can

turn to the numerous twin studies since the pioneer investigations of

Galton and Pearson, wherein psychologists have tackled the matter in

more piecemeal ways.

Twin research is stil

and medical, and although when used al

ductory exploration, data from twins re!

dispensable) part of the MAVA design.

same sex, are physically virtually indistinguis

signs as finger prints), and undergo gestation in the same chorion. Frater-

nal twins may be of different sex, do not develop from a single fertilized

egg, and are no more alike than ordinary siblings. (The fact that they have

the early environmental exper!
an produce some

ince of sharing the womb ¢:

negative as well as positive correlations. ) Whereas identicals have identical

heredity but different experience, fraternals are different in both respects,

the variances of the differences of each kind being set out in formulae as

follows:

(Same as 10.11 above)

| much used in genetic researches, psychological

oneit is best considered an intro-

mains a constituent (but not in-

Identical twins are always of the

able (except by such small

(10.14)

o*1TT.0 = owt’

+ one + (216410)
(10.15)2

o’prt.o = Fwt

observed variance; and

(ITT.O = identical twins raised together,

correspondingl
y for FTT.O)-

.
;

A first weakness of twin research methods is that the figure in paren-

theses has to be assumed zero, and we know from MAVA findings thatit is

f calculating it, for

not. It has to be assumed zero, because there is no way o!

one mustget the nature-nurture
ratio from twin studies, as follows:

2 2. —o",

o'nst, = % FIT.O o1TT.O
(10.16)

go 1TT.O
out.
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Another weakness is the assumption that the environmental difference
between twins raised together is the same (a) for identicals and fraternals,
(b) for twins as for ordinary sibs (in someinferences). The fact that two
people are indistinguishable to most observers must do something to the
similarity of the way they are treated. Most discussants assume that iden-
tical twin environments will be more similar than for fraternals and for the
latter than for ordinary sibs. Less widely accepted but more subtle argu-
ments, point out that twins strive more consciously than ordinary sibs to
stake out andasserttheir individual identities, e.g., in dress and manner;
that parents try to accentuate their differences, etc. Thus there are also
reasons and ways in regard to which twins should be environmentally
moredifferent.
An importantpoint to rememberin any case, with sibs or twins—is that

one is an appreciable part of the environmentof the other, especially withidentical twins. And one must remember that when two chestnuts are inthe same pod, a convexity in oneis apt to fit a concavity in the other (apoint noted in the classical definition of a pessimist as a man who hasgrown up with an optimist). The MAVA method, incidentally, allows fora correlation of one child’s environment with the other child’s heredity.As yet, therefore, from twin Studies alone, we do not know much aboutthe nature of twin environmental similarity exceptthatit is almost certainlypeculiar.
Parenthetically, although what is commonly designated “the twinmethod” is strictly expressed in equation (11) above, twin investigationmayinclude the very different tack from the above constituted by compar-ing identicals raised together with identicals raised apart, in differentfamilies. It is infrequently pursued, becauseitis difficult. Indeed, the dis-covery of

a

statistically big enough

» Holzinger, and Mitchell (1928), BurksWen,parner and Newman (1940), and by others more recentlyconsistent 5), all using traditional intelligence tests, They convergevnc Daehn r the region of 4:1, This value,ally bien “ in-family value in terms of MAVA (Table 10-1), is actu-Stee Bhi k an the value we (Cattell, Blewett and Beloff, 1955; Cattell,vooeh nd mth. 1957) obtained (3:1), but the exploratory MAVA was
aa ie 4: agrees better with values from other sources, Further,ugh non-culture-fair tests Were used, they were well chosen to get as
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far as possible in the direction of the fluid ability concept.
. ‘The remaining source of general evidence in intelligence heredity—and
it is considerable even if somewhat uneven in quality—is in the form of
correlations found amongrelatives of varying degrees of consanguinity.
The result of more than fifty researches are set out in the two parts of
Figure 10-1. Clearly there is a consensus and central tendency showing
thatas the degree of blood relation (kinship) of the relatives correlated gets
closer, the correlation becomes higher. Thus cousins correlate Jess than
sibs; sibs less than twins, and so on. Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Jarvik
(1963) point out from their data that the “correlations closely approach
the theoretical value predicted on the basis of genetic relationship alone.”

However, as the MAVA design reminds one, a higher correlation of nearer
relatives could happen also when there is marked parallelism between the
closeness of genetic relation and of cultural family atmosphere, and it
would be fallacious to assume that we can infer the genetic resemblance

directly from these correlations.

FIGURE 10-1

Composite Result of Many Studies on Resemblance

(Evaluated by Correlation) of Groups of Varying

Consanguinity

Correlations ofintelligence test resultsfrom fifty-six publica-

tions, 1911-1962. More than one study per category reported

in severalpopulations.
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(4)
Average Absolute Difference
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Height

Intelligence
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Achievement

Relationship Reared                          

identical Twins =Together

Identical Twins =Apart

Fraternal Twins Together

Siblings Together

Siblings Apart

Parent-Child

Grandparent —

Grandchild

Uncle — Nephew
Xx

Aunt Niece

First Cousins Apart

Unrelated Together

Unrelated Apart,
But Same SES in Same SES

Unrelated Apart

Jensen, A. R., “Implications for Education,” 4,Pp.1-42. Co;Pyuight by American Imerican Educatio:
search Associatio:

nat Research Journal, January, 1968,
Educational Re: a,

The comparisons in Jensen’s table are particularly enlightening,ing that intelligence tendi S to behave more like a biological measureas height, than an environmentally acquired trait like scholastic achieve-ment. His results, like those of the MAVA. method, also show contrasts of
those reared apart and those (of similar or different genetic relation)reared together, Identical twins Teared apart, for example, show greaterresemblance in intelligence than in scholastic achievement, In intelligence

show-
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they showfar greater similarity (c= .89, mean diff. = 6) than is found,

for instance in siblings reared together (r = .52, mean diff. = 12.5 (ap-

prox.) ). A very thorough analysis by Burt agrees with Jensen in conclud-

ing that physical measures, such asstature, for which there is considerable

evidence of heredity, behave very similarly to intelligence. If space existed

here to pursue also the genetic mechanisms as such, we should at this

point ask more specifically how many genes are considered operative in

dominance (non-additive) effects, and so

intelligence, whether there are
re on the simpler assumptions, and one

on. But at present one proceeds he

finds that the obtained similarities of relatives in intelligence came close to

those expected largely on genetic grounds alone, over the eight degrees of

affinity that Burt studied from identical twins to second cousins. However,

note that this still does not mean that interfamily differences are alto-

gether the most important. If there were no assortive mating and no

dominance, the variance among children within families would be just as

great as that between families. A bright child in an average family would

be as good or better than an average child in a bright family. However,

we know that marriage is assortive: the bright marry the bright and the

dull the dull, so that the divergence between families increases.

Before pursuing the genetic analysis per s¢ to greater refinement, one

should perhaps glance at some practical conclusion and practical cautions

regarding such familial correlations. There need be no association of social

conservatism with a full appreciation of heredity, because the above nu-

merical values for inheritance do not give any high justification for select

schools favoring (as far as ability prospects are concerned) the sons of

their alumni; or for government by an hereditary aristocracy. Theliteral

prediction of ability from father to son has the approximate form:

Robx5te

ssion from Fig. 10-1, and C is an inter-

cuss on pages 276 and 278 below).

(10.17)

(where 0.5 is the average regre

generational constant that we will dis A

This would mean (squaring the 0.5 correlation) that seventy-five percent

of the variance of intelligence in sons has to be accounted for by some-

thing other than the genetic legacies of their fathers. A fairly intense concern

for social stability and avoidance of civil war (a concern justifiedin the

centuries before the pallot box) is necessary to accept hereditary kingship

(despite competency considerations)
jn the light of such a chancy degree

of inheritance!
.

will be pointed
However,it

; on

i
is not S

annehe
her is likely to choose an intelligent wife. (Further,

psychologist might point out that the greatness of kings or other public

Jeaders does not rest on intelligence alone, but on personality and tempera-

ment qualities, themselves partly inheritable. The likelihood of the son

the average of several suchtraits 1s better.) If

approachin
g the father over

ticist that, although predic-

from both parents is better
a

out by the gene

good, prediction
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the mother is also considered the equation (assuming an r of .4 between
parents) becomes:

I, = M+

Ta)

X064+C (10.18)

Where an appreciable correlation of intelligence of husband and wife
exists—as in mostcivilized, freely mating, and socially stratified societies
—the correlation of son’s with father’s intelligences is considerable. Nes-
selroade (Cattell and Nesselroade, 1967) found (in American society
where a substantial co-educational college attendance facilitates intelligent
boy meeting intelligent girl) a correlation of 0.4 to 0.5 between L.Q.’s ofhusband and wife. H. E. Jones found in another group a husband-wife
correlation of 0.6, and the present writer, with Willson (1938), (N=101) in a special sample with a distinctly wide social range in Britain,found the correlation rising to 0.8. The former yielded a mid-parent-mid-child correlation of 0.7 and a Correlation amongsiblings of 0.5, whilethese rose in the latter to 0.9 and 0.8 (which are exceptional, due to awide population span).

In a world where good habits and

ences the correlations come about. In
Id recognize (as a Statistician could ex-

@ 1- o17T.0
 

 

2
=irto = 1 gist 10.19

a2, . ara(10.19)‘GPO le
2a 2(be) i- she = Trrro= 1— Fut” + owe”GP.0 Fw? + Ong? F og? For?

whereupon

gC. 2
ro) ove.

MTT.9

—

Terre

_Toe I—trro > Ny (10,20)

The last, (c) is the usual nature-nurture rati ithi: i i
ti =!can thus be derived from correlation eeatieee

coefficients. If we Substitute in (c)the rs (.86 and -53) for identical and fraternal twins in Fj
.

t
‘

obtain for N, a value 2.36, and for ichis abohe ot,h, 0.70, which iwhat has been derived from other experiments. *$ about the same as
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In ge’
‘

sroupe sere the results from the correlational studies with specific sub-

MAVA 'y well with those yet available from the comprehensive

coverablapproachhowe
they do not extend to all the unknowns dis-

oovnnce di y the latter. Thus Burks (1942) found 66% of intelligence

Leaky (1935 to environment (but settled on 80% from her best studies);

eam 68 t oe 78%; Newman, Freeman, and others (1937) found

up-to-dat ‘0 %o; Woodworth (1938) settled for 60%; while the more

8% a studies surveyed by Jensen (1968) point centrally to about

co ‘ 3urt (see below) bases his conclusions partly on his finding of a

c ie ation of 0.87 on 53 identical twins raised apart. The case records

hi icate no selective placement, i.e., to highly similar families, that would

ias such a result. For fraternals (dizygotics) reared apart, however, the

value fell to 0.50. By contrast, ordinary scholastic achievement gave an ©

of 0,62 for the identicals reared apart and 0.83 for fraternals reared to-

gether. The important contribution from Burt’s analysis is this clear dem-

onstration of a far lower nature-nurture ratio for school work than for

intelligence in the samesets of twins.

. Evidence on the genetic-threptic ratio in intelligence has recently been

given, within the twin method approach but by an interestingly different

technique, through the work of Vandenberg (1962) and Loehlin (1962)

who were concerned with the genetic structure of abilities generally. The

experiment consists in taking the differences within pairs of identical and

of fraternal twins on quite a number of primary abilities, and then factor-

ing these differences (instead of the absolute scores, aS js usual). If fluid

ability is largely genetic, no factor pattern such as We have so far identified

as fluid intelligence should appear between jdenticals, but only a erystal-

lized factor, or, rather, i
corresponding with

their difference in school applic
jon. But with fra-

ternals, two factors should appear—one fluid, one crystallized. This, in es-

sence is what these investigators found, andit simultaneously adds strength

both to (a) the fundamental conception of a fluid and a crystallized

component in intelligence and (b) the hypothesis that one is decidedly

more genetically determined and the other relatively more
environmentally

ation an

ts of naturc-
determined.

Asthe brief survey of principles above indicates, the resul

oing to depend, in the first place, on whether

Good studies arc
nurture investigations are 8!

fluid intelligence.

the tests are oriented to crystallized or
in ignorance

but we remain 1
because they still

in progress on the latter,

1

have to report. Secondly,
ijl depend on the conceptual analysis

in terms of allowance for test crror, function fluctuation, and interaction.

Byfar the most comprehensive
and subtle analysis regarding the fatter is 10

the series by Burt and Howard (1956) which the professional psychologist

should peruse along with the MAVA method (see Thompson in Cattell,

1966). They make a di
n “random” environmental

effects

and “systematic” enviro!
stinction betwee

‘ \

mental effects, the latter being equivalent to our

MAVAterm
s where We note the environment

that is correlated with, and



SeeeaeOO
 

chaps a systematic reaction to, the individual’s heredity. Their results

>in Table 10-2.

\BLE 10-2

Refined Assessment of Nature and Nurture Variance

ontributions to Intelligence

Crude Adjusted
Test Marks Assessments

feredity 71.06 87.56

nvironment! 16.51 7.20

Inreliability of data 6.43 5.24

100.00 100.00

1 Divided into:
(a) Random 5.91 5.77
(b) Systematically related 10.60 1.43

From Burt and Howard, 1956.

The adjusted values involve some assumptions which all psychologists

will not wish to make, but Burt and Howard consider that they offer the

best final figures today, though they are well above the 70-80% values

central to most cruder data analyses. In fact, if we put error aside, as we

should, the sophisticated analysis of Burt and Howard, based on ample
data, gives a nature-nurtureratio of 82.5 to 17.5 or of 92.7 to 7.5, accord-

ing to acceptance of alternative likely assumptions. An educated hunch

fram data and trends would be that, when culture-fair, fluid abilicy tests
are used, we are going to find a 9:1 ratio of genetic to environmental

influence. In crystallized ability, however, the value will typically be lower

and more dependent on the accidents of the particular cultural regime. As
the term “investment theory” indicates, g; is liable, in its generation of fe
to all the risks of an investment. Laziness may cause it scarcely to be in-
vested at all; differences of individual interest may cause it to be invested

in directions different from that in which “traditional” intelligence tests
Measure it—as Darwin's schoolboy interest went to discriminating butter-
fies and insects instead of the Latin participles by which his teachers

judged his intelligence. Whole cultures may invest their g, resources in
what seem peculiar directions to others, as the superb skill in pictograms
of the Chinese mandarin culture seemed to Europe, with the latter’s con-

cern with science and steam engines. The nature-nurture ratios for g. are
thus at Jeast as much ofsociological as of psychological interest, and are

not fully described until content area as well as ratio becomes fixed.
Nevertheless, there is a limit to which the G/T ratio can be pulled by

culture, for ge measures, because, wherever they are taken, gy has had to
playa substantial role in generating g.. Obviously the g. ratio will be highest
where there is “perfect” education, i.c., where every individual’s interest

and opportunity are such that g. is a perfect function of Be
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5, THE INTERPLAY OF LEARNING

AND SCHOOL EXPERIENCE WITH

THE INTELLIGENCES AND

PRIMARY ABILITIES

The whole of the twin, and for that matter

the MAVAapproach, hinges on correlation, and, as every student knows,

correlation ignores means. Tf one obtained,say, 4 55 correlation of intelli-

gence scores of fathers and sons in a particular sample, and then added 4

points of I.Q. to every son, the correlation would remain just the same.°

ily rank order, but ignores

It reflects the agreement on the individual fam!

the inter-generational shift. We know (see Chapter 14) that there is un-

doubtedly, in America (but less so in an older culture like Britain) a

presently proceeding upward inter-generational shift on scores in crystal-

lizedintelligence, perhapspartly dueto lesser childhood disease, but largely

to increased educational investment. It has been suggested, ¢.8-, by Hil-

gard, that the difference in emphasis between extreme environmentalists

and hereditarians is due to their looking at different parts of the picture:

the former to the averagerise, the latter to the constancy of correlational

rank.

In the present section we propose to give atte!

generational educationaleffects;
but, in so doing, it is necessary to draw a

ratherfine line between the experimental and the social implications. For

the latter—with all the issues of differences of social groups, races, ¢lc.—

are considered in their collective aspects in Chapter 14. T!he reader who

wishes to embrace both the scientific psychological an
d the broader

social issues in a sing)
traight on from this

le reading should continue § ; ‘

section to Chapter 14. In this section we shall continue mainly with what

is unquestionably generalizable within a given culture, and in so doing we

propose to consider also physical and physiological influences, with spec-

ulations about what brain damage may be occurring, how
neurone matura-

tion occurs, and other possible ir echanisms. However, the

important point to keep in mind f
ntervening m

h

s that however diligent we may be in

uncovering environmental
sources of variance, and however persuasive 11

stressing their potency> our conclusions must balance withthe final account

whichtells us that 80% is ascribable to heredity and 20% to environment

i i measure).
. oo

’

Came oo quite distinct lines of further investigation need to take

ff te m the nature-'
tio findings: (1) an investigation of what

M del echanis
account for the genetic past, and

v5aninvestigation
posed here, of the way in which environment

* . . seed fi haa

-son correlation as directly obtained is usually Jess ¢

Or to the “IQ. correction” to mental age for the actual age

i ton the fathers’ scores Thus, ac

‘ores should be raised relate to

ntion to effects of inter-

9 Parenthetica
lly the

the true one. For in

of the son, an a5¢ cor jet

cording to Figures | -

younger, pefore correlating
with sons.
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interacts to produce the noted changes. Forthis latter scientific specialty,
which we shall pursue here—thatof interaction effects—Nesselroade and
the present writer have suggested the name genothreptics. Regarding the
genetic structure and lawsper se, what we can reasonably conjecture at the
present time can be discussed in a couple of sentences. Despite some in-
genious attempts to explain the distribution and inheritanceofintelligence
(see Fuller and Thompson, 1960; Hurst, 1935) in terms of six to ten
genes, the evidencebetter fits a more polygenic structure. That is to say,
intelligence genetically looks morelike stature and other features which areknown with tolerable Certainty to involve many gene effects, in whichdifferent genes have different sizes of contribution. On the other hand, onehas to recognize specific genes of rare occurrence which have a majoreffect, as seen in special forms of mental defect. Commonly, the defectivegene allele takes away some general chemical necessity of the body, as inphenylketonuria or galactosemina, which ruins intelligence (along with muchelse) by denying development of normal neuron action. By contrast, thesmall decrements of intelligence, associated with absence of the presumed,small, cumulative, gene actions over the normalrange, are associated withNo other obvious abnormality of health.

Even with that freedom to experiment with special matings which animalexperiment provides, the Mendelian action remains obscure, as the lastchapter indicates, partly because of our defective delineation of intelligencein animal behavior. All that we get from that source is additional assurancethat whatever seems to correspond to human intelligence in the animal
eritability within Species. As between

monkeyin general problem-solvin
In therest ofthis Section our concern is with the second issue above—the mannerof genothreptic interaction with environment. Therein weshalltake the Opportunity to satisfy the reader’s Curiosity also about nature-nurture with other abilities than intelligence, namely the primary abilities.nly a first brush with intelligence-learning’ € extensively in Chapters 11 and 12 below.arene the general relation of genetic and cultural influences, it hasacy been pointed out above that the obtain

i

h
ed nature-n ‘atio

would be expected to vary somew
ire (here iPositive evidence yet that it

range of racial mixtures maydiffer in differenteducational pressures maydiffer.
someintensive education beyon

ig Capacity,

However, this section can be orelations, which are treated mor

» because the
countries, and the range ofi wisfs So, it may well be asked, perhaps

anything no isting icommunity could affect intelligence environmentalne thanwe realizeat the Present time? Some such nostrum has been the dream of teachersfrom time immemorial and of those attempting to eradicate unemploymentand poverty in our Present generation. Sundry Psychologists, such as
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Séguin, and the expon i

claimed to inorease SeOoinbral.Srreutableexerces "The
" < x

exercises.

viewreceiver support in educationalcircles for a time from the claims of

rental re ee dard for remarkably large I.Q. changes from environ-

mothers me ying of low intelligence in children of low intelligence

thie tea iS pe critical statistical examinations by McNemar demolished

Centaint (1961) and others have taken up the argument again recently.

the ly we can expect thateverything that can be donewill be done in

a next fow years by attention to diet, mental stimulation, etc., to raise

wer LQ. 's and, while preserving an open mind, one hopes that the large

sums involved in research here will utilize meaningful concepts and exact

Statistical methods in order to avoid raising false hopes and evading real

S.

The most sympathetic presentation of the environmental arguments—

gleaning thefield of evidence for the most minute contributions—is that of

Vernon (1969). It is nevertheless critical, to point out regarding the Skeels

igators obtain inconsistent

results (1940), for example, that “other invest

results” (with Skeels’s). The fact is, as McNemar pointed out, the Skeels

conclusions capitalize on that “regression to the mean” which we know

occurs (through error of measurement, etc.) in any group initially chosen

for extreme intelligence (high or low) when it jg retested. Furthermore,

cases were taken from an extreme environmental deficit to begin with.

(Vernon and others quote judgments that the orphanage was about three

standard deviations of environmental level below what would be consid-

ered normal environment.) Additionally there was no care about the

design of experiment features which Campbell has since stressed—namely,

the gain in this case through test sophistication effects in repeated testing.

Finally, the tests used were §
d with attainment

ubstantially contaminate

andreflect ge gain with no clear evidence of gr gain.

Investigations
have been made, not only of early lack of stimulus in the

environment, but also of poor nutrition and of poor motivational atmos-

phere, in terms of lack of parental affection. Only in quite extreme cases,

such as amount of disease from malnutrition, have effects becn noted on

apparent intelligence. Thusin Africa, with respect to the “wasting disease,”

kwashiokor, which is due to lack of high energy protcin diet and which

produces subnormal body weight, it has been shown with tolerable cer-

tainty by such investigators aS Churchill, Chow, and Cravioto, that young

children of fesset weight learn more slowly. However, since Churchill

ins (of identical genetic make-up and upbringing)

the simpler conclusion

found that even in twins

i nds to learn more slowly,

i 1 lack of energy, rather than any

the twin oflesser weight te uo

is that this slower
ing is 2 nutritional

proven discrepancy
in intelligence aS such.

As to affectional
relations, 1

dren who receive less affection carly

emotionally
demonstrativ

e, and lessgiven to interact

cusy to assume thatthis impassivily 1s 2 Jack of intelligence.

n for some time that chil-

J to be less “extraverted,”

sacting with people. leas

and researches
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such as those of Spitz (1946), Bowlby (1953) and Schaeffer and Bayley
(1963) have been quoted in support of this position. However, closer scru-
tiny necessitates discarding this conclusion. For example, though Schaeffer
found lower developmental quotients (13 points) on the Cattell Pre-School
Scale for Infants who were long hospitalized (and cut off from maternal
contact) around twelve weeks of age, it was found that after return to their
homes for even two weeks they completely caught up with the control group.
In this connection we should consider also the “Rosenthal effect.” If teach-
ers are told (erroneously) that children A, B, and

C

arebrighter on intelli-
gence tests than D, E, and F,it appears in some cases that the former
actually score better on intelligence tests when re-
or so. The fact that teachers en
drenis well known,and this
in the school subjects, e2., Vi
intelligencetests.

Besides nutrition, richness of environment, and favorableness of emo-tional atmosphere, the possible environmental influences needing explora-tion are those of patterns of c
freedom from physical diseases, family size
in the language of the culture (including effects of a second, minoritylanguage), income, books, T.V., social class, and race backgrounds.Correlations of some of these with intelligence are set out (p. 487) in Table14-4. A phrase to avoid in exact work (though used above for reference)is the virtually meaningless term “enriched environment.” As now used, itis either hopelessly vague orcircular, ie., improved intelligence is whatcomes from an enriched environment. Is a child, brought up in the din of4 city center with hourly T.V. and Constant innovativetrivialities, enjoy-

e life of an Indian on a reserva-
ample), or the solitary farm on

S use of “enriched environment” for his

tested after a semester
joy giving more attention to their bright chil-

greaterattention leads to greater advancement
erbal skills and vocabulary, used in crystallized

tion (as studied by Wayne Dennis for ex:which Newton was raised? Krech’

The upshot of the
that some modest up’
brought about by int
ful” and inconsisten

recent comprehensive Study by Vernon (1969) isward shift—perhaps 3 to 5 Points of I.Q.—may beensive educational efforts, but that the least “doubt-t evidence to this effect occurs for influences in the‘ars of life. Indeed, he summarizes Harrell, Woodyardand Gates (1956) and Stoch to the effect that i t exercises mosof its influence “from three months before to six months after birth.”
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Whatever value is found eventually for a mean shift, it will, of course, like

the nature-nurture ratio, have meaning only relative to a particular culture.

As of 1970, no researches exist claiming to show

a

significant shift of a

mean group 1.Q. through intensive environmental influences (other than

physical ones) that are free from disqualifying methodological weaknesses.

The fact that the claims are largest for the infancy period is itself note-

worthy, in view of the fact that this is where our tests of intelligence—

and even our knowledge of whatstructures we are measuring (see Chapter

7)—are weakest. Indeed, the main issue remains, as before, whether the

shifts are occurring in g. OF gr There is no doubt whatever that g. can be

raised by training, but such changes in ge are misunderstoodif conceived

in terms of one “general intelligence.” They bring no proof of any real

changein fluid intelligence, Sr. and a change in ge is only to a small degree

one that will go on investing itself in further change (see Chapter 9) in

the way anincrease in g¢ would.

Although there may be doubt as to whether an average shift on g, of 3,

4, 5, or 6 points is obtainable in our particular culture at this point in

particular social class groups by teaching machines, or redoubled educa-

tional effort and cost, there is no doubt about the general magnitude of

the inter-generational shift for the bulk of the population. The inter-class

issue we will set aside until Chapter 14 can define social class more pre-

cisely. A first indication of the inter-generation shift was given by Finch

in 1946, followed quickly bythe studies of Tuddenham (1948), the pres-

ent writer (1950b), and latter by the Scottish Council for Research in

Education (1949, 1961). In terms of theoretical possibilities and formule

tions, such a drift had been examined by the present writer in 1936()

and 1938(c). Examining the achievement and intelligencé scores in i -

West high schools over the previous generation, Finch shower aSeay

and surprisingly large increase per year in performance.
‘udden! a

d the Army Alpha Test perform:

his results showed an em-
(1948) concurred, for wheheeeothe

an d War II and Wor ai » e

aneOrdwance in the mean level of the latter. Sampling Eth
do

entirely obscure this conclusion. Later, in Britain, Sir 0} “he Binet ond

very complete survey of the Scottish school population on ee

Moray House Tests showed 2 significant put small increase over hover

iod jtude depending on which test was used). Fortunately, in thi

perio (mage 1 period under analysis, the present writer retested after a thic-

aJaps F1936-1941)
a complete 10-11-year-old

cross section of the

ten-year lapse ( fa large city, Leicester, in England, with a culture-fair

child popal
a tatistically significant change in average level. Tests on

test and found no 5 available in city school records at the time

traditional in’® ual slight upward creep of about 1 point per decade

sugessie ve U s. the shift would be about 2 to 5 per decade). The con-

(though i ine ‘hat the jnter-generation
changes found are exclusively in

clusion must be it ent in intelligence tests, probably represcnt-

ing and the reduced
i bility compon

a

te exptably marked improvement 10 schooli
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exposureto cerebralillnesses, to damagingfevers, etc., for the general popu-
lation over this period. .

Incidentally, this added constant (1 to 4 points, perhaps in cNerent
cultures during 1900-1960) is the C term in equations (10.16) an(10.17) above, used to estimate a child’s from a parent’s intelligence. Inculture-fair tests, the evidence, just cited, is that it is zero; but in crystal-lized intelligence various results Suggest that it might be 14 points (oreven up to 8 in initially backward cultures) that we need to add in usingthat regression equation.It is important to remind the educator that not allof this inter-generation shift should be ascribed to schooling, but somecould be due to improved health measures reducing brain damage, oreven to improved early nutrition. This inter-generation shift probably has

topped in most Western cultures in thisgeneration, and perhaps lasted little more than a hundred years. Inci-dentally, the common popular ascription of the rise both in stature and inintelligence over this period to i
;Stature has undoubtedly stepped up (notably through diet changes incountries such as Europe and Japan). But expert analysis shows naturaland sexual selectionin a Period of food plentifulness to have played a

igh cholesterol depositionin early life) for intelligence,
Onthe hypothesis that a crystallized intelligence increasejto schooling, one might expect—as one finds—th:would be larger in the tural schools,long-established, Scholarly, educatio:

is due largely
at the upward trend

say of the American South, than in a
nal system, as in Scotland or Ger-many. Also one would expect that the increase would not go on indefi-nitely, but would Tepresent a passing historical Phase of adjustment. OfCourse, in the above calculations, both on nutrition and on education, onemust recognize that the shift in average is due to bringing up the rear-guard, and that the best educated one-tenth is probably nobetter educatedtoday than, say, in Elizabethan England orancient Athens,Available evidence, supplementary to that of culture shift, analyzable for

light on this hypothesis that 8 and notg, is affected, is the comparison of
twogroupsdistinguished by a different amount of educational expenditure,socio-educational Status, or length of Schooling. Figure 10-2 from Spuhler
and Lindzey (1967) shows Somewhat old data from mean Army Alpha10 Parenthetically, we should not naively assumethe stature increase to be “progress”

unul we see whatthis does to physiological efficiency, longevity, etc. In any case, as
here indicated, at least oneleading geneticist has rightly questioned whether this shift
is all due to environment.

ii
: n

Stature and the cr
shifts are different, however, a largely geneticthe former seems unlikely, for the evidenceand nor &p has improved in the last generati

ystallized intelligenceselection and heterosis explanation foris that only Ee crystallizd intelligence,on (Cattell, 1950c),
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FIGURE 10-2
eettyclligence Scores Among Draftees AccardingPlotted by cen Expenditures on Schooling Per Capita,
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From “Racial differences in behavior,” by J. N, Spuhier and Lindzey, G. in J. Hush, Behavior-genetle
Analysis. Copyright 1967 by McGraw-Hill, Used with permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.

test scores of whites and Negroes in relation to per capita expenditure on

education (different for states and for whites and Negroes).

What one sees here is an approximately linear relation of traditional
intelligence test scores to amount of education—a relation replicated

across the two groups. It may be unnecessary to point out to present read-
ers that even the most steady, obvious, and significant linear relation of
two variables, as here, should not be mistaken to mean that one wholely

accounts for the other or that the causal action is one-way (though with
time as one variable the latter is more clear). Only a minor fraction of the
individual difference range in intelligence when two generations are thrown
together is accounted for by the big change in educational effort between

th ions.
“any,“appaent contradiction between the strong hereditary findings by

MAVAorbythe inter-familial correlation results on the one hand, and

the evidence of a broad, upward shift on crystallized ability between gen-

erations or of changes with regional cultural differences, on the other, is

iNusory.#? The results are entirely mutually consistent, provided one consid-

ers the role of causal directions different from those often assumed, and

is i i te that 2 moreuw ome wishful concluding, without the Jeast evidence, 5

There has been 5 raises gy as well as g,. Two hinds of evidence that might“sti ing” environment _ voy e
amesasapossibilDly are that on imprinting and that cited in Chapter § (Ro-
sean i, Krech, and Bennett, 1961) showing larger brain weight appearing in much-

stimulated mice ‘or rats (page 203 above). The former actually shows that experience
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provided the inability of the correlation to recognize mean shifts—as

pointed out above—is recognized. If we keep thelatter in mind, and real-

ize that results point definitely to the inter-generational change being a

change of crystallized, not fluid ability, any contradiction vanishes.

If one is right in concluding that the evidence points to a muchlarger

environmental effect on g, than g,, and from educational effects on the

former and physiological effects (mainly) on the latter, then both infer-

ences and explanations need to be re-examined. Regarding g., in particular,

some discussion is necessary on (1) the psychological specificity of learn-

ing, and (2) the socio-cultural relativity of g, changes.

Asto the first, it is a fair summary of much psychological evidence that
learning tendsto be specific, and that transfer of learning to other situations

is smaller than commonly supposed. The broad factorial abstractions from

many specific behaviors, which often operate in equations as constants

fixing individual, constitutional asymptotic limits are quite often genetic,

while the specific habits are learned and determined by environment. For

example, the limit to general spelling ability seems to be substantially

constitutional, but all the individual spellings we know are specifically
learned. In the case of g, we have seen that it appears as a general factor

because (in one culture) we are all subjected to the same general pattern

of “curriculum.” Additionally, there is evidence that some of the intellec-

tual habits learned, e.g., in mathematics, are of such generality that they

do transfer and give generality of application. The growth in g, from edu-

cation, unlike much other learning, can thus be partly a genuine learning

of a generalized capacity.
Asto the socio-cultural perspective on this environmental gain, let us

reflect on what has been said about the Protean possible forms of the

crystallized intelligence pattern. First, this will give us a very different and
more enlightened view of the nature of the inter-generational constant, C,

which there is evidence to believe has recently been added to “the average

1.Q.” Any such elevation in crystallized intelligence has meaning primarily
onlyin relation to a culture. It is an increment in discriminatory skills in
the given culture’s language, in numerical ability (which; indeed, is more

versal), in mechanical ability (in Western culture), and so on, due to

anothenlta ° fluid ability in what school and society prescribe. In

be differenttoe repeter (of gravity (the centroid of a g, factor) would
the behavior of mosit might haveits highest loadings in anticipating

3 r of a seal, or foretelling what a west wind will do to the ice

pack. Note we are nottalking here simply of “achievement” in a culture
a
is tied to improvement in particular i i
meeeismereeasily interpreted asabiothereeecral Caeneerate

mentis, however, by to meanlaineaeageeeeeam
solving ability, for, jon and in demands on problem-

as Binet well recognized, the ~ se .- . amin” of the P. back streets
may have a sharper education than the pampered aehtdle class child. ack strc
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whichis broade i iused, highlevel t ane includesrote learning, but about those automatically
Th » judgmentalskills requiring high g, for their learnin

ere are two distinct as i i ege across countrs pects to this potentially Protean character of
instabiti tries and eras, First, it brings with it a still more necessa

ility and incomparability of m intelli feeent ti ty easures of intelligence {as g.} at diffe
imes and places, In these (g,) t ® Victoriagwith a modern f 8) terms we cannot compare a Victorian

all human 1 or a Maori farmer with a Londonsolicitor. Secondly, as in
tional ener per. hanances that are partially products of time and motiva-
expresei BY, the ipsative” law holds that a gain in one direction of
rr Sslon is necessarily at the cost of another, The old joke about the

protessor of zoology who forgot the nameof a fish whenever he committed
When@genoane of a new student is unfortunately not simply a joke.

c Ton increases in performance ic abilitihas it forgotten? p on scholastic abilities, what

or smay have forgotten something—like skill in tracking animals (boys)
on ing shirts (girls)—which by most reasonable standards is Jess im-

Portantvan the newerg; investments demandedbytheculture. But at any
; ptable level of scientific assurance, we do not know whathas really

pappened. For, unfortunately, the number of experimentalists who can

andle global, multivariate researches is still pitifully small and only

multivariate research can answer the ipsative question. However, one may

surmisewith tolerable certainty that the Midwestern farm boy, like Huckle-

berry Finn, could make a lot of shrewd judgments about bird song, about

growing plants and farm machinery, and about how to persuade ariver
boat skipperto give him a ride, at which the present generation A-student

would fail. The former probably have less adaptive generality of use than
the intelligence investments which a wise school and society set out to
teach, i.e., the fine judgments yield a less wide gain in environmental con-

trol when taught in one domain than in another. But the decision as to

whatis a “gain” comes also into the field of values, and it might be that a

broad investment in social skills, neglected by investigations on primary

abilities, and arising from much lazy and casual interaction with people—

portant and fas declined in the generationeven Mississippi people—és im

in which scholastic skills have risen. There is also a constant danger in the

“Mandarin”type of education that mechanical wisdom may be a casualty

¢ curricula. The present writer (unpublished data) found that
in hothous

American schoolboys around 1940 were lower on verbal skill (V factor}

, but higher on mechanical judgment,
than English boys of the same 2g!

and one gets hints that upper-caste Hindu culture (whence we get the

word pundit) would show a still bigger shift toward displacing mechanical

intelligence (a lower-caste specialty) in favor of verbal philosophical skills.

Unless it is brought back to contact with cosmic reality (as by physi-

cists, biologists, and astronomers), culture tends to drift into anarcissistic

preoccupation with jnteractions within the human species—into purely

verbal and legal skills. From Oxford to the Chinese literati cultures
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have explicitly or implicitly set up definitions of intelligence entirely in
their own image. What is more, they probablycreate in the actual mental
structure of a generation, a detectable, broad, factor pattern—g,—in the
image of their culture. In fact, when properly weighted according to the
factor pattern found for these skills, the pattern can be used as the best
expression for measurement (other than ;) of intelligence in that culture.
Here, incidentally, lies the central theoretical and practical problem of
cross-culture comparisons of intelligence level—if we insist on trying to
measure intelligence as g, rather than as &:, (The same problem arisesin selecting for scholarships among university students, when it becomesnecessary to compare individuals belonging to different branches of whatC. P. Snowin Britain has called “the two cultures,”’)

At the present time, and in our culture (see discussion and tables inChapter 6), most of the variance contributions which locate and define thecrystallized general ability factor reside in such primaries as verbal, numer-ical, reasoning, mechanical, and other clearly definable areas of cultureacquisition. Consequently, we can get at a more detailed view of the waythe nurture componentworksin g. by studying the primary ability nature-nurture ratios. In any case, the nature-nurture ratios for primary abilitiesconstituted information desirable for its own sake, and which no survey of
arena of research activity, however,

: numberskill a low value. The high en-

ge is the most environmentally, culturallyyet, within a culture, the extent to which itTably genetically determined. Tn fact, whatt everyone gets such a strong chance to be-me : ge (relative to, say, numerical skills) that the
ultimate determiner of an individual's level is less due to variance in ex-
posure to language learning than to
pos f

his inner ca acities,environstt be expected to vary with homeand socialatesadtheatsah might be larger if the experimenters included wider
ing with ace ps r Owevcr, in the present Fanges we scem to be deal-
tiely ovate ich, rough general conversation and treading, are rela-
wenee ater : at Moreis left to hereditary constants. (Here we
cal Tacha oft ©generalization made elsewhere that, as the gen-
become ine: education is improved in society, hereditary differences willome increasingly important.)

determined form of behavior,
is acquired could be conside:
the above figures imply is tha
come “overlearned” on langua
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TABLE 10-3

Researches on Heritability of Primary Abilities

Blewett Vandenberg Strandskov

h h Rank Order ofh

Verbal (V) .68 Verbal (V) 62 Space (S) 1

Reasoning (Ir)! .64 Reasoning (Ir) (.28) Verbal (V) 2

Fluency (W) .64._—- Fluency (W) 61 Fluency (W) 3

Space (S) 51 Space (S) ‘59 Memory (M) 4
Number (N) 5

Number (N) 07 Number (N) —(.61)

Memory (M) (20)

1 The somewhat disconcerting differences in certain values in the above researches—

notably on N and Ir need comment. Thatin the latter case could be due to the form

of the test of reason (whether conventional and learned or otherwise). That in the

former could be due to differences of age and education in the subjects. Only when

children are in a steep learning phase in arithmetic, or adults are pressed to limits of

ultimate capacity (as in a nation of shopkeepers!) would one expect N to have much

constitutional determination.

roughly the case in Table 10-3, that a lower

imary abilities which load
be found for those pri

for those high on 8+ However, addition-

rture ratios to the specific factor

One would expect, as is

nature-nurture ratio would

high on g, and a much higher one

ally, there could be different nature-nur i

parts of the primaries each in its own right. It is too early to draw con-

clusions, however, at this stage. It will be noted that we have considered

fluency (notjust verbal fluency) aS 4 general factor, labelling it g., oF gen-

eral capacity for memory retrieval. The above results could possibly indi-

cate that much of the total retrieval effectiveness is a function of the

amount(or “internal pregsure”) of storage, i.e., of the cumplauwve effect of

environmentandlearning
. Probably this field of study will nee to consider,

in addition to volume of specific memory contents; & cokt of retrieval

effectiveness regardless of content” (which declints a oi eal in age and

with certain drug conditions). In finer factor analyses, this may appeal
. @ later research may showthat

be split off from Br an . ay st

a second factor © content, does have more genetic determination. Par-

this, as distinet eM value does not imply, a8 one of the investigators

enthetically, \ “0-3 has suggested, that mathematical ability is largely an

listed in Table Hin, After all, 3S pointed out above, N is facility with simple

environmentalgi von ticlans tend to despise and often

. which mathemaucia

numericn cay
s ast mathematical ability. (As far as real mathemati-

possess but P ed, the instantces of “mathematics in the family"—:

stitae j ned, ve, y —as

eyilsnaed oer,fs
i
explained eitherway)dence with other evidence about thespecific nature

Tofit the pities would be premature at this moment, because we know

of primary abi them! If some of them represent entirely environmentally

50 little about ould expect that their “shapes” (as factor-loading

molded structures,
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patterns) would differ a good deal from one subculture to another. The

only clear-cut, cross-cultural evidence available—that of Wandenberg on

Chinese students and Horn on German school children—shows the same

primaries to exist, in form and number, as in American subjects. This is

compatible with the rather high heritabilities above, suggesting that at

least the scores of such abilities as verbal, numerical, spatial, and reason-

ing propensities are somehow “given.” Doubtless they built up environ-

mentally, as what we have called “aids” (page 319), powerfully—

and perhaps somewhatdifferently in very different cultures. Alternatively

to their beginning around some hereditary facility, one may entertain the

notion that there is sufficient in common to most cultures and to the char-

acter of the physical world to preserve theseinitial unities by environmental

action.

6. THE EFFECTS OF SPECIFIC
DIFFERENTIAL EXPERIENCES

The preceding section, going beyond the evi-
dence from the twin and MAVA methods, has asked what evaluation of

evidence on environmental action can be obtained from considering directly

the relation of ability to forces in society. The present section pursues this
line further, in the direction of a methodology of actually manipulating,
experimentally, some influences that might be important.

. Indeed, one can, in imagination, hear some readers asking at the begin-

ning of this chapter why we choseto plunge into complex variance analysis

procedures, when one mightsurely follow “classical” bivariate experiment
by exposing people to different environments and asking what that does to

the LQ. One has to reply that the effects we are concerned with can in

principle be simply analyzed by: (1) exposing persons of the same of
fixed difference heredities to different environments, and (2) exposing
persons of different heredity to the same, constant environment, and ob-

serving the resulting differences. Parenthetically, we may answer that the
constant environment;different heredity” and “constant heredity; different
environment” designs fave in fact been used in the above MAVA
rethod,Bat they have been used without manipulation and often by com-
Pe seats panations at once and employing complex analytical methods

he would liketosee somethinglike= a oneal en wee ox
v c : . se exe

perimental design, in which we deliberatelysony“experiencesMaesigned1
improye intelligence to one group but not to another. .
hthwee weseason of the practical difficulties and ethical objections

fective has ever becomeavailableinthee fearchers BOtnin ery OS
Treason that we have deferred consideration ofsuch«talons th Aeuntil
after the more solid evidence of MAVA and twin methods has been dis-
ms Forexample, no data exists in which one memberof cach of several
undred twin pairs has been subjected Precisely to environment A and the
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others to enviknown ee B. Nor do we have situations where persons of

ry difference, ¢.g., sibs, have been exposed in sufficient

numbers inito exactly the same traiming environment. (Commonly, for ex-

ample, thP parents who can only afford to send one child to college send

he only one who passes the entrance

necontoin brighter one, often t

samples where instances of uniform training exist, they exist only for small

(Cattell, Fei with respect to relatively trivial differences of experience.

the perce ingold, and Sarason, 1941, for example, trained children on

ptual experience in culture-fair intelligence tests for short periods

without effect.)

expoeutetosti to find naturally occurring differences of childhood-long

canal-boat stimulus, of course, as in the early British studies comparing

unemployed ‘Cate (who got no schooling) oF children of the chronically

of this t yed (Cattell, 1937b) with others, or in the present day repetitions

ype of study with “disadvantaged” social groups. The trouble with

such
3

in happroaches js that we have no guarantee that the genetic components

isadvantaged are equal to those of the children under greater cul-

we have seen (page 157),

tu:
.

ral pressure with whom we compare them. As

tually unanswerable
arguments to the view

ne investigator is forced by vir'

levelwt selection of intelligence goes 07 py social class (occupational

othe parent). The evidence has been marshalled by Burt (1943) and

rs (page 384), and it appears in social class differences in culture

dings such as those of

aeintelligence tests (pages 451 and 488) and in fin

related and McGuire (1957) where block-sorting and othertests scarcely

soci to schooling are done significantly petter by children of parents 1n

jal classes corresponding to more complex occupations.

conertheless, some situations arise where the required conditions
for

parison are tolerably met, and those with positive findings have been

carefully gathered by J. McV. Hunt (1961). As pointe out above, the

evidence, by Stoddard (1943), Wellman (1940), and Skeels ( 1940), of

substantial changes of LO.in children of Jowintelligence,
porn of Jow in-

telligence mothers, when the children
‘ven special educational

advantagesis nowadayslargely
discounted.

hown by McNemar

(i942) and others (see Vernon, 1969) notto st

ological and statistical examination. OF the other

tween three and six years of ages

studi .
tudied eighty-one retarded children be!

given every advantage
4 modern nut

i
titutional

oO!
ofwhom

more than half were

e ool could provide, while the rest stayed in t
onal

gotthespeci
On the particular

test used, sevenly Pt
of osehe

e special
traini

ins, an the mean
shift fro

: rassig showoust
< .05 level. Moss and

concert
though only at th

Kagun ae was significant,

agan (1958) correlated what they estimated ¢

with child's achievement” with Stanford-Binet scores & ages of thr os

i 2 at three =

correlations of -
aher small

six years. For bo’
-

? - ys they found
:

at six years, and —.07 and .01 correspondingly> for girls. In 20 a0

Seeeg 4d and 08 for boys 2" “16 and .09for girls. More th
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half of these correlations are insignificant. Two considerations makeunlikely

the interpretation that “concem for achievement”raises the LQ. (1) The

likelihood that the more intelligent mothers of naturally more intelligent

children would show moreinterest and concern, It is a consequence—nota

cause—of higher intelligence and its associations. And (2) The fact that

tests of g, rather than g, were used, and increase in g. has dubious mean-

ing (see pages 124 and 483).

Under the impetus of hopeful welfare programs to eradicate backward-

ness and raise employability, there has been enormous expenditure in this

decade on research carried out by “social work” oriented individuals who

would not normally be doing research. Not surprisingly, a fot of the early

reports of substantial gain in LQ. by special training do not stand up to

the scrutiny they are beginning to receive. Thus the review by Jensen

(Harvard Educational Review, 1969) maybe set out in his own informal

précis.

An averageof 29 intensive early intervention studies shows an average gain over

control groups of between 5 and 10 I.Q. points on the Stanford-Binet and other
conventional tests. The largest mean gain reported in any study I have been
able to find is 23 1.Q.points on the Stanford-Binet, for a group of 11 disadvan-
taged children in a nursery program at the University of Illinois run by Merle
Kames. I find some interesting “correlations” in reviewing this literature:
(a) reports of greatest gains are found in informal oral reports and personal
letters, next greatest in papers read at conventions, and least when reported in

journal articles and books—the same authors can lose £0 to 15 points on pre-
sumably the same study between informal and formal reporting of the results;

(b) there is a negative correlation between the size of gain and the N of the
group in whichit is found.

Still more surprising revelations on recent research claiming (in news-
papers) substantial LQ. gains are given in Jean Glass’s piquant “Educa-

tional Piltdown Man,” 1968. A survey at the Hoover Institute, Stanford

University by Freeman concludes: “Headstart results were encouraging
in some cases, and suggested an average gain of 8 to 10 points on verbal
tests. But it soon became apparent that the gain was only temporary and
disappearedentirely within a few months,”
& recently reported claim for large environmental influence is based

on the finding in Israel that, whereas Jewish immigrants from different
regions showinitially substantial intelligence differences (those from West-
erm Europe, for example, scoring significantly higher than those from the
Yemen), yet their children brought up in a common kibbutz environment
Cease to show differences of this significance. This misses the essential
features of a good experiment necessary to answer the present issues. It
deals with ill-defined masses instead of families; it fails to measure the
parents on culture-fair tests, despite their enormous differences of cultural
background; it seems not to expect regression to the mean; andit tests
the children themselves—in a kibbutz environment where vocabularies
would necessarily become very similar—with verbal Terman-Binet types of
test, obviously centered largely on crystallized intelligence.
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In summary of the work in the last two decades aiming to investigate

(or far more frequently to prove) the effect of specific improved environ-

ments on children’s intelligence, one must regretfully conclude, with those

who haveset outtheir criticisms in more detail, that an incursion of tenden-

tious but amateur Lysenkoism, aimed atthe press, has ruined mostof it. The

evaluations of a group of eminent researchers, called to a three-day sym-

posium at the University of Ilinois to comment on the treatment of Jen-

sen’s paper in the Harvard Review (1969), are worthy of close study

(Cancro, 1971). In particular, searching analyses have been made by

Horn, Humphreys, Li, McNemar,

Bereiter, Eckland, Ginsburg, Glass,

Merrifield, Vandenberg, and Vernon. Most of the existing studies fail to

yield reliable or consistent results through defects of design, such as: com-

paring effects of educational conditions without holding the parents’ intel-

ligence constant; failing to use well-defined measures of structural pri-

maries; using samples altogether too small; taking cases so far deviant from

averageintelligence that the appreciable error of measurementfavors con-

siderable regression to the mean; drawing conclusions about intelligence in

the infant range, where we do not yet have reliable tests or event knowledge

of ability structure; failing to report selection (drop-out) effects between

the test and retest; failing to allow for test sophistication; using tests which

measure “intelligence” only in the very narrow range of performance in

which specific training has been given; measuring only the results of im-

proved environment without reciprocal evidence on effects of reduction of

environmental stimulation; and, above all, of making no attempt on the

measurements to distinguish between the effects on gr and £,- Admittedly,

this is a difficult field in which to conduct experiment, even for experienced

researchers. The influences that can ethically and practically be manipu-

lated are small, hard to assign quantitative value to; apt to be correlated

with genetic levels, and often swamped by uncontrolled and uncontrollable

influences. For these reasons, the main conclusions must, at present, be

based, as we have based them here, on the MAVA and twin approaches,

which yield more meaningful, broadly based, and accurate answers. | able

The manipulative design of experiment which is thus s0 quesOth

with humans, can, however, be carried out effectively and accra e ysvith

animals, and at least two good studies exist. ‘The design of hol fing on iron

ment constant and manipulating heredity was well exempliit inOe

(1940) familiar study with rats, selectively inbred for hig -_ Toiba

running ability over ten generations from a common ston ‘hare eee

tion curves of ability of the two strains pulled apart unti ne

little overlap, despite identical treatmentas to food, train ete sock con-

Experiments have also been carried out retaining ¢ e gen Sen work

stant while providing differences of environmental rai
ning bey

unfortunately,
is at present invalidated by two de! iciencic oeav

and

to define an “enriched” as distinct from 3 * disturbing oe
ia Onne

(2) lack of knowledge of what are tests for “general 3 ility” # .

As to the first, it was pointed out above that the term “enriched,” which

is fashionable at the moment, is for humans, both psychologically vaEue
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and operationally question-begging. If we are referring to a numerically

high score of the environmentfor diversity of stimuli and curiosity-provok-

ing objects, the environment of the poorest slum dweller today is greatly

“enriched” compared with that of Archimedes, or Shakespeare, or Newton,

or Rutherford on his remote New Zealand beach.

Asforits use in animals from the physiological evidence of cholinesterase

change in rats, the present writer might argue that the “enrichment” in

these rat experiments was, instead, an exposure to a more anxiety and

stress-creating environment. Hoagland and Burloe (1962) and others have

shown that crowdingrats, or even giving them too much exposure to strang-

ers (which Bertrand Russell pointed out, before the physiologists, as a

disadvantage of human urban life) brings glandular changes of the kind

associated with anxiety and stress. The most quoted “enrichment” results

—those of Krech—are suspect on these grounds.

Thus the advantage gained by experimentation with animals (but not

feasible with humans) is more than negated by the several kinds of obscuri-

ties of interpretation which afflict the animal evidence. For example, it was

immediately, and rightly, demanded of Tryon that he demonstrate that the

maze-running ability he measured in rats had any relation to human intel-

ligence. Obviously, differences of temperamental speed, sensitivity of mo-

tivation, etc., could be more strongly involved than a ‘general ability” fac-

tor. The factor-analytic study of animal behavior by Royce (1966; see

Chapter 21), Scott, Fuller, and King (1959), Cattell, Korth, and Brace

(1970), Vandenberg (1965), and others showscertainly that maze-learn-

ing behavior is not simply intelligence, and indeed leaves us still in part

groping for good measuresof the genera) abiilty factor or factors in animals.

As the readers consider the evaluation of the manipulative and social
backgroundinfluences in this and the previous section, in conjunction with

the statistical analyses of the previous sections, he may well agree that the

missing ingredient in many designs and conclusions has been a sense of

perspective. For example, many claims for possibilities of raising LQ. by

exposures to particular environments overlook that there are only twenty-

four hours in a day, and that time and interest spent on one direction of

x investment, say the numerical facet of crystallized intelligence, to some
extent means (esslearning in anotherdirection.

second dearth of perspective lies in considering ow
culture in country X as “culture” in the abstract, ‘Aspointedoutcauiien
the protean forms of g, are theoretically endless, and though it may be
socially rewarding to score higher on the g. test accepted in our culture,
orochghtwmanne thereby increasing intelligence in a less

Thirdly, there is a pedagogue’s lack of perspective in assuming that the
15% to 20% which comprehensive calculations ultimately assign to en-
vironmental effects on intelligence in our culture is due to cognitive exer-
cise. Much of it may well be the consequence of variations in interest and
motivation, or to health and physiological accidents. For example, there
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isevidence (see Chapter 8) of thiamin and other vitamin deficiencies re-

ing intellectual performances. There is also the above suggestion that

most environmental effect occurs in infancy or in the gestation conditions

m thenerecent, tragic epidemic of thalidomide babies reminds

pen to other aspects of development.) The Churchill

(1965) research mentioned above, showing that, although the LQ. differ-

ences of identical twins are smail, the heavier twin at birth has more than

chance probability of being the more intelligent, suggests some early phys-

iological environmental influence. Wehave noted also that Harrell, Wood-

yard, and Gates (1956) found, in a group of 612 urban women (Norfolk,

Virginia) whose diet was substandard, that feeding vitamin supplements

in later pregnancy produced a slight but significant increase of I.Q. (meas-

ured at three to four years, where measurementis admittedlystill uncertain

in meaning, however) compared with the control group fed a placebo

Cinertpill). (Results disagreed, however, for Kentucky mountain women,

of no higher social status than the Harrell group, where no difference was

produced. Attempts to reconcile the two have taken the line that rural food

was more nearly adequate.) However, this same wider perspective, now

called for, would also dictate that we do not give all attention to the popu-

Jar preoccupation with what are doubtful effects of existing ranges of nu-

trition in Western societies, but turn additionally to city carbon-monoxide

exposure, possible permanent intelligence scars from certain drugs, arterial

degenerations, accidents in medical anaesthesia, partial drownings, and just

simple blows on the head.

Doubtless, in the near future, many more decisive

tracking down the sources of environmental variances in fluid general in-

telligence (probably 5% ) and crystallized intelligence (probably 20% to

25% ) to specific causes operating in our culture. Those studies will need to

recognize that the nature-nurture percentages may alter for different ages,

different cultures, different endemic disease patterns, and so on.

LITIES AS MOLDED BY

AND CULTURE

‘The notion that there cou

racial differences in inherited behavioral potential excites

minds, Others are distinctly allergic to it or dogmatically as

it, thus falling into two groups as defined above (PaBe 247), namely, rac-

ists, on the one hand, who claim that a particular race is in some global

sense better than all others, and ignoracists, who maintain that no signifi-

cant intelligence or other temperamental
behavioral difference can exist

a their views arc

i
i

tions ii

among races. Both, if the underlying value assump
L

examined, share the conviction that any demonstrated
difference should

lead to hostility and mutual rejection, ratherthan an attitude of . How in-

teresting and useful!”
1 variation is SO useful, as ait

has taught us once and
no evenen

i

it.) That this paragraphis,
y .

studies will be done

7. ABI
RACE 1d be significant

panic in some

sertive about

(For piologica!

for all, that there coul

in fact, still in 1969, a necess:
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shown by the reactions this year in the Harvard Review and elsewhere, to

Professor Jensen’s conscientiously scholarly statement!” that there is evi-

denceforslight butreal racial differences in averageintelligence level! .

Tf there can be real differences of hereditary potential between one indi-

vidual and another—which is unquestionable—then there can be signifi-

cant hereditary behavioral differences between the mean of one group of,

say, twenty people, and another group of twenty people. And, since na-

tional populations and races are simply collections of people, genetic differ-

ences are possible between two populations of any size. Incidentally, it

might help if, in these connections, we forget the word racial, and speak of

“q people.” National populations mostly consist of racial mixtures, except

for a few like China which is largely Mongolian, Spain largely Mediter-

ranean, and Sweden largely Nordic. Even in subsections within a people,

migration and other forms ofselection could easily lead to statistically sig-

nificant differences of average intelligence. For example, though the New

Zealand population is virtually entirely British, it has been argued that

results indicate a 1 or 2 LQ. unit higher average than the parent popula-

tion. (It could be that for certain classes it is an intelligent act to migrate

from Britain to New Zealand, and there is in all such migrations a tendency

for those of low initiative and high dependency to accumulate in the sample

left behind.) Similarly the writer has seen unpublished results clearly sug-

gesting that the intelligence of northern Italians averages better than south-

ern Italians and Sicilians, and that south island Japanese (Honshu) may

average better on culture-fair tests than those from the north (Hokkaido).

The detailed substantiation of area differences in fluid intelligence within

the same nation would require more research funds than are pow available,

but, fortunately, the issue is basically a logical, not an empirical, one. If

there are any forces at work to cause more intelligent people to move to

onezone, andif, as is certain, some degree of inbreeding takes place within

zones (“marrying the girl next door’), then genetic differences in average

fluid intelligence will arise between the “subraces” thus formed. It is no

less reasonable to assume that such differences can arise between sections
of our present races, which have been separated and inbred for at least
tens of thousands of years (Coon, 1962a, 1962b)—enough to produce
easily recognizable physical differences. (As a leading geneticist has said
recently (C. Stern, 1967), “It seems unreasonable to concinde that ‘be-
cause there is [as yet] no evidence of inherent inequalities, the situation
could notexist.’”) Every breeder of dogs is aware that the physical differ-
ences of dogs (which are, like the races of man, all within one species)
are accompanied by noticeable differences in ability to learn certain skills.
recently(Cattell, Korth, and Brace, 1970) that quite
2 The essence of his position was succinctly stated it .

vahblewee made upof a host of “oclorcconomic and othercnvirommnenal

snl imprvebyaigtevaneeae,te ionanual 1 1B to the prediction equation, Imaintain that race is by definition a relevant and valid variable. q ,
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recent breeds (in terms of human race history) of dogs can be reliably

statistically separated on their behavior measurements without the experi-

menter having seen the physical features of the animals. Incidentally, it is

this equal segregation of behavioral and physical characteristics which un-

derlies attempts to investigate mental heredity by relating behavior to par-

ticular physical features, and which has already been successful, for exam-

ple, in relation to blood groups (Cattell, Young, and Hundleby, 1964).

Races were originally defined by anthropologists (Coon, 1962b) by:

(1) patterns of physical appearance, (2) evidence of common historical

descent, (3) the existence of inbreeding due to common cultural bonds,

and (4) demonstrable special gene frequencies (Boyd, 1960; Spuhler and

Lindzey, 1967). This “total” approach obviously combines evidence of

present entity with explanation of origin. The present writer would be in-

clined to argue that we should not lean on history, but should recognize

that an entity has to be first purely empirically defined by present correla-~

tions, like any species or breed in a Linnaean, zoological taxonomy. Nowa-

days there are objective ways of doing this by “numerical taxonomy’

(Sokal and Sneath, 1964), which, in its most developed form,1s embodied

in a pattern-seeking computer program: “Taxonome” (Cattell and Coulter,

1966). Granted that we deal with races and subraces thus located by phys-

ical and physiological description—as complex patterns, not single genes

—one can then ask if any behavioral associations are significant. Among

those found is a marked difference of Caucasians and others in susceptibil-

ity to the Muller-Lyer illusion, auditory sensitivity to tone differences,Hie

discrimination (PCT nontasters occur much more frequently among ae

nesians than Africans), partial color-blindness (much higher,Irox

in some peoples of India than in Caucasians OF Americar fans)otal

other sensory capacities (Spuhler and Lindzey, 1967).et en

associations have also been found,as mentioned above, Wi 1 actoan ne

a particularly interesting one being that of higher premsi® i Ae OUP

16 P.F. and HSPQ—a form of emotional sensitivity) will tly beebaan

(Cattell, Young, and Hundleby, 1964). Thisfinding has nethe definite

ported by one other research and doubted by ano syessute and prone-

findings of blood group associations with higher blood P!

ness to gastric ulcer (Nance etal.).
.

Tims, associations of innate behavioral tendenci withist, However,

type are not only theoretically possible, but neace in the area of intel-

no truly absolutely indubitable proof of nities Research with cul-

ligence exists as of 1970—there are on ine “ts frst outcome is

ture-fair intelligence tests has only just begum te, Taiwanese Chi-

simply to show that racial groups 2S culturally a ve means and sigmas

nese and American Midwestern Caucasians can workable degree of pre-

(standard deviations) that approach identity, ‘6 eval this offers strong

cision (see pages 455 and 486in Chapter1 ir | ti iligence tests are as

pragmatic reassurance that the IPAT culturefaipositive evidence on

culture-free as they claim to be, butit leaves 4 dear

es with racial physical
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racial differences. Table 10-3, page 281, showsthe kinds of difference that

havetypically been obtained with traditional (crystallized general ability)

intelligence tests between American Negroes and whites, but although the

results are highly consistent in hundreds of researches (Shuey, 1958), the

utmost variety of opinion holds on their interpretation. The reader is re-

ferred to Spubler and Lindzey (1967), Shuey (1958), McGurk (1961)

and others for the detailed pros and cons. All that is certain is that neither

the definite existence nor the non-existence of significant innate racial in-

telligence differences has been proved.’

Provided the question is properly stated, however, one can answer with

stated degrees of probability (which is as much as one ever gets in social

science), and the probability is that small but real differences of mean

fluid general ability exist among various racial groups, subgroups, and peo-

ples (racial mixtures). To get the question “properly stated” however,

forces one to long digressions into technically complex methodological

conceptions in cross-cultural comparisons. One problem in any evaluation

of crystallized intelligence is illustrated by Einstein’s remark (Time, Sep-

tember 29, 1967) that in the Australian Aborigine’s society he would
“rightly be regarded as an intellectual idiot who could neither track a

wallaby nor throw a boomerang.” From such problems, created by the

changing form of crystallized intelligence, some writers (mainly social an-
thropologists, but inclusive of some psychologists) take refuge in the ob-

scurantism that they “have abandoned the notion that intelligence can be

accurately tested; it is difficult even to define the term.”If, instead of cre-

ating these verbal quagmires we build our definition on the factorial struc-

ture of behavior, we can arrive broadly at two technical means by which

cross-cultural or crass-racial comparisons can be made (see Cattell,

1957a):

(1) The Generic Pattern Method. Here one first locates the apparently

correspondingfactor in each culture and, then, by examining pattern simi-

larity coefficients, among a wide collection of patterns comprising several

from each culture, Sorts them outinto distinct types of pattern, each with

one representative instance in every culture.If, in fact, the loading patterns
by the taxonome program (Cattell and Coulter, 1966) shake downinto a
number of genera in that way, oneis then standing on the samelogic as the
naturalist in bringing distinct local breeds into one species or the manu-

3 The SPSSI, a political-action-oriented group of the APA, has recently issued a
manifesto, in response to Jensen's Publication of results on racial intelligence differ-
ences, as examined later scientifically at the Illinois Symposium (Cancro, 1971). Itreads: “We find that observed racial differ: in intelli id ; ‘ences in intellige: e
cavironmental differences” and ‘ secpatantially panitiveinflac

ro a1 (and “intervention can have a substantially positive influ-
ence tby context, “on the intelligence scores of backward individuals" and adds, “welieve that statements specifying the hereditary components of intelligence are un-warranted by the Presentstate of scientific knowledge.”
in degrees of probability, The distortion of the best Probability estimates by these
‘Ogmatic statements may best be judged by the reader himself, in the light of theopening comments to Section 6 above. °

* Scientific knowledge is always
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facturer who compares the horsepower of various cars despite differences

in the curve “form” of the engine performances. Or, to take in man a

physical analogy, oneis in the position of measuring and comparing stature

in different races of men, despite the fact that in someit is composed rather

more ofleg, in others of trunk, in others of neck length, and so on. So, in

some races or cultures, as we shall show below, general intelligence may

showa slightly greater weighting in verbal,in others in spatial components,

and so on. By this generic identity approach, the answer to the comparison

problem is first to discover the corresponding factors, and then to find a

cross-cultural group permitting us to bring the scores to comparability on

the actual performances that will be weighted differently in estimating the

factor scores in each case. The technical issues have been discussed else-

where (Cattell, 1970a).

(2) The Cross-Cultural, Common
Factor Method. Here one factors the

mean scores on each of many abilities gathered over each of many cultural

groups and thus reachesa single “cross-cultural” factor. The problem here

is that of finding a sufficient array of variables equally applicable to all

descending

cultures. For example, speed of reading in Urdu, judgmentin

Andean mountain paths, and ability to take an Opel car to pieces will not

appear among them, but reasoning (solving syllogisms), remembering un-

known symbols, and performing 4 classification on purely perceptual mate-

rial (as in the IPAT Culture-Fair Test) may well appear.

In short, there are ways, technically complex though they may be,

whereby intelligence levels can ultimately be compared across cultures.

In the case of crystallized general intelligence, the comparison cannot be

simple and exact, because the form of crystallized jntelligence is never the

same in two cultures, and problems of weighting arise (see proposed solu-

tion in Cattell, 1969b, 1970a). Actually, the same problem really exists,

though we seldom face it, jn comparing intelligence of any two groups,

e.g., different age groups, within our own
I molds the form

of its expression, and the two intelligence concepts—1n culture 1 and cul-

ture 2—are not jdentical but only belong to the same class. So the psy-

chologist comparing the mean scores of say, eleven-year-olds and twelve-

year-olds is actually caught up;
a be unwilling torecog

it, in the “generic” case described above. Heis comp
fe size ° i

ifferent make).

chai f¢ different) shape OF the power of two cars (of dilter e

eS
! f

to a far lesser degree, remains

So ant of this weighting
_ remait

sthrespect to different nan
in the same culture even when fluid ability

is measured by culture-fair tests (see Chapter 9 for discussion). P
e aps

the primary of spatial thinking is stronge!
and that orie at reason-

ing in the other, so that the loading patterns are somewhatdilr
er . and

That the psychologist
should be seriously concerned with facing i

solving this methodologica
l problem 1S brought home by ne existence °

highly characteristic
subgroup differences 12 the manner ©! xpress ;

intelligence as shown in the following data (Figure 10-3) from Lesser,

Fifer, and Clark (1965).
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FIGURE 10-3

Differing Racio-Cultural Primary Ability (Possibly

Crystallized Intelligence) Patterns
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From “Mental abies of children from cbfferent socialclass and cultural groups,” by Lesser, G S., Fifer,
G and Clark, D. H. Monographs of the Socutty for Research in Child D. Gerevelopment, 1965, 30, £4 Geries
umber 102). © 1965 by the Society for Research ia Child Development, lace ae

, ‘The important point here is that the primary ability profile remains
invariant in each racio-cultural group, despite those social differences we
normally associate with class. (Within each class, the racio-cultural differ-
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enceis significant but does notinteract with class level.) Whether these

differences are also differences in the loading pattern of the crystallized

ability factor could be decided only by factoring across groups; but by

almost any weighting system the crystallized general intelligence factor

would be significantly higher in each group for upper status, and higher

in Chinese and Jewish groups than the others. The U.S. majority profile

(not shown) runs horizontally (being the standard) at about 54 for the

upper and 46 for the lower class subgroups. Further discussion of these

results can be found at their source (cited above) and in Jensen (1968).

So long as we depend on traditional tests of crystallized intelligence,

present ignorance of the values needed for solving by the above “generic”

method make any attempt to get dependable figures on differences in in-

telligence level between one people and another virtually impossible. But

the path is open now to get meaningful results with culture-fair tests, Pto-

viding certain precautions are taken in regard to cultural habits in actual

test-taking and the correct weighting of subtests. ‘This matter will be looked

at again in the sociological context of Chapter 14, but, as Anastasi points

out (1958b), any culture-fair test must find some common ground between

two cultures. The Chinese, Indian, European, American, ‘Australian, and

Japanese use of the IPAT Culture-Fair tests shows that this common

overlap ground has been found for many cultures, and the loadings for

these subtests set out in Chapter 5 show that they indeed load highly on 2

common factor.
.

On the other hand, comparative measures oD traditional, crystallized

intelligence subtests are scarcely interpretable, becaus? in every case 4

racial difference is mixed with a cultural difference. Of sheer test resulls

per se with different groups (on traditional 1.0. tests) there is 10 dearth

and the actual scores, when real racial difference is involved, are te

significantly different. In the USS.A.reasonably consistent differenc 4b

been obtained bytraditional intelligence tests amons peor “Sots, and

parental origin and immigrant culture. For example, Jews, con ao

Scandinavians characteristically hover high in rank. But thesvith indi-

groups which have traditionally believed strongly in ion. ing the

viduals, as shown by the MAVA method, there are Ways oe abi

hereditary and environmental components apart, because V

tions of heredity and cultural exposure can be found, bu' t

enough combinations of different races with different corde of racial

answers at the group level. A few comparisons haveeel! “7stures in

Japanese in Japanese and American cultures, of Italian ract* ns require!

Florence and Boston, and so on; but the richness of combinatio

forMAVA is missing. . ned, we are in 2

s far as the present chapter 1S concer ‘erences as sucl

much concerned with the racial and cultural di on the general
: wy

see Ch i in what light they throw” igence.
apter 14) as we are interested apent in relation to intelligence

ir
mannerof interaction of heredity and envir ure-nurtl

The approachsuffices to remind us agam that the na

t there are not
‘9 get good

ny case not SO
y (for which
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vary for most crystallized ability measures appreciably with the culture, the

age of the subjects, and the form which school education takes. That does

not mean that N, (the nature-nurture ratio for crystallized intelligence)

is a worthlessstatistic; on the contrary, if we had enough N,’s for different

people, ages, etc., a lot of valuable conclusions could be drawn from the

comparisons. However,it is the N; value (as derived from more culture-fair

tests and other, high, g-saturated measures) that is probably of greater in-

terest, because of the more central and stable concept involved in it. And

to sum conclusions on these in a sentence, from the above surveys it seems

Ukely that N, could vary anywhere from 40% to 80%, whereas (accepting

Burt’s complex allowances) N, is typically in the region of 80% to 90%.

Furthermore, the evidence suggests that much of the 10% to 20% of

environmental eflect in fluid intelligence should be sought in physiological

variations not education or “mental training” as such. In particular, there

are many deviations from the prescribed hereditary level in the downward

direction due to malnutrition (more rare now in advanced countries),

head injury, transient anoxia (shortage of oxygen), ¢.g., in childbirth, and

possibly from faulty anesthesia or drugs taken by mothers during the gesta-

tion period. The universality of organized medicine in western cultures has

done muchto reduce the environmental variance due to inadequate physio-

logical conditions and incidental diseases in the developmental period.

Probably minor degrees of brain damage were very widespread in earlier

historical epochs (even imperial Caesar suffered from epilepsy). One

could expect that some average, slight, upward, intergeneration change,

analogous to the increase in stature, could occur from such changing cir-

cumstances-—especially the reduction in incidence of brain injury—between

even this and the last generation. The only available results on a large

sample with culture-fair tests—those of the present writer from Britain

(1950c)—deonot, however, show such a change, at least, at 10—11 years

of age. Quite possibly, the inverse relation of intelligence to birth rate,

which was also demonstrated to exist in that period (see Chapter 14),

wiped out, genetically, the potential improvement from environment.

Jn accordancewith the position advocated at the opening of this chapter,

we have tried to be alert to the need to dissect prejudice out of scientific
evidenceon this socially vexed issue of heredity and environment. How-
ever, to interject an “action research” note, in clear separation now from
the scientific analyses, we would point out that our present understanding

SatconeciepereditycayPhcheioe more hopeful social action than

vironment. If we wish to raise th ee uanee depended ;argely on en-‘ ish te the mean L.Q. of our population by, say, 5

points above what it might otherwise be, the environmental path to doing
So is individually stressful (through “cultural pressure”) and in community
‘erm castly (because all high-pressure, special education is expensive).

ut if, alternatively, the problem is attacked genetically, by reducing birth
Fates at lower relative to higher intelligence (and therefore, today, educa-
tional) levels of home, a 5-point increase of average LQ. could conceiv-
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ably be achieved in a generation. The important, and frequently overlooked,
difference of the two approachesis that by the environmental approach the
cost and laborare all to do again in every generation,like the labors of the

legendary Tantalus, rolling his stone uphill. Whereas, if brought about
genetically, the greater part of the uplift would “stay put” for future gener-

ations, and education could direct its resources to more positive goals.
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be chemical properties of the brain as a whole, i.c., not mainly describable

as physical structure. Further, we must recognize that there can exist

general parameters of brain action that are not cognitive but temperamen-

tal, As will become evident below, the line between these and cognitive

parameters requires methodological sophistication for its drawing, but it

can be drawn, and what we are dealing with in the triadic theory is the

general factors strictly in the cognitive realm, leaving temperament and

personality to other studies.

The term local organization (or provincial) is necessary for the second

class of powers because “sensory organization” (which some mightprefer)
actually would not do. These powers include behavioral factors corre-

sponding both to sensory organizations—visual, auditory, kinesthetic, etc.

—and to motor areas. Although, as we have seen in our comparative
studies, there .are substantial differences between species in the develop-
ment of these provincial powers, it would seem that among humans the

differences are not marked, and, factor-analytically, since only two clear
cases have been found (visual and motor), it may turn out that their

variance contribution is, in general, less than the other two classes in the

triadic theory. (However, as Chapter 14 indicates, there may be sub-

stantial racial differences in the pattern of levels on these provincials and
the primaries.)

Ata first level of statement, and as a basis for development, the triadic

theory is summarized in Table 11-1.It states initially that any given ability
performanceis a function (as far as cognitive roots only are concerned) of

representatives of three classes of factors: two classes of powers—capac-
ities and provincial powers—and one class of acquired structures desig-
nated agencies, for reasons to be given shortly.

  

  

  
  
     

 

  

TABLE 11-1

The Basic Types of Ability Componentsin the Triadic Theory

Abilities +
Powers : Agencies

1 2 3 CONTRIBUTORS=eTES

|

PROVINCIALS AGENCIES BEYOND ABILITIES
nity of Action

|

(Unity of Organi-

|

Aids Effector D: i
J n s ynamic andover the Whole zation of Neural (Unity of Proficiencies Personality
Ognitive Field] Sensory or Motor Learned

=

(Unity of Noncognitive
Zonein Brain} Transfer} Dynamic Contributors

Learning] Outside Triadic

Components
Examples: Examples: Examples: 2
z Bas Be» CC, Pvs Par Pm, etc. Agr Any Ay, Bm, etc,

  
Variables: Actual Performances

Vis V2y V3s Vis V5y VO, V7, Vay. 2+ Va
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2. CLARIFICATION OF

POWER-AGENCY AND

NATURE-NURTURE ASPECTS OF

THE TRIADIC THEORY

The triadic theory—like any theory—is an

abstraction, integrating a diversity of conerete findings. With such a new

theory it is often important to guard against degenerative confusions with

older, rovsity similar abstractions, and this we shall do forthwith. In the

first place, it is not simply andsolely a statement about factor strata levels

in a hierarchy. Most of the primary abilities, it is true, are agencies (class

3) and most of the statistically general higher-order factors are capacities,

but this is not the primary and essential basis of distinction, and conse-

quently there are exceptions. “General factor” is, in any case, only a

mathematician’s term, applicable to a particular matrix operation, not to

scientific concepts, and we have seen that what we really have in psychol-

ogy, when domains of variables are properly sampled, are factors of vary-

ing breadth. For historical continuity, the symbol g is retained for the

broadest factors, but (a) no one of the “general factors” yet known—8r

8s Sr for instance—loads
significantly all cognitive performances, an

(b) some equally general factors found factor-analytically
are notlisted

with the above cognitive capacities because they belong to temperament

or motivation. Conversely, though crystallized general ability has, up to

this point, for the sake of continuity with Spearman’s work, been labelled

Bq it is becoming clear that its real character is that of an agency- Conse-

quently, it should be symbolized correctly and logically by an “a.” and

from this point on we are going to ask the reader to refer to it by the

symbol ag—a notation stating that it is a general agency. Tt occupies in

fact a unique position; that of an agency simulating the pattern of a

general limiting capacity.
.

Secondly, the division is not one of hereditary versus environmental

origins, though gr is largely hereditary, while the particular patterns of the

agencies are formed by Jearning and grow as segregated unities on that

basis. In this respect the real distinction of powers ‘and agenciesis that the

initial growing-point
—tbe center which determines the nature of the

organization—i
s, on the one hand, genetic and, on the other, the stimulus

of a cultural mold. But the jndividual’s level on any and all of these is 11

part a contribution from heredity and in pa: ronment. Probably,

however, the environmental
influence on the capacities is minimally

through learning, and largely indirect, through physiological
environment

and events. A provincial power, such as visu ization, presumably gets

both its shape and its level initially from the genetic development
Spe-

¢ know from the work of

cifically of the visual brain areas. But, as we *P _the wo

Lashley, Hebb, Kliivers Weaver, and others on visual deprivation in the

early life of chimpanzees,
tack of visual experience at a vital growth period

can impair functioning seriously. Probably, in the normal human range,

differences in sensory experience opportunities
are trivial and rare, so that
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the differences we measure in p, will turn out to be largely those in neural

endowment, granted a normal quota of stimulation for all. But other kinds

of environmental influence, e.g., such as produce local brain damage or

inefficiency, might well enter into our measures of the “provincials.” Sim-

ilarly in fluid intelligence—a capacity—an atherosclerosis-producing en-

vironment might alter performanceas a whole.

In this connection, we must distinguish the final structural form of an

ability—as a unitary correlation cluster or surface trait—from the possible

diverse origins of this covariance. For more than one source could produce

the observed structures of covariance. Any lower-strata factor, such as a

primary ability, might have its form, as a primary factor, entirely bestowed

and determined by a type of learning experience. And, as far as one would

knowif he stopped atthefirst-order factor analysis, it might have no origin

other than this. Only when one gets to a higher order of analysis is it

revealed that part of the variance in these primaries is due to a general
factor, g,, which (as it turns ovt in this case) is largely genetic. Other

research might show other parts of the primary factor variance to come

from the provincials. The actual, observed variance—that in terms of

which we determine an individual’s level—is thus the end result of an

interaction of learning influences with largely genetic powers; but the form

of the primaries (not their intercorrejations) is probably—as will be

argued in more detail later—fully an expression of the cultural environ-

mental mold itself. Incidentally, if any factor primaries should turn out

not to be environmentally determined as to form, but to correspond to

some as yet unlocated genetic-neural source, such abilities would have to

be classified among the nongeneral powers, i.e., the p’s or provincials.

The general implication of the term “agency” will perhaps have become

familiar to the reader from the chapters leading up to the present theo-

retical integration.It is to the effect that the unity shown factorially to exist

in any primary, such as verbal, numerical, mechanical, or deductive rea-

soning ability, arises from the repeated use offluid ability in learning in a
particular kind of cultural-environmental situation. The situation is a
culturally rewarded one, e.g., the child’s increasing grasp of verbal com-
munication is socially rewarded to different degrees for different children,

and the skill concerned is therefore an “agency” whereby the individual
strives toward his ergic rewards. The essential conception includes (1)

thattheprimary abilityisaninstrument or systematized means-to-ends in

s Parenthetically, the position here is that expressed in the concept of “genothreptics”
in the Fecent book by Cattell and Nesselroade (1971). Genothreptics deals with the
general principles of interaction of heredity and environment, Yn this connection we
must beware of equating environmental with “cultural,* Cultural anthropologists are
Prone to hypnotizestudents into the habit of doing this; but physical, climatic, and
Physiological experiences can be—in variance terms and factor structure patterns—-
Sachenerportant as human culture itself. (Indeed, it would be helpful to think of
matic Ca nmenta aexPeriential categories as (1) physical, (2) physiological, (3) cli-m . socio-cu tural—splitting the last into (a) institutional, e.g., formal educa-ion, and (b) idiosyncratic or biographical experience.)
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civili teas
civilized life; (a good grasp of number operations, for example, can be-

. . an agency for the attainmentof a diverse variety of ergic life goals;

e term thus helps to place these abilities in perspective in relation to the

culture and the individual motivation system.) (2) that general fluid

ability is utilized in constructing the instruments—and therefore comes

and (3) that the unitary char-

out as a second-order factor among them,

acterof the system of skilled judgments and habits arises from 4 unitari-

ness in the learning experience which remainsto be more fully investigated

and explained here.

fi The triadic theory must, of course, at this stage of incompleteness of

ndings, leave certain gaps—such as that just pointed out with respect to

possibly unknown p’s lying back of some already structurally recognized

primaries. Furthermore, it must be recognized that it is a gross classifica-

aspects of abilities become firmly

tion, admitting finer subdivisions as more

established. For example, in the capacities, a further subdivision is evident

{and might prove useful) between general brain parameters that arise

from neural structure, such as gr and those arising from physiological

efficiencies, which might perhaps include g, and g,- And an important sub-

division will become evident also among agencies, as We discuss in Sections

5 and 6 below,their properties andorigins.

3. CLOSER CONSIDERA
TION OF

PROPERTIES
OF THE SENSORY

AND MOTOR ORGANIZAT
IONS

—THE p’S

From this point we aim to look more closely

5 of the three main classes of abilities in the triadic

apacities have already received attention along

no single section here but will receive a review

'd in the section on interaction of
at the special character:

theory. However, since the ¢

these lines, they will occupy

incidentally, as they cometo be considere

all three component
s (Section 4 below).

The abilities we are symbolizing
now as P'S, and which are defined

theoretically as deriving from local neural organizations (and their asso-

ciated banks of experience) rather t
gl brain action param-

eters have been much neglected in
h. Factor-analytically

,

they have been thrown in! i ‘om first to third-strata

a result of distortions arising
cies in behavior

d technical failures in higher-order
factor analyses. Only

recently (a5 Chapters 5 and 6 show) have the technical difficulties been

resolved enough to lead to replication of three factor strata in cach of the

number of independent experi
ese studies the abilities, NOW

theorized to be p’s here, cropped up with mbiguousness
of rank, at

least as to their ‘belonging to the primary oF the secondary strata, but this

ambiguity is not serious because first of second order is always dependent

on choice of variables. With a sufficiently broad and well-chosen set of

ability performances,
‘as discussed in the next paragraph, one would expect

for example,

positions, aS

sampling an
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the p’s to appear at a higher order than the agencies—a’s—because facility

on any oneofthe provincials could contributeto the acquisition of many a’s.

Ji we take as a typical “provincial” some sensory instance, such as

vizualization, p,, it mustfirst be made clear that we are not concerned with

any sensory acuity as such. It is the surrounding association area, Tather

than the small area concerned with sensory sensitivity as such, which by

hypothesis, accounts for the unitary factor. However, in total sensory

failure, as in the blind or deaf, one might anticipate some resulting asso-

ciation area impoverishment too, so that some correlation with sheer

sensory effectiveness might exist. Nevertheless, the variables, which theory

would expect to be loaded by a p factor of, say, visualization, would be

perceptions of more complex relations, e.g., those involved in perceiving

differences of shape and color (Pickford, 1965), the comparison of input

with memorized visual forms, the manipulation and combination of visual

forms as in art, capacity to judge areas, completion of a jigsaw puzzle,

judgment of visual similarity, judging sizes and distances, handling maps,

preference for geometrical rather than algebraic solutions, ability to manip-

ulate cubes, etc., to obtain solutions to re-arrangements by visual imag-
ination, ability to complete pictures, e.g., the gestalt completion test, and

so on. In fact all that goes with handling complexities of relationship

purely in the visual field, and presumably, also that part of memorizing and

retrieval which is contributed from the visual field.

Similarly, in the auditory area we would theorize that the p, factor will

have some loading and contribution to recognizing auditory patterns,

manipulating auditory patterns (but not the motor aspect), completing

half-heard words, judging tones, learning to respond more quickly to
auditory cues, and so on. Incidentally, there was a phase in education,

around the turn of the century when, in connection at least with imagery,

it was proposed to find out to which “type” each child belonged, and to
teach him through that avenue. We now realize the impracticableness of
this design; there are no true types, Le., discrete, species types, as found by

Taxonome (Cattell and Coulter, 1966). Besides, the two other triadic com-

ponents, g’s and a’s, would be just as important. Nevertheless, the old
observationsof sensory capacities being factors that stand at different levels
for different peaple is being substantiated and made more precise in mean-
ing by the conception and measurementof the provincial powers, or p’s.

Actually, the evidence for the existence and nature of the p’s resides
not only in the factor-analytic structuring of behavior as such, but also in
the cytological evidence from neurology, and in the phylogenetic evidence.
That enormous differences exist among species and general phylogenetic-

ally, CBs the difference of man and dog in olfactory “intelligence,” is
widely recognized, Recently Roger Williams has called attention to rela-
way jaree individual differences among men in the size of areas of the
motor argantzations(coenatin as connected with particular sensory and

ce Sarkisov, 1966). It is true that at the moment we
have clean cut and checked factor-analytic evidence mainly for visualiza-
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tion,PePi some fragmentary sketches of an auditory factor, ¢.8., in

Seashoremma aptitude research, plus uneven support for a broad

i c otor actor (related to cerebellar efficiency?), and perhaps

ca tactile-kinesthetic factor. But researches have now been designed b

Hom and the present writer to explore the boundaries of olfactory, tactile,

and even gustatory organizations.

Jn these perceptual instances of provincial organizations, the central

feature is first the sheer ability to interpret sensory stimulation including,

probably, even the simpler relations studied, for example, in psycho-

physical laws. Thus,in the visual organization, Joadings of the factor will

perhaps be foundto include perception of changesin light intensity, resolu-

tion of color (when the retinal apparatus is adequate), distance evaluation

and perspective recognition, ¢tc. Tn the auditory field one should similarly

investigate the possible inclusion of skilis in appreciating, first, those psy-

cho-physical relations of pitch, loudness, etc., which Stevens (1960),

Karlin (1942), and others have investigated, and which are included in

the components of musicalaptitude as measured by Seashore (1947).

At some point in the development of such a “provincial organization,”

the operations which it performs in the given sensory grea must begin to

involve reference to data in other provincial (sensory and motor) areas,

as a result of the mode of organization of the physical world itself. For

example, the full meaning of perspective jnvolves cross reference to the

kinesthetic organization's (px) experiences begun as soon 4s the child

starts to crawl.

One must consider also the relations of the p powers to the a;

the a’s. It has been suggested that the cultural learning which shapes an

agency will be determinedin
rate of growth partly by the level of 8 which

determines rate of growth in any skills depending on perception of rela-

tions. However, @ real but lesser Joading on the agencies may
be expected

ithin a specific sensory OF

from the p’s, inasmuch as resources of skill wi

motor zone are involv
scr Thus verbal learning,

issuing in V factor (ay
requires both auditory and visual

perception of words, a
jded also by awareness of words

in the motor experience of uttering them.
Similarly, the spatial ability factor,

a,, is presumabl
y the product of a synthesis of experience from the visual,

tactile, and kinesthetic organizations.
AS second-stratu

m factor analyses

are more broadly designed and accurately checked, the emerging loading

patterns of visualization,
Py tactual aptitude, Pu kinesthetic and motor

ability, Pu c
t at different ages and in different cultures, will tell us more

aboutthe roles of the p's in relation to the a’s generally

As the level of complexity of the relations handled in any particular

sensory or motor unitary organization
increases, On

would expect that the

operations wo
uld begin to involve not only other sensory organizations,

but

also the fluid general ability. In fact, we know that the loadings of the

latter begin to BO up as, for example, the visualization
tests in p, measures

get more complex. The
subtle question now

grises whether the higher level

gencics—
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of abstraction indicating the intrusion of ge is possible without this simul-

taneous broadening to other sensory organizations. In other words, can it

occur within the provincial developmentitself, or is the invoking of g,, for

higher-level abstractions essentially the same as cross reference directly to

a broader sensory basis, presented through other sensory areas? The idea

of number as rank, or the question of whether the product of 3 x 4 is the

sameas that of 2 x 6 can be answered with seemingly quite adequate logic

in a derivation either from visual dots alone or from auditory notes alone.

Yet experientially it may be thatthe realization that the rule holds both in

auditory and visual fields in some way enriches or, at the least, supports

its use in either domain separately.

Logicians and philosophers sometimes verge on intellectual arrogance,

or, at least, Jack of imagination, when they insist dogmatically that the

hard coinage of their symbolic logic represents universal, self-evident

truth, The scientist and the naturalist can conceive that 3 X 4=2 x 6

mightbe true in visual data but not hold in the phenomena of sound—at
least in a world differently constructed from our own. What one seeks to

illustrate by such conjecture is, of course, the notion that what the human

mind chooses to call immutable laws oflogic are, in the last resort, distilla-

tions of experience (including phylogenetic experience embedded in the

genes). It insinuates the suspicion that deductive reasoning is, by one

remove, just as dependent on world structure as is inductive reasoning.

An important thesis at this point is that a general bias is accidentally

introduced into mostdiscussions of deductive reasoning, and the handling

of reJations amongrelations (the g, hierarchy), by the convenient habit

(for illustration) of stripping relations down to mathematical form or to

logical syllogisms into which no haze ofstatistical probability enters. By

contrast, most of our deductive reasoning in everyday life deals with
Propositions which are at once intrinsically richer and beset with prob-

ability questions. If my girlfriend is passionately fond of Chopin and I

have music only of Bach, would I be wise to play Bach when my rival is

also present, whois very critical of Bach?

Here we encounter again the difference discussed on the last chapter
between the computer and the humanbrain, when we wonderif the com-
puter's facility with stripped logic and mathematical propositions can be

called intelligence. The issue is important for the construction of intelli-
gence tests, since, if the highest formsof relational complexity can in fact

hehehvlcopestbEeaecmi
ence to the p's of hearin ontou; hw bringing in any SPOSS-SERSOTY refer-

testing g, through just one.senso adomians the convenience of: n ry domain.

clhesuseaRanred hat dete ening,
resort somehow more subtle ora ler base of experience, are in the last

complex than the abstractions of, fcxample, number. Although the differen i ivi ld, once mightbe trivial, we should, on
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this basis, argue that 3 x 4 = 2 x 6 has gained in the abstractness of theier srasped and the behavioral efficiency of its application if it is based
i isual and auditory organizational experience. But one can imag-
ine other instances where the abstract idea is rather threadbare, or evendownright impossible without simultaneous use of experience across allSensory organizations. For example, when Shakespeare says to his belovedShall I compare thee to a summer’s day? Thou art more lovely and more
temperate,” the whole gamut of sensory experience and the learning of
Common sequences in social and physical climates are necessary to grasp
the relationship,

However, the verdict of experiment seems to be that, in all ranges of
human ability yet tested, we can get the necessary degree of complexity
for testing the highest levels of & within one sensory area alone (as in the
Culture-Fair Intelligence Test’s use of the visual field).? That the measure
may be weighted and biased by the adding in of one particular p, or a,
rather than a balanced assortment of them, is a different matter from any
failure in measuringg; itself.
The above problem, of the degree of inescapable interdependence among

the provinces in the developmentof each toward perception and handling
of relations higher in its hierarchy, has to be raised here, because it has
implications for the position of g, in the structure ofabilities. But further
Pursuit of the idea must be deferred to Chapter 13, where, in the context
of creativity, some last enrichments and refinements may needto be added
to the intelligence concept andits definition. Yet the triadic theory poses new
questions and is likely to stimulate much beyond the meager experimental
work now available in precise exploration of the higher strata. .

Meanwhile, the most likely conclusion is that, as perceptual relation-
ships become increasingly complex, even in the domain of any one sensory

organization unit they are likely to be increasingly loaded by, ie., to in-
volve, some g; or even some other sensory, or p organization. The question
is whether this will show purely as a gy Joading—on the ground that any

 

2 In discussing brain action and computer action in Chapter9, it was pointed out that
the barest logical symbolism, as in Boolean algebra, can be programmed very simply

lo generate decisions in deductive reasoning that would normally require, in humans,

considerable intelligence and considerable brain mass. Much of the complenity o

relations in such logic could be expressed in any one sensory form, ¢ Bs visual dias

grams, auditory patterns, or even tactile signals, without lasing any of its chal enge

as an intelligence demand. However, we concluded {a) that the human min ae ly

docs not handle its deductive reasoning in this way, and {6} that when it does, if 1 at.

in any case, first had to reach the level of insightful understanding of the propoutions

and their relationships. There is, in general, no ane outside to “prograny theindivi

dual of low intelligence to learn the propositions of Evclid by rote, but there us

Jingle hope that the rules sill be followed as reliablyas by the machine. There ts abe

a possibility that the human mind has learned that it cannot peoxeed safely wah the

abstracted experience of a particular prowne of caperience, $0 that it choke air

domains and gives confidence to is most abstract rules only when there bb tednto

Across several provinces.
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interaction between sensory areas is g-—or whether one will find a more

complex visual performance to show some loading alsa on, say; an

auditory power. Certainly complex perceptions purely in the visual area

get loadings on g; as weil as py, but there are suggestions of instances of

their getting loadings also on Pa (motorability).

Although “sensory” has been used at times for what we believe are

better called provincial, p abilities, motor ability always has beentacitly

but unquestionably included in the class (despite the usual “opposition”

of sensory and motor in the stimulus-response habit of thought). For it

stands in the same position factor-analytically, and its substrate can be

pointed to in a cytologically recognizable area of the brain. Actually there

is factor-analytic evidence for two motor ability factors—corresponding

to the voluntary motor area and to the cerebellum. Their factorial delinea-

tion is admittedly not yet as clear as it should be. But neurologically the

parallelism in terms of definiteness of localization is high, and the addi-

tional clear evidence phylogenetically of the independent development of

the cerebellum points to such an expectation. Inasmuch as most voluntary

motor dexterity involves not only the parietal motor area but also the

“gyroscopic” functions of the cerebellum, one would expect a “cooperative

factor” relation to appear, involving factors of goodness of voluntary

motor skill and goodness of cerebellar coordination. (A test such as walk-

ing a chalk line would involve both.) And insofar as most motor judg-

ment involves perceptual judgment (but not vice versa), a special factor-

analytic relation (the motor factor being cooperative with all sensory

factors) would be expected there too. A good perceptual understanding of

anatomy may aid a wrestler, but some Jeading academic anatomists would

almostcertainly have made poorwrestlers!

This complexity may explain partly why many (admittedly rather

superficially designed) motor ability factorial experiments have been in-

conclusive or contradictory. But by hypothesis one would expect that an
individual with a highly developed voluntary motor area, compared with a

person underdeveloped or damaged in that area, would show a generally

higher level of performancein games of physical skill and motor judgment,
quite apart from the level of excellence of the perceptual systems involved.
And one would expect also a p factor corresponding ta the level of
cerebellar function (especially in cross-species factorizations).

Beeause of their differing roles in stimulus-response behavior, one
would expect somedifferences of the sensory p factors on the one hand and
wiemotor Pp factors on the other, justifying two subdivisions within the p’s.
But in relation to the general triadic structure, they should also have much
z common, notably (@) a high genetic determination, inasmuch as neuro-
Wiensoiparicnlar brain areas may be considered constitutionally

able environmental suscey ciniiey too,thy Ooh Teeteeacme APBTECE
exercise or later damage,¢ "b as Tot he tates. - ine eek *the working concepts a fo ¥ poor local circulation or differences in

quired and stored in that area; (¢) a position in
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the factor Strata generally of second-stratum influences, the loadin
showing effects of each across several agencies, and (a) a commen
Susceptibility to direct influence by the general capacity parameters, e.g.
eeefaneerapowSpread their influences across performances in both

Among the riddles awaiting solution in this P area is that concerning
the position of “power to commit to memory.” Is it a Pp, ie, a cerebral
regional influence, or a general, g, parameter? It is at first somewhat sur-
prising that Thurstone found his M to be a primary, since one would expect
that the Capacity to commit figures to short distance memory by rote (in
relatively meaningless material) would be a power that would influence
the level (of acquisition of many primary abilities (such as verbal, numer-
ical, Spatial, ctc.), and thus stand at a higher factor stratum in regard to
the primary stratum. That it appeared directly at the first-stratum Jevel
may be due to “committing to memory”in such experimentalsituations as
he and many other experimenters have used being a relatively artificial
performance in the test situation, It touches no main motivation and, in
terms of the nature of everydaylive performance (except in games and many
Social adjustments), it is atypical by reason ofits deliberate nature and

short term goal. For the bulk of our learning, e.g., in verbal, numerical,
and mechanical primaries, proceeds in more casual, less deliberate, and
less intense fashion, as R. L. Thorndike (1949), for one, has pointed out.

Indeed, the whole group of phenomena which, in one sense or another,
wecali memorizing has so far been attacked far 100 narrowly by the factor
analysts. Its study, in fact, has “fallen between two schools.’ On the one
hand stands the largely bivariate (but phenomenologically broad) attack
of the learning theorists, and on the other the multivariate, but “test-
oriented” approach of the last generation's factor analysts. Some questions
that need to be asked are: “Are powersof recall, of retention, and of com-
mitting to memory dependentin part or whole on different factors?", “Haw
much variance remains to be assigned to cognitive capacities, ie. to
‘abilities,’ when differences in {carning and forgetting due to motivation
and interest variations have been partialled out?”, “How far docs gy

presumably operating in the immediate reverberation and sorting phase of

committing to memory, deterntine amount retained?" Consistent and ap-

preciable correlations found between intelligence and most memorizing pcre

formances,suggest it acts rather powerfully. ; . .

Further one may ask: “I€ there are distinct retention andretrieval abiluy

factors, are they general to all material or do they—alternatively or in

addition—~shaw‘area’ factors corresponding fo the provincial powcrs, ¢.g.,

good auditory memory, good motor memory?” Aniong the more sophiste

cated attacks on the problem are those of Kelley (1954) and others cited

carlicr which suggest a possible general rote memorizing capacity, as

contrasted with power to contmit meaningful, “intelligent” matcnal to

memory (but this does not preclude capacities with provincial boundanss
in addition). Indecd, the small fraction of variance accounted fer by
he nenerat cote and meaningful factors would not preclude quits seb.
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stantial contributions from the p’s and even the a’s in addition. These

factor studies also agree with the general learning experiment conclusions

that distinct factors exist for short distance “immediate” and long distance

“stored” memorizing. But the main questions above remain unanswered.

One guesses that the memory parameters in general will come out as broad,

common factors—g’s like the g,, we believe, can already be shown for

retrieval-—but it is also probable that fainter provincial factors will be

found in the memory field, coming as a “bonus” from the amount of

material already stored and structured in each. Research attention to date

has concentrated so muchon the cultural agency “primaries” or the “gen-

eral factors,” that we need more experimental data on the “provincial

powers” before any more far-reaching generalizations on their nature

become profitable.

4. THE RELATIONS OF

GENERAL CAPACITIES (9’S),

PROVINCIAL ORGANIZATIONS

(p’S), AND AGENCIES (a’S)

Although the nature and growth of primary

abilities and other structures which we have called agencies remains to be

discussed below in moredetail, it is evident from what has already emerged

about their general character that the triadic theory commits us to a

developmental relationship of g’s, p’s, and a’s essentially as schematized in

Figure 11-1.

The agencies must be regarded as developing in the areas in which they
do develop through some convergence of experience and interest yet to be

analyzed. For they so plainly represent—at least in several cases—special

areas of culturally demarcated activity, such as numerical learning,
mechanical learning, interest in words, etc. Any ability is, of course, partly

& matter of such learning-motivation aggregates and partly of some innate
potential, and in this case we may assume that most of the latter comes
from the general relation-perceiving capacity of gy.

In Table 11~1 the arrows indicate the direction of contribution in
growth, The p’s are given partly as independent constitutional powers,
partly as stimulated by general capacity (arrow from above), and partly

as ripened by general sensory experience (arrow from right). (The p’s,
among most persons enjoying normal experience, i.c., other than blind or
deaf persons, would presumably, as discussed above, show lesser variations
in their contributions than the g’s and the motivational experiences.) The
main direction of action of the g's and p’s is upon the a’s, which are also
the products of unitary (molded) learning experiences—shown as d’s
(dynamic influences) on the right. All gs and all p’s would normally
operate upon any one a, though to avoid confusion net all arrows are
drawn in Figure 11-1. Nevertheless they would differ in variance con-
tribution, For example, verbal ability, a,, is shaped more by g, and 2m than
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FIGURE 11-1

Developmental Implications of the Triadic Theory, Worked
Out Consistently with the Reticular Factor Modat

The arrows indicate directions ofinfluence and contribution

to growth, Thus verbalability, a,, receives contributionsfrom the

capacities, g's, the powers, p's, a motivationalfactor, d,,

and a reinforcement in an experience area, t,. To avoid com»

plication ofthe diagrant not all individual bue only class

connections are made.

The semi-circular arrows below the agencies indicate their

self-development capacities as “aids.”
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domain contributing, possibly via g,, to higher relational abstractions in

another (see Figure 11-2, page 328). However, this remains speculative,

because no factorial evidence of such interdependenceis yet clear.3

Functionally, in performance at a given moment, in a wide range of

variables like v, to v,, we might expect as in Table 11-1 that all three
classes of abilities might operate on any one performance. For example,

handling a numerical classification test presented in Newland’s (1962)

tactile form (for the blind) might involve g, for the more difficult relation

eduction, p, as a tactile organization development, and a, as numerical

ability. However, due to the developmental structuring shown in Figure

11-1, which would enter into the correlational observations in an experi-

ment such as would yield the connections in Table 11-1, the relations in
the latter would notbe necessarily directly obtainable in that form.

Reverting to the possible developmental interactions of the g’s and the

p’s, which we have toyed with speculatively in one or two places above, we

must recognize that any more systematic unraveling thereof is going to

involve somestiff methodological problems.Statistically and experimentally

it is going to be hard to distinguish between a growth of g, by some

inherent process, on the one hand, and as a function ofthe interactions set

up among the various p’s, in virture of their level of dvelopment, on the

other. Does the volume of telephone traffic and connections among five
busy cities arise purely from the size and activity of each and all of those

cities as separately developed? If the intercity connections are naturally

simply adjustive to existing demand, it will; but alternatively, the inter-

city wire traffic might be fixed and controlled quite independently by gov-

ernment decree or arise from stimulation among the cities, additional to

any activity in each of the cities per se. That is to say, in correlations

among several suchfive-city systems we mightfind that there is not much

relation between the within-city activity level of each city and its traffic

with the other four.

In the formal nature of this problem the reader familiar with the history

ofintelligence research will recognize a relatedness to the debate between

Spearman and Sir Godfrey Thomson over the ways in which Spearman’s

undoubtedly existent statistical general factor could arise. The answer in

the present instance is not to be reached by any one kind of multivariate

experiment—we must have developmental experiment as well as cross-

Sectional, individual difference analysis. Nevertheless, as far as the present
simple structure evidence is concemed, it would seem that the develop-

3 1 . . .In more detail, thefirst mode of action implies that the level of a sensory or motor
Pff ets not only its genetic endowment level, neurally, but also its development
aJeredresBETInsofar as the Jatter operates, the general capacities will have

in that d For le, g, bly will hi
¢ r I 1 P eip deter-

mae shatcomplexities can be learned and stored even in a purcly visual organiza-~
¢ general memorizing and retrieval powers also will have di ito define thelimits of acquisition in the visual organization. sve done something
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ment of the general factor is something distinct from the development of
the provincial Organizations—the p’s, The size and activity level of the
combining mass could be in part a function of the inherent developmentallevel of the p's, but we shall tentatively conclude that the g- mass has a
Constitutionally set development of its own—a maturation course pre-
sumably set by an independentset of genes.

Although space here precludes pursuing the full implications of this
aspect of the triadic theory in terms of research operations, the issue of this
relation of g, to the organizations is a very important one for the definition
of intelligence—especially across species and across breeds and races,
Species and races may differ appreciably in the balance of their largely
genetically controlled p’s—for example, the dog’s olfactory world is far
larger than man’s, and one suspects that visualization Plays a larger part
in some human racesthan others. Certainly Figure 10-3 (page 292) shows
that racio-cultural differences of pattern arise in the profile of primary
abilities, which include both p’s and a’s. If g, were simply a weighted sum
of the total p developments, it would have a different meaning for differ-
ent biological groups, and cross-cultural comparisons would have to face

the complications on page 158 above. .

Incidentally, the two-way action of gy and the p’s sketched above (Figure
11~1), supposing a definite action as shown by the dotted arrow,must be
investigated seriously. At the factor-analytic level of investigation, this
means that we go beyond the regular stratum model which, along with
most current factor analytic writings, for the sake of simplicity we have
usually followed. It accepts the possibility of what the present ‘ater
(1965c) has defined as the reticular model, which recognizes that t! .
influences pursued in factor analysis may operate bi-directionally a

circularly. Unravelling such connections from correlations presents ast er

problem to the factor analyst’s probe, but probably can be achieve

c). .
TOwaspmene fully what is implied by such models as inMable ve
and Figure 11-1, it is necessary to graduate to a more explici nega a
the problems of using factor analysis, on the one hand, for unear ingBis

torical, developmental connections, and, on the other, for descr}bi ig

Pameningthehigher-stratomfactorslatonsofandbeen important to unravelling the higher-s vere ee two
. There we accepted the appearance of a gr pattern 1

Beeerieeels as meaning that the higher level represented theactionof
an earlier g,, evident in present data as iejew om pag°116) ie in
formative process. The factor structure ye are historically in
terpreted to mean that g, operates developmentally Tunas vse

i tern of both g, (ag) and the present g,.rolthanarty aven obese pette)
operate functionally “on a par”in determining the revel ol Foble ein
performance. This functional state of affairs is presented in :
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The full complexity of the reticular model necessary for the develop-

mental picture, in contrast to the functional model in Table 11-1, js per-

haps notfully given in Figure 11-1 (page 309). Token connections have

had to be substituted for a full set of arrows, and somepossibilities have

been omitted. It is shown, however, by the broken arrow line, that the

neurological and functional level of p, (and other p’s similarly) con-

tributes to the building of a hierarchy of relation-educing powers into Be

This would imply that, both in individual experience and in phylogenetic

development, the level of growth of each sensory power exercises some

limiting influence on the growth of the general relation-educing powers,

despite the latter also having its inherent growth determiners. If so, a posi-
tive correlation between g, and p Jevels should show up both in within-
species and in interspecies comparisions. However, just what loading pat-
terns, as just whatstrata of factor analysis (begun from various positions)

should emerge if this reticular model is to be supported, is a complex
matter needing discussions beyond the present volume.

The above, somewhat extensive discussion of the hypothesized g-p rela-
tions—even though left in the form of tentative alternative hypotheses—

is necessary before proceeding to the next section’s concern with the rise
of the primary agencies. The theory growing out of the survey of evidence

in the earlier chapters above has been that at least some of the primaries

offer persuasive evidence of being acquired structures—the end result of a
particular kind of learning process. This does not mean, however, that

their nature-nurture ratios would not show appreciable “nature.” For it

has been suggested that environment provides their form but not all the

“stuff’—the fluid intelligence capacity to acquire substance—out of which

they arise. Indeed, in Chapter 10 this notion was taken to the level of a
specific hypothesis; that (except for possible small genetic specifics in
these primaries themselves) most of the genetic variance will come from

the powers—the g’s and p’s—that are involved and woven into the learn-
ing Processes and structures. For example, verbal ability will get some
genetic componentfrom the role of (genetic) fluid intelligence in determin-
ing progress in grasp of verbal complexities, but it will also receive some
contribution from the visualization provincia}, p,, inasmuch as learning to
read and spell is aided by visual ability, and from the auditory p,, insofar
as understanding the spoken word hinges on accurate perception of auditory
patterns.

Our main concern in é¢xplaining the agencies, therefore, concentrates on
the origins of the environmental, learning causes of their unitary form. Tooricnt ourselves to later conclusions, let us state that the theory finally
adopted is that this unity is efter one of cognitive consistency or of com-
monlearning experience (common motivation and repeated commonrein-
forcement). Each of the next two sections will handle the mechanisms in
one of these and attempt to show how, together, the fficiaccount for the phenomenaobserved, iey are sullicient to
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5. AGENCIES: (1) TOOLS OR
AIDS FROM COGNITIVE
CONSISTENCIES: THE TRANSFER
PROBLEM

. What needs to be explained in the class of
abilities—e.g., verbal, numerical, mechanical, reasoning—which we are
calling agencies is the character of their form and nature of the develop-
ment which leads to this form. Why, as factor-analytic structures, do they
appearin the particular commontrait forms now discovered, and how do
they reach those forms? Incidentally, the same questions would arise with
unique trait forms (as found from p-technique factoring of single individ-
uals), as with conunortrait forms, but we shall carry the discussion along
On the more usual basis ofthe latter.
The factorial phenomenon to be explained in the a’s is that certain

performancesin individuals, motor, perceptual, or more commonly both
together—x,, Xg«.«. X,—~tend to rise together over time, and, as between
individuals, to be correlated in level. The boy who is making more rapid

Progress in x, spelling ability, in general is also acquiring more rapid

grasp of X,, grammatical forms; and the man who can charm us with lit-
rary quotations, x, also tends to have the larger sheer vocabulary, x,.

Since severa{ quite different p’s are obviously at work in the development
of any one a (e.g., verbal ability comes through visual, auditory, and
motor avenues and expressions, and these latter thus get regrouped in each

of such performances, as shown in Figure 11-1 and Table 11-1), we
certainly cannot invoke ¢heir unities as an explanation. (Indeed, we tend

to find in ordinary factor analysis that they are second-stratum to the a

unities.)
Now, in general, psychometrists in the field of abilities have neglected

those unities which could arise among abilities from single motivational
sources—unities that would be perfectly obvious to the clinician and the

personality researcher. If Mr. Brown had interests through which he re-
peatedly pursued a course of action only of desultory interest to Mr. Smith,
jt follows that a whole unitary pattern of acquired skills is likely to appear
in Mr. Brown that is absent from corresponding cognitive measures on

Mr. Smith. In fact, in a population composed of people stretching from

Mr. Brown to Mr. Smith, a correlation cluster or factor for this “common
ability” pattern must necessarily appear, though the unity is really laid

down by dynamic sources. In this way a substantial proportion of agency
unities——those we discuss in the next section—are a necessary consequence

t unities and cultural unities. For example, a person who is inter-

ested in a church tends to acquire simultaneously a knowledge of his bible,

a habit of social good works, an ethical judgment, and perhaps some

ili ing hymns. These go together (correlate) in people because they

ability (0 one ure. The factor is, indeed, whatis called an environ-ther in the cult 3 a ’
Benalmold (Cattell, 1946) trait, and it presupposes a unitary interest in

ofinteres
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a social institution or activity as the basis of its formation. This source has

been mentioned here, lest somereader berestive at our overlookingit. But,

with this understanding thatit will be considered in the next section, let us

concentrate now on a first and different source—one of the two main

sourcesof ability unity, which we shall call cognitive consistency.

Cognitive consistency embraces centrally not only the notion of transfer

of training, but also some other concepts besides. Transfer oftraining once

held an important position in educational psychology. (It was used, for

example, to rationalize the preservation of as much as five years of Latin

in high school, for the sake ofits transferable “mental discipline!”) How-

ever, such practices were struck down justifiably by the discovery of E. L.

Thorndike and others that the transfer effect was altogether smaller than

had been imagined. Further, it appeared that formaldiscipline carried over

only to very closely similar performances, Nevertheless, it exists, and in the

realm of problem-solving—as studied by Piaget (1960) in children,

Guetzkow (1951), Laycock (1933) and many others—it can be shown

definitely that a way of thinking learned in solving one problem does bring

some improvementin solving certain others. For example, Laycock found

that even such a general set as “try to approach the obstacle indirectly”

managedto carry overto help solve new problems.

One must never overlook the fact that transfer can also be negative, as

when a boy accustomed to a zip fastener accidentally tears the buttonsoff

his pants! Indeed,it is perhapsa little surprising that Spearman, Guilford,

and many others who have explored the domain of abilities rather widely

have encountered so small a percentage of negative correlations. Of course,

as Braverman et al. (1968) have pointed out, if one takes out the influence

of general intelligence (which would leave zero correlations among spe-

cifics), one gets, in terms of “group factors” a numberofsignificant nega-

tive loadings and correlations in the remainingabilities. And, as we turn
specifically to the dynamic roots of certain agencies (abilities) in the next
section, we shall see why such negative correlations would be expected
theoretically to be systematically present.

Except for this cause squarely rooted in the nature of psychodynamic
principtes—and which we shall designate the law of dynamic rivalry—one
can, however,find little systematic reason, in the ability performances as
such, for persisting negative correlations (when general factors are re-
moved) because negative cognitive transfer is largely a phenomenonof the
learning stage. When you have leamed that pencils can be held with any
side up, but pens (with nibs) cannot, negative transfer ceases. Negative
transfer is constantly naively begun and constantly corrected. One small
source of systematic difference in the degree of Positiveness of correlation
Matrices would therefore be expected between new performances, on the
ofaaliayeeoePerformances,one other, In the fatter the “mistakes”

writer hae switched ave en gradually eliminated. The present
ie Switched at about three-year intervals over forty years from

iving on the right to theleft side of the road, and back again. After some
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initial awkwardness at a roundabout or cloverleaf, the negative transfers

disappear and the predominating positive transfers in general driving ex-

perience would almost certainly lead to good driving on the left being

correlated (over say a few hundred people who learn both) with good

driving on the right. But the “initial” stage—the problem-solving stage—

is important, and one would expect systematically more negative correla-

tions if the experimenter in question has chosen to investigate developing,

adaptive, problem-solving habits than if his work refers to performances

long adapted to circumstances. Even so, theoretically it would be meces-

sary to partial out (or hold constant across the group) the most general

of all problem-solving aids—the relation-perceiving capacities in grit

blem-solving habits are

these negative correlations from more specific pro

to be indubitably revealed. This amounts to performing nothing more

than an ordinary multiple factor analysis and to looking for negative load-

ings as well as positive on the factors beyondg;.

An enormous amount of discussion—and a very jimited amount of

psychometric experiment—has
been given by Piaget and his followers to

the area of acquisition of abilities by learning, with the theory of which we

are here concerned. This discussion, beginning with valuable “naturalistic”

observation of problem-solving in small children, has, in the main,failed to

integrate with the main stream of quantitative experimental psychometric

research, for lack of methodological sophistication. One cannot help ob-

serving that the preoccupation with finding “tools” of thoughtthat transfer

to new learning situations has conspicuously failed to keep in perspective

the above aspect of negative transfer. It has also taken virtually no account

of the role of gin making the perception of certain relations possible,

which produces the well-documented correlation of acquisition of the more

advanced tools with constitutional level on Br The most disabling lack of

perspective, however, has occurred in implicitly considering the gains of the

child in these experi
his “general ability”"—as some

ences as an increase in
n

general power in the child himself without regard to their being tied up In

a specific relation to a specific environment.

Thefirst and second of these defaults will be evident from what has been

covered above: the third needs more definition. The child’s first discovery

that a moderate wind needs appreciable allowance when he kicks a football

at a goal, or that his pen.
4c along the grain much more

easily than across it; or that the resu
knife will cut a stic

It of multiplication
is the same as

serial adding, in each case becomes a “tool” capable of yielding posit
s’

transfer effects (and some negative) within a certain wider area. What that

area will be has nothing to do with the child (except insofar as some chil-

dren—those high on the ULI. 21, Exuberance, temperament trait discussed

below (page 363)-—pursuc
trial and error more irrepressibly than others).

It is determined by the nature of the world itself—by the extent [0 which

cognitive consistencies
potentially pervade 3 given area of activity. An

obvious arca of high and sharply bounded cognitive consistency is the

manipulation
of numbers, where a few mastered rules wall quickly enable
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one to deal with a variety of new problems. But these tools will not help
the child to wheedle candy bars from Aunt Jane or wrestle more success-

fully with brother Jim. .

In earlier writings I have used intentionally the abstract word “aids”
for these positively transfering influences, but, despite its rather crude
concreteness, the word “tools” is perhaps a better initial indicator of their
nature. In the ability realm, a tool means someinsightful device in think-
ing and acting which, once picked up, enables the user to handle a whole
groupof further performances. At a qualitative and almost anecdotallevel,
Piaget (1960) has instanced several in the child’s growth of reasoning
capacity. Ferguson (1956) has pursued the idea with a more controlled
factorial and quantitative-experimental emphasis, sketching an interesting
and clean-cut theory as to the expected overlap of ability factor structures.
The present theory of agencies, to accountfor the principal, discovered,

primary abilities, considers them to be of two distinct types: (1) “tools”
or “aids” developing within areas of cognitive consistency in the external
world, and (2) dynamic “effector” systems, to be discussed in the next
section. They justify being brought together in the single concept of
“agencies” because, in the total dynamic action of the personality, they can
be individually evoked and “turned on” as agencies in the service of any
major dynamic goal-pursuing activity. Similarly, from the standpoint of ageneral ability factor, they are special agencies which come into operation
(now unconsciously or consciously) as a special type of problem is ap-proached.
The appreciable hereditary determination of verbal ability may besufficiently accounted for by the role of g; in its development, or it maydepend on a specific ability and temperament Contributions; but the formwhich the verbal ability primary finally takes obviously arises from theboundaries set by a cognitive consistency in the material. In infancy thatform could be different, gradually changing into the factor pattern recog-

are therefore emitted more freely when in want of food or company. Atearly school, when words come to be written, discovery of the phoneticPrinciple opens a doorto tapid increments in command of words, and theirreinforcement through visual, auditory, and motor channels. Although thewhole structure is thus not the result of generalization of any single tool

n
nce factor, because the chi histarts aheadin the initial tools (as girls do, for example, welativetoboy)is likely to hit on the later ones earlier too, and enjoy the bonusof early im-printing effects. No detailed Studies yet exist mappingthe transfer areas ofverbal tools, the ages at which they appear,the role of g,ting their appearance, and the changing form ofa factorSo the agency theory Strictly remains 3

:
a theoOne with present fragmentary evidence, ”

levels in permit-
at different ages,

though Surely a convincing
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The important point to keep in mind in the “tool” theory of agenciesthat the boundaries of ability pattern growth would be expected to t
determined in each case by consistencies in the Subject itself—not by any
thing in the human mind or brain such as accounts for the unity of, say
8. Consistencies similar to those just noted exist in the domain of mechan
ical things, where, for example, the notion of a regulator runs from stean
engine to watch, in the care of plants (a green thumbfactor has not ye
been isolated, or even sought, but doubtless it exists), and, in the motor
field, through mostball games.

Obviously, an important step toward understanding the growth and
form of agencies consists in watching the way in which new concepts are
formed andstrategic and tactical habits acquired in the process of prob-
jem-solving or on day-to-day learning, in and out of school. Such develap-
ments have been discussed under the notion of “schemata” by Piaget and
“phase sequences” by Hebb (1966). The organization of what can be
found from such sources is considered mainly at two points in the present
book—here andin the study ofcreative thinking in Chapter 13.
An enormous amount of work on Jearning, especially in the reflexolog-

ical framework, has concerneditself with a succession of, at most, two or
three acts. It might be described as the process of learning, but rarely as

the learning of a process. The virtue of such “naturalistic” approaches as

those of Bruner (Bruner, Olver and Greenfield, 1966) or Piaget (1958),
as well as the series of attacks on problem solving by Laycock (1933),
Maier (1945; Maier and Hoffman, 1961), Weaver and Madden (1949),
Guetzkow (1951), Berlyne (1965), and others, has consisted in calling
attention to the qualitative steps in the learning process. Unfortunately,
most of the naturalistic study of process, from human thinking to the
ethology of animal instincts, has not availed itself of the more formal,
rigorous, and penetrating statistical treatment of processes as such that
has now becomeavailable (Cattell, 1966; Fleishman, 1954; Tucker, 1966).

Piaget has driven home the essential (but casually overlooked) prin-
ciple that, in the child’s thinking process, if simple concepts are nat under-
stood, others cannot develop. This is especially evident in mathematics in
the classroom wherea child, who has been away a month and missed some
integral step, limps ever afterward. Much has been said, in the prablem-

solving studies, about the gain on a wide front that occurs through apar

ticular “breakthrough.” Piaget hasillustrated it in the child's grasp © the

idea of causality. He has ilfustrated the opposite—the “hold up’ —m his

well-known instance of four-year-olds estimating a very tall cylinder to

hold more water than an actuallylarger, short, fat one. Here advance waits

upon more analytical thinking, whieh is probably largely tied to the dese]-

cific concepts in specific ficlds. .

 Peopereaquence, in the sense¢of ideas encountered in the right omer in

a fearning process may thus be as important to early growth and high

devetopment in an “agency” as the occurrence of an carly breakthrough.

In school, that order is generally arranged, and even in untutored Jearmng,
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e.g., in learning in a swimming pool with only casualinstruction, the need
to control breathing, learned in the initial flounderings, becomes a pre-

Tequisite both for later swimming and diving.

From studying the process of problem-solving, one sees that it involves
both the emergence of new concepts as such, and knowing how and when
to “play” these cards. An old, yet anything-but-obsolete experimental study
of the gradual emergenceof concepts is that of Aveling (1930), who shows
that if the relation-eduction (g,) capacity of the subject is equal to the
task, the natural result of repeated presentation of objects of a class is for
a class concept spontaneously to emerge (“It’s one of those things again.”).
The conceptitself may be “held” in consciousness and reproduced (as the
work of Bartlett, 1958, also shows) as a fragmentary sensory image, or,
more commonly andif socially acquired, by a word.

In Chapter 9 it has been pointed out that even a computing machine
can solve a lot of generalized “logical” problemsif relations, e.g., syllogism
forms, are programmedinto it, and it has been suggested that crystallized
(and perhaps evenfluid) general ability may achieve muchofits effective-
ness through storage of relations (concepts) per se. It has been pointed
out that C. W. Valentine at Birmingham reported (in conferences) im-proved performancesin traditional intelligence tests through teaching sub-jects the elements of symbolic logic. Even in culture-fair tests, as somerecent German research shows, some improvementof score occurs throughthe subjects being given words for the new concepts involved. It may bethat fluid intelligence itself depends to an appreciable extent upon thegrowth and storageofsuitable reference concepts, though not in any verbalor “cultural” framework. However, most handling of cultural concepts byhumansprobably operates with verbal reference symbols.

However, the fact that the growth of “universals” has been more in-tensively and lengthily studied (by Aveling, 1930; Bruner, Goodnow,andAustin, 1956; Bartlett, 1958;s Maier, 1945; and numerous educationalPsychologists) must not allow u

lem-solving from lower animals
and-error Teflex learning, concept formation,he brings into due Proportion the role of the first, even in human learning.Gamestheory tells us that man or machine can learn that solving problemsdepends partly on blindly playing a certain “card” when past experience

and the learning of principles,

‘ ‘ ; * ayer, for example, cer-tainly makes without conscious decision as he hits a ball to the far sideaoeaebroader Strategies, which are also part of the development of anagene yar Suerarchy of TOTES, referred to in the work of Miller, Gal-sean t noram (1960), is 4generalized Strategy for most mental'Y- Resort to perceptual classification (e.g., recognition of types and
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attributes), attachmentof explicit symbols, analysis into classes and con-

cepts, seeking for (temporal) causal sequences, generalization about at-

tributes or sequences, are also strategies common to virtually every kind

of problem-solving. In more particular circumstances, one sees strategies

in the form of particular mental sets, e.g. the selection and reception

strategies discussed in Butcher's (1969) excellent account of problem-

rve what an interviewee did

solving, or Sherlock Holmes’s set also to obse:

not say, i.e., to note the omissions from among the things he might be

expected to say.

. In connection with the growth of strategies, it has been a practically

invariable finding of experiment that their development, in any particular

agency area, is substantially correlated with the individual’s intelligence.

The notion that a good teacher and exceptionally favorable experience can

raise a man’s strategies above the level of his gr is probably wrong. Napo-

leon was wont to remark that reading the wisest books on military strategy

had not helped his opponents very much. Without the agency concepts

o well, but with them he still

and strategies the individual would not do s

at decide when they should be applied. This

has to perceive the relations th

latter is probably the second-order ge loading in the given a primary.

Theliterature of learning and problem-solving—ev
en if one Jeaves out

all that has been written on school education—is enormous. The above

severe condensation hastried to summarize what is more relevant to under-

standing the origins, patterns, and operations of what the triadic theory

recognizes as “agencies.” Specifically, it has so far deait with that half of

the agency domain which we call “tools” or “gids.” An aid is a primary

factor explained by the triadic theory as 4 unity developed through an

inherent similarity in the required activity in a particular domain of the

environment.
Proficiency tends to spread evenly through that domain (for

any individual) because of this intrinsic cognitive consistency. The influ-

ences which tend to cause one individual to operate at & higher level than

another across all manifestations
of the primary “tool agency” are: (1)

simply greater exposure to the a a i is cultural “cut out” as a

unity, €.2-» numerical activity)» (2) an earlier : breakthrough”
in grasping

a main conceptual or strategic tool, upon which otanda
eoe

rtunate €X, erience }
mi

s

theA>aopmental
erder. It is thus a coherent sct of habit skills,

knowledge, conceptua

id strategic “know-
and tactical an

how” covering domain in which there 1s positive transfer everywhere, 1.C-

hich makes any s

a natural similarity W
Kill. advantageous

over the whole

mon any account of individual differences in learning it is appropriate {0

consider both repetition (length of exposurc) and reinforcement
(mag-

nitude of motivation and reward). The triadic theory distinguishes
among

agencies @
*» duc to cognitive consistency, from a dynanuc

“effector agency,”
otivational unity, though, of cours<, there

js no reason why the two should not, by chance, operate together. This
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should be mentioned even before we study the “effectors,” because a

reader may well have been wondering what has happened to the dynamics

which he also perceives in some tool agencies. For example, is the well-

attested mechanical ability factor, a,,, due to the dynamic unity of an inter-

est reinforcement, i.c., to the individual being recognized as good at

“mechanical things” and rewarded for all such manifestations, or to some

inner cognitive consistency, permitting and favoring transfer of mental

habits, as occurs in mathematics? Anyone who takes either a vacuum

cleaneror a carto pieces learns something aboutvarieties of nuts and bolts

and wheel bearings useful to him in meeting the next piece of machinery.

Cognitive consistency is certain; but the rewards of a “sentiment” are also

possible.

The argument for the second kind—the dynamic unity—is that interest

in a given goal, and the enforced common leaming due to the contiguity

of problems, brings a new kind of agency unity (discussed in the next

section), and that cognitive consistency unities may tend more frequently

than by chance, to have this as a secondary contributor to unity. In con-
sequence, in any given instance it may bedifficult to decide what weight

to give respectively to consistency and to interest. For example, in a group

of high school boys, is the undoubted correlation we find between knowl-

edge of how to handle nuts and bolts and how to deal with wheel bearings

due to nuts telling us something about the nature of bearings, or to the

fact that to get at bearings one has to undo nuts? In the broadest sense

this latter is a means-end dynamictypeof link.

The answer to “How much?”in these cases is still not known empir-

feally, Le., we do not know how much of the covariance in the observed

primary ability structure is due respectively to one source or the other. A
guess would bethat the various primaries differ appreciably in their weight-

ing on these, and that mechanical ability, social ability, and certain athletic

dexterities, for instance, derive their unity more from a dynamic unity of

experience (effector unity, as we have called it), whereas verbal, numer-

ical, and spatial ability derive more from cognitive consistency (aid or fool

unity). Incidentally, at the level of naturalistic observation, clinicians and

others more impressed by the importance of dynamic influences may be
inclined to doubtthat the picking up of a “tool” can account for the sub-
stantial covariance of a typical primary ability. Grasping the phonetic
principte in reading a year earlier than someoneelse, they may suggest, is
surely not enough to accountfor one child tending to be higher simultane-
putyinvocabulary, grammar, style, and every other expression of the a,

note thme wrest has been, above, that cognitive consistency means

ings, and consists of a branchin tre Ce fecognitive¢ soondeneie vierae‘|
concepts and strategies to continuing r naerath ocpendencies from initialig Temunerative investments in ancillary
ales8which expandthe use ofthefirst. In short, this type of agency is not

» but a tool box. For example, such

a

t j i ili
ould eneompecss p' a tool box in numerical ability

a grasp of multiplication, a rule for handling the decimal
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point, laws for the manipulation of equations, and much else. Therefore,

for precision let us keep the term “tool” for a single problem-solving dis-

covery, and use the word “aid” to apply to the whole tool box of cog-

nitively consistent habits. The rise of a primary ability, from inherent

opportunities for cognitive consistency in the subject matter, is thus due

always to an aid, within which individual fool discoveries are the building

blocks.
Careful factor analyses,

ables, presumably will eventually answ

6. AGENCIES: (2) JHE EFFECTOR

PATTERNS CONNECTED WITH

DYNAMIC STRUCTURES,

NOTABLY SENTIMENTS:

THE 1SOMORPHISM PRINCIPLE

Yn many naturally occurring activities—

farming, sailing, policing, accounting, skiing—what we shall now call the

environmental mold, or dynamic effector explanation of unity—already

touched upon above——must commonly be invoked as the main determiner

of unity in an agency. For in these cases the problems to be solved in the

area specified obviously require widely different skills. Cognitive consis-

tency does nothold, as any farmer wholikes farming but not marketing will

agree. The farmer, indeed, has to handle matters as diverse as an internal

combustion engine, signs of the weather, and the economics of the comm

market. The more organized, sorted-out realms of special proficiency which

we call academic or scholastic subjects, 0 the other hand, have typically

a far higher cognitive consistency (indeed,it is the very basis of academic

organization).
But, in life, such areas of homogeneous activity are less

common. The content of astronomy, of organic chemistry, of a language

study hangs together in the sense that certain explicit and self-conscious

skills and concepts in one part of the subject favor the developmen! o

proficiencies in other parts. The aid—i.e., the tool box of skills—in 4 ese

cases develops by a nexus of cognitive interconnections:
But, as wehave

seen above, even here a new influence for unityis someni seena wore

The tool agency begins as 4 (perhaps unconscious) pr uc ol coBmed

consistency, but this is recognized consciously with pride se dine from

expression of the self, and thus receives secondary, dynamic fun ig

the self-sentiment.
«a secondary bindin

In this case one sees the interest a! hind us

our preoccupation with abilities as such must FO oem comes first and 1S

on every hand whercin @ unitary motivational STeast among clinicians

father to a unified ability. It is commonplace t as indicated above,

—that the skills are the servants of the interest not followed the im-

the educational psychometrists, among others: on isomorphism between

plications of this generalization by hypothesizin&| sefly call, in this secucn.

dynamic and ability structures. BY what we may brichhy 6°"

with strategically distributed choices of vari-

er specific questions of this kind.

g influence, but

to the instances
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should be mentioned even before we study the “effectors,” because a
teader may well have been wondering what has happened to the dynamics
which he also perceives in some tool agencies. For example, is the well-
attested mechanicalability factor, a,,, due to the dynamic unity of an inter-
est reinforcement, i.e., to the individual being recognized as good at
“mechanical things” and rewarded for all such manifestations, or to some
inner cognitive consistency, permitting and favoring transfer of mental
habits, as occurs in mathematics? Anyone who takes either a vacuum
cleaner or a car to pieces learns something aboutvarieties of nuts and bolts
and wheel bearings useful to him in meeting the next piece of machinery.
Cognitive consistency is certain; but the rewards of a “sentiment”are also
possible.
The argument for the second kind—the dynamic unity—is that interestin a given goal, and the enforced common learning due to the contiguityof problems, brings a new kind of agency unity (discussed in the nextsection), and that cognitive consistency unities may tend more frequentlythan by chance, to have this as a secondary contributor to unity. In con-~sequence, in any given instanceit may bedifficult to decide what weightto give respectively to consistency and to interest. For example, in a groupof high school boys,is the undoubted correlation we find between knowl-edge of how to handle nuts and bolts and how to deal with wheel bearingsdue to nuts telling us something about the nature of bearings, or to thefact that to get at bearings one has to undo nuts? In the broadest sensethis latter is a means-end dynamic typeof link.
The answer to “How much?” in these cases is still not known empir-ically, ie., we do not know how muchof the covariance in the observedprimary ability structure is due Tespectively to one source or the other. Aguess would bethat the various Primaries differ appreciably in their weight-ing on these, and that mechanical ability, social ability, and certain athleticdexterities, for instance, derive their unity more from

others more impressedothe by the importance of dynamiinclined to doubt that
U ic influences may bethe picking up of a “tool” can account for the sub-

they may suggest, is
be higher simultane-

ery other expression of the ay
that cognitive consistency means
re major conceptual understand-

‘ognitive dependencies from initial
unerative investments in ancillary

‘n short, this type of agency is not
ch a tool box in numerical ability
ion, a rule for handling the decimal

ously in vocabulary,
factor. Here our answer has been, above,more than a “breakthrough” in one or moings, and consists of a branching tree ofconcepts and strategies to Continuing rem:aids which expand the use of thefirst. I4 wool, but a tool box, For example, suwould encompass: a Brasp of multiplicati
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point, laws for the manipulation of equations, and much else. Therefore,for precision let us keep the term “tool” for a single problem-solving dis-
covery, and use the word “aid” to apply to the whole tool box of cog-
nitively consistent habits. The rise of a primary ability, from inherentOpportunities for cognitive consistency in the subject matter, is thus due
always to an aid, within which individual tool discoveries are the building
blocks.

Careful factor analyses, with strategically distributed choices of vari-
ables, presumablywill eventually answerspecific questions of this kind.

6. AGENCIES: (2) THE EFFECTOR
PATTERNS CONNECTED WITH
DYNAMIC STRUCTURES,
NOTABLY SENTIMENTS:
THE ISOMORPHISM PRINCIPLE

. In many naturally occurring activities—
farming, sailing, policing, accounting, skiing—what we shall now call the

environmental mold, or dynamic effector explanation of unity—~already

touched upon above—must commonly be invoked as the main determiner

of unity in an agency. For in these cases the problems to be solved in the

area specified obviously require widely different skills. Cognitive consis-
tency doesnot hald, as any farmer who likes farming but not marketing will

agree. The farmer, indeed, has to handle matters as diverse as an internal
combustion engine, signs of the weather, and the economics of the com

market. The more organized, sorted-out realms of special proficiency which

we call academic or scholastic subjects, on the other hand, have typically

a far higher cognitive consistency (indeed,it is the very basis of academic
organization). But, in life, such areas of homogeneous activity are less
common. The content of astronomy, of organic chemistry, of a language

study hangs together in the sense that certain explicit and self-conscious

skills and concepts in one part of the subject favor the development of
proficiencies in other parts. The aid—i.e., the tool box of skills—in these
cases develops by a nexus of cognitive interconnections. But, as we have
seen above, even here a new influence for unity is sometimes seen at work.

The tool agency begins as a (perhaps unconscious) product of cognitive
consistency, but this is recognized consciously with pride as an esteemed

expression of the self, and thus receives secondary, dynamic funding from

the self-sentiment.
In this case one sees the interest as a secondary binding influence, but

our preoccupation with abilities as such must not blind us to the instances

on every hand wherein a unitary motivational system comes first, and is

father to a unified ability. It is a commonplace—atJeast among clinicians

—that the skills are the servants of the interests. But, as indicated above,

the educational psychometrists, among others, have not followed the im-

plications of this generalization by hypothesizing an isomorphism between

dynamic and ability structures. By what we may briefly call, in this section,
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“effectors” we mean unitary patterns of skill that are developed as agents,

or meansto ends, in what are primarily unitary motivation systems.

One suspects that the ignoring of effectors as an important origin of

agencies is due partly to the lack of confidence of the precise psychometrist

im the dynamic concepts handed down by psychoanalysis—or even by

animal psychologists. Actually, there is mo excuse for any continued isola-

tion of dynamic from psychometric psychology today, since multivariate

experimental research in the field of human motivation has progressed

to precise and measurable concepts compatible with both clinical and

psychometric concepts. This is most clearly expressed in what has been

called the dynamic calculus (Delhees, 1968; Dielman and Krug, 1969).

In this connection it behoves us to remind the reader, if only in the

space of one paragraph, on what foundations we may build in relating

ability to motivation structure. The dynamic calculus researches have

checked, over twenty years of experiment, the following concepts: (1)

The existence of nine or ten distinct ergy or innate need patterns—sex,

fear, hunger, self-assertion, etc. (2) Several patterns of sentiments, i.e.,

acquired aggregates of attitude-interests around some onelife object, ¢.g.,

a sentiment to home, job, religion, and to the self concept. By the prin-

ciples and procedures involved in the concept of the dynamic lattice (Cat-

tell, 1957a), any desired course of action in any single attitude can be

represented by a vector the length of which represents the total interest

in making that response, while the direction defines the particular ergic

composition of the reinforcements which sustain it. The reader should

master elsewhere (Cattell, 1957a, 1958, 1959; Horn, 1966b; Dielman and

Krug, 1969; Delhees, 1968) the integrating theory among these concepts,

involving the notion of integrated and unintegrated motivational com-

ponents, the dynamic lattice structure of attitudes, and the dynamic cal-

culus of conflict resolution and learning.

The principles and concepts just mentioned will yield many rewards as
we apply them increasingly in understanding, in the next chapter, the rela-
tons of abilities and dynamictraits. But let us first look at the situation
with 4 commonsense, even if somewhat superficial, glance. The most ob-
viousinstance ofabilities following a dynamic pattern is in the occupations
and the hobbies. Men develop powerful unitary interest systems here, and it
is obvious that unitary ability patterns in correlations of individual differ-
ences, must follow where unitary interest patterns arise. A “skilled
surgeon” or a “great golfer” is sufficient to describe what undoubtedly
would appear, in correlation over a suitable population, as a unitary sur-
face trait or source trait—of surgical or golfing skill—simultancously among
abihee and among ability measures. (Parenthetically, the distinction of

tent Conelathaptitude” is sometimes an attempt to dissect out the surface
Nene ner luster) of observed skills in such developments from the

weriying aptitudes,” ¢.g., primaryabilities, which arc factors, and with
which we have so far concerned ourselves. But as indicated in the first
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chapter, usage of these terms is now so utterly chaotic that one has noalternative but to abandon them for more technical terms.)
In the general contextof the triadic theory—and specifically of agencies

—we have agreed to call these acquired collections of skills “effector
systems (or, simply, effectors), meaning that they develop as motivation
and skill systemseffective in the pursuit of a dynamic emotional goal.
The variables correlated are interest-attitudes, on the one hand, and skills,
on the other, bound together isomorphically like the words and the melody
of8 song. To proceed now to a more rigorous terminology, let us call the
unitary pattern as a cognitive-dynamic whole (and which reasonably could
be assigned a single score for any individual) an effector, and when we
show later just how the ability part can be separately measured we will
call it a proficiency. There are, thus, effector trait levels for such as the
surgeon, the electrician, the baseball player, and so on. Their proficiency
parts are measured frequently by what, in education, would be thoughtof
as an achievementtest, and, as such, they are quite distinct from the under-
lying capacities and powers which occupy the other part of the triadic

system. In somecases, their unitary structure may be a vast and changing
or relatively ill-defined network. (Such might be the effector skills we

would get from correlating the performances of “housewives.”) But in
other effector systems, ¢.g., the pattern of an air pilot or golf champion,
the proficiencies would be a highly coherentcorrelation cluster. There will
tend to be one other difference from the agencies and powers so far dis~
cussed, namely, that the latter have been practically universal patterns,
whereas the coherence of the collection of skills seen in, say, a surgeon,
will factor out clearly only in a group which is entirely, or maybe fifty~
fifty, surgeons and non-surgeons. The extremely “skewed”distribution of
many interest skills, in that only a smail fraction of the population has
them af all, is in keeping with the relatively idiosyncratic nature of inter-
ests, and explains why some ability patterns quite obvious to common
observation are not found in the psychometrist’s random samples of people,
or recordedin his summaries ofabilities. .

Probably only the fact that dentists are scarcely more than about onein
one thousand of the population has deprived factor analysts of the com-

pleteness oflisting “dental ability” among the ability primaries, and sim-

ifarly for most of these numerous but, population-wise, more restricted

patterns.*

«
4In spite of these statistical obscurities created by extreme infrequencics, tte., the fact

ic patterns is brought outin another way, it shaws

as a curious by-product, and from a new angle, in the last decade's investigations of

the validity of objective motivation and interest measurement devices per se (cane

Radcliffe, and Sweney, 1963; Cattell and Horn, 1963), The high correlation whic!

asure of a level of shill, Le. of an “ability” to be taken as the measure

parallelism of factor structure, The validity

or integrated motivational

that ability patterns follow dynam

permits a me
of an interest strength has brought out

holds, however, only for what has been designated the I
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Let us next pursue more formally the concept of isomorphism (or struc-

tural parallelism) between interest structures and corresponding proficiency

structures. The notion of an interest-ability isomorphism is not new, butit

needs today a statement and experimental demonstration in precise fac-

torial form. The theory requires that the factorial loading form of dynamic

interest structures measured by objective dynamic tests, on the one hand,

andof the proficiency part, consisting of skills and abilities as ordinarily

measured, on the other, should be the same. Now from multivariate

experimental research we know that the major emerging dynamic interest

structures are ergs (drives) and sentiments. In thelatter, both at the level

of social observation, and through correlational research,it is evident that

we get dynamic patterns corresponding to occupations, hobby proficiencies,

social institutions such as family and church, and language and subcultural

loyalties. And it turns out that, among dynamic traits, it is in the senti-

ments, rather than the ergs, that we can look for the isomorphic ability-

interest unities.
If there exists this marriage of corresponding proficiency and dynamic

interest structures in the sentiment patterns, one may ask why we have

accepted the improbability of a similar isomorphism of proficiencies in the

dynamic structures of a more hereditary nature, namely, the ergic factors.

Briefly, the reply is that in man, as distinct from the lower animals, the

unlearned effector equipment is too vague and unspecified. However, if

one turned to the insect world, or, in animals, considered the correlations

one would get across species instead of individuals, the phylogenetic co-

herence ofeffectors and proficiencies would be very striking indeed. Ethol-

ogists have stressed constantly the closeness of innate impulse and innate

ability structure {as well as, since Darwin, the innate somatic effector

structure—in horns and fins). In the nest building, courtship, and pug-

nacious ergs the emergencein close association of interests, impulses, and

skills is indubitable. Whether differential genetic endowments within a
species would be strong enough to bring out in correlation matrices indi-
vidual-difference factors binding ability and interest strength in the very
same patterns remains doubtful, but is a challenge to sensitive research
methods. Atleast we have termslike “gourmet,” “Don Juan,” “explorer,”
boss, etc., for people whose skills center on expression of a particular
corresponding erg (hunger, sex, curiosity, and domination respectively).
But at least among species the counterpart of what we see as powerful
individually-acquired sentiment structures among humans, appears also at
the Innate ergic endowmentlevel, in appropriately interlocking dynamic-

ability patterns (developed by mutational trial and error over the ages).
parallelismunitary ability and interest patterns is indeed

component (Cattell, 1957a}, and the validity of a skill as an interest measurement is
negligible for what has been recognized as the U or unintegrated component, Wishful,
unadapted motivation, though it has its own
types of measures (as shown by the ¢

demonstrable dynamic structure by other

sructure later,
et t ‘ ynamic calculus methods) may generate ability
ut it has no immediate proficiency pattern counterparts.
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understood in common speech, wher “instinct” iboth an interest and an apatade, fre an “instinct” for something means

If the clustering of proficiencies around dynamic unities is supported by
further dynamic structure research,it is of interest, at least to the historian
ofpsychology, to return to the question of why the effector isomorphism
principle has been largely ignored in conventional ability structure re=
search. It would seem (asillustrated in Vernon, 1954; or Pawlik, 1966)
that the explanation is partly that most ability researchers have been
Operating within the sectionalism of a traditional academic framework—
‘the psychology of sensation, perception, motor abilities,” etc. For these

archaic compartments from introspective psychology often continued to
form the chapters of textbooks in the first half of this century. “Percep-
tion,”for example, has been a specialty, largely tied to sensory-neurological
work in the “brass instrument” type of laboratory rather than an aspect of

the natural life environment seen by the ethologist. When encompassed in

the broader experimental approach of the multivariate experimentalist, per-

ception and other abilities are illuminated by motivational and general

personality perspectives. To speak in the language of the sensory psycholo-

gist himself, traditional approaches have left in the “audible range of fre-

quency,” whole octaves of silence, unexplored and unmentioned.
The student will be helped in perspective—in understanding the distor-

tions, gaps and paradoxes in our present knowledge—if he recognizes that

the childhood of ability research suffered from the narrowtutelage of two
mentors: the tradition of Wundtian brass instrument compartmentalism on

the one hand, and the educational psychometrists, necessarily with strong
classroom preoccupations, on the other. The very choice of variables which

yielded our present patchwork quilt of primary abilities rested on these tra-

ditional origins. Until recently, in the work of Horn for example, no imagi-
native and comprehensive attack with a conception of variables akin to that
based on the personality sphere concept in personality research had been

made. Except for this recent attack, and work in the spirit of Spearman,
Burt, Guilford, and Thurstone, the exploration of abilities has resembled an

accidental drift across the ocean of the unknown,rather than an imagina-

tive sequence ofstrategically planned voyages. In the new phase now begin-

ning we can expect guidance from a “representative sampling” approach

guided by an “ability sphere” concept; from such subjective but broad

schemata as Guilford's; from animal ethology; from sociological survcys

of occupational activities, and, especially, from considering abilities, as in

this chapter, in their developmentalsetting in human dynamic structure.

In our present inherited poverty, it is true, we can claim nothing more

than a patchy understanding of whatis probablythe real range of agencies

of the cognitive consistency type, and almost no well-substantiated factor-

analytic evidence on agencies of the proficiency, dynamic effector type.

Nevertheless, Jeaning on the isomorphismprinciple, onc can posit with

some confidence a setofeffector ability paticrns corresponding to the chicf

known dynamic sentiments, i.c., those developing around such unitasy sovial
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institutions as school involvement, home attachment, vocational ambition,

athletics, religion, etc. There is a sense inwhich crystallized intelligence is

such a proficiency, since it arises substantially from the attachment to an

learning in the schoolsituation. Regarding further research expectations

one may anticipate that the known broad dynamic factors will be our ,

generate corresponding proficiency patterns that will stand out as a relatively

limited numberof firm outlines among a boundless litter of smaller patterns

peculiar only to particular social subgroups, special occupations, hobbies,

and geographical localities. The last might beillustrated, for example, by

the undoubted unitary proficiency of expertly finding one’s way around on

the New York or London subway. This is an agency in the satisfaction of

dynamic needs, the pattern of which is necessarily fixed by the environment

jn which the individual happens 10 live out his needs. These less common,

nonuniversal—but still “common factor’—patterns will merge, at the end

of a continuum, into patterns absolutely unique to the single individual

recognizable only by P-technique, e.g., the pattern of skills of Wells’ in-

visible man, or the strategies of a university professor among the card

indexes of his own specialty.

Although proficiencies can take on endless possible structural forms, as

diverse as the environmental molds in which menlive theirlives, the mode

of formation is uniform. To a reflexological learning theorist it suffices to

say that the elements of the pattern come to cohere (as shown bycorrela-

tions) because they experience the same reinforcement schedule. They have

the same frequencies and occasions of reward. Theskills at different parts

of a golf course are very different in nature, but the man who plays one

hundred times a year, compared to the man who plays a dozen times, has

all of them subjected to greater reinforcement. Toa the personality thenrist

it suffices to say that we are speaking of an environmental mold factor

(source trait), which implies that the unity is not one of internal powers of
the organism, butof external impress; the impress being a matter of reward
and frequency of experience in what may broadly be designated a unitary
social institution. The personality theorist will normally dwell more on the
attitudes, emotional interests, etc., measured in this acquired sentiment.
Buthe canalso observethe proficiency pattern associated with the dynamic
effector system—the system which, within our culture, is the means of
effecting satisfaction of ergic goals. A common form of the “social institu-
tion” pattern, incidentally, arises from the acceptance of a role in a social
organization, The roles of a job, a leader in athletics, a wife and mother,
each bring their characteristic interests, attitudes, and their characteristic
isomorphic proficiency pattern.
. It was Pointed out in introducing the difference of “tool” agencies and
‘proficiency agencies that there is no reason why they should not some-
hmes be superposed unities. It should be added that even withoutthis juxta-
Position it is sometimes difficult to distin
an engineering school builds u

guish them sharply. A student at

factor,
p 2 high level on a unitary mechanicalability

4m, partly through the cognitive consistency ofthe intellectual “tools”
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used in handling alt kinds of mechanical problems, and partly because ofthe sentiment—the environmental mold trait—he builds up through com-mon frequency of experience and reward across the curriculum (based onthe strength of his interest in becomingan engineer). But the two principles
are nevertheless quite different. An art course in etching could produce
transfer (cognition consistency) in regard to making counterfeit money, but
the interest systems of art and crime would normally be totally different.
Conversely, the unified interest in becoming anartist may require improved
ability in matters with no mutual cognitive consistency, such as judging
esthetic color combinations and in understanding the chemistry of pig-
ments, between which noaid transfer exists.

7. AGENCIES: (3) SPLITTING
EFFECTORS INTO PROFICIENCY
AND DYNAMIC COMPONENTS

BY CONDITIONAL FACTORING
So far we have defined a class of abilities

called agencies, which fall into two subclasses: aids (or tools) and effectors

(or proficiencies). In spite of the attempted comprehensiveness of our over-

view of the principles governing the growth of unitary organizations, the
reader may justifiably still harbor doubts whether all types of possible
determiners of agency ability structures have yet been handled. Notably,
one wonders whether the coherence and high covariance in the elements of

any aid, such as a verbal or numericalability, are ever explained sufficiently

by cognitive transfer within a cognitively consistent domain.Is it not a more
likely hypothesis that the secondary dynamic binding through the dynamic

subsidiation of a sentiment (or incorporation in the self-sentiment) men-

tioned aboveis in fact always presentin these formations?
The basic objection to invoking dynamic coherence as the sole cause

of coherence of skills in the agencies is that such an aid as numericalability
can subsidiate to (i.e., be the means-to-end servant of) a great variety of
sentiments and ergic goals. Here is no longer something that is part of a
single dynamic purpose,as in the effector of a sentimentor erg, but a type
of agency or aid that is called in by the individualalike in the sentiment to

his bank account, to his religious charities, and to his scoring in a game

of tennis. True, it might be that it always subsidiates as a whole, so that all

parts get equal exercise. But will there remain now any appreciable indi-

vidual differences in the amount of learning of so universally used an

agency? For,as the simplified dynamic lattice in Figure 11-2 suggests, indi-

vidual differences in the dynamic developmentof sentiments will “even out"

in terms of dynamic investments (since the instrument's use is a total of

manydiverse sentiment strengths) by the time we come to such an agency,

so far downtheline ofsubsidiation,i.c., so far ta theleft of the diagram.

Verbal proficiency, for example, has been buile up on the motivation

strengths of sentiments x, y, and z, which, in turn, subsidiate to the full
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FIGURE 11-2

The Learning of Effector Proficiencies in the Framework

of the Dynamic Lattice
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In terms ofindividual differences, the covariance of which

establishes nnities, sentiments in column 2 are a function of

need strengths in column 1 and rewardfrequencies in 2. The
effectors in 3 are correspondingly derivedfrom dynamic

strengths in 2 and experiences oflearning rewardfrequency.
Tedividual differences in 3 are thus complexly determined,
but a unity is given to numerical, verbal, etc., agencies by their

being practiced in the same form for different sentiments,
and by their unitary reinforcement from incorporation in the

self-sentiment.

gamut ofdrives, A through E. Since people, in general, would be approxi-
mately equal in their total dynamic endowments, the verbal agency would
receive about the same learning investment by everyone and (through tack

of variance) would not appear as a factor on these grounds. Moreeasily to
grasp this and ather important selations of ability structure and dynamic
Structureit is necessary to discuss little further the concept of the dynamic
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lattice (Cattell, 1957a; Horn, 1966b; Dielman and Krug, 1969). It is, in

effect, a precise reticular model to permit quantified “path analysis” of the

naturally complex learning reinforcement schedules which apply in human

life. It evokes methods, factor-analytic and other (Cattell, 1957a), for in-

terpreting structural findings in personality dynamicsin relation to learning

principles. In the typical dynamic lattice, schematized in Figure 11-2, sen-

timents, if consciously entertained, appear as subgoals or common rein-

forcement patterns on the way to ultimate ergic goal satisfactions.

The dynamic lattice, besides showing the paths by which learning and

reinforcement have occurred,offers (a) an algebraic summation relation-

ship between any particularset of goal strengths and the courses which sub-

sidiate to them, and (b) an explanation of why certain groups ofattitudes

get loaded (motivated) the way they do on various particular unitary dy-

namic factors (sentiments and ergs). Unfortunately, research has not yet

clarified, with respect to (b), what the entire explanation is for the em-

phatic appearance in factor analysis of the unitary factors found for sen-

timents. It is, clear however, that muchof it is due to each being always

reinforced as a whole. Wherever arithmetic is used, one tends to use all

arithmetic, and similarly with language or spatial sense. Thus, although the

principles of the tool and the proficiency are distinct, one approaches the

hypothesisthatthey will tend systematically to occur together. One invokes

this secondary dynamic reinforcement of any aid unity because the transfer

effect, which required high cognitive consistency and which, we have theo-

rized, accounts for the unitary development of “gids,” seems scarcely

powerful enough to account for the factorial clearness with which such

primaries as verbal, numerical, mechanical, etc., abilities stand out. One

favors this conclusion also because there is psychological evidence that the

initial unitary developmentof the “aid” type of agency normallytends to be

succeeded by the reinforcement from the “effector” type of unity of a dy-

namic kind, as in a sentiment (a small and narrow sentiment, admittedly).

In any case, as we move distally (to the left) in the dynamic lattice

(Figure 11-2), we come to what are quite narrow skills—mere splinter

sentiments or specific attitude-skills. They are of the nature of quite specific

means-end skills, such as driving a cat, putting on one’s clothes, writing

letters, using a desk computer, etc. Obviously, these can be the servants or

any erg or sentiment. Yet there is no reason why common dynamic rewar

forall parts of that small subsystem should notgive it the status of aely

unitary factor (“skill in car driving”), though factor-analytically it is likely

to be at a Jower-stratum Jevel than what we now call the primary abilities,

actors, have been recognized rarely in factor-analytic

ts on abilities and
and such narrow fi 7 3 ee

research. However, already in somestrategic exp!

dynamic traits jn the simplified domain of animal research, eterorial

specific, ¢.8- bar-pressing, behavior has been included, there are ‘a ria

observations in support of this position. In one such experiment (wit

thirst, shock, and gregariousness; Cattell, Dielman, and sendAe

press), three ergs stand out in rats clearly as factors across half a
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diverse mazes (each pair of mazes sharing one common ergic motivation).

Buteventhere the operation of a particular instrumental agency, €.8., Press-

ing two bars in succession in relation to a light signal, unmistakably appears

as a factor, And bar-pressing, or paper hoop-handling, are quite close to the

conceptual equivalents of verbal and numerical “agency skills in man; for

they enter similarly into a considerable variety of diverse dynamic goal

services. .

From such reasoning as the above we may hypothesize tentatively that—

because verbal ability, numericalability, etc., can (a) readily be conceived

by their user as unities and consciously labelled as such,and because (b)

they can be incorporated then in the individual’s self-sentiment (“I am one

of the best in my class at arithmetic;” “I am a man known to give com-

petentafter-dinner speeches.”), and because (c) each is used still more in

one person’s total dynamic need system than in another’s, they experience

some unity of dynamic investment over and above their cognitive “aid”

unity. This notion that some, but notall primary abilities may thus become

“fittle sentiments,” achieving the dynamic unity of an effector system calls

for experimental checks in current research. Meanvhile, in moving tenta-

tively toward such specific conclusions let us summarize and label some of

the distinct concepts we have developed in this chapter.
The term ‘agency’ we shall retain to cover both tool aids and effector

proficiencies. These subcategories of agencies refer respectively to origins
primarily by the cognitive consistency transfer principle and to the dynamic

sentiment developmentprinciple. By a proficiency we mean the cognitive

skill part of a dynamic effector system—the last twig on the branch of a

sentiment. Regarding this distinction of the cognitive proficiency part of

a dynamic effector system from its isomorphic dynamic interest part, Jet us

note that, from an early stage in factor-analytic work, a distinction has been

drawn (Cattell, 1964a, p. 187) between a wholistic and a conditional fac-

tor. If, for example, we enter a research with measures of cognitive, tem-
peramental, and dynamic variables, a sentiment of“athletics” will appear
wholistically loading both interests and skills (and perhaps even some tem-
perament). But byrestricting the experimental measurements themselves®
to certain variables, e.g., skills alone or interests alone, or taking condi-
tions of administration in which, say, motivational differences cannot oper-
ate, we restrict our variables conditionally to either cognitive or dynamic
modalities. When such variables are factored, one obtains what have been
called conditional factors or trait descriptions. This Slicing off of variance

which is normally part of a “wholistic” trait has been done frequently and
quite inadvertently by ability researchers when they equalize all motiva-
ee
+ This means altesing and controlling the dynamic stimulus situation, as a rule. Forstample, one might so equalize the motivation situation for everyone eg, by aPowerful, ad hoe, monetary reward, unrelated to the usual motivation system, thatsulerences in that modahty, ie., motivation, cannet contribute variance, Relative° the comesponding “holistic trait, the conditional trait thus factored out is onetom which a whole region of expression has been sliced of.
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tional stimuli as far as possible before testing. For example, there is some

evidence, discussed in the next chapter, that the crystallized intelligence fac-
tor normally loads, in the total normal life behavior, not only the usual
cognitive proficiencies, but also some personality behavior of conscientious-
ness, thoughtfulness, and generalintelfectualinterest. But wetry to give in-

telligence tests in classroom environment where all are constrained to con-
centrate, regardless of their natural thoughtfulness, and thus obtain a
conditional factor, shorn of these features of the wholistic factor,
‘The conditional factor in the cognitive realm for avy structure that is

primarily an effector of a dynamic sentiment ig what we are designating a
proficiency. The dynamic effector factor and the cognitive proficiency fac-
tor have an isomorphism with regard to stimuli and response habits in-
volved which should show up operationally in the “cooperative factor”
phenomenon, Nevertheless (compared to what the “academic” ability tax-

onomist is accustomed to in tool agencies as neat, comprehensible pri-

maries), proficiency patterns are likely to present quite strange and strag-
gling shapes.Forthe sentiment to photographythe proficiency pattern would
include, on the one hand, skills in optics and, on the other, social skills in

assembling portrait groups, and so on, to chemical know-how in develop-
ment, etc. Similarly, if we factored 500 farmers and 500 random others, we

should find (quite apart from the dynamic interest patterns in the wholistic
factor) a conditional, proficiency factor, loading, perhaps, ability to milk
cows, to run straight furrow, and to know good from poor corn.
Although the effector-proficiency factor patterns may be “straggling” and

awkward to design tests for, psychometrically, this is no reason for neglect-
ing them either theoretically or practically, relative to the simple, restricted
type of agency unity we are accustomed to in the aid primaries. The psy-
chometrist whose world embraces only neat rows of primaries may notlike
it, but the fact remains that recognizing the experience of a man who has
been a farmer or a locomotive engineer for twenty years is of importance
in giving an account of, or making any prediction about, his abilities. In-
deed, what weare finding out about the two kinds of agencies, and about
dynamiceffector systems has importance outside the measurement of nar-
row, primary proficiencies. It will soon become evidentthat a good under-

standing anduseof the role and meaning ofthe crystallized general ability

factor itself hinges on this appreciation. Except where the “sentiment-

ability’—effector—patterns are too uncommon and idiosyncratic in the

population, and too narrow anddiverse for profitable recognition,classifica-

tion, and measurement, there would be advantages in recognizing frankly, in

all ability maps, that the common dynamic Jattice structure of Figure 11-2,

as worked out for our culture, is relevant to al) ability structure concepts

and measurements.It certainly implies that someofthe variance in ordinary

primaries, as now measured, belongs notonly to the g and p higher-strata
contributors we have recognizedearly in this book, but also to the action of

relatively straggling higher-strata, dynamic-effector factor patterns. For cx-

ample, among adults some of the variance in numerical performance Is
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likely to be found due to the sentiments, in the occupational field, of “a

housewife” or of belonging to a “number-using profession” such as ac-

countancy. Again, the total measure of a, (verbal ability) must receive

some variance from a “teacher and allied professions” effector pattern,

which will affect predictions from it. .

One further reason why the main psychometric textbooks have given no

real place to the complexity of the effector agencies is that the school psy-

chologist is primarily concerned with children. The rich development of

effector proficiencies is characteristic of adult fife; in school the uniformity

of curriculum divisionsis likely to mold the compartively simple structure of

the primary abilities, factor-analytically recognized at this period. (Twain's

Hucklebery Finn, Wells’s Joan and Peter, and Montagu’s Bron, however,

had a fair array of interesting effector skill patterns developed out of
school hours.)

‘The importance of a taxonomy, as developed here and summarized in
Table 11-2, lies not merely in clarity of description, but in the fact that the

rise and decline, the physiological associations, the genetics, the learning

requirements and—in short—the “fate,” of these structures differs accord-

ing to their kind, The agencies we have recognized as being systemsof skills
that can be broughtto the assistance of any motivational system. They have
a dual nature—zools and aids. The former, as brought out by Ferguson and

by Piaget, are “discoveries” of problem solving concepts that will transfer

positively to many areas, bringing a simultaneous advance in all. The latter

—aids—are also transferable to assist any dynamic system in reachingits

goals, but they owe their unitary character to an individual having to learn

the whole if he learns one part (as in the N primary).

Each proficiency, on the other hand, has its unity established through

being part of a unitary dynamic system, some contributory part of a senti-

ment which we have called an effector, e.g., learning a foreign language,
initially as part of an interest in science; learning the route to X because

one’sgirl friend lives at X. In regard to therelative importance and repe-

TABLE 11-2

Summary of Ability Component Concepts

1. Capacities.: General powers operating through all brain action to affect all
(g's) cognitive performances.

2. Provincials. Powers, limited to the fiunctioning of particular, largely, constitu-
(p's) tional, naturally delimited, neural zones of sensory, and motor

input and output. ,
3. ae 3a, Aids, Acquired Cognitive Skills in the Pattern produced by

transfer, resulting from cognitive consistency (with
secondary reinforcement from 3b).

3b, Proficiencies. (Cognitive parts ofeffectors)
Acquired Cognitive Skills folk
initially defined by
effector system,

U lowing the unitary pattern
the interest formation in a dynamic
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tition and reward, as set out in Equation (11.3) below, it will be evident
that repetition, working over the intrinsic linkages in the stuff of a domain,
is the main producer of the unity of an aid, while a common reward, not
necessarily tied to commonrepetition experience,is the main determiner of
the unity of a proficiency (or the whole effector structure associated with
a proficiency).

In the case of crystallized intelligency—which we have finally written as
a, rather than g,, to bring out the fact that its nature is essentially that of
an agency—one nevertheless encounters an extreme case of an agency, a
Supreme and general agency. It is a collection of agencies having a unitary
factorial structure because all tend to be “taught” by the environment in
mutual proportion. Andsince, in history, culture rarely completely turns a

corner within the space of a couple of generations, this a, measure will in

general remain a tolerable measure of g;. The LQ. by a traditional test, of

the omnibusvariety, will work roughly.
Nevertheless, the discoveries to be made about agencies and proficien-

cies, will give us an understanding of important differences in a, and gy. It

is true that at the present moment, barely past the conception of the two
kinds of agencies, research has little to tell us about how the rate of acquisi-
tion, the permanence, and the predictive utilities of aids and proficiencies
differ. But the theory indicates many respects in which they would be ex-
pected to differ, and which experiment can pursue. More of these differ-
ences may becomeapparent in examining, in the next section, moreclosely,
the learning and motivational interactions of abilities.

8 THE FORMAL EQUATIONS
CONCERNING MOTIVATION AND
LEARNING EXPERIENCE IN
RELATION TO ABILITY

STRUCTURE

The present chapter has aimed to explain the

development ofability in relation to learning theory, and in doing so has

recognized that ability structure, at a given moment, is the child both of

previous abifity structure and of temperament and motivation. The latter is

especially importantin that the patterns of “effectors”—which are parts of

dynamic sentiment systems—determine the pattern of “proficiencies. ° In

the present section we aim to putthis into precise equations, relating ability

structure to motivation and learning in a formal way. The student not yet

ready in backgroundfor this formulation might do well to skip it on a first

reading. . ; .

In such formulation ofthe relations ofability to personality and motiva-

tion, it will clarify thinking if we notice that the relations can be studied in

two ways: : ; _ ;

(1) In terms of immediate functional relationships of traits in being.

That js to say, we ask howa given piece of behavior can be accounted for

by a combination of the individual's abilities, interests, and temperament
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traits acting, as they stand at their given score levels, at the given moment.

This is usually expressed in the standard specification equation already

encountered in several instances in this book, and formally stated with full

generality in Equation (11.7) below. It is our plan to present ample evi-

dence on such relationships in the next Chapter—Chapter 12. .

(2) In terms of developmental relations and personalhistory. This is the

concern of the present chapter where we ask howinterests, congenital abili-

ties, and reward experience produce the structures that are seen by cross-

sectional factor analyses.

Let us dismiss (1) to Chapter 12 with the brief reminder in the general

form of (11.1), which is best designated the Present Action Specification

Equation.

Gy. = BysAy + By P, + dja Di + specifics & error (11.1)

Here whatin a fully expanded equation would normally be a whole series of

unitary ability traits, e.g., agencies—A,;, A, etc.—has been for brevity

represented bya single A only. Similarly, a whole series of the individual’s

personality trait scores are represented by P, only; and a wholeseries of his

dynamic traits, .g., ergic tension levels, by a D. (The subscript i simply

says it is the A or P or D scoreof a given individual.) This linear equation

states that the magnitude of any actis to be regarded as a function of the

total personality represented by A’s, P’s and D’s. The different weights,i.c.,

behavioral indices (Joadings from factor analysis or tangents from a bivari-

ate curve plot), bj., bj, bjz—will be peculiar to each operating trait and the

given focal stimulus j. Incidentally this equation could be carried—even

as a present action equation—to greater precision by adding (1) a sub-

script k, for the general nonfocal, ambient stimulus situation, to the b’s;

(2) adding states or state liability terms, S’s or L’s, and (3) introducing

modulator coefficients, s,’s, for the situations in (1) as they affect state

liabilities and the D (motivation strength) terms.

To refresh the reader’s memory on this present situation equation, it
may be appropriate to add that the technical means by which the nature of
the unitary traits is discovered, as well as the mannerofgetting the individ-
ual’s Score upon each, will be familiar from statistical texts on factor anal-
ysis. The behavioral indices, b’s, also come from the factor analysis. The
class of ability traits represented by A here could, in conformity with
our whole analysis, be represented in actuality by subclasses, notably (1)
a set of agency components (2's), (2) certain provincial organizational
components (p's), and (3) general capacity components (g’s), each with
separate characteristic weights. But since among these will be a number
offactors, ¢.g., agencies as primaries, capacities as secondaries, commonly
found at differentstrata levels, this would take us to a “complex order”
specification equation in which lower-order factors are bereft of that part
of their variance which belongs in higher factors. The psychometry of
such mixed steata equations, involving the Schmid-Leiman and Cattell-
White formula, is complex and must be i i
(Cate19680). < left to discussion elsewhere
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The wayin which existent ability structure Operates (in company with
personality and motivation) in determining a person’s level on some par-
ticular, new performance is one thing, and the way in which ability struc-
tures themselves grow out of existing structures is quite another. In mov-
ing to the latter we are basically concerned no longer with predicting aj,
but with predicting some increment in ay Which can be written ayes)
wherety is thefirst time of measurement andt, is the second,thus: ™

Fj (to~ty) = Bijte — Ajty

A person’s ultimate level on any ability, will, of course, be the summa-
tion or integral of these increments from the time a, may be said to have

been zero. The typical learning theorist of the past, who has been bivariate
rather than multivariate in his methods, has plotted learning curves of one
variable, a;, against time, repetitions or rewards. But if we are to succeed
at all in the comprehensive purpose of linking structure with learning ex-
perience we mustuse the greater power of a multivariate learning theory.

Thatis to say, since an ability factor A, is recognized as a pattern in a;, a,

a, etc., and is scored as a sum of these, we need to show that the im-

provementsin a, a, a, etc., are such as to create the pattern, and we need

also to be able to write an equation like (11.1) above for A, the trait

itself, as well as aj, a;, etc., the separate components.

To attack this learning problem adequately it is necessary to resort to

the recently developed multivariate learning theory incorporating what has
been called the three-vector learning model. The latter states that whereas

the learning theorist in the past has been content to describe the learning

change as (aj. — ain) it needs to be more analytically represented as a

change in the behavioral indices (b’s), the srait levels (T’s), and the
modulating indices (s’s) for interests. If we take from (11.1) only one

trait of each kind, for simplicity of representation, then we have:

Ajit; = bjat,Aity + bypePitr + djaeSaDinr (11.2a)

Ayjty = DyateAita + DyptaPrte + brateSateDite (11.2b)

Jt will be seen that three types of change can be represented on the

right. First, the learning between t; and t, has changedthetrait strengths,

and this can be written as a vector oftrait change, thus:

(Au, — Ait) + (Pitz — Pit) + Dae — Dit)

Secondly, the behavioral indices, b’s may have changed. That is to say

the individual has learnt new ways of combining his traits to produce an

improved result. The change vector (a vector is simply a series of num-

bers) here becomes:

(Bisty — hats) (Oypt2 — apts) t+ Qate — bard)

i i be modulated
Thirdly, but in respect only to traits and states that can

by a situation (which Ieaves out the A’s and P's), the individual may Jean

to be moreinterested in a given performance. Thatis to say, his motivation
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D, mayitself be more stimulated when he comes again to that situation.

Thus if there were three D’s in (11.1) (instead of the one we took for

simplicity) the modulation change vector would be:

Gaity — Sait) (Saot2 — Sdot1) Saate — Sagt:)

‘The researcher in the “learning of abilities” thus has a moreintelligible,

meaningful analysis of the learning change itself when he uses the three-

yector model. But he still has to discover experimentally the Jaws which

connect the changes in these three vectors with the experiences of reward

and conditionsof repetition in learning. The hypothesis used in the new and

very recent experimental work on structured learning theory regarding gain,

Aijctg—ty»» from session t, to ty (Cattell, 1971a) can be stated in equation

form as follows:

Biidts—ty = DistyAies + BinesPits + bjtPaty + Djest,(Exp _- Eia)t:Saity {11.3)

where E,is the ergic tension at the end and E,, at the beginning of the par-

ticular learning experience. Thus the last term represents the magnitude of

reward (reinforcement) at the end of each learning session, while S,,., shows

the excitation level of the cognitive system a at the time. Both are multiplied

by whatever constant b,s,, proves to be experimentally indicated. Note

here that it is assumed that personality factors, P’s, and dynamic factors,

D’s, will not themselves change with this kind of learning. But in other

situations a formulation of change would be in order.

The level of a person in an element (variable) in an ability factor, A,,

after n learning experiences (t, to t,) may be represented (assuming for

simplicity that a, is at zero at t,) by the definite integral:?

tan tan ‘ton ten

to a,dt = [- bjaAidt -+ [-o b,pPidt + /tagHDA

t=n

+ [ bjes(Eir — Ejz)S,idt (11.4)

* Incidentally, equations (11.3) and (11.4) must be treated as an initial statement,

needing further qualification, as to what makes the familiar learning curve, because
we know that in fact, repetition tends to bring growth in a), eventually to a plateau,
whereas (11.3) is linear. One suspects that a) Teaches a plateau for each individual
largely because the general capacities—g’s—and provincial powers—p'’s—(being
substantially dependent on physiological limits) do not lead to Positive feedback as
do the a's in the upswinging part of the learning curve but reach a genetic limit.
Meanwhile the rewards in the form of {E, — E,) decrease toward zero, because time
and teward cannot be spread indefinitely over all the areas of possibly “desirable”
learning. There are but 24 hours in a day, so the increments eventually fall to zero
Romatter how substantial the g's and p's. Moreover, as the work of Fleishman (1954)
an pfTucker (1966) indicates, the b’s change in magnitude according to the level
maces Pane su (declining to zero at the plateau level). The pioneer experi-
mental meneos at different levels of learning by Tucher and Fleishman

yoy ‘ & in our understanding of the roles of abilities i adi
abilities, as set out in general form in equation (11.3). abilities in building
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if
them the levels of several People on ay are compared, the differences amon
1 can be due to (a) the original differences in their A, P, and D t it
evels, (b) differences in the reward and arousal cumulative) “ex ‘enced,
and (c) differences in frequency of enc i vely experienced,
in n. It follows that the factorial structurewane the learning situation, ie,
through a, can reflect these three sourcesin varying a aedSemmes: a

the form of the crystallizedintelligence source trait, a ith ‘been sugaredthat a . eee ° , Ag, has been suggested
at a major Part of the determination of its “shape” is through a pre-

N(ntsAatti) inteligence. In the case of aids (such as Thurstone’s

lenents . i %) it has been hypothesized that a common across the
proficiencies(such orthetfictor Unity. By contrast, in the generation of
man) it has been hy th SKI 5 which makethe repertoire of a good sales-

E,) has bound th ypothesize that a common reward experience (E, —
point to a Ne ; . fie Into a unitary ability pattern. It is not so easy to

acquisition of amability,thoughome meme ening a form ot

(F factor) favorin ach tonen One can surmise that a high surgency
a pattern of soei iB muck social interaction when in groups might develop

te social skills in a surgent individual, such as the “social intelli-

gence” conceived by Thorndike.
With this brief “skeleton” of equations indicating the application of

structured learning theory to research on the development ofability, it may

assist understanding to turn to a concrete case—and a return to the rela-

tion of fluid to crystallized general intelligence provides such a case, How-
ever, in leaving the above formulations it should be pointed out that for
the able student these precise statements of a theoretical model can be

the beginning of major advances in the field through well-designed experi-

Ment.

The issue to which we are alerted by these equations (in contrast to tradi-

tional learning theory) is the role of existing A, P, and D sourcetraits in

generating new structures and the possible role of S—state of arousallevel.

Some readers may have been taken aback by the final and explicit
“demotion” in the last chapter of g. from a power—a peer among the g's

—to the status of an agency or acquired product. The change of concep-

tion, and the change of symbolism from g, to a, (the most general of

agencies), will come hard after years of writing g. and the habit (never

however, entirely justified) of thinking of g, as the twin brother of g,. The

fact is that erystallized intelligence has all the properties of an agency. It

mimics a general capacity by its great breadth, but this breadth exists only

in one culture (and sometimes only in a school system) whereas fluid

intelligence, speed, and retrieval, are as broad as biology, and run through

mental performances in different cultures as ubiquitously as moisture

through the world’s atmosphere. Nevertheless, a, is unique among the agen-

cies in having, relative to any of them now known, a tremendous span over

any sample ofintellectual performances and also in being the special off-

spring of a particular capacity, namely g, (whereas ail others appear as com-
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plex derivatives of various g's and p's). Thus, at the cost of a sharp break

with history, we must no longer represent fluid and crystallized intelligence

as the king and queenof the abilities, but rather as a father and his family of

children—a well-knit and unified family, but still an aggregate of separate

“agencies.” It is strictly an a,, not a g., and it would be best so to desig-
nate it henceforth, .
On this basis, let us inspect its growth more closely. According to our

initial sketch (Figure 6-2, page 123) the unitary character of a, arises

from what might appear an accidental (or, at any rate not necessary)

circumstances of high overlap of two powerful factors in our lives—fluid

intelligence and common school learning. But what exactly is “common

school learning?” From the formula (11.3) above for the growth of an

ability, it is evident that this is no passively received imprint from a cur-

riculum. It involves the experience of a living individual, whose dynamics

are represented by the P's and D's of that equation. What we have been

connoting by common school experience is really the likelihood of certain
repeated learning experiences having, simultaneously across all of them,

large b and E terms applied te the shared g, p, a, P, and D factors. That is

to say, we are recognizing that the “common experience” has so far, for

convenient approximation, been sketched as more ofa unity thanit actually

is. The impact of a number of personality factors, and, especially, an un-

even distribution of interests will make the investment of g, relatively

uneven, And even within the ability part of the equation itself, we now

realize through (11.3) that the learning is not through g, alone, but de-

pends on weights on several factors. Let us represent the relations we are

to discuss concretely, though with guessed, approximate factual values,i

the data of an experiment in Table 11-3.

The studentwill realize that the values in any row in a factor matrix—

which is what Equation (11.2) or (11.3) is—are the b’s in the specifica-

tion equation which say by what weight each factor is to be brought in to
predict the level of the variable named at the end of the row. The b
describes the relevance or potency of the factor for that kind of learning.
For discussion let us simplify loadings to rounded one-decimal-place fig-
ures, as shown in Table 11-3(b) A. (Let us repeat that these are not
exactfigures from a particular experiment, but representative central val-
ues from several experiments.)

Our concern is with the learning gain in several aspects of the school

curriculum, but Since We may suppose the children started from zero, the
a is also their present level. We are thus in the domain of equation
(11.3), but since actual research has not yet progressed to that level and
form of analysis, we shall su; i currlysis, ippose a formulation closer
factor-analytic model, as in (11.5). "© the a
Au = bref+ baaM, + byaD, + briL, (plus specifics and errors) (11.5)

This states that an individual’s level i ility i2 on a particular ability in school,Agresults from his level of fluid intelligence, gy; the gootlness of his
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Powers of memorizing, M; thelevel of the dynamic trait or traits, D
cerned with his motivation: and : ats: My COn-s a a; and the totality of the fearning conditi
(repetition, reinforcement) which, to shorten the ex; i i ve fea
sion reduction, (E, — E : the expression with ergic ten-1. 1) and arousal, S, as in equation (11.4) we repre-
con by L. The simplification in (11.5) consists in taking L out oF its
factoradditives letting it operate in a simpler model as just another

fact factor analysis of the given correlation matrix, (11-3a) yields the
r matrix (11~3b), part A. Here we see that five tests—vocabulary,

Scometry, knowledgeofliterature, knowledgeof history, and algebra per
formance—are unique in sharing loadings on all four factors as follows:

be & fluid ability demand, (2) L, learning (time taught and reinforce-
ent in school), (3) D, the commoninterest (motivation) across school

subjects (which could be called need for school achievement) and (4) M,

goodness of memory, Otherabilities, such as chess (not taught in school)
and drawing skill are in some of these, but not all. Consequently (Note:
the correlations in Table 11-3(a) can be obtained as the “inner products”

of the rows concerned in the factor matrix, 11-3(b)A), although aif these

cognitive variables will tend to correlate positively, the really high correla-

tions (such as could yield an unrotated general factor) occur, in Table

11-3 (a), amongthesefive.

Nowin Chapter 6 we havealready noted that there tends—forhistorical

pedagogic reasons—to be a coincidence between the activities chosen for

the school curriculum and those which happen to demand high fluid intel-

Higence. This means that the L factor values (column 2 in 11-3(b)A)—
the time and reinforcement in school learning—will be substantial in this

core, a little less in subjects like athletics and singing, and zero in garden-

ing and motorcycling (also zero in some high g-loaded performances, like
chess and culture-fair test use, which we have included here for another
reason). The tendency for high values in column f to go with high values

in column 2 (which would be more evident if we cut out 7 and 8 as
artificial and had space to continue 15 and 16 into a host of other every-
day and recreational activities like dishwashing!) is an instance of what is

knownin factor analysis as the action of cooperative factors.

Any phenomenon of cooperative factors, i.¢., two independent factors

manifestly settling on the same set of targets, merits inquiry, and this

important case particularly does so. Actually, the essential explanation of

this overlap has already been offered in Chapter 6 (page 117). The “cor-

onet” of areas of fine judgmental skills, which clings like a circlet of intel-

lectual gems around the brow of education in most advanced cultures,

derives, as a curriculum in our western culture, from the trivium and

quadrivium of the medieval schools, enriched by the Renaissance addition

of scientific and humanistic interests. It has seemed reasonable to the

schools of the last two centuries to continue to teach these intelligence~

demanding subjects~even when they did not apply too obviously to the

workaday proficiencies of the average man’s job, (As we have scen, the
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illusion that they justify retention as intelligence-generating (by transfer)

as well as intelligence-demanding exercises was dispelled by the researches

of psychologists early in this century.) But the movement to shift to what

is merely useful and applicable, in regard to job and everyday sociallife,

lost its force because the crescendo of cultural complication threw up new

and equally intelligence-demanding subjects of the Jevel of complexity and

intellectual challenge shown by chemistry, computer science, and physics

and which are also necessities for the new kinds ofjobs}! Latin may have

fallen by the wayside, but the rest of the scholars’ original intelligence-

involving subjects, e.g., mathematics, have preserved their scholastic

hegemony and newareasof the same quality have been added.

“General life experience” (no matter what the “progressive-casual”

movementin education says) does not necessarily exercise g, at all strongly.

Everyday life may be better lived if g, is strongly exercised, but there is no

force to see that daily life gets that application. A statistically slender

byproduct from a research by the present writer years ago gives a clue here.

Tt was found in a group of diverse school performances whose “intelligence

saturation” (factor loading: rate of increase of score with incteased en-

dowment and application of intelligence) was known, that a negative

correlation of about ~0.8 existed between the g-demandof a school subject
and its popularity as voted by students. This rather vital observation has

apparently not been checked by educators, but it suggests that people will

TABLE 11-3

Numerica} Exemplification of the Correlational and Loading

Relationships of Fluid and Crystallized Intelligence, Time

in School, Interest in School, Memory, and Achievement

{a} CORRELATION MATRIX oF VARIABLES, CONSISTENT Witt FACTOR MATRIX BELOW

1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Wl12 13: (#14 «+15 ~=16

(se A845 43 AG CSL 38636t 3633 40 2230.24 S09
2 |48 4437344145 3030 2773302129224 08.06
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6|51 45 41 38 42 .47 30 30 29.26 35 30.25 11 07

19
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7 (36 3018 18 30303636 3024120612 060606
& {36 30.18 18 30 30 06 12 .06 .06 06

07

: 36.36 (30. 2412
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|
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Vanables bear same numbers as in (b) below,
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(b) Factor Matrix, ano Correzations Usep as Basis FOR WEIGHTING

B. Correlations of
Tests with Estimated
Scores on Achieve-
ment, Crystallized

 

A. Factor Matrix (Ortho) Intelligence and

(Loadings = Correlations Present Fluid

with Factors*) Intelligence?

gt L D Ach, ag Ble

1, Vocabulary 6 3 2 3 73 75

2. Geometry 5 3 3 al 63 66

3._ Literature 3 3 3 4 64

4. History 3 3 2 A 59

0

a
l
a 3

8. Culture-Fair Classification _-

9. Chess Success

10. Life Problems . .

a

: « 7

11. Spelling
3

35

2
3

2 3

12, Drawing
ah 3 2 a .

3. 3 ol 45
3 1

3
1

w
a
l
a

  13. Music and Linguistics 2

14, School Sports : 3
=

L . . «

15, Gardening
al

-

16, Cycling
a

.

Fluidintelligence at time of being in school.  a=
L

=

Length of schooling time. | | .

D

=

Dynamicinterest inschooling jearning at the time.

M
memior:

a

Generaloooent
i nts.appropriately given to assessing it as a cluster)

Ach. School achievement (weig!

ay Crystallized Intelligence .

Bf, = Fluid intelligence at present time.
;

2 Normally, with oblique factors, loadings do not equal correlations.
tisth

in

b

i i is esti
indicated, and is thus

2 in b is the centroid whenge iS estimated only from the tests indicated, ;

natidentical with
ge in a both because of error of estumate and because itis ata later

time. Similarly Achievement (Ach) and crystallized intelligence (2g) are estimate

only from the chosen variables agreed to represent each.

(c) CorreLations AMONG
ACHIEVEMENT, FLUID INTELLIGENCE AND CrySTALLIZED

INTELLIGENC:ENCE 1 2 3

1. Fluid Intelligence 1.00 50 42

5
5 1.00 93

2. Crystalhzed Intell. 4 3 1'00

3. Achievement

they need to learn provided it does not demand much

‘ould be interested to sce the experiment
learn willingly what

‘coaches, specifically in types of
hard thinking! (A psychologist w'

repeated with various branches and appr
‘col tue

psychology courses, in relation to choice by the average psychology

dent!) In our culture the implication is generally accepted, a5 a really of

jife, that children play games, learn hunting, do clay modeling, iscus

emotionally-excit
ing literature, go on action parades, paint pictures, © i

almost on their own, but that involvement 10 more abstract an
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disciplinary thinking needs a (usually compulsory) school organization. That

the school concentrates (relative to the nonschool world) on the higher ge

saturated subjects is thus, historically and in terms of a viable culture, not

an accident, but a necessity in the interests of human progress. In short,

the parallelism that would exist in columns 1 and 2 in Figure 11-3, if

continued over a wider range of activities, has, like most other instances of

cooperative factor patterns, a systematic cause.

The role of the dynamic interest, D, and memory ability, M, column

values will be discussed more in a moment. Meanwhile let us first note the

“product variables” in Table 11-3(b)B. They are the products of the

contributors—intelligence, interest, etc—we have just been discussing, but

assembled in commonly labelled major patterns—achievement and crystal-

lized intelligence—instead of being left as single curriculum variables. The

first column “Ach” shows correlations with variables representative of

performances that normally would go with equal weight into a total meas-

ure of school achievement. That is to say, we have simply added up each
individual's grades on all subjects in the curriculum and have given him a

total school achievement score. Although the subjects go in with equal
weight into the achievementtotal they do notfinish up with equal correla-

tion with the achievement vector, because they are variously correlated

among themselves, and the eventual actual outcome in correlations is as

shown in column 1. The second column consists of the kinds of perform-

ance (four of them) which are normally judged to demand high intelli-

gence, and becauseof this andtheir high loading on a centroid through the

cluster formed (see Table 11-3(a)), they are incorporated usually in

traditional intelligence tests. (Geometry is not usually included as such,

but its reasoning problems are.) The third column considers only the

measures (7 and 8) which have neither school time in common, nor

memory power, nor any effect from common interest—these are the

culture-fair tests, taken as the best measuresofg,.

The loadings of all variables involved, upon the centroid of each of
thesethreeoS“t variables can be computed, and they are the numbers

columns. Although the crystallized intelligence factor, ag

(column 2) uses achievementvariables, it giveslittle weight to such things
as drawing, athletics, etc., and the low values have been omitted alto-
gether. Although the a, has still less correlation with the “nonintellectual”
school subjects, it is still much contaminated—relative to Ze, the culture-
ae test—with L, D, and M. Indeed, as seen starkly here, it is rather an
henitpecan wayofgoing about the estimation of g-—at least,

11-3. Certainly, to form our estimateatyy ss i i ane in Table

glass darkly, as the correlation of0. ibeTnchee Hough 8» -5 in Table 11-3(c) shows.Some juctifieati .ie ne justification for using Q, aS a measure for essential intelligence,
iefor n ina culturally uniform group comes from the fact that the L

ution—if not D and M—is a pretty constant contribution for allindividuals over much of the school Period. But for comparisons of per-
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sonsin different subcultures, the method is poor, because the L values are

now different. Even in one culture, as children grow up and go their dif-

ferent ways as adult citizens, the traditional test obviously becomes in-

creasingly misleading, as we shall sce factually in Chapter 14.

Table 11-3(c) shows the actual correlations among the three concepts

—achievement, crystallized and fluid intelligence—worked out among the

vectors constituted by the three centroids from Table 11-3(b)B. Thatis

to say, assuming that achievement, 2,, and gp were estimated with perfect

validity on the basis of variables there used and others like them, how

would the three intercorrelate? It will be seen that achievement and crystal-

lized intelligence correlate better than the formerdoeswith fluid intelligence.

As discussed in Chapter 15,this is taken frequently by teachers as an in-

dication that they are more valid than culture-fair tests. But, in fact, it

shows merely that they are more contaminated with the particularcriterion

which, in this case, they happen to be trying to predict. With other life

criteria from other areas in which we believe the expression of intelligence

to be important, their relative positions would be quite different.

9. THE DISTINCTION OF

DEVELOPMENTA
L AND ACTION

STRUCTURES,
AND THE

CHANGING PATTERN OF

CRYSTALLIZED
INTELLIGENCE

Two further very fundamental questions will

occur to the student looking at the analysis in T:‘able 11-3, the essence of

which is reproduced in geometric form in Figure 11-3. First, there is the

theoretical question “How is it that we have been speaking of a, as a factor

FIGURE 11-3

rat

Crystallized Intelligence as 2 nd as a Source Trat
Surface ai
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whenthe groupingofthe six variables here (Figure 11-3) wouldindicate
qhat they are behaving only as a correlation cluster or surface trait?” Sec-

ondly, there is the more practical question, “Tf ag 1s the overlap and sum-

mation of fiuid ability with amountof school experience (L), interest (D),

memory (M), why do we not simply call this composite product school

achievement?” (This concernsthe difference of column 1 and column 2in

Table 11-3(b)B.) Since we distinguish achievement and crystallized intel-

Vigence, what is the rationale for picking out the longest vectors in this

common space—variables 1, 2, 5, and 6—asthe basis of crystallized intel-

ligence?” Since such questions may well have occurredearlier to the reader,

one feels apologetic for neglecting them, but an adequate answer was not

possible before sharpening the concepts treated in the last two sections.

Forclarity and brevity of illustration, the data of Table 11-3 has been

reproduced graphically in Figure 11-3 (which we have simplified by repre-

senting the factors L, D, and M which are only tangential to the argument

as a single composite vector). In this drawing, the usual convention is

followed of drawing any two tests as unit length vectors such that the

cosine between them equals the experimentally given correlations, Factors

are then coordinates, and initially, in 11~3(a), only two are shown. (This

is a true two-dimensional diagram; but in 11-3(b) it has been necessary

to draw three dimensions in perspective in two space.) The bunch of

vatiables that shares both g, and (L, D, M) loadings, and therefore con-

sists of a definite correlation cluster, is shown by the variable numbers 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, as identified in Table 11-3. However, tests are repre-

sented by the points at the end of the vectors rather than by drawing

in the vector lines too, in order to keep the drawing free of confusion.

Normally the “‘coronet” ofvariables, 1, 2, 3, etc., which load high both on

gr and with emphasis in the school curriculum factor (L, D, M) would

appearsimply as a cluster of vectors, as shown in 11-3(a).

Regardless of details of representation, the important fact that Figure

11-3(a) graphically brings to our attention is that this set of variables

initially has no claim to being a simple structure factor. There is no hyper-

plane (seen on edge as nebulae of points at right angles to g, and (L, D,
M)for this cluster in 11~3{a) as there is for g, and (L, D, M). It is
merely a cluster—a surface trait—segregating enough from the rest of
those variables we normally add together to measure school achievement
for us to call it crystallized intelligence rather than achievement. (Inci-

Mtally, up to thispoint, the clarity of this separation, like the separation
spplied by any evidence aboutclusters, $s unsatisfactory and incapable of
Baneusfrom conceptual vagueness and disputes of opinion.)

in Chapters Sandeauroduce a hypothesis, Supported by the facts given

ove, that at some point a, “graduates” from being a
cluster and takes on

a

life of its own as 2 factor. This is shown operation-
ally by its developing a hyperplane and producing a new, third dimension.
as shownin Figure 11~3(b). What brings about this development from aProduct to an influence? A possible action of this kind has been discussed
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under “aids.” For there we have supposed that an agency as a tool tends

open up the possibility of grasping further tools, and that an agency as

a . : :
proficiency tends to be consciously recognized and to receive reinforce-

ment through the emotional satisfactions of the self-sentiment. In either

influence, catalyzing

case, what was a product becomes a more autonomousi

its own growth, appearing statistically as an interaction effect and operating

as an influence, now partly independentofits origins, upon several spe-

cific intellectual performances. In the case of the agency, 4, the integration

of acquired verbal and reasoning skills escalates into a self-propagating

unitary agency, invoked in a wide array of performances.

In terms of experimental evidence, the question of whether a hyper-

planeis visible for this new factor is even more important than whether a

test of numberof factors establishes the need for an extra factor. Actually,

in the experimental data gathere:
h a hyperplane is found

;
din Chapter 5, suc

readily enough. The
veral “‘culture-fair”

ag hyperplane showsitself in se

performances, from the fluid ability factor which involves no school work;

in rote learning performances, in skills in school and elsewhere that involve

litte or no “intelligence,” and in personality factors (see Figure 6-1)

which involve no ability of any kind. These are the things which the ag

factor shows that it does not affect, and which, as a hyperplane, have zero

loadingonit.

For the sake of establishing principles governing the kind of cluster-to-

factor development occurring here (as well as in other instances in psy-

chology) current research needs to concentrate on the ways—so far largely

hypothetically
stated here—in which a surface trait tends to become @

source trait (factor or influence). The two main processes here suggested

a sentiment effector—

—aid (tool) transfer effects and dynamic unity as 4

have been sketched above as hypothetically so acting in the case of crystal-

lized ability. In more detail, one can see that the first principle works.

through the cognitive consistencies and overlaps inherentin the gy saturated

school subjects which enable each to help progress 12 the others. Geog:

raphy makes history more intelligible; history adds to the meaning of

Niterature; mathematics is
tool in every science, notably in economics,

chemistry, and physics; and vocabulary helpsall. An increment of judg-

mental capacity in one js likely to bring about an increment—smalle
r but

real—in all. Further, it is reasonable to suppose that the multiplied pos-

sibilities of associational links provide & basis for the rise—when sufficient

Br is present—of
higher-order

relation eductions.It
is these relations higher

me tendency to develop into three distinct, Jess broad “group” factors,

cht be expected from the

6 If anything, $0!
°

one in the arts, one jn Jiterature, one in
b

0

four school curriculum, in terms of the cognitive consistencies
and

telligence test structures, such as the division

natural structure ©

transfers that should operate.
€

into “verbal” and “qu satiye’ categories 19 the college entrance, seem to assume

such patterns, but firm evidence for any such major separate factor
nuclei within the

main crystallized general ability factor js lacking still. Conceivably,
the division may

appear too late in school life to gain any separate variance as abilities—as distinct

from achievements.
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in the hierarchy that are presumably able to transfer more effectively to

new ficlds—mathematical, statistical and logical relations would be in-
stances—and thus make an individual’s possession of a, something which
operates over a wide field of both old and newcognitive problem-solving.

Onthe dynamicside, unity is guaranteed by the demonstrated (Cattell,
Sweney, and Radcliffe, 1960) existence of a “sentiment to school work and
the school.” Experimental, objective, dynamic studies also show that a
conception of oneself as a good or an unenthusiastic scholar gets in-
corporated in the general self-regarding sentiment (Gorsuch, 1965; Horn,
1965). Thus reinforced and integrated by consciousrealization and emo-
tional investment, it is no wonder that the crystallized general ability
pattern quickly takes on the character of an independent, productive,
self-perpetuating, and expandinginfluence in any learning or problem-solv-
ing situation that the individual encounters.

If this explanation continues to fit new data, it will suffice also to givean answer to the second of our opening questions, namely: “Why are wenot content to call a, just “scholastic achievement?” A first answer hasalready been given in connection with equations (11.1) and (11.2) above,namely, that achievement as a whole is dependent on many factors, someof which—like rote memory, M, and bodily dexterity—have operatedwithout any teaming-up with g,. Such rote knowledgeor athletic skill isnot an essential part of that command of complex relations across manyCognitive areas that we call ag, and that is capable of operating acrossMany areas. A second reason for conceptually separating them is thatwhile there is comparatively little doubt about the areas of study in which& produces its harvest of az, there is considerable disagreement among

intelligence factor, a debate wi
battery. Should it include grades for athletics? Should singing and musicbe counted as two sub-tests or one? And should the scoring weight forcooking and home economics be the sameas that for chemistry? The de-finition of a, has been, with many psychologists, it is true nothing moreprecise than that of a Preferred cluster—as witness countless traditionaltieneneeics It has amounted to designating a mediey of “higherintel-tens (b),Neceseanigment variables as shown in column 1 in Table
appreciable weights still will
this Justification, to achievem
sheer rote memory,
wifery from ge.

Onthe other hand, w siformances on a, factor, ae negens sethe sense of being local t
achievement Correlation

Parates out from these per-
‘™m which, though arbitrary in
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functional unity because of the dropping out of the numerous nonintelli-

gent, atomistically specific habits which have little or no transfer value in

learning, and no common recognized part in a self-conscious sentiment.

Because of their isolation from the hierarchy of relations, they do not

continue to grow, and they constitute part of a new unitary influence in

cognitive action and development. Such a character belongs, as far as

present evidence goes, only to the spearhead collection of complex, trans-

ferable relations, concepts, and judgmental skills we call crystallized intel-

ligence.

_ Any lingering doubts we have as to why the molten metal offluid intel-

ligence when poured into the definite school curriculum mold should

create so unitary and influential a factor pattern aS ag, maybe reasonably

doubted in view of the fact that we have been content all along to accept

just such transfer, cognitive consistency, and commonlearning experiences

as sufficient to explain the more limited unitariness within each of the

primary ability agencies themselves. The theoretical position on which we

have finally converged is one in which a,is definitely of the same qualita-

tive nature and species as any single agency. It is not a capacity or power.

A decentcaution in reaching of emphasizingthis conclusion is nevertheless

appropriate because of its uniqueness among the a’s in sheer size and in

the great range ofits effects. Indeed,if this pervasiveness of the predictive

power of a, has not so constantly manifested itself in school intelligence

researches, psychologists would not have been so Jong hypnotized and mis-

led by its full-moon face into taking it as the concept of intelligence, and

as the modelforall intelligence test design.

Somereluctance
among psychologists to n

gence from a gto ana maypersist from a less rational ca

one has long been accustomed to regard it, in its demonstrated role asa

second-order factor, i
well as the rank of its

“general power” peers. That factor-stratum
level should not be considered

at all closely related to properties has already been argued here. Neverthe-

less, the undoubted experimental fact of its higher-stratum
level, showing

that it shares some appreciable variance with each of several primary

abilities, could confer some special propertics upon it. In the sense that

the height of a hierarchy depends on the breadth ofits base, the cumula-

tive contribution of the “committee” of primary agencics confers a level of

abstractive capacity to 4, whichis unrivalled by any a- The question arises

whether it may also be unrivalled by ge—at least after g, declines. Is it

possible that the only arca in which gr ca exercise its most complex rcla-

tion eductionsis in a. and that no restricted arca~—as in some single a—

suffices? In specific terms, can 2 high &¢ find sufficient room10 spread is

wings only in a world philosophy, and not in numerical ability or spatia

or verbal skills? The fact that, SO far, culture-fair intelligence tests, ine

volving comple ions in the spatial domain, have proved complex

enough to puzzic eminent philosophers,
and toload as high as anything yct

jon-perceiving capacity running across al] areas,

tried on the general relati

“demote” crystallized intelli-

use, namely, that
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argues against a broad base of knowledge or many sensory areas being

necessary to permit higher relations. Crystallized intelligence is a repository

for some of the highest among the abstractions mastered by g,, butits cul-

tural content is not essential for a severe exercise of gy. The uniqueness of

a, among the a’s resides in the high generality of useful application of the

abstractions stored in it, not necessarily in their level of complexity. The

best conclusion today would seem to be that a, is the most general of agen-

cies, but still an agency, and not a capacity or power.

Jn summarizing this summit view of our theory of ability structure as

such, two emphases perhaps need to be made, even if at the cost of some

repetition. First, in virtually all of the classes of concepts in Figure it-1

—capacities, powers, Or organizations, and agencies—we must recognize

(a) that the triadic classification is according to fotal properties and defi-

nitely is not simply by factor-stratum position, ie., breadth, which is only

one source of evidence, and (b) that although each influence appears as

a unitary factor, nevertheless, we have also the conceptual alternative, at

any level below the top stratum, of considering and treating it develop-

mentally as the result of a set of components. In the case of the agencies

these are the components contributed by the capacities, by the provincials,
and specifically by those aid or effector proficiences which accountfor the

rise of the agency as a primary structure. For example, in numerical ability

wecan literally estimate the numericalability factor as a whole, as it stands
as a primary. Alternatively, we can deal only with the component due to

the specific primary when the second-order and higher-order factors have

been partialled out. This is initially just a factor-analytic concept—the

“stub” that remains in any primary when the secondary is taken out. But

the stub probably also has a precise psychological meaning as the aid, of

effector part contribution, apart from g,. One can analyze out yet again the

component which is from the visual and auditory organization—the pro-
vincial powers. And lastly, one can evaluate the third componentin it,

whichis the contribution to its growth from fiuid general intelligence.

. The guestion of what the correct conceptual and experimental answer

is in regard to these components arose earlier in the neurological discus-

sions of Chapter 8, where we asked whether an individual’s level of func-
oning on a provincial “neural organization,” such as visualization power,
Pyis to be considered apart from the contribution which fluid general
annyhannoeaepower or after fluid general ability has contributed

factor analyst will reco; ize both Presently functioning whole). As the
they have their equivalents ‘ on are operationally Possible concepts, for

distinct ways of cutting up the factor-

White 1 hia (cnt representable by two
~Walte formula (Cattell, 1964) which pulls

aateach svanum the factor as an organic whole (though overlapping

: holes), and the Schmid-Leiman formula (Cattell, 1964)
which refers each concept to that non-overlapping * fic” p:
“stub” remaining after all higher-strat vanestas Ponte eeStratum variance has been set aside. BY

analytic variance contribution. They are,
distinct formulae: the Cattell
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political-economic analogy, one can say that in local and federal (central)

government the local unit is a functional whole with respect to all the

funds whose disposition it controls, regardless of source. (This is the

equivalent of the Cattell-White formulation.) Alternatively one can define

the “local” part as only that fraction of the local functioning and ex-

penditure which is not sustained by central government contributions.

(This is the equivalent of the Schmid-Leiman formula.) The alternative

which one chooses to employ will determine both the concept (including

its properties and natural history) and the actual numerical score an in-

dividual is assigned on that agency oF power. This is a matter requiring

some psychometric sophistication, but it is of too great general theoretical

importanceto be side-stepped.

Let us scrutinize a little more closely from this standpoint of analyzable

components the general discussion above about the nature of crystallized

ability. It will be noted that a two-way causal, developmental “feedback”

has been hypothesized (in Figure 11-1) as the final theoretical statement

of the relation of primary abilities and crystallized general ability. Either

in developmentorin action, the possibilities to be considered here are (2)

that the positive correlation which tends to exist among the agencies and

which (with other evidence)is the basis of ourinferring a second order ag

of crystallized general intelligence is solely due to the contribution fo all

of them fromgp, as we have posited in the first chapters here. However,

if we hypothesize that a,, 50 produced, tends to “graduate” from asurface

trait to a sourcetrait, by itself becoming a unitary influence, then it could

aid and contribute to the agencies just as Br did earlier. The psychological

analysis above has favored this model, saying that the abstractions of high

generality developed in ag possess @ wider transfer effect than any in the

single aids. The dynamic part—through a self-conscious dynamic invest-

mentof all agencies as part of “what an intelligent man possesses would

also show upstatistically as partofthis “feedback.”
4

In regard to the first alternative—that
conceiving the second order ag

as a static sum due to the individual growth of the agencics n ihe steal

march ofparallel curricu
that through the devcl-

um demands—let
us note

Sr

opmental years, as @ result of cummulative
Jone, there wou

experience al

be a tendency for all primaries to increase with age as such. as alone

would produce a common crystallized ability factor among cm when

populations of mixed age are factored. Some psychologists,
wil & oe

reason, will consider this factor of simultancous age Fa
ations

psychologically
spurious, because it wouldvanish

in caw age popei ions

Butthe a, factor does not So vanish, so this cannot be the only at ae

indeed, a final overview of the phenomenon must recogni cau: al ction

of several kinds already indicated in the above formu **, nn yO (a

the common growth of the a's through £¢ aiding each; rt cir shi fins

the common effect of years of exposure to a curriculum and hile experience;

i jbuti i tational hierarchy, which, in turn,

their contributing to the rise of a re
i

somes active in the growth of evcry agency; (d) some tendency of the
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inherent, self-catalyzing growth process in an a to generalize across a,
(thus requires the feedback arrow in Figure 11-1); and (e) the non-
cognitive, motivational, common learning influences already discussed.
Although only the arrow for (b) seemsindicated definitely, it seems safer
to posit both and leave research to show,if so proven, that the traffic in
onedirection is absentoratleastfar less than in the other.

Yet another aspect of these different possible emphases in subdividing
these structures into components needing final perspective is that into the
genetic and the environmentally acquired parts. Substantial evidence has
been reviewed on g,, showing that very little of its variance is environ-
mental (except in the sense of brain injury or defective physiology). Re-
garding the primary abilities, appreciable evidence exists that they have
much environmental determination, but Tegarding the provincials we re-
main uninformed. The most likely conclusion seemsto be that constitutional
neural structure first plays an important part in these, but one may hy-pothesize that, from the earliest years, the success of their storage byexperience will also be important. In fact, in the only case analyzed (visual-ization in Table 6-1 and 6-2, pages 106 and 111, it is shown that, at thehigher order, the p, factor splits in two, almost equalparts, one part goingwith the presumed constitutional neural factor which affects also fluid intel-ed, and the other going with crystallized intelligence, sug-

» the genetic and the
omplex one discussed else-

1957, 1966; Loehlin, 1962). But atP » Simple answer. Some confidence can be given,Owever, to the answerthat the geneti
higher-order analyses, as we have seen for g; and a, in Table 6-3.‘

ded in this final if mi -Standings are to be avoided. ; intainedabovent

» &£., One or two capacities,stated i i i
operated,Onot sociolo » teinforced experience haveoperat whet ne other hand, the level of a given, specific performanceCes, in present action, byvirtue of the c iti i

\ loes, i
‘apacities, dynamic

sentiments, Provincials, and agencies at their present levels acting addi-longerthrough the agency), ,
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waeinenateabilitytoday,but his fluid ability years earlier when it
here undoubtedly resect Z up his crystallized ability. Factor analysis was
present structr, ne ing, as it can do, historical happenings, rather than
castle whens a 7 ys ro an archeologist mayfind below some medieval
parts ofthe ae re e . exploring, ‘not the expected foundations, but
hetion e Toot of a muc! earlier building. Developmental and present

quations are not easy to infer as separate contributions to the ob-
served factor-analytic outcome; but sometimes we get powerful hints,
When we simply do an R-technique factor analysis on variables measured
upon, say, an adult group, we demonstrate that the ability to solve, say, an
arithmetic problem today, hinges on the subject’s level of functional
numerical ability, crystallized generalintelligence, and probably fluid in-
telligence. But the third-order factoring is likely to show,as just instanced,
that the crystallized intelliegnce itself has been a product of substantial
contribution from a fluid intelligence factor, which must be ascribed to
earlier years. This is our hypothesis, but the R-technique factor analysis is

not able to distinguish directly between present and past causal action.

Only by dR-technique, and by the other indirect multivariate approaches
and independentlongitudinal experiments, which cannot be set out sys-
tematically here, can the developmental and the present action equations
be separated fully.

Although in a treatment for general reading, such as this, it is not

appropriate to pursue further the precise psychometric equations, one can
perhapssucceed in glimpsing the intricacies of genetic and learned compo-
nents which make up the structure of our abilities. Every individual con-
tains in his present structure—with far greater sequential complication
than the story in the growth rings of a tree~a record of the path of
development. On page 335, a precise model has been presented in which
learning can be expressed as changes in the (b’s) behavioral indices
(loadings) showing howabilities are combined in a performance, on the
modulator indices (s’s) showing how far interest and reactivity to the
situation has been learned, and on the individuat's levels of the various
traits themselves. If psychometric subtleties could be pursued, it would
be possible to show how the learning increments on the factors can be
derived from the factoring of the same array of performances as yield the

changing b and s patterns. : .

The full understanding of how abilities operate requires 4 grasp of this

tri-vectored (earning theory, as well as of the equation for performance at

a given occasion, including the joint operation of abilities and personality

in the next chapter. Without thisiynamic traits, to be pursued further i ]

nore complete penetration of the mathematics of the model, we can

‘ ci tant Iemmas on those
ievertheless profitably take note of some impor nt

t the weights (b's) on abilities may alter con-, such as; (a) that )

inwoualy and appreciably for the same kind of performance with the level

ind the stage of learning (Fleishman and Ellison, 1969; Tucker, 1966);
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(b) that the importance and role of an interest (a dynamic trait) may be
very differentin the learning formationof an ability agency from that which
it plays in affecting performance at a given moment; (verbal ability, for
example, might be much determined in shape and level over years by
certain motivations, e.g., by interest in reading, but vocabulary perform-
ance in a moment of school examination might be very little affected by
motivation level); (c) if the theory of autonomous growth of agencies is
Correct, we should expect to find on the loading patterns of traits with
Tespect to learning on variables connected with one of them, high values
for the trait itself, ie, a self-perpetuating tendency; (d) some of the
clearest evidence of transfer in shaping the structural form of new abilities
is likely to be obtained by what has been described above as differential
R-technique experiment.

These propositions can be readily illustrated by reference to one of thecentral concepts in the triadic theory—crystallized intelligence (ag)—withwhich we have been much concerned. The developmental equation inearly school makes it largely a function of 8 and the form of the curricu-lum.In later school, the self-conscious adoption of certain, proudly pos-sessed, primary skills, realistically embodied in most students’ self-senti-ment, may lead to their growing more strongly than other curriculumaspects, Le., the factor pattern begins to change. In the succeeding occu-pational years it continues to grow differently according to the subgroup

terms, but in life terms) exis
(1958) for young children. After that, there is greater uncertainty aboutae map than We commonly realize, though from what we know inedu cal vonal sociology and a ion about the constancy of the schoolnce™ ie Probably safe to conclude that the pattern ofa, is at leastore stable tl itibecome is an it is later. As a factor pattern, we would expect a, to
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The practical consequences and predicaments, in the use of ability
measures in applied psychology, to be expected on the basis of this analy-

sis will be met in Chapters 12 and 13.



CHAPTER PERSONALITY-
TWELVE ABILITY

INTERACTIONS
AND THE
PREDICTION OF
ACHIEVEMENT

1. BASIC PRINCIPLES IN
DISSECTING ABILITY FROM
PERSONALITY AND
MOTIVATION TRAITS

with the two topics above, bi pe to study systematically thewholeissueofinteraction ofability, personality and motivation,In the substance of folk wisdom as developed from the observations ofeveryday life, few topics are more
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of each. One mi i
: .

speak of ability ight think from the confidence with which psychologists

cist for di y, tempt ent, and motivationtraits, that infallible methods

npreement istinguishing them. On the contrary, only “commonsense”

Focteiched ai ed by a long, uneasy truce in analytical criticism, prevails.

Spearman” Positions—such as McDougall’s attempt (1932) to explain

ont i ge’ asa motivational phenomen
on (note the somewhatsimilar

Noheeen ion of Hayes [1962])—can be asserted still with nothing but

ib sment to refute them. Even in everyday psychometric practice it

rought home to us with painful frequency that common sense is not

good enough to effect a decisive separation. For example, among the per-

sonality traits covered in the 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire there are

pers such as E, dominance, or G, superego strength, which are viewed

yy some psychologists as dynamictraits, and by others as virtually tem-

peramental. And in the domain of objective, nonquestionnaire, miniature-

situational personality tests, as in the O-A (Objective-Analytic) Battery,

there are dimensions such as ULL 19, Independence, or ULL21, Exuber-

ance which powerfully affect certain performances (Gottschalk figures

and Witkin’s field independence in the former; word fluency and fast judg-

ment in paired comparisons in the latter) frequently treated as sheer

ability measures.

Before a more explicit rationale ¢:

and, indeed, before the whole theme 0!

be knowledgeably discussed in this chapter,

the reader, by the briefest thumb-nail sketc

structural measurement
in the personality field.

The recognition, description, and measurem

sonality and motivation fields naturally reduces

ciples of research as the reader has seen in operation in the ability field.

After the first rough clinical perceptions of functional unities described as

drives (with much disagreement), £0
strength, anxicty, schizothyme tem-

perament, and superego structure, there followed the same psychometric,

quantitative, correlational tightening of observation and analysis. Funda-

ras a state

mentally there is no proof of a unity, either as 2 trait structure oO

(such as anxiety),
i

together,” and this

except by sh

reaches its greatest me

an be given for modality distinction,

f ability-personality
interaction can

it would be desirable to remind

h, of the present status of

ent of structures in the per-

to the same basic prin-

thodological

analysis—cross
-sectional and longitu .

crS0 t

perament, and dynamic-motiva
tionsl realms, the same principles of in-

vestigation apply, put with local tactical adjustments, ¢-5-» to the fact that

dynamic patterns are more complex and fluctuant than those of abilitics,

and that there is, in general, no single “positive” or desirable direction of

scoring in temperam
as there is in abilities.

;

Again, whereas ability rescarch usually has not trusted to ratings by ob-

servers, and certainly not questionnaires
(“Just how intelligent are you?").

personality and motivation rescarchers have worked frequently with these

at least until the objective test “miniature

two media of data gathering,
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situation” approach developed (Cattell and Warburton, 1967) and added
the precision of laboratory measures. Problemsstill exist in equating across
the three media, though it is evident that the dozen or more independent
patterns—surgency, F, ego strength, C, affectothymia, A, superego strength,
G, dominance, E, etc.—found in questionnaire items are matched by cor-
responding factors of outward behavior that emerge from factoring skilled
and objective ratings. On the other hand, for reasons as yet only halfunderstood, the first-order factors found in objective personality measure-
ment devices (and which are indexed by universal index numbers, e.g.,U.L 24 for anxiety) correspond to second-stratum patterns in the lifeobservation and questionnaire media.

In the following discussion ofrelatio
deal with the questionnaire-rating factors by the A, B, C, D, E,ete,symbols as above, and as measured by such questionnaires as the 16 P.F,(and in some cases the Guilford-Zimmerman) for adults, the High SchoolPersonality Questionnaire (HSPQ), the CPO,etc., for children. We shallalso deal with the second-stratum factors measured by the adult or thechild O-A battery, or in questionnaires by Eysenck’s tests for the samesecond-order derivati

nm of ability to personality we shall

17, General Inhibition, ULI. 22, Arou:
Sion (Eysenck’s “neuroticism
Strength, UI. 32, Extraversio

sal or Cortertia, U.1. 23(—), Regres-
"), UL. 24, Anxiety, U.I. 29, Superego
n), being new as measurements, are as yet

age growth curves,their con:
cultures, their patterns in occupational profiles; their Physiological, e.g.,drug and EEG Associations; their Clinical diagnostic utility, and so on.This conceptual and factual background must, in a book on abilities, be
assumed understood by professional students, though it would be helpful,cg., in relation to any uncertainty when ability is related to a particular
Personality dimension, sce Bischof (1964), Cattell (1957), Dreger (1962),
Hundleby, Pawlik, and Cattell (1965), Hall and Lindzey (1957), Pawlik
(1968), Sells (1962a), Pervin (1970), and others. ,
Our glance over_ 0 advances in determinJective analysis and objective test devices, must also be very compressed.

Whereas the Strong, the Kuder, and Virtually all interests tests until the
eas Were based on asking the subject what he preferred, and the
TAT used only One objective device—projection—(and that with sub-
ieetive scoring which confounded thetesters and the subject's Projections),

evclopments in what has become known as the dynamic calculus
tejected this clinical subjectivit

i
'y- Over one hund

=
‘ices (Cattell ang Warburton, 1967) re nine “dozendiflnce ae

. . Presenting a dozen different the-
Otes about the manifestation of motivati 5

ing motivation Structure by ob-
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many hundreds of adult and child subjects, and those of the highest valid-

ity were selected and improved. They included the GSR response, im-

mediate memory, spontaneous eye movements, distortion of belief (autism)

and perception, projection, muscle tension, and so on. A central finding

here is that every attitude-interest has two components which can be

measured as distinct factors—an unintegrated and often unconscious

component, appearing in autism, the GSR,etc., and an integrated compo-

nent, manifesting itself in word association, information,etc.

Possessing the objective instruments of motivation-interest intensity

measurement, of experimentally checkable validity, the researchers in this

area set out to explore factor-analytically the whole domain of dynamic

structure. Hundreds of diverse attitude-interests, over a broad “human

motivation sphere” of home, career, hobbies, religious and political inter-

ests, etc., were correlated over thousandsof adults in our culture (and later

in others) and carefully factor analyzed. The results were a striking vindi-

‘cal view that the interests of human

cation of the clinical and ethologi

beings are organized about “drives,” “instincts,” oF “propensities” contin-

uing the pattern perceived in the primates. These, as precise factor pat-

terns discernible in objective tests have now been called ergs; and it turns

out that this first objective demonstration of the number and nature of

ergs in man confirms such Freudian hunches as that sex is separable into

two patterns—an object-directed mating erg and a narcissistic erg, though

on the whole this list of ergs best supports those observed by ethologists

in the higher mammals.

Additional to the approximately ten ergs, a further set of factors has

been found among dynamic structures called sentiments because they

represent acquired emotional reactivity centered on such things as home,

religion, school, etc. These are obviously formed by simultancously re-

warded attitudes integrated by some social institution. They have already

beendiscussed in connection with the learning of effectors with their asso-

ciated proficiencies, as studied in the last chapter.

With an instrument such as the Motivation Analysis Test (Cattell,

Horn, Radcliffe, and Sweney, 1964) or the School Motivation Analysis

easure (in both inte-

Test (Cattell and Krug, 1970), it is possible to m

grated and unintegrated terms) an individual’s level of development on 2

particular sentiment structure, or of ergic tension on a particular drive.

Unlike abilities, the ergic tension levels, along with arousal and anxicly,

vary appreciably from day to day Gvith stimulation and gratification),

though a characteristic central level scems to exist for cach person. The

Iculus uses the same linear additive relation

basic model in the dynamic ¢a!
san

;

(for initial simplicity) as we Use in the abilitics. Thus the strength of

jntcrest in any course of action j in 3 stimulus situation k—a measure

called an attitude-interest
and represented by I—can be written:

Tie = ByerSberEst ee
k ByepSkepEvi F ByamMy+

sa dette enecifics)
(12.4)
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where the E’s representthe individual’s scores on Pp ergic tensions and the
M’s his developmentallevels on q sentiments. The b’s are loadings—be-
havioral indices psychologically—and the s’s are situational modulators.
These can be omitted if we are speaking of a person’s interests in a rela-tively fixed life situation. The ergic and sentimentpatterns have been foundto maintain their patterns over both cross-sectional and longitudinal
analysis (the latter by P- and dR techniques, Cattell, 1957a).
The fuller developments of the dynamic calculus in such concepts asvector resolution of conflict, and the dynamiclattice must be taken up aswe proceed. The abovesketch of the actual taxonomicfindings was giveninitially to provide substance for a meaningful distinction of ability frompersonality and dynamic modalities. Although that separation in currentpsychometry is casual and confused, a separation by basic principles isPossible. It involves making measurements of factors under differentconditions and observing the changes of mean and sigma. Dynamictraitsare those which change most with changesin incentive, an incentive beingwhateversignals a consummatory goal. Abilities change score most withchanges in complexity, changes in complexity being situational changesthat are not changes in incentive. Temperament traits are scores—fre-quently ratio scores, that change

perationalillustration of these objectivecriteria for modality may be followed elsewhere (Cattell, 1946a; Cattelland Warburton, 1967).
Since abilities can, in principle, always be measured by speed, or thefewness of errors, in attaining an agreed result despite complexities, thereis always a known Positive direction, and, as Spearman and Thurstonein-dependently observed, when a large variety of performances is So measuredand factored, the result, in factor plots, is a “positive manifold.” That is toSay, Most performances load positively on most ability factors extracted.Andsince motivation performances analogously possess a goal of incentives,and can be Positively measured as strength ofinterest in that goal, they also,\ 2 SO measured from the beginning, end byyielding a positive manifoldnt

perament traits have neither the cri-teria of complexity nor incentive, and can be given no direction from thetic therefore of personality-temperamentpoints are equally distributed overall quaare as many positive as negatividimension.
“ Another aspect of this difference is that thougood”pole on an ability, or a «No “good” or “strong” pole to a
' The dichotomy of “approach4S & superfluoy:

igh one can speak of astrong” pole on a dynamic factor, there isPersonality factor. Any value judgment is
and “avoidance” labels often used for animal drives

si is and even misleading piece of pedantry. Fearis Not avoidance, but a
Positive and Powerful search for the Boal of safety,

’

other, objects can appear as j
s In that course of action, as in anyImpediments. But the Measures of the safety-seekinguniformly with those of all other drives,

drive can be Positively scored
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arbitrary. On the sizothyme-vs-affectothyme factor A on the 16 P.F. one
finds that some occupations are performed better by A+ and some by A-
individuals. On the objective test factor U.L 17 of general inhibition-ys-
general expressiveness, again some performancesare better done by a ULL
17+ and others a U.I. 17~ score. Another way of looking at this is to
realize that natural selection in our environmentcuts off too much impul-
Siveness, in some situations, and too much inhibition in others. Evolution
shepherds the species along a delicate balance.

However, within the narrower segment of concern we have with the inter-
action of abilities, it means that the prediction of any performance by a
Specification equation is likely to be almost invariably positively loaded on
the ability factor, to be often positively loaded on dynamic, but to have
positive and negative loadings with about equal frequency on various per-
sonality factors. It is systematic differences in properties of this kind, and

the fact that dynamic traits can be manipulated whereasabilities and tem-
perament cannot, as well as other regular differences of properties, which

make the recognition of the three different trait modalities worthwhile. Their
separation in measurement andnaturalhistory is not a mere academic exer-
cise in taxonomy;it pays off in understanding and prediction.

Regardless of whetherthe tyro in psychology is prepared to pursue the
above operational definition of modalities in theoretical depth or not, he
usually recognizes the practical worth of the distinction and is alert to the
evidence of their intrinsic separability, together with normal joint action.
Forinstance, he recognizes that two people of similar personality, through
different educational and environmental influences, may finish up even on

opposite sides of some political or religious issue. Dynamic sentimenttraits
and personality temperamenttraits are combinable in almost any way. Con-
versely, he sees that people with the same interests and motivations may
differ widely in temperament, One often notices, for example, in some ex-
treme radical groups, ¢.g., the 1918 Bolshevic leaders, that temperaments

cover much the same range as in some extremeright wing group. Regarding
modality combinations, the psychologist nevertheless realizes that the flavor

of an interest or belief will be affected by the personality traits, and that the

qualities of an ability seem different in persons of different temperament,
His expectation is that these intuited “qualitative” differences can be sup.
ported by formulae following from scientific methods for dissecting out the

Separate influences,

2. PERSONALITY TRAITS THAT
SIMULATE ABILITIES

Although the three modalities of traits can be

i jenti i hat the separation may
d, with scientific profit, this docs not mean tha r

natsometiones be diticule Jt behooves us fo start out in our study of inter=

action of abilities and personality traits by recognizing that certain person-

ality traits act almost like abilities, and have often been mistaken for

abilities.
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Thatthis confusion has not been observed earlier and handled incisivelyis due to so much personality research having been content with inventoriesor ratings. But once personality measurement moved to objective person-ality factor tests, as in the O-A batteries, it became clear that the loadingof personality factors on “miniature situation tests” sometimes makes alarge contribution to what would be called ordinarily “general competence”in muchthe sameareas as those affected by abilities. The recognition thata broad factor so found in an area of ability-like measures—such as per-sonality factors U.L 19, 21, or 23--is nevertheless not general intelligencein a newguise is given by the fact that the general intelligence factors gyand a, also turn upin the very samefactor analysis.

ility-like performancesand has sometimes (without & to contrast it with) been mistaken for in-telligence is U.I. 23, mobilization-vs-regression, Eysenck (1947), Cattell(1947) and others (Scheier, Cattell, and Horn, 1960) repeatedly have iso-lated this factor independently, Eysenck(in the Tegression direction) labeledit “neuroticism,” but our work favors the interpretation regression-vs-capac-ity to mobilize. Here several performances sometimes included in intelli-Bencetests, e.g., coding, short distance memory, judging spatial positions,handling mirror images, are found to be “cooperatively” loaded simultane-€ theory in the label “Capacity to Mobilize” (for

From theearly days of objective measurement of personality (Cattell,1933b) and motivation (Murray, 1938; Cattell, 1937b; Eysenck, 1947),it became evident that Perceptual performances, Particularly, could beloaded appreciably by such factors. Soon the bivariate experimental investi-

and (2) the search for
tk of Thurstone (1950)

er (1958), and others. The asso-amics is a vast Study in itself, and

temperament in perception, as involved in thand later of Witkin
1958

a et al. (1954), GardnCiation of Perception differences with dynvertermust be referred to the domain of defense mechanisms and moti-
and Stes tponents (Anderson and Anderson, 1950; Cattell, Heist, Heist,Sweney, 1963 1950; Cattell and Wenig, 1952; Cattell, Radcliffe, andrelation ton ) covering analysis of “misperception,” “autism,” ete., interactions Dotrange ofperformances, in order to understand such in-in particu Jramic needs sharpen and distort cognitive perceptual abilityP ar directions and in Particular areas. But the more general height-
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ening of perceptual competence, under the second of the headings above,
arises from temperament factors, and it is these that need to be Studied inthe present glance at personality factors simulating generalabilities.

After his pioneer work in factoring primaryabilities, Thurstone in 1945
turned to factoring perception (provoked in part, he said, by the excessive
faith of clinicians in the Rorschach test} and found some six to twelve
factors stable in such performances as gestalt completion, accuracy of com-
plex reaction time response,flicker fusion, the number of objects seen in
unstructured drawings, speed of alternating perspective, peripheral span of
perception, etc. About this same time the Personality Analysis Laboratory
at the University of Illinois espoused the alternative theory that such broad
factors in perceptual performances are not cognitive aptitudes but expres-
sions of temperament. The “marker variables” for Thurstone’s concepts
Were included accordingly among personality measures in researches over

1945 to 1952 by coworkers of the present writer. The result was a con-
firmation for both laboratories, each in a different sense, for we found that
perceptual performances essentially did group themselves just as Thur-
stone’s results were showing, but that these groupings embedded themselves
in still larger behavioral manifestations of temperament, most of the other
manifestations of which had nothing to do with perception or cognition.
Later, when Witkin and his associates (1954) began very systematically
exploring the correlationsof “field independence” in perception, the Ulinais
group again put forward strong arguments that this undoubted perceptual
general tendency is really part of the already demonstrated unitary tem-

peramentfactor of Independence, U.I. 19. , .
To illustrate the general nature of the relations, we may take a “cogni-

tive’ factor which Thurstone had called perceptual slowness or delay,
marked by slow speed of gestalt closure, narrower peripheral span of per-
ception, and slowness to name objects in the dark after exposing the eyes
to a bright light (styled “dark adaptation”). This same group of perform-
ances was found in personality research to be embraced ina wider, but
clearly unitary factor which had beencalled General Inhibition and indexed
as U.L, 17. The U.I. 17 loading pattern includes also measures of unduly
large magnitude of GSR response to threat; tendency to avoid disturbing

reading preferences; low ratio of inaccuracy to speed in motor Pe orm

ance; much cautious slowing of response decision as a problem rest nt
more complex; much reduction of finger maze exploration by thre. oe

shock; and various other measures of proneness to inhibition. They ted

in showing ULL17 to be a highly general temperament dimension °tl this

inhibition, extending far beyond perception. The theory in fact is

i to Pavlov's speculation (never
i ctor gives substance and support i

uae or jon factor in the nervous system of animals, The

f Royce (1950, 1966) directly with animals

i i fidence that we
ij which now enable us to say with more com tl

have en temperament factor of inhibition-timidity, UL 17, in both

manand higher mammals. And we nowrealize that the extensive tendeacy

verified) of a general inhibiti

factor-analytic experiments 0
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in the field of cognitive perception to “go slowly” to “underperceive”—
which operates in many performancesto change scores in the same direc-
tion as occurs from a low perceptual ability—is actually a personality trait.

Similarly, the perceptual ability factor which Thurstone temporarily
labeled C, proved to be embedded in the personality factor ULL 22,
Cortertia (for “cortical alertness,” and which many neurological experi-
menters are calling arousal or activation). The chief expressions of this
source trait pattern comprise fast speed of alternating perspective; rapidly
seeing many objects in unstructured drawings; fusion of light flicker onlyat high speeds; rapid reaction time; good eidetic imagery; and highfidgetometer frequency. This general cortical alertness factor obviouslyaids all kinds of cognitive performanceof a routine Speediness nature, e.g.,cancellation in clerical material, but its main domain is equally clearly atemperament expression, as shown,for example, byits strongly significantnegative association with neuroticism (Cattell, Scheier, and Lorr, 1962).As mentioned above, a second area in which perceptual ability andtemperamentare suspected to be one and the sameis with respect to theability to abstract shapes from their background (“field independence”).The latter was a popular

novel, multivariate, factor-:
he had already shown the
factor (E, “suppressive mai
ering abilities of this kin

analytic approach to perception in the 1940s,existence of an individual difference perceptualnipulation of configurations,” in his series) cov~d. Witkin (1954, 1962) and his co-workers,similarly showed a coherenceof such performancesin a correlation cluster(“surface trait”) of field independence. Meanwhile, as mentithe broad investigation of the personality sphere,trait (not a surface trait) indexed as UJ. 19 andIndependence, had been discovered and confirmedCattell, Dubin, and Saunders, 1954).General temperamental independence, ULI, 19, of which “field inde-
pendence” is an outcropping in the perceptual performance realm, has
been matched as a factor Pattern across a dozen adult and eight childS, with significant loadings,the test performances (see

an independent source
called Temperamental
(Cattell, 1948, 1951;

; carefulness in following directions; ratio of accuracy to
Speed in numerical problem-solving; ability to draw mirror images of draw-
ings; high Tatio of color to form emphasis in sorting cards; high critical
hostility of Judgment; low

igidity; accuracy in placing
decent; Patterns on templates; ability to invent adjectival attributes in
liseTeamiliar things; and freedom from error on an easyseries “intel-It is easy to understand q Psycholo
- . n gist mistaking this for some kind of
Perceptual intelligence” test if he did not enter an experiment with enough
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variables to yield gy too, and the factor analytic finish to separate out gr by

its markers. Nevertheless, what marks its true nature as a temperament

factor is the breadth of expression in areas outside perception, such as

general criticalness, lowrigidity, self-assured independence, a certain mas-

culinity of interests, and marked self-control. It is not surprising that this

factor has predictive importance in the purely personality domain. It ap-

pears to correspond, for example, with the second-stratum factor, QIV,

Independence (Cattell, Eber, and Tatsuoka, 1970) in the personality

questionnaire domain. It also has considerable clinical predictive value, in

that it distinguishes neurotics from normals (in its negative direction, as

Subduedness, U.I. 19—) with

a

significance of P < .001. Nevertheless, in

the way it contributes to subtests normally considered abilities—even the

series test used in intelligence tests—it could be (and has repeatedly been)

mistaken for a pureability.

Another marked—and extremely interesti
;

modality, arising from the “projection” of a temperament factor into the

ability field is that of UI. 21, Exuberance. In this case perception is not

the main area, but instead we see a trait operating in the area of memory

retrieval and the general fluency ability factor, Br» OF jn Guilford’s con~-

cepts, in “divergent thinking.” The pattern called Exuberance has been

found repeatedly in objective personality tests, and covers such behavior

as high fluency, ¢.8-, in completing a story; more hand tremor (eager-

ness?); more unreflective acceptance of unqualified statements (but re

sistance to control by authority, as shown by suggestibility shift onattitudes

when authorities are quoted) a much reduced likelihood of neuroticism

(Cattell, Scheier, and Lorr, 1962); fast speed of social judgment; larger

myokinetic (muscular) movements;fast reading tempo; and other sionso

an expansive temperament. The present theory (Hundleby, Faw Katie

Cattell, 1965) is that ULL. 21 (which also correlates with base me ee

rate and strong reaction of pulse under stress) is a physio! oct y ee

mined temperamentfactor,
perhaps expressing the level of a chemical p:

maker in the midbrain or cortex. It declines steadily with age. ay ona

As just indicated, this temperament trait loads quite stroné Yably

number of what were previously considered ability manifestations,
re

the fluency of association factor and one of eptuataa

factors. Since Spearman first recognized 2 general fluency ans been

both verbal and nonverbal (drawing completion) tests ef avergent

constant reproduction in experiment of some kind of funyoF his as the

thinking” factor, and the triadic ability analysis above de! UL 2h,

general retrieval capacity, &r- The moot question now is oat so, what

Exuberance, and gr» fluency-retriev al, two distinct factors,

‘ i
ost

is their relation?” The theory that the present writer would consi m

promising—bu
t with crucial experiments still to be doneneral aedva,

i
different reasons.

istinct factors, affecting fluency for ¢ :

dist
dan ability concerned entirely with the flu

Br is c

ency-retrieval

is considere
e

ven i

performances and having to do with stora, d accessibilit: facility.

2

y

ing—instance of doubt about

Thurstone’s perc

ge an
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Exuberance, U.I. 21, is a temperamenttrait of impulsiveness and emotional
vitality (it has been called the “Churchill” factor) extending over wider
realms of behavior than ability. If this is correct, when g, and ULI. 21
variables are factored together they should (a) split into two factors, and
(b) divide the variance of the fluency measures (and those only) between
them.

Two other general personality factors have shown striking overlap with
abilities, and in this case they are entirely out of the perceptualfield. The
first is U.I. 16, Competitive Ego Strength. It loads all kinds of speed and
determination, particularly in situations of rivalry. It is a substantial factorin speed of decision, speed of Carrying out most tasks, and is probablyconsidered in common language just “Competitiveness.” However, it canadd as much as half the variance to individual differences in success in,for example, social decisions, running mazes, checking simple sums atspeed, etc. It is the primeinstance of the contribution of temperamentalassertiveness in ability test performance.

More subtle and intriguing is the contribution of the important per-sonality source trait U.L 23, Mobilization-vs-Regression, already brieflyintroduced above as an illustration. This pattern was discovered simultane-

independently. It is certainly a major
negative, U.I. 23— direction) and by E. . . .
factor.” But, since three or four other Personality factors are associatedeven more strongly with neuroticism,

ven 1
our theory js that it is one con-tributing condition describable as regression (Cattell and Scheier, 1961).Tn the regression (U.I. 23—) direction it is responsible for poor perform-ance in several behaviors that would be considered Cognitive, notably‘or

associate of neuroticism (in the
ysenck’s theory is “the neuroticism

momentum in disentangling cues,
Regression (low ULL. 23) also Seems to produce poor performance in an

examination or intelligence-test-taking situation, Indeed, the general paral-
ameeeet grasp” pattern to g, would make one suspect that at
pe Actasecepted in some Tesearches as the (low) intelligence
distin ee aitcan © seen readily from its total nature that it is quitec ~ ier gr OF g. (a,). What produces thhere IS Rot inability to Perceive relations or lack of good equipment intiredness” in the coordination of ideas and

Ing across sim
on the general
formance dec:

pler Cognitive performan,1 intelligence factor.
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drawal of interest, or from the presence of a general, chronic, mentalfatigue. Since this fatigue does not diminish overnight it is more like aneurasthenic fatigue. It has seemed best to designate the trait at a non-committal, operational fevel as Inability to Mobilize (ULL 23—), to be
contrasted with lack of insight and relation perception as such (g,—),
_The five examples just considered of general personality traits con-

tributing to ability performances—U.1. 16, Ego Strength, U.I. 19, Inde-
pendence, U.L 21, Exuberance, U.I. 22, Cortertia, and ULL. 23, Capacity
to Mobilize—exhaust only the major instances, and they do not touch
motivation apart from temperament. Qdviously there is a semantic loose-
ness in which aff personality and motivation could be considered ability,
since it contributes to “capability,” “achievement” or the sheer capacity to
survive. But the above statements, in precise factorial terms, have to do
with performances that, in a quite narrow sense, have been called “abil-
ities,” and they show that definite fractions of the variance on such tests
are overflow effects of temperamentinto the ability area.

3. WHAT DOES INTELLIGENCE

DO FOR PERSONALITY

DEVELOPMENT?

As indicated in the opening comments, the
interaction of abilities, on the one hand, and temperament and motivation
traits on the other, needs to be studied systematically and comprehensively
with respect to some four main possibilities, two concerning developmental

Process and two having to do with interactions in the living present. They
are: (1) in development—ability affecting personality growth; (2) in

development—personality affecting ability growth; (3) in immediate per-
formance—ability modifying personality expression, and (4) in immediate

performance—personality affecting ability performance (not by simulation,

as above, butby aidingability).
. This section will concentrate principally on the first. A glance has al-
ready been taken at the second, which might be represented by the hy-

potheses that a personality high in factor A, affectothymia, i.e., warm,
sociable, and emotionally expressive, will develop more social ability

agency (a,) skills than would a more sizothyme (A—) person, by reason

of encountering greater interpersonal, trial-and-error learning opportu-

nities. Instances of type (1) connections are common, as when the school

frustrations of a borderline mentaf defective create the morose personality

of a delinquent. Instances of (3) are seen when a high verbal capacity

favors the expression of aggression in, say, satire, and of (4) when a high

temperamental patience and restraint enables a player at chess to beatan

impulsive opponentof equal intelligence. These varietics of causal action

will be looked at in due course, but the first is perhaps of greatest interes.

An appreciable folklore suggests that giftedness in abilities brings mis:

to character equal to those from inheriting a fortune. Forgetting the sta-

tistics for all children it is casy to be overly impressed by the neighbor's
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unpleasantly precocious child, by the Neros and Cellinis of history, or by

our morerecentanti-establishment cases, such as Oscar Wilde, Baudelaire,

Frank Harris, or Maupassant. But the data gathered by psychologists early

in this century, by the Chassells (1935), by Terman (1925), by Burt
(1925), by Healy and Bronner (1936) and manyothers, working at both

ends of the intelligence distribution, did not support a negative correlation

of intelligence and fine character as the general tule. As far as this general

giftedness is concerned, the law seems to be that a moderate positive

correlation holds through the population as a whole between intelligence

and such characteristics as conscientiousness, consideration, foresight, and

self-control.

Atthe lower end ofthe range, the careful quantitative studies of Healy

and Bronner (1936) andthe classic of Burt on child delinquency (1925)

consistently showed an increased likelihood of delinquency and crime with

lowerintelligence. The monumental study of the Chassells on Morality and

Intellect (1935) showed a general tendency at all levels for bigher ideals
and moral self-discipline to go with higher intelligence, and many correla-

tions were even at the level of +-0.6. Terman’s extensive survey of the

characteristics of the top one or two percent byintelligence tests showed
them also to be, on an average, less often in moral trouble, more depend-

able, persistent, and contributory (in mature years )to their societies.

However, when psychology and history get together, so that historians

utilize precise psychological measurements to plot changes in attitude,

personality, abilities, etc., some very interesting trends may cometo light.

Certain recentinvestigations, in the turbid back streams of a morally con-

fused society, have shown absences and even occasional inversions of the

positive ability-character relation. Recent data on the 16 PF. test shows

that on factor G—basic superego strength—the highest level is reached by

the middle class and especially the lower middle class. (Actually history

has shown frequently, as in the times of Cromwell and Charles I, a lower

morality among the spoiled aristocrats and the slum dweller, with the fiber

of society in between.) In an opulent society, the leisured and unearning
student may momentarily play the partof the spoiled aristocrat, free of the
restrictions of a workable morality. The striking results of Graffam (1967)

show by the 16 P.F. that four years of college (as contrasted with non-
college) Produce, On an average, an increase in radicalism and in domi-

» and a decrease in guilt proneness (O factor) and su th

(G factor). This may be characteristic of a purely intellocraaleducation,
and judged by biography, docs not scem to be true of Napoleon, Welling-
ton, Eisenhower, or MacArthurin a military and action-oriented education,
or of Loyola, Wesley,and others in theological schools, or of the states-
mensvch as Churchill, raised in the character-oriented English public

ee correlation of character with intelligence is thus, to an appreciableexicata at society makes it, And in periods of change, when oneset of
UES gives Way to another, those who are against morals all the time
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are momentarily allied with those against a particular conservative set of

values (not that, in fundamentals, morality changes). In such periods of

chaotic inversions, where the more intelligent reformers spurn the moral

restraint still preserved in their society by the less intelligent, an inversion

of the correlation may arise. It is also likely to arise, as in the days of

ancient Rome when the leadership was corrupt but the legions were faith-

ful (for a time) in a moribund society. But apart from such periods of

history it seems the rule for higher intelligence to be moderately associated

withless antisocial and more morally elevated behavior.

Combining with rough allowances the various rating and measurement

results, one might estimate that the correlation across the full range of

society is slight—perhaps about 0.2. This figure is no simple relation, but

the complex end result of many causes operating in various directions.

Some of the relation to delinquency is undoubtedly roundabout; children

of lowintelligence will tend to have had parents of low intelligence, and

parents of low intelligence will tend to provide poorer socioeconomic

conditions and less wise discipline (often impeded by oversize families).

Another connection is more directly in the realm of psychodynamics as

implied in Freud’s Civilization and its Discontenis. The thesis there is that

a more developed culture demands greater instinctual restraints, which it

rewards by greater security, longevity, and opportunity for sublimated

emotional satisfactions in art, music, and science. But an individual with

an 1.Q. of 70 to 80 will find Bach and Boolean algebra a poor thrill

compared with boxing, bullfighting or street rioting. Probably the most

fundamental and persistent dynamic relation over all periods of society,

however, is that between low intelligence and the personality difficulties

occasioned by an excess of agression due to frustration. Studies with the

School Motivation Analysis Test (Cattell and Butcher, 1968) show higher

ergic tension levels in pu n those failing in sch
gnacity i

ool. Incidentally, the

majority of discussions ©
t in this decade have busied

themselves wit

¢ campus disconten

h superficial jdeational causes and said no word about the

basic frustration inevitable when intellectual standards andstyles that have

grown up for centuries in adaptation to the top 10% of 1.Q.’s are applied

to a third of the population (age group). The fundamental frustration in

the demands of 4 complex society pressing hardest on those of lower

intelligence is the perennial cause of the association of lower intelligen*

with higher delinquency. The association may fluctuate with social condi-

tions, butit remains.

However,let us 1!

called “character stability,’

and the whole array of persona

ample, is also an aid to rationalizat

simple delinquentis quite as revolti

the highly intelligent but irresponsit

pornography, or the intellectually dish i

ideological axe int f instruction in the s

a single relation with something

the whole specification equation

lity dimensions. Higher intelligence, for ox

jon and evasion, and no lowintelligent

ng, or even as dangerous to socicty, as

‘ble antimoralist, ¢-8-» the publisher of

onest professor who grinds his own

‘ocial sciences.

otslip into thinking of

* but remember
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As to the variety of personality facets systematically correlated with

intelligence, preliminary evidence has accumulated across sufficient sub-

culturesto give reliable empirical figures on the relation to perhaps twenty

measured personality dimensions. The central tendency in the closing year

of high school, according to the 16 P.F.test, is for intelligence to be cor-

related, positively but slightly (+.18), with superego strength, G; +.23

with self-sentiment (self-concept organization) development, Qs; and +.12

with premsia, I (protected emotional sensitivity). In university students it

tends to become correlated also with dominance, E (.20), with radicalism,

Q, (28), and with autia, M (.20) (intensity of inner mental life). The

relations to superego strength and self-sentiment strength in high school

are apt, as instanced in Graffam’s results, to become inverted in the

college “emancipation” period.

Similar evidence, but less analytical, has long been obtained outside the

test area in correlations (ortest intelligence) with observers’ ratings. Thus,

among adults, correlations of intelligence were found (Cattell, 1945b)

with “analytical mindedness” (.40); intellectual interests (.31); conscien-

tiousness (.30); persistent, alert, vigorous character (.29); wisdom and

maturity (.26); polished manners (.26); and with “cleverness,” “smart-

ness,” or “assertiveness” (.24). Other significant correlations are with

cooperative, reliable, industrious in school work, and higher moral ideals
and habits.

Toset out the reasonably promising theories about many of these con-
nections obviously needs more space than we can give. Some associations

are directly generated through the experience of the individual, but others

come in roundabout ways through parental inheritance, social status as-
sociations, etc. The associations with dominance, smartness, and asser-

tiveness,etc., are probably generated in the experience of the individual

himself through the status and success which intelligence brings. Other as-
sociations may be due to the statistical probability discussed above that the
less intelligent person will experience moreergic frustration and therefore
More provocation to impulsive, antisocial activity. As regards the self-
sentiment (Qs) and the delinquency associations, the more intelligent per-
son, secing further into consequences of his behavior, builds up more

inhibitions and acquires more socially desirable habits. Incidentally, the
correlation of a, with self-sentiment, Q,, in well-kni i aetable that the peychologies + Qs, ell-knit groups is so consid-

the realities of the nh sical vote odeatetance Of the school culture, otD phy world, and values of culture, the social culture

as part of a single learning process all parts of which are aided by highFactor analysis might then e . y a high gy
mon produets of ara n expect to reveal a tie-up of a, and Q; as com-

of a single investmentprocess, and this indeed is seen in the
eond-order 16 P.F. factors from some analyses (Cattell, Eber, andamsuok a, 1970; Cattell and Gorsuch, 1971; Horn, 1965) ,man nicresting Personality correlation with intelligence—at Icast withpeers : en exposed to the academic learning situation, is that withy factor M, autia. The student life, as mentioned in connection
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with Graffam’s and others’ results, produces not only an increase in inde-

pendence and dominance (E) and in readiness to depart experimentally

from the culture (Q,), but also (as common observation suggests and

despite the young poet’s bemoaning of “the weary weight of thought”), a

strong increase in intellectual interests and the “analytical mindedness”

of the ratings. It also produces a rise in M (autia, inner mental activity),

which means a greater interest in abstractions as well as in the subjective

products of imagination as contrasted with the facts of the external world.

In fact, the possibility must be considered that the higher interest in the

symbol world, which higher intelligence makes possible, detracts to some

extent from interest in and respect for the concrete realities, The fact is

that, in the general population range of M (autia) scores, higher levels are

associated with poorersocial adjustment and higher accident proneness vis-

a-vis the physical world. Persons of high philosophical or abstract mathe-

matical attainment, like Russell or Oppenheimer in our own time, or

Diogenes and Socrates of old—as well as all the “absent-minded profes-

sors” in between—have not been conspicuously good at managing their

concrete personal affairs. “Dynamic competition” brings about some de-

fects from high g,, visible in the M correlations.

Another aspect of this association of high intellectual gifts and activity

with the E+, Q,+, Qet and M personality factors, j.e., with dominance,

radicalism, and subjectivity of judgment,is the suggestion that high E, Qn

and Q, are the results of the constantly greater experience of success that

goes with higher intelligence. This increase of self-assurance and even

arrogance reminds anyone with moral perspective of “that sin of pride by

which Lucifer fell.” It will evoke reflections that there is some sense In

which character develops more by adjustment to failurethan by success,

andthat, consequently, there must be a backward eddy in the correlation

structure of intelligence and character over and above the main trend in

which intelligence relates positively to G and Q, above. The beginnings of

this eddy are seen in the negative t’s ofintelligence with QO; in college student

populations. In short there is one sense in which the more intelligentperson

is more advanced in character development (organization, persistence,

foresight, and an app’reciation of social conscientiousness
) and another in

which he is backward, for examp!le, in a religious type of resigned but

emotionally realistic adjustmentto the ultimate frustrations.

When dealing with the results of frontal lobe injury on P ness

behavior (page 197) we adopted the interpretation that discovery© fronts!

neural projection areas from the hypothalamus indicat the hls

not a purely “general intelligence” associational arca, nsteat i ; P r

ticular concern with associational, relation-pereciving
powers app ied

the emotional control and impulse deferment (inhibition) process This

activity correspondsin the analysis of behavioral structure theent

Q,personality factors (ego strength, superego strength, an i
so

development) which have been shown to become corre ated in eon

order factor, QVIILIn
fact, this second-order behavioral factor cou

Janfulness of
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be identified with frontal lobe neurological action. Positive relations

(Gorsuch and Cattell, 1967; Horn, 1965) are also beginning to become

apparent between intelligence and this Q,, G, and C plexus, though it is

still not entirely clear just how they will resolve factorially. However, one

can see that the nicety of judgment breadth and balance on this governing

dynamic system ultimately must have a limit set by the individual’s capac-

ity to perceive relationships—in this case as applied in the satisfaction-

balancing, dynamic world. In this factorial domain lies one of the most

important of all intelligence-personality relationships now needing research

investigation. The mostlikely theory is that the second-stratum “behavioral

control” factor, loading C, G, and Qs, is partly determined in its develop-

mentbythe third stratum g;, just as is a,.

Nevertheless, this projection of intelligence into a dynamic control sys-

tem, probably neurologically located in the frontal lobes, and expressed

in personality factors, Qs, G, and C, does not complete the story of how
intelligence helps shape personality. There is a curious finding with young

children, as yet, on somewhat slender samples and certainly still needing

confirmation (or rejection) of higher anxiety with higher fluid intelligence

(Cattell, 1963a, 1967b). Since the general relation in the school years—

via achievement, as discussed below—is one showing lower anxiety with
higher achievement, and probably higher a,, an intriguing paradox may

exist here, In general, the more machinery that an organization possesses,
either in the biological or the mechanical world, the more there is to go

wrong! Conceivably the youngchild of high fiuid intelligence, with massive

associational area development, has more possibilities of imaginative

trauma, or even of cumulative physiological, e.g., acetylcholine, imbalances

than one of smaller intelligence. One may begin to speculate that perhaps

the anxious depressions of such men as J. S. Mill, Pascal, William James,

and others of great gifts might hark back to such childhood emotional

vulnerability due to the large “combining mass.” The possibility that high
intelligence in a very unstructured phase of environmental relations might
create an“imaginative” magnification of fears and depressions such as a
less intelligent child would not experience is at least worthy of investigation

—biographically in the infancy of highly intelligent individuals and psy-
shometrically with testing of young children today.

et another, more special problem has to i bili
sharp nonlinear relations, existing within the rondlaparttineatae
tions, of intelligence to certain personality qualities discussed above. There
is evidence that in any trait whatsoever, good or bad, ai *
ment—toward the upper or lower ti ; sion anges -oteste
sistent problems. It does so by virtue of what the present writer has
ea ne aw of coercion to the bio-social mean” (Cattell, 1950a).
ee ratelivenes wees has brought evidence that maladjustment connected

ice

is

higher at both cnds of the 1.Q. range. Despi ¥
aaySensing. but later confirmed, findings that high Leechitdeonave

r adjusted than the average, some unpublished results of our own shaw

p of the population range—creates
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more neurotic scores on the 16 P.F. in certain high intelligence groups.

Probably two distinct principles are in conflict: that for higher intelligence

to produce higher C,G, and Q, development as discussed above, and that

for extremity to produce frustrations, notably of gregariousness (vide the

rise of the Mensa Society, see page 507) and shared emotional life. This

deprivation of group life, and the pressures of coercion to the bio-social

mean which operate at extremes, add to still greater frustrations at the lower

limit.In all, they would lead us to expect curvilinear personality-intelligence

correlations to modify the primarylinear ones.

4. PERSONALITY AND THE

SPECIAL ABILITY AREAS

The fourfold scheme in which we set out to

study personality-ability interactions (Section 3, page 365), has been cov-

ered as far as intelligence effects on personality and personality factor

simulating abilities. In the present section we propose to consider some

interactions not so well understood as to causal direction, and more con-

cemed with special than general abilities. The notion that such specific

connections exist is deep in our folklore, wherein the artist, for example,

is expected to be temperamental, the poet melancholy, and the mathema-

ticlan absent-minded and impractical. But whatis the evidence?

The man in the street sometimes rejects the idea of measuring intelli-

gence saying it has a different “quality” in different people. It would seem

that there is nothing but a verbal misunderstanding here, for what he calls

different qualities the psychologist represents a8 differing vector quantities.

A vector in factor space can represent, in one case, SO much g, with, say,

little projection on the verbal proficiency axis, and, in another case, the

same amountof g, with less projection on verbal proficiency, ae but more

on reasoning proficiency, ar, and so on. This recognition that whatis felt in

personal interaction as 4 difference of quality appears, instead, as a pre-

cisely representable vector measurement
in the dimensions of the full triadic

f a still more comprehensive understand-

ability space is only the beginning ©:

ing ofsreventati
o. In this latter, instead of drawing the vector only in the

ability space we place the specific kind of performance also in the broader

domain of personality factors. Perhaps, for example, we should represent

someartistic talent performance as three parts ability andone Partsome

personality factor, and mathematical ability (of a certain kind) as having

much moreto it than a score on the N agency.
. .

Spearman and his coworkers, despite their preoccupations with mathe-

matical models, found time to consider, 35 sensitively as any clinician, this

“quality” question, and in regard to general intelligence theypare atly

investigated the difference of “cleverness” and visor. h ney race

it to concepts outside the ability field—to dimensions we
came e

precursors of what we K was the surgency (F factor) an «50

strength (C) source trait measures. Th
e surgent individualis able to expr

his intelligence with rapidity, which favors the growth of a habit of repar-
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tee, and his wit and liveliness make him the “life and soul of the party.”

Surgentintelligencesoffer us a delightful spectacle, Frank Harris, himself

far mose conspicuous for cleverness than wisdom, said he would give years

of his life to have been present at a dinner party consisting of Lord Birken-

head, Oscar Wilde, and himself. Such meetings haveleft quotable treasures

which, by accident of meaning more than inherent profundity, can be wise

as well as witty.

In spite of our enjoyment of sparkling wit, some shrewd observers of

human nature always have suspected that certain questionable personality

traits may go with glibness—as witness at least two of the above three

characters, and numerous TV characters admired by the young. Certainly,

the knowncriterion associations of the temperament factor F—surgency—

bear out the inverse correlations of “cleverness” with dependability. The

desurgent (F—) person’s prudence and depth are correspondingly wit~

nessed by such findings as the low F of leading scientists (Cattell and

Drevdahl, 1955). These systematic findings nevertheless have not sufficed

to prevent some recent writers on creativity confusing surgency (F) and
exuberance (U.L21) with creativity! It is inhibition—keeping the lid on—

that generates enough pressure to drive the mind to more fundamental

originality.

It is the restraint of second-thoughtedness that also contributes to wis-

dom. That term in its full depth of meaning, is something that a wise man

would hesitate to define, but perhaps Coleridge’s “common sense in un-

common degree” is a good start. For it is a painful fact of history and

everyday observation that admittedly highly intelligent men can be ex~

tremely foolish from the standpoint of a person of “common sense.” This

hasbeen illustrated by the dicta of some academic men in the last decade,

during expeditions into politics, and by the dicta of brilliant young writers

on morals and social values, Whencareful observer ratings on the general
run of humanity are correlated and factored, as in various summarized

studies (Cattell, 1957a; Hammond, 1957; Norman, 1963; Tupes, 1957)
one finds associated with the current cultural definition of wisdom over

and above intelligence, such traits as foresight, reality-contact patience

emotional control, andself-insight as opposed to subjective prejudice. ,

seeahoreweshow Abele inEuripides’ injunction that “among mortals

non tal,” or in terms of underlying personality factors
own to the personality theorist, a high probability that the C factor of

ego strength, i.c., realism, balance, self-control, is here linked to intelli-

upstio Thatthe C factor of ego strength or “character” enters was the main
upshot of Hargreaves’ early investigation with Spearman, andit fits recent
criterion correlations. For ex. ample, there are few i ineeded more than in handlin : aveschinws chicken2 difficult individuals a ychiatri icihee ndling d c s a psychiatric technician
ese ant ne Specification equation for success there is positively
Uentally cael > Et er, and Tatsuoka, 1968) with ego strength (and, inci-
theoud ee Be y and superego (G factor) over and above intelligence).

valuable to have similac 16 P.F. or other ability and personality
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factor me: iaad 1esSokereand on successful and unsuccessful magistrates

S ers, and others whose survival depends on wisdom

and shrewd judgment. The occupation profiles for occupations in which

the demand for mature judgmentis exacting—physicians, accountants

school superintendents, university administrators, and business executives

—all show the pattern of below-average surgency (F-, desurgency) and

above-average shrewdness, N, while most show above-average ego strength,

C (Cattell, Eber, and Tatsuoka, 1970).
,

These considerations of the “quality” of intelligence generally account

for specific disappointments in intelligence test predictions which users may

report. They have not separated sufficiently the real characters of a, OF g¢

from somepersisting, personal, subjective concept of intelligence of their

ownpreference.If the latter were brought outas 4 definable vector, it would

be found to include much more than true intelligence. If the “intelligence”

in the required criterion includes much wisdom, wit, prophecy, or creativity,

then additional measures, several of which are important personality meas-

ures, are definitely neededin the test battery and the specification equation.

Thatintelligence is often given particular flavor or timbre by the pre-

dominance of someprimary ability has already been discussed. One thinks

of the wealth of a, in Shakespeare’s thinking; of a, in Einstein’s grasp of

space; or the abundant @mx i the inventiveness of Edison. These are par-

ticular angles given to the vector of ability by projections on agencies in

the ability space itself. Less obvious, and of greater interest to our present

direction of analysis, are the special qualities given to agencies (usually

“primary abilities”) by association with personality factors. These associa-

tions are sometimes more marked than those with general jntelligenceitself.

Forclarity, research results in this domain are best examined after general

ability (gre) has been statistically partialled out of the correlations with a

primary ability scale as such.

In an early research on personality-abili
ty relati

(Cattell, 1945a) in over two hundred young men in an Army Specialist

Training Progra
m (the observer ratings on personality reaching the unusual

reliability of -88) several significant personality correlations were found

with verbal and mathematical ability, after partialling out intelligence as

advocated above. Verbal ability was associated with affectothymia (A

factor), —-25; with surgency (F), —-353 and with premsia (1) as much as

0.5, The association with premsic upbringing is not surprising, for the closer

contact with a parent jn a protective and sustaining home
could be onc of

the main determiners of more advanced verbal performance. Butthe nega-

tive relation of ay with the level of outgoing, exviant personality activity, as

measured in A and F, will come as a surprise to many. What the first pop-

ular stereotype perhaps overlooks is that, though the “extravert” will talk

more,he will read less. And except for a few professors’ children (who may

have serious dow! their privilege) most children can get a much

larger and sophistica'
from books than from their immediate

associates.

ons by personality ratings

bts about

ted vocabulary
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Certainly a glance over thelives of pocts and others should convince us

that the great wielders of language were mainly inviant and solitary indi-

viduals. Of the seclusive habits of many writers, Gray’s Sines would be

descriptive:

Hard by yon wood, now smiling as in scorn,

Muttering his wayward fancies he would roam.

Indeed, where the fostering of a love of verbal music and a sedate precision

of word choice is concerned,the inwarddirection of attention is surely most

favorable. At any rateit is in the verbal field that we see one of the best

examples of Goethe’s comment quoted earlier: “Es entwickelt sich ein

Talent in den Stille.” And who should know better than the lonely Werther,

image of Goethe’s own adolescence, that talent “blooms in silence and

stillness?”

Discoverable personality correlations with mathematics are slighter
(whenintelligence is partialled out). This is perhaps not surprising—for

there is perhapslittle left in the way of special proficiency in so abstract a

subject as mathematics when the gains from the pure insight of abstract
intelligence are taken out. Nevertheless, one can conceive that a certain

fortitude and an absence of need for emotional sustenance, also favors

sustainedinterest in this abstract world, andthis is, in fact, what is found.

‘The correlations (significant but now down to 0.1 to 0.2) are with ego

strength, C (positive with mature; negative with changeable, frivolous,

emotional), with higher superego, G (positive with conscientious) and,
negatively, with neurotic, psychopathic, paranoid, and infantile-demanding

behavior. There are also very slight positive relations to surgency and affec-
tothymia, and negative to dominance. Altogether the personality picture

of the mathematically gifted is one of benign, mature adjustment, with such

unusual frustration tolerance as the great figures of mathematics—-Newton,

Gauss, Euler, Lagrange, and others—typically have shown. (Galois is an
exception, and his “maladjustment” arose in an exceptionally difficult en-

vironment.) Incidentally, there is no trace of the obsessive-compulsive traits
which psychoanalysts glibly have theorized should be attached to mathe-
matics. Indeed, the correlations are negative with “rigid” and “tyrannical”
and other obsessive and paranoidtraits.

Other primary abilities in relation to which we have already some re-
search hints of significant personality associations are mechanical aptitude,
drawing ability, and thestill ill-defined factor of “social intelligence.” Re-
peated hints crop up (see the occupational profiles of engineers,electricians,
and mechanics on the 16 P.F. and variousspecial Studies) of association of
mechanical aptitude with sizothymia A(—), ego strength, C, parmia, H.
Strongself-sentiment, Q;, and sometimes dominance, E, and harria 1(—).

Personality-wise, the engineers and electricians show a “tough somewhat
introverted, realistic, independent profile. It is, at first sight ‘ that, i
comparisons of delinqu i t chi eh . Strange at anquent and nondelinguent children, investigators have
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oftennoted higher mechanical aptitude as a characteristic of the former.

er, in the first place, some of these comparisons have defined “high”

. relative to verbal, and the educationally poor home background of many

detinanents means low verbal ability. Nevertheless, some connection seem-

8 ly remains here, and it may be that, in unfortunate environments where

Msnigh ego strength and dominance normally associated with mechanical

ity cannot lead to a good self-sentiment development, they lead to

aggression. The interesting, more basic connection is that mechanical and

engineering talent evidently depend on an essentially realistic, balanced,

and independent type of personality, with other positive qualities. (Even

in delinquency, the types of delinquency in the mechanically gifted tend to

be primarily connected with a nonhostile and nonemotional, but self-

determined“taking of the law into one’s own hands.”)

Correlations with drawing ability in the writer’s 208 sample stand up

across eight subgroupsin the direction ofartist talent being associated with

A+ (responsive, warmhearted, easygoing), F(+) (talkative, high-spirited,

quick), I(+) (intuitive, careless, lethargic), H(+) (self-confident, so-

cially interested), and less significantly, E(+) (dominance) and J (+)

(self-directing). This set of factors, practically constituting the second-order

exvia factor, entirely fits the popular stereotype—which is perhaps based

on centuries of experience—ofthe extravert (A, F, H, L-) Q.—), bohe-

mian, self-directing artist. Furthermore, the contrast with the mechanical

interest profile just seen excellently fits (at the level of contrasting whole

cultures) McDougall’s data (1902) revealing statistically an antithesis of

the extravert, Mediterranean, artistic culture and the introvert, Northern

European, mechanically inventive, scientific culture. As one looks at indi-

vidual artists, however, one may get the impression that this temperament

description fits the general classical period better than the experimental cra

of the last eighty years,
verted Wan Gogh and his

with the tortured, intro

modern almost schizophrenic successors. Nevertheless, So long as we deal,

not with artistic creativity ag a whole, but concretely with drawing ability

as rated by art teachers, and with normal ranges of ability, the “extrovert”

and high premsic (I+) individual evidently is given more to sccing the

world around him, and to cherishing the motor skills necessary to depict it

Turning next to “social jntelligence,” We encounter a primary which is

conceptually important but still lacks a good factorial foundation. Indecd,

it is a concept which, in various actual experimen

has vanished when gene!

tal analyses, apparently

ral intelligence has been partialled out. Neverthe-

Jess, one suspects that if the skills jnvolve'd were measured more effectivcly.

id peneil-and-pape
r perceptions and skills, into actual

i ommunication,

social reactions an
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would stand revealed.
ersonality Facto
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premsia, I; low guilt proneness, Q-,;and high self-sentiment, Q,. The

pattern is definite and significant enough, but whether it means that these

traits are “auxiliaries” (in the “action” specification equation) to intelli-

gence in producing effective social interaction, or whether, as in other in-

stances in this section, we are supposing a “developmental equation” in

which “social intelligence” factors are built up as a real proficiency, neces-

sarily correlated therefore with thesetraits, remains to be seen.

Apart from the intrinsic psychological value, for counseling, education,

and guidance, of the above psychological findings, they are put forward

here asillustrations and argumentsfor certain general principles. First, they

illustrate the principle that although the ability modality is conceptually,

definably distinct from the temperament modalityoftraits, we must expect

quite significant correlations to appear between them. Thus verbal, mathe-
matical, and artistic performance systematically tend to be associated with

certain personality traits, over and above abilities. Secondly, they bring out

the principle that what are often thought of as different qualities of ability

are actually combinations of ability and temperament traits which inci-
dentally, can now beprecisely represented as vectors in personality-ability

space. This is, of course, quite different from the phenomenon of “ability-

simulating personality traits” in Section 2 above. In the present phenomenon

it is as if the personality trait is necessary to the criterion performance by

aiding the ability to express itself with certain controls and directions of

temperamental sensitivity. At present it is not certain how much of the

interaction is immediate and how much developmental, but such significant

connections call for systematic further investigation with well-defined per-
sonality source traits.

5. PERSONALITY AND ABILITY
MEASURES IN THE PREDICTION
OF ACHIEVEMENT

. So far the analysis of results has been largely
concerned with what are probably developmental effects, using variables
expressing definite test performances, scored in some easily defined fashion.
But achievement in some broader sense, even in the still not so wide sense
of getting through college or apprenticeship to a vocation, surely would be
expected to involve the admixture of personality qualities with abilities to a
suit greater “nent Our opening chapter indeed has quoted some famous
observers to the effect that personality and characte: i
fe success than are abilities. 7 * ae more tmportant 19

In trying to get objective and itati i, quantitative answers to these questions
spout ihe broader drama oflife, however, the psychometrist quickly realizes

at defining life achievement and measuring success on occupational and
familylife criteria demand more ic ski) : psychometric skill th i
to bring to the simpler task of scori iy perfomance,Whati

nna ne si k ing a test ability performance. Whatis
nesment in life? What, indeed,is success in an occupation? Jesting Pilatet well have followed up his query “What is truth?” with “What is
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9 . .ahien, and stared just as blindly. In evaluating the great and unusual
we vementsin our owntime (as witness even the task facing a compiler ofVho's Who"), we undoubtedly bungle. Contemporary fashions and dis-putes and the shouts of the crowd confuse our judgment, and we seek
histoqeJncompelznce in the thought that “the verdict of
bunt . ven history cannot allow for differences of oppor-
‘unity. Would Napoleon have been a great figure if not born on the surge
of the French revolution? If Darwin had wandered off with the Patagonian
boy, York Minster, and missed the Beagle when it sailed home, how much
of a recognized genius would he have been among those bleak mountains?
Which psychologists are making the vital contributions to our science in
this decade? One has to suspect also a systematic error, appreciated by the
poet whocalled success “the bitch goddess,”since fairly obviously she may
be won by those ready to sacrifice honor and standards to her whims.
When asked to predict relative success on somecriterion of occupational

or social achievement, many psychologists prefer simply not to ask where

the criterion came from. Give them a criterion measure of achievement and
they will usually do a pretty good job of weighting test measurements to
Predict it. They may, further, (if they understand functional measurement,
Le., testing for known sourcetrait structures) employ psychological insight

to see why weights are what they are. But all too frequently, like a capable

servant at the beck and call of a peremptory master, the psychologist is
asked by the public and sometimes by administrators to work with criteria he
definitely distrusts or knows are wrong. For example, selection for scholar-

ships for higher education commonly is made againsta criterion of subse-

quent performancein college (or even academic achievement in the same
year) whereas, the purpose of college being to prepare forlife, the criterion

Teally should be the goodness of adult life performance for which college
education is a preparation. Existing selection procedures undoubtedly
choose the facile college-examination-passer—and sometimes he turns out

later to be a contributorto culture. .

The first major advance from this worship of pedantry was the shift of

emphasis in the early part of this century to selection by intelligence tests,

andlater by culture-fair intelligence tests. Butthis shift from what a student

has done—in a school atmosphere—to what he may do in the future—in

any broad, intelligence-demanding life situation—is not enough. qt currently

satisfies some aspirations in scholarship selection to select by the individual 8

promtise as an individual rather than by his parents financial good fortune;

but public opinion should Jearn that this is still not good enough by the

psychologist's standards. Unless it is balanced by adding personality and

motivation tests (weighted against a post-school criterion) this ‘promovon

bytalents” could be poorer than what we had before. Intelligence: tests may

select merely bright, facile individuals lacking the character qualities to be

anything but genteel parasites in some sheltered position for the rest of

erion oflife achievement would undoubtedly put far
ir lives. A truc crit veme and

are emphasis on personatity test selection in the prediction battery. But,
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alas, for the present, we must admit that evaluation of the criterion, e.g.

one of magnitude of social contribution,is in its infancy, and that we must

make do with the best achievementcriteria we have and ask how personality

and ability measures can predict them. ‘The fact is, however, that even in

academic prediction, personality factors over and above intelligence con-

tribute to accuracy.

Achievement is a many-faceted thing, and except for a few, relatively

carefully studied occupational and examination performances, which we

shall illustrate, the greater number of achievements—from driving fifty

years without an accident to raising a family of effective citizens—as yet

remain undocumented and experimentally unanalyzed. School achievement

has been the big theme in achievement prediction research, and, except for

certain provisos above,it is at least measured with high reliability. How-

ever, until the adventof factored personality and motivational source trait
measures, and the more refined concept of fluid intelligence, many educa-

tional psychologists seemed content with very short perspectives in achieve-

ment analysis and estimation. For example, they would take any weighted
sum, from any old shopper’s basket of psychological tests, that would give

the highest multiple correlation (in the sample) with the criterion, regard-

less of any basic structural psychological meaning in the published tests.

More frequently the educational psychologist has taken nothing but an in-

telligence test, obtained the usual 0.4 to 0.6 prediction (regression) on next

year’s examination performance, and washed his hands of any responsibility

for predicting the remaining 64% to 84% of variance in the criterion.

Alongwith this goes the habit of partialling out the attainment dueto intel-

ligence and expressing the rest (or the rest divided by age) as an ‘“‘achieve-

ment quotient,” ie., a statement of how well the individual is achieving

“relative to his intelligence.” We will not pause to evaluate the varieties of

achievementof attainment quotient designs, because conceptually, they re-
main a crude half-step to the formulation that is really needed, namely, a
full specification equation across all ability and personality factors, as set

out below. For by this we can evaluate for the given case what the main
Toots of his achievement or nonachievementare. In fact, by the older notion,
an “achicvement quotient” could be written for every one of his capacities,
CB “Howwelt is he achievingrelative to his powers of memory, or his emo-

bon stability (C factor), or his anxiety level (second order, ol, and so

waneuprepeatedlyiefontPurely from an intelligence test, the fact

have been inclined to val Ussion that educational psychologists

how well it al O evaluate (and even validate) an intelligence test by
any achicvemonoatcahievernent. In that case crystallized ability, or

gence test will obviously become eval-
uated as better than a test whiich, though measuring intelli ;measures onlyintelligence. Truc, 1 ontradiiean arisea poor achievement predicti i
measur intelligence r prediction can arise
acountRe being intrinsically 4 poor intelligence test, not able even to

the variance in achievement due to intelligence. But the
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moment an alleged intelligence test passes the fraction that intelligence

should predict, it must be convicted of having a contaminantin it, as surely

as one detects alcoholin the excessive friendliness of a neighbor at the bar.

It is no virtue in an intelligence test to predict more school achievement

than it should, In general, correlations of intelligence test with school per-

formancethat exceed 0.6 (or even 0.5, depending on the population) show

thattheintelligencetestis itself contaminated with school achievement and

is anything but a pure culture-fair measure.

We are beginning to acquire tolerably stable figures on the relative role

of fluid and crystallized intelligence, the primary abilities, and the chief

personality and motivation source traits in performance in high school, and

it may not be long before we have the same for colleges. The work of

Cattell and Butcher (1968), Butcher, Ainsworth, and Nesbitt (1963),

Graffam (1967), Radcliffe and Cattell (1961), Catiell, Sealy, and Sweney

(1966), Warburton (1952), and other experienced psychometrists and

factor analysts, ¢.g., at the Educational Testing Service in the United States

and the National Foundation for Educational Research in Britain, has

supplied us with a reasonably complete and stable estimation of the normal

weights for the abilities and personality factors in a fairly complete spec-

trum of contributors. In particular, the studies (Cattell and Butcher, 1968)

d motivation source

with relatively factor-pure measures of personality an

d SMAT) have at last clarified

traits (as in the 16 P.F., HSPQ, MAT,an

the total picture regarding the contributions from differenttrait modalities.

One sees now just how the prediction builds up (from about 0.55 from

abilities to 0.75 with personality traits, and so om) as each new modality

addsits contribution.
; _

The contribution from intelligence and the primary abilities has long

correlations, first, for predictions

been known. Table 12-1 shows actual 0 f Predict

from theabilities, namely Thurstone Primaries (including by implication,

crystallized intelligence as 4 weighted sum) and secondly, from general

lly represent
ral intelligence.

intelligence as specifical
nts ;

As would be expected, the weights for verbal ability are highest on

verbal achievement, and so on for other agents. “Space” does practically

nothing for these academic achievements,
ut number, reasoning, and

fluency have significant contributions at suitable places. The fluid inte i-

gence level helps all, but assists least in such a specialized rote perform-

i
Jation from all these ability sources

can rise to about 0.7, though the most common, central tendency for pure

fluid intelligenceis
about 0.5 (sometimes dropping to 0.4 oF rising ‘o 0.55

or 0.60). Whenever the value for the intelligence regression weig t falls

below 0.5 we may suspect unsatisfactory
reliability 19 test or criterion—or

an unusually selected sample, ¢.g-» of university students. On the other

hand, although 2 crystallized intelligence test measure—estima
ted as a

weighted sum
of the primary abilities or by 4 traditional intelligence test—

may reach a predictive value of even 0.7, We should not expect fluid intel-

ligence (a culture-fair test), in the normal ranges of ability, to correlate
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more than about 0.45 to 0.55 with school achievement. Whatever the
crystallized (traditional) test adds beyond that, is a conglomerate of per-
sonality and motivation traits—and a dash of the criterion itself! By
contrast, any truly scientific analysis of the causes of achievement (and
therefore of a given individual’s problems in achieving) would prefer to
have—clearly set out as such—the distinct contributions of personality,
intelligence, and motivation components. Least of all does one want any
chasing of one’s owntail by “predicting” school attainment from school
attainment, using an empirical correlation which yields no increaseofinsight
whatever and no lawful extrapolation to new circumstances.
To obtain a more complete and balanced perspective on personality-

ability interactions in the school environment, it is interesting to compare
the prediction of nonscholastic achievements from the same kind of pre-dictors. As Table 12-2 shows, the correlations ofless centrally “scholastic”performances are negligible with the fluid intelligence factor, but bothadjustment andinterest in school subjects have someslight, significant,positive correlations with primary abilities. These are best with verbalability and reasoning, and least with spatial ability. Incidentally, the lackof correlation with the last shows that, as an agency,it cannot be explainedas a proficiency (page 323), i.e., as a dynamic, school sentiment “effector”product, as the other primary agencies may in part be. It is more likely,therefore, to be explicable as a “tool” or “aid” unity. (For we must notforget that correlation can

nected with the dynamic “ ion

o

f

i i! icalculate from Table 12-2 i © mostpene eta ie

rystallized intelligence bei joicultural exposure and interest, . nnd JOIN Product of Br andTable 12~3 shifts the

‘ igh operatin i i tn ope ”
in Table 12-3 a0 ofspeae filectively forits length. The ‘achievements

terest in that the:ment tl ‘ a ‘Y Cover a broader assess-han scholastic achievement alone. In passing, one notes the sub-
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stantive role of personality source traits in such achievements as leadership,

sports, etc. Nevertheless, the multiple correlation is even higherfor scholas-

tic attainment, partly because intelligence (B in the HSPQ series) begins

to contribute substantially and probably partly because the criterion is more

objective and reliable.

"This is as far as we can go at present toward that prediction of youthful

performance in a wider context, which was the ideal we stated at the be-

ginningofthis section. Atthis age, for lack of widercriterion data, we shall

pursue in the next section our intended, more intensive, theoretical anai-

ysis of the balance and interaction of ability and personality traits spe-

cifically in the domain of school achievement.

6. ANALYSIS OF INTERACTION
OF ABILITIES, PERSONALITY,
AND MOTIVATION IN
SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT
That personality plays a substantial part in

achievement of various kinds has been documented sufficiently in the last
section, However, we wish now to go beyond bare documentation to some

theoretical understanding, introducing at the same time new findings on
motivation. In so doing, it is necessary to concentrate on that area of

achievement we call scholastic attainment, for there alone do we find

teasonably complete data.
Incidentally, the absence of investigation of the relation of intelligence

to all sorts of “life achievements”is at first surprising. We become less

surprised when we find that there are only four studies in existence (Fryer,
1922; Cattell, 1934; Harrell and Harrell, 1945; Himmelweit and Whitfield,

1949) directly determining intelligence levels for many occupations (see
Chapter 14). Educators have been the active users ofintelligence tests, and

the social and biological sciences come out a very poor second. For exam-

ple, there exists no data with culture-fair tests and on an adequate sample
relating intelligence to income (for any given age level}, though half the
warld is ready to take this as a firm criterion of success (“If you're smart

why aren’t you rich?”"). Since success is an elusive concept, we could at
least tie correlations to reliably measurable supposed “criteria” of adapta-
tion.Sociology and economies might well have been expected to find the
Telations of intelligence to such variables as income, freedom from acci-
dents, longevity, contributions to charity, dependence on welfare, delin-

tte,(ihelast Marital stability (inverse of divorces), number of children,
. last is, for married people, even negatively related to intelli-

gence.) So far we know onl: at a correlati& ” yu i
ae a hat lation of about 0.3 exists between

oct (Chapter 14) by status of parents.
deposostiowsment the assertion that scholarship selection should
tethers ane wen intelligence will probably be greeted by experienced
properly, ewer arty Amen.” Before the arguments can be evaluated
pececsaey oe » We must turn ta some finer methodological issues. It is

. act to bring out the difference between the psychometric,
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actuarial examination m sent
pearneiniaaboveandthescientifealy causal formulation.

“providing an estimated figure for” not in th s atistically in the senseof

according to scientific laws” 0 in the sense of “causally producing

reference). Ri th new or even of “foretelling” (in the sense of future

(includin re necessarily starts with psychometric analysis of data

is to cae a Wwatinte experimental, manipulative evidence). But its aim

section in recients fic, causal explanations. And, as instanced in the last

‘what ihe reference to alleged prediction from traditional intelligence tests,

1960: Cur t Pye ometrists (Horst, 1962, 1966; Guilford, 1959; Vernon,

incl 4 eton, 1 55; Kendall, 1957) call the “predictors” may actually

ude a substantial part of the “predicted.” In that sense we can as readily

predict the individual’s score on a traditional intelligence test from his

00) achievement as the converse, though we believe that causally a fluid

(culture-fair) test acts to produce the school attainment.

. In discussion we may necessarily use much the same jargon as the statis-

tician, but our aim at this point is to reach conclusions about causation.

Naturally the operational conditions, e.g., the sequences we impose,

whereby one can recognize that the factor is an influence, are important for

such conclusions. But the main requirementis that all experiment be based

on pure factor measurements, wherever possible (i€., unitary ability and

personality source traits) rather than upon any ad hoctests that happen

to predict. By taking out @ straight gr measurement, for example, from the

jumble of components in the typical intelligence test,

generation, we can re-combine that score in varying causative weights with

personality, achievement, and motivation jnfluences as each new situation

requires. Applied psychology, correspondingly, would gain from having

such measurements at hand, instead of working with the gross conglom-

erates of the traditional intelligence test score.

Asa first step, let us add only personality-temperament
information to

intelligence predictions and compare, in Table 12-4, the magnitude of

prediction from abilities alone and from abilities plus personality. This

table re-analyzes the evidence from the tables (12-2 and 12-3) above in

terms of the total contribution to predicting the criterion from intelligence

alone, all abilities and all abilities plus all personality, and so on. All

differences but one are highly significant between columns 2 and 3 in

Sample A. However, as pointed out above, column 8 in Sample B—the

“all abilities prediction”—of the variance has a disguise which needs pene-

tration. It hides much personality and interest variance which has gone

into the development of primary abilities. In fact, as we SAW in Chapters 5

and 6, personality factors significantly remain correlated with crystallized

intelligence and the specific abilities in the primary agencics. Consequently,

for the total school achievement as objectively represented by the Stanford,

the percentage variance (Table 12-2) accounted for by purely fluid intelli-

gence is no more than (.44)? x 100 = 19.4% (other samples give about

d for byall assorted abilitics is (.68)? x

25% ). By contrast, that accounte
i ;

100 = 46% and that by fluid intelligence and personality source tails

(Table 12-4). The goodness of scholastic aitain-

togetheris 59%
to 62%
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thereaiction achieved from intelligence alone (in round values) may
‘ ere fore be said to be doubled by adding personality source waits from awbictentty wide personality sphere, as in the 16 P.F., HSPO, ete. per:
sonality scales and the prediction from traditi intelli ests is then
surpassed, Pp ‘aditional intelligence tests is then

fe Evaluating the situation more broadly than in the above specific results,
om accumulation of many studies, we may write down a best rounded

estimate of the high school weights in a specification equation as follows:

Ach, = .15SA + SOB + .10C — 10D — .15E + 10F + .25G
+ OH — JOE + 153 — 100 + .20Q, + -20Q; — .10Q,

(12.2)

For further explanations and more detailed discussions of probable
modes of action of personality traits, the reader may peruse Cattell and

Butcher (1968). The multiple correlation from this (the B, intelligence

value, being taken as that for a culture-fair test) is about 0.7, ie., this

specification accounts for abouthalf the variance.
Asevery psychologist will understand, these values will alter with change

of educational situation, e.g., teaching methods and accidental selection
affecting the samples. Thus among undergraduate university students,

where the range of intelligence has been trimmed, the intelligence correla-
tion and the associated I.Q. weight in the specification will fall, while per-

sonality factors also shift, as follows:

Ach, = — JOA + .35B + .15C + .05E — .20F + .10G — .10H

+ 201 — .15L -+ 10M — .05N — .100 ~ .20Q;
+ .20Q2 + .20Q3 — .10Q4 (12.3)

The symbols are, of course, for the same personality factors in both the
adult and child range though the (adult) 16 P.F. contains one or two
later-evolved dimensions than in the roster representing the slightly simpler
structure in the high school pupil (HSPQ) age range. Among the changes

in emphasis with age, one notices principally (a) that introversion (the
second-order factor loading A, F, H, etc.) becomes more favorable to

performance in the older student group. This is probably associated with

the shift of instruction from an interactive classroom situation to individual

reading. It can also be related to the higher need for writing skills, since

we have noted before that V factor is correlated with personality factor

A(~), etc. One also notes (b) that docility—E(—)—favors learning in

the younger child, whereas some independence and critical attitude (E+)

is more demanded in university studies.

For the student of personality the modeofaction of the other personality

source traits will not be hard to see, “Emotional stability” (C+, Ego

strength) aids almost any long term enterprise. Superego strength (G+)

perhaps operates through homework being conscientiously done. Self-

sufficiency (Q2:-+) means that the individual will tend to solve problems

on his own, instead of being dependent on aid from teachers and fellow
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little change in environment and opportunities of self-expression. Conse-
quently, when the criterion performance is one that would depend on
average motivation level over a year, e.g., grades, rather than instant

motivation, as in a momentary performancesituation, we should not expect
criterion correlations to reach the levels for personality and ability traits.

Although it has so far been impracticable to retest children repeatedly

over the year to get a good estimate of average level, significant relations
are reached even with single measures. In particular several studies have
consistently shown that school achievement is related positively to self-
sentiment and superego strengths and negatively to tension level on the sex

and pugnacity ergs. The negative relations to narcism are also reasonably

consistent. These make sense, and agree very well—as far as self-sentiment
and superego are concerned—with measures made independently in the

questionnaire medium. (These two factors in the 16 P.F.—G, superego,
and Q,, self-sentiment—are conceptually the same as two in MAT and
SMATand correlate well with them.) But other relations, such as the
negative correlations with curiosity and acquisitiveness, which might be
expected to favor a well-stocked mind, are at present puzzling. If, as ex-
perts inthe objective motivation measurement fields may do, one goes
further into the complexities of integrated and unintegrated ergic com-
Ponents, more definite but complex statements are possible. Thus the
negative relation to achievementis larger and more consistent with unin-
tegrated sex and pugnacity tensions. Probable reasons for this will be dis-
cussed below (page 402), butlet us first proceed

a

little further with the
quantitative evidence.
amor pefore specific hypotheses are entertained one should perhapsas wer the general question: “Just how effectively does motivation add toe total prediction of school achievement?” Table 12-6 shows that ap-oemately poefifth of the total achievement variance is contributed bytthe ihne t ee modalities (assuming We representability by intelligenceability) Actuallythe venichare, after all, the products of interest and: . uanty: i its iable results, a littl : one ithae traits 4

e thesevalidities by 20% (see below).central indication in these researches is that a combinedcorrelate at present for 60% of the variance (cor-pare ono bout 0.78), which is definitely at an aug-
when using ability measures aloneeroes co man accustomed (0

research easily, mea a » Por the sake of guidiwonha beprediont‘tthewane to ask what our eatinofbeech1 fed sts in each of th itirealized validit: iabili ateelite
non fren resentteeety If We were able to correctfora)attenand criterion unreliability, and (b) incompleteness

Meanwhile, the

modality predictio:

responding to a ci
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TABLE 12-6
eoative Contributions of Threa Modalities of Traits tochoo! Achievement (Standardized Achievement andAverage Schoo Grade Measures)

Correlation % Variance
mith of Criterion
riterioit Predi

1. Abilities:
eeeFluid Intelligence

2. Personality:
“8 us13 HSPQ Personality Factors

intelligence Factor B Abstracted from the
14 total) 43 18.53. Motivation

,15 SMAT Dynamic Factors 40 ik
s}

: 6.04. Ability and Personality (1 and 2)* 791 62.415. Personality and Motivation (2 and 3) 53 28.16. Ability, Personality, and Motivation
78 60.1(1, 2, and 3)

1 This value is on a different sample (153 boys and girls in 7th grade) from the rest
(144 7th and 8th graders) and is uncorrected for shrinkage. Hence,it exceeds (6).

Note: (1) The figures here are estimates, derived by Cattell and Butcher (1968) by
averaging values from two (and in someinstancethree)studies and are smaller
than those actually obtained because allowance has been made for the
expected shrinkage in going to a new sample.

{2) The variances from the three sources as put together in 4, 5, and 6 will not
add exactly to the combined values because there are some small correlations
across the three different modalities.

(3) These values are not yet corrected for attentuation by test or criterion
unreliability.

From The Prediction ofAchievement and Creativity by Raymond B, Cattell and H, Joha Butcher, copy
right © 1968, by Toe Bobbs-Mereull Company, Inc., reprunted by permissionofthe publishers.

of sampling of the modality domains, it is a reasonable conclusion that the
increase in the personality quantum would be alittle greater than that for
intelligence, while the increase for the dynamic realm would be alittle
greater than for personality. Thus, we are suggesting that the actual mag-
nitudes of the predicted variance in fact should finish close to 25% of the
criterion ascribable to each. This would point to 75% ofthecriterion being

predicted from characters of the examinee and 25% from accidents of

environmental conditions. (For well-designed measures from the three

modalities are correlated only trivially.)

The mannerof causal action accounting for the observed personality and

motivation contributions has been briefly psychologically sketched above

and can be pursued further from the data in the tables by any dynamic

psychologist. What remains relatively obscure, with our dearth of home

backgrounddata,is the origin of that 259% (assuming fully reliable tests)

of the criterion variance not accounted for by characteristics in the individ-

ual. Such variance as family attitude to the child's school work already
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has expressed itself appreciably, but not entirely, in the measures of the
child’s personality and motivation. But intermittent illnesses, slips in the

examination, differences in the conception ofthe criterion among teachers,

variations in book and study facilities at home, could enter to reduce the

correlation between the child’s essential achievement capacity and the
criterion measure. The remarkable feature of these findings indeed, is, as
Cattell and Butcher (1968) comment, that the estimate of how much of

the individual’s achievementis resident in the student himself approaches
this high asymptote of 75%. Even allowing for the fact that his character-
istics at the given year express what environment has done for him already,
it is somewhatsurprising thatso little remains for current environment.
When Henley wrote “I am the master of my fate; I am the captain of my
soul” many who wouldgrantthe second would be more likely to agree with
Ecclesiastes (9:11) on the first, that “time and chance happeneth to
them all.” But at least in this precious artificial realm—the school—in
which justice, equality of opportunity, and objectivity of valuation arefostered more than they will be later, it does indeed seem that the individ-
ual may be the master of 75% of his fate!

Throughoutthis chapter’s discussion of achievement and ability we haveemployed a distinction between action equations and developmental equa-tions. The formertell us in what degrees success in a present action are dueto various personality and ability traits; the latter tell us how the level ofpresent developmentoftraits is a functio:
with experience. When we find what wei
predicting a child’s achievementtest performance we are actually dealingwith values that are, in a sense, a comb:
hand ; e ination of these two. On the onebail » We Can conceive a “trait” of school achievement which has beenuilt up over theyear by the P’s, A's, D’s, and experience. On the other

of how well he will show this achievementotemorningi the examination. For the latter—the examination-takingSe—thereis surely a distinct specification i iti
:

equation. is onewhich many students believetre: b quation, and itFuture psych ats them badly.ychometric practi Seti nageSeparatingthese, thus: Practice may well embrace the sophistication of

Se = bP + bA + baD + Experience terms (12.4a)

So = BSL -+ bP + BIA + by'D (12.4b)where S, i

om ce."Most, but not all the vari-
to be very di © Weights by, by, by, certainly are goin,
express S. inerent from b,, 4, and by. What We et when, ae usual wedynamic traits) > 8S 2 function of P, A, and D (personality, ability. "andwould like to have Caative of these two. But for many purposes we
Personahty qualitic ie iiself—the cumulative effect of intelligence and3 UBon real Aachicvement—not just the wayit is able to

» comes from §., and th
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expressitself in a given examination on a given bilious morning, Even thenwe would have to analyze further the purely statistical equation (12.4a),for, as pointed out above,it is always possible that the correlational refation-ships are due to two-wayeffects—theeffect of achievementupon personal-ity and vice versa. Beyond this analysis is the further analysis needed into(a) the equation for relating present (accumulated) learning Jevels to
Personality (which, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, is what theeducational investigator gives us), and (b) the equation for increments
in achievementrelated to traits. A tentative answer to the fatter is provided
by Cattell and Sealy’s (1965) correlations of personality and dynamic traits
with increase of school performance over a year. As might be expected,
the weights are of the same general pattern as in the integrated resultant
commonly seen (page 389).

7. MEMORY, MOTIVATION,
AND ABILITY
The influence of motivation has been ap-

proached in an introductory manner in the above section in relation to

scholastic achievement, for its action is comparatively simple there and
good empiricalfindings exist. In this and the next section we plan to probe

moresubtle kinds of interweaving of motivation and ability—in this section
we will examine that which takes place through the interaction of motiva-
tion and memory. In so doing we propose to knit together, by drawing

threads from a new angle, what has been said about memory in brain
physiology (Chapter 8) and about the place of memory in the triadic

theory of abilities (Chapter 11). .
The triadic theory of abilities describes the rise of a class of unitary

abilities recognized by factor analysis as “primaries,” by designating many
of them agencies, created by common experience in the case of aids and

common interest and reward in the case of proficiencies. It links structured
learning theory with ability theory, by claiming that the structures actually

found in the latter can be predicted from the structured learning theory

specification equation. Thusif a pre-existing ability, ¢.g., &, is predominant
in the Jearning (Equations 11.3 and 11.4), the acquired ability, ag, will

turn out to be largely a projection of the patterns of that pre-existing ability.

On the other hand, if a need system with its particular reward schedule,

such as build up 4 dynamic sentiment structure, have most of the weight

in equation (11.3 and 11.4), then we shall expect a proficiency structure

to be shaped as a commontrait with outlines matching the interest system

The study of ability growth in relation to interest and motivation no

needs to be explored further in two directions: (£) concerning the ne
wayinteraction of ability and interest and the Timits which this oex

the equation, and (2) concerning the interaction of motivation and me

in relation to the specific propertics of memory.

OR i I ing is commonly
ding the first, whereas in the laboratory earn ig com ul

srudieetwith a fixed (and, one may add, relatively trivial) motivation, in
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life the motivation alters with the performance. It may alter by the interest
failing long before the characteristic plateau of the repetition learning
curve is reached, or, in the opposite direction, by the individual becoming
so proud of the new ability, or receiving such a crescendo of unexpected
rewards forit, that it shoots to new heights. In life the casual interaction
of ability and interest works both ways. This is recognized in the structured
learning theory formulation, which, by the changesin the vector of modu-
lators (s’s) measures learning change as an increase in interest (page 395).
This increasein interest depends on reward from success, which may not be
comparative social success, or self-sentiment reward, or straight ergicreward (though all these play their part) but simply greater ease (less
energy expenditure) in the new way of performing.
The absence of recognition of this two way interaction of Equation(11.5) is partly a consequence of excessive dependencein learning theoryon bivariate animal experimentation, where interest is always a manip-ulated independentvariable. Here one mustpoint out that the main reasonwhy rats are notinterested in electronic engineering, despite their modernmaze environmentbeing full of it, is that they cannot understand it!Nevertheless, at least as far as the primary drives—the ergs—are con-cerned, the dynamic structure is obviously primary, and the abilitiesdevelop as agents to the ends of these ergs, as we haveseen in “tool agencyformation.” This occurs Notably in the effector patterns of the sentiments,

8); (b) a vector of changes
of changes in the modulator—t nt contribution of the last is to tell us howPeople’s interest involvements change as they are Tepeatedly exposed to alearning Situation—for the s’s modify mainly the sentiment and ergic

source traits. It is vital to note that the use of modulators implies thatothe to the *'s). The sear ts (for one aspectis tied to the b’s and thetect i concept that the total global situation has two
Parts: (1) a focalstimulus, which triggers the particular response to whichs . Pt to the b’s and to the act (res jonse) a,as in the i . i being thej eae

& individual, j the focal stimulus)u ; ounding) stimulus situation, k. This calls for the
Foren “csignation Auxfor a given act, and for by and s, in the equation.citherWP c, a child might b ing to anintelligence test item jorin yet ogtesting situation, k,, or an individual testing situation, k.,deta third, ks, in which the presence of a Parentis added,
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Nowthe central concept in modulation, is that the ambientsituation,k,

changesthe factor level itself, by a modulating index, s,, when the factoris

of the kind that can be modified, e.g., a general state of anxiety, elation or

fatigue, or a drive level. Thatis to say, it changes the involvement of inter-

estitself by raising the effect of any one of several ergic tension or E levels.

The result is that the familiar specification equation now has to be re-

written with s’s (modulators) as well as b’s (behavioral indices) thus:

xsl
yom

m=—n

aie = 2; bis xi + 2, byySkyLyi + DU,bisSiaEst (12.4)

a y= z=

The &’s simply remind us that there are a whole series of traits (T’s}—

1 of them—totake into account, covering abilities and personality—as well

as m different state liability scores, L’s e.g., to anxiety, arousal, etc., and

n different ergic tensions, ¢.g-, S¢X, fear, self-assertion, pugnacity. The b’s

are factor loadings and the s’s show how much the ambient situation k

raises the anxiety, etc., state levels or stimulates the ergic tensions. .

The fact that structural learning theory analyses a Jearning change into

a change of level on the T’s, e.g., ability traits, and a change on the b’s,

describing the extent to which the trait changes its involvementin the per-

formance is merely in keeping with general knowledge from learning

experiments. The additional notion now incorporated is that learning

experience changes also the modulator indices (s 5), ie., the extent to

which the increasingly familiar situation stimulates interests it did not

much invoke before. As has been stated in the previous chapter, this theo-

retical framework has been called the three vector model in structured

learning theory. Formally it is the statement that a Jearning change nees s

three vectors to describeit, namely, a change vector of T S, of b’s an <s.

The task of learning theory now becomes that of predicting these,verior

changes from learning experiences and the pre-existing personality.

al predictions of change are

i
335 and 387) the initi E

Poa sracture hee
aditional learning theory, in terms of

made in structured theory, as in tr
s

changein performance, on the a,’s. But these changes a translatedinto

changesin the traits (1’s, including A’s, abilities), on the ‘taviorsHindi s

b’s, and on the interest modulation coefficients, the s’s. ope; raAO A

necessarily complex (see Cattell, 19714); but we can at at etlation

Equation (12.6) the general truth that the change in any

i
i he

term s, (any modulator from occasion t, to t2) must beafunctionsa
n

ability traits (A,’s), the behavioral indices (be 's) and mor_ 1S),

the reward experience, (E1 — Ez) at the t, occasion :

Syecte—t) = TyeAst + EdjwuPoui + LbyctsSiets

+ byepen(E1 — Eads
spc

a

r

e

any

bient situation, A,, Pp and D, are an

ae ails, (E, — Ea) js the reward (fall in

Dei (12-8)

wherej is a specific response,

ability, personality and dynam!
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ergic tension) from the beginning, E,, to the end E,, of the learning ex-

perience, the b’s are functions yet to be found and so on.
If bj., should turn out by experimentattime t, to be as large as Dycoy—en

it would mean that a high ability on the trait A, is as important as a high
reward (E, — E,) in determining this aspect of learning (or the specific
learning performanceitself if we substitute Aynty—ty) FOF Spectg—ty))-

Since we know that any learning curve eventually reaches a plateau, and
since the abilities—A’s—do not themselves decline (and are, moreover,
unlikely to decline to zero b, values) it must be supposed that the limit is
imposed by changesin the b,’s on the dynamictraits and the approach of
the b,’s to zero (presumably as a result of the behavior impairing other
ergic satisfactions whenit goes beyond

a

certain level).
The secondissue that we promised to discuss here is a more intensive

analysis of the role of powers of memory in the rise of ability. So far, in
the above, capacity to remember has been “taken for granted” as an adjunct
to or condition of learning. Actually it is considered hidden
(12.5) as one of the A’s determining the rate of learning.
obviously occupies a very special position amongtheseries ofdetermine the acquisition of a new ability—special in being dthe other abilities as such, and sg;

in Equation
However, it
abilities that
ifferent from

pecial in its uniquerelation to motivation.As pointed out in discussing the physiology of memory in Chapter 8,and computer simulations in Chapter 9, the essential structure of memoryis still an enigma—due to absence of report on certain essential correla-tions. For example, there is reasonably sound evidence (Thurstone, 1938;Kelley, 1954) that capacity to commit “meaningless” material to memory(“rote memory”) is an inde iful material to memory, but the exact factorial sepfrom intelligence is uncertain. Similarly,
to remember for a few seconds is diffe:
from person to Person), from the cap;
intervals, However, the correlations o}two have not been Teliably establishe

aration of the latter
there is evidence that the capacity
tent in kind (and in endowment

acity to remember over long time
f these latter two with the former
d, nor has the effect of a probably

of psychology may
want to modify as new data

Ocessit is tolerably well estab-
sory impression, e.g., a picture,
econd. If some second impres-

few years. In termsof pr
1970) that an immediatesen,Sassi ‘© memory in about % of a SiSion intrudes on thefirst during those 250 milliseconds, the reproduction

is in Some degree Upset. If the person wishes to retain the impression
longer,for immediate memory, he can introduce somerepetitive device, as
a Person repeats in auditory-motor imagery a telephone number. This
short distance memory, the present writer would hypothesize, has no dis-
Unction ofrote and meaningful factors, as has long distance memory, It is

lished (Haber,
is assimilated t
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limited by the “span ofattention”limit to aboutfive or six things at a time.

This poweris quite strongly correlated, according to Jensen’s (1968) and

Horn’s results with the fluid intelligence factor, presumably because the

initial impact of a new perception momentarily involves not just one pro-

vincial sensory zone but the whole cortical association mass (see Horn,

1968; Ertl, 1966).

It has been claimed byclini

and by experimentalists (such

immediate sensory impressions

personal experience of exact repro

ical psychologists on the one hand (Freud)

as Haber, 1970) on the other that these

are at times 100% reproducible, and the

duction of “long forgotten” scenes as

well as their production by electrical stimulation of the brain suggests that—

but for failures of retrieval—we should be more commonly aware of their

persistence. However, we have supposed in this theory (page 205) that a

minutes and even hours, of the

“processing” takes place over seconds,

direct sensory impression, so that it becomes linked with other sensory

experiences at a “perception of relations” Jevel, i-e., by the building up of

abstract symbolic reference. For example, the visual perception of a Blank’s

beer canlink with the auditory and motorstorage of the word beer, with the

symbol C,H,OH for an important part of its content, with thoughts of a

famous party; and an anti-pollutionist’s sad image of the can thrown in a

public park. Haber suggests that this commitmentto the permaneat symbol

and associative storage is less efficient than the direct image storage, but

in fact we are comparing two different things: the likelihoodof finding 2

man in when you call at his house and ire likelihood of reaching him from

files and ebooks at remote arts of the country.

Our theory a memory as faras it was developed in Chapter 8 stated tha

the effectiveness of this symbolic, abstract, OF “distributed memoryoul

be correlated with intelligence, and in fact would be identical with an

”
i I in-

+5 “meaningful me
mory factor. The latter isnot al

eee Oe ipresum iy fat from perfectly correlated with it, because

telligence, and is presumabl

|

Pe ‘

it depends, as measured in his and similar experiments, also onArnot

numberof referent experiences that the person has alreatya ach “

by which a concept could be reached, (b) 4 power\ ‘ici cies ‘a certain

have seen, is appreciably dependent on neurological eflicie + the brain

brain areas and on motivation strength, and (c) the intactncss #1970) and

areas connected with the original sensory impressions. As caristr
ation of

manyothers have pointed out, the use of words is an exce en ‘ ise te

this last, in that damage to the motor memory ne ne to the auditory

member wordsvisually but not to write them, and amesoe of roughly

area, to write words but not to avoid confusion wi

similar sound, and so on iouscombinations: not the sensory

Ourconcern here, however, is with the broad veat resent factor ana-

or motor “provincials,” and here there seems to be at P oega 3 long

lytic evidence for three powers: a long
city 10 retriec,

distance meaningful memory, Box and 3 “fluency” of Caps
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g,—in addition to the immediate, short-term, reverberatory memory, which
correlates with g; The theory has been put forward here that these are
systematically inter-related and therefore oblique factors. For example, it
is theorized that g, is not powerof retrieval alone, but powerofretrieval
plus the total volumeof storage. However, just as the water flow from a
reservoir is normally far more dependent onthe size of the pipe than the
amountin storage, so g,—until the limits of the person’s reservoir of stored
content is reached—is a single factor across the various performances. In
as much as the total meaningful storage is a cumulative function (an inte-
gral) of the g, and gum, these two factors should be correlated positively
with it; so that g, when measured on performance which comes near to
“draining the reservoir” should correlate positively with gy and gin meas-
ures. Similarly a, should be a cumulative function of interaction of g, and
&mm- If substantial correlation with the first has been well demonstrated, its
correlation with the secondis open to experiment.

Since the majority of provincial powers,
cially, all agencies however measured, depe:
&, as alreadyclosely followed, butalso on tl
ing, and on the presently existing capacity to retrieve, we should expect theappearanceof g.,,, and g, to be almost as broad at the higher order factoranalyses aS gy. In particular, ag should show g.., Tunning as a secondaryacross its primaries as broadly as does g. The tables shownearlier are notinconsistent with this, and, in Particular, at the pre-schoollevel, factor No.6 in Table 7-4 suggests a broad memory powerinfluence.

as usually measured, and, espe-

nd not only on the investment of
he cumulative effect of memoriz-

e

o

f

spe tion, died in this chapter. Unfortunatelythereisstill little agreement in anty experimental findings, as to the
ting effect of specialized motives actson ( 9 ig to memory, (b) the maintenance of Storage (ifmaintenance’ by some motivational force is necessary) and (c) the powerof retrieval, Clinicians following Freud, put most emphases on (c). Phy-Siologists may look to (b). Experimental Psychologists, such as Underwood(1957), have demonstrated that Strength ofinterest affects (a). Althoughquantitative answerson relative importance are desirable, they do notaffectthe conclusion we can draw here that the action of the different aspects ofative build up of abilitics-in-being isStrongly affected i (motivationinterest) history in thatProficiencies will take the formof theme structure, n individual, reach a level determinedby his dynamics, is clear, However, if we were to know more about thepoints and manners of applicati ivati

:
ion of motivation in i i

action and growth of abilities at
ndagescouldbe more

speciically formulated’ different Stages and ages could be more

dynamic Structure, and, in any give:
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8. THE RELATION OF

MOTIVATION AND ABILITY TO

PERFORMANCE IN AN

IMMEDIATE SITUATION

The last section has been concerned with the

role of motivation and memory in the long-term, cumulative build up of

abilities. In the preceding section we took

a

brief look at evidence on the

immediate interaction of motivation and ability in the specialized, school

achievementarea.It is proposed here that—having fully distinguished the

cumulative from the immediate action situation—wereturn to the latter for

broader analysis than that provided by school achievement evidence alone.

A central principle which stands outatfirst glance over this area is that

where performances are of low complexity most of the variance therein is

associated with dynamic differences, while with high complexity it is deter-

mined more byability differences. (Indeed, this has been proposed as the

basic operation for separating ability from dynamic trait modalities (Cat-

tell and Warburton, 1967)-) For example, where the number of pegs being

correctly placed in holes is the performance, motivation predicts much ofits

but where the number of items correct in an intelligence test is involved,

motivation hasa negligible role over any ordinary range. Similarly, the speed

of a rat in a straight maze run is a better indication of his motivation than

of his learning level in running the maze.

This is evident in a qualitative sense also in temperament, as well as in

motivation per se. What a person will Jearn, in a free living situation, is

much more determined by temperamental inclinations than by ability. For

example, whether a person will remember more faces or more inanimate

objects from exposed pictures is related significantly to the personality

factor, exvia-invia, ULI. 32, over and above the goodness of his memory,

while his tendency to do muchin thefirst as compared to the second minute

in the cursive miniature situation test performance depends on his endow-

mentin the hypomanic sourcetrait, ULI. 18, and his tendency to get a higher

number correct relative
in gestalt completion, will depend

on his level in the independence trait, UL 19. oo, ;

Probably more experiments have been donc in motivation in relation to

school achievement, as discussed above, than to anyother area of perform-

ance. Unfortunately,
not many of these educationist s researches can be

broughtinto the psychologists’ more motivationally developed concepiua

systems, because they have not been identified as to their dynamic struc

tures involved and they have been measured by sclf-evaluative
(opinion-

naire checklist) rather than objective motivation component measuring de-

vices. McCleiland’s and Atkinson’s (1953) rescarches on the achicvement

yo objective devic

motive have,it is ruc,
C CS, principally proiee

tion on the TAT. But, as has becn overwhelmingly
proved (Cattell, ad-

cliffe and Swency, 1963), projective measures alone achieve sery poor

validity as 4 motivation factor measurement. Research on motivation cont
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ponent factors shows that at least six diverse types of positively loaded
subtests, as in the MAT and SMAT,are needed to achieve acceptable valid-
ities. The MAT researches described above actually show that sheer com-
petitiveness (self-assertive erg) makes only a minor contribution to school
performance. The largest contribution are from the superego and from the
self-sentiment, the structure of which is well understood and which would
be poorly described by stretching the term “need for achievement”to cover
them. In short, “need for achievement” needs to be understood as a com-
plex, composite entity, better reduced to clear-cut MAT and 16 P.F. fac-
tors in any insightful analysis of relation to academic or other performance.
A general overview of the importance of motivation in immediate per-

formances tends to agree with the precise work reported in Table 12-3,that about as much prediction of school achievement is likely to be made
from motivation as by all ability or by all Personality dimensions. How-
ever, if one may make a shrewd guess at what future research will show,it could be that a fair part of this is really not in the “immediate perform-ance” equation but has appeared through the developmental equation,in thebuilding up of knowledge and skill. For the motivation levels at the time ofexamination probably also Tepresent those which

terested in taking them.
The early work of S

ment on average test

Sence testing is as much a
isageSeen Shogoby success, Incidentally, this i orcht foeition

forintenofin intelligence t en using it with duller groups and also
difficulty level, in Ordertomeinestead of having aSteadilyincreasing

tion being approprisiis adjust level of Motivation, the standardiza-
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In a recent survey Burt and Williams (1962) repeated the type of com-

parison of high and low motivation in testing made by Spearman, but in

more natural settings. Again, the increments with substantial motivation

change were small, but they were statistically significant. Obviously, if we

consider the general principle above that increase of motivation doeslitle

for complex judgments, some differences between experimental results

could be explained by the relative difficulty of the tests used. From the

standpoint of practical conclusions from tests, it is worthwhile to note that

Burt and Williams, in readministering the sametests under different motiva-

tion, were not always able to separate the two- or three-point increment of

LO, due to doing the test again (test sophistication) from that due to moti-

Ilowances for whatis known abouttest sophis-

vation change. But, making al

tication, it seems that students who take an intelligence test for scholarship

competition or an immediateattractive monetary reward show,respectively,

a three- and a four-point (1-Q.) increment over the situation where the

test is simply done as an impersonal classroom exercise. The incrementin

the mean is accompanied by heightenedtest reliabilitv ana by an increase in

standarddeviation,i.e.,
separation, in the group. However, the rank orderis

little affected. More attention undoubtedly
should be given in routine testing

to maximizing and equalizing motivation in all students before considering

thetest result to represent largely intelligence. (Alternatively, one can give

motivation tests and partial out the motivation differences.)
.

vational theory in which speculation

Other issues of importance in moti
h ¢

has run ahead of good experimental analyses is Eysenck’s invocation, as a

generalprinciple, of the very narrowly applicable Yerkes-Doddson law. Yet

other learning theorists, of

another has been the equating, by Spence and
ts,

The former “daw” argues that the effect of abilities

motivation with anxiety.
C ;

is augmented by the increase of dynamic strength up to a certain maximum

on the curve, and that, thereafter, further effort produces a decrease. The

studies above, ¢.g., by Cattell and Butcher (1968) show no such curvilinear

relation of the motivation strength measurements fo school achicvement.

Subjective reports of curvilinear relation of effort to performance must be

regarded with suspicion because in most real life situations, “In situ, the

highest degrees of effort are applied only when the performance begins to

be perceived as unsuccessful. The
person straining to hear certain whispers:

or finding himself losing in a gameof tennis, is apt to associate his sense 0:

strain with not doing so well.
4

Mostlaboratory
experimental curves relating motivation to performances

it is true, are not exactly linear, but approach a platcau. However, a truc

downward trend with increased effort is extremely uncommon, and whenit

occursit is generally (a) in complex performances, and (b) ene

new psychological
byproducts of failure at high effort, such as icty,

giddiness, or overexcitement.

The last comment brings us to the second o

tioned above,in which anxiety is unquestionin

f the misunderstandings
mcn-

gly equated with mousation.
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Thenitis said thata little anxiety is good, but too muchinterferes with the
best application ofabilities. Fortunately for the happiness of mankind, the
bulk of motivation stems primarily from ergic tension levels—sex, gregari-
ousness, self-assertion—which, as in the MAT, we are beginning nowto
measure—and from which anxiety appears only as a byproduct. Equations
have been put forward elsewhere (Spielberger, 1966) which fit much exist-
ing experiment, and suggest that anxiety is no more to be considered as
motivation than the steam escaping from a safety valve is to be counted as
power. Mostsituations in which anxiety is objectively measured as the
standard anxiety factor (Cattell and Scheier, 1961; Spielberger, 1966; Di
Mascio and Barrett, 1965), show it operating as a form of motivational dis-
organization and waste. This interpretationis supported by the great major-ity of correlations between anxiety and achievement being found to be
negative? (Cattell and Butcher, 1968).

Whenweget to objective measures of known ergic tension factors, as inthe SMAT, wefind that only two drive factors have consistently shownnegative correlation with school performance, namely unintegrated sexdrive tension and pugnacity tension levels (see Figure 12-1 and Table12-5) though narcissism, fear, acquisitiveness and gregariousness do soalso in certain samples (as in Fiin Figure 12-1 or Table 12-5). (Incidentally,some negative correlations j
of scoring, and disappear when no negative correlation is thus forcedamong the ergs.) The most li

D Sociability and personal adornment. The nega-tive correlation with unintegrated, undischarged, sex drive and with pugna-0-Way causal action: the resort to sexualintereststhe frustration of achievement andti i\
to school work. That the causalactionis, in part,in an analogous direction

in an ai in anxiety has been shown by Tsushima, whofailed ‘Members of a class at random, and found significant increases onanxiety in those whofailed (as scored on the IPAT Anxiety Scale whichmeasures the uniquely defined second-order anxiety scale in the 16 P.F.).
2As Scheier and others have shown, rate of conditioning,relates significantly Positively with anxiety level. This relasical conditioning, “excitation learning,” as it has been a1971a) rather than instrumental (means-end) learning,effective only in aut i But even if it wer

in the autonomicfield, cor-
tion seems peculiar to clas-
malyzed elsewhere (Cattell,
and it may even be mainly

ing. For this overlooks that
‘The current conclusions also over-
monly used have failed, in much ex-¢

Is, to Separate anxiety (P.U.L9, in the
condinonine ig OM excitement or arousal (P.U.LI in the factor series). Since rate of‘sy to see that erroneous conclusionsTeached aboutthe Tole of a iety in cognitive Performance.
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FIGURE 12-4
Comparison Of High and Low Achievers on MotivationFactor (Ergic Tension) Levels Measured by ObjectiveTest Devices
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By Kind permission ofthe Institute of. Personality and Ability Testing, 1602 Coronado Drive, Champaign,Winois,

Mostexisting research would point, however, to some causal action in both

directions: poor performance evokes anxiety, and rising anxiety brings
Poorer performance. ; ce _

Except for anxiety, sex emotion, and pugnacity (and some ‘distracting’
interests, as above), a positive relation exists, as far as has been explored,
between increasing motivation and increasing performance. Furthermore,
the higher and more consistent correlations make psychological sense, as

in, for example, the fact that both the self-sentiment and the superego

Strength correlate positively with schoo! achievement. In the case of the
self-sentiment, one can see the possibility, however, also of two-way inter-
action, in that school success might assist the grawth of self-regard and
encourage the acquisition of self-standards generally. But in the case a!
the superego, and probably of most of the self-scntiment action, one secs
increased performance through an increased motivation to achieve,

Daeee . : '
3 As painted out above, it does nat fit any known psychological evidence to ee
a “need to achieve” as a useful unitary concept. Repeated experimentation (Cattell,

; i the various main attitudes coa-1965a; CatteH, Radcliffe, and Sweney, 1963) shows ' a s co!
cerned with achievement to have three distinct factorial dynamic roots, cach with its
wn auality and goals. They are the superego, with its drive toward service to justly
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It is worthy of note that the personality factors found to load school
achievementare consistent with these results obtained from objective moti-
vation tests. In the first place, the superego and self-sentiment measured by
questionnaire correlate in just the same way as when measured in the new
medium (objective motivation devices). The self-sufficient temperament,

2 (see equation, page 387) also assists school performance, but domi-
nance, E, guilt proneness, O, and excitability, D, reduce it. Premsia (I +,
overprotected sensitivity), aids English achievement—perhaps due to the
overprotected child’s closer dependence on adults and their larger vocabu-
lary—butis negatively related to mathematics and science, presumablybecause of their cold impersonality. There are, indeed, several instancesakin to the premsia case, where one can see that a temperament endow-mentitself would tend to channel motivation broadly along certain lines.Forthis reason, andin theinterests of Perspective it is imperative to studypersonality-temperament differences along with motivation differences inmotivation-achievement experiments. The negative correlation of achieve-ment in school with dominance, E, has been checked several times, andseemsto contain the principle that docility favors learning by reducing thefrequency of critical and unreceptive behavior. Arroganceis a bar to Jearn-ing. However,later, in driving independent research and artistic creativityforward (see next chapter) high E becomes desirable.As one penetrates further into the mo:comes evident—th

sion that in many drives: a high unintegratedate against Success, but that learning is pro-
of integrated motivation,
ilineareffects,
in achievements beyond
n the object of such con-
he term ability or achieve-

About the pPersonality-_
the school we know very
Centrated research. We ha:

Motivation interactions
little, for none has bee
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varsono abies as made here, but which recognizes the interweaving of

Pe talk y ne lynamic structures in many combinations with true ability.

been a of “ability to drive a car,” and many ability and skill tests have

Such skiwe select safe drivers, on the strength of that “ability” notion.

5 reaction time, judgmentof distance, and othertrue abilities

often measured jn driver selection may be useful, but, as shown below

(Equation 12.7), most of the distinction between good and bad driving is

to be found in personality. The man in the street also speaks of “ability as a

politician,” ability to attract the opposite sex, and even ability to bear the

toothache. Examined by the same broad conceptions of interacting ability,

personality, and dynamicstructure factors as in the above section, one gets,

typically, as in the three following equations, at least as muchpersonality as

ability entering into the decision,i.e., into the specification equations.

Freedom from accidents
— 02F + 0.5G — 0.5M — 0.30

= 0.2B + 0.3C — 0.2E

+ 0.3Q3 — 0.3Q:
(12.7)

Success as a Psychiatric Technician

= 0.2A + 0.1B + 0.5C — 0.2E + 0.3G + 0.3H — 0.3M
(12.8)

— 0.20 — 0.3Q1 + 0.3Q3 — 0-2Q4

Success (Measured as Income) in Salesmanship

= 0.2A + 0.1B + 0.1C + 0.1E + 0.2F + 0.1G — 0.1L

— 03M + 0.2N — 0.3Q2 + 0.2Q3 — 0.204
(12.9)

With the help of T.he Scientific Analysis of Personality (or the 16 P.F.

Handbook) the reader not familiar with the settled notation for personality

factors will ascertain readily from the above that the driver more given to

accidents has been found to be more dominant, of lower ¢g0 strength, more

autistic, and of lower self-sentiment. He can read the above quantitative

research outcome,also,to
the effect that a good psychiatric technician needs

great ego strength; and that successful salesmanship correlates principally

with the constituent primaries in the extraversion secondary. However, he

will notice that in these three important achievements the role ofintelligence

(Indexed as B in the 16 P.F. HSPQ,etc., test series) is relatively small.

Looking at the success of bis classmates as reached in middle life, and re-

membering their jntellectual Jevel at school, the top boy on the classroom

list sometimes is considerably surprised. Chance enters everywhere an

probably into Jater life more than school, but often it is the systematically

differing weights
given by schoollife to intelligence and personality-mouva-

tion qualities that account primarily for the disparities he secs. However,

the increasing complexity of our culture probably means more weight in

the future for inte!
pecification equation for success cven

JHigence in the 5)

beyond the school years-



HAPTER GENIUS
HIRTEEN AND

THE
PROCESSES

OF
CREATIVE
THOUGHT

1. SOME MYTHS AND FACT
ABOUT GENIUS
Creativity has come into the full glare of

fashionable limelight in this decade. In the right places it has always held a

revered status, but todayit is coaxed like a hothouse plant. The definitions

currently given for creativity range from originality of thought, through
problem-solving and inventiveness, to the merest nonconformity or pointless

fluency. Let us took at its “natural history.” .
Thecreativity that is important for culture, and which has been identi-

fied with the definition of genius, showsitself in scientific discovery, literary,
rousical, and artistic creation, technological invention, political and social
innovation, and religious leadership. Rather than set up artificial definitions

of creativity (since laboratory operationism is scarcely applicable here) it
seems better to begin by studying the living process, recognized in its
natural cultural context. After that we can relate it, as a criterion, to labora~

tory measures ofability and personality.
Before examining data, some cobwebs of folklore should be scrutinized

and perhaps swept out. Because what is newly created is strange, folklore

has connected genius with oddity. Any new, successful biological variant

—such as a hairless ape—is also strange, but it may be perfectly normal,

if by normal we mean healthy and effective. On the other hand it is
probably true of cultural variations as of biological mutations, that only
about one in a thousand is an improvement on the status quo, and the rest
are unhealthy misfits, quickly to be eliminated in the course of nature. If

by a genius we mean someone who produces a better remedy against dis-

406
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heeoe petier play, thena genius may seem unconventional, but bo-

coutinues to t Poor indication of genius; nevertheless, love of the occult

Connie ma e or belief in the transcendental strangeness of genius.

demon" ywe egun it, when he convinced the young that he possessed

illustrigus im went into trances therewith. Aristotle claimed that “men

nad” § poetry, politics, and the arts have often been melancholic and

” Such views descending through Roman times (Seneca), and epito-

mized in Dryden’s oft-quoted couplet:

Greatwits are sure to madnessnearallied

Andthin partitions do their boundsdivide.

linger also, as a speculation, in more recent writings on genius by Havelock

Ellis, Galton, Lombroso, Hirsch, Kretschmer, and many others. One is

forced to repeat that much of this identification springs from the ever-

blooming logical fallacy that if genius is odd, oddity is genius. Careful bio-

graphical research does not support this contention; the genius may be

neurotic, partly because of the stress of his loneliness or rejection;* but the

incidence of mentalill health and psychosis is actually below normal in the

ranksof the creators.

‘The variety of ideas about

ranging from Moorman’s (1940) theory of germ

losis (Voltaire, R. L. Stevenson, Bashkirtseff, Keats, Shelley, Sidney Lanier,

Hood, Bessemer, Schiller, and others), to Lombroso’s “equivalent to

crime,” to Kretschmer’s “warring heredities,” to Adler’s overcompensation

for inferiority, and even to Freud’s “evasion of reality.””

The modern and quantitative study of genius can be said to begin with

Galton (1870), who stressed the centrality of sheer g, and demonstrated

the substantial hereditary connections of that 8- Havelock Ellis may be said

to have added the importance of temperament, in his finding from statistical

analyses in the National Portrait Gallery (unfortunately not since followed

up) that in Britain the Nordic strain (Newton, Kelvin, Edison, Rutherford)

expressed itself in mathematics and science, an the Celtic strain (dark-

eyed and haired) in religion, history, and yerbal-social skills, Kretschmer

“Genius is constantly forced to solitude «+ -

urs} However, our demonstratio
n below ©!

b

the causes of creativity in genius are endless,

stimulation by tubercu-

1 Hirsch (1931) penetratingly observes

(It is) its refuge not its goal.” (Italics 01

high introversion in creativity does sugges
.

refuge, nor as a goal, nor yet as a result of social rejection, OY
y

tematically to develop unusual and fragile ideas wil i ption. As for social

rejection (to give the average man in the street his just due) some col

of genius, such as Havelock Ellis documented
(4 ‘Study of British Genius, 1926), a9

be sympathetically
understood. For, as Sir John Seely summed

it UP, the genius is apt

to be “alarming, perplexing, and fatiguing.”

2“]£ the individual who
is displeased with reality is in possession of that artistic talent

which is still a psychological
riddle, he can transform his phaotasics into artistic

ol

creations. So
he escapes the fate of a neurosis.” Freud, quoted by Hirsch (1931).
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(1931) followed Nietzsche (‘Where is the madness with which you should
be inoculated?”) and the Greeks in believing that there must be some ele-
ment of the fanatic in genius. He stressed hybridization of talented races,
and, (as followed up later by Sheldon) the importance of temperament,
rooted in body build, in deciding the direction of expression, here reaching

views essentially consistent with those of Havelock Ellis.
More careful documentation followed, in this tradition, in the work of

Cox and Terman (1926), who studied 301 men of genius from the past,
and then in Terman (1925) who began that monumental follow-up of
children actually selected by intelligence tests to lie within the top 1% of
the ability range. The former studyfully confirmed the general emphasis by
Galton on high absolute magnitude of general intelligence in geniuses.
When rated by independent judges Operating on childhood biographical
data, 84% of the 301 geniuses received, by modern 1.Q.standards (sigma
= 15 to 16), 1.Q.’s of 120 or more, and 21% of 150 or more. Addition-
ally, Catherine Cox (1926, Vol. 2, p. 218) called attention to the pervasive
frequency of“persistence of motive and effort, confidencein their abilities
and great strength or force of character,” which Galton has also commented
onas “great energy and zeal.”
From there, the chief developments have been studies on living subjects:(a) of abilities other than general intelligence, by Guilford, Merrifield, anda group of able associates (1961); (>) of the criterion of creative per-formance in life, by Calvin Taylor and his associates (1963), Barron(1963) and others; and (c) of personality and motivation, in terms ofmodern, measurable dimensions by Cattell and Drevdahl (1955), Cox(1926), Drevdahl and Cattell (1958) { ti» Jones (1959), §

and others. The second of these lines of { i ’ ereceeesary,fox‘ t rrelate we do not know whetherweare trying to Predict one thing or several, Taylor’s work shows definitelythat amongscientists in industry the publication of research articles, thec., are different from andlittle correlated with

ions, changing with the cl
; Thisissue also affects
intelligence. Guilford an
intelligence, nevertheles:
itself,

tltural affiliations, intelligence, ete., of the rater.© approach to Creativity by measures other thantS who have goneto abilities be ‘ondSs have defined Creativity i i.

x x defir in the test performancetse

;

instead of by some life criterion through which the designing ofaverdict th Creativity” measure could The result is that the
i

aoe . *
that a test measures creativity is only a projection of the tStructor’s personal view about what c

intellecrual

d his co-worke:
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testsdesigned by Guilford’s students, and many others who have worked

simply wya this decade, creativity has finished up by being evaluated

ores out oddity or bizarreness of responserelative to the population mean

the shad putof words per minute, etc. This indeed comes close to mistaking

as Evs ov ‘or the substance. Mere unusuatness, without adaptive value, is,

nelurecicsr shows (1957) actually a good measure of psychopathy or

vets atcise creativity. Again onemust repeat that many creative prod-

tion ¢ odd; but oddity is not creativity. For some, additional, vital condi-

must be met by thelatter.

Of course, in the last resor’

broughtalso with regard to intelligence,if Galton, Terman, and others had

not located their geniuses first and afterward evaluated their intelligence.

Terman found, as we have seen, s of the past, vindicated by

history, were generally of exceptionally high intelligence. But
this makes in-

telligence only a necessary, not 4 sufficient condition. It was only when

Terman cameto his study of living children of high intelligence and
allowed

it to be called a study of genius that 2 doubtful logical

1

‘assumption crept

in. A writer can bethe victim of his readers, and in this case perhaps the

hat Terman intended

mistake is in assuming t
that the label “genius” apply

to these bright individuals before later life performances
had confirmed

their status. Another instance of this dictatorship of the follower may have

occurred in the followers of Guilford, whose emphasis on abilities other

than intelligence has become for the mome:
sew that intelli-

gence is unnecessary! It remains true, aS Burt (1967)» Butcher (1969),

Thorndike
(1943), and Vernon (1960) have reminded neophytes 10 the

field, that general intelligence
is still the main essential ability (apart from

personality
traits) and that the one, 5

feature of many and

varied tests of creativity js their hig) “g? saturation. AS Burt haspointed

out: “the new tests for creativity WO
U

satisfactory additions to

any ordinary battery for testing the gen?
f intelligence.”

SOME ABILITY AND
SOCIATES OF

t, a similar charge of circularity could be

ral factor ©

2.

PERSONALITY
AS!

HIGH CREATIVITY

If, as suggested above, We stand by actual life

performance
(rather than performance

in a two-hour test of artificial ‘cre-

ativity measures”)
aS the necessary criterion, then—after

intelligence—the

most important
determiners

are un uestionably
personality

factors. Bio-

graphical studies by Roe 1953), Barron 1963), the present writer

(1963b) and especially
hl and Cattell (1958) agree with the view

inherent in Havelock
Ellis, Kretchmer,

erman, Galton, and other shrewd

observers that the creative person
; yer and above intelligence.

some very characteristic
personality

qualitics.
ese may OF may not

considered
healthy, normal quali jes——this is often a maticr of values—but

the psychologist
today can at least analyze them as meaningful

source trails

which pointto clear theories of causal action.
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Without space to present separately the profiles from the various person-
ality factor surveys of highly creative people in physical science, poles,
psychology, art, and literature (see Cattell and Drevdahl, 1955; Drevda
and Cattell, 1958)—-which,incidentally, agree amazingly well, considering

the diversity of interest of the groups—wepresentin Figure 13-1 the com-
posite, central profile found. Its greatest deviations from the average are

(apart from intelligence) on high self-sufficiency, introversion, dominance,
and desurgency.
The selection of outstandingly creative individuals was made in these

cases by committees of peers, and is thus, in essence, the same as, Say, a
Nobelprize selection procedure. It differs from direct personality rating in
thatit is made with documents and productions. In the case of the common
(three area) scientist’s profile the raters also were asked to contrast their
choices with choices of equally academically distinguished men (adminis-
trators and teachers) not creatively gifted. Since abbreviated discussion
most easily proceeds with the broader second-stratum level of personality
factors (though the more accurate prediction
the primaries),
be described a:

and understanding rest on
we maypoint out that at a rough glance these people would
$ introverts (second-order Factor I). They also show highself-sufficiency and dominance in the primaries. Both the intensive bio-

graphical researches of Anne Roe (1953) and the more discursive bio-
graphical survey by the present writer (1963b) strongly support the main
Conclusions of these systematic fest results. Cavendish hiding from societyin a remote wing of his mansion, Newton forever wandering on “strangeseas of thought, alone,” Einstein remote in the patentoffice library, Darwintaking his solitary walks in the woods at Down—these are the epitome ofthe wayoflife of the creative person. If this introversion and intensity isthe essence, it is easy to see why a committedly extravert, impulsive andcasual society has had to begin frantically chasing—and vulgarizing—cre-ativity over the last decade,

In this latter connection Jet us note that acceptance of the idea thatmeasures of fluency are measures of a creative ability has led to general-1zationsto the effect that the temperamental and personality associations offluency are conditions of creativity. Thus, inferences drawn from the em-Pirical Tesearch of Getzels and Jackson (1962), for example, (who usedcertain tests from the Objective-Analytic Personality Factor Battery, but© any one factor) and the theorizing of Maslow€ pictureof the creative person as an incontinent, un-
.

. : sos

‘

rained, Over-self-expressive individual. Tn the latter’s descriptions of theself-actualizing Personality, one scarcely can escape the impression that,vrnout some daily assault upon convention, such a personality feels futile.some kind of true flexibility of temperament and thinking habits are
necessary to genius no one can doubt. But acco;toe ’ - tding t ity re-Search, this is a very different trait fr & t6 personality
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TABLE 13-1

Behavior in the Dimension of Ideational Flexibility

versus Firmness

Performance and Direction of Measurement Loading in the Factor cervormanceand’Lirection ofMeasurementLoadingtnihe Bactor
High ability to reconstruct hidden words 51
High success in finding solutions to riddles Al
Rapid speed offlicker fusion Al
Plasticity (changes in exactitudes of repetition of

Wernertone rhythm test) 34
Goodability to restructure habitual visual perception 29

present writer (Cattell and Tiner, 1949) completing a decade of study of
rigidity (Cattell, 1933a)—defined as a motor-perceptual personality trait
—byexploringits intellectual expressions, found thatafter putting aside the
classical motor-perceptual Tigidity factor (see Luchins and Luchins, 1959),and the general fluency factor (ULI. 21 or g.), a new behavioral factor re-mained. This had the pattern Teproduced in Table 13-1, and wascalledIdeational Flexibility-vs-Ideational Inertia or Rigidity, g,. It suggests somekind of energy, and the question immediately arises whether we are ut-earthing a new kind of general ability capacity—a “g"or whetherthis issome temperamental tendency which expressesitself partly in the cognitivedomain. Against the former viewis the fact thatit has not appearedclearlyas asecond or third-stratum general power in cognitive measures only.Againstthelatter is the fact that Table 13-1 showsonly one variable thatcould be definitely temperamental (flicker fusion) and that Guilford andhis associates picked up this pattern later j

,
whententatively we conceptualize

_and flexibility as expressions of cognitive
im @ complex and insufficiently analyzed
ance probably will turn out to be due toCtors, notably those now indexed as ULI. 16ation of Guilford’s assumed ability factors,

Ctor,to temperament, in any adequate senseCertainly much of the variance in classical
ecifically to Personality factors U.I. 21,

the behavior of tigidity,
performances, we are actually
field in which much of the variPersonality and temperamentfa
through U.I. 33, Thusthe re];
such as the above flexibility fa
still has to be investigated,
motor-perceptualrigidity ;

fluency,

Strength of charac-
such as Gross, Heymans, and
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927) and has more recently been used by Bie-

ural function,ie., a kind of reverbera-

cen after a primary process. For some experimentalists it has meant a per-

istent mental set to solve a problem in a given way, and for some social

scientists (Rokeach and Fruchter, 1956) the root of prejudice. As Spear-

man’s Psychology Down the Ages (1937) and Luchins and Luchins’s

comprehensive Rigidity of Behavior (1959) show,it has indeed been all

things to all men.
. Thescientific way out

is to take the actual operations by which

to their subjective visions being represen!

tensive factor analysis covering all manifestations. This has been accom-

plished up to a point by the work of Coan,the present writer, (1933a and b,

1949, 1955a and b, 1965a and c, and

1935a and b, 1943, 1946 (a and b),

1967a) Damarin, Eysenck, Howarth, Hundleby, Knapp, Pawlik, Peterson,

Rethlingshafer, Ryans, Saunders, Scheier and many others with less sys-

tematic attacks. The performances have ranged from perceptual (seeing

new shapesor objects embeddedin old objects) to motor (writing familiar

letters in unusual combinations, calling the names of a string of colors by

prescribed wrong names), and from physiological (hangover of a visual

contrast effect, pulse rate persistence) 10 social and characterological (in-

stability of attitudes, change of opinion under fact and authority). The

verdict is perfectly clear that there is no such factor as general rigidity.

The view which emerges is that the concept has been under-analyzed,

both experimentally and in conceptual definition. For example, an appre-

ciable fraction of what the casual psychologist calls rigidity is due in the

final place to low gr, either innate or through brain injury. The mental de-

fective goes on doing the same thing inappropziately because he does not

have the relation-perceivi
e effective alternative

to see that a mor

presents itself. Secondly,
ad derogation of rigidity (notably by

psychiatrists and alleged progre
;

is operationally
simple ¢!

Wiersma (sce Spearman, 1

sheuvel as a concept of secondary ne

from this mesmerized preoccupation with a word

the various writers would consent

ted by behavior, and to do an ex-

ssive social issues psychologists) overlooks

the fact that much “rigidity”
p haracter stability, C

ly absent in neurotics) in the face of persuasion

). Human learning is based on a certain prob-

world. The internal stability of a habit

f the world, as Humphreys (1962) and

more technical detail experimentally.
Thereis an opti-

its, if anything, err on the

rc memory is fallible, and the cuc from

tancy in the external

factor (such as is notorious

(“obstinacy” to the tempter

ability of constancy in the external

should matchthe ex

others have shown in

mum “plasticity

side of being insufficiently rigid, fo!

the fact that would be correct (assuming some cons’

world) is lost. Low rigidity is here poor memory
.

Strictly in the domain of cognitive
¢ t

flexibility-rigidit
y, in its myriad manifestations,

35

j fluency, and memory trace

¢ broader analyses is that, on—intelligence,

ament factors arc involved,

stionable whether

affected by more than

Eo Ex and £:

persistence. What

merg ,

the other hand,

Jearly from

oe abey

emerges very ¢ ,

ayy etinct personality-temp
er
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determine more of the variance on flexibility-rigidity than do any cognitive
factors. For example, the variance on the most widely used perceptual-
motorrigidity battery (that investigated by Pinard, Spearman, Stephenson,
Eysenck, and the present writer, and consisting of performing old motor~
perceptual tasks in new “interfering” ways) is significantly contributed to
by no fewerthanfive personality factors: U.I. 23, Mobilization-vs-Regres-
sion; U.I. 24, Anxiety; ULL. 26, Narcissistic Self-Determination; UL 29,
Superego; and U.L. 33, Depressive Tendency. These act to determine the
total rigidity on this common measure in psychologically understandable
ways. For example, the self-exactingness in superego strength, self-deter-
mination and depressive guilt work to overcomethe tendency of the organ-
ism to accept the rigidity of its own natural Process (“laziness,” pleasureprinciple). In the case of the large effect of Regression (U.I. 23)—andprobably the small effect of anxiety (U.I. 24)—-however, we see an effecton the very energy resources themselves needed to combat rigidity.The role of these same personality factors in creativity in the broadersense (as distinct from this operational flexibility-rigidity) remains to beinvestigated. But if the questionnaire measurement of personality maybe temporarily accepted as a guide, we should expect superego (ULI. 29),and whatis virtually the self-sentiment (U.I. 26) to act as they do here,i the questionnaire domain,it must not be over-looked thatthere is also a Powerful contribution to creativity (see Section2 below) from the dimension of radicalism-conservatism first demonstratedby Thurstone and, as Q,, in the 16 PF, since shown to be broader thanthereligio-political items in his analysis. It seems to be some kind of tem-Peramental tendency to re:stless critical adoption of the new, as opposed toa phiegmatic, tolerant Conservatism.Thepersonality factors—other than intelligence—which favor creativityare not, by any means, highly advantageous or even adaptive in otherrealms of behavior. For example, higher rated mental hospital attendants(psychiatric technicians, see Shotwell, Hurley,on Qy, the more radical being Presumably un:

f
as in the dreamer who forgets

his own telephone number, puts on socks of twodifferent colors, and gocs
tortuously back to basic princi implest decisions, operates in
most situations undoubtedly as a defect rather than as a virtue of “flex-
ibility.” (Note, for example, in Table 13-1, the faiture of the highly
flexible to reproduce familiar Sounds accurately.) This matter of ficlds of
elfectiveness 48 scrutinized more Closely in the next Section,Flexibility is thus of considerable importancetraceable to several distin » but it is a complex entitycl events. Fluency, on the other hand, scems to be
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trait of Exu
inly i

the Sodductvityot re 21). These are certainly important in determining

choxt interval ) ivergence of thinking” in a test situation in a fixed

dantly prove o time, as the work of Guilford and his collaborators abun-

relate et Ss ut it is still an open question whether g; and U.I. 21 cor-

tong peiods, ly, negatively, or insignificantly with creativity in life, over

atte and s, such as we examined in our leading physicists, biologists,

as hi ‘ , eeners. Onesuspects the correlation would be positive, but not

‘was OD nt ‘or the personality traits in Figure 13-1. In real performance, it

vettieval tless importantthat Kekulé had the flexibility of thought and the

the b a capacity to conjure up manyi which he culled at last

hotioee ting structure, that Newton hearing the apple fall had the

curred oO universal gravitation, and that Archimedes’ principle finally oc-

ce to him daydreamingin his comfortable bath. Butin whatfraction of

th ‘cond, after the thud of the falling apple in the still autumn evening,

e idea came to Newton, or at whatstage of the bath it came to Archi-

medes matters little. Output per minute is unimportant, compared to quality

and aptness. The speed and productivity measures taken on artificial test

situations are on a very different and possibly irrelevant level in relation to

| life originality.
the productivity we encounter in rea

Evidence on high creativity in life careers points to the necessity first of

ry characteristic, “concentrating,” Pel

high intelligence, and second of a ve

sonality profile. In respect to life-long and fundamental originality, as

shown in problem-solving
and cultural contribution, these together are

more important than any restricted special abilities or fluencies, and whet

we look at the personality associations more closely, the psychologist will

xecognize that our rough introductory interpretation of the creative per-

sonality as “introverted” stops far short of all the jnformation contained in

the profile of primary personality factors in Figure 3-1. Indeed, first he

will notice that there is a curious paradox within the second-stratum intro-

version pattern itself. For among these researchers, sizothymia (A—), de-

surgency (F—), and self-sufficiency
(Q2

ly in what is

normally the right direction for the second-stratum
introversion factor,

are parmic (H+). Another,
admittedly more speculative,

way of saying this is that creative
vould constitution-

ts (H+ but who have so
1

c

(A-, F-, a+) by heavy cultural pressures, and an environmental
train-

ing in the depth-increasi
ng value of inhibition.

E much psychological

anted their association—th
e introvert qualitics of

A-, F-, and Q,operate to augment the
f the individual.

Let us look at pers ly dimension ‘A-affectothym
ia-vs-sizothym

ia.

Compared to the emo
and responsive affectothyme, the

sizothyme according to ratings and questionnaire
|

t sce life in terms of casily given

promises and of widely humanly acceptabl

reality. Occupational
data shows that Aw makes a person a poor teacher

mages from

whereas threctia (H—-
ng, direction, L¢., creative researchers

ally be extraver

made introvert

It is of

interest to ask how—&
n—

creativity ©'

onalit)

tionally expressive
r f

¢ items, is dry, realistic,

sceptical, and even “cranky.” He
does no’

le, casual compromises with

_
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of young children and a hopeless salesman (both high on A+), but a more
effective houseelectrician or physicist (both A—). Considering next the F
factor, we encounter, at the F—, desurgentend, the generalinhibition com-
ponentin introversion. Unlike the surgent wit—the happy-go-lucky “life
and soul of the party”—the desurgent individual is cautious in statement,
aware of manypossibilities of failure and possessed of a deep feeling for
responsibility. It is the inhibition we call desurgency (F—) that is respon-
sible for his having second, third, and fourth thoughts where the surgent
person expresses a superficial originality in the first. The self-sufficiency of
the next factor, Q,, is a very pervasive influence in the creative personality.Here we see the vital set of values necessary for living the kind of lifewhich receiveslittle social reinforcement and requires dogged pursuit oflonely trails. (The “lonely seas of thought” in which Newton confessed hehad desired some company.)

Todistinguish the

(A, F, H, Q,—
introversion, it

dimension of

precise and measurable pattern of the second-stratum) pattern from the battered popular expression extraversion-
has beencalled in personality theory exvia-vs-invia. Thisexvia-invia has been checked as a second-stratum factor at

a-invia balance in energy-economic terms by
ed a couple of chapters back. The computer
ts of input, storage, Processing, and output. If

ersed in “journalism” (derived from the Frenchf ;
clothes, art, and what else, and in liv-ingthelives ofall around him (as the A+, F+, H+, and Q,— individual

or the sustained reserve of “workingI tide of Balchin’s novel of theThe Small Peetsacterizes the situation, there is a necessity for living in
Other personality characteristics whiSearcher, writer, and

ministrator, or journalisti

ich differentiate the creative re-

hesitated to draw for us ( 1953)
nt

| for an ally, account for some of
iepoe*scientific debates. Rightly Or wrongly, most scientists are pre-
helps then Haviction thattheirs is the conception needed, and high L
spake ex} aust its Possibilities, The higher M, or autia factor, be-greater intensity and spontaneity of inner mental life (the relation
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of such inner imaginal activity is obvious). The higher domin:

tor; sec Figure 13-1) combined also with some tocicncy to higher vical

ism, permits the scientist to sustain more comfortably the socially egregious

positions into which his original thoughts get him. (Newton perhaps had

insufficient of this, for he nearly gave up publishing after all the unpleasant

larethMies Linus and Pardies into which his treatise on “Opticks” pitch-

. Obviously the personality qualities that are most functional in enabling

high intelligence to produce new ideas and father them to ultimate survival

will vary with the social setting of the occupationofthe scientist, the writer,

and the artist. The setting and incentive system have changed in the fast

generation appreciably for the scientist; but the required core of personality

qualities discussed above seems to remain the same. Without them high

ability is only high ability.

3. THE CREATIVE PERSONALITY

AND THE CULTURE PATTERN

It is an impoverishing abstraction to keep

personality and cultural concepts separated. The factor analyst extracts

and recognizes the dimensions of personality and the dimensions of culture

only that he may proceed to the laws by which they interact. The historian

and the sociologist deal with the status and the flow of grouplife in general

descriptive terms, butit is the task of the social psychologist to get at

underlying summary dime:
echanisms. In the field

of abilities generally the next chapter deals with this most systematically,

jnteraction with

but a section here must now be devoted to the social ii

creativity and genius.

To dothis it is necessary to digress br

and cultures. Even the scantiest acquaintance with history and cultural

anthropology is enough to bring home the enormous variations in the pro-

duction of genius between different cultures, races, and epochs. The dis-

tinctive flowerings of Greek, Jewish, Sumerian, Chinese, and Egyptian

cultures occurred in an otherwise mediocre world. In the artistic world,it

is true, anyone is free to assert his taste that the ebony statuettes of the

Congo are superior to the frieze of the Parthenon, or thatAztec pyramids

show greater esthetic feeling than early Chinese paintings. But when

objective standards enter, 25 in mathematics, science, engineering, and

exploration, the egalitarian must admit that there are peoples and periods

_-such as classical Greece, the Confucian period of civil organization in

China, and Western Europe at issance—richer
in ercativity.

The historian and the anthropologist
give colorful detail and, in such

writers as Toynbee
ations for these appearances.

(1947), intriguing expl
a ons. ese rane.

The social ps chologist sets out to reach the asic explanations by

slower, more “ifhcult, but eventually more
positive and law-producing path

of measuremen
t and correlation. It was around 1950 that the first attempts

jefly into the description of epochs
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of youngchildren and a hopeless salesman (both high on A+), but a more
effective houseelectrician or physicist (both A—). Considering next the F
factor, we encounter, at the F—, desurgent end, the general inhibition com-
ponentin introversion. Unlike the surgent wit—the happy-go-lucky “life
and soul of the party’—the desurgentindividual is cautious in statement,
aware of many possibilities of failure and possessed of a deep feeling for
responsibility. It is the inhibition wecall desurgency (F~) that is respon-
sible for his having second, third, and fourth thoughts where the surgent
person expresses a superficial originality in the first. The self-sufficiency of
the nextfactor, Q,,is a very pervasive influencein the creative personality.Here we see the vital set of values necessary for living the kind oflifewhich receives litthle social reinforcement and requires dogged pursuit oflonely trails. (The “lonely seas of thought” in which Newton confessed hehad desired some company.)
To distinguish the precise and measurable pattern of the second-stratum(A, F, H, Q,—) pattern from the battered popular expression extraversion-mtroversion, it has been called in

“ ne ‘ (derived from the Frenchioe meea ), in current fashions in clothes, art, and what else, and in liv-: Nes of all around him (as the A+, F+, H+, and Q,— individual
or the sustained reserve of “workingsoos - As the title of Balchin’ 1 of thelife of scientists ch: i ituati Chin's novel o}The Small BackRoom the situation, there is a necessity for living in

Oth i setsearches aveqnatacteristics which differentiate the creative re-ministrator or; and artist from the equally intelligent teacher, ad-
(protension) andhighs Water are higher E (dominance), higher LParanoidlike featureseig ni (@U)- The higher L—with its egotism andOfthe scientist whicha'S responsible for some of those unpopular featureshesitated to draws 4 penetrating andrealistic observerlike Roe has notth | ‘for us (1953), and which incidentally, account for some of
disposed to the conviction that1 ghey the cogely: most scientists are eg

M, or autia factor, be-
mentallife (the relation
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of such inner imaginalactivity is obvious). The higher dominance (E fac-

tor; see Figure 13-1) combined also with some tendency to higher radical-

ism, permits the scientist to sustain more comfortably the socially egregious

Positions into which his original thoughts get him. (Newton perhaps had

insufficient of this, for he nearly gave up publishingafter all the unpleasant

disputes with Linus and Pardies into which his treatise on “Opticks” pitch-

forked him.)

. Obviously the personality qual

highintelligence to produce newi
ities that are most functional in enabling

‘deas and father them to ultimate survival

will vary with the social setting of the occupation of the scientist, the writer,

and the artist. The setting and incentive system have changed in the last

generation appreciably for the scientist; but the required core of personality

qualities discussed above seems to remain the same. Without them high

ability is only high ability.

3. THE CREATIVE PERSONALITY

AND THE CULTURE PATTERN

Tt is an impoverishing abstraction to keep

personality and cultural concepts separated. ‘The factor analyst extracts

and recognizes the dimensions of personality and the dimensions of culture

they interact. The historian

only that he may proceed to the laws by which

andthe sociologist deal with the status and the flow of group life in general

descriptive terms, butit is the task of the social psychologist to get at

underlying summary dimensions and explanatory mechanisms. In the field

of abilities generally the next chapter deals with this most systematically,

ust now be devoted to the social interaction with

but a section here m'

creativity and genius.

To do this it is necessary to di

and cultures. Even the scanties'
story an

anthropology is enough to bring home the enormous variations In the pro-

duction of genius between different cultures, FACES, and epochs. The dis-

tinctive flowerings of Greek, Jewish, Sumerian, Chinese, and Egyptian

cultures occurred in an otherwise mediocre world. In the artistic world, it

is true, anyone is free to assert his taste that the ebonystatuettes of the

Congo are superior to the frieze of the Parthenon, oF thatAztec pyramids

show greater esthetic feeling than early Chinese paintings. But when

objective standards enter, as in mathematics, science, engineering, and

exploration, the egalitarian must admit that there are peoples and period Is

—-such as classical Greece, the Confucian period of civil organization in

China, and Western Europe at the Renaissance—richer
in creativitysuch

The histori d the anthro; ologist give colorful detail an

veriters ieroy
nbe7

. Janations for these appearances.

e (1947), intriguing ¢xP! J J rances

The social psychologist sets out to reach the basic C
Pcl y the

slower, more difficult, but eventually mor
e positive and law-producing

path

of measurement
and correlation. Jt was ground 1950 that the first alempts

the description of epochs
gress briefly into

i ith history and cultural

t acquaintance W
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were made to discover the stable dimensions of groups, as organisms, by
the same correlational techniques as had proved successful for human
personalities. Groups—especially national and religious groups—show a
consistency and persistence of character at least as impressive as that for
individuals, and they exhibit commontraits, ie., traits in the behavior of

ail groups that are possessedatdifferentlevels.
When a wide array of group characteristics, e.g., democracy of govern-

ment, amount of crime, percent of national income spent on education,
numberof revolutions, frequency of declaring war, number of Nobel prizes
per million, etc., is correlated over some eighty nations, a dozen or more
independent factorial dimensions are found to account for much of the
variance. A profile of scores can be set up on these for each nation, just
as for the ability and personality dimensions (the A, B, C’s, etc., and theULI. dimensions) for individual Personalities. The term syntality has been
used, analogously to personality in individuals, for this, and it has beenshown that (2) various aspects of international and internal culturalbehavior can be predicted from these traits, and that (b) when the re-semblances of nations are objectively worked out by applying the patternSimilarity coefficient, Tj, to these profiles, they group themselves in wayswhich fit the historicalcriteria, of, for example, Toynbee’s “civilizations”and othercriteria of essential cultural type (Cattell, 1950c; Cattell, Breul,and Hartmann, 1952; Rummel, 1970)

Similar research has been done on measured behavior of small groups,
“intelligence,” efficient role organization,
ip dynamics. Further, just as the individ-1 oral s : examined both by R-technique (correla-tion across individual differences) and P-technique (correlation measuresOn one person as theyco-vary from day to day over a long period), sothey can both be applied to cultures. Thus P-technique analyses over a

garding the “creativity” variables—.
cal compositions, Nobel prizes, etc.—in th , i , Prizes,

almost ata The answer is comparatively Straightforward: they13-2, whian on a dimension of “cultural pressure,” as shown in Tablehighwltbanweatia udes also variables bunching aboutthe expressions of (a)volvement ip on, (b) riots and indications of internal irritability, (c) in-(d) indications wd Political interactions with many countries, and] internalized ageressi i ici uroticonflict. This factor, incidentally,

i
e

virtually ontario ad, neurotic

cduenn 1 is virtually unrelated to the factors of‘ational expenditure, affluence, morality level, and sheer size.

numberof mechanical inventions, musi
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Table 13-2

The Nature of the Cultural Pressure Dimension
Factor

; ,
Loading

High creativity in science and philosophy
91

igh frequencyofcities over 20,000 (per 1,000,000 of population) "78

countries 70
Large number ofclashes (short of war) with other

.70

High musical creativity

lany Nobelprizes (per 1,000,000, in science, literature and

Large numberofriots 000,000) , reand’ pea 4

push ratio of tertiary (complex) to primary occupations in population 64

Meee number of foreign treaties contracted
‘

ore frequent involvement in war
58
37

Climatic stimulation (Huntington’s Index)

In countries for which reliable records exist, the factor

mental hospitals (per 1,000,000), higher control of typ

igher suicide rate, lower birth rate, higher divorce rate, lower illegitimate birth rate,

and fewer deaths from syphilis, but the values are all much lower than the above.

Combined data, over some 69 countries from Cattell, 1949, and Cattell, Breul, and

Hartmann, 1952, and Cattell and Gorsuch, 1965.

7 loads also more patients in

hoid and epidemic diseases,

sure (Cattell, 1950a) is that an inevitable

ious inventions, urbanThe theory of cultural pres
f life (through previ

increase in the complication ©

aggregations, etc.) produces a frustration of direct

which the natural reaction is pugnacity. This expres

aggression, as in the correlations with war and riots, and partly in what

blunted, namely, anxiety and sublimation.

follows when aggression is itself

It is the sublimation not just of aggression but of all ergs, which is re-

sponsible for the creativity.

This brings us back to the above findings on the correlation of creativity

with introversion and with self-sentiment and superego standards. For

mplexity is probably

what characterizes
society which is adjusting to co

an increase in introversion,
inly an increase in superego control

(possibly, as Freudians assert,
jn terms of neurosis). Un-

fortunately, prior to the location of extraversion as a unique second-order

factor, psychologists were as loose a5 the general public in confusing extra-

version with other things. One suspects that the educational psychologists

of the “progressive” m
ovement of the 1920sin England and the correspond-

ing popular view in North and So
a usive of Canada) con-

fused “healthy adjustment” with “extraversion.”
Regardless of whether

this impulsive exvia appears in New York or the western fronticr, there

and the fact that

is every indication thatit is antipathetic to true creativity,

it has been held up as a no ideal in school is not unconnected

rm and an}

with the present belated search for a lost creativ
ity.

;

Creativeness must come from
tis the task of socicty

the individual, butii

to produce the climate in whichi
t are viable styles

ntroversion and restrain’

oflife. The ordinary noise level of conver
h that a

ergic expression to

ses itself partly in

sation should not be suc
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wise or subtle remark needs to be shouted to be audible. It is at first sut-
prising to find that high creativity actually has not been a feature of plastic
and turbulentfrontier societies, but of refined societies with highly internal-
ized controls. The cultural flowering in America came in New England
homeslike those of Emerson, Emily Dickinson, and Willard Gibb, not on
the frontiers. And in Europe a totally disproportionate contribution came
from the bourgeoisie of which Lavoisier would be a typical instance, espe-
cially, the Victorian bourgeoisie, of which countless instances from Darwin
to Pasteur could begiven in nineteenth century France, Britain, Germany,
and Italy, and from the lesser or higher aristocracy, of which Galileo, Boyle,
Humboldt, and Cavendish would be examples. In this matter of social
origins, the “genius in a garret” stereotype has created a popular myth. AsTerman’s genetic studies of genius, and various checks since have shown,creative intelligence comes four orfive times as often (relative to the num-ber of homes) from the middle than the lowerclass. As typified in BernardShaw,wholived at his mother’s expensetill agethirty-five, the genius is moreoften of a middleclass background, but one who has substituted more subtlefor more obvious ambitions.

Thereare various other discovered facts (and countless theories) aboute relation of creativity to the social matrix. An interesting viewpointbarth)3 by Drever (XHI International Congress of Psychology, Edin-ur; i i ;,

ic productivity in Scotland and Holland, is thatwars, instead of interrupting cultural Progress, actually stimulate it. Possiblymmunicates itself to other fields, or the loosening; egrations. On the other hand, peace and leisuremight be expected to Produce more experimentation, as some economistsargue.The facts are complex, in that funds for cultural activity are obvi-ously important, yet they may merely favor sybaritic pursuits, and someStress and earnestness in life maySg be vital to sincere and fundamentalCreativity.
Anobjective ch to finding out what d ivi be

sought patty fy a ig ‘at wars do to creativity may
of Creativity, however
hundred yearsof British and American history.asaee score 1S a Composite (weighted by factor weights) of such variablessuDdbelowthe Plots (from Cattell, 1953, and Cattell and Adelson,
een). wars do give a Stimulus to the curve, they are certainly followed,orks nt he figures for Britain after 1918, by a telapse. However, the
sak Bani ‘important message ofthe results in Figure 13-2 lies not in the© curve,

b

u

t

in i i
i

through the whole ne e, but in its Soaring character, for both countries,crescendo such

ae

f Tiod of observations, We are in a period of cultural
as ew may expect, along with the

oan epochs have known andCreativity, the ergic frustratio iorms, the tensions a i I-ture pressure theory indicates, , nd Ageressions, that the cu
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Even climate has its role, and as the fine work of the geographer-sociolo-
gist, Huntington (1945) shows, temperate and cool regions have in fact

perennially contributed most. Huntington has also documentedrelations to
racialorigins, as objectively as did Havelock Ellis, McDougall, Kretschmer,
and others. It is not as much a question—among European and Mongolian
peoples at least—ofdiffering levels, as of differing areas oftalent. Any pict
of high-level contributions in science and art, per hundred thousand o
Population in sections of Europe shows, in general agreement with Have-
lock Ellis, a preponderance of mechanical invention and scientific invention
in the Nordic areas, and of art and religious creativity in the Mediter-
ranean. Kretschmer (1931) has similarly pointed outthe high incidence of
musical creativity in the Alpine racial area, and connects it with the
Kretschmer-Sheldon constitutional type of broad, round, body build. Al-
though alternative claims for cultural determination can be made, Kret-schmer's theories are well argued and worthy of more research.

More importantin the genetic picture than the endowments of a par-ticular race, are the rises andfalls in ability which all races may experience.In Chapter 14 below an enquiry is made into periods of possible decline ingenetic levels in g,, which, when all is said, is the main permissive deter-miner of creativity. It has been frequently pointed out that counts of thegreatideas of Weste:m culture, and ofthe scientific discoveries on which ourStandardof living and thinking depends

Period of migration,
Sance and the Elizabethan floweringMiddle Ages, when the averagelife exIncidentally, a well-examined instance of the effect of migration (over and
above the well-known example of the Jews) is that made by Huntington on
the Khmers of Norther India who migrated to and built the remarkable
cities such as Angkor Wat,

Cultural and genetic factors, of course,alone being Tesponsible is Practically un!

came the exacting selection of the
pectation wasless than thirty years.

interact, and an instance of one
Known. But the two great deter-
Social scale would seem to be most
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; Religiousaffiliations also yield significantrelations to scientific creativity,

in the U.S. academic population. Thestatistical analyses of Knapp ( 1963),

McKeen Cattell (1906), Visher (1947), and others have shown that within

America the Protestant and Jewish traditions have contributed, to a statis-

tically significant degree, more than others to scientific creativity. Their

analysis, and those of Wispé (1965) also show that in the last resort, even

certain types of university educational organizations consistently produce

a higher percentage of creative alumnae.

Noglance atfactors in creativity outside the ability and personality traits

of the individual would be complete without considering influences from

the stage of the individual in the life cycle of youth and age. The careful

studies of Lehmann (1943) indicate that an individual’s greatest con-

tribution is likely to be made quite early. The salient contributions are

some areas, such as physics
earlier (e.g., at the beginning of the twenties) in

or mathematics, than in others, such as biology, history, or politics. Wayne

Dennis (1958) has criticized this interpretation of such data as Lehmann

and others found, saying that (a) since scientific discoveries are now made

with greater frequency every year, the “magnitude” of the earlier discov-

eries becomes overestimated,like the prominence of the first smal! mountain

appearing among foothills, relative to the large mountains which come

later, and (b) that a man’s energies become partly tied up in defending his

first discovery, leading us to underestimate what he would do tater if un-

encumbered. Actually, though real, this latter burden is probably small

compared to that involvementin administration, in fostering the work of

younger, oncoming men, andin the increase in correspondence around the

world which robs the older man of his creative hours. .

The biologically-minded psychologistis likely to be so impressed by the

resemblance of creative output curves (if, accepted without the Dennis

correction, which is difficult to quantify) to the life curve (Table 7-3, page

161) for g, that he feels little need to go further into the above sociological

explanations. The g, curve might, indeed, partly explain creativity trends,

especially in the abstract
where sheer relation-

subjects, €-8- mathematics,

perceiving capacity is the first demand. But where experience and content

are necessary, €.g- in biology, history, oF depth of emotional experienct

in art, music, and literature, creativity should depend more on ag, crystal-

lized intelligence, which does not diminish and probably increascs. This

i i i iv ination of these

brings us, in the next section, to the more intensive examina io

powers.

4, THE SYNTHESIS OF

CAPACITIES, PERSONALITY,
AND

DYNAMICS IN CREATIVITY

Somediscussion of the environmentin which

i “ch it derives its stimulus, as given

ivity can fulfill jtself, and from which it derives §
¢

ve,is essential to understanding creativity, but it cannot be our main
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theme here. The reader may pursue it in relation to home conditions,
laboratory organization, demography, college environment, and intellectual
tradition in the penetrating articles respectively by Roe, Kaplan, Knapp,
Thistlethwaite, and Kuhn in Calvin Taylor's excellent collection of contribu-
tions on creativity (Taylor and Barron, 1963). He mayalso wish to ponder
on the Marxist theoretical position of Hogben, in Science for the Citizen,
that “necessity is the mother of invention,” in contrast to the view that
creativity is play, an adventure of the human spirit, best pursued freely,
withoutreference to economicpressures.

Throughout the moderate ranges of environmental condition and in-
centive seen nowadays, however, the abilities and personality traits neces-
sary to invention and discovery remain much the same. Our plan at this
pointis to return to the discussion of these contributors begun in Sections
1 and 2 above, and attempt a more formal integration of the way in which
Capacities andtraits synthesize a creative outcome. It has been the scien-tific intention of this book to proceed wherever possible from general dis-cussion to precise models—models necessary for the student who pursuespsychology as a science. In Previous chapters, Starting with the linear,factor-analytic, “influence model,” we have proceeded to a formula com-Dining abilities, temperamenttraits, and dynamic traits—still in a linearform—in a way which empirically has been shown successfully to predictgeneral scholastic achievement. Secondly, we have made the distinction© equation for accounting for actual Performance at a given

the guiding Personality traits, as shown i . '
ically, the reader wi in equation (11.3). (Parenthet-

‘ntory of the abilities, personality traits,
though it remains to dis-

However,
thinking” has been both misconceived and ovtivity. It is musconceived because the orththroughout the work of Guilford and his cVvanance of what we Center here on the co:

Currentliterature “divergent
errated as to its role in crea-
Ogonal rotational procedures,
olleagues, have divided up the
ncepts of fluency and flexibility
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in a di impli i
Hon ci9e7, andfalse See way. Until the current researches by

analysis of ’ ) and others in effect re-rotate this area of correlational

lear . extensiveareas of ability, the conclusions cannot be entirely

oeaten ut our tentative conclusion has been, if one may sketch in some

fons in gaps in the data underlying the triadic theory, that the main varia-

‘ in creative performance emerge, in the ability field, from the general

apaeities, g’s, rather than the provincial powers, p’s, or the agencies, a’s.

amnea above fluid and crystallized intelligence, gr and a,, we see

aa t iecapaci a general fluency (“divergent thinking contributor”),

i , in t iecognitive field, is a retrieval capacity, Br and a general idea-

ional flexibility factor, g,, as in the Cattell-Tiner (1949) experiments and

(rotationally somewhat different) in Guilford’s experiments. Our present

hypothesis contains the assumption that, with wider exploration of cog-

nitive manifestations, the latter (a) will be established as a “g” rather than

as an “a,” and (b) will show the qualities of a bi-polar dimension—flexi-

bility-vs-tenacity (Table 4-1 above)—rather than the appearance of a

uni-directional ability. Thatis to say, the “low score” pole is a retention of

concepts in their original form, which is a kind of cognitive tenacity with

utility and survival value. For its opposite is a plasticity and instability of

cognitive habits that can be disabling and even dangerous—though per-

missive for creativity. (Among the world’s cultures, Oriental cultures per-

haps have shown a relatively high degree of this cognitive tenacity, as have

members of those cultures.) Experimentally, what we see as yet is that the

ducing exactly some given

highly flexible person is relatively poor at repro!

data, such as a heard rhythm, and, by inference, at preserving concepts and

habits efficiently, without some intrusion of instability and error. He is by

hypothesis liable to sporadic, spontaneous, and unrecognized departures in

long-accustomed ideas, which contrast with the precision and dependability

of application by the “tenacious” individual. On the other hand, loadings

on such performances as solving riddles and restructuring visual patterns

show that he can see things in new groupings, can perceive possibilities of

constructing new words by dissolving the rigid forms and obstinate debris

of the old, and has ability to escape from habitual approaches to problems.

The hypothesized new
general capacity, still awaiting checks onits breadth,

script £ being already used in £r)-

in any sense of a broad capacity, ¥e
will index gx (the su

The classical “rigi The numerous rigiditics be-
or what

have abolished from the psycho

the above ideational

dity” dimension,

metric scone.

1 flexibility-tenac
ity capacity, Ba»

eceptual-motor rigidities expressing an inability to

execute a known pattern in a new way. The latter reduce to the effect of a

whole set of factors—largely
personality factors—namely

, low g,, and, in

the ULI. serics:-—low ULL. 23, 26, and 29, and high ULL 33. The effect of

this last on creativity is unknown, though there are indications that U.E. 23

and 26 do contribute somewhat to creativity as they contribute to reduce

motor-perceptu
al rigidity. Just as in flexibility, so in fluency, we have to

recognize an appreciable contribution from the personality domain, in this

come either

are, operationally, pe!
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case about half the variance on a fluency (“divergent thinking”) perform-
ance being due to g, and half to the U.J. 21, Exuberance temperament

factor. Thus g;,, g, g. and U.I. 21 might well account for most of the
variancein creativity in an “immediate action” situation. . .

As argued above,it is the personality factors that become importantin
the cumulative effect situation, and still more the dynamic factors. When
we ask how many propositions Euclid wrote, or how many kinds of bac-
teria Pasteur isolated, or by what steps Kepler eventually concluded that

the planets movein ellipses rather than the long-accepted circles—in short,
when wearetalking abouta life’s creativity—weare speaking of the cumu-
lative process equation summed overtime. Incidentally, it may be objected
thatit is easy to do this for a brick wall or a factory product, but difficult
for the creation of ideas. Granted thedifficulty, still the proposition holds
in principle.
What we have been saying about the inadequacy of certain currently

populartest approaches to predicting creativity in life is brought out more
clearly by the above proposition, for we are saying that: (a) The output
through the year has a process specification equation which depends much
more on personality factors than does the railroad track performance in athree-hourtest session with “creative ability”
that personality and interest measures rather
mine how frequently the person will return to
of intensity and inspiration. For every Faraday or Pasteur or Darwin theremust have been thousands of individuals of equal level in “creative abilities”on a pencil and paper examination. These people taught well, or directedbusinesses, or made shrewd bets on horse races—or perhaps just lived alife ofleisure. (b) Since,in fact, the most im
and elsewhere have been long-continued unconscious processes (Beveridge,1950), which depend Powerfully on a pro
tem, the probable importance of personality and motivation over specialabilities is raised to yet a new level.

measures. The contention is

than specified abilities deter-

the task and with what degree

(dynamic traits) can be
rchies, though at the mo-
ur model and its equations.

interplay of two distinct hiera:mentthis lacks expression in a due extension of o
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In that interplay we see now this sentiment and now that making use of

some given skill in the ability hierarchy. Any interest at any level in the

dynamic hierarchies of the dynamiclattice is, in general, free to avail itself

of any skill. Nevertheless, as seen in the concept of tools (effectors) in

Chapter 11 above, there are tendencies for particular skills to get tied to

particular dynamictraits, i.e., there are “adhesions” which deny complete

randomnessof interaction between the two hierarchies. In the lives of most

geniuses these areas of especial intensity of application of the dynamic

system to an ability system are far more prominent than in the average

man. When Edison said that “inspiration is 99% perspiration” or Kret~

schmer (1931), that “genius is concentration at a point” they had this truth

in mind. Like an acrobat who astonishes us by some motor performance,

possible through the remarkable development of some muscle system, the

creative person generally has focused conscious and unconscious attention,

day in and day out, on some problem until sensitivity of perception is such

that a breakthrough occurs. As a process, we shall return to this below, in

the observations of Poincaré and others, but as a systematic relation of

ability and dynamic hierarchies, let us formulate it in what we have indi-

cated above as a third type of performance specification equation—the

cumulative performance equation.
.

Wherever we deal with a product within a life setting, whether it be an

essay, a painting, a mathematicaltreatise or the solution of a scientific tech-

nical problem in the laboratory, time must enter the equation. Conse-

quently, our first “present action” equation (G11.1) above, page 334),

commonly worked out for a one- instantoftime,

mustbe written in integral form:

tan
t=n

t=n
ton

Cin = 2u ait = 2biatAt + 2bP + x at Dit

hour examination, or some

(13.1)

i in area j over time n, and

the other symbols have
Ss usual, for simplictys only

one representative trait is taken from each modality. The sumn nover

time must be for the same period over all three modalities, ean cihe

output concerns their joint action, in which D and the b sare Ii ely

late, whereas A and P are fixed ability and personality trai. ot be pursued

Although immediate additional uses for this equation Wi n , ont

it has the useful function of reminding us that performanceOr d
ee

thinking”tests from 3 to 4 on Friday afternoon is not acaiti
on

since learning would occur, jn “concentration at 2 point seera)

would also require attention to the structure acquis
heame n

e

above), and therefore to the incentive system as we | Heaironment.

Furthermore, the time given to the creativity would, in freehe incen-

itself be a function of the level of the D’s and the aaa on neademic

tive. However, (13.1) takes one more step toward a opting

performance and Jearning equations to the fife situation.

e output of individual
where Cy, is the creative

i

their usual meaning. A
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5. THE ROLES OF gf AND ag IN
PROBLEM SOLVING AND
CREATIVE PROCESS

Although real-life creativity involves con-
scious and unconscious work over time, and equation (13.1) is thus to
(11.1) as the physicists concept of work is to force, it behooves us to study

(11.1) again moreclosely in terms of focusing the processes of thoughtin

problem-solving at a given moment. “Problem-solving” here does not mean

solving familiar problems by familiar recipes, in routine work, but entirely
new problems, and can then be considered cognate with creativity. At this
juncture, moreover, let us consider the dynamic forces as given, and also
take for granted the lesser more specialized ability factors in the triadic
theory—the p’s and a’s—sincetheir action is no different, except for area,
from the general capacities. Our focus is thus on the understanding of the
problem-solving process in terms of g,, a,, and g,.
The vital role of g in problem-solving, very adequately described by

Spearman and his coworkers fifty years ago, covers muchofthe action of
what now weshould call g,. He described this role as the capacity in prob-
lem-solving to perceive relationships and to educe correlates. The process
can be seen in high degree as pointed out earlier, in such tests as series,
classifications, matrices, etc., that are Particularly valid in g-saturation.However, as Burt pointed out when inventing the analogies subtest inintelligence tests, relation and correlate eduction reach their clearest ex-Pression in analogies and metaphors,3 and this form will therefore be takenhereforillustration,in Figure 13-3.

Whether an inherently present relationship actually will be perceiveddepends on the person’s level Of intelligence. If the individual concerned

FIGURE 13-3

Eduction of Relations and Correlates Variously IMustrated

(1) Cat és to kitten as Man is to
Dog—eS ita.
Mother

‘arent-Offspring
Parent-Offspring Tiger

@) Mis to 0c: OF isto

e
M
c
e

(3) Distance is to automobile as Time isto

G) l6istos as Disto3 as Fistor as —listo
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has sufficient associational mass for a relationship of that level of complex-

ity to rise into consciousness, when presented with the fundaments “cat”

and “kitten,” he will educe the relation “‘parent-offspring” (which he may

or may not verbalize). Then he can apply it to the given third fundament

“man"’ and educe the new correlate “child.” Theretrieval from memory of

the word “child” is a processdistinct from the location of the meaning of

that which should stand as the fourth fundament.

That the retrieval is a separate process can be shown by the fact that in

suitable experimental conditions the thinker can be permitted to solve the

eduction problem without being able to find and fit the concrete example

into the intellectual “slot” which he has located. For example, he can carry

the meaning, for whichhe knows no word orpicture, as 2 nonsense syllable,

or an “x,” showing that his concept is clear by the use he makes of it. The

first man to think of the square root of —1 must have done something like

this, and Moseley’s conception of what we now call the proton, when he

thoughtof atomic numbers, had the same imageless but meaningful quality.

Oncethe thinker passes from grasping the meaningto the step of completing

the solution by finding an object that actuallyfits that meaning (“child” in

the above example), the limits to his problem-solving are set by other

parameters of ability, such as fluency (to supply the concrete instance) or

flexibility (to pull the new form outof an older, “pinding” context).

Because of the high ljoading commonly found in school for verbal ability

ontraditional intelligence tests—measures of a,—there has been a pice

spread tendency to use it as f
nce measurement, How-

he medium for intellige : :

ever, in fact, very complex relations can be put to the subject without any

use of words. A simple instance js shown in the second example in Figure

13-3. Incidentally, in the first two examples in Figure 13-3, we haveuse!

selective rather than inventive examples to eliminate the role of retrieval.

Selective and inventive forms of a test usually correlate so highly that noth-

ing but the convenience of being able to machine score the former by a key

causes it to be preferred. However, in the last resort, the inventive form

does introduce some g; over and above gt; andis best avoided. ; ach

The third example shows the essence of creativity, wherein no si sch

object as the required fundament exists 1n humanknowlede’
s ani aal

jnvention had to occur. In this case H. G. Wells’s stimulating fantasy ©

Time Machineis the product of the given relation eduction. In thbe

more than retrieval would
be involved for the inventivea

;i ing

slot” by construction of an effective machin
e—@ time mee ine

aoe

baffled us, except as 4 fantasy, but the fying machines ce no ngPy

the general anesthetic, and the electronic computer, eginnyiB cosy

as newly educed fundaments, ultimately were realized in pra ic hether

the correlate necessary for fourth example, i= 1, is ie ’

matter for mathematicians
toabutcertainlyisace

ion the arts

As Spearman (1930) himself illustrate
OF asl ae

ure of art and music comes from suitable insighis—

suchOMe
of the beauty of order where no order at first was ¢vir
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dent. Artist and composer have built into their products hierarchies of
intricate relations on which we may continue to feast. The insight may give
only the simple and sedate pleasure of the rhythmically repeating relations
amongpillars in a Greek temple. Or it may deliver a secret of delicately
balanced proportions in a “cubist” picture. Or it may permit us the more

complex experience of recognizing a musical fugue. Or again in literature

it enlightens with the magnificent metaphors of Shakespeare or such modern

gamin expressions as “overworked as a dog with four children to follow” or

“TV is a kind of chewing gum for the eyes.” Or in poetry, it may offer the
double delight of getting an order in sound (rhyme,alliteration, assonance)

with the penetration of meaning by metaphor and simile. Consider Tenny-

son’s “Yet all experience is an arch wherethrough, gleams that untravelled
world,” or Browning’s “Ay, note that Potter’s wheel, That Metaphor! and
feel, Why time spins fast, why passive lies our clay,” or Brooke’s “Love
sells the proud heart’s citadel to Fate,” and note how eachintroduces essen-
tially a set of revealing, possible, relation eductions. By a conspiracy of such
artfully hidden relations, a veritable conflagration of cognitive processes
can be started, which illuminates a whole landscape ofideas.

The samerelation-perceiving insights are the vital ingredient also in
practical problem-solving. The artist, the engineer, the scientist, the musi-
cian, the poet, and the architect live on totally different technical foods, but
they digest them with the sameintellectual wine. Regarding such solutions
to technical problems, there have been many ingenious researches, such asthose of Laycock (1933), Strasheim (1926), Guetzkow (1951) and others
too numerousto list. Except for occasional “serendipity” solutions, in which
a lavish use of retrieval or laboratory time has produced a solution by sheer
penndlty of trial-and-error Tesponses, practical problems also get solvedy eduction of relations. Such a relational insight must have come to

at the valves of the steam engineneed not be opened byhand, as they had been in mine pumps, but wouldbe‘aeee _tothe connecting rod movement which naturally occurred at the

A book could befilled with the
ating the fabric of the culture o1
matter of course. But a handful o
we need to be off on a further
neurological associative mas,

history of glorious human insights, cre-
mn which we now live and depend as a

f examples is enough,for, as psychologists
trail. The power of g-—the working of theS—is essential to relation eduction, but it is© dynamic states and directions of the human

ant examples from
ind thetest setting are different. The

ample, scientific discovery, in its ordi-
50), Poincaré (1914), as well as many
h as those of Edison, Cannon, Huxley,

several naturalistic studies of, for ex:tekne setting, by Beveridge (19.Tank scientific autobiographies
Osler, and Watson, nd te We
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niacal enthusiasm icati
phases, lasting da 2OeOnedetects a thythm, in which there are

problem, (b) *eciding what the such 1 «) cone the elements in the

a heightened tension as effort at eatae(a) is (0)exper

. . t s, (d) marking time

parent)a whatis often a fairly long incubation period. Therein wh

‘oldvums me unconscious), while consciously the individual feels in the

consciousof are8 nO progress, (e) a sudden thrusting up from the sub-

conaunie io solution, often rough, and sometimes as symbolic and poorly

detail ableas a dream, but generally true, and (f) a working out of

N, and explicitness and a tidying of the means of communication.

worie in ms process one can see clearly, in any actual example, the

Often if: Se general powers—E£p Br and g,—that we have described.

and conf chief obstacles in the early phase are certain wrong assumptions

ce gurations maintained by the tenacity of cognitive structures, and

awaiting the dissolving action of such swings toward high flexibility as the

individual's g, can produce for him. The physician Harvey perceived an

intriguing relation—the resemblance of structures in veins to valves in the

common pump—and decided that the plood circulated; but the authority

of Aristotle’s concepts kept other physicians from seeing and accepting this

for another twenty years. Similarly, the theory of phlogiston kept chemists

from accepting the necessary complete reversal of thinking required to

a oxygen, when weighing showed that burned metals were heavier,

notlighter, than the unburned. (A factor analyst may perhaps be allowed

to add that in psychology today the high schooltraining in drawing coordi-

nates orthogonally blocks many from recognizing that oblique factors better

fit all the facts!)

The whole problem of tenacities of accustomed concepts versus new

flexibilities has never been handled better than by Francis Bacon nearly

he chief villains

four hundred years ago, and he pointed rightly to words as tl

ht. (This is one reason why rhetorical and journalistic

of reactionary thoug!

“freedom of speech” can be dangerous unless accompanied by the education

that gives freedom of mathematical and scientific formulation an equal

chance.) Psychology, for example, has been plagued badly by the implicit,

tenacious assumption that if there is one word—<.8-s “intelligence,” “rigid-

ity,” the “authoritarian personality,” “need achievement,” “cognitive dis-

“field independence”-—there
must be one thing. Writers are

d volume on such a theme before the multivariate

d their readers to the fact that, say, two or three

to be explained mathematically.

6. THE ROLES OF EDUCTIVE,

ASSOCIATIV
E, AND DISSOLVEN

T

THINKING

By eductive, associative, and dissolvent

respectively, the action of gr (andits derivative 3,)+ of gr

tic) of an association, and of gx 45 flex-

do past cognitive structures.

sonance” or

often far into their secon

analyst can awaken them an

quite distinct phenomena
have

thinking we mean,

as retrieval (deliberate oF automa

ibility shown in the capacity or tendency to un
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Ofthese, we know least about dissolvent thinking. This is partly due to
insufficient factor-analytic researches following up the first rough delinea-
tions of the flexibility factor (Table 13-1). But probably it is due also to
dissolvent thinking acting less prominently in controlled, artificial test situ-
ations than in odd moments and unwatched intervals of everydaylife. In
any single test item performance,e.g., in a hidden picture test as in Figure
13-4,the perception of the necessary visual relations themselves and the
flexible separation of new forms from older, predominating forms—re-
spectively the work of g; and g,—maybevirtually instantaneous. Butin the
life history of creativity—as when Kekulé atlast thought of the benzene ring

as a solution to the valency problem, or Oken saw the skull as the last

enlarged vertebra; or when Bohr concluded that the arrangementof elec-
trons in orbit mustrelate to the position of the element in the periodic table
—aiuch of the dissolution of obstructive older formulations must go on

intermittently and subconciously. Nevertheless, the amountof such activity
in a given individual presumably still depends on the general level of the
tested g, powerofflexibility that he possesses.

FIGURE 13-4
Eduction and Dissolvent Thinking in Hidden Pictures

   
By king permission of
Crampaca Tlic © Tsitute of Penonality and Ability Testing, 1602 Coronado Drives
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. Aproblem to be faced in the conceptionofflexibility as dissolvent think-

ing, i.c., as a general reduction of the strength of existing cognitive habit

structures, relative to newly presented combinations, concerns its relation

to dynamic principles. Since Freud, psychologists have developed consider-

able evidence, clinical and experimental, that the obstinacy of particular

beliefs and conceptions, the distortions imposed on new perceptions, and

the particular groupings brought about in one’s ideas, depend to a high

degree upon the nature of the dynamic systems, the occurrence of conflict,

and the operation,e.g., in producing “complexes” of various defense mech-

anisms, such as repression, projection, and reaction formation. Conse-

quently, one may well ask such questions as “Js there need for any addi-

tional concept, such as that of the general factor gx in accounting for the

ideational flexibility and ideational firmnessattributed clinically to dynamic

causes?”and“If there is evidence for some general flexibility over and above

that induced at specific junctures of conflict and repression, shouldit not be

itself considered a dynamic trait rather than of ability modality?”

As pointed out above, we believe there is evidence in the work of Cattell

and Tiner, extended by Guilford and his associates, of the existence of a

new factor beyond any previously recognized capacity, and which, in the

gx When two people of equal

triadic theory, is placed as 2 general capacity,

intelligence are faced with a riddle, one fails and the other solves it, appar-

d in the conventional thinking

ently because his thinking is not so firmly hel

system encouraged by the facade of the riddle. His thoughts easily do a

somersault, and, presto, he has bounded through the blinding paper hoop

to the intended solution. Since this happens with all kinds of items, i.¢., is

relatively independent of the particular interests and dynamic systems

involved, we seem S
eneral factor, not explicable in

afe in saying it is a g
I

terms of dynamic structures alone. However, to repeat the caution above,

we possess still only fragmentary researches on the boundaries of this

factor, and especially onits role in dissolvent operations on ideas in every-

day life and over time long periods.
_.

if this generality and consistent extra variance contribution of g,should

continue to be confirmed, the second question still would remain, i.e., We

might yet have to conclude thatit is more of a personality factor than an

factor researches some

ability factor. Actually, in systematic personality 1a om

twelve forms of behavior have been measured that either overlap precise ly

or in general jntuiti
re listed under Master

on with ideational flexibility, and 2 ;

Index numbers in the compendium of over 1,000 behaviors (Cattell and

Warburton, 1967). Wit
Hundleby, Pawlik, and

h their M.I. (Master Index;

Cattell, 1965) numbers pre
t identification they arc:

26, Riddles; 7, Gestalt completion; 38, Ratio of consonant to dissonant

0, Hidden pictures;
opinion recall; 17

198, Perceiving anagrams; 327d,

Logical consistency in emotional syllogisms (later developed as cognitive

dissonance by Festinger); 680, Tendency to usc neologisms; Tht, S ore

es in story telling; §08, Solutions to novel situations;

onstancy in paths on successive days (Howard and

ceding them for exac!

logical sequenc

1443, Lability versus ¢
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Diesenhaus, 1965, already showed 16 P.F. associationsto this), and 1865,

Preference for more unconventional proper names. Although the experi-

mental evidence is clear that they do not fall entirely on a single factor

(Hundleby, Pawlik, and Cattell, 1965), they are, nevertheless, largely con-
tained bv fourof the twenty known personality sourcetrait patterns, namely,

UL19, 25, 27. and 28. U.I. 19, Independence, is a positive tendency to
impose one’s own conscious set in interpretation (as in field independence,
Witkin, 1962) andis definitely not the ideational flexibility here discussed.
ULI. 27 is an Emotional condition of apathetic discouragement, in which
past cognitive sets are weak for dynamic reasons. The concept we have so

far built up in ideational flexibility would therefore be competed for chiefly
by the two remaining vatterns, U.I. 25, Realism and U.I. 28, Asthenia. The

former has been called bv Eysenck (1956) “psychoticism” (when measured
negative to our “realism”). The latter has been called asthenia, because its

personality associates are those of debilitated neurasthenia-like behaviors.

It would seem a logical concomitant of increasing ideational flexibility,

as conceived above,thatit could endin the loss of such reality contact as is
general to the various behaviors we call psychosis. Actually, our more
recent work (Cattell and Tatro, 1966) shows U.I. 25 to distinguish simple
schizovhrenics better than psychotics in general. Interesting though this
theory is that binds flexibility to the psychosis pole of U.I. 25 , we must not
ourselves lose contact with the reality that an appreciable though not equal
contribution to numberof hidden pictures seen, speed of gestalt completion,
and tendencyto recall what one agrees with is made by ULI. 28. A monistic
theory for this kind of behavior just will not do, and the g, which appears
as an ability factor could, if not truly cognitive, be viewed as an unrecog-
Windofhecbilnyontop erthreernpersonality factors. However, the

themselves (not imposing structure a e ULYt Ian erlogiont ssacisteney
of attitudes, and greater eccentricit fits he wake lower logical consistency
of U.I. 25 andthe asthenia of U. 128 his snbieetivity (psyshosis) ieconcent of en L. 28. This agreementchecksalso with the
concep ot greater cognitive firmness as the opposite of flexibility. For at the
tealism’ pole of U.I. 25, we have more reliable simple ari i

correct speeded color naming, and te © simple arithmetic, more(Hundleby, Pawlik, and Cattcl, 1gs, er speed and accuracy in matching

Tt may well be that the attem:
describe some kind of mental *:
tonofthis ULI. 28 dimension,
related). Geniuses, t

pts of various writers (Section 1 above) tosoa . .asthenia” in the geniusare in fact a percep-
or of g, (however these two may prove to be

whi wo ‘

Chagasdea phagued Darwin most of his life (others ascribe it to
+ can be seen in the “nervous breakdowns” of many very
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creative persons, ¢.g., John Stuart Mill, Pascal, Pasteur, Newton, and Fara-

day. The plasticity and flexibility of thinking necessary for restructuring

when new ideas are formed is bought apparently at the cost of efficiency,

economyofeffort, and avoidance of fatigue in handling everyday matters

by cut-and-dried methods. It helps explain why our profiles for the re-

searcher and the administrator are so different. Doubtless the heavy inhibi-

tion and prolonged concentration necessary for the long-circuited thinking

of profoundly creative work could account for the type of “neurasthenia”

which seems the only type of nervous breakdown truly likely to be more

frequent in genius. Whether the asthenia we measure in personality factor

UL 28 always is determined environmentally or whether, as seems more

likely, it is also due to a constitutional tendency to this kind offlexibility,

research is equipped now to decide. Meanwhile, it is evident that the creative

processis aided through g, (which may be contributed to by the joint action

of U.L25 and 28). It is aided precisely as the creation of a new buildingis

aided when the task of demolition of. existing structures does not encounter

excessive resistance.

So much for dissolvent thinking. By contrast,

struction arises from eductive and associative processes. The creation of

new mental content by eduction of relations and correlates has been dis-

cussed sufficiently above in connection with gr. However, before grappling

with the problem of associative thinking, we should pause to deal with the

question that will occur to many readers regarding eduction: “Does not

crystallized intelligence, 4, also play a role in eduction?”

Examination of the loadings of performances by ag (called g. at that stage

of exposition) in, say, Table 5-1, shows that performances W
e would regard

as creative, e.g., verbal analogies, do have some contribution from crystal-

lized intelligence. However, by its very definition and nature, ag deals with

things that are already known, and judgmental skills that have already been

applied before. One would expect that its contribution, as shown by such

correlations, must reside jn the knowing of the fundaments, and
the prac-

ticed habit of deciding on @ certain direction. On the opposite side of the

ledger, we have to recognize that gr
Jations between funda-

ments the nature of which is unknown. (Those used in culture-fair tests are

in fact chosen to be overlearned.) Mostrelation eduction is actually carried

outat the upperlevels of a hierarchy, for fund e often themselveslaments are

relations, or relation among
relations. (1

x of twelvecrane

equally among three boys, ‘and one often equally between two git! an

then ask whether a girl or 4 boy has more, I ask for such a relation

amongrelations.)
To the extent that educing a new | creative re jation

depends on relational fundaments already practiced in Ags ie ees

quicker and surer perception of the fatter willfacilitate a quicker an surer

response on the new possibility higher in the hierarchy. Onecannot
angles

be estimated from3 series of isos
.

thatthe aie

Ie triangle. Faraday

ys that
Iculate the arca of a sing

:

uneave
percei

tic ficld to plane polarized

the positive work of con-

circle can
he can ¢a
ved the relation of a magne!
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light, if he had not had clear conceptions of these two; and a tactic in tennis
to play twice to the opponent's backhand,followed by a quick drive to the
forehand,is too slow to succeed,if the player has no automatic command of
forehand and backhand placement.

Butthe role of crystallized intelligence would seem to be that of supply-
ing a foundation, or at least supplying it more quickly than if all had to be
worked out from scratch. Any truly new eduction of relations or correlates
is, by all we have analyzed, an actof g,. Crystallized intelligence may load a
creative act because it permits andfacilitates. Obviously, of two persons in
a creative, mathematical problem-solving, the person with long investments

of his fluid intelligence in thatfield will produce answers more quickly and
belessliable to errors. Butif the two are equally familiar, the new creative
Steps are likely to be madeby the more highly endowedin fluid intelligence,
in proportion to his endowment.

In most creations that have to be communicated or made, the mental
operation must draw not only on flexibility, which makes newstructurations
feasible, and fluid intelligence which brings the new relation to birth, but
also on memory andassociative powers. As in the example in Figure 13-3,
fuid intelligence shows where the “slot’® is, in the field of meaning, but to
finish the creative task, memory has to supply the suitable spare part for
the slot. In the area of association, we have recognized (Chapter 4) three
Processes: committing to memory (“gramming”), retention, and retrieval.
(Recognition may be considered an abbreviated retrieval procedure.)
The debatable view needing to be examined hereis that these associative

processesare notjust adjuncts to the creative process constituted by educingTelations and fundaments, but a means of creativity in themselves. It isfrequently claimed that associative processes, i.e., without prior eduction,can be creative, and that creativity is “nothing but a marriage of ideas that
Were previously strangers.” Koestler (1964)for example,tells us that cogito
comes from coagitare “to shake together,” and onthis linguistic derivationwould have us consider oddity of juxtaposition as creativity. Here again wemectthe notion, not that whatis created is unusual and strange—which ofondboat is—but that whatis Strange and oddis “creative.” If nightmares
has beenfunction’te this would be true. But our definition of creative

work, the short story maust ari peeionings ionae nt ue invention mustscientific checking by oth aehaig aeoD: and the discovery must bearmerely odd “shakin er techniques. By this functional definition, anyelacier that leaves ig together” does not constitute creativity—else the
commended Torits creativity.© Boulder in the Plain would have to be

. ly burned his house down ing hi ipet, the pig, he made the delicious disee » thus roasting his domestic
: very of crackling as he licked hisfingers. The perception that here was a way to a newculinary triumph
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theswillconte discovery. When scientists andartists are in a humble mood,

vdivanwes are os that a decidedly higher percentage of scientific and artistic

experienced ue to accident than theorists usuallylike to admit, (Indeed

ae nineelev researchers will Tecognize that the perception of the value of

important ant byproduct (in terms of the main theory) is often more

en an the main theory.) If we now look at such undoubted dis-

bringi a creativity in terms of the qualities in individuals necessary to

3 out, it is obvious that we must turn to gifts (over and above curi-

us and alert observation) in the realm of fluency and fantasy, which

aaatt :
generate “ideational” experiments. Enough real experiments will in time gen-

erate some fruitful juxtapositions, but fantasy is the carrying out of experi-

ments in imagination, and therefore includes much trial and error at the

mental level—which is quicker. Even creative thought processes of an

sy——as do some less clinically

eductive kind depend a good deal uponfanta:

healthy activities—and they benefit from the free play which is possible in

fantasy. Thus, not all fantasy js sheertrial-and-error
play at a purely asso-

ciative level, since it can be play also with relation eduction. Nevertheless,

for most people, most fantasy is casually reproductive, waywardly directed

by dynamic needs, and, at the dream level, likely to bring together elements

in an almost random way, a5 far as realism and logic are concerned. As

Freud argued, and others have since found by experimental dream record-

ings (“REMS”), dreams may function to explore emotional solutions for

the individual, butit is rare for the dream per se to solve, say, an engineer-

ing problem.

This last instance demandsthat for clarity we recognize two meanings

to “functionality” in creativity, namely, functional in that an invention

or discovery “works” by standards of the real world, an i

the sense of playing aptly upon human emotions. The creations of Lewis

Carroll in Alice in Wonderland were an intriguing mixture of mathematical

logic and emotional entertainment, but mostly art and literature aim to

create certain emotions jn human beings, while science and mathematics

create whathas to “work” and meet the test of interlocking with reality and

logic. Our emotions are captured by the notion of an “gngel” with the purity

bird to soar. But anatomists tell us that, in

of a saint and the freedom of a

7

order to use the wings, the angel would have to have a breastbone standing

out about three feet! In science, mathematics, engineering, and medicine,

creation has to be judged by hard standards. A vaccine against children’s

polio is a peautiful idea, but it must also work. Thegreat majority of purcly

conglomerative
creations, formed by random association in fantasy or other-

wise, do not work. If they work,it js a remote accident, not guaranteed by

any eductive insight regard
ing

roperties. ‘And they do not work

ecessary
P! s

y eo

even in the emotionally functional sense of artistic communicatio
n except

y aptly an
the emotions of 3

d powerfully captures

where a personal fantas,

fantasy belonging to all mankind.

.

Tt is a mistake, therefore, to consider high fluency (or speed of retrieval,

of the time,it does not even

Br, as we have called it) directly creative. Most
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produce whatis new;it only reproduces. Butif, by a random shake of the
dice, it produces something new, say a beanstalk that climbs to the clouds,
it is only a wishful-thinking, entertaining notion, not a jet that actually
carries you over the clouds. Thus some pointless debates would be dissolved
if, as suggested above, we recognize twocreativities: primary creativity that

creates something new in terms of effectively solving external world and
emotional problems, and secondary creativity that may produce the new

and the bizarre which accidentally has usefulness. Associative, reproductive
processes thus have only a limited role in creativity in the primary sense,
through (a) supplying the material to complete the correlate eduction

carried out by g;, (b) possessing the probability of hitting upon a few,

lucky,blind,trial-and-errorsolutions, if the sheerfertility of supply is very
high, and (c) as in crystallized intelligence supplying the necessary judg-
ments lower in the hierarchy as a basis for newrelation eduction.

Therole of sheer memory storage and fluency can beillustrated by Edi-
son’s success in producing the incandescentfilament lamp, which depended
partly on having a rich store of ideas about where to turn for the hundreds
of different substances to which he gavea trial for thefilament. In the theo-
retical field, one can instance how the Bondi-Gold-Hoylecar ‘steady state”
theory versus the “big-bang” theory of Lemaitre and Gamow was unillumi-
nated for a time by anyone having thoughtof the fact that the Jatter would
require radiation reverberations. When Dicke eventually thought ofit, it
was found that Gamow had had the idea implicitly in an overlooked paperten years earlier. Just how far wide reading and good memory andretrievalpowers are vital in an era of computer encyclopedias andretrieval systemsis debatable. But within individual minds themselves, we would argue—inconflict with somedivergentthinking theory—thatg, is of prime importancefor creativity, followed by ag, g,, and that combination of retention capacityand wide experience which determines the magnitude of storage.This perspective on factors in creativity would not be complete withoutaword ongroup creativity, which a decade ago was fashionable in, for‘ete ne notion of brainstorming.” In spite of a number of impressive€s, Irom the King James version of the Bible to the atom bomb,

0 18 a poor plan. (One recalls the gentleman whoeecameaa heist because, he said, the world was in sucha mess that itsolving insomeh nn constructed by a committee!) Studies of problem-provided much undred groups of ten men each (Cattell and Stice, 1960); much evidenceas to whythis inferiority in creative (as contrasted
ties exists,

fluency than any single man, bi
Be (2) In gy, the intelligence o
est individual. With one man

f a groupis not even that of the single bright-
the group decision could be

at LQ. 150, another at 100, and eight at 75,that of LQ. 75. (3) By the nature of truly
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creati icetion mwideas they are the hardest to communicate. Often no words

a caversed , heir fragility renders them vulnerable; they break up and

neon srseded by readily understood and communicated notions. (4) The

scious gestation of ideas, described in the phase of consolidation

menti i i i
ioned above, or in the persistent inner development characteristic of

in ivitrovert activity, has no chance to take place in the extravert life of the

ie£) Actions and decisions in individual creativity are part of an

com a process—a hunch-—not capable of explicit defense, as in the

Conpaitt cours set by Columbus, or the brushstroke of a Michelangelo.

notions fbi © not paint pictures. Some further aspects of group inter-

ereations : ilities will be noted in the next chapter. But as far as specific

sun i, y a “group spirit” is concerned, the result shows some sort of

tak ation of abilities only in highly role-structured groups. Thereis cer-

inly no evidence for summation—in group performances of a specific,

measured nature—of the gr Jevel of the members, and the group decision,

atbest,reflects the g, level of the brightest member.

7. A CLOSER LOOK AT

CRYSTALLIZE
D INTELLIGENC

E

IN CREATIVE THOUGHT

.
The somewhat brief dismissal aboveof crys-

tallized intelligence from any major role in creativity may strike many

readers as inviting more debate. It was argued that the correlation that

undoubtedly exists between a traditional intelligence test score, a,, and some

criteria of creativity is due to the a, skills providing the foundation of

knowledge, but that the final relation perception, which is new, comes from

the g, action, and is decided by its Jevel. This says the correlation is due to

a, contributing to the creativity variance, though a purely statistical alterna-

tive is that the correlation exists because ag correlates 0.5 to 0.6 with g, and

thusis likely to correlate with w
hatever causally affects.

.

A somewhat more intensive inspection of the action of a, in creativity

js justified because it pushes still further our hypothetical definition of 3,

itself. Immediately above We have supposed that the facilitation of creative

work in a new field depends on the fact that nothing js entirely new, and

that a high level of developmentof
ag brings with it (a) knowledge neces-

and the nature of the lower fundaments
(between which

it skills in quickly perceiving and applying

ave briefly called “tjudgmen-

d by us a function
The

sary to underst

relations are made) and

relational perceptions used before (these we hi

tal skills”). But “Knowledge” has usually been considered by

of good retention and
good retrieval, Be How

thenis it a funcuon of a?

answer is that knowledge is also a function of the history of experience,

and that what we
call a, is, bY all our earlier analyscs, 2 function ofexperi-

ence. However, We have argued that mere rote absorpuon of experience is

not a,, but that the Jatter is experience accepted through the action of ge

Thatis to say, it is organized, rejationally jnterpreted experience, built into

effective analytical thinking habits. In the analogy: “thermometer”
is (0
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“temperature” as “clock” is to “——-” it is supposed that we are ac-
quainted with the fundaments “thermometer” and “clock,” though failures
ofretrieval, as in aphasia, would upset this. Logically, one must therefore
admit that the “knowledge of fundaments” depends oneffective functioning
of various aspects of memory.

This opens the doorto the recognition that all agencies, including a,, are
abilities which depend for their functioning on memory being intact. We
are now going to argue that this applies to their use of rememberedrela-
tions as well as remembered fundaments. If this admission that some
determination of a, functioning depends onthe level of present storage and
facility, over and above past g, and breadth of experience, is correct, then
appreciable loadings should be found on most a, (but not most g,) loaded
performances for g, itself and for whatever factor or factors power of
retention is yet to be resolved into. As far as present data on sufficient
ranges ofvariables and with competentfactor analyses goes, as in the work
of Horn and Cattell (1966a), it does seem that this relation holds.

Theassertion thatthe habits ofrelational perception in a,, though fathered
by g; and mothered by experience, are in the keeping of memory powers
may bebetter evaluated if we consider examples. What are some actual
illustrations of such judgmental, discriminatory skills? They should appearin correct verbal usage of similar-appearing words, such as complacent andcomplaisant;in nice application of near synonymssuch as consummate andSuperlative; in distinguishing between survival of the fitter as used byDarwin and by Nietzsche;in not setting out to solve for six unknowns fromfive simultaneous equations; in deciding that a bottle of cider spoiled bybeingleft opento the air may be usedsafely in a salad dressing; in refusing

a misfiring automobile. In all of these, ainitially, in order that the individual mightn mplex judgment necessary to respond to theright elements in the situation in the Way indicated, F; 7
eran a h indica urther, we concludedthat whatever the amount of teaching,the individual could not acquire realjudgment Tesponse to the right abstraction of situational elements beyondthat attainable from his particular level of &. A typist of lower intelligencemay be taughtthat Principal is more often used in its sense as an adjective,anc, gccurs ratheroften in referring to People, while Principle is a noun andwictewpe r More often in the realm of rules or ideas, but in taking such

rincipal rules are . . .” the

é kill, reacting to theb ve a 9 this a, skill is a p, deposit, maywivesNeu by lack of true insight CT simply remember that this processelements d *auare root. T cannotprove it”) and byerror, if entirely newSmanding a different response, appear in the situation.
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Th

.

seseeaehighlyaapSsopesting,sableem
aeeee Ag an engi , ighly adaptive ina persisting, stable en-

caleulati L ginecr, for example, the individual knows that the

alcu ation to decide a certain construction requires computing a partial

differential. But he may no longer have——indeed, he may never have had,

since he accepted his teacher’s authority-——complete insight as to why this

is done. As a writer, he may use whatare felt by new readers to be sparkling

phrases, but which are nevertheless clichés from old writers, and notof his

own invention. As a chess player, he may use a potent opening gambit

unknown to his neophyte opponent, put not understand in the least whyit

succeeds. He maybeableto state formally, by the rule, why the conclusion

from a given syllogism is wrong, yet draw the wrong conclusion himself,

if the problem is not arranged and presented in syllogistic form. In all these

cases, in order to bring out the difference, we have used as illustrations

instances where the individual’s gr has fallen below his a, level (or where

he has accepted a decision process beyond his g¢ level, on a teacher’s

authority, and where a changein the present situation calls for an insightful

new anddifferent response.

Although g, and a, have differences of loading pat

separation of them depended (Chapter 5) on finding such

n the main cooperative factors,

—they are nevertheless 0
les. This fits the observation that,

load the same variab!

complex situations in which much learning has occurred

handled by the learned judgmental responses stored in a,, they can rarely

be entirely so handled. They are apt to incur slight changes in situation OF

setting that involve complex new relation perceptions and therefore invoke

Be. No two engineering problems or chess games are just the same. It is

apparently easier to set up a P
i yre fluid ability per

formance than pure crystallized ability (though it is easier to find tests that

are largely a,)- Presumably this “eontamination”
of ag arises also through

individuals in the usual sample range Jacking acquaintance with the particu-

Jar ag requirements
and turning to find a solution by invoking 2 (This use

of a general relation is brought out clearly by the young man who was

asked if he could play the violin, and answered that he could not say for

sure, as he had never tried.)
;

This last illustration is notentirely friv
“pure reaso

tern——indeed our initial

crucial instances

je., they tend to

although many

can be largely

reminds us that gp and

a, may sometimes work in opposition:
c ning” upsetting what

experience might better suggest, and experience interfering with a correct

answer from reasoning. Indeed, having admitted that 3. may help in truly

Jying a bett springboard
for the final acts of gn We

e .
creative acts, by SUPP

er
th a .

must next give attention to well-known fact of “negative transfer" of

decision habits in a, and the sad generalization
from the history of research

that “specialists”
and “gythorities”

in 2 field have often been the last to

recognize,
accept, and support 2 ereatlve movement

in that field. Thus,

classical learning theorists in psychology promise to be the last to wtilize

structured Jearning theory, and so on.

olous; for it
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The fundamental causes for the limitation of contribution to creativity,

or even negative contribution, from an individual’s high endowmentin a,,
crystallized general ability, would seem to be (a) that a relationship he

uses is not as easily maneuverable or applicable to a new situation as would
be a g-perceived, insightful relation—he usesit, but does not “understand”
it; and (b) that if he deliberately set out to apply it elsewhere it might be
applied to an inaptsituation. In that case, it would have no higher chance
of success than has the chance association which very occasionally produces
originality in some fantasy trial-and-error. Thus, a person with reduced g,
relative to a, might continue to use two near-synonymis, like those cited
above,in aptdistinction in their verbal contexts, but not be able accurately
to abstract a relation between them that could becarried over, in an anal-
ogy, to produce a new pair of words similarly related. It would be interest-
ing, in this connection, to analyze age distribution of production of new
similes and metaphors in thelives of poets.

In contrastto this negative effect of a,, due to its strong, inveterate habits
of perception drowning out the newideas that the “still small voice” of gy
mightoffer, it can also make a positive contribution. For g, may often pro-ceed to its new relation eductions on an insufficient knowledge of the real
nature of the fundaments involved. In these two effects, incidentally, we en-compass the origins of most of the differences in reasoning that occur be-tween youth—higher on g-—and age, higher on a,. Thereis a constantly ac-tive function of a, in ruling out, in the experienced person, certain avenuesof approachthatare false. An expert has been well defined as a person whohas made every possible error in a given field. Someof the continuously im-proving2s resent life is due to this wisdom of knowing what noteh Se reas ae}"toateeerience has seen—especially in psychology—: entering old blind alleys with the enthusiasticbelief that they are making new discoveries,

Play and trial-.

- Some of the most
once perhaps learned

i . lligence, applied moreabovealy. Probably occur in mathematical abilities. It has‘been cited
Booleanal; bra Snumple, by Programming certain rules of inference, inthan the by gebra, the computer, with far fewer relation-perceiving elements
Presented inintelligence seately solve logical problems of a kind often

e: i tee .
inglogicians havefailed to wiand indeed develop Propositions which lead-

Tecognize before. This behavi ‘=Te: : lor nevertheless cor.spondsto a, rather than &. It is a cut-and-dried application of rules thatralesenue absurdities butfor the human director's insight in seeing thatinductive reason srpreprately 80 together. It suggests, incidentally, that8 ability should be a more saturated and reliable measure
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of 8 than is deductive reasoning, especially in a population where many

subjects have been exposed to training in deductive reasoning. If this experi-

mental evidence on the origins and the factor loadings of the inductive and

deductive modesof reasoning is sustained,it will lead to a somewhat sur-

prising reversal of the esteem in which scholastically they have been held,

butit will add to our grasp of the implications of the g, and a, distinction.

A developmental issue that must be related to the present examination of

the creative or noncreativerole ofa, resides jn the theorystated earlier, that

a, “graduates” from a correlation cluster to an independentfactor through

achieving, at any early stage, self-perpetuating powers. The suggestion

therein was that a setof habits employing higher-level relations will gener-

ate additional habits, by the mechanism we have described in the growth of

“aid” agencies generally, namely, through the inherent consistency of a do-

main calling for the creation of new associated habits to fill a gap. This

formation of new, perceptual, judgmental habits is correctly to be described

as a form of creativity. The student who has learned some geometry and

some algebra will more easily take the requisite steps in trigonometry: the

a, habits are the requisite foundation and contribution to the creative steps

taken byvirtue ofgr.

In summary, it would seem that the level of creativity that an individual

can reach is determined, among abilities, largely by one major and three

minorcontributions
from his general capacities. The major power is still gr

fluid intelligence (including in the last resort the local organization, p’s, too).

The lesser contributions come from ag, crystallized ability (with added

contributions from all primary agencies); Br ability to retrieve or reproduce

(fluency, when
timed); and gx flexibility, 4 general cognitive or personality

characteristic still insufficiently mapped in research. However, in life, as

roblem-solving
test exercises, the role of g-

distinct from brief, artificial, p’
:

ole On

and all ability factors except gr is probably quite small, compare xe a

variance contributions from personality dimensions, A-, F-, E, M, "

Q,, Qs, U-I. 19, UL. 21, etc, which determing habits of concentration an'

restriction of impulse in favor of inner activity.
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or even negative contribution, from an individual's high endowmentin a,,
crystallized general ability, would seem to be (a) that a relationship he
uses is not as easily maneuverable or applicable to a new situation as would
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pecially in a population where many
of g, than is deductive reasoning, es

1 deductive reasoning.If this experi-
subjects have been exposed to trainingi

mentalevidens on the origins and the factor loadingsofthe inductive and
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h A developmental issue that must be related to the present examination of
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a “graduates” from a correlation cluster to an independentfactor through

achieving, at any early stage, seli-perpetuating powers. The suggestion

therein was that a set of habits employing higher-level relations will gener-

ate additional habits, by the mechanism we have described in the growth of

aid * agencies generally, namely, through the inherent consistency of a do-
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CHAPTER INTELLIGENCE

FOURTEEN AND

SOCIETY

1. WHEN WILL SOCIETIES TAKE
A CENSUS OF THEIR
ABILITY RESOURCES?
Modern prophets are increasingly insistingthat unless the social sciences Teceive as much development and applica-tion as the physical sciences we are doomed. However, the necessary stepsare not so simple because (a) we know less in the behavioral than thephysical sciences, (b) more complex social and ethical problemsarise inthe application of the behavioral sciences, and (c) the man in the street 1snotreally very cooperative. The first will be all too obvious to the readerwho has seen how thin our

investigate in this chapter attempts to apply social psychology. The majordifficultyis, perhaps, that men try to combine explicit scientific reasoningwith inexplicit, inspirationally Tevealed, dogmatic, ethical principles, repeat-ing the error of putting new wine in old bottles.1 The thirdis illustrated bythe recent attacks on Psychological testing in schools and elsewhere, andalso by the ancient retort “my behavior is entirely my own business”—though, obviously, for anyone wholives in society, it is not.
11 propose to do No morehere thanto state the principle that every social applica-
tion calls for a marriage of science and ethics. Ethics cannot be discussed here. How-
ever, inasmuch as I have Suggested that this Marriage will never be happy until theethical principles are themselves derived as objectively and scientifically as scientific
laws, I must refer the reader to Possibilities discussed at Sreater length elsewhere
(see Cattell on Beyondism,in 1938a, 1950b, 1971b).
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in a society requires, first, some
In any case, to apply behavioral scienc

istribution of abilities, attitudes,
knowledge of its human resources, its d

educationallevels, etc. A society is a living organism, and one index of the

developmentallevel of an organism is the extent to which it has internal

receptors keeping a brain informedof its hungers, its working resources,its

moods, and the present disposition ofits parts. Before appropriate social

action can be planned, the means of obtaining, storing, and analyzing in-

formation on the humanlives concerned must be set up. Since our concern

hereis with intelligence and other abilities, we naturally turn to information

aboutintelligence. How much do we know (especially how much does our

government know) about the real magnitude of our resources of high,

medium, and average intelligence? What are birth rates and educational

forces doing to changeintelligence Jevels in the oncoming generation? And

what are the needs of various occupations, in terms of the national gains

that might result from possible redistributions of ability? .

From costly national censuses, governments and private research organ

zations increasingly bombard us with information regarding numbers©

personsborn, incomedistributions, magnitude of economic product, buyine

habits, religious affiliation, and much else. An elected government sue y

has the right and duty to know the mental incomeas well as the mone ay

incomeofits citizens. And, in historical fact, in spite of the Pennsmn, as

tionary sloth of mankind (sometimes sincerely believed to beI ave con-

in Orwell’s 1984 or Young's skit on “meritocracy”)» societs Keme

tinually demanded better records of their citizens, as to num! seances ie

incidenceof disease, educational level, family size, and ohn ues make the

psychological and medical diagnostic and measurement tee bility Ievels in-

well-organized recording of individual scores in health iy sdvantageo

creasingly practical. Such kn Id be highly

us in

owledge wow! ; ‘ties to the

avoiding disease and maximally adjusting educational opportuni

individual. Yet only a few advanced countries have actually initiated By:

., during the [as

chological surveys of educational levels, mental healtheta
heTat

few years. We have only the beginnings of knowle eemi
s

butions in occupations,
economic class, €tC-» through te

d in unis

sion Reports to which Burt, ‘Thomson, and others a ¢con
f

ain, and through enquiries on national r
eo

Dael Wolfie, Lentz, and others in the United States. ators, ecient,

Manpowerresources, in terms n with comparative pre-

engineers, etc., are, on the other bane, the total of qualified

cision in several developed countries: * he years 1954

scientists and engineers in the United States oo 500, 429,600, and

1958, 1961, and 1965 by the steps Of 277 say 66,000,

503,600. In the last year 69,000 were emp re 400 in nonprofit

by colleges, and 351,200 by industry (plus * 4 is important in itself for

institutions). Information 07 trends of this kin al defense, € but to the

calculating resources for medical research, nation
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fluid intelligence. Since the 100 I.Q. average is set by standardization withineach community (except when culture-fair tests Span several countries), it
18 Rot easy to compare resources across countries, as one might with agri-cultural production or the resources of a mineral such as gold. The picture
within a single country has meaning, however, in terms of the magnitude of
Standard deviation of 1.Q. (for thatrelates to age units) and whether the
distribution is that of the usual, bell-shaped normal curve, or is, alter-
natively, skewed in some way, showing shortages at certain levels. How-
ever, the wider use of culture-fair intelligence tests will obviate present
dependency on an artificial 100 LO.set separately for each nation or cul-
ture. By this means it will be possible to bring all tests into a common
world standardization, so that nations and subcultures can be compared in
mean 1.Q. Lastly (and again we need culture-fair tests), some additional
Meaning to expressions of “Jevels of resources” develops through culture-
fair tests inasmuch as we become able to make comparisons across succes-
Sive generations despite changes in breadth or style of education. For
example, one might begin to answer the question “Is there more really high

intelligence available today than there was a generation ago?” Once such

comparisons are possible, the performance of a particular generation in a

particular country could serve as an “absolute” standard (ia the sense of

the standardplatinum bar or caesium wavelength in the physical sciences)

against which change could be recorded. .
Naturally any complete ability census would cover not just fluid intelli-

gence, but the actual school achievements, the general capacities such as
Bg, Bre Bs Ctc., the p’s or provincial powers (since visual and auditory

powers, for example, might easily differ), and the primary abililics or
agencies, especially the most general—a,. In America, Britain, France,
Australia, and some other countries where objective achievement tests have

been employed for a generation or more, a precise basis exists for many
kinds of analyses through such enterprises as ETS at Princeton, the surveys
efcities by Thorndike, Flanagan's Talent Survey, the National Foundation

for Educational Research in Britain, the Scottish and Londonsurveys ofSit
Cyril Burt and Sir Godfrey Thomson, and the Leicester survey by the

resent writer. :

, Incidentally, the one trend that emerges clearly from all these diverse

areasis a fairly steadyrise in standards of schoolaeoycr the pat

fifty years, Beyond that, and on the more vital subject of ul andens i

lized intelligence, there exist only the sporadic individua research ia be

discussed in the nex¢ section. The prescat nervous systems of societyieae

rangements for systematic information aboutits ounresoucees aneen

is, by a metaphor from animal phylogeny. at about t «Jelly fis nT act Vase

awarenessesof levels and trends me a“aneortwoderen3fer vo

velopment of a sophisticate i reli 7 f the

cholentcalcharseteistis of our social organism is sul) something ta bs

hoped forin the future.
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psychologist studying abilities, calculations in these terms alone pose a dif-
ferent, rather disturbing issue, If there is a largely biologically determined
8 normal distribution curve, and a biologically plus scholastically deter-
mined derivative a, curve, can our population meet the demand for an in-
creasing percentage of Ph.D.’s without lowering the standards implied in
that qualification? Indeed, this same issue has to be faced in yet broader
terms in the question “Has this generation’s increase in the percentage of
the population admitted to universities lowered educational standards re-
presented by various grades or the character of the curricula?” Many
experienced faculty members, especially in the older universities, acknowl-
edge that it has insidiously introduced a spoon-fed education, in which
methods of the high school (some even say the nursery school) have in-vadedthe universities. The hope that this impression maynot be truerestson the anticipation that selection for ability is actually more effective now.
Burtrightly points out thatif the 1.5% of eighteen-years-olds who enteredBritish universities before World War II were truly the top 1.5% by ability,it would correspond to an admission cutting point at an LQ. of 135. Hepoints out now that even though the examination selection and the pro-vision of scholarships are reasonably good,the cutting point goes below 115.Obviously, if university doors are opened indefinitely wide, the averagelevel of complexity of the curriculum must fall. But, could such a fall be

ah
in clear conclusionswith Present data, those who assert that standards are not lowered whenan increasing fraction of the Population enters higher education—in the

that regarding average

efficiency has actually
the last two genera-

increased educational
intelligence level over
and rewardsin science during the past cen-
tedtalent from the arts; while this incentiveS in science can be maintained. (3) All

th
ined. (3)LO. 135andeespave never been utilized fully, for with every man ofAQ. fer Who took a Ph.D. istributi

were three or four orto x D., the distribution curve shows there
" the same intelliJacked Opportunity to work toward a Ph.D. suBence level who apparentlyLet us set aside fe;> until Section 3 the first of these effects, and deal with

m, the second),
a " namely, the question of sheeravailable community resou! intelligence. Obviously: withtwo kinds» the question must be asked twice, and it

ly innate (Chapter 10) form—

condition endures, the standar
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Although thelarger gifts—nuclear energy, anesthetics, the chemistry ofagriculture and improved education systems—comefrom high intelligences,the level of average intelligence of a community probablyalso affects signif.
icantly the average community prosperity, In the first place, it does so also
in termsofthe effect, just discussed, of the bright few, for since distribu-
tions tend to be symmetrical about the average, am increase in the averagetends to be accompanied by an increase in the number of persons above,
Say, a 130 LQ. (by theoriginal norms). This tendency of the extremes to
Move with the average is primarilly a genetic effect. In a freely intermarry-
ing group, a gene poolis defined and constant, and the frequencies of the
ene combinations which make the extremes tend to become constant as
Stability is reached. (Other special effects, such as assortive mating, which
Spreads out the range of the normal curve, can be considered Inter.) If, as
Seemsprobable, appreciable differences in the real wealth of communities
are associated with small differences in averageintelligence, it may tum out
to be largely because small differences in the mean 1.Q. between groups
havethisrelatively Jarge effect on the numbersin the highest I.Q, range. As

more data accumulates,statistical tests can be invoked to decide how much
the increased group performance stems from a change in mean per se and

how much from this augmentation of high “managerial”ability at the upper-
mostlevels.

The question of relation between real wealth and average community in-

telligence will be discussed below,butit is interesting to note in passing that
the constructive reaction to perceiving that at any rate the highest 1.Q.’s are
vital has encountered conservative opposition, particularly from Marxists.
Constructive measures at the genetic level, for eugenic increase of high

LQ.’s by Darwin, Huxley, and the present writer (1937b) for example,
have been attacked with doctrinaire arguments, by, for example, Hogben,
and Penrose (not to mention various sociologist-cnvironmentalists),
and at the educational Jevel on the ground that giving most education
to the most gifted will create an elite. (For some reason, Young, in his

book on “meritocracy” (1958), considered this reprehensible.) Neverthe-
less, the fact remains that the standard ofliving of a nation in peace, and

its security in war, depends strongly on possessing such an elite (by what-

everterm it is called). Incidentally, several penetrating analyscs of the last
decade of economic malaise in Britain trace it to the failure of the educa:

tional system to funnel high native ability into industrial and managerial

alae really no conflict between humanitarian goals and theaim of

fostering high intelligence. The suggestion that the tow intelligeace in ni -

uals will be negiecicd has becn simply a rationalization for doing not hing

in thefield of cugenic exploration. The reformeris as sensitive as any to ie

worth and dignity of every individual, regardless of gifts. But the Be €

happiness of the greatest number, even in the lower ranges ofinte igences

demands a birth rate adjusted to competence. Nor does the reformer ‘* nN -

tion denythe need for citizens al every level of intelligence. For csampic,
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2. THE INTELLIGENCE
DISTRIBUTION AND ITS
EFFECTS ON SOCIETY

It is practically impossible to write on what
is without one’s adjectives implying what should be. Yet it can properly be
asked “Does society need more intelligence?” or “Should this occupation
Tather than that receive our reserves?” And beyondtraits such as intelli-
gence—for example, when we talk of exvia-vs-invia or high or low anxiety
—value judgments are still more equivocal? Perhaps one can take the
Position, temporarily, that although much dispute prevails about the de-
sirability of other traits, such as sociability, kindness, emotional stability,
etc., greater resourcesofintelligence are almost universally valued. Granted
a sound personality and value attitudes, a better intelligence enriches life
for its possessor and vastly increases the help he can give to others.
A realm in which there is an almost complete failure to recognize theeffect of individual differences in intelligence is that of real wealth and thestandard of living. Economists talk of production, distribution, and re-sources without seeming to Tecognize that people lie at the root of thecausal sequencethatleads to the numbers with which they deal. That whichto an LQ. of 80 may be a rocky hillside, fit for a few sheep, to an I.Q. of180 maybe, as a uranium deposit, a tremendous energy resource, or, as thehomeof a genetic mutation in wheat, a potential huge food reserve. In their

few sociologists have taught the truth that the

natural resources by a few people. They are not the result of improvedsocial Organization, of a sudden access to new resources, or of a rise inindividual education or of average civic virtue. Politicians can distributewealth, but they cannot make it. This latter has been the gift of scientificBeniuses. Unintelligent Peoplewill starve with natural Tesources all aroundthem no matter whattheir political organization. Man’s ultimate natural re-Source is therefore his intelligence—especially if shaped and trained withawareness of scientific advances. Furthermore, history demonstrates that

2 As indicated in the first footnote above,hadi t T shall not attempt in this chapter the im-ing value judgments, but shall refer the reader to my writings
for what I feel to be the truly defensible
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TABLE 14-1

Distribution of Intelligence in Occupations

Occupation Mean

Professors and Researchers 134 (CD)
Professors and Researchers 131 (C2)
Physicians and Surgeons 128 (C1)
Lawyers ; . 128 (HEH)
Engineers (Civil and Mechanical) 125 (CL
School Teachers 123 (C)

School Teachers 123 (Het)
School Teachers ; 121 (H&W)
General Managers in Business 122 (C)
Educational Administrators 122 oO.
Pharmacists i” HW)
Accountants
Accountants 128 ‘cy
dyurses 18 ©)
tenographers 121 (H&H)

Stenographers -_
Efficiency (Time Engineer) Specialists 118 S
Senior Clerks . 18 (H&E)
Managers, Production 16 (H&E)
Managers, Miscellaneous 116 (H&E)
Cashiers 115 (H&E)
Airmen (USAF) 14 (©
Foremen (Industry) 109 (H&E)
Foremen 12 (©
Telephone Operators 12 ©

jerks 118 (H&H)Clerks, General . 12 ©
Salesmen (Traveling) 108 (©
Salesmen (Door to Door) 114 (H&ED
Salesmen 111 (C&S)
Psychiatcic Aides 109 (H&A)
Electricians 108 (C)
Policemen 108 (Cl)
Fitters (Precision) 98 (HEAVY)

Fitters 106 (H&H)
Mechanics 105 (H&H)
Machine Operators 103 ()

Store Managers 103 (H&W)

Shopkeepers 103 (H&H)
Upholsterers 103 (H&H)
Butchers 102 (H&H)
Welders 100 (C)
Sheet Metal Workers 108 (HSH)
Sheet Metal Workers 76 (F)

Sheet MetalWorkers 98 arsw)
1

Carpenters and CabinetMakers 102 (HAH)
Carpenters, Construcuo! 97 ( 4

Machine Operators 97 (HAH)

Cooks and Bakers 96 1)
Small Farmers
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gap in the distribution curve between the topmost level of genius and the
LQ. 100 level would grievously deprive the community of interpreters an
adaptors to understand and apply the discoveries of genius. If mechaniza-
tion and computerization eliminate the need for large numbers of LQ. 80
individuals (those typically socially contributory only in “drawing water
and hewing wood”), society is obliged to avoid the maladjustments that
would be created by an oversupply at thatlevel. ;

While there is as yet no exact, quantitative proof, indirect evidence and
soundlogical reasoning supportthe position that a community’s wealth and
health is a function ofits average level of fluid intelligence. Studies of cities
by E. L. Thorndike (1931) (and others by R. L. Thorndike, his son
(1941)), show consistently positive correlations over any series of two
hundred or morecities among such variables as mean income, length ofschool, number of books read per 100,000 people, and mean performance
on nationally standardized school achievement tests. These differencesamong Cities in a “general goodness of living” index have somecorrelationwith the proportions of professional, skilled, semiskilled, and (negatively)
unemployed families.

The arguments for correlation of mean g,
city or nation—with real standard of living
glance at (1) the argumentfrom distribution
ment that achievementin school tends to b
the nature of the discovered cross-national c
intelligence.” In the Surveys mentioned abo
higherlevel to lower level occupations is
better “goodness of living” indices, not merely higher mean salaries, aswould naturally be expected. If, by reason of examinations, etc., the g, meanfor more complex occupations is higher—as in fact we know empirically itis from such data as in Table 14-1—then a higher fraction of the popula-tion in more complex occupations means a higher average community levelin intelligence.

As to educational achievementin the schools,the analysis of Chapter 12above showsthat it depends on many things besides intelligence, e.g., per-sonality qualities and home attitudes to learnii b

level of a community—be it
are several. Of these we may
of occupations, (2) the argu-
© proportional to g,, and (3)

ultural dimension of “affluence-
ve, the proportions of people in
higher in the communities with

+ Poorer in the lower achievement com-munities, thestatistician must accept as the most probable conclusion thatlower achievementin communitiesis part}:ly due to lower intelligence.Perhaps the best evidence available at the present time for systematicrmance levels in the schools and economic perform-y is presented in the nature of the “socioeconomicev Hadden and Borgatta (1965) studies of Americancities, and in the educational achievementlevel studies of R. L. Thorndike(1941). With small towns, Hadden and Borgatta found a correlation of60 between Percentageofcollege graduates and the socioeconomic level ofthe town as a whole. But our contention here, perhaps in somecontrast to

ance of the communit
level factor” in the
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same psychological direction! For example, in normal or prosperous times.

those who migrate to urban areas average more on intelligence than those

left behind in the country. But in certain agricultural depression periods

the less able farmers migrate, presumably because theyfail before the more

able. Ellsworth Huntington cites the historical instance (which we have

cited above) of the Khmer migration from India to Cambodia where the

Khmers built the remarkablecivilization which left the magnificent ruins of

Angkor Wat. Heargues that not only the original decision to move from a

crowded situation in India, but also natural selection in face of obstacles

along the way, raised the average constitutional intelligence level of the

survivors. The same explanation fits the good cultural record of the early

settlers of America or of the Jews, with their long migrations through hos-

the striking difference in cul-

tile environments. Huntington also documents

tural productivity between the inhabitants of Newfoundland and Iceland,

where the geographically and climatic conditions are very similar, but the

source of migrants was very different.

Let us now consider the third source of evidence—the cross-national

cultural dimensions found by factor analysis. The procedures by which

these “source traits” to measure the syntalities of nations are reached has

already been explained in discussing the cultural pressure dimension in

Section 3 of Chapter 13 above. Oneof the next largest factors after cultural

pressure in the series of some 12 required to cover the culture pattern dif-

ferences of nations was one variously called “Enlightened Affluence,” “Af

fluence-Intelligence”
and “Education-Afiluence”

in certain factorizations.

The loading pattern as found by Cattell, Breul, and Hartmann (1952) is

shown in Table 14~2. It has since been confirmed by Cattell and Gorsuch

(1965), Rummel (1963), Jonassod and Peres (1960) and others. Some

awareness of social causality and the meaning of loadings is required for

adequate interpretation.
Tuberculosis ma

y mean infection in the individual,

unwise living (alcoholism, for example)

but in the mass it means poverty,
‘ 3 re)

and poorliving conditions. ‘Above a third of the variables, starting wi

this, are standard of living; others are education, liberal culture, an come

munication (telephones, trains); others are discretion, (or
eae) wiser

living (low syphilis, delayed marriage, more expenditure on ousi 8 + nis

In other contexts, ¢-E+ comparisons of cilles, counties, 38 aate this

nexus of educational achievement on
es has ceninter

preted by one sociologist as 4

just as on any other luxury, 20
looking also at nations) as 4

aby anette
ete, and thus

i
i

better use of resources.
h

tendency of higher education to mean
2

better production. The theory propounded nee Oevain to variables

of higherintelligence, & and, in defense of that ar. 1al that at feast

which suggest enlightened common sense itself. ne ceive some suppet

wealth is not primary, but educated intelligent an joxury education, sug"

from slightly higher correlations with techmcs: mn «Another weakacs

gesting that the wealth derives fron better technology:ft ining sripa of

of the “wealth first” argument is the ditficulty in explaining the orga ©
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TABLE 14-1 (Continued)

Farmers 93 (H&H)
Drivers, Truck and Van 97 (H&W)
Truck Drivers 96 (H&H)
Laborers 96 (H&H)
Unskilled Laborers 90 (H&W)
Gardeners 95 (H&W)
Upholsterers 92 (C)

Farmhands 91 (H&H)
Miners 91 (H&H)
Factory Packers and Sorters 85 (C)

Thefigures in this table are from samples varying in size from some thousands to 2
couple of dozen, but centering on about 100. Theyare taken largely from the studies by
Fryer (1922), Cattell (1934), Harrell and Harrell (1945), Himmelweit and Whitfield
(1949), and some occupational analyses by the presentwriter, using 16 P. F. Factor Bscores, from theInstitute for Personality and Ability Testing. The initials C1, C2, F,H&H, H&W,indicate these origins. An attempt has been madeto bring the varioussources to the samestandard score 1.Q., namely, a sigma of 16 points, and in so doing,a number of approximations have had to be made which makes it pointless to calculateto more than a whole number mean 1.Q. These are, thus, results intended to giveperspective rather than to be the basis of a definitive occupational list, which, hopefully,will be undertaken soonbyinstitutions with sufficient resources and in terms of culture-fair tests.

__ The sigmas maybe calculated from some ofthe original sources, butforillustrationit is about 12 for accountants, 16 for salesmen, 15 f i i

Particularly potentin the professions, but
the conventional assumption,is that both the educational and goodness-of-living indices are consequences o8 indices f a single cause—the mean Jevel of com-munity intelligence. To social and political activists unaccustomed to view-ingmankind as one more biological Species with the usual ecologicalvariation, the idea that innate endowment of communities may differ appre-ciably in the means and distributions of their fluid intelligence levels mayappear alarming and unacceptable. Butto the Scientist, the explanation thatTequires least elaboration (“natura est simplex”) is the best. And in thiscase the theory here offered makes the lower standard ofreal earning (orcommunity Production) and the lower performance of school children oflow production communities Partly due to a single cause—lower Le.Let it not be overlooked that the mean differences here discussed are

point of mean LQ. between say, an industrialters (such as eae en center, and some university and research cen-Northeast) Dane © Alto, Boulder, and some university towns in thetal mi 2. illerences of this size could readily be produced by differen-is the differemineee obvious influence on community intelligence levelsservice might be irth rate. A community with extensive birth control clinicintelligence Acs expected to avoid Proliferation of large families of lowshowing that oi ‘© migration, there 1s well-documented sociological researchshows oh r gration can be differential for intelligence. However, it alsoat migration in one geographical direction is not always in the
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countries. When borrowinghas reachedits maximum, there will still be ac-

cording to the present theory, relatively “developed” and “less developed”

communities, correspondingto the gdistributions in the peoples and frac-

tion of peoples in various areas.

The argumentis that the enlightened affluence dimension, though partly

determined by history is also partly determined by biology—in this case

the biology of intelligence—andthat cultural differences will continue, to

some extent, to be associated with biologicaldifferences. For if the rate of

learning in an individual is partly a function of g, there is no reason to

expect this relation suddenly to disappear when we consider the rate of

learning of groups of individuals. So far this theory is an inference, admit-

tedly on scanty data, from the three sources here discussed—the relation of

school achievementlevel to standard of living across cities, the difference

proportions of persons in complex occupations where economic demands

ension that factors out across

are similar, and the enlightened affluence dim

the nations of the world. Direct evidence, such as would arise from using

culture-fair intelligence tests on large and carefully stratified samples from

many cities and many countries, has so far lacked researchers and re-

sources. It will come as nations begin to value their human resources

enough; but meanwhileit is but a promising theory, that the level and distri-

bution of native intelligence is one determinerof the wealth of nations.

An examination of intelligence and the life of society would not be com-

plete unless we added to a study of the steady performances of culture a

glance at whatis likely to happenin the great emergencies—Wwar, epidemics,

natural catastrophes. In regard to war, that remarkable man Lord Fisher,

father of the dreadnought battleship, summarized tactics with the dictum

“In war you want surprise. To beget surprise, imagination must go to bed

with audacity.” In national defense the imagination of even one man——an

Archimedes, a Napoleon, a Maxim,or the inventor of an atom bomb—-ca8

save countless lives and preserve the culture of the counuy possessing suc!

resources of imagination. That high intelligence has value in national sur-

vival can be inferred also from countless historical instances at a Iess per-

sonalized level. Of World War I and the near success of the German sub-
hasized

i “ral S, 8. Hall (Cattell, 19372, P- 79) emp

ee
submarine matters of the character and

“the overwhelming importance in

abilities of those Bro command them. Germany had sorte iketa

submarine captains during the War, but over sixty percent© dred officers

they did was accomplished by but twenty-two of these four hun ved Ce

[who were able to] rise superior (0 the intricacies of these come in the his-

sels.” And in the following war, when Churchill said tas aking of a

tory of war had so many owed so much to a “ »eltigence de-

group of airmen who, in selection for a fitness level on ¥ .

cidedly exceeded the national average: a i

Even today more draftces are rejected for defectivepaeholeS
hea

inadequate physical standards. Eighteenth cenit i ed and criminals.

illusion that armies could be made out of unemploy
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TABLE 14-2 .

The Factor of Enlightened Affluence as a Dimension of

National Cultures

Factor
Loading Variable

 
—0.73 Low death rate from tuberculosis

0.67 High expenditure of tourists abroad
—0.60 Lower marriage rate!
—0.58 Low death rate from syphilis!

0.55 High real standard ofliving
0.51 High real income per head
0.50 Moremiles ofrailroad per person?

0.42 High expenditure (all sources) on education
0.40 High musical creativity

—0.40 Low density of population and of persons per house
—0.39 Lowpercentage of men eminent in art

0.37 High sugar consumption per head
—0.36 Low degree of government censorship of the press0.31 Moretelephones per person!
—0.27 Lowsuicide rate
—0.25 Low death rate

0.23 High ratio of exports to imports
' These items from Cattell and Gorsuch (1965); main items from Cattell, Breul andHartmann (1952).
2 This item is composite of values from these and other studies; some taking densityBenerally, some density in home. Both are inversely related to the factor.

the wealth in someother way than by earningit. “Accidental differences ofnatural resources in the areas where these populations happen to live” isony a partial answer. For a people driven to the last resorts of ingenuity,ost ing i

ion;
4 air. Similar ingenuity has transformed theeserts of Israel. We are approaching a period when the relative wealth ofnations has to be explained more by their differences in technological levelandintelligence of organization,
ome historian and the sociologist are likely to object to this last step inur argument: that differences of wealth, arising from differences in educa-onal levels, trace to diff: Cuterences in crystallized intelligence, a,, levels, andpartly, ultimately to differences in & levels. (Note that we do not concludewholely innate & levels, since a disease like malaria or hookworm mightTeduce 8 and a humid tropical climate might reduce the periods of timein Whichintelligence is actively used.)It certainly is true that historical traditions, as in the “underdevelopedCountries,” and various envire« | ‘Onmental conditions account for Jarge frac-cationtereannees butthey aredecreasing fractions. The spread of edu-tion Eves ‘oohyo communication arelikely to even up cultural stimula-instance Process, we notice difference rates of learning; Japan, for» Was far quicker than some other Previously nonindustrialized
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before. Charity for the unlucky is justifiable; a stupidly incurred welfare

burden for a systematically recurring and even expanding drain on all ef-

forts at cultural progress is quite another matter. It is a burden which, in a

dire emergency, could hazard the very survival of a nation in a compe-

titive world where nothing is as important as the quality of people. The

laissez-faire defense of doing nothing about genetics is that “it takes all

kinds to make a world.” This “wait and see” attitude is entirely correct

when we are ignorantof the genetic origin and social value of a trait. But

we know much about the origins and the social and educational effects of

intelligence. We know too that in our technologically changing world,

where demand for unskilled work is vanishing, and where the constant,

pressing need is for individuals of the highest educable capacity, the below

90 (say) LQ. is faced with increasing maladaptation. Psychology and

genetics are advancing to the point where a positive social program could

confidently be undertaken to raise the mean gr I.Q. of the population by

suitable encouragements in family planning. .

To plan such an upward shift in I.Q. requires recognition, as every

biology student knows, that a shift in any inherited group character occurs

partly through mutation, partly from differences of death rates, and partly

from differences of birth rates. The human species under civilization is

heavily dependentforits “progress”on differences of birth rates, since dif-

ferences of survival in a welfare state are reduced by all economic and

medical means possible. Forty years ago it was well documented ron

censuses, e.g., in the work of Heron, Leonard Darwin, Galton, meet
crs,

that size of family was inversely related to level of social status(the latter

essentially defined as complexity and educational demand on e ont

tion). Since, as Table 14-1 shows, intelligence and occupation leonen
y

are related (actually to a correlation of about 0.2 on culture-fair ean 0.5

onan es) daeSayaby
that such an inverted birth rate implies 2 7 .

(However, our results be
thin one occupation,

Jow did show that even wi ; 0

. : .
ine

e.g., postmen, a relation (negative) persisted betweensize of family and in:

telligence.) This inverse relation was apparently characteristic of most

Western cultures at the turn of the nineteenth conturys anane

argue that it had been characteristic of Roma perhap

lizations prior to their collapse (McDougal, : oe wn

These Ominous historical precedents and the currentse euoto "t

culture induced many social psychologists t0 reseed onnegative
cor

whether, in fact, the socially inverted birth rate impet the present aritet,

relation of intelligence and family s!z¢. The curios! y nt applied problems

andhis conviction thatthis is one of the most impor" xb ST Leonard

in sociology and social psychology, Jed him ete cross-sectional

Darwin and Sir R. A- Fisher, to make in 1935 a cot ten

testing of a British city of about 250,000 ei) ‘smnple. The

level, and similarly of a rural arca (Devons

yearord
results
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test beloved by the educational psychologist. From the analyses of vari
ance made in Chapter 10, we could calculate, by a certain rate of ex
change,that individuals of 1.Q. 90, given twenty years of schooling, woul
reach the samefinal level as individuals of I-Q. 110 given twelve years 0
schooling. That is to say, we are granting that a wide variety of perform
ances exists on which just the same level can be reached byeither of th
two avenues. The important difference appears, however, when we com
pare the costof starting with half the population at 90 and half at 110, wit
that incurred when westart with all at 110! Tolift the 90’s to thefinishin;

level of the 110’s demands, accordingto careful estimates, at least twice th

educational cost. At the lower Ievels—of borderline defect in the I.Q
70-75 region—the cost of special classes more than trebles the cost pe
child. Moreover, the end result in these casesis still not an averagely wis:
citizen. When cnough ofsuchcitizens are caught by Madison Avenue ad
verts or by the slogans of the less conscientious politician, society stagger:
in its decisions as unstably as a waterloggedship.

‘Teachers of special classes of the “backward,” ie., I.Q.’s in the 65-7:
Tange, are a devoted and even enthusiastic group,
thankful. Their triumphs with these individuals measured in small incre
ments of adjusted citizenship are not to be underestimated. Specialists irsuch teaching justifiably reassure the citizen that some progress can bemade, and they may add that such really low intelligences and those stilcloser to the imbecile level constitute only about oneto two percent ofthepopulation. Farther in the imbecile group, perhaps half of the deviation:below 60 1.Q. are not normally inheritable.? This two percent of the popu:lation is not however, the real problem that we are discussing. That prob-

the population from LQ. 70 tc

for which society may be

greater, the effect on the population av.marked (see Burt, 1948; Cattell, 1950c).Unless Society Musters the co ‘oO think afresh on these problems, weare committed to drift, for de and perhaps for centuries, repeatingtheinefficient educational process of the last century. The I.Q. 90’s will re-main as numerous as or become more numerous than the 110’s, and, a:knows, we shall even be keeping in ex-

urage t
cades

3A typical and ree.
Association for the Scientific Study o:showed that, from the 342 defectives studied, about a2 defect could be €xpected in children when parave appeared elsewhere; bat due to “regression tfairly typical. In this group incidentally, the ilegi!thatof the averagecitizen.

ent Tesearch—that of B, G. Scully, Teported at the International
f Mental Deficiency at Montpelier, in 1966—

thirty percent incidence of men-
ents are defective. Higher figures
© the mean” the Scully figures are
timate birth rate was twenty times
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The calculation of population I.Q. change from data gathered in this

way is quite complex. The differential birth rate is only one of several

determiners of what change shall occur; other principal influences are

(Cattell, 1950a):

(1) A differential death rate (before age of reproduction);

(2) A differential celibacy rate (about 70% of girls born were married

by ageforty in this period);

. (3) A differential completely barren marriage rate (about one couple

in seven were completely childless at this time, and would not have been

included in our survey by children);

(4) A differential length of generation (later marriage in upper classes

effects the calculation if made by time periods) ;

(5) Differences in completeness of the famil

underestimation of the size of larger families);

(6) Genetic mechanisms notably any dominance effects, which would

modify the outcome of the simpler calculation we made at the time. This

simpler calculation assumed that the mean of the children of a marriage

would resemble the mid-parentvalue, but regress toward the mean in ac-

cordance with the correlation in Table 10-1. Thus, from a frequency dis-

tribution for one generation,it is possible to move to a frequency distribu-

tion for the next, and so to the new average. The mechanisms that would

produce someslight change jn the estimation are called by the geneticist

epistacy, dominance,linkage, and gene frequencies.

The calculation—a statistical estimate with several unknowns—suf-

fered principally from having no data on death rates in relation to intelli-

gence; the projection from pirth rates was therefore given a5 tentative,

with the shrewd guess that the unknowninfluences
would operate toward

restoring the loss in J.Q. (For example, there is indirect evidence that

(a) the less intelligent are less frequent among the married, and that

(b) death rate tends to be higher in the Jess intelligent.) The tentative, Un-

corrected calculation predicted a drop of approximately one point of 1.Q.

per decade, and, like most unpleasant conclusions, it was attacked in

}
World War II postponed a retest 10

journals and in the popular press. . f Diana

h he populat Polo when, with the dedicated hep van
check on the prediction unt n-year-old population of the city was

Millis, a complete retesting of the te
a c city

i
ting, done in the same sixty-cight pubic ani

ernool
35. 1G(about 5000 children), revealed three interest-

private schools as in 1936 (about
=

ing facts: (a) The intelligence level had remained unchangee nt

100.487 in 1936; 101.764 oF 100.023—according to ae u) (b) The

tion-—in 1949. The difference in either case 15 not signi P oe ative

differential birth rate was, over mostof the 1.Q. ranges* ‘tk nce Dongs

direction, but mucit smaller. (¢) In the upperpart of theinte rats above

the dangerous trend had actually reversed itself. avenge the less in

about I.Q. 115 the more intelligent were having larger fami ies. ae Lenly

telligent (but still more than averagely intelligent) oeoto
Seeribroug!

size proportional to income. This trend had been predicte

ies we sampled (this causes
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showed quite consistently that larger families were then being produced‘ at

the lower intelligence levels, as shown in Figure 14-1. Incidentally, this

research was unique among prior studies and subsequent studies over the

next twenty years in (a) the early use of culture-fair intelligence tests, so

that effects of class education were minimized, and in (b) completing the

research by actually returning to check the prediction by a retesting of the

next generation of ten-year-olds in the same city.

FIGURE 14-1

Intelligence Related to Number of Children per Family:

Urban and Bural Samples

URBAN SAMPLE (CATTELL, 1937a)

  

 

 

   
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

LQ. Size oF FaMILy

No.

oF

Cases

61 Families
112 Families
291 Families
848 Families
1160 Families
368 Families

RURAL SAMPLE (CATTELL, 1937a)

re. 0 Size * FaMILy No.oF CASES

~__ 1.80| ili: 5 Families
is 2.31 26 Families

we 2.62, | 47 Families
ol 3.27 ‘| 115 Families
p16 3.72 —L 451 Families

4.21 _] 159 Families

BURT (1946)

£.Q. Size of Famity

130—uy 2.3

115-130 27
100-115 3.3
85-100 3.6 a
70-85 42 |
up to 70 47 | 1

Largely London Data, 1920
Nota culture-fair intelligence test

Not ati *
approximately219sae of LQ.in theseurban and rural samples is respectively
tests because, as described points of L.Q. This is larger than on traditionalintelligence
was used with the usual larger si e experiment (Cattell, 1937a; 1951) a culture-fair test
reerigma,

4 The alternati + .

environmentally paplanation, which mustlogically be entertained, that larger families

crystallized inteltige ¢ intelligence of the children, does not hold water. Only on

been demonstrated ‘Delve and especially on vocabulary size, has a slight decline

later children havi cen earlier and later-born children—hypothetically due to
‘aving a less direct influence from adult vocabulary.
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ro . sae
eectsat As Serebriakoff sumsup,in his incisive book (1966) on social

aes aekidot Not everyone accepted Cattell’s view that the de-

id or that there was a decline, but in P; , rofessor Burt's

emorandum ofevidence to the Royal Commission on Population he con-

firmed
leadin, edical netict

that there must be such a trend. Britain’s leading medi 1 geneticist,

Frazer Roberts, estimated the decline at about one and a half points per

Coenane both Professor Sir Ronald Fisher and Professor Haldane

theigree with this estimate. There would seem to be few fields where

- greater need for research and for remedial action.”

: With today’s better resources the requisite data could be gathered also to

3 low for the six modifying factors above and to promote better public un-

lerstanding of the issues. It is strange, therefore, that at the momentonly

one new research since then has added to our knowledge, that of Higgins,

Reed, and Reed (1962) on theintelligence test records from a small-town,

Minnesota high school. The findings concur with those given above in show-

ing a tendency for the positive relation of intelligence and family size to

assert itself among the moreintelligent, and for a lower marriage and pos-

sibly lower survival rate to compensate over the rest of the distribution.

However,this study, and a smaller one by Bajema, as well as the present

writer’s second Leicester experiment, are madein communities which, rela-

with a reputation

tive to the countries as a whole, are of good civic morale,

for prudence and order. (The fact that they went to muchtrouble to aid

and facilitate these researc:
the majority of the world’s

hes marks them from

communities.) One can no more
ces from these as to what

:
draw inferen'

is happening in the world generally than can a student of water pollution

draw a generally optimistic view from samples of water from the Tweed

and the Penobscot Rivers. The Higgins and Reed study, though much

quotedforits optimism, js ona particularly small and shaky basis.

The best estimate on this problem as of 1970is that, during this decade,

especially in countries and classes where family planning js not powerfully

brought to bear, a drift toward general diminution of world resources of

better intelligence has not been stopped, and will be sporadically and

miserably corrected only by selection through famine and epidemics. In

advanced Western cultures, 08 the other hand, there seems 2 good prospect

that the family-plannin
g values of the middle class will spread effectively

into the ranks of the unskilled—at least down to the limiting levels of intel-

ligence and responsibility
at which even swallowing 4 pill is too much, At

that point, to maintain a healthy increase oftotal population, ina country

such as the United States,
it may even

which can afford such an increase,

be necessary to encourage four- and five-child families 2s 2 norm for

parents in the professions and with managerial cap
acities.

Meanwhile—qu
estions of morale aside—the social scicnust must con-

sider several contingencies in rega’
for countrics 10 the worldrd to the future of the cune of intelli-

tar he needs
i ’

fa fall in the

gence distribution. In particu
r

n

with uncontrolled birth rates—t0 consider the alternatives of

a

2a"

d without a drop at the upper end of socicly$ intel-

general average with an
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planned parenthood when the 1936 test results and full discussions were

published (Cattell, The Fight for Our National Intelligence, 1937) (see

Figure 14-2). The 1949 results actually showed the turn of the tide—at

least amongcitizens of more than averageintelligence.

FIGURE 14-2

Evidence of Reversal of Dysgenic Birth Rate in

UpperIntelligence Range of Population

URSAN SAMPLE

1.Q. Mean NuMBER OF CHILDREN AND SIBLINGS
  

  

   

Point of Maximum
Family Restriction

Sample of 10 year olds (1936b); analysis is on the whole group, approximately 2837
Lies,

RURAL SAMPLE

of Maximum
Family Restriction

Sample of10 year olds (1959c); analysis is on ont:5 a small .
Therural grcup showed no such recovery at higher 1Q"s. sample of the 3832 tested

' Unfortunately, the publication of this research monograph, and its call
er more substantial,government support of scientific enquiry, came when
whe attention of foresighted people, notably Churchill, was concentrated on
the5 Nene ‘cond on the horizon that became World War II. However,
LardHo Ment © king’s physician (see Cattell, 1937a, p. vi) wrote, “The
evidencesec

s

Overwhelming, from this intensive study of two typical
> in country the birth rate is inversely related to the intelli-

Benelevel. 5 swereally wantto build an A-1 nation, we musttake this
matter| cei onclusion and employ the whole machinery of our

HOT even for «ate merely for “preventive medicine” in the narrow sense,
fines.” Ta OF“anti-natal hygiene’ but for large scale efforts along eugenic

ipation of the action research philosophy of thirty years
late
forfurther, detailedine sales Darwin's son, “We cannotafford to wait

mustboldly face the wicks iBe before beginning to take action, and we
reforms.” The only heated hichwill inevitably accompany our proposed
press which obj ated criticism came from segments of the political

ment—thata Net to the view—a mere side-issue from the main argu-
employable b antial fraction of the chronically unemployed were un-

¥ reason of inadequate ability and/or disabling personality
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4, INTELLIGENCE AND SOME

MAJOR SOCIO-POLITICAL

PROCESSES

So far, the relation of intelligence to society

has been considered largely in terms of the gross totality of intelligence re-

sources, These resources affect the cultural level of society and, in turn,

are determined in part by the habits and values of society. Except for the

level and direction of crystallized intelligence, determined by the nature of

schooling, the culture can affect its resources—the resources of g-—mainly

through birth rate effects, and the control of physical disease. There are

other two-way affects, however, than that on the totality of intelligence,

namely,effects from distributions of intelligence on various social processes,

and from various processes upon the distribution of intelligence. They offer

brief commentif the relations of

us no single theme, but each requires

tically covered. The topics we shall

intelligence to society are to be systemal

treat are social status and promotion; drafting the population for emergen-

cies, such as war; political organization processes; unemyloyment and oc-

cupational competence, “hurdle? and assortive mating effects on elites;

cultural morale and decline; and relations to economics and education.

That a significant correlation of intelligence and social status exists has

long been known.It stands at about 0.3 with traditional, ,, tests (Vernon,

1965) and about 0.2 with culture-fair, ge tests (McArthur and Ellcy,

1963). Depending on the country, the method of estimating social status,

and the age at which it js measured,it seems to vary from about 0.1 to 0.5.

Social promotion of ability occurs partly in the stream of the school (about

34 of Oxford and Cambridge students are scholarship winners from

lower middle class homes) and partly on the occupational ladder of adult

life. Obviously, any social system which makes these Jadders efficient will

benefit by using its high ability to good advantage, and one that blocks

them will be both inefficient and exposed to disruptive revolutionary pres-

sures, But cautions are necessary even in regard to what the French Revo-

lution demandedas “careers open to talen
school scholarship

selection continues to be only on intelligence tests and exams, and ignores

the personality measuers important in school wor (Cattell and Butchers

1968) andinlaterlife,
its selec!

‘or example,
tion is askew. ye : but

repeat the error of the old Chinese civil service mentality, inteES and

lacking in enterprise and character. Secondly, the end result 0 "

" ne
_

efficient promotion (even if it includes the personality traits) is to comb th

lowerstatus free ofability.
.

; ivi
in one

The latter can be done, as far as living persons are concernes’ in one

¢ distribution
status t

jetics such as

generation, but as far as the geneti
;

{

i K ne, Nevertheless,
19 older socictx

cerned, it may take a long time:
. hersingl

y ch

France and Britain, and with at least three gener ar signs that the cof

tive school scholarship selection, there are already Cte J status is mounGNg-

relation ofchild intelligence with parental occupation?
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ligence range. If the “bell curve” does not shift downward as a whole,

problems of inner tension and discontent would be expected (Cattell,

1938c) from the extension of the I.Q. range and the maladaptations of one
segment to the cultural complications created by another. If it does, then,

as Burt has pointed out, a decline of one and one-half points in the average

LQ. per generation would in fifty years, almost halve’ the number of
gifted children at one end and double the numberof retarded at the other.

This presupposesa freely intermarrying population, such that the gene pool

behavesin a typical way and the distribution curve, when certain genes are

reducedin frequency, moves as a whole.

A view of intelligence resources would not be complete without noting
the implications of the age and sex distributions with Tespectto intelligence
considered in Chapter 7. With better health measures, most countries are
experiencing an increase in average age of their population,i.e., the central
age is greater and the percentage over, say, 60, is considerably increased.
Since the g, curve declines steeply and the g, curve Stays practically level,
this age shift should produce no change in crystallized intelligence but some
dropin the former. The probability is that the age declinein g, is physiolog-
ically determined, and due partly to avoidable conditions such as athero-
sclerosis and anemias. Asa practicalissue, any medical research that could
postponesuch deterioration could make a quite substantial contribution to
the national average of intelligence. In magnitude it should easily exceedthe mean effect of the present extensive expenditure in school attempts toTaise the a, performancelevel of genetically low g, individuals, and it cer-tainly deserves a comparable research endowment.
A more delicate issue, perhaps, concerns the community’s action on itsresources ofintelligence in women. On & there are no sex differences, and

on a, they areslight and changing with age andsituation. In school, girlsare apt to be a bit ahead of boys, especially in traditional tests with a heavyay (verbal primary) Tepresentation; but
ane, n ‘ after 40 there are indications thatae alls owerin housewives than in their husbands out in the world. Inme social classes, and in premechanized ho imi
women were tar ni 1 es, there is no doubt that

n and bridge-playing, ivesvespengProportions which Dean Inge described a8 “helarneetandlentwanenasi Fisisure class that history has ever seen,” Really high ability inof 40-70 has often created its own valuable social function; but
S of intelligence in times of shortage can

ay endowed, but that one pool of ability
Cted.

5 On an LQ.sigma of 16,
the former val a drop 0

£ 3 points i c
ue of 130 from 3.5 219% ofne

rage would reduce I.Q.'s above
% to 1.9 Q“@ of the population.
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survi isurvival,Tmagine the prolongation of World War II that might have oc-

been draft ermi, Bethe, Teller, Oppenheimer, Gamow, and others had

aoe ree the cookhouseor the regimental band. °

paycholtechnical story of the—on the whole—remarkably efficient work of

eel ee s in the various branches of the U.S. armed forces in World

selection

§

toowell known to require sketching here. Just as in scholarship

te sbiktei nly more so—it could, however, have been improved by adding

thes aieee the more developed personality and motivation meas-

latterpe . toys and by more use of culture-fair intelligence tests. The

propriate icularly important when the judgmental skills of a, are less ap-

a e than usual to this strange new domain, and where a wider range

eerenders the prediction from a, measures to g more erroneous.

ss that . important area of vital relations of intelligence to social processes

ie oe oO Polities it concerns both the politicians and the voters. Doubt

vt perennially cast by the latter upon the intelligence of the former, and

ice versa. Among the highly skilled professions, that of politics is surcly

mena having no professional standard set by a qualifying examination.

veal ard Shaw, H. G. Wells, Bertrand Russell—to name but a few earnest

titers on the situation—have suggested that at Jeast an intelligence test,

and hopefully also an examination in social science should be required as

a preliminary to asking i
Meas

the rough and tumble of

politicsis itself a powerful selector—but of what? Who knows but that the

gameof politics would be played much better if the players W'

b

ere sclected

y other criteria, as they could be in an orderly society.

sample of evidence available on intelli-

Compared with the reasonable

gence scores of other professions, little indeed is available on politicians

and statesmen, Judging by those included in Terman and Cox’s survey of

leaders, and sporadic data jn studies by the present writer with his Scale

IIT“superior adults” intelligence tests (the traditional, 1933; the culture-

fair, 1960) thereis little to complain of regarding the intelligence of poli-

ticians at the national level. The 1.Q.’s center on the same valucs 3s for

telligence test can

doctors, lawyers, and higher-level teachers. Since an intelligenc

be made moredifficult withou i tion with cither ay OF
t losing its high correla!

1

g; by speedingit up

a

litde, t
y technical problem

here has

with tests for “superior adult Jevels” in providing 4 high enough ccihng to

outreach any adult yet tested. ‘This scems to be true, at least, for such

tests as Roback's measure for superior adults, the Miller Analogies. the

two Scale III tests (for 9,5 Cattell, 1933) and fe ( ¢ IPAT Culture

Fair) by the present writer. The latter have becn tried with Nobel Prize

Winners and are used by the Mensa Societyin selecting the top 25@ of the

population for admission to that socicty-

At any rate, even as research,it woul
!

politicians who have affected history: (Onc surmises, ‘

those of Woodrow Wilson and Churchill would be exception

Andin practice-—though
Shaw's idea of a “selected pancl” ©

le to hnowthe
1.Q's of

for example, that

ally high.)

{ qualities

id be valuabl
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The scholarship children, even if picked out by culture-fair intelligence
tests, are increasingly from higher-class homes. We even see a paradoxical
outcry against meritocracy, and complaints from thepolitical left wing that

the “working” class is being drained of its leadership talent. (Men with
university degrees, often from the older universities and largely from the
middle class, are the predominantleaders in the British Labor Party.) Dis-
content and injustice are two very different things, and the former is un-
avoidable in human life. The real weakness of the efficient intelligence

selection is that, if society needed to head in a radically different direction,
e.g., through newscientific discoveries, the previous placementof all high
ability in the establishment makes such a readjustment extremely difficult
to bring about. Either the establishment must be educated to a saintlike un-
selfishness andto a firm creed of readiness to change, or a reserve of high
ability should be deliberately kept outside the main axis of promotion.
A successful instance of the latter, though in only a special aspect of

society, is encountered in the next Process to study—adjustment to an
emergency. Through “catastrophes” large and small—from wars to epi-
demics and economic upsets—the necessity is suddenly created to draft
men—more men of high ability—from accustomed paths into new ones.
Theclearest instance is war, and, as has been pointed out above,battle is
a contrived situation in which each sidetries to put the highest (and hope-
fully excessive) demands for adaptability upon the other, so that. high g¢becomes extremely important for survival. The part which the intellectual
Archimedesplayed in the defense of Syracuse is legendary, and, to the dis-may of those who seek peacein too simple-minded a fashion, support ofscience by the defenders has increased in the interval,

The Psychological problem faced by the military in the emergency of aaemachsone ins professional, military group cannot possibly contain
rally, at mnsttneBo as resides in the larger civilian pool. Natu-
dency to keep thie nenee .Professional has rationalized a ten-

edge is necessary too, and th t he inate by claiming that special knowl-
However, in Western ‘cultures b. nin muitary art is not learned in a day... eginning in World War I, andincreasingly

ore efficient outlook prevailed in which intelligence
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pose a aie complained in the seventeenth century, “Te hasard en dis-

Peodern evertheless, even good vocational guidance and selection with

Japs of psyc! ological aids would not lead to a complete reduction of over-
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equationtel e.g., in regard to achievement and creativity, the specification
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.
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available politicians may be chimerical—it would still be useful if such
testing were treated only as evidence to put before the voters. For it would
permit the intelligent citizen to focus his choice far better than he can by
lookingat the fagades fabricated by the publicity agency andthepress.

However, the more serious problem in a democracy is almost certainly
not so much the ability of the candidate as the intelligence of the voters!
It has well been said that “a people gets the governmentit deserves,” and
Plato argued that the poor perception of mostcitizens made any democracy
merely a preliminary to the developmentof a tyranny. Somewhere in the
70 to 100 LQ.range, depending on the character qualities too, is a group
which is almost certainly unable to perceive the subtleties of remote com-
pared to immediate ends, and which can be swayed by any unscrupulous
manufacturer of emotional slogans. Here, in the rushes of “activist” mobtule, is a danger as serious as loosely shifting ballast in a storm-tossed ves-
sel. Political education, like any other, can proceed only as far as the in-telligence of the “students” will allow. Except in a few gifted societies, in-telligent, long-term aims, such as eugenic aims which better only the nextgeneration,or financial aims to maintain a firm currency, have been unableto prevail against unrealistic promises of obvious, immediate gratifications.

Intellectual leaders, like Plato, Shaw, Graham Wallace, Bentham, Mill,and manyother wise observers, have Proposed restricting the vote to thosewho pass certain intelligence and educational levels—which, in a refinedform, means “weighting” votes by qualification levels, Actually, in this
in the opposite direction, toward giving

wise government. But, insofar
a random, unweighted Poolin f ij . .
Rot the best mechanism for soup egitdement of fools and wise men 1Sgroup health and survival. J hard-head entific : . ival. In the more har
vatakenes entific, industrial, military, and medical matters wheremistake:

j
mista es are costly group judgments are systematically made to take ac-
Democracy aneigence and experiential qualifications of the participants.
counts for a “want, butene out an improvement whereby every stomach
nie ee every head does not count equally in giving tech-on the best instrumentality for satisfying wants.ue in any brief Survey is that of unemployment and
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available politicians may be chimerical—it would still be useful if such
testing were treated only as evidence tu put before the voters. For it would
permitthe intelligent citizen to focus his choice far better than he can by
lockingatthe facades fabricated by the publicity agencyandthepress.

However, the more serious problem in a democracy is almost certainly
not so much the ability of the candidate as the intelligence of the voters!
It has well been said that“a people gets the governmentit deserves,” and
Plato argued that the poor perception of mostcitizens made any democracy
merely a preliminary to the development of a tyranny. Somewhere in the
70 to 100 1.Q.range, depending on the character qualities too, is a group
which is almost certainly unable to perceive the subtleties of remote com-
pared to immediate ends, and which can be swayed by any unscrupulous
manufacturer of emotional slogans. Here, in the rushes of “activist” mob
tule, is a danger as serious as loosely shifting ballast in a storm-tossed ves-
sel. Political education,like any other, can proceed only as far as the in-telligence of the “students” will allow. Exceptin a few gifted societies, in-telligent, long-term aims, such as eugenic aims which better only the nextgeneration,or financial aims to maintain a firm currency, have been unable
to prevail against unrealistic promises of obvious, immediate gratifications.Intellectual leaders,like Plato, Shaw, Graham Wallace, Bentham, Mill,and many other wise observers, have Proposed restricting the vote to thosewho pass certain intelligence and educational Jevels—which, in 2 refined
form, means “weighting” votes by qualification levels. Actually, in thisgeneration, movement has gone in the opposite direction, toward givingvotes to less mature age, ability, and responsibility levels. It is the period inwhich Britain revoked the arrangement whereby a person with a universitygree had two votes, one for his local candidate and onefor his university

cones we costly, group judgments are systematically made to take ac-Demon.eeand experiential qualifications of the participants.
counts fora yeant.”tok oh an improvement whereby every stomach

every senical direction on the best inst cad does not count equally in giving tech-
@ fourth vital issue in any brief survey is thatsocat; dvocational competence, Tt has already of unemployment anbeen pointed out and ilfustrated
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for acqui iti
foracquired good qualities to go together through purely family and class

theory of " ightpos What evidence yet exists definitely supports this

or} il positive correlation of “desi ”
ait igh i jrables,” and so:

eeccieaAssociation discussed above (page 366) between Omounce,

sness, ctc., could have this social and genetic, as well as the

inavidual environmentalorigin.

isavailable. whoas.offered us the most penetrating discussion of this issue

however an vs ‘enetical Theory of Natural Selection (1930) pointed,

fertility ° at | feast one sinister connection. He showed that, since low

the wealth v pa

1

to social climbing (in six generations of only children,

causes operat la 64 families converges on one person), whatever genetic

(The ascocia. or infertility get tied to intelligence and emotional stability.

if we eed onwould arise also, less reliably, on the environmental side,

down.) Lat er that family attitudes and values are systematically handed

I. us add to Fisher’s gene
climbing does

alization the observation that social

neglect of soci not occur only through good qualities. Greed,
dishonesty,

ant sath! ocial and altruistic duties, and, in authoritarian regimes, a cruel

game of ess isposal ofrivals, are the “cheating” ways to success in the

nite s social competition. The character of an “aristocracy,” therefore,

thi ense of thequintessence
of the upper strata, is only as good as the

ical and selective conditions of the society in which it has arisen. A

meritocracy,i.c.,
promotion as far as possible by sheer merit in achievement

and creativity, is, in this respect, 4 definite advance on an aristocracy. For

there is obviously a sense in which, in an unbridled poltical struggle such

as prevails in the Mafia, the “cream of the crop”is also the “scum” of the

melting pot. Andsince, in even the best communities we can devise, the

conditions for promotion are never perfect (at best they still favor the per-

son abnormally preoccupied with eminence alt the expense of service), 4

governingclas
s is never simply a best possible selection of the community's

resources of desirable traits.

In hereditarily rigid societies like that of prerevolutionar
y France and

doctrinally rigid societies like postrevolution
ary Russia, the power group

will accumulate in its ranks some peculiar psychological selections, such

as a growing insect or

the pattern of the

that progress occurs only through sloughing it off,

reptile does with its skin casing. In flexible societies,

selected group is continuously being replaced by that of a new breed. In-

deed, history shows that in more tolerant, flexible societies (on the “‘verte-

brate” model), such as in Britain and Scandinavia
(which have con-

tinuously opened their “aristocracies””
to any talent) of in the continuously

mobile and reconstituted
classes of America, intelligence and other desir-

able qualities constantly flow into the upper and governing groups.

Apart from the effect of this “law of contamination
” in regard to the

qualities of an aristocracy, the main scientific objection to hereditary aris-

tocracy is a genetically simpler one. It resides in Galton's law of filial re-

gression to the mean-—the
fact that a correlation of only about 0.5 in intelli-

gence exists between father and son. The offspring of a brilliant father, of
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cause, be it learning, creative fluency, or intelligence, is apt to forget the
other contributors. In particular, as emphasized in the opening paragraph
of this book, the guidance psychologist in schools has been apt to think of
intelligence tests only, and omit personality and motivation. He and others
have even been inclined to think of it, not only as the sole contributor,
but as the only excellence. Perhaps there is always a tendency, when
thinking of one excellence, to consider it the only excellence. A society is
formed (Mensa, for example) to contain only the top two percent of the
population by intelligence. “The top,” in this specific sense, quickly be-
comes considered to be the top in some more general sense, and discus-
sion soon succumbsto talking of them as “the best people in our society.”
Jf any abbreviation of statement in these pages has lentitself to such a
possible inference, letit be forthwith corrected. In one group of recognized
“intelligentsia” (which must be nameless) tested by the present writer, the
16 P.F. revealed a rather high representation of neurotic and misfit per-sonalities. Some other aspects of an intelligentsia are discussed below undereducation; but this group beloved of newspaper leading-article writers iscited hereto illustrate (a) the danger of making one excellence the excel-lence, and (b) that occupational selection is not only for positive powers,but for deficiencies which have caused the person to fail in other occupa-tions. Membersof the Bloomsbury and Greenwich Village “intelligentsia,”
and the hangers-on around a few creative writers and artists on the Pari-sian left bank, often merit on intelligence tests the label “intelligentsia,”ut conspicuously lack the realistic personality qualities that make othervery intelligent persons effective scientific researchers, statesmen, surgeons,teachers, and creators of big businesses and public services.. Nevertheless, in society as a whole (as contrasted with subgroups sub-sect to the “hurdle effect,” producing negative correlations within special

intelligence and most other “virtues” does tend

havefemt component in this association (covariance) needs toey i ll action, the conditions provided by a socially effective
ability that higher intelligence and higher

. i lity) are each, separately, conducive to socialGualswe pen,in Some higher-status group, therewill be someindivi-
byintelligence, while others will have

ge €go strength. Marriage, even
in, tends to be mostly within the

genetic components) above-average Vv;
°

versely at the bottom ofthe socialscale, ‘illalso be tome wndane
» There will also be some tendency
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of leadership ha: isti

tures, and in animals y ’ pre iterate cultures encountering Western cul-

tions). In m nals kept In captivity or under crowding andstress condi-

an this failure to breed may not imari ji

but may be expressed or rationalized a8 reactiont0 primarily 25 bioa

or changesin social mores. How much hieh i 10fo economic complexities

for good organization on a nationalsca i intaethe Kind needed

.
D

Je, was lost from the Roma: i

intherecorded dying-out of the leading classes can in part beaed

ing ut e succeeding Dark Ages. Although the other aspects of this repeat-

a ory of cultural decline go deeper, on the one hand into emotional

perse,yeto on the other into organizational aspects of the social system

P e, yet one rootofthis change can certainly be understood in terms of

msconrept of crystallized intelligence.

culture i i
i ‘

oSeaapptHi5 i. rea in deveereihe Part

native, fluid intelligence oeravested, butde . cit netaae

jevel of result
: velopsit to the utmost possible

and fin ant ag- Conversely, when morale is low, the a, level declines,

The bi ally even the gr level falls from the birth rate effects noted above.

nfbiology of human beingsis tied even to the mostabstract values.

own
and cultural trial-and-error js less dramatic than these

ples, known through Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire

or Prescott's Conquest of Mexico, but involves the minor deaths of cultural

and biological subpatterns as studied by Darlington (1969). Crystallized

intelligence, in the leading schools of Britain and some other European

countries in the 18th and 19th centuries, meant primarily Latin and Greek

grammar, literature, and history. The governing class of Victorian times

hadits intellectual flowering in rhetoric and its finest judgmental skills in

classical history, but knew virtually nothing of the physical and biological

sciences. Even Churchill, a generation Jater, needed his Professor Linde-

mann to lead him slowly to the implications where, had his youthful intel-

ligence crystallized in that field, he would have taken profound insights in

his swift stride. It is possible—even probable from the data of Heron—

that to some degree 2 class died also biologically with the passing of the

Victorian pattern. But, in any case, OUT understanding of sociopolitical

processes needs to recognize that the crystallized a, pattern is probab ly

shifting constantly in level and direction with the morale and vitality of

communities, and that there is a constant causal feedback interaction of

crystallized intelligence, fluid intelligence, and the morale of a culture.

5. INTELLIGENCE
AND LIVING

STANDARDS:
THE pSYCHO-

ECONOMIC
THEORIES

OF

ABILITY
DISLOCATION

AND SHIFT

Of the social interactions with intelligence

t section, economics and education

set out for study at the start of the las
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LQ. 150 is likely, as seen in Chapter 10, to reach an I.Q. of only 125. Or,
stated in other terms, the within-family variation in heredity is typically
about the same magnitude as that between families (page 258 above), so
that a system for rigid transmission of power by primogeniture does not
make muchsense. (Incidentally, many who, on the other hand,resist ac-

cepting the role of heredity, now so clearly demonstrated for many mental
traits, are confusing the idea of between-family heredity variation, the role
of which they wish to minimize, with within-family heredity variation,
which they recognize readily enough in their own children.) However, the
heredity of a whole inbreeding group nevertheless breeds more true than
that of a single family. Consequently, the objection to preassigning oppor-
tunity and status to a whole class cannot be so well sustained by obvious
genetic principles. If an objection exists, it is more subtle than this simple
tule that variations within offspring of a family are as important as those
between families. The only visible, genetically based objection stems from
that “law of contamination”—the tendency to biased and deleterious asso-
ciations of promotion—in the originalselection of the group.

Somesociopolitical Processes, on which distributions and levels of intel-
ligence have a bearing, are vaster and vaguer than those encapsuled above.
Onethat is nevertheless of vital importanceis the relation of intelligence
to morale. The notion that lower and untutored intelligences are betterfed and more health-protected in a higherintelligence group, but are never-theless morefrustrated, has been introduced in connection with discussingthe relationship between delinquency and lower intelligence. Delinquency
is only one symptom anditself has other causes too, but there can belittledoubt that, when the rangeof intelligence deviation i =

:
gets very wide, sympathyfails between the two extremes and there is a tendencyfor theintelli-Sentto create cultural complexities and standards th:frustrati at are bewildering andstrating to the subnormal. More specific theories on this issue have been

n e standard deviation, asbeing set by the Creativity of a certain intelligenceby a high breeding rate at the lower level whichof tune with the culture. But thealternative process is
ly, that in which assortive mating

of the 1.Q. range (where it is
Plication. In either case. j i ifrustrations of simplerae reve iation ofthe “tail? bybirth co:

inere isclereoaleane equally frequent process is that in which
as expressed in th rale at the upper end of the intelligence distribution—sybaritic selfeims he mixture of lack of faith in the culture, despair, and
rent persons ; uigencewhichis evidentin the writings of cultured, intelli-

Persons in the declining years of the Roman Empire. This abdication

*

i
n

social progress, the tensions andandthe dissonance of values, require a reduc-
ntrol and education.
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socictywill of crea constantly shift with changing values, a wise

Unies, the Perio realy question how realistic the current interests are.

enterprisin alues oster therecruitment, by selection and education, of

pends on BI entrepreneurial types, any cultural productivity which de-

Pedicine massive TT of many disciplines—space exploration,

ns Gitnct fr geop ysics—must lose vitality. Furthermore, in “applied”

able. but a on pure’ ‘Tesearch, success depends on the existence of a very

tralred 3 ot “top IQ.” group of supportive individuals, themselves highly

a 1 By computer operators, technicians, etc. The threat of failure

appears2a unless this group receives recruits of adequate gr from an

Lanner birth supply, and of adequate a, and training levels from good

annels of selection and education. Some countries seem to be in a chronic

state of deprivation at this level. However, the main thesis above is that

economic productivity is determined most of all by the particular levels

reached in the upper executive and planning levels. Except for results in

ents, this thesis is not easy to

because it depends upon on-

pulated for the sake of experi-
miniature with group dynamics experim

demonstrate with scientific conclusiveness,

going social processes that cannot be mani

ment. However, the history of invention in technical fields, as by the

jntroduction of the steam engine and the power loom, in organizational

fields, as in Henry Ford’s subsequently much-imitated innovations, and in

distribution facilities, as by the eighteenth century use of canals and the

twentieth century use of the airplane, suggests that real wealth is most

dependenton the activities of a few at the near-genius level.

The specters w!
ity well-being since the early

hich have haunted communi

days of the industrial revolution (and i
much earlier)

'n less obvious ways,

are those of chronic unemployment and of uncontrollable cycles of ex-

pansion and depression. The economic remedies proposed for these, from

Adam Smith, through Marx and Keynes, to the latest economic theories,

can be applied only at the cost of unforeseen OF unwanted changes in

political freedom, culturalvitality,
and much else. A social psychologist is

entitled to the conviction that this springs from treating symptoms only,

an approach which might be expected from a science—economie
s—which

sets out to study “exchange behavior” in isolation from principles of total

behavior. For example, one can see that psychological upsets result from

attempts to solve unemployment
by creating special, unnecessary wor

k—

the awareness of which damagesthe individual’s sense of personal worth.

Increasing application of automation and cybernetics is accompanied

usually by relative unemployment
in lower skill ranges. Some econo

T.S. Ashton, in The Industrial Rev
o-

pansive Victorian era of the British

artift
i academic split

industrialists,

“Inventors, con!

the other at 3 period of

rts of the country.”

feading figures

“intelligentsia” and the hhandworker. Incidentally,

lution (1948), describes how strongly in the ¢x

culture, the values here described prevented the

into which universities tendedlater to degenerate.

and entrepreneurs—it
jis not easy to distinguish one from

rapid change—came
from every social class and from all pa

ii ontact with the

“[Leading]} physicists, chemists . . - were #

in British jndustry.”

‘in intimate ¢
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remain to be examined. Since economics—or at least occupational life—
goes far to delineate the adult activities for which education prepares us, at
needs prior treatment. At the time when the present writer was a university

student, it was fashionable for the intellectual world to look with irritated

disdain on the industrialist, the entrepreneur, and the commercial execu-

tive, and with deeper but more benevolent disdain on blue-shirted men
with hammers and sickles. The arroganceofintelligence and immaturity in
the bright student was fostered by the stereotypes in universities where a
medieval curriculum, begotten at the time when the line between students
and vagabonds was thin, held no place for the social and behavioral sci-
ences, business management, engineering, and the sciences of administra
tion. According to a writer surveying European universities in a 1970 issue
of a leadingscientific journal, the situation has not altered much, and the
behavior of the more violent students on our campuses in the same year
Suggest the same separation from therealities of creation. Nevertheless,
an appreciation of the unrivalled intellectual challenges in technology is
dawning. From scientific farming, to education, medicine, and big business,
the applied studies have developed an increasing intellectual content,
theoretical fascination, and practical challenge. The pedant’s disdain of
technology, industry, and commerce has becomevestigial and obsolete. Itis fine for the 10,000" man to build himself defenses from immediate
pressures, that basic research and theory mayreceive his whole attention,
butthere is no point in having ten times as manyshrines as geniuses.®The issue of values among the highest group in LO. is important, be-cause the sense of manyfindings in “group dynamics”is that the productivecapacity of the group (and therefore its real Standard of living) dependsfar less on the ability level of the average worker than onthe levels of theupperranges of ability recruited to
u S leadership (morale being constant). It1s notsurprising to find that the enlightened affluence level? (page 453) islow in those countries (of which some South American and Indian com-munities are examples) where society consists of peasants and of intelli-gentsia interested only in nontechnological professions (see Myrdal, 1968).
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ontne,thofallweet 20,000 pure scientists in the United States, roughly one-ben l Scientists. Cross-cultural comparisons (to which Russia mayin exception (but see the “affluence” factor on page 454 above) show that theactual prosperity and vigor of universities, and the available support for research,ii is Sfeatest in societies where no apology is

as ir number of Nobel Prizes j ited States
Of scientists from Britaj

Icountriesto ihe,
States, these attitudes are out of touchdevelopment.
7 Countries with high output, with universities whichwholly on outside consultation, with more fellowship-sSupport to scientific fesearch, continue to be thoseagerial, business-inventive, and technological man

do not expect professors to live
upported students, with stronger

ia which the Prestige of the man-
Te at lenet ac hick me that nf the
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But in a i
streams eeecar system where free scholarships and selection to class

situation a i ccording to merit place every individual in a learning

in any nape °poe to his ability, e would be made proportion to g, and t

all must sto. ne : reaches a limit of occupational training time at which

function of a at r will finish, in these circumstances, close to a linear

So eg sagt
the oamuchtor theChee of the supply ofintelligence: but what about

culture, that tae ? Although there is no guarantee, even in a long-settled

justed ‘0 fite e jobs and roles it regards as necessary will be nicely ad-

14-3, there veryone’s biological capacities, as in the upper part of Figure

occupations * a high probability of such an adjustment. For the initial

their ancesto e in fact those invented by the members of the culture (and

it feasible 1 rs) by direct self-expression, ie., of what they actually find

tibutio ho 0. ‘This gives the relationship of supply and demand dis-

n shown in the upper part of Figure 14-3. Dislocation of curves Ss

FIGURE 14-3
Ssupply and Demand Curves of Intelligence
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mists and “social reformers” suggest that this unemployment should be

artificially spread over the community under the more palatabletitle of
leisure. The economist who views “work” as an undesired burden, ac~-

cepted to earn subsistence andleisure, is likely to be surprised at the in-
dignant objections that the psychologist can foresee arising against en-
forced leisure. The craftsman, the scientist, the bus driver, or airpilot who

enjoys his vehicle, the artist, the competitive and creative manager—all
these will want to go on with their real business rather than play games.

Even for those who welcomeit, leisure beyond a moderate dosage creates
many problems. A flexible system of a half-week of serious work, with an
option on diversions for the rest, decided according to psychological needs,
is very different from fixing leisure by the “accidental” needs for economic
adjustments. Wholehearted activity in the great adventure of exploring
space, for example, is more meaningful than hours spent daily before a TV.
Unfortunately, what may decide the matter for the economist is the need to
adjust the whole system, regardless of the interests of the active half of the
community, by catering to the abilities and qualification levels of the other
half. If more people should have abilities that permit them moreeasily to
dig ditches than to build airplanes (after training), the politically oriented
economist may backlegislation for more ditches, though the need at the
consumer end may befor airplanes.

These thoughts lead to complex philosophical issues beyond the presentbook. But those elements in the problem which hinge on the study ofabilities lead us to scrutinize employment in present world conditions interms of an admittedly simplified, but still real, model. In this model wecan refer either to the gor a, distribution. It would be more correct, sincepe iscussion concerns adults educated in the culture, to deal with theer. The argument will be simpler, and will Temove certain objections,however, if we Suppose an ideal system of ion i i i
oo .

eddividual is raised to the full : elativeto hisex“Eheeom
ual is ; est a, expression relative to his g,. Ss, OUrequation in which g, and e, educational experience, are adattive,ouldconsider e = CB;where ¢ is some constant. With this relation we start witheaeet distribution and end with a normal a, distribution, in which theje mt whan, dines unchanged. However, the subsequent argumentthough thea ssentials if we go to a random relation of g, to education,precise, Actasn Tmination of rank order of “fitness” by g, will not be soare . 'Y, m terms of the modelsettled upon in Chapters 6 and 11,*» Independenceofg, and e, the telation will be

a

little more complex, for
we will call r, i
eningfine, t, andthat hiscrystallized intelligence level, as in Table 6-4,Thea itive function of his & and the effectivene:

T= t@e + 8) = tee +e) +e a4)to which we may add an x for the accidents of life.

T= tQg: +e) +x. (14.2)
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the economic return for people and services, as distinct from goodsis, of

course, determined by humanitarian andpolitical considerations, in which

economists, trade unions, and sundry government departments play a role.

(Nevertheless, the Soviet Union, in order to make hard study andstressful

managerial positions more attractive, raised the real wage maximum differ-

ential from the original 10 to 1 to 50 to 1 within one generation after the

workers’ revolution.) However, these interferences do not negate the

fundamental law; they merely pass the maladjustment on into more devi-

ous expressions, €.g., inflation and shortages.

The ingenuity of the economists may be said to have postponed recog-

nition of the fact that the most important factor is people—the distribution

of intelligence in the people. For the rest of what economics deals with, the

rule is allowed to hold that whatis yaluable and useful will be produced in

FIGURE 14-4

Effect of Supply and Demand on Distribution of Earning Rates
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and D—supply and demand for capacity—may begin with the growing
implementation and accumulation of inventive products. In the industrial
and automationrevolutions, the complications become such that the dislo-
cation has at certain periods—especially present times—become very great.

In previous discussion it has been illustrated how the dislocation of S
and D could arise from either of two distinct causes. There could be a
changein the biologically given distribution curve, through newbirth or
survival rates operating on different parts of the S curve, or there could be
a change in the demand curve through invention and culturally compli-
cating changes. Whatever the detailed causes, we have to deal with a pos-
sible misfit of two distinct curves, arising from two largely independent
determiners of distribution as shown in the lower part of Figure 14-3. By
economic incentives and other waysof influencing family planning, a wise
society can hope to bring about a coordination of the biological (S) to the
cultural demand (D) curveatleast within the space of one or two genera-
tions. But unless S is adjusted to D or the cultural demandis controlled by
a “moratorium” on invention (another name for “machine wrecking”),
there is nothing to stop the developmentofall kinds of dislocation between
the two curves, as shown in the lower part of Figure 14-3. It is not easy toquantify, with present crude approaches, exactly whatis happening to theD curve, butin regard to S, the general evidence suggests, as seen in Sec-tion 3 above, that in Someparts of the world a discrepancy is systematicallyrns Produced by birth tates skewing the supply curve to a lower average.

. © same time, rapid invention changes the D curve upward, then,indeed,circumstances have “ganged up”on society to increase the S-D gapdangerously.
Since the lawsof suppl:

also to fix the wages for

sepals D/s Tatio is plotted against occupational complexity levelpara ely in igure 14-4. Just howthis ratio would translate itself intoTee marketcan beleft to the economist, butif we take a simpleroportionalit + and then work out a distri i
x

1S:
Pp ings, ws Ys iat

tribution curve for frequency ofings, we Ronnormal curve as in Figure 14—4(2). Such acurve,in“hich many People live at a low wagelevel and few at very highgests the 1 frequent across countries and epochs. The theory here sug-atitis the natural Outcome of the two causes indicated, and that theSin 14-4(2) will be a function of the degree ofdis-The literal economic outcome may not be the “openscly as shown in Figure 14—4(2), For the final form of

location in 14-2(3),
market” result preci:
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produce a pool of

normally appear as tema nemo
at Teast, what would

the lower intelligence level my ripe immediately and directly at

demand, butso 1 re the supply-most grievously exceeds

there persists an ecupatiee es the better qualified employee,

lo 1 i al game of “musical chairs” in which unem-

Pt‘lligence passed down the line to appear most persistently at the lowest

migrate and ve (Assuming, of course, that employees are willing to

Without employers are ready to employ without prejudice.)

the positio eaat the root of the problem, our society has drifted into

be cnonid nm" at since humanitarian considerations do not allow people to

This . , U ae who do not meet the demand curve are paid to do nothing.

to the ea esthe anomalous situation in which the greatest leisure is given

for waaeaS intelligent and least educated, A pleasant phrase like “Work is

Fist enaae
is for people” js dangerously wrong in both terms.

remcin Ww, with all the automation in the world, much work will always

99 . quoted above Edison’s “Invention is 1 percent inspiration and

be Pt ent perspiration, and it is likely that creative people will always

cach y extended to the point ofstress. Andin anycase, for the services of

ch as dentists, power plant engineers, garbage collectors, nurses, uni-

versity administrators, and mothers, there is always more work than can

be done. There are two reasons for rejecting a system which inevitably

culminates in giving the greatest leisure to people with no fondness or

capacity for thinking. First it is a waste so to place leisure, and secondly,

the boredom of those who have nothing to do could boil bloody.

An interesting second lemma on the intelligence supply theorem deals

with business cycles. The volume of writing by economists on this issue

fills whole libraries, but again, little of it does justice to the fact that

economics js a branch of psychology- At a purely empirical level, such

investigation has atleast indicated that a variety of wave lengths exist from

depression to depression. The oscillations named spread from the 40 to

50-year cycle of Kondratieff through the old Juglar 7 to g-year cycle, to

the brief 3%4-year cycle of Kitchin, as well as to some cycles peculiar to

particular markets. Without any detailed argument for a particular cycle,

we may yet see in the ability dislocation theory, 2 delayed feedback

mechanism. (Forit is delayed feedback systems that are often Fes!ponsible

for cycle phenomena per se.)

When business prospers, more people will be employ’

range. At the same time, due to prosperity, more managerial Ieaders at the

upper boundary of the ability range will be able to retire and devote them-

selves to cultural good works, art, or just nothing at all. In the shift to

Phase 2 (see Figure 14-5) the productive capacity characteristic respec

tively of the people newly included at the lower Jevel and the people newly

excluded at the upper will tend to reduce the efficiency of production, for

the first would be expected to be below average and the second above.

Consequently the real price of goods tends 10 rise, and less frequent pur-

chases and declining

hase 1. Similar theories

ed from the Jower

business bring a return to P.
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(3) Ratio of Demandto Supply, i.e., Price ofEarning Rate.

High Price
of Work =1 ~

~

0

9

8

7
Earnings 6
in Standard
Units 5

4

3

2

1Low Price
of Work

40 60 80 100 120
1.Q., Plus Educational Level

(4) Distribution of Earnings to be Expected
from NaturalEconomicAdjustment of (3) to (1).

Percentof
Population
at Given
Earning Level

 1 2°37% 6 7 8" 9 10
Earning Level in Standard Units

Proportion to the demand for it. No arrangements whatever have beenconsidered by governmentfor connecting the supply of various ability levelsto the demand for them. Only sporadically in history (the period of enact-mentof the Elizabethan poorlaws iforesighted Populations have rea:
the economic value of the adult
that a human being, in addition to hinomic value, is a sentimentality
Sinister featu

Contrary to everything we actually do.) Are of society in 19
havean inte

‘ 70 is thatit is more costly, as a parent, toa Hligent than an unintelligent child, The former faces the parentwith many years of extra expense for college education; the latter is likelyto be Supported bythestate.It is not Surprising that the former is produced,byinevitable economic laws, in smaller numbers,A particular result to be expected from the theory expressed in Figures14-3 and 14-4 is that the appearance of dislocation from either cause will
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figure of 15% to 20 i j
teached in terms of individualteenceunne i, thatofBo has been
mination of the average of the population inauonessionae what ° deter
ear’cata onTuddenham, Thomson, and Finch, discussedinChapter 10,

‘© doubt that a significant upward shift of ag occurred in the ea ,
vehtmeePerhaps2 three or four points of LQ. in Britain and

) : ica. However, as has been pointed out, this is j
themain aaaptation toa particular culture (in which, nevertheless, the
one can sa mtfare. of mathematics, among others, is embedded). At least
than tar ne ait is no more remote from the present needs of the culture

the store , me by the preceding generation are boundto be. In the main,

Workig o :ie lgmental skills made available through the individual’s g,

lowe ae 7 ne school curriculum helps the 8 curve considerably. Neverthe-
he a Spite evoted teachers and unstinting taxpayers, there is a limit to

vad gmentation of level possible for the general population on these
ju gmental skills. Most of the possible rise may, indeed, already have been

accomplished in the last two generations, First, there is a limit to learning

ame and teaching efficiency, and secondly, there is a limit to the level of
" lgmental skills that can be taught to any given fivid intelligence Jevel.

ike Pavlov 's unhappy puppies, who were conditioned to expect food when
an ellipse and not a circle was presented, and were reduced to howling

madly when the distinction of these shapes became too fine, tomorrow's

students of the teaching machine must cometo a limit of judgmentfixed by

theirfluid ability.
With this overview, in Sections 4 and 5, we must conclude pursuit of the

broader socio-economic andpolitical give and takeofintelligence and social

processes and begin to ask more technica] questions, notably, in Section 7;
what available psychological tools and treatments—in the realm ofintelli-
gence-—can effect the school system itself?

6. TECHNICAL CONDITIONS AND
PRACTICAL EFFECTS OF TESTING
PROGRAMS IN SCHOOLS
AND OCCUPATIONS

Most of what psychologists know about in-

telligence in relation to education has been incorporated into everyday

parent-teacher discourse already familiar to most readers. Some popularly

based on uncritical research, need revision;

lore have been overdiscussedto the point
accepted concepts, however,

Is and nonessentials has been lost
other parts of modern educationa

where the distinction between essentia

Wherever we deal with an essential and well-established finding about

intelligence in schools, it can stand up to expression in quantitative ¢qua-

tions. (Sce the specification equations such as 12.1, 12.2, and Table 6-2,

7-3 and 7-5.) Such equations have stated that school achieves

me of particular ability, personality, and mouva-
Figures

dividual, and of certain types of environmental
ment is a complex outco:

tion source trails in the in
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have been proposed, notably with respect to plantefficiency, money, and
market conditions, but the ability shift theory as propoundedthirty years
ago in psychological journals (Cattell, 1937b) does not appear to have
made its way into economists’ writings—so fabulously high are the walls
among academic specialties.

FIGURE 14-5

Iustrating the Ability-Shift Theory of Business Cycles

Poputation
MeanI.Q.

Mean Employed Mean Employed
1.0. in Prosperity 1.Q. in Recession

     

  

  

   

“———~ Population Resources
of Intelligence

——- Employmentin
Prosperity Periods.

~——=- Employmentin

Recession Periods

 

The“dislocation” concept is so vital to all three of the above psycho-social inferences (wages,
mor a ages, unemployment, business cycles) that, ideally,* © exact ¢terminations should be Presented for alleged changes in theJ ands curves, Whatis known about the S curve changes has been given
full thay 2and 3 above, and, although in Britain one might infer hope-
such vides, . bee way up, the probability in many countries lackinglower lewepea ith control centers is that a bulge is developing at the

has de; ended ee h© the upward trend on the S curve, the argumentgets nore come ar simply on the Beneral observation that technology

than findin, what"cee that diagnosing trouble in a car is more complex
dence exists from sich Wrong with a cart, However, much detailed evi-
1911 and 1951 Brita one might quote virtually at random, that betweenworkers increasin “ain's census showed professional and administrative

6.1% to 12.9 ve Mom 5.3% to 11.2%; the foreman and clerical from
caltcey killed handworkers falling from 68.6% to 55.9%.

as been rather Coarsely stated in Equations
deserve more attention and research. Our

s nit of time and money for education and occu-Pational training. Nevertheless, how big is ¢, relative to 2g, in (14.2)? A
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fluid intelli age
(iuidintelligence)and (b)

a

traditional (crystallized intelligence) test—

- ests—in Table 14-3. With allowance for a sli hi
ll-knc

th

shorter times in the WAIS subtests, they reach aboutthe samefigures. om

TABLE 14-3

qhe Conceptual (Construct) Validities of Culture-Fair and

raditionalintelligence Tests"

LoanaNDae (SATURATIONS) OF TESTS ON THE GENERAL INTELLIGENCE FACTORS:

(® Culture Fair (The IPAT Scale 3: Adult)

American Sample
 German Sample

(200 Undergraduates)
i300 B Schl. .,

Ca IPAT Sule 3
(50Busines ‘ch, Studs.)

Factor Loading
Factor Loading

on gy
on gy

Form A 84 Form A 86

‘orm B .83 Form B ot

Full Test (A + B) OF

Full Test (A -+ B) .96

Validities ofEight Culture Fair Subt

Series A Class A Matr. A Topol. A

38 56 67 51 53 63 56

ae Tables 12-1, 12-2, and Figure 14-1 for Concrete Validities.

ata from Rudolf Weiss, Die Branchbarkeit ides cater Free 1

Skala 3 (CFI 3) bei Beg:

University of Wirzburg, 1968.

ests (24 to 3 minutes each) on &f-

Series B Class B Matr. B Topol. B

70

intelligence Tests
Unpublished

 

doctoral dissertation,

(ii) MoreTraditional Test (The WAIS)*

Subtest
Loading on 9 Subtest

Loading on Gp

=a—_ee
= =

Information
83 Digit Symbol

65

Comprehension
72

P. Completion
75

Arithmetic
71

Block Design 70

Similarities
7

Pp, Arrangement
70

Digit Span
62

O. Assembly

Vocabulary 83
1 WAIS betwcen Early Childhood and old

ht 1957 by the

3 J, Cohen, “The Factorial Structure ofthi

Age," Journal of Consulting Psychology, 21, 1957. 283-290. Copy
ris!

‘American Psychological Association, and reproduced by permission.

te Validation
(ii) Cross-cultural Concre!

SS Racio-cultural
Groups

(a) Equality of Score acro
.

Test
Chinese Tainanese American

27.33 26.69
27.00

4.53 4.47 4,50
Culture} Mean .

Fair B

J

Standard Deviation

Nowhere among these raw scores do differences approact staustcal ppufe
arne

‘

(b) Similarity of
across Groups”

Language Chinese .30
Math Chinese School 47

Enghsh 40
American School .o4

same Cul
Je of Student Achaverent 11

Predictive Powe?

2 Sec:
5 —-

« Prediction from lure Fasr S<a
US ant Chie
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experiences. With the suggestion that these summary equations mayin fact
contain morethan is atfirst seen, we will leave themtotell their tale.

Any question concerning theeffective use of ability measures per se in
schools must address itself first to good technical standardsin the testing,
and secondly to the properuse of thereliable information from a goodtest
in various aspects of education. In the testing field, in the light of the
research findings presented in chapters above, the practical issues become:
(1) should school psychologists now set out to measure two intelligences,
8 and a,, instead of one as formerly, and (2) whether personality and
motivation should not be as carefully appraised as ability. In the use of
test results we encounter such controversial issues as the grouping of stu-
dents accordingto intelligence level, and weighing the motivation and moral
effects connected with a student’s being informed (or not informed) of his
own psychological performances. These issues are not unrelated. Thus, any
adaptive streaming must be conducted on a scientifically rational basis, not
on the muddled conceptofthe traditional intelligence test I.Q., so that the
requirementof two I.Q. measuresis already endorsedin thatcase.

Virtually everyone would agree that, if intelligence testing is to be used
—whetherit be for scholarshipselection, direction to appropriate schools,
vocational counselling, analysis of causes of backwardness, clinical exam-ination of brain damage, or anything else—it must (1) be such as to yieldthe most accurate possible quantitative value, with a definable knowndegree of inaccuracy,i and (2) be properly understood conceptually by thepsychologist and the client. In Tegard to both of these, we must now enteron some technical discussion of test properties,
the attention of that

An intelligence te:

such as occupy much of
psychological Specialist wecall a psychometrist.
st, like any other psychologi
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obviously representing neither a clean-cut g, or a,—will be much nearer

to crystallized intelligence. This confused assumption was not made by

McArthur and Elley in the experiment reported in Table 144, but the

correlations are actually correlations with such a centroid or principal axis

of many tests, a second factor, which they called “education” being set

aside. Somefurther rotation to a more complete simple structure could be

done, and,in our view, the first column is not pure gr but has some ad-

mixture with a,. Nevertheless, perhaps because of their relative freedom

from specifics, it is noteworthy that the Culture-Fair and the Raven

Matrices rank highest in validity against this general factor in a represcnta-

tive array of suchintelligencetests.°

TABLE 14-4

Loadings (Saturations) When General a

by Varied Collection of Intellectual Ability Measures
Factoris Defined

Presumed Cryst. Insel,
Presumed!

or Educ. Factor

Test &

Rav. Progressive Matrices
Lorge-Thorndike Fig. Class. 58

Lorge-Thorndike No. Series
Lorge-Thorndike Fig. Anal. 7A

lolz-Crowder Fig. Ch.

Ho
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Cal. Test Ment. Matur. Logical
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It might perhaps be expected that a, subtests would correlate mutually

more highly, in the sense that they share common educational variance as
well as common g, variance, but the gy variance which they shareis that of

an earlier age, and somewhat shot with error through the passage oftime.
Thus if we look at, say the 13- to 14-year-old data in Table 6-4 (page
116) we find the loading of g; on historical g,, i.e., gray, is better than
that for g, (ag); but the latter also loads the educational experience
factor .32. Thus the communality (on gyny) of the g, test is .69, while that
of g, (ag) is V.632 + .322 = .71. But, there seemsno intrinsic reason why
tests for gp should not eventually be constructed that have relatively little
specific factor variance (J. L. Horn and H. H. Anderson, and the present
writer are at present experimenting with some promising forms) whereas
it seems unlikely that the specificity in such tests as vocabulary size, de-
ductive reasoning, and the N primary will ever be severely reduced.
The culture-fair and crystallized ability intelligence tests first must be

validated against different factors (conceptualcriteria) consistent with their
different meanings and purposes. Secondly, the extra properties demanded
of the culture-fair test must not be expected of the traditionaltest. It mustshow nodifference of level among groups in widely different cultures whenthey are otherwise equal, as evidenced on page 485 above, and,in the pres-
entvalidity context, it must show the samefactor structure across cultures.®‘The upper part of Table 14-3 comparesthe loading of the identical C. F.
test—the IPAT Scale 3, Adult form—given in America and in Germany,with excellent agreement. Thirdly, one must recognize that the correlationagreement of culture-fair and traditional tests should not be indefinitely;calenponof:aSpurious conceptionofvalidity. They should,in a typ-

+ Say, N-year-olds, correlate only about0.5. For the pure2 and ag factors would normally correlate about 0.6 and, with imperfecttest validity, an r of about 0.5 might be expected between two good tests.This last point deserves stressi ies Ssing, because of th i hichit 38 overlooked, and also because  Pequency with w.

. , and estimating the validi i iwith that pool. The probability is t 2 nee each by its correlationhat the newer, culture-fair tests will beoutnumbered by the others, and that the centroid of the group—while

® The question of establishiablish identi * . .
OF anxiety—as it 'sbing the identity of a particular concept—suchasintelligence

expressesit: ‘ . :plex but vital one & self across different Cultures or at different ages, is a com-
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obviously representing neither a clean-cut g; or a,—will be much nearer

to crystallized intelligence. This confused assumption was not made by

McArthur and Elfey in the experiment reported in Table 14-4, but the

correlations are actually correlations with such a centroid or principal axis

of many tests, a second factor, which they called “education” being set

aside. Somefurther rotation to a more complete simple structure could be

done, and, in our view, the first column is not pure gy, but has some ad-

mixture with a,. Nevertheless, perhaps because of their relative freedom

from specifics, it is noteworthy that the Culture-Fair and the Raven

Matrices rank highest in validity against this general factor in a representa-

tive array of suchintelligencetests.°

TABLE 14-4
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It might perhaps be expected that a, subtests would correlate mutually
more highly, in the sense that they share common educational variance as

well as commongy variance, but the g, variance which they share is that of

an earlier age, and somewhat shot with error through the passage oftime.

Thus if we look at, say the 13- to 14-year-old data in Table 6-4 (page
116) wefind the loading of g; onhistorical B Le, gen), is better than

that for g. (ag); but the latter also loads the educational experience
factor .32. Thus the communality (on gyn)) of the @ test is .69, while that
of g. (ag) is V.632 + .322 = .71. But, there seems nointrinsic reason why
tests for g; should not eventually be constructed that have relatively little
specific factor variance (J. L. Horn and H. H. Anderson, and the present
writer are at present experimenting with some promising forms) whereas
it seems unlikely that the specificity in such tests as vocabulary size, de-
ductive reasoning, and the N primarywill ever be severely reduced.
The culture-fair and crystallized ability intelligence tests first must be

validated againstdifferent factors (conceptualcriteria) consistent with their
different meanings and purposes. Secondly, the extra properties demanded
of the culture-fair test must not be expected of the traditional test. It must
show nodifferenceof level among groups in widely different cultures when
they are otherwise equal, as evidenced on page 485 above, and, in the pres-
entvalidity context, it must show the same factor structure across cultures.®
The upper part of Table 14-3 compares the loading of the identical C. F.test—the IPATScale 3, Adult form—given in America and in Germany,with excellent agreement. Thirdly, one must recognize that the correlation
agreement of culture-fair and traditional tests should not be indefinitely
high In supportof” a spurious conception of validity. They should, in a typ-
ical groupof, say, cighteen-year-olds, correlate only about0.5. For the pure
bl and ag factors would normally correlate about 0.6 and, with imperfect
Ssnatdity, an r of about 0.5 might be expected between two good tests.
itis overtone deserves stressing, because of the frequency with which
principal axis on also because of the habit of taking a pool orfirst
ously administered. ond of a battery of several intelligence tests simultane-
with that pool. The an baths the validity of each byits correlation
outnumbered by theothe ility is that the newer, culture-fair tests will be

others, and that the centroid of the group—while
® The questio ishi Siar ot
or amity fuablishing the identity of a particular concept—suchasintelligenceplex but vital one pre ses itself across different cultures or at different ages, is a com-
evitably been encount ot agptance of generality of psychological laws. It has in-
though the reader concern {nd touched on briefly at several points in this book,
reading elsewhere (Catt i seriously to answerit must be referred to more technical
to statistical opinion ete . 1969b, 1970a; Meredith, 1966). An answer acceptable
fair test) the weights fo. ° ue in comparisons of scores across cultures (on a culture-
cultural factor (Cattell, sya afactor taken from which has been called a trans:N cultures on each of n Vantaa ahis fs the factor obtained by taking the meansofcovariance, but is direct! ariables and factoring them. It deals only with intergroup

irectly applicable to the differences of groups and uses the same
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relate mutually, This n i i

object of the test. And 3) oeabit, soeeclent to ot on ihe

ues to measure the same psychologicaltrait when idon differ i con

tio re ine i used on different popula-

dictuCowhich claims to apply).” Regarding consistency, Pelonius’s

nt not th ° yself be true, and it follows as the night the day, thou

testof lonen ie false to any man” applies as well to tests as to men,since

ability coef consistency cannot maintain the validity it has. The depend-

the twat itseneat is usually not only an evaluation of the consistency of

people. wh . out of the precision of the administrative conditions and the

ee o administer it. Dependability coefficients are usually around

.85 to 0.95 forintelligencetests, the higher values for tests of an hour or

more, the lowerfor fifteen-minute lengths.

or Homogenciy can be calculated either by correlating random split halves

chon att erringbone homogeneity, in which parts are symmetrical. If a

h ainment test, covering English, math, geography, etc., had its

omogencity calculated in the first way, there would be something wrong

with the test if it were not low. It would be much higher, in such a “pat-

fered test, if geography items were split in two and so on, by the herring-

one coefficient. A high homogeneity—in the sense of the alpha coefficient

as calculated by Cronbach—is by no means always desirable. An intelli-

gencetest is strictly a patterned rather than an homogenized test, because

subtests do and should spread over different specifics. Consequently only

a herringboneindexis appropriate.

. The conceptof transferability is a new and important 0

tion. For example, it is obvious that one of the importa!

culture-fair and traditional tests js the far higher trans

former. To measure transferability one must obtain the fa

‘o be compared, thus:
the test in the two populationst

ty =buiTit**
+ burTk

te = bioTi $7" + byeTe

ete., are the test scores (for any individual) on

he loadings on populations 1 and 2. A pattern

out between the two serics of b's (k in

(Cattell and Warburton, 1968),

ne in test evalua-

nt differences of

ferability of the

ctor structure of

(14,3a)

(14.3b)

where t, and tz, by, and bis

populations 1 and 2, and t

similarity coefficient, Tp worked

each) has been called the fidelity coefficient

though the simpler expression of transferability, Ty, is

1==Tk =5,

of the concept vali

(14.4)

dity coefficient (as

is the standard deviation ch the test should
where Oo,

c

Fisher’s Z) over the standard sct of populations to whi

apply.

ach of these coefficients, there is also an index, expressing she

‘ryalion to another. A full discussion of

10 Corresponding to ¢

shift of mean score whe

Soil

these validity and consistenc

ven in Catte

and Warburton, 1967.

from one situal

ts and their operational use is gin changing
y concep’



TABLE 14-4 (continued)

Loapincs IN DirFereNtT ANALYSIS, TOGETHER WITH CORRELATIONS WITH2ACHIEVEMENT AND SOCIAL STATUS OF PARENTS?
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

g Soe. Achiev.
Test loading Status Tests
IPAT Culture-Fair 79 24 35
Raven Matrices -78 .23 AL
Lorge-Thorndike Fig. Class. 58 AS 31
Lorge-Thorndike No.Series 55 19 41
Lorge-Thorndike Fig. Anal. 14 .26 39
Lorge-Thorndike Total 75 27 7
Holz-CrowderSeries 46 31 49
Holz-Crowder Fig. Ch. 52 22 39Cal. Test Ment. Matur. Non-Lang. -62 18 38
Cal. Test Ment. Matur. Lang. 58 41 -66
Cal. Test Ment. Matur. Total 38 65LaycockIntelligence Test 68 35 64

? McArthur and ElleMc '¥ Conclude:(1) Culture-reducedtests sample the generalintellectualability factor as well as or bettertl

The extensive work of McArthur and Elley has also asked and answered(as far as one research center can) a number of other necessary ques-tions. They conclude, for example, that culture-reduced tests in general(samples covered in the lower part of Table 14-4): (1) measure theSpearman general ability factor as well as or better than conventional testsand (2) show reduced or even Negligible correlations with the specificPrimaries in, for example, verbal and numerical ability. Farther, theirresults (McArthur and Elley, 1963) agree with the experience of thePresent writer in Sampling different cultures, in that they demonstrated(3) that the CF tests show

(2) its homogeneity, the degree to which iss part cor-
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forms. “ ic? princifon ns)onthe :“telescorte principe, so that the psychologist in dire straits

ones 4 . one form only twenty minutes (just twelve and

e-half minutes of actual testing time), but can extend to forty minutes

or even an hour and a half (using Scales 2 and 3, A and B).

hi Since, as Horn has shown (1967), @ person’sability as such, not merely

as performance on

a

test, suffers some function fluctuation from day to

ay, no ascertainment of intelligence for any important decision should

rest on a single test session, regardless of its Jength. Fatigue, sickness,etc.

take their toll of examination performance. A testing on perhaps four

occasions, spread over as many months, would be a reasonable practical

standard for scholarship selection. No accurate data yet exists on the actual

magnitude of function fluctuation. It is usually a hidden part of the total

unreliability of a measure (the rest being test undependability), as indi-

cated by the following:

og, =1l- r= os +074

efficient, r., simply from retesting

mposed of both admin-

tainable dependability

o?,, in the trait itself.

ding function fluc-

(14.5)

Heres refers to the obtainable stability co

after a lengthy interval. But the variance 0°, is co

istrative test error, Oa estimatable from the ob’

coefficient, rz, and the unknown function fluctuation,

Since 07, = 1 — 14 we can obtain o%, and a correspon

tuation coefficient, r;, thus:
ee

navi= Vi = 194+ 1s

whence (14.6)

a, = ry ry

ell as certain dR analysis of the 16 P.F. by the

for intelligence, fluid or crystallized, is not unity.

not to be treated as an absolutely fixed trait,

but as intrinsically given to its own

if o, is accepted as aboutfive

pout three points of 1.Q.

nce measurement in

The work of Horn, as W

present writer, show thatrr

Thatis to say, intelligence is

variable only because the test varies,

unitary butslight diurnal fluctuation. In fact,

points of I.Q., a present guess might be that or is al

In connection with estimating error in intellige

various applied situations, it has sometimes been suggested that (3). the

score will fluctuate primarily with motivation change (not the dual

intelligence change above) for the same person, and (b) that the individu

hysici:
i ‘om the mother's womb, it is unlikely that anything

Physicianremoves
Hetice tet will be developed.” This statemen othcoroo

ls

culture free and innate (physiology doeson ipremarks
are on 3 P:

prandae'ssccert
ion, proceeds

Hyosesatronomers
know how bot 2 star is? When they

ae
: hi

get up there with the oven thermometer I'l believe it- eean
d fereas

degree of culture-fairn
ess has been give

cS 7s .
en above, Pas oa th. fh tests "aa the

MacArthur (1968,p- 121) has recently said, the firm conclusionth)
retyded

IPAT [Culture-Fair] an ‘Thornsid the Lorge-
dike Non-Verbal

;

testing programs”
where good intelligence

assessments
are vital.



tain species of test type has some degree of validity, both its
and validity will increase with its length. In any talk ofrelative

therefore, one must beware of generalizing without knowing the
each test and without correcting for this. Obviously the first and
listake any practitioner can make is to use a test of less validity
tour than other available tests. A concept of standard validity, and
< more complex concept of an index of efficiency (amount of
decision-making per unit of time) have been proposed by Cattell
burton (1967) forfinal evaluation of intelligence tests in general
By these standards the new CF—culture-reduced—type ofintelli-
it is equal to or better than most conventional tests now so preva-
€ appliedfields.
rst, most widespread fallacy in discussing intelligence test validity
om a failure to distinguish concept (“construct”) and concrete
, and clearly to abandon the myth that some single, universal
validity is possible for intelligence tests. The latter is implicit in
on that a good intelligence test should correlate higher with school
ance, or someold intelligence test, than a former one. But intelli-
a concept, fixed by a particular, defined factor, and the true eval-

if any test is by a validity coefficient against that factor. The mere
tion that Test X correlates with some older intelligence test maytle. Two oldertests maycorrelate +0.7 with each other, but a new- Still correlate 0.7 with one of these associated criteria and zero
e other! Apart from such statistical embarrassments, the wholee of assigning validity to a new test by correlating it with an oldas ludicrous as validating a recent estimate of the sun’s distanceone made by Copernicus, or the boiling point of pure hydrogenthe value accepted fifty years ago. Truth in science is not handedY apostolic succession, and the validity of, say, a culture-fairintelli-est has little to do withits correlation with the Binet, but only withSe, experimentally determined correlation with g, (or in the case of
onal test with a,)—the conceptit aims to measure. Actually, fewonal tests in popular use have provided good evidence of theirStructure factor Saturation, and fewerstill have checks across severalanalytic experiments on different samples, Results, as in Table 14-3IPAT Culture-Fair and the WAITS,are not easy to obtain.tcond Common weakness in testing is to use too short a test to getMe reliability. The Stanford-Binet typically takes thirty to forty‘8 orchildren, the WAIS forty to ninety minutes, and the Otis thirty‘Ss. The IPAT Culture-Fair!! Scales are made in four equivalent
«ding the use, in intelligence test tith“Teduced,ete.,

io
of the terms culture-fair, culture-free+ there has been much unni : :ecessary hedging. No one—even when
absolute sense, i.c., in any sense other
ure.” The standard tribal reaction of

y the possibility of a culture-free test. Thus Goslin (1966,meone can succeed in creating a test to be given as the

atin which a city says i i
I

yS its water is “sists has been to den
Y) asserts, “Unless so
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ch
oe

Seonstimuli, some of which would convey emotional mean-

intelligence tin igent person, could provide an avenueto noncooperative

is indicated b We. A second approach, with reasonably good correlations

the brain \ y the work of Ertl (1966) and of Horn (1969) measuring

sadirect nen response to virtually any kind of stimuli. A third form of

beginning wi i denintelligencetests exists in the humortest of intelligence,

and the . wil the work of Luborsky and developed by Tollefson (1959)

pends fa nstitute for Personality and Ability Testing. The humor test de-

that if nprinciple on having twolevels of sophistication in each joke, such

humorous ie tle point is seen, joke A is intrinsically, emotionally, more

Disguised than B, but if only perceived at a grosslevel, B js funnier than A.

stat as a taste in humor” test, it is useful with groups whose role

us or personal insecurity might make them unwilling to take a labelled

intelligence test.

of all conditions,
validity of intelligence testing,

is technically defined as fest sop

Adkins (1937), Thouless (see

Williams (1962), Heim (1949-

children first meet intelligence tes

them, a steady improvementof score ©

the first occasion, three on the second and so on,in slight, but statistically

significant increments for the first two or three repetitions. This gain,

through getting familiar with “the rules of the game,” the layout, the timing

conditions,etc.,
is greatest

he second occasion, but may

that contribute to in-

as inequalities in what

histication. AS pointed out in the work of

Cattell, 1936¢, Vernon, 1954), Burt and

1950), Vernon (1954), and others, when

ts and are given repeated exposure to

ceurs. It may be four I.Q. points on

short of actual test sabotage,

none is so serious

from the first to t times sixth

be detectable as late as between the fourth, fifth, and somel

administrations.
Test sophistication js just as operative in culture-fair as

is concerned, both this effect

s testing in schoolis

dily be reduced to trivial proportions by

» scheme. Thereby children would be

annual medical examination,
from

ny connection with stressful com-

at an age when some important

nal counselling,
or at scholarship

e of individual differences from

fferent situations of testing. In

ticated in tests—for something

in traditional tests. As far 2

and function fluctuation could rea

planning a wise “test installation

routinely tested once a year, as in an

nursery school years onward, without 4)

petitions hanging on the result. Then,

advice has to be given, eB in yocatio:

selection, evidence would be available fre

test sophistication, and averaged across di

testing a new individual—possibly
unsophis'

)

of importance,
and especially in carrying out research comparisons

of

means between disparate social groups, it shouldbe routine to test, with

intervals between, on A, B, C,etc., forms of the intelligence scale, and to

“throw away”thefirst two.

In decisions on whether, when, and ho ‘

that the obtaining by examination of a psychologica’
™ t

several diverse functions and effects. It may act as 4 guide for decision-

making on classifications
and curricula in educational

and occupational

institutions, It may> alternatively help the individual to evaluate his past

one must never forget

w to test,

| measuremen
t has
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differences in actual test score are, to an appreciable extent, actually differ-
ences in motivation, Equation (12.5) above recognizes that ergic tension
and sentiment developmentlevels play their part, but technical analyses
suggest that the strength of motivation in test-taking does not play nearly
so large a role as the layman is inclined to suppose.” Lay critics have
wished to account for significant differences found between whole groups
and classes as due to differences in interest in school work and perception
of community role (and interest in social service and personal ambition
being called “middle class” morality, forsooth!). In commenting on this,
let us be clear that lesser interest may powerfully effect the generation of
crystallized from fluid intelligence. (This is an instance of an effect in the
developmental as opposed to the action equation [page 334.]) Interpreta-
tion of such motivation-intelligence relations is then misleading only if we
confuse crystallized and fluid intelligence. Naturally, in any large groupthere will always be a few individuals who “sabotage” a test by sheer non-cooperation, and the frequency of these will vary with the morale of thegroup. In the past, such gross effects have been included in impressions ofthe general unreliability of testing, but psychometrists now have techniquesfor detecting such cases and analyzing the distinct sources of unreliability.

This raises the intriguing question of whether one can estimate a per-son’s intelligence without his being willing for one to do so—instances ofwhich arise in management, with business executives too dignified to betested, and in criminal cases where mental defect is pleaded. As to “rights”of being tested, it is everyone’s right to estimate anyone’s intelligence andto hide his own if for some peculiar reason he wishes to do so, When JuliusCaesar,as an unknown, was captured by pirates, he gave them such animpression of a “good-natured-stupid” person that he was able, as hejocularly Promised them, to come back and hang the lot. Had theyTecruited a psychologist, as some modern Pirates in Madison Avenue do,they might haveescaped their deserts, since a number of means are nowavailable for indirectly estimatingintelligence,
ees12reteete to intelligence, in the ways discussed in Chap-. galvanic skin reflex, blood pressure or breathing

"2 To recapitulate w it is found i i
. 3

generally that increased moti-tion,burmoney affect scores on simple activities, like rate of tapping or cancella-
gments. Average changes of the order of‘

motivation di if the
test is unspeeded), Outside the laboratory motivation manipalaeeeeethepretation found between lower performance and lower motivation isi¢ to causal inn ihe Opposite direction, i.c., to experience oftest situation, 7 k modicum ofintrinsic motivation suffices in thebea ateineone with Preliterate Primitive tribes, who certainly had no motiva-incorporate intelligence testing, Porteus (1937)cient to get all attention necessary for dependable° prchologiat eectivencss of testing must naturally betee Bist, Ose skills should encompass approaches© “rapport” and motivation level in any group heis testing.

almost certainl

Wgmenta) Performa:
left to the tra
whih gen,

rio nce. Some part
ining of th,

crate an adequa:
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piecosts delayed, andIess accurate one which life experience mayoffer,

religious v most vital. The vital issue concerns by what philosophical or

ead aeh he is encouraged to meet these facts. In a recent, widely

in , John Gardner (1958) points out that a child can adjust to be-

u ig good or bad at games, whereas a statement abouthis intelligence is a

total judgment” whichis “central to his self-esteem.” As a commonsense

observation, no one would wantto disagree with this, but there is some-

thing wrong with the human value system if it cannot give consolation to

all individuals in accepting the facts of individual differences in gifts. It is

one thing to say that society, for its own good, must reduce the number of

lowintelligence births;it is quite another to say that an individual at those

levels, being born, should not be fully esteemed as a human being in the

community. The value system or religion to which humanity has striven is

one which seeks to preserve the individual’s serenity in face of success or

life or death—though as indi-

failure, superiority or inferiority to others,

viduals, in misfortune even the best formula may come hard.

It is instructive to the social psychologist in this area to gain perspective

from cultural anthropology by contrasting the philosophies of Russia and

the liberal West. Russia uses educational examination systems but not

psychological tests, and rejects the notion that any ability difference can

be innate. The West seeks 2 philosophy, mainly in Christianity and Juda-

ism, that individualdifferences
are to be accepted without envy and malice.

The former seeks to handle the problem of adjustment and self-respect in

the citizen who eventually perceives his lowly status in aa occupational

meritocracy by the ad hoc device of inverting class snobbery. The lowly

handworkerdese
rveshis full dignity;it is questionable w

hether the inversion

oftelling the proletarian worker that he js the supreme dictator is the best

solution, Western culture seeks to handle ¢ ;fferences of social role

by recognizing the equality in d in communion of ever,‘y human

soul. The ultimate excellence i s, not worldly success or

intelligence (which latter St. Paul and other saints have repeatedly put

in its place”). Freedom, equality of human value, and equality of op-

portunity might be called Democracy
I, but there 38 also abroad in poli

and in newspapers
a DemocracyII,

which asserts that all could be actually

equalin talents, and resents adjustment of opportunity to talents, €-8- 19

the schools. Since education,
if applied inversely, cannot, according

to our evidence, obliterate differences in intelligences

democracy would be reduced to manipulating the bir

standard deviation of 1.Q. Whetherthis were jone bylev

down, or squeezing to the middie, it would probably give

the

drt ure

of greater social solidarity an ity. Social engineers Of WET

may decide that some movement0!
ind, by leveling uP porn not

desirable (since there is a sense in which even Democracy Bo' since in

made;for it has proven unworkable with too range). st ‘here

any yet conceivable society» 2 wide diversity of tasks sevation tLe.

probably exists for each society 1 optimum standard devi
.

which needs to be maintained.

rate to reduce the

cling UP, leveling

the desired result
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and plan his future. As he comes to know his capacities (and to integrate
them in his plans) it may evenaffect his personality. Testing is also likely
to affect the organization and fate of society as a whole, in ways glimpsed
in the last section. If the diverse purposes of selection, guidance, group
organization, self-appraisal, etc., are kept in perspective, and the psy-
chometric properties of tests are not properly understood, tests can be
misused and complaints against testing can accumulate. Testing programs,
like any other procedures affecting admissions to this and that important
opportunity, job and school promotions, and various human contacts and
contracts (seen mostfatefully in psychometric marriage counselling! ), are
bound to become the focus of emotional disputes, and such disputes need
to be intelligently avoidedorsettled.

Tworules are vital here: (1) that the nature of the test results, includingtheir degree ofreliability, should be understood by all concerned, and (2)that misguided Philosophies that would effect selection and attitudes toselection when these are effected by any technical means should not beallowed to mistake the means for the end and attack testing per se. Thesecan be illustrated, first, by the vexed question of whether a student, orother client, should be allowed to know his own test results. There arean alarming numberof teachers and psychologists who, in one and the samehour, will preach in class the Philosophers’ ideal “Know thyself,” and shaketheir heads in a professional stand against giving the individual knowledgeof histest results.
Obviously, the results can

plained for him to understan
and unstable that he cannot

only be given to the studentif enoughis ex-
d their true nature, if he is not so immature
absorb them,

I
ts not only a person’splans, but also his Personality. Indeed, as we have seen in Chapter 12,knowledge of one’s abilities and their limitations, even if obtained roughly,through life experience, rather than more exactly through tests, affectsPersonality, i

° - i S motivation, while a high score mayuse superciliousness, Experiment shows, hawever, that people usuallyhave a far more exact (but not Publicly confessed) self-image in a great» than the onlooker would suspect. They have severalia Ow good-looking they are, how intelligent, how physicallywena,even Without an “intrusion” of testing. The argument that anintelligence test, ora labelled classification into streams in school, or re-
section from a university does damage to personality ignores the main€ painful, but that d

decidedly less painfi
the issue of whether a
of his talents by abili

salutary for adjustment, and
Mportant thoughitis .what more accurate view Person should get a some

ty testing or continue with
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7. ON THE EFFECTIVE

EDUCATIONAL AND

COMMUNITY USE OF ABILITY

RESOURCES

It is endemic in educational circles—espe-

s—to believe that schools are not doing as

lead to somesolid research, but they

d fashions. These latter make the

1 but constructive scientist,

fe work as 2 house where

cially in parents’ association

well as they might. These misgivings

also open the door to cycles of fads an

house of education, for a reasonably skeptical

as uncomfortable and unsuitable for steady li

the wife is forever changing the furniture around. Most “action research-

ers” are at the end oftheir scientific tether and in a state of frantic guess-

work. Our concern in this book, however, can fortunately be sharply

focused on that aspect of education that has specifically to do with the

effective use of resourcesofability.

Thepsychologist contributes to this field, hopefully, a clearer recognition

of the structure ofabilities, of their nature-nurture ratios, their growth, and

their contribution. His research has affected ideas about the age at which

certain topics can be profitably taught; it has pointed to “streaming,”i.€.,

classification by mental age similarity, to ensure @ Tess scattered class in-

terest and to permit faster progress of the above-average; and it has en-

sues concerning the fraction of the

abled clearer ideas to be formed on is On,

population that can attend universities without their ceasing to be institu-

tions of advanced learning.

Amongthe valuable soul-

all the resources of ability in

time, many European children,

in the English Grammar school or the German jum,

intheEnglishGrampee Strona] means. To 1208)nce
chologists came forward to support scholarship systems Wl y

tests, in one of the most socially effective uses of psychological testing yet

recorded, However, public dissatisfaction has been registered evena
we

most just and technically ¢
hildren 1

fficient selection of bright ¢!

sired classes where they can move together faster. Teachers of other classes

object that the cream has been taken off their student group, anc parent

are unconvincedth
at their children are not as bright as the Jones sin the

1940s and 1950s, Britain handled the issue not on scien mee
but

on social and political terms; e defunct and unreliab!re inter ioeol

teacherrating on
intelligence were substituted for the objective test.

ators is the concern that not

the country may be properly utilized. At one

fit for advanced, selective education, ¢8-,

Gymnasium, missed this

searchings of educ:

cannot possibly predict

riment shows these

power may

h auditory

both English

and (b) they

bal content. Expe
nyolve much spatial ability,

ver
i .

visualization
y because they have no el

correct.

that (a) they mustii
verbal learning abilit:

hasty conclusions to be in f

exist and must be corrected in the future
ae, as

andtactile powers. But the prediction of verbal seaCE aes as from" crystallized

and Chinese languages,is essentially 48 good from

intelligence measure in either of those languages:
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The object of the last few paragraphs of digression into values is to
makeclear that much dispute about psychologicaltesting is by no means
new, and certainly not inherent in testing, but belongs to any method,
however ancient, of estimating differences in capacity and promise, and its
settlement belongs to morality and values. ‘The increased precision and
analytical and predictive power of testing have simply broughtthe issue to
a sharper focus. Testing has been demonstrated (Eysenck, 1960) to be
decidedly more accurate than interviewing, and, passed through the com-
puter anonymously, its judgments are obviously more free of prejudice
than those made socially. What could be more ironical, therefore, thanthe recent regressions in some British and a few American schools fromtesting for scholarship or promotion with its alleged “invidious selections”to disposal according to the headmasters’ opinions of many only vaguelyknown pupils!

Nevertheless, the sheer increase of scientific
and the guidanceoflives which increasin,
genetics, learning theory,
foundeffects on social o
sophisticated analysis it

precision through testing,
sly opens up through knowledge of

and the natural history of abilities, may have pro-
rganization. For example, if it were true (as, in
is not) that the decline of fluid intelligence fromages twenty-five to sixty-five invalidated Promotion by seniority, rationalOrganization would turn upside down much that we now take for granted.For example, if this fluid intelligence curve held for all men, and if social

testing is accepted asa valuable aid, and it should be technically well done. If the triadic theoryof Capacities, powers, and agencies Survives further research, the practiceof ability testing must, in due course,
lity te begin to follow the theory. Predictionof an individual’s performance and due counseling on his best areas of fu-ture accomplish: i ire a broader Spectrum battery in the2

ers not only g;, but also

g

,

and g,. Sucha design of the ide also a firm view of thedistribution ofhis provincial powers—the p’s for visualization, auditory ability, and sopment of his agencies—a,, Qa, as, and,tallized intelligence, a,. With improvedand moreefficienttesting in a given time (asSt), it should surely become possible to makeurvey of an individual’s abilities in about threerelatively Spotty coverage in existing tests, we canmaries and obtain separate Measures of crystallizedence by traditional and culture-fair tests.
FairScales 1, 2, and 3 (for children, high school students, andcsenting the outcome of the present writer's basic research overon fluid intelligence, use four different subtests in the search for€n time and variety ¢; Contrast the Raven matrices test). A not in-On of teachers and laymen, on Casual inspection of such tests, is

of course, their summation in crysdelineationc of these abilities,in Horn’s primary abilities te4 comprehensive triadic shours. Though we have a
at least test the main pri
andfluid general intellig
‘3 The IPAT Cutture-
superior adults) repr
the years since 1940
a compromise betwe
frequentfirst Teacti
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Although we have presented some evidence, ¢.g., from Terman’s study of

the gifted and from factor-analytic findings, that intelligence is positively

related to character qualities and freedom from neurosis, a sense of per-

spective requires one to remember that the correlation is very slight. The

precise calculation would not be very different from the rough one above,

simplified by assumption of independence. Further,in studentpools selected

mainly for intellectual performance, the hurdle effect (page 470) may in-

duce even a negative correlation of intelligence and character qualities.

Some such negative relation is believed by many to be evident in the aca-

demic profession, for example, which has a rather egregious reputation for

impracticality, unrealism, and the espousing of what this generation calls

beatnik fads. The unpleasant and seldom publicly stated probability is

that—like some other groups selected for sheer intelligence—it contains

many with a neurotic or

a

frivolous incapacity to bring any undertaking to

completion, who would fail and be unemployed in an unprotected, com-

petitive world of individual enterprise. On the other hand,it contains some

of the community’s mosteffective and creative individuals. In short, any

selection for an occupation that is carried out on one factor only—in this

case crystallized intelligence, a,—is likely, by any othercriteria of effective-

ness'* to show a very wide range, since the other factors in effectiveness,

e.g., the personality source traits, may vary across the whole range.

Similar illustration of the phenomenon of a great range of effectiveness,

as well as diversity of area of successful expression, despite intensive

selection to a narrow high band in intelligence, is given 10 Serebriakoff's

fascinating story of the MensaSociety (1966). This group also offers some

illustration of the personality hazards of high intelligence #7 growingUP

in the regular school system. ‘As mentioned above, admission to this soci

requires proof that the individual belongs to the top two Piercent oF Ie

distribution curve.!> Since members have been willing to submitto many

kinds of psychological experiments, some very interestt's Satater

known aboutits properties, as described in Serebriakoff’s book-

14 Even if we takethestill rather abstract performance expt is necessarily the best

acceptable publications to s¢ Js, not because © UA find the median

criterion, but because reliable data can readily be ob

publication rate for faculties of typical universities is Tess than one

yet the rangeis from 0 to 9 or 10. . . special

18 The developmentof the present “two general factor” theory.fetetaseked

bearing on Mensa and on severa! scholarship” select soo intelligence. The s7tit

out originally accepting the theory of a single Spearman iurbiag question “On

into fluid and crystallized intelligence concepts presetsnately to be made?” Tor al-

which of the two factors, a, OF Ef is the selectiot 7 (ihe r would be higher 19 at

though they may correlate between ‘i and z wat nt and jowct in an oldsr and

educational system which adjusts opportunity: in B06 will sull Iead 19 mat die

more age-scattered group), 3 correo
get, st can|

crepancyinthemember?Ofhe top 2% BY Mos intelligencenets

30% ofite 266 with the top 2° bythe Fe toe allied ab ad the WAT

both the Cattell Test (Harrap, London)—3 erytallu®

ressed by contribution of

journals,

a
tained on it,

article per eat
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remedy lay in a change of values which would dissolve academic snob-
bery and recognize the equal worthiness of the man with the hammer
andsickle.

If we assume that a reasonably satisfactory testing installation has di-
rected, e.g., via scholarships, the best ability to the available educational
services, another problem still arises in the modern world. If an institution
—the university—which in Europe shaped itself to take 1 in 50 of the
school-leaving group, now takesin 1 in 5, can it remain the same in methods
and aims, or must it be completely recast? Some hope for the former is
offered by what we have seen in the plot of the cultural pressure factor
(page 419) namely a four- orfive-fold increase in the need for persons in
professional and more complex occupations. Except for the question of
whether we have resources in the distribution curve of 2 to meet these
needs, it seems functional for the university to take in more students and
still aim at the same curricula. On the other hand, some writers justly
point out that we are in danger of converting children of fine craftsmen,
skilful carpenters, and master electricians, into mediocre novelists and
second-rate musicians.

The question of internal changes of curricula being beyond our presentassignment, Jet us assume that the problem is one of finding talent for theuniversities as we now know them, catering expressly for the professionssuch as law, engineering, teaching, and medicine. Let us assume—the figureis not exactly known—that (on a sigma of 16 points) the student who ex-Pects to be successful in obtaining the Ph.D. has to stand at I.Q. 130 orabove. Then, since a country likeove. America has, according to the I.Q. dis-tribution curve, between one and two million above I.Q. 130, but only50,000 to 100,000 Ph.D.’s, one might conclude that at least nine-tenthsof those capable of such education never get to this level of qualification.There is a systematic fallacy in such simple calculations that our study ofhuman Tesources above exposes. It arises again from “single factor think-ing.” The psychologist fully recognizes (Equation 12.3 above) that achiev-ing a Ph.D. with an LQ. of 130 Tequires also an emotional stability (Cfactor) Rot less than average (possessed by only half the population),Sinceaatly for superego Strength (G factor), and desurgency (F factor).nee fens three factors are virtually uncorrelated,it is evident with eventhe necessa on) y; that but one Person in 2°, i.¢., one in eight will havedoctoral study,Considersne” an I.Q. over 130 to sustain the necessary

intelligence-demanding occupations. In medi-for example, the practical demands of internship and
many whohad atleast the forti-

cine and teaching,
classroom teaching

equate to the demands of the per-‘ations in medicine and teaching,
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Nevertheless, the consensus of data from this and other “high test”

groups shows,first, that their members are largely in the professional occu-

pational status range as expected (Serebriakoff, 1966,p. 114) and—more

importantly for our present educational enquires—that they had been suc-

cessfully located and aided by the scholarship system. In spite of this during

their school experience, they did not escape scars arising from their un-

usual intelligence. Their autobiographical reports suggest that the chief

hazards of the highly intelligent child are: (1) boredom and resentment

when having to “mark time” in class with the average; (2) becoming the

target of jealousy from others aroused by their high classroom performance

andtheir being “teacher’s pet;” (3) having to simulate popularinterests and

to avoid true self-expression in order to be well accepted by the peer group.

At the opposite end of the “exceptional child” range are the hazards of

the borderline mental defective intelligence, which again include: (1) bore-

dom and resentment at having to try the (to him) difficult and meaningless

tasks done by the ordinary class; (2) a sense of failure in the whole school

situation; and (3) 2 difficulty in sharing interests with peers in the social

world. Most school systems have solved this problem as far as possible

by special classes for one or both of these types of exceptional child. But

every child is in a sense exceptional, and some systems have accordingly

gone the whole way and made in large schools as many as three or four

streams of progress by segregating according to ability.
.

These indications of maladjustment from deviation toward either end

of the intelligence scale provoke us to turn next to the controversies which

have sprung up about “streaming” in connection with the British “eleven

plus selection,” and in America in connection with varying emphases on

advancedclasses
in high school. First, the allocation of children of widely

different intelligence to different types of school (in this case, or streams in

general) undoubtedly aids class teaching, enables the bright to move muck

faster, and the less bright to have a more kindly adapted caeb
y

Secondly, the objection that the average class performance is
lifte " ,y

having more bright children in it is beside the point. The coercionsayi

the end, equal and opposite—the bright is equally bentto t ° one

the less bright—and the question js rather, how muchtension an
irdly, sling 35

tion from mixing different levels can be tolerated.” Thirdly, Jabeling
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shows that, like a group of academic prima donnas, the community of
Mensa has not been an easy one to run. Though its members have the
redeeming quality (in a world where serious reading habits are sadly re-
duced), that “mostof them seldom or never watchtelevision” (Serebriakoff,
1966, p. 143), it is also true according to a senior member, that “Their
beliefs are provisional, their intellectual loyalties temporary, they are un-
disciplined, errant, unorthodox, and they disagree both with authority and
with each other” (op.cit., p. 121).16

Culture-Fair Scale 3—a fluid abilit
have in fact been disconcerted as 1
came concretely evident.

Thereis a point in all such socialse!
to be one for psychological technici:
values. It has long been recognized.
substantially of university-educated
largest single group [in the 1963-19
eighty-one university lecturers .
forty-six companydirectors .
Steel smelter .. . one wireman

ly test—on the same group of candidates, they
lhe above indicated magnitude of discrepancy be-

lection procedures at which the problem ceases
ans and must be solved by makers of policy and
that the top 2% by an a, test is likely to consist
Persons. Serebriakoff (1966, p. 114) says “The
64 Mensa Register] is that of teachers. There are

. - fourteen barristers . . . twenty-four journalists ...
+ + forty-seven lecturers in mathematics [but only] one+++ one toolmaker-. . one fitter... and two machin-

the highly educated among those selected for high

rpretation that present Mensa selection by conven-; any individuals of high &, and low a,. For in spotsampling with the highest (Scale 3) IPAT Culture-Fair, the present writer has en-countered several instances of very high intelligence indeed in farmers, sailors, garagemechanics, and others whose formal education happened to be slight. Although thePolicy of a group like Mensa is not our concern, a strong argument could be madefor moreselection by culture-fair tests. It would enrich the group with ideas andexperiences outside as many historical figures like Jack London,

tional a, measures is missing m

the academic, suchDarwin, Dostoevski,
intelligence selection

: selection for an education whichstill lies in the future, among
Candidates of very different social bae ‘ chground, an instrument such as the IPATCulture-Fair ig sertainly logically indicated,
‘8 To explain what
here, one may poin

appears te
t out that

and conversationalistic
socie!

o be a certain frivolity in the Personality type selectedthis Sroup volunteers

s obviously atypical! A the present writer made to Terman years ago
OF Studying the intelligence and Petsonali itally, because tentative enquincs found them quite unable to give the time for testing.
oO t. :

8
shots be exuemely cautious, therefore, in considering information on a group

Sted under these Semhtions as reliab}BSS! periog.
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The improvementin allocation of individuals to appropriate education

that the personality psychologist would like to see, but which has so far not

been much thoughtof either by popular reformers or by more conventional

educational psychologists, is the addition of personality and motivation

measurements to the ability batteries. For the evidence of Chapter 12 is to

the effect that they add substantially to the prediction of school achievement

and would eliminate many of the errors in scholarship selection, for ex-

ample, madeby using ability measures alone. Incidentally, the doubts about

giving weight to personality measures because of the assumed greater

plasticity of personality traits are not entirely well founded. The rela-

tive stability depends on the particular abilities and personality traits com-

pared. General intelligence—as gr—is (barring brain injury) admittedly

a more fixed characteristic than, say, area of intellectual interest, or con-

scientious work habits; butit is just as true that temperament traits such as

exuberance (U.I. 21), or independence (ULL, 19) are more steadily char-

acteristic over years than are abilities such as typing speed orfacility in &

foreign language. Personality and even motivation measures have enough

stability to justify their use in academic achievement Or job performance

predictions over several years. However, the argument for their inclusion

in educational psychological work is supplemented and sustained by

quite independentreasons,
namely, that jnasmuch as a clinical psychologis:

can manipulate personality, the removal of obstacles in personally ine

motivation can bring movement to abilities that have been marking time

ane can unlock creative capacities. + society's meeds

‘n our searches for possible sources of socie .

better uses of existing ources, we have considered the birth fat,nd

use of neglected age and sex groups, Bett Ter ‘T more skillful

universities, segregating for more effective developmentes It remains

education of personality and motivation in relation to abiliti ‘4, and then,

to consider the directions in which ability mightbe better tae "the very

in Section 8 which follows, attempts at more basic augmentatlo

s . ial scientist

Springs of ability. Parenthetically,it
will be evident to any soc ‘:

—_—

. 1 ears:

shire villages, found a few instances of able young men missaThe irony

age who nevertheless entered universities later by the WEA her own the corridor”

is that they entered,i-e., were accepted, bY this “back door onose who took the main

moreeasily, ic., at a fower LQ.level than was requir r f professional

path to the university at eleven-plus. Sir Cyril Burt.

for ability, and

sonal situali

experience with intelligence testing in alt 1 oat ing; butt

concludes: “In my opinion, cleven-plus is not (00 one 7american system of avoiding

should be the beginning of 3 continual scrutiny. Res of aptly adjusted streaming

separate types of high school, but developing aM miistinet schools which have tert

within one type, is probably a better device than the &s andit is surely 9 vital part of

criticized in Britain: The latter bring social segregation:Oe wig wath with Hing not

education to know all kinds of people (in Kiplings ? sits social interaction without

lose the common touch”). The general high school perm mon natural

©
+ ing from a com :

losing the advantagesof efficiency of teaching a0 seriate “regret of compention 7

Pace among those in one class and from an approP'

Teal peers,

js unrivaled.

It hinds of educa
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moreorless advancedis criticized as bad for the self-respect of the duller
child. The alternative is for the less able child to be aware of lesser ability
by contrasts forced upon his own consciousness within the class. Either way
he does not escape dangers of knowingheis less able, nor the bright child
the reciprocal dangers of arrogance from feeling he is so precocious. (If
anything, the better cure for the latter is competition with other equally
bright children.) As suggested above, the real remedyhereis one of deeper
ethical values in regard to the acceptance of individual differences and
retention of respectforall people as striving humanbeings.
A fourth and last criticism of classification byintelligence, and specif-

ically of doing so at an early age, is a purely technical one. It is asserted
that decision on a “stream”at eleven years of age, as in Britain, or similar
ages elsewhere—is too tender an age for reliable determination of one’s
educational fate. Just how validly can general ability be measured at, say,ten to twelve years of age? Is enough known aboutthe laws of ability de-velopment to make decisions affecting the nextfive or six years? Answerscan be given only in statistical expressions. To gofirst to a more extremecase, let us admit thatintelligence testing at age four, and our knowledgeof structure there will not permit us to predict about the next five yearswith greater confidence than the Weatherman predicts tomorrow’s weather.But concerning a child eleven years of age, if we are asked what a stipu-lated environment is likely to lead to from a present stipulated set ofstructural test results, our estimate has considerable reliability, providedthe questions are asked in clear analytical form,e.g., what will be the levelof fluid intelligence provided (a) there is i

ig laws, especiallytheory ofability have been checked,accuracy to be given to questions sucup by more extensive sampling of mdictive power from single measures,to measure more frequently—say 9and to arrange Promotion andseleamongthe educational Streamsat s

after more aspects of the triadic
should enable answers of appreciable
h as these. Meanwhile we must make
easurements for what we lack in pre-

Tt would,in short, be desirable practice
nce a year—to base action on averages,
ction schemes to Permitreclassifications
horterintervals,18

inclinedmately a heavy Price. Left wing reformers of the nineteenth century weremanusl he the managerial and entrepreneurial Classes as parasites upon thesighted ind eet Seneration perceives that the creative scientist and the far-sitism seemsrieaie are Sources of wealth for the whole community. Para-she trees ‘able concept in cither directio; lity hasits distinct needs andits distinct services. m for each level of ability
‘8 Actually, even under the eleven.
The present

n
“plus selection stem,“Titer, in teaching

.
such readjustments occurred.Workers’ Educational

Association classes in Devon-
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there not some opti)

risked? The wviceneefrommom . diversity, beyond which disintegration is

Bales, 1955; Cattell andStice. 1960)ie experiment (Hare, Borgatta, and

formance, there is an ideal dey r ss that, for many types of group per-

Does“diversity within an vndigte > iversity that can easily be overshot.

of none?” Does it mean th ta ual” mean @ ‘jack-of-all-trades and master

whofly well only in fine , hocand airline pilots it is good to have some

Economy and th weather and others whoexcel in storms?

almost certainly | © concen of class teaching and school administration

greatest achievablenet aless than optimum variability, but to aim at “the

tional machiner ‘ diversity, "even if we had infinite resources and educa-

actually needs ty for achieving tt, should surely not be our goal. Society

Like an advancin superbly judged balance of specialists and integrators.

core of coordi ing army, it needs scouts in all directions, butalso a uniform

is not likel inated performers. On the one hand, the too unique individual

too “far ove”t «happy and may not even be socially effective, if he gets

we suffer nom: e heard. Nevertheless, Wolfle js right that, as a society,

ciety of which a mass-produce man. (This is particularly true of the so-

social resoure © was once president, the APA.) Abilities are valuable

in the assutnen to the extent that they are not redundant, but fill gaps

in the are network of available abilities. Maxima
l utilization of resources,

means a a of abilities highly subject to training—the agencies

the particulardk education with due regard to the principal of rivalry and

applies no ar diversity of talents that society needs. A
nd the word ‘needs

ahead ot just to today, but implies a vigilant scanning olf the horizon

8. AUGMENT
ING THE SPRINGS

OF ABILITY

hit th :
If a trifling meteorite fifty miles in diameter

fici © Pacific, it could cause such survival problems that, without 2 suf-

iency of men of genius, we should all perish. Crawling on 3 planet's

Precariously stabilized skin, under which exist incredible pressures an

emperatures, and gazing at the vast explosions in an as yet superficially

bt that understanding
through

‘une

a

derstood outer universe, how can

ther psychologic
al qualities are

i ssible means,
ielligence is our only hope? Wh

thekable in man, our concern must be to

aries of human
intelligence.

sou directions we have explored above,

th €s of intelligence, boil down to working ¢

e birth of more individuals at higher intelligence levels,
on

mentally, by maximal educational developments,
(3) in terms of surviva

within a generation, by
increasing the survival rate of the gifted. »

Ologically, by preventing loss of intelligence’ through discase and the agi

Process, (5) by redistribution,
placing available intelligence more shi fe y

whereit is needed, (6) by calling onlitte used groups, ¢-8+ the ot er or

cially among
women, and, as far as one socicty is concerned byence as

wag imectceten ne crore bright and fewer gull from other societies, a7
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that most of the problem of resources with which the social psychologist
is here concerned simply does not exist for most sociologists and econo-
mists. An eminentwriter in those fields has written quite recently (Myrdal,
1963, p. 29) that, because modern society “needs less and less manual
labor” to produce goods, “more and moreof our labor force can then be
engaged in educating our youth... preventing and curingillnesses, advanc-
ing sciences, and intensifying and spreading culture.” This daydream might
be taken seriously if human beings were the “universal robots” that they
often become in sociological and economic theory, i.e., indefinitely inter-changeable units in economic calculations. The reality seems very different
to the psychologist. He recognizes that the resources of intelligence for“curing illnesses” are strictly limited. They are defined by the present,approximately normal, distribution curve of &, which, at least for a genera-tion and probably much longer, is fixed at a mean value that education isunlikely to shift more than trivially.

Although the resources of fluid ability (but not all the general capaci-ties), and the provincial powers (in the triadic model) are largely given, theagencies are as free to develop as the basic fluid ability generator and timewill permit. However, as the reader has been cautioned onceortwice above,the educator must no

» ©., {0 more numerical,
y development; and (b) how much
first question is, of course, the samequesti untered earlier in the context of cultural emphasis.Crystallized intelligence, a is the center of gravity of the a factor devel-Opments, and therefore weare asking here: “What kind of fluid intelligenceis best for our culture?” The educational philosopher’s answerto the formerquestion has been given above, The answeroften given to the latter is:as much as Possible,” though the practical administrator, who wants asmuch education as possible for limited funds, often finds it more effectiveto aim at the opposite, for mass production of a standard product is moreeconomical.

more verbal, or more i ilidiversity of direction is desirable? The

Ss of talents, inasmuch as they can
way. Everyone knows how well a picnicf man can cut woodskilful! another i k-

ing, and so on, One of the clear x ofthe Wealofethene
est expressiar i in;for an array of experts is offered in Deel Woltle’s (1860)corn“tnPersonsofability, it is advantageous for ahievable diversity of talent: diversity withinthe individuate ww members of an occupational group, and among© a society.” Nevertheless, this is a somewhatStatement for so good a Statistician to make. Is
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aged, oreaveation to the differing gr levels of individuals has to be man-

oeaires adj sic fact remains that the best environmental use of potential

Jewels. as Se of different intensities of education according to &

cholen ee iscussed above. Together, these aims require all that the psy-

does gist can do for talent search, and an educational philosophy which

s notcondemn us to the equal and identical treatment of unequals and

the individually different.

ofeebuilding up of crystallized intelligence has its dangers

and nal istakes as well asits opportunities. First, we can cause frustration

maladjustment by demanding a greater complexity than can be reason-

ably reached with the biological, fluid ability levels of the given populations.

Secondly, education can go wrong in direction, setting up 4 bad choice of

relative to the developing di-

acquired skills. (And if a mistake is made,

rection of the culture, a generation has to pass before any new direction

of judgmental skills can be easily set up. For, although it is never too late

to learn, negative transfer can arise between one set of skills in the indi-

vidual’s educational history and another, and the fluid ability level is re-

duced by age so that late acquisition of high-level skills at least proceeds

with more difficulty.) In the English Public Schools and the two older pro-

vincial universities, Oxford and Cambridge, the classics lasted long as the

touchstone and centerpiece of crystallized intelligence. In China, the edu-

cation of the literati and the civil service grew even more out of touch with

the new cultural skills actually required for the survival of that country.

Crystallized intelligence is a great aid to problem-solving in an agreed

area, but in a rapidly changing world its augmentation can be no substitute

for high “mother wit,” Le., Br
.

Actually, the socially most neglected, and potentially most vast improve-

he eugenic improvement

ment of community ability resources awaits US int
pro’

of the large genetic componentin fluid intelligence. Mod
ern genctics 1S mak-

ing rapid strides as 2 science and the possibilitics of dependable positive

action are not far away. Basically such action could include: (a) instituting

a positive differential birth rate throughout the intelligence ranges (b)

encouraging
mutations toward still higher intelligence, and (c) trying

promising hybridization
s. Improvemen

t by (a) Js the main resource an

d breath of society. Howescr, in technical

can operate through the length an
lowenc! tech
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s by multiplicauon
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understand-
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set
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(7) by constructing mechanical servants, such as computers that will not
only do routine tasks but perform feats of reasoning. These seven seem
exhaustive of all possibilities. The third—helping the death rate to favor
the more intelligent—was objectively discussed by Plato, but can be set
aside as relatively unimportant and ethically complex in a medically ad-
vanced community. The last has been discussed sufficiently in Chapter 9.
Of the remaining five, let us briefly discuss and dismiss immigration, be-
Cause, on a world stage, it only “robs Peter to pay Paul.”

Migration can sometimes be considered as more than a mere shifting
without effect on the world average, inasmuch as it comes under the head-
ing of moreeffective redistribution. Certainly “brain drain” has been going
on for someyears, consisting of high talent moving from Britain (and otherEuropean countries) to the U.S.A., and being partly replaced by doctors
and others moving from Commonwealth countries such as India and Malayato Britain. In 1966, the last year for which data is given, some 5,300highly qualified scientists migrated to the U.S.A. Except where advancededucation is paid for byits Tecipient, through loanslater repaid, the “ex-porting” country loses both talent and the costs of the individual’s educa-tion. H. G. Iohnson (1968) advises such countries, if they wish to retain

centives, at any rate, have been effective means of moving higher abilityabout the world. It is i18 a pity that economics has not been invoked moreC 7 of ability—by making the birth of a bright childless expensive to parents than a less able one, instead of the converse, aspointed out above,
Of the remaining four
ent in educational and

thus we are left with wha
possibilities: (1) educati
Production of a high level
tation of fluid intelligence
nationofloss of intelligen
overthelife span from th

Possibilities, redistribution by selection and place-Occupation areas has been fully discussed, andt have always been the three major constructive
onal augmentation of basic potentials, ie., theof crystallized intelligence, (2) eugenic augmen-and other capacities and powers, and (3) elimi-ice and other powers (including sensory powers)© crosion by physiological loss and accident.

' type of learning which we described as “acquir-: learning Proficiencies,”i.e., raising the level of thein which broad, Problem-solving skills, appropriatelyar area (to avoid Negative transfer), are built up
orientation of agency devel-

and elaseit he first, the establishment of a. I dng the skills within ourculture. This wouldlead to what maybe briefly “the optimum investment,”but over
osen and adequately pursued invest-

‘d intelligence for everyone, the adjust-

gard for a wiscly chment of fluid intelligence in crystallize
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Increased assortiveness, i.e., improving the means by which the more intel-
ligent find and marry the more intelligent, leads to increased standard
deviation of the IQ. of the nation’s offspring. Such a change would result
in both a higher proportion of very low and very high 1.Q.’s than before.
Toincrease the proportion of very high I.Q.’s within a generation might be
the savingofsociety in emergencysituations.

Eutelegenesis, proposed by the Nobel Prize geneticist, Herman Muller
and others, is a plan (now being implemented by Robert Graham and
others) for artificial insemination of women whose husbandsaresterile,
from a sperm bank of fathers highly selected for intelligence and other
qualities. Since the differential birth rate for mothers is limited, say over a
tange from 0 to 30 births (or, more practically, 0-10), whereas fathers
could range from 0 to manythousands of offspring, this is inherently a more
powerful technique than the setting up of a differential family birth ratealone. Enough artificial insemination births have already been medicallydirected and psychologically observed—many thousands—to show thatwith, say, the degree of selection of fathers presented merely by takingyoung doctors as the donors, the intelligence level of offspring is good—Significantly above average. So far, this method involves no interferencewith family structure, but ethical decisions could arise if other possibledevelopments, beyond aiding the infertile, were adopted.

There is enough genetic andstatistical understanding and enough com-munity experience to know that both the environmental improvement ofa, and the genetic improvement of 8 will work. About the last of themethods nowto be discussed—postponementof ability erosion during lifeby introducing physiological aids—however, we are as yet in a largelyspeculative Stage. It has already been Pointed out that any adequate discus-

veegenerat ability, gr, typically falls steadily from the early twenties,
deviousvn a fo ability, a,, Stays at about the samelevel, but follows a

some decayof the old, Sn deposits of judgmentalskill to compensate for

Socially and economically,
general intelligences—a, and
46¢, constitute one of the most jTesources. Andsince government j int is morein the handsofthis age group thananyother, the maintenanceofhi

ily impo

© young. How far are the losses inevitable
: ies he as a, is concerned, a wider community
—~well-substantiated experimentally. that “it is never© to leam” oi ° eda — itis neam” might, with continuing adult education, do much. But

acceptance of the fae:
too far
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Sometimes

ummarizing
all in-

work ofs'
and (b) job pro”

t profiles.
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Agencies. Unitary abilities that develop as primary abilities through investment

of general abilities and dynamictraits in problem solving developments. ;

Aids. The development of systems of cognitive ability to cope, through the dis-
covery of someparticular response formula which is successful and generates
manyassociated performances.

Ambient Stimulus. That part of a total environmental situation which is not the
focal stimulus, q.v. Roughly, all kinds of background and circumstantial con-
ditions other than the stimulus to which the organism is primarily reaching.

Assortive Mating. The tendency oflike to marry like, expressed in most traits
bya positive correlation of husband and wife of about 0.1 to 0.6.

Behavior Specification Equation. An estimation of the Magnitude of an indi-
vidual’s response (performance) in terms of loadings (descriptive of the sit-
uation) and trait scores (descriptive of the individual), each loading multi-
plying one factortrait score.

Behavioral Situation Indices. The values,
written b or s in the behavioral specificati
@ given sourcetrait is involved in that specific situation and response.

Bipolar Factor. A factor having roughly as many negative as positive loadings.Notto be confused with Holzinger’s “bifactor.”
Bloated Specific. A factor which, in true

would be a Specific or very narrow, but
tiplying highly similar tests, is
factor.

Coercion to Cultural-Genetic Mean, Law of. The tendency of social pressure toforce behaviorto the existing central norm.
Combining or Associational Mass. That Part of the neurological brain masswhich is not assigned to particular Sensory, motor, or behavioral control areas,and is concerned purely with associating and combining (in the cortex) ele-ments from more Specialized areas,
Common or Broad Fa,

(of all in a matrix,

which are factor loadings, usually
‘on equation, which show how much

Perspective (see Personality Sphere),
which, through the experimenter mul-

“blown up” into a seemingly broad common

ctor. A factor(trait or state
it is common or general),Communalities, The correlation values put inmatrix before factorin,

Pressing the extent
othervariables.

) that affects manyvariables
contrasted with specific, qv.

the diagonal of a correlation
S, finally as exact values), ex-
ares Common variance with all

ig (initially as estimate.
to which each variable sh

Conditional Factorsand Factoring. Factors obtained from variables admin-
is ered under Testrictions, particularly as to modality, e.g., by holding motiva-
on or complexity constant. (Contrasted with Wholistic Factors, q.v.)

Cc
a.

+ .

VL

onlactor Rotation. A means of reaching unique rotational resolution, giving
‘ coments to (eetors, in whichthe factors from tworesearches are rotated1 nce, and shown by Proportionalit: i

eo

sponding fecce ip y of loading pattern on corr
Conspect Reliability Coefficient,

Sconng the same recorded or o
Cooperative Factor, A factor hNery similar to that of anothe:maybe negligible,

The degree of agreement of two psychologistsbserved Tesponses,

aving the loading pattern on salient variablesT independent factor with which its correlation
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Correlatio:nm Matrix, A trith f . riangular or square arran. i i

ae correlation between all possible pairing a key ae orc test
. ores, ete.) studied, g among the variables (e.g., test

‘ortertia, UL, 22. ThI, 22. The factorofcorticalsuch 22.T C ical alertness and arousal, i jecti

cn as reactiontime,flicker fusion speed,etc. ah in oblectve sess

riterion and i i i :formance Predictor Variables. Criterion variables are usually real life per-

is possible) ne pre ictors are tests. But, this is not necessary (any grouping

tiple sowrehat ir are predictors “causes” and criterion “consequence.” A mul-

Chitin R ion of predictors on the criterion is usually calculated

otati i .
between oration.A form of factor rotation in which the difference existing

n and an experimental or criterio i

expression ofa single factor. neo emee_

Cult i
ated Pressure. A dimension of syntality found a

reeal the extent to which ergic lon,

int”) is required in the culture. It affects cultura

gression, and mentatdisorder.

mong modern nations which

g-circuiting of satisfactions

| productivity, ag-

Culture-
aound Factors, Personality factors which are recognizable only in one

Culture-Fai are presumably peculiar to the effect of its institution.

operating. ces (Also, culture reduced, culture free, etc.) A test which, by

tninimine te wits material and habits common to all cultures, seeks t0

Tt need e ¢ fect of special cultural skills in educing complex relations.

not eliminate differences of races and classes, since such differences

could be real.

Cc
aure-Free Factors. Personality

D loading patterns in varied cultures.

Sayed Discriminatory Response Te.

aeaayed (if reward is to be gaine

D etermining
the choice has been made.

ependability Coefficient. That coefficient, in the class of test consistency co-

cficients, calculated by correlation scores of a testing and an immediate re-

> esting, (Distinguish from
Stability Coefficient, 4.¥-)

velopmental Equation. A specification equation which analyzes the present

evel of an ability (or other trait) in terms of traits and learning processes

Operating over previous years. (Contrast with Present ‘Action Equation, 4.¥+

involving most of the same terms.)

hich a habit offers to change, independently

isposition Rigidity. The
resistance w

, 1

strength, as shown by difficulty 19 re-structunng

eptual tasks. Sometimes called pere

factors which appear with much the same

(Distinguish Transcultural Factor, qv)

st, A test in which the motor response must

d) some time after the sensory presentation

of its particular dynamic

particular elements in motor and perc!

severative tendency.

Dissolvent Thinking. That contribution to the creation of a new idea in certain

area which is made by the dissolution
of incompatible

existing ideas. It may

be greater in some persons through greater endowmentin
a flexibility 5

Tigidity factor, g,-

Dual File System. A syste

formation in two files:

files.

m in industrial personnel work of summarizing
all ine

al endowment
profiles, and (b) job pro-

(a) individu
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Dynamic Calculus. The model, objective measurements, and principles con-

cerned with inter-relating attitude strengths, interests, conflict, and learning

using vectors, ergs, engrams, ¢tc.

Dynamic Lattice. A representation of the habit systems, attitudes, subgoals, and

ergic goals to bring out their full subsidiation pattern, as chains intersecting

in a lattice.

Dynamic Structure Factors. Source traits found amongattitude-strength mea-

sures of very varied content and representing both ergs and engrams. (Dis-

tinguish from Motivation ComponentFactors, qv.)

Ecogenic Component Curve. That part of the obtained age curve for anytrait

which is due to the characteristic nature of the typical environment across

different epochs. (Contrast Epogenic, q.v.)

Eduction of Relations, The tendency of the possible logical relations between

two objects to rise into consciousness on focusing attention on those objects.

Ego Strength. A source trait found in behavior ratings and questionnaire re-
sponses, labeled C, or U.L(L) or (Q) 3, and corresponding to the clinical

conceptof ego strength.

Endogenous Curve Component. The component in an age curve that is duc to

the typical internal maturational and involutional qualities of people.

Engram.Possibly a single element, but more commonly a unitary factor pattern,

M, found in the analysis of dynamic trait manifestations. The M’s cover
sentiments and complexes, and represent the contribution to interest strength
through past experience of reward and conditioning of the reaction tenden-
cies in the pattern. Engrammingis a general term for that part of memorizing
which consists in setting up permanentstorage.

Epogenic Curve Component. A component of an age trend curve on intelli-
gence or othertrait that is due to the historical peculiarity of the time epoch
concemed.

Equipotentiality, Law of. (See Mass Action.)

Erg. A pattern, discovered by factor analysis of dynamic trait measures, which
corresponds by its goal quality to an instinctual pattern in the higher mam-
mals, Consequently,it is hypothesized to be an innate reactivity toward a goal,
though stimuli and meansareleamed. The terms “drive” and “instinct” hav
been used, but they lack the o: seta toev rational isi stiergic patterns. pe precision and statistical support of

Ergic Tensi jectiaeret). ‘The objectively measurable (see Motivation Components)
interssetca © st rensth mm an erg. Also, in personality testing, the source trait
orett s the total aroused unexpressed drive tension (from ergic¢

-

Ht

covers tense, driven, over-active behavior.
XCitati i inci, inci :omenwane Principle. Theprinciple that if two cognitive or action sys-
vokes maents eretation at the same time, excitation, henceforth, of one
Open the Fe US COVeTS association and classical conditioning, but notperant conditioning (reward leaming)

"Exageno g :oedingeposeateponent The componentin a trait age change curve (in-
‘ 0 Ogenic components) that is ditypical environment which People cneounter Ne fo exposure to the

Exuberance, iv i »ue honingaaat given to a trait, in objective tests, indexed as U.I. 21,
in high fluency, rapid decision, spontaneity, etc.
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mogeneity (of a Test). The quality of a test
¥“actor (or Factor Analytic) Hor

composition, that
by which all items or subtests tend to have the same factor

of some single factor.

Factor Analysis. A method of accounting for the observed correlations amon,

manyvariables in terms of a much morelimited set of underlying Jetenninets

called factors, It decides the numberof influences required, and gives infor-

mation on their nature, instead of leaving trait definition to the subjective

choice of the psychologist.

Partor Loading. A loading of a variable by a factor (represented by b, for

. avior index, in many psychological predictions) is the fraction of a unit

change ina variable produced by unit change in a factor. (In orthogonal

factors,it is a correlation.)

Factor Matrix.A matrix of n rows (corresponding to variables) and k columns

(corresponding to factors) in which each number describes how much the

given factor contributes to the variance of a given variable.

Factor Pattern, The pattern (vector) of loadings of a factor on a series of vari-

ables.

Fiactor Strata. Factor orders—primary,

ing operations. Factor strata are conceive!

believed influences, only partly determined

Fidelity Coefficient. The extent to which a test, 8.

tinues to measure the same factor or factors as the sample move:

extremesofthe range of intended use.

Focal Stimulus. That element jn the total envir!

is primarily reacting,¢.g-» by instruction, by conscious!

Function Fluctuation. The
real variation on a source trait

internal and external conditions (not in the focal stimulus),

stability coefficient from the consistency coe:fficient.

General Capacity, written “ol A cognitive 2bility which, as 4 unitary factor,

seems to run across virtually all cognitive performance, 3S with intelligences

speed, capacity to retrieve memory
ma!terial, etc. (Contrast p’s and a's.)

Genetic Maturation Rate of Intelligence. The rate of inner motivation of in-

telligence, presumably different for different g¢netic constitutions,
and pro-

ducinginstabil
ity in the I.Q. as commonly calculated.

Genetic Pattern Method of Cross-Cultural
Trait Comparison. ‘The identification

of a trait for comparison ©
ss cultures by sorting factor pat-

f measures acto:
r

soe 1

terns for the same variables in several cultures into “types” by the pattem

similarity coefficient, Tp» and taxonome-

Genetic Regression to the Mean. The tendency

sured on some genetically composite trait, tot

person himself. Pearson's law of filial regress!

nearer to the mean than fathers on intelligence.

‘The science concerned with study ing the int

Genothreptic
ratio is the same as naturcy

Guilt-Pronene
ss (0+). & source trait distinct from supes-<59

disposing to guilt-pronc, depressive apprehensive

Heritability Coefficient. Theratio of the genctic tot

ratio, written
h. (See Nature-Nustur

e Ration, a¥-)

ry—refer to factor-
second order, tertial

as influences
d levels of factors,

by factor order findings.

an intelligence test, con-

s toward the

‘onment to which the organism

ly singling jt out, cic.

from time to time with

differentiating the

¢ of a person, mcar

be nearer the average than the

nto the mean showing sons

the classical case-

raction of heredity

nurture ratio, @.¥

strength but peer

of a relatis

Genothrepitics.

and environment.

he total observed ¥ariansé
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Hierarchy of Correlations. A correlation matrix in which it is possible to arrange

values so that they decline uniformly from top to bottom and left to right—

indicative of a single general factor being sufficient. .

Hierarchy of Relations. The fact that relations can arise among relations leads

to the field of cognitive understanding being a hierarchy, starting with sensory

elements, leading to hierarchies within provinces (p's), and so to the highest

general abstract concepts.

Higher Order Factors. With oblique factors, one can take second order factors

from their correlation matrix, and third orders from the correlations of second

orders, and, possibly, further. They stand to factors as primary factors to

variables.

Homogeneity Coefficient. That test consistency coefficient, differing from relia-

bility-dependability and from transferability, which evaluates the agreement

between parts of the test. It includes the case of agreement of two parts, as

in the equivalence coefficient.

Homostat Type. A type defined by a set of people whoare placed close together

by their scores on factor coordinates,

Hurdle Effect, The unusual correlation produced between two variables ina

group selected by having to pass a “hurdle* in which the variables are mu-
tually substitutable, i.e., loaded in the same sense on the criterion. A negative

correlation, ¢.g., of intelligence and persistence, could thus be produced
among those passinga difficult examination.

Hyperplane. A plane in the hyperspace representation of test vectors and fac-
tors, formed by a concentration oftests unaffected by the factor perpendicular
to the hyperplane.

Hyperplane Stuff. Variables introduced into a factor analysis that are unlikely

to have any correlation with the main ability studied to create a hyperplane
to help exact rotation. A ground for a figure.

Ideational Flexibility (vs. Firmness). A unitary cognitive tendency, distinct
from fluency, intelligence, and low rigidity, which favors easy restructuring of

the cognitivefield, as in seeing riddles, puns,etc.

Imprinting, Thetendency of a learning experience at one stage in an inner, ge-
netic maturational phase to have greater consequence than at another.

Inventive-Response Test. An “open-ended”test in which the subject is restricted
in Tesponse only by the instructions, as opposed to a selective-response test
in which given response alternatives restrict the possible responses.

Investment Theory of Crystallized Intelligence, The theory that both the general
unifactor form and individuals’ levels on a, afise from variations in the
legree of investment of fluid inteHigence, g,,

area of Jearnin :
bydifferent people, in the total

theory,
gam iz activities, Primary abilities are also explained by investment
ut with agencics predominating.

Ipsativ ;Psative Scores, Scores expressed with Tespect to a standardization within onePerson. Differenttests must be iqT measurable in a common metric i
this, and his score on oneis mttothe distibaden

‘ a standard score with res; istributiofall his scores. (Distinguis! iarAbative Sone}h from the somewhat similar Abative S
i

core,
lsomorphism of Interest and Ability. A princificiencies.” qv. tend ple that ability structure as “pro-

v. st aesentiments a 0 follow and parallel dynamic interest structures, as
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has to do only with tests resolvable

Itemetrics, That part of psychometrics which
roperties of items to properties of

into items and is concerned with relating p

scales.

L Data. Life-record data, covering behavior in si

therefore, including the specifically important

evaluated by behavior rating.

Loading. The extent to which variance on 4 factor contributes to variance on

the behavior concerned. A value obtained by factor analysis.

Mass Action, Law of. The tendency of all parts of the cortex to be equal in

potential for determining learning that involves intelligence. Hence, the

neurological theory that the whole cortex participates in intelligent actions.

Medium. A medium of personality behavior observation, of which there are

three: life record, questionnaire self-evaluation, and objective test.

M.M.P.I. The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory by Hathaway and

McKinley, which is a questionnaire for recognizing surface traits or syn-

dromesof an abnormal nature.

Modality. The class of a trait in respect to ability, temperament, and dynamic

traits.

Modulation Theory. A model which supposes that ambient situations change

the levels and group variance on states according to a certain law. Modular

indices, multiplying state liability trait scores in the specification equation,

express this modulator action of a stimulus.

Morale. The dynamicstate of a group, measurable large!

morale, immediate synergy, and leadership synergy.

Motivational Components. The components, principally integrated and uninte-

grated, found when manifestations
of motivation strength are factored.

Multiple Abstract Variance Analysis (M.AV.A.) Design. A research design for

discovering relative proportions of environmental vs. hereditary determination

for personality traits (Nature-Nurture
Ratio).

.

Nature-Nurture Ratio. The ratio expressing the percentages contributed in a

given social and racial group, respectively by hereditary and by environ

mental differences, to the observed interpersonal variability in a trait, As a

variance notion written 0.

Negative Transfer of Training.

formance A reduces one's performance in B,

ofskills.

O-A Battery. The

perimental pattery

jtu instead of in a test and,

behaviors of criteria. Often

Jy in factors of reward

‘The situation in which Icarning more on per-

to someinterfere
nce

usually due

y Factor Test Battery, 40 che

h covering cighteen factors.

sured, for making

Objective Test. A test in which the subject’s behavior 15 aoe what aps hit

i

.
. .

. .
re in

inferences about his rsonality without his being aware . ie

if the interpretatio
n. Atest of this jund is fo be dis

bshaviors
hegentionnai

® in which there is gemiobpectl
y (Coarse:

tion, q.v.). in which he himself estinyates his acts.
am

Oblique Factors. Correlated factors, as distinct front orthogonal faetorhy = )

initially app
ear from a factor analysis.

/

P Technique. The factor analysis of a set of variables, cach 6 tet

same scrics of occasions for the same organi (or grou OS

eeeel
etoring:

Objective-Ana
lytic personalit

from recent researel

acasuredd OCF the

y. Been
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Pattern Similarity Coefficient. A coefficient summarized as T, which indicatet

the degree of similarity between the personality profiles of two peope or o

one person and the ideal pattern for an occupation, etc., and which varie

from +1 to —1 like a correlation coefficient.

Penetrance. The percentage of the persons known to possess 4 certain gene who

actually show one possible phenotype expression forit, in a given social en-

vironment.

Permissive Relation. The relation of one factor to another such that a certain

level must be reached on the former before the Jatter can function on the

criterionatall.

Personality Sphere. A population of variables, measures of behavior, which

covers the totality of the interactions of people with other people and the

physical world, in a given culture. A representative set of personality ex-

pressions.

Positive Manifold. A factor solution in which variables have only positive load-

ings onthe factors.

Primary Abilities. The dozen or more primary factors found from correlations
ofability performances, including verbal, numerical, spatial, etc.

Process Parameters, The dimensions in terms of which an ongoing process can
be plotted.

Proficiencies. Common measurable patterns of ability which grow around dy-
namic structures. The whole being called effector agencies but the cognitive
parta “proficiency.” A Proficiency and an aid due two kinds of agency.

Provincial Organizations or “Powers,” p's. Factorially unitary ability traits which
apparently correspond to neurological sensory and motor areas. To be dis-
tinguished from capacities g’s, that one campletely general agencies, a’s, that
Tepresent culturally learnt unities.

Purposive vs. Purposeful. The former term indicates behavior that is dynamic
in the sense of having a purpose and a goal. The latter behavior in which,
additionally, the person himselffully realizes the goal.

2 Data, Evidence On personality from self-evaluative, introspective report, as
in the consulting room or filling out a questionnaire.

Q Technique. A factor analysis from correlating persons (scored over a series
of tests) instead of tests. The transpose of R technique,

Rate Retentir iY, Bm. A factor determining good retention which is independent
“ jnvelligence, and showsitself basically in retention for “meaningless” ma-
erial.

Reference Vectors. The coordinates in factor anal
to hyperplanes. They are not, technically,

ysis that are drawn orthogonal

factors.
factors; but they fix the position of

Rellesolony. A system of laws in the field of learning experiment in which asimple teflex connection, such as might be duc to a neurological reflex arc,Ws supposedto exist between the stimulus and the Tesponse, °
ul. iRenewler Model A model to guide the interpretation of structure by factorsay sch ts the principal alternative to the strata model, It supposes aork of influences, with positive and negative feedback.
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Retri . oy:
irieval Capacity, g,. A general ability factor showing jtself in rate of recall

erial in memory storage. It is close to general fluency, butthe latter

representsalso size of store.

Saturation in Intelligence. The degree to

by the g factor. (See Loading, 4.¥-)

Second-Order or Higher-Order Factors. Factors of

correlating factors themselves and factor analyzing them.

factors.

Segregate Type. A set of people between whom and another set there are no

persons intermediate in factor score profile.

Self-Sentiment. The factor and system of attitu

contemplated self, and directed to maintaining its physical, 8

integrity as a basis for other sentiment and ergic satisfactions.

Sentiment. A factor among attitudes corresponding to an acquired pattern from

a social institution. Such factors may be either object intersection or subgoal

centered.

Simple Structure. A unique rotational resoluti

ffect a minimum num
allows each factor to al

influence js unlikely to affect all variables, this suggests alignmen

influences has been attained.

which a test performance is loaded

wider influence obtained by

Thus, factors among

des centered on the conceived,

ocial, and moral

‘on of a factor analysis which

ber of variables. Since a real

t with real

Simplex Scaling Theory. The assignment of equal jntervals on & scale on the

mong scales for diverse variables will be maximized

theory that correlations a)
qual interval condition.

whenall scales stand at the e
ed (simple structure or con-

Source Trait. A trait defined as 2 uniquely rotat

r due to a single source.

factor) factor. Thus, 2 pattern of behavio'

Specific Factors or Trait. An influence found
performance, measured

by what remains when broad factor contril

Stability Coefficient. The correlation of a test wil

lapse. It thus measures the sum of the test undependabilit

ity Coefficient, q.v.) and the function fluctuation charac!

itself (not the test).

Standard Score 1.Q. The I.Q. calc!

assuming 2 normal distribution from an agree’

points.

Standard Validity. The valid

parameters of the populatio!

tive tests feasible.

State Liability Trait Score. A score 3

vidual to experience a certain state when provoked.

js thus estimated by his fiability, L, multiplied by

level, expresse
d in the modulator index,S-

Stens. Units in a standard ten scale in * hich

the population range in fixed and equal st

ing from 2% standard deviations above the |

fixed at 5°5 stens. In this book, questionnai
re ta

verted to stcns, when intending to use them normal

values with
population yalucs)-

only in one

butions are removed.

th itself after appreciable time

y (See Dependabil-

teristic of the trait

jon of scores at one age,

ulated from a distribut!
Q., usually 16

d sigma of I,

ge and other
corrected for the ran:

ong alternaity of a test
reliable choice am

n sample to make a

rait-like Jiability of an indi-

His actual Jevel on 2 state

the situational provocation
ssigned to 2 t

used to cover

vals, extend>

‘The mean is

usually ¢on-
obtained

ten score points are

andard deviation inte

he means {(sten 10).

w scores are

ively (to compare
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Structured Learning Theory. A development beyond classical, bivariate reflexo-logical learning theory, arising from multivariate experiment. it employs as“intermediate variables” the concepts of traits, behavioral indices (factorloadings), modulator indices, ergie tension states, ergic reward Patterns, co-excitation, and dynamicsets, (See Cattell, 1971 in bibliography.)
Subsidiation. A stable sequence in the learning,

of attitudes and habit systems, arising be
of action provides, byits subgoal, the ne
another course,

Super-Ego Strength (G+). A sou
unselfish behavior and im:
culture,

and the temporal functioning,
cause the completion of one course
Cessary condition for the starting of

ince trait governing conscientious, persevering,pelling the individual to duty as conceived by his

Surface Trait. The Pattern of a correlation cluster, fixed by its centroid. It is“surface” rather than “source” because it may be the composite resultant ofseveral factors.
Surgency. A source trait o

thusiastic, behavior,

Synergy, The energy, representable by an ergic vector, by means of which agroup operates. It sumstheattitude vectors representing the interest Strengthsof members in the grouplife.
Syntality, That which determines a

f happy-go-lucky, heedless, gay, uninhibited, and en-

Taxonome Program,
luminates the taxonomy of

a domain, employing the pattern similarity Coefficient, Ty» Segregate search
methods,etc,

“T.elescopic” Principle in T,est Construction. ConstructinA,B,C, etc., forms so that the user may findlength for the validity desire andtime available.Test Sophistication, The componentin the score of a test due Purely to the sub-
Ject having taken the test (or one like it) before.Test Vector, A series of numbers expre:Coordinates, hence describing howtest,

'g a test in many parallel
always a suitable compromise

ssing the Projections of a test on factorvarious factors enter into success in thatThree Vector Le,‘arning Analysis,theory, Q.v., that learni notion in structured learning
Vey camming on a set of variables can by; full $

4 vectorof traiz Sains, (b) a vect "hen ey described by (a)
Or of changes on behavioral indices, and (c

a vector of changes on modular indices, qv.
, ©)

This rests on the

Transcultural Fa
identical, uni.
Vanables on

ctor. A basis for measuring numbers of differe
que factor trait, fi

t
‘nt cultures on anTOM Corre! ating the mean tho:

manycultures,
performance of many
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A correlation showing how much a test measures
'ransferability Coefficient.

e thing that it measures with other kinds of
with one group of subjects the sam

subjects.

fransposed Factor Analysis. Factoring people overtests is the transpose of fac-

toring tests over a series of people. One score matrix is the transpose of the

other, R and Q; P and O; T and S-techniques are transposes.

Unicausal Thinking. The habit of looking for one cause for one effect or phe-

nomena. Mostpsychological phenomena are multiply determined and require

multivariate experimental analysis to understand them.

Universal Index (U.L.) Number. Number on a proposed indexing system for

thrice-confirmed factors, to avoid premature interpretive names.

t to the prediction

Utility Coefficient of a Test. The mean contribution of a tes

of a standard, stratified sample of practical criteria in a given area, ¢-B» edu-

cation. This represents both its validity and the relevance of the factor which

it measures.

Validity. The capacity of a test to predict o

itself, measured by the correlation of the test

situations. The coefficients may be divided accor

(test or cultural performance referent), concept (o

direct, and standard validity; as well as certain spurious

intrinsic, and content validities. Breadth of validity an

derived concepts from these.

ne or more performances outside

ith these responses to other

ding to basis into concrete

ir construct), direct, in-

forms such as face,

d utility are further

N

i 2d? where d

Variance. The magnitude of variability of a score. Technically, 5

N

m the mean and there are N persons.

variables in uncontrolled
condi-

Thus, 4 motivation:
subtests

ful

is the deviation of each person fro!

Wholistic Factors. Factors from “naturalistic”

tions, and therefore wider than conditional factors, qe .

“school interest” factor would wholistically run across intelligence

too, except where children’s motivations are essentially equalized by pow’

conditional motivation.
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Inferential Reasoning Primary, 107

infertility and emotionalstability, 471

information,pieces of, 238
innate, 248, 491

input, 235

input activities, degree of involvement
of, 71

insight, 213, 219, 232
insight and eduction, 430

insightful learning, 218, 223

inspiration and intensity, 426
instinct, 216

integrated motivational components, 322,

intellect, 100

intellectualinterests, 368

intellectual speed, 107, 108

intelligence and character correlations,
366, 499

intelligence and differential barren mar-

Tiage rate, 461
intelligence and differential birth rate, 507

intelligence and differential celibacy rate,

461

intelligence and differential death rate,
461

intelligence and dystenic birth rate, 462
intelligence and hybridization, 507
intelligence and length of generation, 461
intelligence and living standards, 473

intelligence and number of children per

family,460 ~
intelligence and personality factor cor-

relation, 368
intelligence and socio-political processes,

465



intelligence, cessation of growth, 141
intelligence, correlation of child’s, with

parental occupation, 465

intelligence, correlation of husband's and
wife's, 268

intelligence, definition of, 2, 6, 7, 9, 148

intelligence, distribution in occupations,
445, 451

intelligence, distribution of, 138, 140,
143, 147, 448

intelligence, fostering high, 449
intelligence, growth of, 144

intelligence, history of, 2

intelligence, inter-generation shift of, 276

intelligence ofcities, 452

intelligence, quality of, 373

intelligence quotient (see I.Q.)

intelligence, resources of, 445, 457

intelligence, selection for yery high, 500
intelligence, selection of, by social class,

283
intelligence tests, changing loading pat-

tern with cultures, 176

intelligence tests, conceptual validities of

traditional, 485
intelligence tests, effect of learning sym~-

bolic logic, 318
intelligence tests for superior adult levels,

467
intelligence tests,

morale, 400
intelligence tests, validity of, 484, 490

intelligence, the servant of character, 509

intelligence units, 138

intelligent child, cost of, 480
intelligent child, hazards of the highly,

501
intelligent memory, 43

intelligentsia, 470
interaction of ability, personality and

motivation, 354
Interest in School Subjects, 386

Interest in Sports, 386
interest, role of, in formation of agency.

352
interest, role of, in performance, 352

interests, tests of, 356

interviewing and testing.
curacy of, 496

“imvenure,” 241

inventive tests, 39
inventive-vseselective response, 59, 429

invertebrate phyla, 226
jnvestment area, 137

truncating to help

relative ac-
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investment theory, 102, 117, 128, 129,
188, 270

ipsative scoring, 402

LQ, 6, 139
LQ. and “concern for achievement,” 284
19 change and specificity of learning,

7

1.Q.changes from environment, 273

1.Q., eugenic increase of high, 449

LQ. in adultlife, 141
LQ, instability of individual, 141, 155
LQ, racial differences, 288

I.Q., standard deviation, 249, 447

isomorphism and conventional ability
structure, 325

jsomorphism,interest-ability, 324

isomorphism principle of effectors and

sentiments, 321

job role complexity level, 476
judgment, 32

judgment response, 440

ketosteraids, 201

kinesthetic ability, 303
Kudortest, 356

Rwashiokor, 273

LSD,199, 200
Jability-vs.-constancy in paths on succes-

sive day's, $33

Janguage, 386
Laycock Intelligence Test, 488

leadership, 386
learning, 184, 185

“tearning set,” 22

Jife criterion performances in children,

prediction of, 383 .

fife range curves on traditional intel.

ligence test, 159

limbic system, 205
Haguistic ability, 183
loadings, 14
logic. mathematical, 236 .

logical consistency in emotional 3)I

logisms, 433
Jongesity and inteNigence, 3843

fongitudinal method, 70

Lorge-Thormiike Test, 87, 448

Jovemsling, 53.112

M, Thurstone’s, 23%, 107
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machines, 212, 234
malnutrition, 202
mammiatlian ability, 230
managing small children skills, 120
manipulative experimental design, 282

manners, polished, 368
mating, assortiveness of, 142, 156, 470,

472, 507

massaction theory, 187, 188

matching, greater speed and accuracy in,

434

mathematics, 21

mathematics and personality, 374
matrices, 82, 487

Mature Stolidness-vs.-Dissofrustance (U.I.

30), 65

maze running, 364

maze runningin tats, 286
“meaning,” 246

meaningful memory factor, 42, 205, 396

meaningful memory, long distance

(Smm)» 397
measurement, error of, 262

mechanicalability, 33, 80, 111, 278, 307,
375-

medulla, 204

memory, 39, 42, 185, 205

memoryability (M), 284, 307, 340, 341

memory andrise ofability, 396
memory, committing to, 42, 43, 307, 398
memory, immediate, 364
memory, modeofretrieval, 42
memory parameters as broad factors, 308

memory processing, 59
memory, quickness ofretrieval, 58
memory, rate of fading, 42
memory, rote (see rote memory)
memory, short-term, reverberatory, 398
memory, structure of, 397
Mensa Society, 2, 98, 467, 499, 509
mental age, 6, 196

meprobamate, 199, 200
meritocracy, 466
microcephaly, 4

mid-parietal region, 181

migration and intelligence, 288, 506
military combat, $1
Miller Analogies, 94, 98
misperception, 360

Mck (see practical mechanical general
abilities)

Mobilization-+s.-Regression (U.L23), 41,
356, 360, 364, 414

modalities, 55, 363
modality distinction an explicit rationale,

355

models, in psychology as a science, 424
modifiability ratio (m), 251

modulating indices, 335
modulation, 395
modulator coefficients, 334
modulatorindices (s’s), 351, 394
momentum, dynamic, 364

mongolian imbecility

drome), 4, 255

moron, 3

motivation, 90

Motivation Analysis Test (4AT) (PAT),

357, 379, 388, 400

motivation andintelligence, 492

motivation and performance, 401

motivation, comparison of high and low
achievers on, 403

motivation structure, 355

motorability, 303, 306

motor coordination, 31, 150

motor zones, 183, 184

Muller-Lyer illusion, 289
multifactor analysis, 19
multifocal theory, 7

Multiple Abstract Variance Analysis
Method (MAVA), 252, 253, 254, 255,
260, 261, 263, 264, 265, 268, 269, 293

multiple-choice tests, 39
multiplicity of set, 63, 67

multivariate experiments, 19

music, 21

musical aptitude, 39, 303
musical creativity, 419
musical pitch andtonal sensitivity, 31

musical rhythm andtiming, 32
mutations, 255, 507

(Down's syn-

Narcissistic Ego (U.I. 26), 40, 414

Narcissistic  Self-Determination
Narcissistic Ego)

narrow factor, 87

native wit, 75
nature-nurture, 60, 249, 250, 254, 270,

272, 356

negative transfer, 20, 314, 506, 507
neurogiial cells, 194

neurological combining mass, 208
Neuroticism (U.I. 23-), 79
neuroticism and intelligence, 371
Nobel prizes, 418

nocgenetic, 58
noradrenalin, 201, 203
normal curve, 142

nous, 2, 100

numerical ability, 29, 33, 47, 77, 78, 79,
80, 107, 111, 132, 133, 278, 307

(see



Objective-Analytic Personality

Battery (O-A) (IPAT), 410

oblique factors, 28

Occam’s razor, 48

occipital cortex, 181, 207

occupationalintelligence, 157

occupationsaseffector
patterns, 322

oceupations: ratio of complex to primary,

octopus, 225

olfactory skills, 112, 311

oligarchic theory, 7

operations, 54

orphanagefindings, 273

orthogonal axes, 18

orthogonal factors, 28, 88

orthogonality, 46

Otis Intelligence Test, 93, 490

PMA,33

P.ULL i (see Activation)

P.ULI. 5 (see Adrenergic Response)

PxQ technique transposes, 66

paragraph meaning, 386

parameters, 66, 241

parietal area, 186

partialling out, 50

“path analysis” of dynamic subsidiations,

329
Pathemia (U.I. 22-), 79

patterns, 242

penetrance concept, 251

Perceiving Anagrams,
433

perceiving relationships, 152

perception, 39, 43

perception clusters, figural, 48

perception clusters, symbolic, 48

perceptual ability, 44, 55,107

perceptual intelligence tests, 75,76

perceptual performance,

perceptual relationships
i

organization, 305

performance ability, 55

performance
prediction from a!

personality source traits, 386

persey eration,
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386
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personality
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Factor personality traits, nature-nurture, 356

phases, 66

phases of action, 66, 67

phase sequences, 3 17

phenobarbitol, 199

phenocopies, 253

phenothiazine, 200

phenotype, 253

phenotype, concrete, 253

phenotype, standard, 253

phenylalanine, 198

phenylketonuria, 4, $98, 249

philosophers, 304

phonetic principle, 3 16, 320

phrenology, 53, 181

phylogenetic, 224, 312

planned parenthood, 462

plasmode, 85

play, 442

pneumoencephalographic
studies, 196

poetry and eduction, 430

poker, 112

porpoise, 233, 234

positive manifold, 83

power-agency
relations, 299

practical mechanical general abilities,

M:k, 100, 102

pre-frontal lobe, 185

Premsia (1) and blood groups, 289

pre-school intelligence structure, 1st

Present Action Specification Equation,

334, 350, 392

“preventive
medicine” and intelligence,

462

primary abilities, 27, 2% 33, 46, 53. 325,
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primary abilities and school prediction.
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(IPAT). 33

primary factors, 46
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sclerosis, 195
Screetest, 93
second-orderabilities, 105, 115

second-order analysis, 75

second-orderfactors, 25, 26, 83, 185

secondstratum, 109, 110

second-stratum factor, 84, 106

second-stratum source, 86

segregate types, 11

selection of variables, 70

selective answertests, 39, 429

self-assertive erg, 404

self-esteem andintelligence, 495

self-knowledge and testing, 494

self-perpetuation, 125

self-regarding sentiment, 346

self-sentiment and achievement, 390

Self-Sentiment Strength (Qs), 121

Self-Sufficient Temperament
(Qy), 404

selling skills, 120
semantic subcategories, 60

senility, 43

sensory-motor organization content, 60

sentiment, 320

sentimentorigin in reinforcement, 329

sentiments, 322, 324, 326, 357

series, 82
serotonin, 203

sets, 188

sex and achievement, 390, 404

sex differences in ability, 130, 132, 134,

135, 464
sex, perversions of, 217

Shannon’s maze runner, 23

sigma, general adult population,

simple structure, 17, 88

simple structure, oblique, 46

simple structure rotation, 114

simplex theory, 157

“single factor thinking,” 498

Sixteen Personality Factor

(16 PF) (PAT), 356.
405, 414

shiing, 112

smelling skills, 112

Social Adjustment, 386

“socialintelligence,”
337

social interactionskills, 51, 107

social judgment, fast speed of, 363

social mobility and intelligences a7

social status and intelligences 384,

social status and size of family, 4

socialstatus hierarchy. 470

solutions to novel situations, 133

sorting, 64

176

Questionna
ire

375, 3795 402,
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source trait, 11, 13, 16, 17

source trait coordinates, 15

spatial ability, 29, 35, 78, 79, 107, 111,

132, 133, 280, 281

spatial orientation, 29

spatial thinking, 34

specific ability (s), 19, 20, 23, 26

specific factor, 86, 87

specification equation, 15, 469

speed, 20, 40, 65, 108, 113

speed, age changein, 172

speed demand, 68

speed in intelligent judgments
, 170

speed of closure, 30, 107, 111

speed of retrieval, 48

speed, motor, 32

speed, perceptual, 30, 34, 61

speed, symbol discrimination, 32

spelling, 33

spontaneous nervousdischarge,
225

stability coefficient (r,), 491

standard deviation within occupations,

69
standard validity, 490

standard score 1.Q., 141

standardization,
94

Stanford-Binet,
5,93, 140

state liability, 395

states, 11, 334

stimulation in earlylife, 203

storage, 58, 64, 235, 236

storage, maintenance
of, 398

storage, size of,

strategies and
intelligences

319

strategies in problem-solving.
318, 319

stratum, 29

stratum model, 311

streaming”
of classes, 501
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supply and demand, dislocation of, 478,

482

supply of intelligence, 477
surface trait, 11, 12, 13, 16, 123, 125

Surgency (F), 372, 416

susceptibility to suggestion, 364
Swahili, 126
symbolic memaries, 210

symbolic subcategories, 60
synapses, 198
syntality of national groups, 418

TATtest, 356
TOTES, 318
tactile judgments, 113

tactile-kinesthetic area, 112
tactual aptitude, 303
Taiwanese intelligence, 289

talents, the optimum degree of diversity
of, 505

tasting skills, 112, 289
Taxonome, 243, 289, 302

taxonomy, 4, 47, 52, 70, 241

technologicalintelligence supply, depriva-

tion of, 475
technology,intellectual content of, 474
technology,invention in, 475

“telescopic” principle, 491

temperamentfactors, 32

temperament, independence of interest,

359

temperamenttraits, definition of, 358
tempo, 65

temporal-lobe damage, 185

tenacities of accustomed concepts, 431
tertiary strata structures, 47

test sophistication, 493
test vectors, 16

testing and equalizing motivation, 401
testing programsin schools, 483, 493, 494
tetrad differences, 19, 24, 90

theta rhythm, 190

thiamin deficiencies and performance, 287
shird stratum, 114

third-stratum factors, 86, 95

three-vector learning model, 335, 336
threptic, 255, 256, 263

thyroxin, 198, 201, 202, 204
Time Machine, 429

tools, 128, 313, 316, 317, 319, 320, 321,
327

topology, 82

tortoise, mechanical, 235
tractability, 214, 217
trait, 11

trait levels, 335
trait, social value of, 459
transcultural factor, 486
transfer oftraining, 118, 314
transfer problem, 313

transferability coefficient, 489
triadic classification, 348
triadic classification and experience, 350
triadic structure, 306
triadic theory, 54, 296, 297, 298, 299,

309, 323
trial-and-error learning, 220, 223, 240,

442
tri-vectored learning theory, 351
twin research methods, 263, 264

twins, identical, 252, 264

twins, fraternal, 264

“two cultures,” 280

TwoFactor Hierarchical Theory, 18

two general factor theory, 78, 94

ULL. 16 (see Ego Strength)

ULI. 17 (see General Inhibition)

ULI. 19 (see Independence)

U.1. 21 (see Exuberance)

U1. 22 (see Cortertia)

ULL 23 (see Mobilization-vs.-Regression)

ULI. 24 (see Anxiety)

UL. 25 (see Realism)

ULI. 26 (see Narcissistic Ego}

ULI. 28 (see Asthenia)

UL.29 (see Superego)

UI. 30 (see Mature Stolidness-vs.-Dis-
sofrustance)

ULL32 (see Extraversion)

U.I. 33 (see Depression-Elation)
unemployed, chronically, 469

unemployment, 476

unicausal thinking, 469
unifocal theory, 7

unintegrated motivational components,
322, 357, 404

unities from motivational sources, 313
universal index, U.L, 21, 29
“universals,” 318
unreflective learning, 223
Urdu, 126

vatiables, choice of, 91
variables, sampling of, 299
variances, abstract, 260

variances, concrete, 260
vector, 15
Verbal Analogies, 107



verbal ability, 29, 33, 47, 48, 77, 78, 79,
80, 95, 111, 132, 280, 281, 307, 373

verbal control area (Broca’s area), 184
verbal-education general ability (V:ed

factor), 50, 100, 101, 102

verbal learning (V), 303
vertebrate phyllum, 229

visual area of brain, 184, 206
visual patterns, 208

visual perception, 77

visual sensory deprivation, 299
visualization ability (g,), 34, 35, 106,

113, 210, 302, 303
volunteering and personality selection,
500

voters, intelligence of, 468
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WAIS, 94, 140, 490
war, frequency of involvementin, 419

weatherforecasting, 239

Wechsler-Bellevue, 93, 94, 140

welfare programs, 284

“wholistic” factor, 330
wisdom, 371, 372

within-family variance, 258, 472

wordassociation, 40
word fluency ability, 30, 37, 38, 95, 132,

386

wulst, 229
Wundtian brass instrument compartmen-

talism, 325

Yerkes-Doddson Jaw, 401, 404


